
The Ohio Department of Commerce conducted a comprehensive, fair, and impartial evaluation of all 

applications. The review and scoring of Section 2 in the cultivator application evaluated five plans. (See 

below)  

1. Business Plan: Seek information on the applicant’s experience in any type of business environment;

establish the business model for the proposed cultivation environment; and demonstrate the ability to

operate the proposed facility.

2. Operations Plan: Seek information from the applicant in the following areas: experience in

agriculture/cultivation; proposed cultivation methods and techniques; product timelines and production

schedule; marijuana cultivation area layout and environment; proposed strains of marijuana to be

cultivated; and standard operation procedures and staffing models.

3. Quality Assurance Plan: Establish a plan for packaging and labeling; propose the use of approved

pesticides, fertilizers and/or other product control factors; submit inventory control plan; establish

disposal and destruction procedures for medical marijuana waste and non-marijuana waste; prepare for

the handling of adverse events and recall procedures; and develop a plan for recordkeeping regulatory

compliance.

4. Security Plan: Establish the methods that will be used for security across the proposed facility and

during operations, including surveillance technology, security measures around the physical structure;

plot plan and map of the entire facility that includes points of ingress and egress and other restricted

access areas; emergency notification procedures; and transportation guidelines and policies.

5. Financial Plan: Establish the applicant’s ability to meet the financial responsibility requirements.

TABLE A 

Category Minimum 
Score (Step 1) 

Maximum Score 
(Step 1) 

Conversion 
Factor 

Final Weighted 
Score 

Business Plan 6 10 1.46 14.6 

Operations Plan 18 30 2.36 70.8 

Quality Assurance 
Plan 

18 30 1.64 49.2 

Security Plan 12 20 2.00 40.0 

Financial Plan 6 10 2.54 25.4 

Total Possible Points 100 200 

The scores were calculated using a two-step process. In the first step, a maximum score of 100 points 

was possible. An applicant must have achieved a minimum score of 60 points and must also have 

achieved the minimum score (Reference Table A) for each plan (Business, Operations, Quality 

Assurance, Security and Financial) to be considered a qualified applicant. Applicants failing to meet the 

minimum score requirements were disqualified.  

If the applicant scored at least 60 points and met the minimums required for each plan, they moved on 

to the second step of the scoring process. In this second step, the Department of Commerce applied a 

conversion factor to the score from step 1 to arrive at the final weighted score. The maximum possible 

final weighted score was 200 points.  
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I, Jon Husted, do hereby certify that I am the duly elected, qualified and present
acting Secretary of State for the State of Ohio, and as such have custody of the
records of Ohio and Foreign business entities; that said records show AGRI-
MED OHIO, LLC, an Ohio For Profit Limited Liability Company, Registration
Number 4026919, was organized within the State of Ohio on May 9, 2017, is
currently in FULL FORCE AND EFFECT upon the records of this office.

Witness my hand and the seal of the
Secretary of State at Columbus, Ohio
this 12th day of June, A.D. 2017.

Ohio Secretary of State

Validation Number: 201716302150

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
STATE OF OHIO

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE
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Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

Cultivator Application - Filing Packet Notarized Cover Sheet 

Lnstructions are provided in a separate document: Cultivator Application - Request for 

Applications/ Instructions Packet (MMCP-C-1000). 

Acknowledgement and Notarized Signature 

[!] I hereby acknowledge that knowingly making a statement that is untrue or which is intended to 
mislead the Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP), the Department of Commerce, the State 
Board of Pharmacy, or the State Medical Board, or any person designated by the State of Ohio in the 
performance of their official function is a violation of Chapter 3796 of the Revised Code. As the duly 
authorized representative of the applicant, I hereby attest to the accuracy to the best of my knowledge of 
the submitted information on this application and make the submitted certifications on behalf of the 
applicant. 

[!] r hereby acknowledge that this application was formulated with the assistance of outside consultants 
knowledgeable in the industry. lf applicable, please include the information requested below regarding 
the individuals or entities that provided this assistance. 

� I hereby authorize the Ohio Department of Taxation and any of its agents and/or employees to 
release information to the Ohio Department of Commerce. These records and information shall be limited 
to information obtained and maintained by the Ohio Department of Taxation and shall not contain any 
federal tax information as defined in l.R.C. 6103 and received from the Internal Revenue Service. I 
expressly waive the confidentiality provisions of the Ohio Revised Code, which would otherwise prohibit 
disclosure, and agree to hold the above-referenced organization harmless with respect to the disclosure 
herein. I certify under the penalties of perjury that I am the taxpayer identified below or an agent 
authorized to certify on its behalf. 

Please verify the application level and submit the corresponding, non-refundable 
application fee: 

D Level I: I understand and am prepared to submit the non-refundable application fee of $20,000 at 
the time of submission of this application. By checking this box, I acknowledge that the applicant and 
any person possessing a financial interest in the applicant, as defined in O.A.C. 3796: 1-1-01, is prohibited 
from applying as a Level II cultivator. (3796:5-1-01)

-OR-

[!] Level II: I understand and am prepared to submit the non-refundable application fee of $2,000 at 
the time of submission of this application. By checking this box, I acknowledge that the applicant and 
any person possessing a financial interest in the applicant, as defined in O.A.C. 3796: 1-1-01, is prohibited 
from aoolying as a Level I cultivator (3796:5-1-01).

MMCP-C-1001A (vl.1), Ohio Cultivator Application - Filing/Identifiers Page 1 of 24 
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2A-Business Plan 

Part I: Experience in Business  

Proven Experience: The Applicant has assembled a team that has extensive experience operating 
successful businesses. The Applicant’s senior team members have proven themselves as accomplished 
leaders and bring with them a uniquely strong financial posture that will afford the Applicant the skills 
and tools necessary to succeed in the Ohio medical marijuana industry.  

The Applicant’s key members are veteran businesspeople who truly understand the state’s culture, 
background, economy, government, and business processes. To supplement its skilled officers, the 
Applicant will hire a team of medical marijuana industry consultants with expertise in the areas of 
cultivation, inventory control, traceability, and marijuana-specific research and development.  

Person A, Chief Executive Officer (“CEO”): Person A has extensive business experience including 
over 17 years of combined entrepreneurial and operational management expertise. Such experiences 
will ensure that the Applicant has the ability to run a successful, profitable, efficient, and compliant 
medical marijuana cultivation facility according to the rules and guidelines of the Ohio Medical 
Marijuana Control Program. 

For the past five years, Person A has owned and operated a medical device distributing company, 
where they are responsible for day-to-day operations, management of four employees, and working 
directly with medical professional clients. In that time, Person A has increased total sales from 
approximately $500,000 in 2012 to over $4.2 million in 2016 and significantly increased the 
company’s market share in its region. In this entrepreneurial role, Person A has developed and 
implemented operational workflow parameters and standard operating procedures to create a profitable 
business. Moreover, Person A has worked intimately with surgeons utilizing various surgical products 
and office-based durable medical equipment to ensure the best possible outcomes for their patients. 

Person A takes prides in basing their medical device distributing company’s culture on a foundation of 
positivity, optimism, honesty, and a family-like spirit. Person A’s company also received an award in 
2015 from one of the largest orthopedic extremities companies in North America for being a top 
distributor of that company’s products. 

Before owning the previously mentioned medical device distributing company, Person A worked for 
eleven years with one of the nation’s largest orthopedic manufacturing companies that distributes 
medical devices in the fields of Neurosurgery, Orthopedics, wound care, and pain management. As a 
Territory Manager, Person A successfully managed accounts and increased sales by utilizing extensive 
orthopedic product knowledge to gain the respect and trust of Orthopedic Surgeons and Podiatrists. For 
their efforts, Person A received numerous awards and accolades for top performance. In this role, 
Person A was responsible for tracking and reporting daily sales volume and creating a successful 
business plan that exceeded forecasts each fiscal year. Additionally, Person A was responsible in this 
role for training and working with new sales representatives within the territory, as well as developing 
numerous training programs for area representatives on existing and new products. 

Person A has a Bachelor’s of Science in Education from a renowned, accredited university and a 
Master’s degree in Education from an accredited college. 

Person A’s extensive experience forming business relationships with medical professionals and their 
track record of a developed leadership and entrepreneurial skillset ensures that the Applicant possesses 
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the ability to operate in a medically-focused and successful business in the Ohio Medical Marijuana 
Control Program. 

Person C, Chief Operating Officer (“COO”): Person C has extensive experience managing and 
operating businesses in the medical field, which will be of great value as they serve as COO in the 
Applicant’s team. 

Person C currently serves as Director of Operations for Person A’s medical device distribution 
company. In this role, Person C has spearheaded the ongoing maintenance of FDA licenses and 
certification for the distribution of medical devices, including those for Tissue Establishment, 
Inventory Tracking, and Documentation of Human Tissue and Demineralized Bone Matrix products. 
For the past five years, Person C has been instrumental in the development and implementation of the 
medical device distribution company’s standard operating procedures and all company operational 
guidelines. Additionally, Person C has been responsible for the management of the company’s $5 
million inventory, including complete annual audits with an overall 100% accuracy rating during that 
time, as well as ensuring product deliveries are ordered and arrive on time. In their current role, Person 
C is responsible for the medical device distribution company’s monthly commission distribution, 
employee scheduling, payroll, and all sales analysis and reporting. 

Before joining Person A’s medical device distribution company, Person C served for over 17 years as 
Office Manager and Sales Support Specialist for a company that distributes orthopedic products. In 
this role, Person C reported monthly commissions and sales for the entire staff at 100% accuracy. 
Person C executed and maintained all sales contracts for the company and developed new hiring 
processes, sales material, corporate compliance guidelines and documentation, and orchestrated 
employee training and registration requirements. Additionally, Person C was responsible for the 
company’s $12 Million inventory, including tracking and all audits, and was instrumental in all new 
product launches and pre-market trials. 

Person C maintains 21 certifications in numerous areas ranging from surgical procedures to FDA 
protocols, as well as 18 endorsements for sales operations, and has served on a corporate panel 
representing operations and distributors for an entire region of the United States.  

Person B, Chief Financial Officer (“CFO”): Person B’s extensive business experience will be a 
valuable asset in financial matters as the Applicant’s CFO.  

Person B is currently the Owner and President of an insurance consulting firm, where they have driven 
business growth to over 3,000 clients and profitability of a niche portfolio of Commercial Property and 
Casualty insurance products across numerous states. With their insurance consulting firm, Person B is 
responsible for all accounting functions including payroll, company payables/receivables, 
budgeting/forecasting, monthly reconciliation of general ledger, state licensing, reconciliation of all 
direct bill income, and P&L analysis.  

Before founding the insurance consulting firm, Person B worked as a Production Manager for a 
mortgage-back securities company for over five years, where they were responsible for identifying, 
qualifying, and securing new business with developers, owners, and operators of multifamily housing 
and healthcare facilities. Additionally, Person B was responsible for increasing company and product 
awareness and education throughout the mortgage banking community. 

For almost four years preceding their position at the mortgage-backed securities company, Person B 
served as Director of a team working for a large private real estate bank providing full-service 
commercial real estate financing with annual production of over $5 billion. In this role, Person B was 
responsible for servicing a portfolio in excess of $4 billion and identifying an appropriate asset 
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strategy, identifying proper capital sources, creating a competitive marketplace, and collecting sales 
quotes. 

Person B holds a Bachelor’s of Science degree in Marketing from an accredited university and a 
Master’s of Business Administration from a noted Business College of a different accredited 
university. 

Person D, Compliance and Inventory Manager: Person D has extensive experience in inventory 
tracking and logistics, which makes them ideal to serve as the Applicant’s Compliance and Inventory 
Manager.  

Person D currently serves as Inside Sales Executive for a logistics, transportation, and supply-chain 
company and has previously served as a Broker Associate Support Specialist for a logistics company. 
In those roles, Person D has been responsible for organizing logistics and transportation supply-chain 
routes as well as coordinating inbound shipping freight for one of the world’s largest consumer brands, 
with a customer satisfaction score of 100%. Additionally, Person D is responsible for tracking of 
shipments and assurance of safe and efficient delivery. In these roles, Person D succeeded in the face 
of numerous challenges, such as scheduling shipping routes under mileage and timing constraints using 
a keen attention to detail and use of strategic planning. 

Person D holds a degree from an accredited university. 

Person E, Cultivation Manager: As Cultivation Manager, Person E has extensive business and 
managerial experience and skills to ensure the Applicant’s greenhouse facility is run efficiently and 
effectively.  

At Person E’s current position as Cultivation Manager of a regulated, medical marijuana cultivation 
facility, Person E has spent the last three years managing a cultivation staff of eight growers, and has 
developed multiple standard operating procedures that reduced labor requirements by 40%. Person E 
has extensive state regulatory, medical marijuana seed-to-sale inventory control experience, and 
pesticide and nutrient chemical handling expertise as well as managerial duties such as employee 
scheduling and workflow delegation to maximize human resources. 

Person E has a Bachelor’s of Science in Horticulture and Business Management from an accredited 
public university. 

Person F, Sales and Marketing Manager: Person F has been a top-rated sales performer for over 11 
years. Starting in apparel, Person F had over 200 customers under their management and managed bids 
with companies that annually purchased a minimum of $40K in blank apparel. As an outside sales 
consultant for an international franchise, Person F increased clients’ overall visual communications to 
drive sales and managed projects through the entire sales cycle. Throughout the years, Person F grew 
their career by managing existing accounts and generating new clientele, improved strategies for sales, 
marketing programs and tradeshow management, budget planning, and boosting ROI.  

In 2014, Person F began working in Pharmacy as a sales associate and was recognized as top sales 
performer after exceeding marketing revenue goals with results over 500%, generating over $4.8 
million in revenue in one fiscal year. Person F has extensive knowledge on how to read drug 
prescribing information and clinical trial data, and can therefore effectively educate Healthcare 
Professionals.  

Person F received a Bachelor of Arts and Science in Communication from an accredited public 
university. 
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Person G, Cultivation Tech: Person G has a passion for enhancing communities through their work. 
As a Horticulture Technician, Person G worked with volunteers to install and maintain plant materials 
in green spaces throughout several cities. As an Environmental Education Program Coordinator, 
Person G supervised up to 5 staff members and taught all-age programs to communities, developing 
programs that raise awareness of current environmental issues. Today, Person G works as an Arborist, 
performing research and evaluations while taking care of plants by fertilizing, pruning and maintaining 
them.  

Person G has an AAS in Environmental Engineering Technologies. 

Person H, Cultivation Tech: Person H will serve as one of the Applicant’s Cultivation Technicians. 
Person H has been working in horticulture since 2012. In their current role as a Nursery Technician, 
Person H assists in directing employee workflow, customer service, record keeping, pest monitoring 
and management, mixing fertilizer, vegetative propagation, watering and pruning. Person H has 
assisted in greenhouse construction and has implemented biological controls for pest management.  

Person H has a Bachelors in Botany and has written publications aimed at creating a better way to 
compost and has proven adaptability in organic cultivation methods.  

Medical Marijuana Industry Knowledge 
The Applicant will hire the services of a medical marijuana consulting firm to support the training of 
employees and to help develop standard operating procedures based on state compliance and proven 
industry practices. Coupled with a consulting firm’s marijuana industry experts, the Applicant is 
uniquely positioned to become the preeminent medical marijuana company delivering industry-proven, 
pharmaceutical-grade, medical marijuana to licensed dispensaries, processors, and certified patients 
with debilitating medical conditions throughout the State of Ohio. 

Part II: Business Model 

The Applicant’s Mission 

The Applicant’s mission is to embrace both nature and science to unleash the powerful and natural 
benefits of medical marijuana by cultivating the absolute highest grade medical marijuana possible 
through a culture of family, love, and compassion for qualified patients of Ohio. As part of this 
mission, the Applicant is committed to operating compliantly, emphasizing safety for employees and 
patients alike.  

The Applicant’s Vision 
The Applicant’s vision is to bring hope and relief to patients and communities who are suffering. 
Through the creation of a powerful and compliant brand, the Applicant will become a leader in the 
marijuana industry and maximize profit by keeping patients in the forefront of all operations and 
business decisions.  

The Applicant’s Core Values  
The Applicant’s core values are the guiding principles and the foundation upon which the Applicant 
will perform its work and conduct itself. In an ever-changing world, core values are constant.  Core 
values are not descriptions of the work the Applicant does or strategies employed to accomplish the 
mission, but instead are principles underlying the Applicant’s work and the interactions between 
management, employees, and stakeholders in the furtherance of the Applicant’s mission.  
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Building a positive team and family spirit: The Applicant’s team is a family. This is why the 
Applicant places such a large emphasis on maintaining a positive company culture. Team members 
always have a direct influence on one another, which is why the Applicant aims to foster an 
environment that produces positivity.  
 
Being passionate and determined: Passion is the fuel that drives the Applicant’s team forward and is 
inspired by the potential of what the Applicant’s team can accomplish together.  
 
Empowering each other through respect and compassion: The Applicant will encourage its team to 
embrace each individual’s unique talents and honor diverse life and work styles, operating in a spirit of 
cooperation and compassion, and valuing human dignity.  
 
Creating a culture of honesty: The Applicant will strive to create strong relationships between all 
employees and stakeholders based on honesty and transparency. This will ensure that all members of 
the team feel comfortable to contribute in any way they can and allows for a diversity of ideas, 
opinions, and viewpoints that gives the Applicant a better chance of succeeding and making a positive 
impact as a company.  
 
Committing to greatness through actions and words: By working together, the Applicant’s team 
will help make wise decisions and inspire others with excellence– leading by example and encouraging 
constant growth.  
 
Have the courage to shape a better future for one’s self, customers and the community: The 
Applicant believes courage empowers people to lead boldly and act decisively. The Applicant stands 
for what is right and supports others who do so as well, fostering a culture that promotes confrontation 
of challenges and embraces change both collectively and individually.  
 
Objectives and Goals 
The Applicant’s overarching goals are to provide medical marijuana to licensed dispensaries and 
processors in the State of Ohio while emphasizing compliance with the rules and regulations set forth 
by the State and local jurisdictions. The primary focus of the Applicant’s medical marijuana operation 
will be the development of safe, high-quality medical marijuana for qualified patients throughout the 
State of Ohio.    

Elements of Success 
The Applicant will ensure success and longevity by bringing together the best and brightest 
engineering, business, and agricultural minds with a focus on: 
 

 Facilitating rapid implementation and reducing startup risks; 
 Producing high quality, medically effective medical marijuana in a safe and secure setting; and  
 Constructing standard operating procedures that enhance productivity and function in total 

compliance with state and local laws and regulations. 

Industry Environment 
The opiate epidemic in the region is a crisis of unparalleled proportions with devastating and often 
deadly consequences. One in three prescriptions filled for opioids is currently being abused. Studies 
show that on average, around forty-four people in the United States die every day from prescription 
opiate overdose; the number increases to seventy-eight every day when heroin is included. 
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Evidence increasingly points to opiate addiction as a major driver of increasing health care costs. 
Medical expenses of a person who is abusing opioids are eight times those of a non-addict. Almost one 
in four elderly, blind, and disabled Medicaid recipients enrolled in that program is using opiate 
painkillers. In addition to the human toll, the opiate and prescription drug epidemic has severely 
strained law enforcement, criminal justice and healthcare resources, and has stretched the capacity of 
publicly-funded alcohol and other drug addiction treatment services systems.  

Clinical studies have revealed the value of medical marijuana in treating chronic pain, particularly as a 
supplement for stronger opiate painkillers. Considering the rising prevalence of painkiller abuse, an 
increase in supplementary marijuana recommendation could reduce patient’s chances of developing 
opiate addictions. 

Although marijuana remains illegal on the federal level in the United States, many states have 
legalized and regulated marijuana to treat debilitating medical conditions. The list of ailments medical 
marijuana can treat is extensive and continuously growing. There are currently almost 200 conditions 
that have shown to improve with medical marijuana use, including pain and nausea relief, seizure 
control, and diabetes mitigation.  

Because of the wide array of ailments treated, the Applicant believes that medical marijuana can serve 
as an affordable alternative healthcare options. By using medical marijuana, qualifying patients of 
Ohio can potentially reduce the variety of drugs in their regimen, and in doing so, maintain good health 
and a happier lifestyle.  

Business Description 
If granted an Ohio Level-Two Medical Marijuana Cultivation License, the Applicant will cultivate, 
package, label, and distribute quality medical marijuana to licensed dispensaries, as well as medical 
marijuana plant material to licensed processors in Ohio.  

The Applicant will provide a multitude of meticulously selected strains known to address debilitating 
conditions listed in the Ohio Medical Marijuana Control Program. The Applicant intends to develop 
branding and name recognition around its unique strains of marijuana, while building recognition for 
the Applicant’s medical marijuana with wholesale cultivation customers and patients. The Applicant’s 
marketing approach will be focused on quality, safety, and researching highly effective strains for 
approved medical conditions. 

The Applicant believes that to be sustainable long-term, it is necessary to produce products of the 
highest quality while maintaining low production costs. With the medical marijuana knowledge from 
industry expert consultants and the vast business and operational talent of the Applicant’s team, the 
Applicant will create a facility that is run efficiently and uses technology to reduce costs in the long 
run.  

The Applicant’s key business initiatives concentrate on: 

 Developing quality brand recognition; 
 Cultivating strains for debilitating conditions; 
 Producing safe and effective medicine for the patients of Ohio; 
 Focusing on risk mitigation; 
 Developing detailed financial projections for current operations and planned growth; 
 Building hyper compliant operations; and 
 Becoming an industry leader by serving as a role model in the development of safe and 

compliant practices 
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By working with Entity A, the Applicant is able to determine start-up costs, which include a list of 
expenditures to be accrued prior to becoming fully operational, as well as the amount of capital 
required to sustain the Applicant during pre-operation. Accordingly, the Applicant will demonstrate the 
ability to implement the policies and procedures submitted as part of its application.   

Products / Services 
The Applicant has created a strain list with over 13 strains to cover all qualifying medical marijuana 
conditions. The Applicant has an ongoing commitment to develop new strains through a variety of 
seeding projects. New strain development is keenly important because patients can build a tolerance to 
specific strains over a relatively short period of time, thus requiring patients to increase the dosage to 
receive similar pain relief to early treatment periods. Alternating between strains that produce the same 
or similar effects allows patients to avoid increasing the dosage necessary to realize effective relief.  

The primary business model for the Applicant is a cultivation, packaging, and distribution model, 
indirectly serving patients throughout Ohio via wholesale business activities. The Applicant anticipates 
its wholesale portfolio will consist of a number of medical marijuana strains packaged in increments of 
one, four, and eight grams that provide effective relief for ailments approved by the Ohio Department 
of Commerce. Each of the products sold in the wholesale market will be subject to proprietary and 
state-of-the-art cultivation methodologies, rigorous internal quality assurance controls, and compliant 
packaging and labeling 

Sales / Marketing Strategy 
The Applicant believes that a quality product, focus on safety, and ability to establish its brand quickly 
in this new market will give it a leading advantage over competitors. The appearance of the products, 
operations, and all marketing materials will be high-quality, scientific, medically focused, and not 
appealing to children per Department rules.  

The Applicant has a strong commitment to limit advertising from reaching unintended audiences, such 
as children or people under the age of 21. The Applicant will create an engaging, medically-focused, 
user-friendly website that will include the most recent information regarding the Applicant’s mission, 
values, and vision for the industry, as well as the most recent information regarding the Applicant’s 
medical marijuana products and their efficacy to treat various conditions. The website’s pages 
describing the Applicant’s specific medical marijuana varieties will be password protected so that only 
registered patients will have access. Additionally, the Applicant’s website will be a repository for 
general health and well-being strategies to help patients lead healthier lifestyles.   

In addition to creating high quality medical marijuana, the Applicant will concentrate efforts on 
providing superior customer service to dispensaries and processors in the State of Ohio. The Applicant 
realizes the importance of direct customer interactions and the Applicant’s responsibility to clearly 
communicate all the features and benefits of the Applicant’s medical marijuana strains and varieties.  

The Applicant will educate dispensaries and processors on the Applicant’s products and the known 
conditions treated by the genetic strains grown in its cultivation facility. By providing detailed 
information, the Applicant believes that it can create a robust customer following that will help in 
guiding appropriate end use for patients. Reviewing the benefits of the product and how it should be 
used will help dispensaries better advise registered patients with information needed to treat their 
debilitating conditions.  

The Applicant’s sales team will be assigned regions of a designated area and will be expected to 
establish relationships with dispensaries and processors throughout the state of Ohio. Sales will be 
responsible for maintaining consistent contact with clients to ensure they are well-supplied with the 
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Applicant’s medical marijuana. Sales will also be responsible for analyzing sales figures and 
identifying client purchasing patterns and trends. The Applicant believes this strategy will give in-
depth insight into clients’ needs and establish deep, long-lasting relationships.  

Hiring Practices and Employee Development 
The Applicant believes in investing in its cultivation workforce, ensuring they are paid competitive 
salaries that align with industry standards, and providing comprehensive family benefits and bonus 
incentives. Additionally, the Applicant is devoted to finding local talent with applicable, specific skill 
sets necessary to bring safe, quality products to the market.   

The Applicant recognizes that highly qualified employees with strong ties to their local communities 
will contribute to the Applicant’s overall success and will help to remove lingering stigmas associated 
with medical marijuana. With that in mind, the Applicant will prioritize the hiring of local veterans and 
members of the community with disabilities or hardships. Accordingly, the Applicant is committed to 
providing initiatives that attract qualified candidates who are minority, female, or from other 
underrepresented groups such as the LGBT community.  

The Applicant will help develop employees’ careers to ensure low turnover and that those who may 
otherwise not have career direction and purpose can feel as though they are pursuing a meaningful and 
positive career endeavor. Moreover, the Applicant will strive to create an inclusive environment for all 
its employees based on the tenets of integrity; doing the right thing; and being honest, open, and 
ethical.   

The applicant is committed to recruiting and hiring local, qualified employees whose background and 
experience match each position’s requirements per the job description. Each position within the 
organization will have a detailed job description including roles, responsibilities, requirements, and 
qualifications associated with that position. The Applicant will use its brand recognition and its 
corporate culture to attract and hire the best-qualified candidates. To engage with top candidates, the 
Applicant will: 

 Reward referrers  
 Utilize community agencies and organizations 
 Post job descriptions to professional associations 
 Attend job fairs and industry specific conventions and exhibits 

To ensure the Applicant hires only exceptional employees, the hiring manager will use a checklist to 
aid in the hiring process, a multi-person internal interviewing process, and an in-depth set of interview 
questions. The Applicant will also thoroughly check references given by a prospective employee. As 
part of the hiring process, the Applicant will make sure the new hire has completed all appropriate 
background checks and certifications required by the Department prior to beginning work for the 
Applicant.  

Corporate Social Responsibility 
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) programs are a form of corporate self-regulation in which a 
business actively complies with laws, regulations, and ethical standards, and acts to further the social 
good beyond what is required by such standards or traditional corporate practices. The Applicant 
understands that community involvement and acceptance is not only a crucial element in helping to 
develop the Ohio Medical Marijuana Control Program, but is necessary for the Applicant to maintain a 
successful, sustainable, and profitable business.  
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With a strong stigma surrounding medical marijuana, the Applicant understands it has an opportunity 
and a responsibility to help influence the surrounding community to alter public perceptions of both 
medical marijuana and the impact of organizations like the Applicant on the surrounding community.  

Incorporated into the Applicant’s CSR program is a pledge to help organizations that aid in addressing 
risk and protective factors related to substance abuse. The Applicant plans on contributing a portion of 
its gross profits to local charitable organizations that help others improve their lives. Furthermore, the 
Applicant will organize several company-wide volunteer opportunities annually and will actively 
encourage its employees to volunteer their time. The Applicant will focus its volunteer efforts on 
initiatives that will help strengthen the community and educate the youth on substance prevention. The 
applicant believes that volunteering offers many benefits to both its employees and the community by 
promoting growth, enrichment, healthy lifestyles and enhancing community support.  

The Applicant understands it has economic, legal, ethical, and philanthropic responsibilities going 
beyond giving money to organizations in need. Not only will the Applicant’s strong commitment to its 
CSR program help the community, it will protect and enhance the Applicant’s brand by creating a 
positive working environment, boosting sales, and attracting desirable employees.  

Social Capital 
Social capital is the foundation on which the Applicant will develop its company culture and will be 
the basis for employees’ willingness to become invested in surrounding communities. Social Capital is 
essential to brand value and will lead to strong, trusting community relationships. The benefits of 
building social capital within the community will include improved access to information, enhanced 
community influence, and the maintaining of open lines of communication between all community 
stakeholders. 

The Applicant is committed to ensuring that its medical marijuana cultivation operations will 
positively impact the surrounding community and the State of Ohio, while also developing strong, 
local social capital. 

Accordingly, the Applicant is committed to ensuring that its medical marijuana cultivation operations 
will develop strong, local social capital and positively impact the surrounding community and the State 
of Ohio. The Applicant will be a collaborative partner in supporting the needs of the community by 
building relationships with the community’s municipal, business, law enforcement, healthcare, and 
non-profit professionals. 

The Applicant is committed to getting to know community and local businesses by encouraging 
connections through personal investment. The Applicant will utilize these connections to elicit pride 
amongst its employees, maintain positive perceptions surrounding its brand, and to combat the stigma 
surrounding the medical marijuana industry. 

The Applicant feels it is vital to help raise awareness and bring change to the State’s substance abuse 
epidemic. To assist its community, the Applicant will work with community outreach and non-profit 
programs that help individuals receive the guidance and support needed to make positive choices and 
raise awareness of substance abuse. 
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Executive & Managerial Roles and Responsibilities 

 
Chief Executive Officer (“CEO”): The CEO will plan and direct all aspects of the Applicant's 
strategies, objectives, initiatives, and policies. The CEO will be responsible for the attainment of short- 
and long-term financial and operational goals, oversee all aspects of the Applicant’s business activities 
in strict compliance with Ohio regulations, and build a high-performance team capable of achieving 
the Applicant’s vision and mission while adhering to its company culture and core values based on 
trust and an innovative, family-oriented spirit. 

Chief Operating Officer (“COO”): The COO reports directly to the Applicant’s CEO and is 
responsible for designing and implementing business strategies, plans, and procedures. The COO will 
establish and update all operational policies and procedures to ensure the Applicant’s ongoing 
operations are efficient and effective in achieving all business goals, vision, and maintaining company 
culture, while also complying full with all state, local, and Department rules. The COO will act as a 
liaison between the management team and the CEO, as well as a liaison between the Applicant and the 
Department. 

Chief Financial Officer (“CFO”): The CFO will be responsible for managing all financial aspects of 
the Company, including payroll, budget management, and maintaining financial records. The CFO will 
analyze and present financial reports monthly and annually to the Board of Directors and will assist the 
COO in analyzing all aspects of operations, as well as offer improvement initiatives including pricing 
adjustments. 

Compliance and Inventory Manager: The Compliance and Inventory Manager will be responsible 
for maintaining accountability of all raw materials, finished products, and any by-products. The 
Compliance and Inventory Manager will conduct weekly inventory audits per Department rules and 
will work directly with the COO to ensure all inventory discrepancies are fully investigated to account 
for possible diversion. Moreover, the Compliance and Inventory Manager will be responsible for 
acquisition of necessary supplies and equipment and for ensuring optimum levels of inventory are 
maintained that meet quality standards.  

The Compliance and Inventory Manager will be responsible for developing and overseeing control 
systems to prevent or address violations of internal policies and all rules and regulations set forth by 
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the Ohio Department of Commerce, as well as for evaluating the efficiency of controls and 
implementing improvements. The Compliance and Inventory Manger will keep abreast of regulatory 
developments within and outside of the company, as well as develop evolving best practices in 
compliance control. The Compliance and Inventory Manager will prepare reports for senior 
management and external regulatory bodies as appropriate. 

Cultivation Manager: The Cultivation Manager will work closely with the COO to oversee 
horticulture maintenance tasks including propagation, phenotype development, planting, pruning, 
fertilizing, thinning, pest eradication, watering, and the harvesting of medical marijuana plants. The 
Cultivation Manager will oversee the day-to-day maintenance, improvement, and repair of propagation 
facilities, workspaces, and facility equipment and will be instrumental in the development and 
implementation of cultivation best practices as well as facility policies and procedures. The Cultivation 
Manager will work with key members of management to develop strain cultivation schedules per 
market demand. The Cultivation Manager will directly supervise the cultivation staff and will be 
responsible for packaging, labeling, and preparing products for distribution. 

Sales & Marketing Manager: Sales will be responsible for identifying and working directly with 
potential wholesale partners, and will be charged with developing a marketing plan. The sales team 
will report to the CEO and work closely with wholesale customers and the rest of the management 
team. Sales will identify and develop relationships with new and existing target Ohio dispensaries and 
processors, including providing those customers with information about medical marijuana strains and 
working with those customers to identify patient demand for specific medical marijuana strain-types.  

Cultivation Model 
The Applicant has developed cultivation techniques based on the experience and training of its 
cultivation team and industry knowledge provided by medical marijuana cultivation consultants. The 
Applicant’s cultivation techniques are based on proven industry best practices and are developed to be 
compliant with all the rules of the Ohio Medical Marijuana Control Program set forth by the Ohio 
Department of Commerce.  
The Applicant will use best-in-class technology paired with highly-trained and committed employees. 
Each cultivation staff member will be trained on proper procedures and no employee will operate in 
growing areas without proper training.  
The Applicant will implement a production schedule to ensure the production of a consistent supply of 
medical marijuana for the patients of Ohio. Production schedules will be continuously developed by 
the Applicant based on fluctuating patient and processor demands and current mother plant genetics 
available for propagation.  

Internal tracking software will be utilized throughout the plant life-cycle to track and trace inventory, 
generate product forecasting, and facilitate plant growth training. The Applicant will maintain 
documentation of all cultivation methods, policies, and procedures on the facility premises and will 
incorporate cultivation documentation in all tasks performed at the facility as the backbone of its 
operations to ensure a consistent, steady, and uninterrupted supply of the medical marijuana is 
produced.  

Inventory Control: The Applicant will establish inventory controls and procedures to conduct 
inventory reviews and comprehensive inventories at the Applicant’s facility. The following will apply:  

 Comprehensive inventories of seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical 
marijuana plants, and medical marijuana will be conducted weekly per Department rules.  
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 A written or electronic record will be created and maintained of each inventory conducted 
that includes the date of the inventory, a summary of the inventory findings, and the names, 
signatures and titles or positions of the individuals who conducted the inventory.  

 The Inventory Tracking System (“ITS”) includes features, which provide the cultivator with 
an in-depth search capability for every plant that was created in the system. The ITS 
provides complete plant accountability even after a plant is deleted. Members of 
Management can retrieve a deleted plant, evaluate the plant history, study the audit trail of 
changes to the plant, and develop a complete understanding of why the plant was deleted or 
modified.  

At the foundation of The Applicant’s Inventory Control Plan is its ITS. The Applicant’s ITS is a robust 
enterprise software platform designed specifically for the highly-regulated medical marijuana industry. 
This technology will enable the Applicant to track every action and movement performed on each 
plant at each stage from seed or clone to packaged medical marijuana product for patient consumption, 
including all sales to licensed processors and dispensaries. The system has the ability to capture batch 
and lot numbers throughout the entire process, ensuring security and traceability of all inventory items 
and phases at all times.  

Standard Operating Procedures (“SOP”): Standard operating procedures will be developed to help 
provide step-by-step guidance for employees to carry out routine and non-routine operations at the 
facility in all departments. The Applicant’s SOPs will help achieve standardization, efficiency, and 
quality while reducing miscommunication and regulatory violations. The Applicants SOPs will outline 
industry best practices and identify opportunities for improvements in efficiency and efficacy towards 
achieving the Applicant’s goals and missions.  

Facility 
The Applicant will build a greenhouse and headhouse cultivation facility, designed and manufactured 
by master builders. The greenhouse will be a self-contained facility with everything needed to 
complete the business cycle, from propagation to packaging medical marijuana, and will feature state-
of-the-art water filtration and high-tech irrigation systems. The Applicant will utilize inventory 
tracking software (“ITS”) that will allow the Applicant to track, trace, and measure different variables 
throughout the product lifecycle. Aside from adopting technology to help automate and reduce costs, 
the Applicant will create a workplace efficiency model that focuses on optimizing organization 
workflow. 

The facility will be 2,880 square feet of greenhouse and 3,984 square feet of headhouse, located on 8 
acres of land, pre-approved locally for zoning, at a distance from the main road sufficient to obscure 
the purpose of the structure, and secured with an 8-foot-tall fence.  

The Applicant will have a professionally monitored alarm system. The Applicants closed circuit 
cameras with have audio recording capability covering all access points to the facility’s interior and 
exterior perimeter. Access to the premises will be protected by signage, ample lighting, security 
cameras, commercial grade doors and locks, and dedicated parking spots to differentiate between 
employees and visitors.  

The greenhouse and headhouse will be scaled and adjusted for production to meet future demand, upon 
being authorized by the Department for expansion. with everything needed to complete the business 
cycle, from propagation to packaged medical marijuana. There will be security measures throughout 
the facility that follow state regulations, ensuring that sensitive areas in which the medical marijuana is 
located throughout the process is secure. Medical marijuana plants and processes will be tracked from 
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seed or clone to sale using the Applicant’s ITS - a robust enterprise software platform designed 
specifically for the highly regulated medical marijuana industry. The facility will be equipped with the 
following operational spaces: 

 Mother Room: All cloning tasks and mother plant propagation will occur in the Mother Room. 
A specific cloning and propagation area will be established within the main Propagation Room 
of the cultivation facility to germinate marijuana seeds used in testing and breeding for unique 
cannabinoid profiles. 

 Vegetative Room: The Vegetative Room will be climate-controlled. Efficient workflow will 
be emphasized in the design of the Vegetative Room by maintaining adequate room for 
employees to move and access the plants in the designated canopy space, while also having the 
ability to efficiently move plants into, out of, and around the room.    

 Flowering room: The Applicant will utilize a custom greenhouse designed to optimize crop 
output and efficiency, high-performance lighting, odor mitigation, and cooling systems. Each 
flowering room in the facility will be dedicated to a specific flower-cycle.  The Applicant will 
use a greenhouse design that is best suited to the environment that the Applicant will be 
growing in.   

 Wet Cure Room: This room is designed to have humidity and temperature controls that are set 
specifically for slowing the drying of the product in a controlled environment. 

 Trimming Room:  This area is where the raw flower and trim material is prepared for the final 
product processes before the dry curing. This process will be completed by the Applicant’s 
Cultivation Technicians and will be overseen by the Cultivation Manager. 

 Packaging Room:  Used by designated personnel to create Applicant-specific medical 
marijuana products with compliant packaging and labeling. 

 Vault:  Used to cure dried and trimmed medical marijuana flowers before final packaging and 
to store finished goods ready for shipment. Only Type-One Key employees will have access to 
this room. 

 Enclosed Garage: A covered garage directly connected to the headhouse that provides safe 
loading and unloading of delivery vehicles in clear view of surveillance cameras. Only 
individuals who have passed the transportation safety and accountability test and requirements 
by the COO will be able to transport goods. This area will also house the waste area, including 
a quarantine container. Workers who are throwing out waste will always be accompanied by a 
Type-One Key employee.  

 Administrative Offices: Used by designated personnel to maintain the cultivation software, 
accounting functions, and logistical operations. These offices will be used for sales, marketing, 
customer relations and meetings. 

 Break Room: The basic purpose of the employee break room is for employees to eat, rest, and 
relax.  

 Security Office: The Security Office will house all security and surveillance equipment on the 
premises. The security equipment will be consistently monitored by the COO, and the COO 
will have monthly checks to ensure that alarm systems are working. Only Type-One Key 
employees necessary to surveillance operations and authorized individuals accompanied by a 
Type-One Key employee will have access to this room. 
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 Employee Locker Rooms/ Restrooms:  Employees will use this area to change into and out of 
cultivation-specific clothing. This will help protect the cultivation area from cross-
contamination and pesticide infection.  

 Washer and Dryer: These machines will be used to ensure that workers’ scrubs are cleaned to 
the Applicant’s standards. It will also keep the facility more secure by eliminating pickup and 
delivery of laundry. 

 Secure Entry Portal: The Secure Entry Portal is where all individuals will enter the facility 
and will separate those individuals from Restricted Access areas of the facility. A key card 
access door will allow employees to access the clock-in module and the rest of the facility. 
Visitors will have to check in with an employee behind a bulletproof glass window in the 
Security Office. Visitors with applicable business purposes will check in with an employee and 
wait in the Secure Entry Portal for an employee escort per the Applicant’s visitor protocol and 
Department rules. 

Per Department regulations, the Applicant plans to apply for an expansion of its cultivation area from 
3,000-square feet to 6,000 total square footage after the first year, and then another 3,000-square foot 
expansion after the second year for a total of 9,000 square feet of cultivation space. With permission 
from the Department, the Applicant is prepared for expansion of growing area and is prepared to scale 
to meet those expansions without compromising product quality through the use of proven standard 
operating procedures and an attention to detail of cultivation methods, compliance, and facility 
cleanliness. 

Research and Development 
To achieve in producing highly effective medical marijuana, the Applicant will pursue the following 
initiatives:  

Genetic Development Program: The Applicant will focus on developing highly-effective CBD and 
Indica-dominant strains for designated medical conditions, ensuring safety, stability, and effectiveness 
prior to being placed in production. The goal of the Applicant’s genetic developmental program is to 
develop medical marijuana strains unique to Ohio that are narrowly-tailored to treat debilitating 
conditions listed under the Ohio Medical Marijuana Control Program. 

Genetic Stability: The Applicant will establish one testing environment in the greenhouse Flowing 
rooms to create best strains for the patients of Ohio, while concentration on cannabinoid and terpene 
profiles. This room will also be used for phenotype selection. When creating new strains, the Applicant 
will take two important influential factors in the structural formation of every marijuana plant: genetics 
and environment. The plant’s genotype acts as a blueprint for growth, allowing for a spectrum of 
physical possibilities. However, the proper environment is necessary to induce these characteristics and 
achieve full growth potential. The environment in which these plants are grown can affect the color, 
shape, smell, and resin production. This lab will focus on strain improvement to ensure stability, 
safety, and effectiveness prior to being placed in production. 

Nutrient Testing: Nutrient Testing will focus on application of varied nutrient components and use of 
state-of the-art equipment to improve the health and growth of designated strains, which could be 
phased into the existing environment or used in future phases. 

The Applicant believes in finding the most productive and ecofriendly way in which to grow medical 
marijuana. In accordance with these beliefs, the Applicant will continuously test new and effective 
nutrients and mediums in which to grow medical marijuana. These products and methods will be tested 
on a small scale and will have no effect on the Applicant’s commercial growth.   
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Buying and Hiring Local 
The Applicant is committed to positively impacting its local community. The Applicant is deeply 
committed to positively impacting the communities surrounding their facility through policies based on 
the principles of transparency, accountability, and credibility. Success of the Applicant’s Ohio Based 
Jobs program will largely rest on the involvement of its management and hiring team; and therefore, 
the Applicant will actively recruit local and Ohio-based employees for all future open positions within 
the community.  

Hiring Local 
Many of the areas surrounding the Applicant’s facility rank above the state and national averages in 
unemployment and a lack of business tax revenue. To address this community problem, the Applicant 
will endeavor to hire new employees from the surrounding communities. At full operation after being 
awarded a license, the Applicant will staff approximately 8 employees within the buildout period set 
forth by the Ohio Department of Commerce, with more to be hired as necessary to maintain operations 
under continued growth, as permitted by the Department. Given the opportunity, the Applicant will 
prioritize the hiring of local veterans of military service to strengthen that group regionally. Hiring 
veterans will not only impact the community but also enhance the company’s experience by 
incorporating strong work discipline, reliability, and leadership. 

To reach and engage with local talent, the Applicant will work with universities and colleges to scout 
talent in the areas of horticulture, agriculture, biology and botany. The Applicant will take part in local 
job fairs, connect with local job forums and check local chapters and organizations related to the 
Applicants needed positions.  

Moreover, the Applicant is committed to retaining local talent by investing in employee development 
and by helping each employee achieve their personal career goals. The Applicant will maximize its 
human resources by maintaining open communications channels with employees and through yearly 
employee evaluations. The Applicant recognizes that discovering and developing local work talent is 
the cornerstone of a highly-developed and strong community presence and will treat every employee as 
a valued member of the team. 

Local Supply Vendors 
Long-term community success is important for the Applicant. The Applicant understands that local 
suppliers and locally-owned vendors generate three times the economic impact in the local community 
versus national suppliers. Working with local vendors demonstrates support for the community, 
resulting in good PR and improved relationships. To work with local vendors, the Applicant will work 
closely with the members of the local Chamber of Commerce, participate in local vendor events, and 
connect with local members of the community to identify locally-owned and operated contractors and 
supply vendors to help with initial and ongoing supply and construction needs. As the Applicant’s 
operations grow, local businesses will continually be sought out as the primary and preferred means of 
developing professional partnerships and collaboration in the medical marijuana industry and beyond. 
Developing a locally-based group of suppliers and vendors will allow the Applicant to better serve its 
community, allow greater control over supply chains, and will indirectly stimulate both the local and 
state economies.  
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2B-Operations Plan 
Part I: Experience in Agriculture / Cultivation  
The Applicant’s cultivation team has extensive background and experience with traditional agriculture 
as well as in the legal medical marijuana industry. The Applicant’s Cultivation Manager is the 
foundation for the Applicant’s successful cultivation operation and quality production and supply of 
medical marijuana.  
Person E, Cultivation Manager: The Applicant’s Cultivation Manager (“CM”) is perfectly qualified 
to lead all cultivation efforts at the Applicant’s greenhouse facility. The CM has worked in the legal 
medical marijuana industry in a state-licensed warehouse cultivation facility since 2014. The CM 
currently serves as Grow Manager at the cultivation facility, where he is responsible for the 
development and implementation of standard operating procedures that have reduced cultivation labor 
requirements by 40% during their tenure.  
In his position as Grow Manager, the CM currently reports directly to the owner of the business, 
providing advice for improvement of all cultivation practices and standard operating procedures. As 
part of his current responsibilities, the CM manages a staff of five to eight warehouse growers; directly 
oversees an entire grow operation from clone propagation to harvest; maintains up-to-date, accurate, 
and compliant inventory records; and works directly with the facility’s marijuana plant stock. The CM 
is involved with every element of the cultivation process, including cloning, transplanting, plant 
growth, thinning, flushing, pesticide application, and waste disposal. Through hands-on work 
experience and his specialized educational background, the CM has developed extensive knowledge 
regarding: Integrated Pest Management (“IPM”) solutions, growth mediums and methods, clone and 
seed propagation, plant nutrition and feeding, pruning, topping, defoliation, flushing, harvesting, 
general cultivation warehouse maintenance/repairs, and environmental control.  
The CM has refined cultivation skills including the ability to monitor plant health, maintain proper 
plant structure, ensure correct watering, and update all cultivation protocols and procedures. The CM 
has experience cultivating medical marijuana plants in numerous growing mediums including living 
soil, coco coir, and hydroponic. The CM also has direct experience designing and implementing an 
Integrated Pest Management system and recognizing common marijuana pests, as well as 
implementing preventative pest management including root drenches, canopy foliar sprays, and the 
enforcement of sanitary cultivation cultural practices. 
Another of the CM’s key tasks is ensuring full compliance by the cultivation facility and its employees 
with all state and local laws and regulations pertaining to plant growth and environmental maintenance 
procedures, workplace safety and health, and adherence to all other facility standard operating 
procedures.  
The CM came to the legal medical marijuana industry by means of traditional agricultural and 
horticultural fields. The CM received a Bachelor of Arts degree in Horticulture with Business 
Management Emphasis from a reputable, accredited, mid-western university. While in school, the CM 
maintained a research greenhouse, where they were tasked with general maintenance and soil 
management. By managing this greenhouse, the CM gained wide-ranging practical knowledge 
regarding grow mediums, soil maintenance, and vermiculture composting. The CM will use his 
comprehensive knowledge and experience with plant growing practices and facility and staff 
management to ensure that the Applicant consistently grows only the highest-quality and sufficient 
supply of medical marijuana. 
Person H, Cultivation Technician/Delivery Specialist (“CT”): Person H will prove a valuable and 
effective member of the Applicant’s cultivation team. Person H is currently a Nursery Technician at a 
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professional landscaping company in the United States. Through previous employment, Person H has 
extensive experience working in greenhouse environments in traditional agricultural fields. In their 
greenhouse positions, Person H has been directly responsible for pest management, irrigation, 
transplanting, pruning, and general greenhouse organization and space management. In a previous 
position, Person H managed organization and plant care for a 9,990-square foot greenhouse.  
Person H has substantial experience in personnel and inventory management, as well as recordkeeping 
through their experience in greenhouse environments. In their current position, Person H is responsible 
for detailed record keeping and directing employee workflow. Person H has directly applied 
employers’ procedures to maintain an accurate and organized plant inventory and has utilized 
electronic databases to manage inventory and customer information.  Person H’s ability to act in 
accordance with all rules and procedures, as well as supervise workflows by other employees, will 
prove invaluable by allowing the Applicant’s CM to avoid inefficient usage of time in personnel 
management tasks. Person H will enhance the efficient and efficacious operation of the Applicant’s 
medical marijuana cultivation facility with their professionalism, interpersonal skills, and relevant 
work experience.  
Person H came to the medical marijuana industry through traditional agricultural and horticultural 
fields. Person H possesses a Bachelor’s degree in Botany from a well-renown, accredited public 
university. With their direct experience working in greenhouses, Person H will provide valuable expert 
knowledge that will assist the Applicant in cultivating the highest-quality medical marijuana for 
patients in the State of Ohio.  
Person G, Cultivation Technician/Delivery Specialist (“CT”): Person G will be a resourceful and 
beneficial addition to the Applicant’s cultivation team. The CT is currently employed as an Arborist 
with a county Parks and Recreation department. Through previous employment, the CT has experience 
working in team-based environments, including organizing volunteers and supervising up to five staff 
members at a time as an Environmental Education Program Coordinator. Person G has been directly 
responsible for tasks such as pest management and plant maintenance and has worked in Arborist 
occupations that require significant attention to detail when organizing, inspecting, and caring for 
plants.  
Person G came to the medical marijuana industry through traditional agricultural and horticultural 
fields. Person G possesses an AAS degree in Environmental Engineering Technologies from an 
accredited technical and community college. With their experience, Person G will ensure that the 
Applicant complies with all state and local laws and Department regulations in the course of 
cultivating premium medical marijuana for patients in the State of Ohio.  
Medical Marijuana Consultants: The Applicant will hire the services of legal marijuana industry 
consultants which will fully support the Applicant’s team throughout all stages of application 
development. The consultant team chosen will be comprised of industry experts with decades of 
combined legal medical marijuana experience in the areas of cultivation, extraction, packaging, 
labeling, logistics, security, compliance, accounting, and seed-to-sale traceability.  
Coupled with consulting from marijuana industry experts, the Applicant is uniquely positioned to 
become a leading medical marijuana organization delivering an ample supply of scientifically proven 
medical marijuana to licensed dispensaries and processors, and ultimately patients with debilitating 
medical conditions throughout the State of Ohio. 
Part II: Cultivation Methods and Proposed Strains 
Agricultural Techniques   
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The Applicant will utilize the following cultivation techniques based on the background and 
training of its cultivation team and the many years of industry knowledge provided by marijuana 
cultivation consultants hired by the Applicant to guide its team through the application phases of 
an efficient and compliant marijuana cultivation facility in the State of Ohio. The cultivation 
techniques to be implemented by the Applicant will be based on proven industry best practices and 
will be developed to be compliant with all rules of the Ohio Medical Marijuana Control Program 
set forth by the Ohio Department of Commerce (“Department”).
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Environmental Plan
Marijuana cultivation has garnered a reputation of not being environmentally friendly. The Applicant 
looks to change that perception by implementing a combination of policies, procedures, and facility 
design to reduce environmental impact the facility may place on the surrounding environment.
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One of the many ways the Applicant will positively impact the perception of the marijuana industry’s 
environmental consciousness is by finding every opportunity to reduce, reuse, or recycle any 
consumable used throughout the cultivation process. For example, one of the procedures that the 
Applicant will implement will be to clean and reuse the plastic pots used to contain the growing 
medium for the marijuana plant. This is easily accomplished and could reduce landfill waste by a 
significant amount. Additionally, if the plastic potting is damaged or no longer usable, the Applicant 
will enact a policy to recycle that pot, diverting it from landfills yet again. This philosophy of “reduce, 
reuse, recycle” will be used throughout the entire operation and the Applicant will constantly evaluate 
processes and procedures to find opportunities to endorse this philosophy. 
Another way the Applicant will enact the “reduce, reuse, recycle” philosophy is by creating a culture 
of environmental stewardship among all employees. This will include encouraging employees to 
carpool or utilize public transportation; providing washable utensils, water bottles, cups, plates, bowls, 
and other dishware in the break room instead of disposable options; installing energy efficient 
appliances and low-flow toilets; encouraging the use of digital files as opposed to printed copies where 
possible; printing on recycled paper; providing recycling and composting bins where it is feasible to do 
so; and hanging signage reminding employees to turn off lights when a non-grow room isn’t being 
used. The Applicant will also form a Green Committee that will be comprised of employees from all 
levels and departments. This Committee will meet regularly to evaluate current “green” practices and 
implement new practices, as well as cultivate the culture of environmental stewardship among staff. 
Before beginning operations, the Applicant will implement equipment and facility design to reduce 
environmental impact by designing a more efficient and “green” facility and will continue to evaluate 
environmentally-friendly technologies as they develop and as the Applicant gathers data on facility 
operations. The Applicant has enlisted the assistance of a marijuana consulting firm that understands 
best practices in designing efficient and environmentally friendly facilities. Through that relationship, 
The Applicant has determined a combination of design elements that will help reduce resource usage. 
The most significant design element that the Applicant will utilize is the construction of a greenhouse 
facility, which will can reduce energy consumption by up to 50% as compared to a warehouse design. 
The greenhouse will use natural sunlight as its primary light source during the Flowering phase of 
marijuana cultivation and will only augment with HPS lighting when necessary. By designing a 
greenhouse that considers the location, orientation, and materials used; the Applicant can minimize 
resources used for lighting, irrigating, heating/cooling, and other systems. 
Energy efficient lighting is a big component of environmentally-friendly cultivation facility design. 
For propagation and vegetative growth, the Applicant will use LED light technology that can reduce 
energy use in those areas by up to 50%. For the Flowering Phase, the Applicant will use double-ended 
dimmable HPS lights. At full power, these lights are about 60% more efficient than their single-ended 
counterparts. Additionally, they can be dimmed to further reduce energy usage. Once energy efficiency 
has been maximized, the Applicant will begin evaluating renewable energy production through solar, 
wind, or other available technologies.  
The Applicant also looks to reduce water usage, as water is a heavily used resource in traditional 
indoor crop production. This will be accomplished by collecting & using rainwater, capturing 
condensate from environmental systems, and waste water reuse and treatment. While these methods 
cannot replace the need for traditional water sources, they can drastically reduce the facility’s impact. 
Part VI: Staffing and Training 
General Qualification Standards   
General guidelines for employment at the Applicant’s medical marijuana cultivation facility will be 
kept to a high standard to ensure a productive culture that exudes enthusiasm for the industry along 
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with a passion for responsibly satisfying the needs of Ohio patients. General guidelines include 
standardized requirements such as: 

 Educational background 
 Business / work area professional appearance  
 Language / communication skills 
 Technical knowledge and skills 
 Marijuana industry knowledge 

Job Descriptions 
The Applicant is committed to recruiting and hiring local, qualified employees whose background and 
experience match each position’s requirements per the job description. Each position within the 
organization will have a detailed job description including roles, responsibilities, requirements, and 
qualifications associated with that position. 
Licensing and Background Checks 
Prospective employees will be required to obtain all occupational licensing certifications prior to 
employment. In Ohio, the license is property of the state. In all cases, the COO will notify the state 
regulatory agency of the employee’s active employment and the COO will notify the state immediately 
upon employee termination. A complete background investigation will be conducted based per 
Department rules and may include a credit check and a verification with the state and federal taxing 
authorities to ensure that there are no outstanding delinquencies, and with state authorities for current 
status of aliens and child support payments. The investigative process will also include validating 
previous living history, education history, and work history for the previous ten years. Prospective 
employees will obtain and maintain occupational licensing approval from the Department as a 
condition of employment.  
Motor Vehicle Record / Driver’s License 
Prospective employees who are expected to drive company vehicles, or their own vehicles during their 
employment responsibilities, will provide the Applicant with current and acceptable motor vehicle 
driving information. Employment and assignment will be conditional, pending the receipt of a 
satisfactory report from the Ohio Bureau of Motor Vehicles.  Prospective employees who have driving 
records that reflect careless driving, excessive speeding, a history of driving under the influence (DUI), 
or a history of driving while intoxicated (DWI), will be disqualified from positions that may require 
transportation of any kind. 
Tools for Hiring Qualified Employees   
To ensure the Applicant hires only qualified employees, the hiring manager will use a checklist to aid 
in the hiring process and will utilize a multi-person internal interviewing process and an in-depth set of 
interview questions. The Applicant will also thoroughly check references given by a prospective 
employee. 
Performance Appraisals  
To ensure the ongoing qualifications of the Applicant’s employees are being met, a supervising 
manager will conduct annual performance appraisals, which will:   
 Ensure the employee and their supervisor are clear about the employee’s goals, required outcomes 

or outputs, and how the success of the contributions will be assessed; 
 Promote employee development and organizational improvement. The employee performance 

appraisal will help employees accomplish both personal development and organizational goals. 
Writing down the goals will take the employee one step closer to accomplishing them; 

 Provide legal, ethical, and visible evidence that employees are actively involved in understanding 
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the requirements of their jobs and their performance. Setting goals, providing performance 
feedback, and documenting that process will ensure that employees understand their required 
outputs; 

 In the event that an employee is not succeeding or improving job performance, the performance 
evaluation documentation will be used to develop a Performance Improvement Plan (PIP). 
This plan will provide more detailed goals with more frequent feedback to an employee who may 
be struggling to perform. The goal is improvement but non-performance can lead to disciplinary 
action up to and including employment termination; and 

 Provide evidence of non-discriminatory promotion, pay, and recognition processes. Management 
will train to perform consistent, regular, non-discriminatory employee performance evaluations. 

Employee Training  
The Applicant believes that good employee training is essential for success. It is understood by the 
Applicant that a well-informed, well-trained workforce is central to worker productivity and well-
being and believes that active and thorough training is linked to long-term employment and is an 
important factor in successful performance, productivity, and morale. 
Employee training and procedures will be built around the required and needed topics/areas as well as 
special classes, brown bag lunches, webinars, on-the-job training, and informal training sessions or 
meetings surrounding several marijuana-related topics including new strains and technology, industry 
tools, cannabinoids and their effects, and supplemental information to help employees do their jobs 
better.   
All employees will be trained, at a minimum, on:  

 Orientation (as an introduction to the Applicant) 
 Sexual Harassment 
 Discrimination 
 Safety 
 Security  
 Operations and Processes (specific to the position or role) 
 Tools 
 Ethics 
 Basic Training for New Supervisors 
 Skills 
 Diversity  
 Federal and State Compliance  
 Department rules and Guidance  
 Responsibilities of Principals and Employees of Grower 
 Proper Handling of Medical Marijuana 
 Proper Recordkeeping 
 How to Detect and Prevent the Diversion of Medical Marijuana 
 Best Practice Security Procedures 
 Best Practice Safety Procedures, including responding to the following:  

o A Medical Emergency 
o A Fire  
o A Chemical Spill  
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o A Threatening Event Including Armed Robbery, Burglary, Tornado, Flooding, etc.   
Educational materials, as well as the procedures, for employees will explain restricted access to 
secured medication throughout the entire growth process, post-harvest, processing, packaging, 
transport, and onsite storage of finished marijuana. This, alongside guidance on diligent sanitation 
requirements and lab testing requirements, will demonstrate the cleanliness and expertise the 
organization incorporates in producing high quality, third-party tested, and verified medicinal 
marijuana. 
The Applicant will also assess the marijuana market for certifiable courses and industry-specific 
classes that will help to keep their employees current on changing regulations, medical advancements, 
and knowledge about the marijuana strains the Applicant is cultivating. 
Training Methods 
The Applicant will use a variety of teaching methods when training employees and will take in account 
the skills and experience of the individual trainees. The content may vary according to the specific 
group being trained, but all must, at a minimum, understand the facility’s standards of conduct, 
compliance, proper documentation in all inventory tracking systems, and the duty to report 
misconduct. 
The Applicant will also provide all employees with access to online training courses produced by 
industry experts in other legal marijuana states as well as seminars and live training sessions being 
developed by various national marijuana industry educators. In most cases, content will be accessible 
online for easy employee access. Online training programs will be the preferred educational format for 
all computer and IT-related trainings that will require continuous computer usage. Web-based training 
will enable employees to easily access a wide variety of educational materials. 
In addition to these robust training methods, there will also be thorough and standardized SOPs written 
and regularly updated for every process used in the operation. These SOPs will be stationed as 
Production Binders at every workspace in the facility and will be organized with master copies in the 
manager’s office. It is an expectation of the Applicant’s employees to reference these SOP Production 
Binders as they perform every individual task to ensure compliance, efficacy, quality, consistency, and 
safety. 
Marijuana Knowledge  
Employees will be expected to be well-informed about marijuana plants and products in general, 
delivery methods, medical efficacy, safety, operations, and regulatory requirements. Employees will be 
required to have knowledge concerning all aspects of marijuana including cannabinoids, cultivation 
operations, methods of intake, product dosing, ailments and associated symptoms, and 
recommendations for particular symptom relief. This knowledge will be obtained during the 
Applicant’s new employee orientation and subsequent employee training sessions.  
Training Exams 
After each internal training course, employees will be required to complete a post-training exam.  
These exams will allow employees to demonstrate their knowledge by passing with a mixture of 
multiple choice and written questions. If an employee does not receive a passing knowledge-check test 
score, the employee will review the section from which the question(s) were derived and re-test. 
Employees will not be able to work within the facility if they are unable to pass job-specific training 
tests. 
Training Records 
The Applicant will document all training efforts in order to:  
 Help track efforts and see who was trained, what they were trained on, and what future training 
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might be needed. 
 Ensure fair and equal access to training. Because training program participation and presentation 

will be free of discrimination, documenting training efforts will provide a record that all employees 
have equal access. 

 Provide proof to such agencies as the Department, OSHA, and the U. S. Department of Labor that 
the Applicant is in compliance with federal and state training requirements. 

 Show how, why, and to whom training was presented. 
 Go beyond the basics and document individual successes and failures in training, which will put 

the Applicant in a position to follow up with additional training where necessary. 
The Applicant will retain the attendance records of their principals and employees and make them 
available for inspection by the Department and its authorized agents upon request. 
Training Time as Compensable Hours 
Training that is conducted during regular working hours will constitute work time and will be 
compensated as such, according to the federal Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA).  
Diversity Practices 
The Applicant recognizes that attracting a diverse pool of talented people and retaining them in 
positions at all levels of operations is essential to success. Accordingly, the Applicant is committed to 
providing initiatives that attract qualified candidates who are minority, female, disabled, or from other 
underrepresented groups such as LGBT and veterans. Furthermore, the Applicant is committed to:  

 Working with community entities and organizations that can help attract and identify diverse 
talent; 

 Using job-related requirements to evaluate employees for promotion and applicants for 
employment;  

 Prohibiting discrimination based on race, color, religion, gender, sexual orientation, age, 
national origin, ancestry, veteran status, non-job related disability; or other basis prohibited by 
applicable law and training employees as such; and  

 Complying with all applicable federal, state, and local laws.  
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Part I: Packaging and Labeling

The Applicant has developed the following Packaging and Labeling Plan to establish policies and 
procedures for compliant, effective, and efficient packaging and labeling.

Legal Guidance: All medical marijuana at the Applicant’s facility will be packaged, labeled, and 
stored in compliance with the rules and regulations set forth by the Ohio Department of Commerce 
(the “Department”) as part of the Ohio Medical Marijuana Control Program (“MMCP”) and will be 
packaged in compliance with the Federal Poison Prevention Packaging Act (“PPPA”) of 1970. PPPA 
is dedicated to child safety, as it requires childproof packaging of a number of household substances.

Definitions

Batch: All medical marijuana plant material of the same registered strain name that was
cultivated using the same applications and practices following all restrictions set forth by the
Department.
Lot: All finished medical marijuana from the exact batch using the same standard operating
procedures including wet curing, dry curing, and trimming.
Package: The labeled bottle or bag that contains medical marijuana or medical marijuana plant
material that originated from the same batch and lot and is destined to be sold to licensed
dispensaries or processors in compliance with this Packaging and Labeling Plan and
Department rules.
All medical marijuana packages will only contain medical marijuana from the same batch, and
at no time will any one package contain marijuana from more than one batch.
Container: Patient packages sold to dispensaries will be sold in preset package counts.
Containers will feature an external barcode that will give the Applicant the capability to scan
the container once and tie inventory tracking movements to all the packages in the container.

Roles and Responsibilities: The Applicant’s Compliance/Inventory Manager or Cultivation Manager,
both of which are Type-One Key employees, will oversee all packaging and labeling activities and will 
be responsible for ensuring that all packages are sealed, that all labels contain all required information, 
and that all packages are properly recorded in the Applicant’s Inventory Tracking System (“ITS”).
Additionally, the supervising Manager will ensure the inventory tracking data is transmitted to the 
Department’s tracking system during all packaging and labeling activities. The supervising Manager 
will be present during the entire packaging process in the Trim/Packaging Room to ensure that 
employees follow all of the Applicant’s packaging policies and procedures as well as all rules set forth 
by the Department. 
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there is no requirement for a specific font type. The FDA recommends the font type should be clear 
and legible. The Applicant will adhere to this stated guideline. Any further requirements that the 
Department enacts beyond the current guidance will be fully complied with by the Applicant.
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Part II: Production Control

The Applicant will utilize an industry standard Integrated Pest Management (“IPM”) and nutrient
regimens in accordance with rules set forth by the Department and all other applicable law, and 
utilizing cultivation expertise set forth by medical marijuana operations consultants.

Pesticide, Fertilizer, or Other Chemical Application Log: A detailed log of all pesticide/fungicide,
fertilizer, or other chemical applications will be kept by cultivation staff and will be available to all 
state inspectors. The Pesticide, Fertilizer, or Other Chemical Application Log will include the 
following information:

The date and time of the application as well as the re-entry time if required by the 
pesticide/fungicide label;
The stage of cultivation process;
The date when the plants in the application area were moved to the flowering stage, if 
applicable;
Analysis of the fertilizer applied;
Unique plant identifier or other information that identifies which plants received the 
application;
The area of application within the cultivation facility, including the specific block, section, or 
immature medical marijuana plants or medical marijuana plants treated, which shall be 
identified by the location legend maintained by the Applicant;
The size of the area treated;
The product name of every pesticide/fungicide, fertilizer, or other chemical product applied;
The United States Environmental Protection Agency product registration number. This 
requirement is unnecessary for products exempted under section 25 of the Federal Insecticide, 
Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (7 U.S.C.A. § 136w);
The total amount used in pounds, ounces, grams, gallons or liters applied to a treated area;
The dosage or rate of application of every pesticide used;
The name and employee identification numbers of the individuals involved in making the 
pesticide and the permit or certification numbers of the individuals making or supervising the 
application; and
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Comments or special conditions related to the application.

Approved Pesticide Overview: Approved pesticides primarily consist of essential oils from various 
plants that have long been used in organic agriculture including lemongrass oil, castor oil, neem oil and 
rosemary oil. These oils work in a fungicidal sense by creating a bio-barrier on the leaf surface. This 
barrier prevents fungus and mold spores from gaining purchase on the leaf surface. Such oils work in 
an insecticidal sense by both creating a bio-barrier that prevents burrowing insects such as leaf miners 
from gaining access to the inner plant tissue as well as by smothering insects such as spider mites and 
either not allowing them to breath due to the oil covering or not allowing them to molt and grow due to 
the sticky oil.

There are also approved fungicides that consist of specific strains of Trichoderma fungus and Bacillus 
bacteria. These bio-controls can be applied either by means of a soil drench to combat root diseases 
and insect pests living in the soil or by means of a foliar spray which will spread the beneficial fungi 
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and bacteria across the leaf and stalk surfaces of the plant. These beneficial microorganisms help to 
combat fungi and mold such as powdery mildew by creating beneficial colonies of bacteria and/or 

Root Drenches and Soil Amendments: The Applicant will utilize the following approved pesticides 
and fungicides as root drenches or soil amendments in their cultivation facility.
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As part of the Applicant’s cultivation practices the Cultivation Manager will ensure all employees use 
appropriate nutrient practices including a fertilizer or hydroponic solution of a type, formulation and at 

as macronutrients. Mineral nutrients obtained from the soil include Nitrogen, Phosphorus, Potassium,
Calcium, Magnesium, Sulfur, and Non-mineral elements derived from air and water including Carbon,
Hydrogen, and Oxygen.
Marijuana plants also need a combination of micronutrients throughout their life cycle, depending 
upon the conditions, stages, and the particular genetic makeup including Zinc, Iron, Manganese,
Molybdenum, Chlorine, Cobalt, Silicon, Boron, and Copper.
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Part III: Inventory Control

The following Inventory Control Plan (“ICP”) is designed to ensure safekeeping and accountability of 
marijuana throughout the lifecycle of the product at the applicant’s facility in compliance with 
Department rules.

Responsibilities: The Compliance/Inventory Manager will be responsible for overseeing the 
compliance program at the facility, coordinating and participating in training and education for 
employees, independently investigating compliance matters, and ensuring that any necessary corrective 
action is taken. The Cultivation Manager will be responsible for following defined policies, 
procedures, regulations, and best practices as well as ensuring that the staff members are compliant.

Inventory Audits: The Cultivation Manager will be responsible for performing inventory audits on a 
weekly basis per Department rules and reconciling the audits against system-generated reports. Plants 
will be inventoried physically by counting each plant, usually separated by growth phases, locations, 
and/or strains. The Cultivation Manager will compare the physical plant counts with the corresponding 
system information, which can be sorted with the same parameters to enable easy comparison and 
identification of discrepancies. Discrepancies will be reconciled through traditional research 
techniques, such as using audit trails and comparative analysis.
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flower, by-product, and waste; weight after trimming; staff identification (at each step); and physical 
location of the plant material at all times

The following Waste Management Plan (“WMP” or the “Plan”) is designed to develop a consistent 
approach to establishing effective and efficient waste management systems used on the Applicant’s 
medical marijuana cultivation facility premises. This Plan will outline the policies and procedures used 
by the Applicant in all instances of management and disposal of medical marijuana waste created 
during the cultivation of medical marijuana on the Applicant’s premises. The following will detail the 
Applicant’s plan for the management and disposal of Marijuana Waste, in accordance with all rules 
and regulations set forth by the Department and all other laws, rules, and regulations of the State.

Responsibilities: The Chief Operating Officer (“COO”) and Compliance/Inventory Manager are
responsible for the implementation of the policies and procedures set forth in this WMP. The COO or
Compliance/Inventory Manager will review all policies and procedures set forth in this Plan annually 
or as often as needed to improve efficiency and efficacy. The Cultivation Manager is responsible for 
ensuring that employees working in their respective divisions of the facility are compliant with the 
guidelines set forth in this WMP.

Unused, Surplus, Returned, Recalled, Contaminated, and Expired Medical Marijuana: During 
the course of business, the Applicant will encounter finished medical marijuana products that must be 
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disposed of. Such instances where finished medical marijuana will need to be disposed of include 
unused or surplus marijuana as well as returned, recalled, contaminated or expired finished products.  

After identifying medical marijuana product that must be destroyed through the Applicant’s inventory 
control or recall procedures, the Applicant will contact the Department of the destruction and initiate 
the quarantine and disposal process of those items.  

Waste Product Quarantine: The Applicant will first isolate and prevent the distribution of the 
medical marijuana that has been identified for disposal, and a Type-One Key employee will assign one 
or more employees to dispose of the materials. The Type-One Key employee will oversee all disposal 
of medical marijuana waste. Before the assigned employees transfer the waste products to the locked 
quarantine container, the employees will input the movement of the waste products in the ITS.  

Recording Waste Materials: Before placing medical marijuana waste materials in the quarantine 
container, an assigned employee will enter the following information relating to products to be 
disposed into the ITS:  

 The total volume and weight of waste medical marijuana 
 The types, forms, batch and lot numbers, if applicable. 
 A detailed reason for the disposal including recall, expiration, contaminated, etc. 
 The date and time the medical marijuana product was received during a recall or return and/or 

the time and date the medical marijuana was determined to be waste. 
 The names and identification numbers for the disposing employees. 
 From whom the recalled or returned medical marijuana was received, if applicable. 
 A copy of the Transport Manifest used to transport the recalled or returned medical marijuana, 

if applicable. 
 The signature of the Type-One Key employee overseeing the disposal. 
 The number of recalled samples, types, forms, batches and lots, if applicable, sent to 

laboratories, the names and addresses of the laboratories, the dates of testing and the results by 
sample. 

 The manner of disposal of the waste medical marijuana. 
 The volume and weight of the approved solid waste used to render the medical marijuana waste 

unusable. 
 Any other information required by the Department. 

Quarantine Container: Once the waste medical marijuana products are properly entered into the ITS, 
the assigned employees will transfer the waste to the locked quarantine container. The quarantine 
container will be stationed in a Restricted Access Area of the facility, which is separated from the 
facility’s Vault where medical marijuana products ready for sale are stored. The quarantine container 
will be of appropriate size for the storage of all unused, surplus, returned, recalled, contaminated, and 
expired medical marijuana and will feature a locking mechanism to ensure no unauthorized individual 
has access to the waste materials contained therein. Only Type-One Key employees will have access to 
the quarantine container keys.  

Once the waste medical marijuana products are logged into the ITS and moved to the quarantine 
container, the assigned employee will schedule a time for the products’ destruction with a member of 
management. Waste products placed in the quarantine container will be destroyed every day before the 
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end of the production shift, and at no time will waste material be left in the quarantine container 
overnight. The designated Restricted Access Area of the facility where the quarantine container is 
located will be under constant video surveillance. 

Live Waste: During the cultivation of medical marijuana, plant materials not used as part of the 
Applicant’s medical marijuana derived medicines will be created and disposed of. Such bio-waste 
includes any unusable flowers, stems, trim, leaves, seeds, dead medical marijuana plants, dead 
immature medical marijuana plants, unused medical marijuana plant parts, unused immature medical 
marijuana plant parts, and root balls. Additionally, bio-waste includes any unused, surplus, returned, 
recalled, damaged, deteriorated, adulterated, mislabeled, outdated, expired, or otherwise tarnished parts 
of marijuana plants cultivated on the Applicant’s facility. 

Byproduct - Rendering Unusable and Unrecognizable: In accordance with Department rules, 
cultivation staff will render all medical marijuana plant byproduct bio-waste material created during 
the cultivation and process unusable and unrecognizable. Bio-waste material will be rendered unusable 
and unrecognizable at the end of each work shift at the facility, and no bio-waste material will be 
stored at the facility overnight without being rendered unusable and unrecognizable. Marijuana bio-
waste will be shredded and mixed with non-marijuana waste so that the resulting mixture contains at 
least 51% non-marijuana waste per industry standards.  

At the scheduled disposal time, a member of management will unlock the quarantine container for the 
assigned employee and supervise the disposal process. The member of management will then record in 
the ITS at the commencement of the disposal process. 

All waste disposal activities will take place in a designated Restricted Access Area of the facility that 
is constantly monitored using the Applicant’s surveillance system. All employees of The Applicant 
will be thoroughly trained on all waste disposal policies and procedures.  

In order to make marijuana bio-waste unusable and unrecognizable, the Applicant will: 

1. Quarantine all bio-waste marijuana material in a Restricted Access Area of the facility 
immediately after the material has been created during a cultivation event. Two members of the 
cultivation staff will be tasked with rendering the material in a specifically designated area of 
the facility that is under constant surveillance of the facility’s surveillance system. 

2. The two employees will first be required to apply safety goggles, heavy-duty work gloves, and 
disposable molded medical facemasks to prevent breathing any plant material during the 
rendering process. 

3. Before rendering the bio-waste, the assigned employees will weigh all material at the provided 
digital scale and input the weight and type of material into the Applicant’s ITS. 

4. The tasked employees will then place all material into an industrial waste shredding machine 
specifically designed for marijuana plants. The shredding device is capable of cleanly 
shredding all parts of the marijuana plant including all stems and root balls until it reaches the 
consistency of fine mulch. 

5. Once the material has been properly shredded, the resulting material will be collected and 
moved to a bin where it will be mixed with non-marijuana waste to render it unusable and 
unrecognizable. 

6. The tasked employees will add non-marijuana materials such as food waste or other non-
marijuana inert materials to a portion of the shredded marijuana bio-waste in a designated bin 
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and mix the material until the resulting mixture is homogenous and at least 51% non-marijuana 
material.  

7. Once the material has been mixed, the tasked employees will place the resulting material in 
designated commercial plastic waste bags, tie the top of the bag to ensure no loose material 
falls out of the bag, and will transport the unusable and unrecognizable waste to a locked 
dumpster on the facility premises, where the employees will carefully place the bags into the 
dumpster and lock the dumpster to ensure that no unauthorized individual will have access to 
the contents contained therein. 

Obtaining Non-Marijuana Waste: The COO will establish relationships with local restaurants, food 
distributors, and other businesses that create non-marijuana waste in their course of operations in order 
to procure that waste material to be mixed with medical marijuana product waste and shredded 
marijuana bio-waste to render it unusable and unrecognizable. Such materials include food waste, 
shredded paper, yard waste and any other materials approved by the contracted municipal waste 
removal service and the Ohio Department of Health. Additionally, The Applicant will use a growing 
medium, such as used soil or perlite, to mix with marijuana waste in the event that local non-marijuana 
waste cannot be procured. 

Storage: All marijuana bio-waste material will be stored in a Restricted Access Area of the facility 
until such time as it is shredded by a company employee and rendered unusable and unrecognizable. 
Produced marijuana bio-waste will be rendered at the end of each work day so that no marijuana bio-
waste is left unattended inside the facility.   

The Applicant will contract the services of a licensed municipal waste removal service, who will 
supply the Applicant with a commercial dumpster of the appropriate size to accommodate the facility’s 
waste production volume. The dumpster will feature a locking mechanism capable of withstanding 
forced entry, and the dumpster will be under constant surveillance by the Applicant’s surveillance 
system to ensure that the unusable and unrecognizable material contained therein is not accessed by 
unauthorized individuals. 

The contracted municipal waste removal service will maintain the facility dumpster to ensure that the 
locking mechanism is in functioning order and that no solid waste contained therein will be 
unintendedly conveyed out of the dumpster area or that any of the waste will leak onto the surrounding 
premises. 

The contracted municipal waste removal service will supply the Applicant with a standby dumpster to 
be made available to the Applicant within in twenty-four (24) hours in the event that the primary 
dumpster is nonoperational or otherwise cannot be used. Such instances include a broken dumpster 
lock, a breach in the dumpster’s exterior, or any other event that would allow unauthorized individuals 
to access the waste materials contained therein. 

The municipal waste removal service will be contracted to collect the Applicant’s facility waste 
material on regular weekly intervals, with additional collections to be made after being contacted by 
the COO in the event the dumpster is nearing capacity after a marijuana harvest. 

Cleaning and Sanitation: In order to eliminate unwanted pests and to minimize tainted runoff surface 
water, the Applicant will maintain a cleaning schedule of both the interior Restricted Access Area 
designated for rendering marijuana waste and the exterior dumpster area.  
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A company employee will be tasked on a weekly basis with cleaning all waste areas on the facility. 
The tasked employee will first ensure that the interior Restricted Access Area is free of all debris, dirt, 
or any other substance that may attract unwanted pests and will then be clean all portions of the area 
using hot water and nontoxic commercial detergent. An employee will be tasked with cleaning the 
outside dumpster area on a weekly basis. The employee will first remove all debris from around the 
dumpster, sweep the area, and spray the area using a high-pressure system using clean water. All waste 
area cleaning activities will be logged in the Applicant’s Cleaning Log, which will be retained by the 
Applicant indefinitely and provided to the Department or any other regulatory agency of the state of 
Ohio. 

Waste Tracking: Before being rendered unusable and unrecognizable, all marijuana waste will be 
entered into the Applicant’s ITS. Once marijuana waste has been identified and moved to a Restricted 
Access Area designated for waste processing, a company employee will weigh the marijuana waste on 
the digital scale provided in the garage/waste disposal area. The employee will then enter the weight of 
the marijuana waste into the ITS’s Destroyed Plant Function. The employee will then enter the reason 
for the waste destruction and press the Destroy Plants option on the tracking system’s interface. 

Training: All employees with waste disposal responsibilities will be fully trained in each step of the 
waste disposal process. All tools, equipment, and machinery used in waste disposal will be operated in 
accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions, as specified in the equipment’s operating manual. 
Persons who are unfamiliar with the operation of a piece of waste disposal equipment and its potential 
hazards will not be permitted to operate the equipment in question until they have been fully trained.   

Waste Recordkeeping: The Applicant will record all movements of live waste and unusable 
marijuana products in the ITS at all points during the waste disposal process. A designated employee 
will track the movement of waste materials as they enter the quarantine area or container, as the waste 
is being rendered unusable and unrecognizable, and as the waste is transported to the facility dumpster. 
The Applicant will retain all waste disposal records on the ITS indefinitely. Records of inspections and 
corrective actions taken to change this Plan or as directed by the Department will be retained in both 
physical hard copy form and will be scanned and stored on The Applicant’s data infrastructure 
indefinitely. 

Non-Marijuana Waste 

Used Growing Containers: The Applicant will reuse growing containers at the facility. Once a plant 
is harvested and taken out of the growing container, the used container will be preserved and cleaned 
using an organic commercial detergent. Growing containers that are defective or damaged due to 
excessive use will be placed in the Applicant’s dumpster and collected by the Applicant’s third-party 
municipal waste collection service. 

Unused Fertilizers and Pesticides: The Applicant will utilize a waste pesticide disposal company to 
dispose of all unused or expired pesticides. The disposal company will provide Ohio licensed pesticide 
applicators with a means to dispose of canceled, suspended or unwanted pesticide products. The 
disposal company will dispose of chemicals per MSDS instructions, and almost all of the waste 
pesticides collected are burned in EPA-approved incinerators. The remaining pesticides are treated and 
placed in EPA-permitted hazardous waste landfills. Unused or expired fertilizers will be picked up by 
the Applicant’s third-party municipal waste collection service.  
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Part V: Adverse Events and Recall Procedures

In the event of the need for a product recall or adverse event, the ITS batch and lot reports will create a 
reportable chain of custody for all inventory items. This will allow for an analysis of plant and product 
history, potentially isolating details including improper nutrients/additives regime, under-trained staff, 
or physical location of the plants during their growth phase, any of which may be responsible for an 
issue leading to the need to recall the final product. All finished products resulting from a particular 
batch or lot will be identified. Finally, if a full batch or lot recall is needed, reports will be generated 
from the ITS to identify every dispensary or processor who purchased a product containing the 
defective batch or lot. The Compliance/Inventory Manager will be responsible for determining if a full 
batch recall is needed and will notify the Department immediately if such a situation arises.

In accordance with Department rules, a dispensary will notify the Applicant of any complaint made to 
the dispensary by a patient or caregiver who reports an adverse event from using medical marijuana 
purchased by the dispensary from the Applicant. The Applicant will investigate the report. The 
following apply:

The COO, CEO, and Compliance/Inventory Manager will investigate a complaint to determine 
if a voluntary or mandatory recall of medical marijuana is necessary or if any further action is 
required based on Department rules or guidance.
If the Applicant determines that further action is not required, the Applicant will notify the 
Department of the Applicant’s decision and, within 24 hours, submit a written report to the 
Department stating its rationale for not taking further action.
The Applicant may voluntarily recall medical marijuana from the market at the Applicant’s 
discretion for reasons that do not pose a risk to public health and safety.
If the Applicant initiates a recall for a reason that does not pose a risk to public health and 
safety, the Applicant will notify the Department at the time the Applicant begin the recall.
If the Applicant discovers that a condition relating to the medical marijuana grown or processed 
at the Applicant’s facility poses a risk to public health and safety, the Applicant will 
immediately notify the Department by phone and secure, isolate, and prevent the distribution of 
the medical marijuana that may have been affected by the condition and remains in the
Applicant’s possession. The Applicant will not dispose of affected medical marijuana prior to 
notifying the Department and coordinating the disposal with the Department.

The Recall Plan will include the following policies and procedures:

The COO or Compliance/Inventory Manager will serve as the recall coordinator, who will be 
responsible for, among other duties, accepting the recalled medical marijuana from the 
dispensary or processor.
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 The COO or Compliance/Inventory Manager will access the ITS and search for the affected 
batch/lots by those specific numbers. 

 Procedures to retrieve and dispose of the affected medical marijuana from any dispensaries, 
processors, or testing labs that have received affected medical marijuana or marijuana 
containing products. 

 A communications plan to notify those affected by the recall, including procedures to notify 
other medical marijuana organizations or laboratories in possession of medical marijuana 
subject to the recall, and the use of press releases and other appropriate notifications to ensure 
that patients and caregivers are notified of the recall if the affected medical marijuana was 
distributed. 

Complaint / Recall Records Schedule: Once the Applicant is notified or made aware from a 
dispensary, processor, or the Department that any complaint has been made to the dispensary by a 
patient or caregiver who reports adverse events from using medical marijuana purchased by the 
dispensary from the Applicant, the COO or Compliance/Inventory Manager will immediately initiate 
protocols established to investigate such claims. The Applicant will document in a Complaint/Recall 
Record Log the date on which the dispensary is reporting the complaint and will immediately notify 
the Department upon becoming aware of any complaint made to the dispensary by a patient or 
caregiver.  

If the Applicant decides to apply a voluntary recall to a certain batch of products, the following process 
will be followed: Document batch, date, time, and decision of voluntary recall; this will only be 
applied to products that do not pose a risk to public health and safety. The Applicant will notify the 
Department at the time the Applicant begins the voluntary recall.  

The recalled product will be recorded into the Complaint/Recall Record Log with the following 
information:  

 The total amount of recalled medical marijuana, including types, forms, harvest batches, 
harvest lots, and process lots, if applicable.  

 The amount of recalled medical marijuana received by the dispensary, including types, forms, 
harvest batches, harvest lots, and process lots, if applicable, by date and time.  

 From whom the recalled medical marijuana was received, the means of transport of the recalled 
medical marijuana, the number of recalled samples, type, forms, harvest batches, harvest lots 
and process lots, if applicable, sent to approved laboratories, the names and addresses of the 
approved laboratories, the dates of testing and the results by sample or test sample.  

 
The Complaint/Recall Record Log will be maintained in the Security Office in a Restricted Access 
Area of the facility to which only Type-One Key employees will have access. The entries to the 
Complaint/Recall Record Log will be retained indefinitely and relevant information in the Log will be 
entered into the ITS for specific batches, lots, or products affected by the recall. 

Part VI: Record Keeping and Regulatory Compliance  

The purpose of this record keeping plan (“RKP” or the “Plan”) is to establish policies and procedures 
for creating, receiving, and maintaining in the Applicant’s medical marijuana cultivation facility to 
ensure that the Applicant follows all recordkeeping regulations and guidelines set forth by the state of 
Ohio and any other federal and local jurisdictional controlling bodies. This RKP is a means of 
providing evidence of compliance with those rules and guidelines and the implementation of best 
practice record keeping within The Applicant’s entire organization. 
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The objectives of this RKP are to ensure compliance with all regulations set forth by the Department;
processes are in place to facilitate a complete and accurate record of all business transactions and 
organizational decisions; recorded information can be retrieved quickly, accurately, and cost-
effectively when required; and the protection and preservation of the organization’s records.

Record Types: The Applicant will update, maintain, and retain records for purchases; inventory 
management and tracking; security records; equipment records documenting any maintenance, 
cleaning, sanitization, and inspections; staffing and staff education and training plans; and business 
records including assets and liabilities, monetary transactions, bank statements, journals, ledgers, 
agreements  checks  invoices  and all other financial accounts related to operations

Disposal of Records: The Applicant will establish standard record destruction policies per Department 
rules, and such policies will be reviewed by legal and compliance professionals, particularly for the 
marijuana industry. The implementation of these policies will be treated as an ongoing process, 
because they will keep pace with the Applicant’s growth and regulatory changes. Records that are 
subject to litigation, government investigation, or audit will not be destroyed and will be retain 
indefinitely. Procedures and protocols will be implemented across all divisions of the Applicant’s 
operation addressing proper and regular disposal of records, which reduces storage and labor costs 
associated with unnecessary maintenance of records retained past their retention requirements. 

The Applicant will determine appropriate methods of disposal by records class or media type. The 
disposal procedures will demonstrate authorization, adherence to confidentiality and security 
requirements, and recognition of records on “hold” or suspended. Prior to any disposal of records, a 
distribution to necessary parties for their review will be implemented to ensure the authorization for 
disposal is confirmed. Review of these official records that have fulfilled their retention period ensures 
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that their destruction complies with the standard policy and procedures, and that the records are free of 
all retention holds. When records are approved for destruction, all copies in possession of employees in 
all media and formats must also be discarded. The Applicant will maintain a destruction listing log that 
lists record identification number, destroy dates and who authorized the destruction. This practice will 
be implemented at both onsite and offsite facilities. 

Water Use Records: The Applicant will implement an automatic drip irrigation management system 
for all its water storage, purification, and implementation activities. The Applicant will arrange for 
monthly water testing by a certified water operator in the State. The system will be installed and 
implemented by a contractor licensed to do such business in the state of Ohio. The Applicant will 
comply with all rules set forth by the Environmental Protection Agency and all Ohio’s environmental 
protection laws.

Equipment Maintenance Log: The Applicant will create, maintain, and retain a log for the 
maintenance of all equipment at the Applicant’s facility. All equipment used on the premises will 
require maintenance by licensed or authorized third-party professionals and at intervals as 
recommended by the equipment’s manufacturer. The following equipment will require maintenance 
the facility’s security and surveillance system; the system’s heating and cooling systems; water 
distribution system; cultivation lighting equipment; packaging equipment; and any other equipment 
used in the course of cultivation of medical marijuana products or business transactions.

A separate log sheet will be created for each scheduled maintenance event of all equipment. Once a 
maintenance event occurs, a company reception employee will fill out the Maintenance Log for the 
specific event by the authorized third-party equipment maintenance personnel. The following 
information will be recorded on each individual log sheet:

The equipment that maintenance is carried out;
The third-party company to perform maintenance including the name and business license of 
that company;
The individual representing the third-party maintenance company during the maintenance; 
The date and timeframe of the maintenance;
The maintenance task performed on the equipment; 
The next regular maintenance event for that piece of equipment as recommended by the third-
party maintenance contractor; and
Recommendations made for the maintenance of the equipment by the third-party contractor.

Once the third-party maintenance contractor signs the maintenance log at the end of a maintenance 
event, an employee will scan the maintenance log and save the document to the appropriate 
maintenance file on the Applicant’s hard-disk, digital storage infrastructure. The hard copy of the 
maintenance log will be stored in a predetermined, locked filing cabinet in the appropriate file 
designated for each piece of equipment. Both the hard copy and digital copy of the maintenance log 
will be retained by the company indefinitely
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levels and sources, purchase activity from licensed dispensaries, all destruction activities marijuana 
waste, spoiled products, and any destruction for any other causes.

Inventory Documents: The Applicant’s inventory management process also uses standardized forms 
and documents to record various inventory events in both digital and hard-copy versions. These 
documents track inventory interactions with third-party licensed Ohio dispensaries and processors as 
well as internal audits, internal transfers, and investigations into the Applicant’s inventory. These 
documents include purchase orders; transportation manifests; test results; and inventory audit reports.

Physical copies of these documents will be scanned and uploaded onto the ITS. Vendor-specific 
documents will be stored and categorized by vendor and date of record creation. Purchase orders, 
Transportation Manifests, inventory audit reports, test results, and other internal documents will be 
stored chronologically and by document type. Physical records will be maintained on premises in a 
secure, locked filing cabinet indefinitely. Electronic copies will be maintained in perpetuity on the 
Applicant’s ITS for electronic record storage and local digital storage system to ensure that redundant 
copies of all inventory records exist in case of system failure.
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Inventory Payments from Dispensary or Processors: Payments for products or services will be 
evidenced by documenting the transaction with a receipt. Additionally, payments in cash will be 
evidenced by multiple signatures on the supporting documentation by a company representative and 
the receiving medical marijuana licensee. When payment for inventory is provided to the company, the 
on-duty manager and receiving licensee representative will sign the invoice and document the date and 
amount of cash provided.  

As with any record that is documented at the cultivation facility, the original cash receipt/invoice will 
be filed appropriately in the Applicant’s secure on-site record storage area and the photocopy of the 
paperwork will, on a regular basis, be transported to the off-site storage facility. The digital file will be 
uploaded to the company’s Cloud Storage system with the following file naming nomenclature: 
YYYY-MM-DD-daily sales. 

Inventory Records Audits: The Compliance/Inventory Manager is responsible for reconciling the 
physical inventory of all phases of plants management along with reconciling the electronic tracking 
system with the Department. The Compliance/Inventory Manager will consistently review the medical 
marijuana plants during their various phases as well as all medical marijuana products produced from 
the plants grown. A formal audit will be conducted, at minimum, once a week of plants in the process 
of growing and of the Vault where product is stored, and a comparative analysis will be produced from 
the electronic tracking system. Any discrepancies will be noted and reported to various departments 
within the Applicant’s operations. 

Documentation of completed transfer manifests are retained on premise for any party to reference in 
physical form at any given time which will reside on premise in the compliance binder. The Applicant 
will keep a separate copy of transfer manifests up to five years at its offsite storage facility.   

Visitor Logs: The Applicant will require every visitor to the cultivation facility to sign a visitor log 
and wear an identification badge that’s clearly visible to the security cameras through the duration of 
their stay at the facility. The visitor log will be removed from the entry point at the Applicant’s facility 
at the end of each business day and placed in a locked/secure area. This log will be made available to 
the Department, State, or local law enforcement upon request.  

Visitor Log contents will be housed in the compliance binder and will be stored for as long as the 
Department deems necessary.  

Flammable Cabinet Log: The Applicant will have an Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
(“OSHA”) approved flammable liquid cabinet that houses all flammable liquids in the cultivation 
facility. This is a locking cabinet, thereby, will have a physical log sheet for any employee accessing 
any product that the storage cabinet contains. This log will have date, reason for use, employee name, 
and badge number. Completed pieces of the log will be housed in the compliance binder for easy 
reference. Per OSHA Regulations Standards – 29 CFR 1910.106(d)(2)(i) which states only approved 
containers and portable tanks meeting the requirements of and containing products authorized by 
chapter I, title 49 of the code of Federal Regulations (regulations issued by the Hazardous Materials 
Regulations Board, Department of Transportation), shall be deemed acceptable.  

Pesticide, Fungicide, or Herbicide Use Log: This log will include product name, date of use, and 
batch or lot number for every pesticide application. For an application requiring re-entry time, the date 
of application will include the hour completed, time of use, specificity of plants and locations of plants, 
the size of the area treated, number of plants affected, the EPA product registration number, the total 
amount used by unit, the dosage or rate of application, and the authorized employee’s name and badge 
number.  
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Pesticide Cabinet Log: The Applicant will have an additional Pesticides Cabinet, which is OSHA 
approved and in a separate location than the Flammable Cabinet. On the exterior of the cabinet, will 
reside a physical log sheet for any employee accessing any pesticide in said cabinet, date, reason for 
use, employee name, and badge number. Any completed pesticide logs will be housed in the 
compliance binder for easy reference. 

Waste Logs: Tracking all waste that comes from medical marijuana products is an incredibly 
important piece of the process after the cycle of harvesting the plants. This part of the process will be 
separately tracked with both physical and electronic logs. The logs will contain date of harvest, date of 
rendering the marijuana product unusable and unrecognizable, type of waste (for example; unused, 
surplus, returned, recalled, contaminated, expired, stems, trim, leaves, etc.), notate cameras viewable to 
the wasting of the product, time stamp for time of wasting material, employee name, and employee 
badge number. Notating the time of disposal is crucial in the event the Department ever needs camera 
footage to be retrieved and reported in a timely manner. 

Material Safety Data Sheet (“MSDS”) Binder: The MSDS is a document that contains information 
on the potential health effects of exposure to chemicals, or other potentially dangerous substances, and 
on safe working procedures when handling chemical products. The Applicant will upkeep and 
maintain an MSDS Binder that will be located in a secure location and accessible to any employee at 
any time Every single product, nutrient, fertilizer, pesticide, fungicide, or basic hand soap that comes 
into the facility will first have an MSDS sheet printed and placed into the binder.  It is important for 
The Applicant to be consistent in the re-order of supplies that require MSDS sheets. This will be made 
available to any governmental agency at any time about any products that exist on the facility 
premises. 

Accounting Reports: Accounting reporting will be crucial in the Applicant s sustainability as well as 
potential growth. The following reports will be distributed and reported on monthly to senior 
management: Balance Sheet; Profit and Loss Statement – Monthly and YTD (Year to Date); Profit and 
Loss Statement by Class – Monthly and YTD; Cash Flow Statement; Accounts Receivable Aging;
Account Payable Aging; Prepaid Expenses by Vendor; Accrued Expenses by Vendor; Deferred 
Revenue; General Ledger; and Asset and Liability Management.
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Part I: Surveillance Technology and Physical Security
Security is vitally important to the success of every regulated medical marijuana business; and 
accordingly, the Applicant will invest significant resources to ensure the Applicant’s Level II 
cultivation facility and data are secure in order to comply with the Ohio Department of Commerce (the 
“Department”) regulations and Ohio law; reduce risk of robbery and theft; decrease the damages 
should a natural disaster occur; maintain obligations to the Department, employees, stakeholders, and
patients; and help control costs associated with downtime and/or data breaches.
The Applicant’s team will be highly qualified and active in daily security operations. The Applicant 
will utilize a reputable third-party security company to monitor the facility’s alarm and surveillance 
systems 7 days a week, 24 hours a day. All company employees will receive security training on a 
regular and consistent basis.

Registered Employees: The Applicant has chosen the Cultivation Manager, Chief Operating Officer 
(“COO”), and Compliance/Inventory Manager to be registered with the Department as Type-One Key 
employees. The remainder of the employees at the facility will be registered as Type-Two employees.
The Applicant will make available to the Department, upon request, an updated list of Type-One Key

INFRASTRUCTURE RECORD
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Investigation and Reporting of Suspected Diversion: As part of the Applicant’s diversion 
prevention employee training, all employees will be taught the proper channels through which to 
contact members of management if diversion is suspected. Employees who suspect diversion will be 
required to contact their immediate supervisor to begin the suspected diversion process without 
communicating the suspected diversion to any other employee. If the employee’s supervisor is 
suspected of diversion, the employee will be required to report the suspicion to another member of 
management or supervisor at the facility. The Applicant will create a reward program for employees 
who bring a diversion issue to the attention of management and will also have in place a whistleblower 
protection policy. 
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addressing potential hazards and preparing for business continuity during and after emergency situations. 
The ERP will be designed to comply with all rules and requirements set forth by the Department.
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Part I Funding Analysis 2E-Financial Plan
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 Ohio Department of Commerce 

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

–

1F 500 Foot Compliance Cover Page 
3796:2-1-02(B)(2)(i), 3796:2-1-03(A)(3) 

 
Attach a location map of the area surrounding the proposed cultivator facility. Include 
representation of the area within at least a 750 foot radius of the proposed facility in all directions. 
Identify the relative locations of any prohibited facilities on the map, establishing the facility is at 
least 500 feet from the boundaries of any parcel of nearby real estate having situated on it a 
prohibited facility, as measured under rule 3796:5-5-01 of the Administrative Code. 
 
At a minimum, the location map should include representation of any of the following prohibited 
facilities, as defined in ORC 3796.30:  
 

 School including child day-care centers, preschools, or a public or nonpublic primary 
school or secondary school (as defined in ORC 5104.01 and 2950.034); 
 

 Church (as defined in ORC 1710.01); 
 

 Public library (as defined in ORC Chapter 3375); 
 

 Public Playground (including state or local government property); and 
 

 Public Park (including state or local government property). 
 

Include this cover page with the appropriate attachment.  
 
Map may be divided into 8.5x11 page sections or may be folded to fit into an 8.5x11 packet. 
 
Map must be clearly labeled and legible. 
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 Ohio Department of Commerce 

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

–

1H Zoning Permit Cover Page  
3796:2-1-02(B)(2)(k) 

 
 Applicant has received local zoning approval and was issued a permit. Permit is attached after 

this cover page. 

 No permit is attached.  

Mark one of the boxes above.  
 
Include this form in application even if no permit is attached. 
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 Ohio Department of Commerce 

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

–

1J Organizational Chart Cover Page 
3796:2-1-02(B)(2)(e), 3796:2-1-03(B)(1)(b) 

 
Submit an organizational chart of the proposed cultivation business. At a minimum, include 
representation of all principal officers, board members, and any other individual associated with 
the cultivation business. 
 
Names on the organizational chart should match those listed on Attachment 1I. 
 
Organizational chart should be represented on 8.5 x 11 pages and may use multiple pages to 
represent all individuals. Chart may be presented either in portrait or landscape views. 
 
Chart should be clearly marked and legible.  
 
Include this cover page. 
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Form 1J: Executive Org Chart 

Please Note: All other roles will be filled upon being awarded a medical marijuana cultivation license  
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 Ohio Department of Commerce 

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

–

1M Copies of Licenses from Business in Other Jurisdictions Cover Page 
3796:2-1-02(B)(2)(j)(i) 

 

 Applicant has licenses from one or more businesses in other jurisdictions. License copies are 
attached after this cover page. 

 No license copies are attached.  

Mark one of the boxes above.  
 
Include this form in application even if no license copies are attached. 
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 Ohio Department of Commerce 

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

–

1N Tax Payment Records Cover Page 
3796:2-1-02(B)(6)(e), 3796:2-1-03(A)(6), 3796:2-1-03(B)(5)(e)  

 
Attach a record of tax payments in the form of tax summary pages for individuals and businesses 
at the state and federal level and in all jurisdictions in which an applicant has operated as a business 
for every person with a financial interest of one percent or greater in the applicant for the three 
years before the filing of the application. 
 
Include this cover page. 
 

  Include this cover page.

Attach a record of tax payments in the form of tax summary pages or a valid certification indicating 
tax compliance issued by the appropriate taxation authority for individuals and businesses at the 
state and federal level and in all jurisdictions in which an applicant has operated as a business for 
every person with a financial interest of one percent or greater in the applicant for the three years 
before the filing of the application. **Please note that any information provided by the applicant, 
including tax returns from other jurisdictions, would be considered a “public record” as defined in 
R.C. 149.43(A)(1).**
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To The Ohio Department of Commerce:  
 
Per Form 1Q, Trade Secret and Infrastructure Record Notification Form, the following sections of 
the application contain Trade Secret Information:  
 
2B (Pages 20 – 49): Any and all information in Section 2B of this application are considered Trade 
Secret information, as the cultivation policy and procedures have been developed over the last 7 
years by the industry consultant and shall only be utilized and/or available to the applicant, to the 
commission and department. None of the SOPs should be public record or published per the Ohio 
Public Records Act.  
 
2D (Pages 83 - 112): Any and all information in Section 2D of this application are considered Trade 
Secret information, as releasing the facility plot plans and security protocols would be considered a 
breach of security, none of the SOPs should be public record or published per the Ohio Public 
Records Act. 
 
2E (Pages 114 - 123): Any and all information in Section 2E of this application are considered Trade 
Secret information, as our personal financials should not be public knowledge / record or published 
per the Ohio Public Records Act. 
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  Ohio Department of Commerce  

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

–

2D Security Plan  
      Surveillance Technology and Physical Security  
      Transportation  
      Facility Plot Plan and Specifications  
      Emergency Notification Procedures  
2E Financial Plan  
      Funding Analyses  
      Operating Expense Breakdown  

  

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
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  Ohio Department of Commerce  

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

–

2A Business Plan  
(Maximum of 15 pages, see instructions for formatting) 

 
Please note: The following must be submitted in a non-identified format. 

Include this form as a cover page. 
 
Applicant should provide a narrative detailing support for the following: 
 
 
Part I: Experience in Business 
 
Experience, which includes generic, non-specific information on business licenses held by any 
person affiliated with the applicant. (3796:2-1-03(B)(1)(c)) 
 

Part II: Business Model  
 
(A) A proposed business model demonstrating a likelihood of success, a sufficient business 

ability, and experience on the part of the applicant. (3796:2-1-03(B)(1)(a)) 
 
 
(B) (OPTIONAL) If applicant is seeking additional scoring considerations on an Ohio Based 

Jobs and economic development plan, the applicant may also provide a plan for generating 
Ohio-based jobs and economic development. (3796:2-1-03(C)(1)(b)) 
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2A: Business Plan: Experience in Business & Business Model 

PART I: EXPERIENCE IN BUSINESS 
Experience, which includes generic, non-specific information on business licenses held 
by any person affiliated with the applicant. (3796:2-1-03(B)(1)(c))  

Principal Officers, Investors, Members and Advisors  
Entity A’s (also referred to as “Company”) leader, Person A, carefully selected a group 
of individuals to apply for a Medical Marijuana (“MM”) Level II Cultivation License in 
Ohio. When selecting investors and advisors, Person A focused on selecting individuals 
with experience in business and has assigned specific roles outlined in Section 1J, 
Organizational Chart, with roles and responsibilities outlined in Section 2B and 
leadership biographies outlined below, allowing for the cultivation facility to function 
efficiently in all areas including facility design, construction, staffing, employee training, 
IT systems, security and surveillance, transportation, storage, packaging and labeling, 
inventory control, disposal and waste removal, recall procedures, diversion prevention, 
cultivation method, nutrient management, sanitation and safety, quality control, 
recordkeeping and regulatory compliance. Upon hire, all employees will receive an 
Employee Manual detailing the Facility’s Standard Operating Procedures (“SOPs”). Prior 
to working in the Facility, employees will be required to pass mandatory testing on the 
specific protocols.  
 

Leadership Biographies 
All Advisor roles including Financial, Compliance, Legal Counsel, Quality Control, 
Insurance, Architect and Construction that will be providing Entity A with professional 
services for this Level II cultivation facility application and are acting on behalf of their 
own or their employer’s entities, not as individuals/officers. Each Advisor has been 
given an indicator and is outlined in Section 1P, Entity Identifier Legend Form. 
 
Person A: Chief Executive Officer (CEO) 
Responsible for overseeing the Company in a variety of areas which include but are not 
limited to research and development, product marketing, daily business operations, 
corporate resources, sales and services.  
 
Person A has over 50 years of experience in small row crops growing corn, soybeans, 
wheat and hay. Person A also has experience with livestock raising lambs, freshwater 
prawns and chickens, even participating and winning showing competitions. As one of 
the first in northern Ohio to raise freshwater prawns, Person A was chosen by 
University E to participate in a monitoring trial to monitor the pH, oxygen, temperate, 
and nitrate levels in the water.  
 
Person A has over 25 years of management experience at Entity D where he was 
responsible for receiving, shipping, office personnel, repair technicians and the training 
of new repair centers. Person A was heavily involved in the implementation of a new 
company wide computer system.  The system assisted manufacturing companies with 
their process to buy raw materials, convert these materials to a product, keep an 
inventory of the finished product, and finally, sell and ship the product. Person A was in 
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charge of $500,000 worth of finished repaired parts and managed 28 employees. During 
his time at Entity D, Person A attended the School A and many other company-
sponsored programs that promoted problem solving.  
 
Person A is a Purple Heart Veteran who served the U.S military for 3 years. He served in 
Vietnam with the 1st of the 6th Calvary in self-propelled artillery unity and received a field 
commission of #-5 sergeant. Person A also participated in the Cambodian Campaign. As 
a disabled veteran, Person A personally understands the medicinal benefits in providing 
high quality MM to patients in Ohio. Not only is Person A considered a disadvantaged 
group per 3796:2-1-03(C)(4)(a), his previous experience managing and leading his team 
and overall understanding of agriculture and a variety of environmental topics makes 
Person A the perfect candidate for a level II cultivation facility in Ohio.  
 
Advisor A, Financial Advisor  
Responsible for providing financial advice to the Company’s Chief Financial Officer in 
areas of directing the fiscal functions of the Company in accordance with generally 
accepted accounting principles issued by the Financial Accounting Standards Board, the 
Securities and Exchange Commission, other regulatory and advisory organizations and in 
accordance with the Ohio MM Act.  
 
Advisor A began his career as an accountant in 1978 following his undergraduate studies 
at University A. He gained extensive experience with a regional CPA firm before he 
established Entity E that offers a wide variety of services to include accounting, auditing, 
business valuations, capital planning for commercial and government financing, disaster 
recovery, mergers and acquisitions, multi-state taxation issues, tax planning and 
preparation. Advisor A is a committed and respected member of various boards within 
his professional field. 
 
Person B, Chief Operating Officer (COO) 
Responsible for overseeing the day-to-day operations of the Facility, ensuring the 
accuracy and efficiency of the Inventory Control Software, and the security of the 
Facility, its Staff, and all MM. The COO oversees all purchasing and delivery, and 
verifies both the accurate quantity of all medical marijuana within the Facility Inventory, 
in each area of samples, testing, quarantine, packaging, labeling, storage, distribution, and 
transportation.  
 
Person B acquired his first business in 1985, a drive-thru carryout store that expanded 
when awarded a state liquor license, becoming one of the largest liquor store in state of 
Ohio with yearly sales averaging over $8 Million. Person B sold the liquor business in 
2011 and purchased a 200-year-old building, where he renovated and opened 2 
restaurants, a banquet facility, and a small retail wine store – they received a regional 
award for economic development based on the renovation work of the building. Person 
B purchased and renovated 2 more commercial buildings that currently have 11 
commercial tenants. Person B is also 50% shareholder with a business partner and 
collectively owns over 20 commercial and residential properties.  
 
Person B has been involved within the community on various capacities from 
contributions to consulting. Person B served on the Board of Trustees of the 
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Organization A and is a member of numerous local clubs. He is a National Honors 
Society graduate of School B.  
 
Advisor B - Compliance Advisor 
Responsible for ensuring the Facility remains current and compliant with all local and 
State laws, rules and regulations, as well as all Federal and State agencies and their 
regulations and guidelines, such as OSHA and DSHEA. The Compliance Advisor will 
also be responsible for communicating with the State to schedule inspections, reviewing 
policies and procedures and updating on a quarterly basis as well as educating the Facility 
employees on compliance and regulations. Compliance Advisor will also assist inventory 
manager with quality control and ensure all products are tested, labeled, and packaged 
properly. 
 
Advisor B is a nationally recognized cannabis industry leader and business expert. In 
2010, Advisor B founded Entity F offers seed-to-sale consulting services with hands-on 
support for medical marijuana entrepreneurs. The company creates custom crafted 
business solutions for those interested in owning or operating a dispensary, cultivation, 
manufacturing, testing or ancillary facility. Entity F serves clients in competitive and 
emerging state markets throughout the country. As the Founder and CEO of one of the 
longest standing medical marijuana-consulting firms, Advisor B has successfully secured 
marijuana business licenses in ten different states within the U.S. specifically in New 
Jersey, Arizona, California, District of Columbia, Colorado, Delaware, Illinois, Nevada, 
Maryland, and Hawaii.  

An industry innovator and thought leader, Advisor B continues to develop and expand 
her business by assisting clients on pre- and post-license projects. Her company offers a 
full spectrum of services including the preparation of dispensary operations for 
compliance, securing real estate, cultivation and dispensary budgeting, policies and 
procedures, marketing and education, dispensary opening events, and facility 
functionality and design. Advisor B has personally helped multiple states with their 
programming through legislative sessions, speaking engagements, and meetings with 
political activists and local figureheads. Advisor B has been featured in numerous 
national media outlets. 

 
Person C, Director of Agriculture  
Responsible for working with the Cultivation Manager on overseeing the development 
of MM at the cultivation facility. They may manage the daily operations of commercial 
agricultural operations, such as nurseries with a focus on the business of the facility. 
Planning crops to maximize profit and minimize loss, creating budgets, hiring and 
overseeing workers, supervising all maintenance, representing the facility in sales 
transactions and maintaining business records.  
 
Person C comes from an agriculture background, her father had a doctoral degree in 
agriculture having developed a fertilizer for potatoes and wrote an agriculture book. 
Naturally, Person C enrolled in University B, graduating with a master’s degree in 
Management of Foreign Economic Activity in Agriculture and qualified as an 
Economist, Manager and Researcher in Agriculture. 
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After graduating, Person C worked at Entity G collective farm that was 10,000 acres 
where she gained experience of the day to day activities and business aspects of the 
cooperative farm; cultivation procedures and methods to maximize crop yields, livestock 
management, scheduling crop rotations, financial management, vendor management and 
analysis of their security plan.  
 
Person C currently owns Entity H, a spray foam insulation company and is heavily 
involved with the management of the company’s operations. Person C also holds three 
different state casino licenses – heavily involving the understanding for compliance. 
 
 
Advisor C, Legal Counsel 
Advisor C started his law firm in Ohio, to give clients, the personalized attention and 
quality representation that is so lacking in many of today’s high-volume family, criminal 
defense, and personal injury firms. Advisor C’s experience as an attorney has taught him 
that spending time educating clients on the laws and procedures that affect them often 
leads to a better outcome for lawyers and clients alike. As an Ohio criminal defense, 
DUI/traffic law, and personal injury attorney, Smith has seen numerous individuals 
facing emotional and financial crisis, Advisor C will be responsible for assisting the 
group with business formation, guidance on corporate structure; draft board member 
agreements; review lease agreements/ letters of intent; review financial commitment 
letters; ensure zoning compliance; etc.  
 
Advisor C is on the Board of Trustees, Organization B and has supported Organization 
C, a large and diverse organization that helps children around the world. Advisor C is 
affiliated with various associations and organizations within his professional field. 
 
Advisor C received his Bachelor’s Degree in American studies from University C and his 
J.D. from University D, Ohio.  
 
Cultivation Manager 
Responsible for overseeing and supervising all of the Cultivation Staff, and is responsible 
for the entire operation of the Cultivation Facility. The Cultivation Manager shall oversee 
all Cultivation activities, and ensure that the entire Cultivation Staff are following the 
Facility’s SOPs and maintaining appropriate timelines. The Cultivation Manager must 
ensure that the Facility produces only the highest quality of MM on a consistent basis, 
through the effective and efficient operation of all environmental systems and controls. 
The Cultivation Manager shall maintain constant oversight of the mechanics of each 
system, to include its environmental controls and irrigation systems, and shall be 
responsible for all damage control, ensuring that the entire system is functional. 
 
Through our established relationships with MM industry experts, Entity A has already 
begun vetting possible candidates with MM cultivation experience in other MM state 
programs and will leverage these connections to select a Marijuana Cultivation Manager 
upon receiving a level II MM Cultivation License from the Department.  
 
Person D, Director of Security and Transportation 
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Responsible for coordinating and directing all functions relating to the security of the 
facility and safety of Company employees, patients and public visiting the facility. 
Responsibilities include working with the Compliance Advisor to create and oversee 
crisis and emergency management practices and develop policies, procedures and 
programs designed to enhance the safety and security of all members of the Company, 
company property, systems and information. 
 
Person D has over 20 years of experience within the Security Field. He currently 
operates the Private Security Division of Entity I where they offer professional services 
such as Intrusion Alarm Systems, Fire Alarm Systems, CCTV, Commercial Sound & 
Telecom. Since 2010, Person D has been Ward 1 Council within his community in Ohio. 
He also currently operates as sales and service installation for Entity J. 
 
Advisor D, Quality Control Advisor 
Responsible for making sure the Company’s products meet high quality standards. QC 
managers make certain that MM meet state and Company quality guidelines. QC is also 
responsible for ensuring chain of custody during intake is perform efficiently, coordinate 
employee efforts, and facilitate communications between management and grower, 
processors and dispensaries. They also devise ways of improving the quality check 
process to ensure higher-quality goods. 
 
Advisor D has experience in testing soil and water quality. Advisor D worked at Entity 
K, one of the largest greenhouse operations in the Midwest that provides plants to large 
corporations within the home goods industry, only utilizing production methods that 
were efficient and environmentally conscious. At Entity K, Advisor D tested water 
samples for pH, EC, nitrates and more. Advisor D was also responsible for testing soil 
samples to ensure proper nutrient levels were maintained throughout the plants growth. 
Advisor D has worked with different recipes of growing media to include Canadian Pete 
Moss, perlite, vermiculite and lime. 
 
Person A and Person B: Diversity & Community Relations Advisor  
Responsible for overseeing the community impact activities as well as ensuring that the 
Facility is diverse. Activities include, planning community events with local 
municipalities, hosting job fairs and executing on both the community and diversity 
plans. Biographies for Person A and Person B outlined above.  
 

Strategic Partnerships / Vendors  
Inventory Management: Entity B 
Established in 2010, Entity B has been awarded the Medical Marijuana State Contract in 
many medical marijuana state programs to provide for electronic tracking system in 
order to enable the government agencies (e.g. Department of Health) to track the 
production, transportation, destruction and sales of legal cannabis. Licensed cannabis 
businesses utilize the POS System as a business platform which supports them in 
remaining fully compliant when tracking all aspects of their day-to-day operations. The 
system also has extensive reporting capabilities to assist state and local governments with 
enforcing regulations, collecting taxes and preventing illegal cannabis diversion and 
inversion.  
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Insurance: Entity C, Advisor E 
Entity C: Entity C provides risk management services for the cannabis industry. Their 
team of Insurance, HR and Safety professionals are dedicated to helping clients develop 
a strong risk management portfolio to protect their business, products and employees. 
 
Advisor E: A P&C Insurance License-holder for various state Medical marijuana 
programs, Advisor E has developed his niche within this industry by capturing his 
market share and writing a significant number of Washington State’s I-502 adult-use 
policies.  Over the last 3 years, Advisor E has expanded into other markets around the 
country, Advisor E moved his book of business to the Stratton Agency, launching Entity 
C, twice being recognized as an IIABA Best Practices Agency, as one of few such 
specialty firms in the MM space.  With an up-to-date knowledge on difficult risk 
coverage, Advisor E must stay abreast of new industry trends and products. Advisor E 
continues to be invited to speak at national Marijuana conferences and expos, as a true 
expert in his field.  
 
Security: Entity J  
Serving the community for over 17 years, Entity J is a small company that is growing in 
the world of alarm technology that focuses on 24/7 Alarm Monitoring with UL Central 
Stations. Their specialties include Intrusion Alarm Systems, Fire Alarm Systems, CCTV, 
Commercial Sound, Telecom and Commercial Fire & Emergency Lighting Inspections 
by State Licensed Technicians.  
 
Quality Control: Entity K 
Entity K is one of the largest greenhouse operations in the Midwest and is committed to 
introducing fresh new ideas to the market place while utilizing production methods that 
are efficient and environmentally conscious. Entity K provides plats to large 
corporations with home good stores. Focusing on their green initiatives, water is used by 
the plants and then returned back to holding tanks where it is filtered and reused. They 
use high-efficiency energy curtains that retain heat and reduce energy costs throughout 
the facility. 
 
Construction and Architect: Advisor F  
Advisor F specializes in commercial tenant fit outs and custom design build for single 
family costal residential construction at the Jersey Shore in Atlantic City, Margate and 
Ventnor. Advisor F provides budget and cost analysis on project needs. As an architect, 
Advisor F has experience with performing a facility space planning cost benefit analysis 
for businesses. This analysis insures that the business is getting maximum of the physical 
space for the business. The cost savings are attributed to reducing overall janitorial, 
heating, cooling, rent and pass thru fees of the space. 
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PART II: BUSINESS MODEL 
(A)  A proposed business model demonstrating a likelihood of success, a sufficient 
business ability, and experience on the part of the applicant. (3796:2-1-03(B)(1)(a))  

Executive Summary  
Entity A is entering the MM industry in Ohio as a Level II Cultivator to assist state 
licensed dispensaries with treating patients as approved by the Ohio MM Control 
Program, laws and the rules and regulations (“MM Act”).  Entity A has analyzed the MM 
Act and understands the importance of upholding the mission of the program in 
compliance with the Ohio Department of Commerce (“Department”) with respect to 
the State of Ohio Board of Pharmacy (“OBP”) and State of Ohio Medical Board 
(“OMB”). 
 
The following are identified as Best Practices for the likelihood of success for MM 
businesses and Entity A’s business ability to execute them are outlined below.  

• Quality of MM  
• Inclusion of disadvantaged groups 
• Safe & secure location 
• Community support 
• Industry experience 
• Charitable aspects 
• Financial ability 
• Environmental conservation 

 
The Company plans to cultivate a variety of high quality MM in order to provide state 
licensed processors and dispensaries in Ohio. Our long-term objective is to build a 
market that is not dictated by price, but rather one that is focused on making available 
quality MM at affordable prices for the benefit of Ohio Patients and Caregivers. This will 
be accomplished in strict accordance with and interpretation of the MM Act.  
 
Entity A is a Veteran Owned Entity and led by a team of local individuals with 
agriculture backgrounds and experiences. The company is dedicated to providing 
veterans the opportunity in ownership, management and employment. Entity A is 
committed to advancing equal opportunity protections, employment and implementing 
practices for veterans within their community.  
 
Entity A has secured a location for the Company’s Cultivation Facility and local zoning 
approval. The Company will open a Cultivation Facility located in Ohio. On June 12, 
2017, Entity A’s principal officers met with the local government to discuss the project 
plans and receive zoning approval by completing Section 1G, Notice of Proper Zoning 
Form of this application. A construction plan and build-out schedule has been outlined 
in Section 2B of this application.  
 
A final strength of the project is an unyielding commitment to overall security. The 
project will be overseen by Person D, Director of Security and Transportation. This 
conjunction will result in a collaborative relationship with law enforcement agencies at 
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the state, county, and local level. Outreach and collaboration with local and state law 
enforcement agencies will be a standard operating procedure of Entity A. The overall 
goal of the Company’s security efforts is to create an environment that is safe and 
compliant, while taking all steps necessary to prevent the potential for theft, diversion, or 
loss.  
 
Entity A’s overarching goal is to open a facility in a community with local support that 
encompasses a diverse group of individuals to enhance both the economy and health of 
the community through a knowledgeable team with MM experience and sufficient capital 
for a sustainable facility.  
 
As outlined in Section 2B of this application, Entity A in collaboration with MM 
Consultants have developed this application and Standard Operating Procedures 
(“SOPs”) for Entity A’s Cultivation Facility with national MM best practices in mind.  
 
Entity A has developed an in-depth financial model with industry-verified assumptions. 
The total project cost for the grow project is $549, 066 including working capital, 
construction, equipment and system purchases.  
 
Entity A has developed an Environmental Plan focusing on Low Carbon Footprint, 
foam insulation which will reduce energy consumption by 40%, recycled waste water and 
turning unused plants into compost or fuel pellets.  
 

Licensure and Permitting  
Due-diligence procedures for licenses, permits and business names will be as follows: 
DBA: Our plan is to do business as a level II medical marijuana cultivation facility. The 
name of the business entity is Entity A. 
Zoning: Included in this application to the Commission is a Notice of Proper Zoning 
Form approved by the local government. 
Licenses: All licenses will be secured from the appropriate authorities. 
Local permits:  Will be acquired from the appropriate planning department of the local 
jurisdiction upon receipt of a license to operate from the state. 
State licensing: An account will be set up with the State Board of Equalization for sales 
tax reporting. 

Location and Lease/Purchase  
Entity A has secured the appropriate approval to operate a MM cultivation facility in 
Ohio. Person A, a principal officer of Entity A, owns the property and has signed 
Section 1E, Property Owner Approval for Use Form, attached to this application. Entity 
A has also received a signed letter of approval from the local government for the 
purpose of this business, acknowledged in Section IG, Notice of Proper Zoning Form 
attached to this application. The local government has confirmed there are no permits 
needed for approval therefore Section 1H is not applicable for this application. 

Operational Timeline 
Although a new entity, Entity A is comprised of individuals with decades of experience 
in business operations across a number of different industries. This level of expertise in 
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vital areas like regulatory compliance, law, security, and the operation of a MM facility 
are essential to Entity A’s plans. Entity A has gained local approval for its facility, has 
developed a construction and build-out plan for implementation. Entity A is respectful 
of the Department and OBP’s requirement by law to take all actions necessary to ensure 
that Ohio’s MM Control Program is fully operational no later than September 2018. Our 
timeline is developed to clearly meet this goal with safety and compliance as a focal point 
at all times. Entity A has completed Architectural Drawings and is working on 
Mechanical, Electrical, and Plumbing Schematics (“MEPs”). Cultivation of medical 
marijuana products will begin in earnest as soon as the six-month construction and fit-
out period is complete.  When operating at full capacity, the Company’s cultivation 
process will have multiple crops in various stages of growth at any given time.  Grow 
cycles will be staggered to achieve harvests of 50 mature plants every 6 weeks.  With 
such frequent harvests, the Company facility is capable of achieving maximum 
production of 1,353 pounds of raw material annually.   
 
On or around, November 2017, if granted a level II cultivator license, Entity A will 
initiate cultivation at the facility. As part of the Architectural Drawings and MEPs, Entity 
A has created an equipment list necessary for facility operations, and has identified 
specific vendors from which to purchase equipment. All equipment will be installed 
before January 2018 to begin cultivation that month. On or around, January 1, 2018, 
Entity A shall provide the Department with a list of its marijuana strains per 3796:5-8-
01. Once approved, the initial MM is planted on or around February 1, 2018. The MM is 
provided fourteen days before the vegetative state begins. February 16, 2018 the 
Vegetative Stage which is a four to eight-week cycle, begins when a marijuana plant is 
propagated to produce additional marijuana plants or reach a sufficient size for 
production. March 26, 2018, the eight to fourteen-week cycle of the Flowering Stage 
begins and is defined the stage of cultivation where and when a marijuana plant is 
cultivated to produce plant material for MM products. June 18, 2018, the first safety-
assured MM harvest will take place. This stage typically begins nine weeks after the initial 
flowering of the bud is identified. On about June 20, 2018, the Dry and Cure Stage 
begins. Ideally a three to four-week cure time will be provided. July 16, 2018 the MM is 
sent to licensed testing facility. August 1, 2018, the Packaging and Labeling begins. By 
August 20, 2018, the first approved MM will be available for distribution to dispensaries 
and/or processors in the State. On August 20, 2018, in compliance with 3796:5-3-0, 
Entity A will begin transportation of MM to licensed processors and dispensaries.  
 
Please note: These dates are subject to change due to weather, unforeseen shortages of 
construction materials, permitting and/or zoning delays.  
 

Operations/Quality Assurance Plan Summary  
 
Cultivation Overview 
In compliance with 3796:2-1-02(B)(3)(a), as an applicant for a level II cultivator 
provisional license, Entity A will be providing the Department an operations plan with 
established SOPs which will implement the secure, safe, sustainable, and proper 
cultivation of MM including our specific MM agricultural cultivation techniques. All 
pesticides, fertilizers and other chemicals shall comply with the Ohio Department of 
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Agriculture. In compliance with 3796:2-1-02(B)(3)(a)(e)(f), agricultural cultivation 
techniques will be designed to be compliant with the Department, to provide the greatest 
impact on quality MM for patients, as well as to provide for the least amount of impact 
on the local environment.  Entity A will implement standards and guidelines for 
cultivating, propagating, vegetating, flowering, and harvesting MM with safety protocols 
and equipment use as well as comprehensive employee training. Entity A’s driven goal 
and purpose is to provide a steady, uninterrupted supply of quality and affordable MM 
to Ohio’s Patients. 
  
Entity A is committed to maintaining a highly-functioning cultivation facility, in an 
environment where MM can be grown in a clean, safe, and efficient manner. Entity A 
will be using a strategic compartmentalized approach to the cultivation facility. This is to 
maximize our square footage to produce the highest quality MM for Ohio patients as 
well as to prevent contamination, diversion and/or pest issues.  We will consider 
utilizing both vertical and horizontal gain in throughout the facility.   
 
Entity A will develop and implement facility-specific SOPs that oversee and maintain 
equipment operation.  Upon purchase, each piece of equipment is identified, labeled, and 
entered into the Inventory Software (POS) to be logged, tracked, installed, maintained, 
and accounted for. Entity A’s SOPs will include written policies to maintain the 
sanitation and operation of equipment that encounters MM to ensure each MM related 
equipment is regularly maintained, cleaned, and sterilized in between each use to prevent 
contamination from any materials.  If equipment is contaminated, it is disposed of 
immediately into a plastic trash bag or container, and all work ceases until the equipment 
can be cleaned, sanitized, and inspected for re-use. All automatic, mechanical, or 
electronic equipment, and all scales, balances, or other measurement devices used in the 
facility’s operations shall be routinely calibrated, checked, and inspected to ensure 
accuracy. Entity A shall maintain an accurate log of such maintenance, cleaning, and 
calibration. Company staff shall never use equipment for personal use, and all bulbs and 
lighting equipment is covered to prevent breakage.   
 
Quality Assurance Overview 
In compliance with 3796:2-2-01(B)(1-2), Entity A will maintain a quality assurance and 
quality control plan for the cultivation of MM at our facility. Our goal is to ensure a safe, 
consistent product supply and minimize the deviation in quality of the production 
batches of MM. Entity A has developed SOPs to encompass all areas of the business 
designed to provide each employee, work area, and process clearly defined rules, goals, 
and replicable and compliant practices to ensure Entity A provides patients/caregivers, 
our employees, the Department and our community with business operations reflective 
of the mission of the Ohio MM Program.  
 
In compliance with 3796:2-2-07(A-G), Entity A acknowledges all cultivator prohibited 
activities. Entity A will not sell MM  in any form to a patient/caregiver; permit the 
consumption of MM  in any form on the premises; grow a prohibited, unregistered or 
unapproved form of marijuana; produce or maintain MM in excess of the quantity 
required for normal, efficient operation based on patient population and consumption 
reported in the inventory tracking system; amend or change its approved operations 
plan, quality assurance plan, or cultivation or production techniques without written 
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approval obtained from the Department; change the use/occupancy of the facility 
without prior written notification and approval  from the Department; sell plant material 
that exceeds thirty-five percent THC content; directly or indirectly discriminate in price 
between different processor or dispensary facilities using a like grade, strain, brand, 
quality, and quantity of MM. However, Entity A may base price differentials based on 
differences in the cost of manufacture, sale, or delivery resulting from the differing 
methods or quantities in which the MM is sold or delivered. 
 
In compliance with 3796:5-6-02(A-C), Entity A’s SOPs will enforce all prohibited 
activities.  Paramount to our business is the ability to ensure that no distribution of MM 
to minors occur, any revenue of the sale of MM is secure from criminal enterprises, no 
trafficking or diversion of MM across state lines exists and no trafficking of illegal drugs 
or illegal activities has occurred on the premises. Entity A prohibits illegal or 
unauthorized possession or use of a firearm at the facility.   
 
For the safety of our employees, vendors as well as the public, Entity A employs the 
strictest of guidelines related to driving while drugged or otherwise intoxicated. Our 
safety procedures and designated Compliance Advisor will prevent any operational 
failures that endanger public health, create a likelihood of contamination, or diversion or 
a pattern of deviation from our SOPs. Our use of inventory tracking and security 
systems will prevent the cultivation of MM in a facility outside the designated marijuana 
cultivation area and prevent the acceptance of MM from a source other than a licensed 
cultivator, processor or testing laboratory. Training and oversight will prevent knowingly 
providing material misstatements or omissions in the inventory tracking system by any 
employee.  All cultivating, transporting or testing of MM will follow the Department and 
codes. The Entity A leadership team is committed to prevent aiding or assisting another 
person in violating any provision of Chapter 3796. of the Revised Code that includes 
another person utilizing Entity A’s cultivators license. 
 
Entity A will maintain effective controls and security measures designed to ensure 
compliance with the law and protect facility employees and MM. The Company will 
cooperate or give information to the Department, law enforcement authorities, or any 
other enforcement agency upon any matter arising out of conduct at our facility.  Entity 
A understands that failure to comply could lead to the discontinuance of business for 
more than ninety days unless the director or the director's designee approves an 
expansion of such period for compelling cause shown upon a written request. 
 
 
Security Overview 
The Company recognizes the impact a MM Cultivation Facility may have on the 
surrounding community and businesses therefore the Company has developed a plan to 
minimize any concerns. The security mission is to cultivate MM in accordance with the 
highest standards for quality of products, services and public safety with the goal of 
alleviating symptoms of debilitating health conditions that warrant the administration 
of MM.  
 
Following the state of Ohio’s MM Control Program guiding principles of having a 
medically focused program benefiting patients, effective communication of the program, 
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consistent, competent & efficient execution of the program and having an innovative, 
research-driven program, the Company will position ourselves to be an industry security 
leader by working with the community to further improve security policies and 
procedures, and will serve as a model for other MM businesses. 
 
The security plan is intended to fully comply with all requirements of the MM Act. The 
Company recognizes that the Department’s regulations are likely to be revised or 
updated, as the MM industry further develops in Ohio, therefore, the Company will 
continually monitor changes in the laws, rules and regulations to be able to ensure our 
security plan is always in compliance. Entity A’s Compliance Advisor, Advisor B will 
oversee compliance of the Cultivation Facility’s security program concerning the 
requirements of the MM Act. 
 
 
PART II: BUSINESS MODEL 
(B) (OPTIONAL) If applicant is seeking additional scoring considerations on an Ohio 
Based Jobs and economic development plan, the applicant may also provide a plan for 
generating Ohio-based jobs and economic development. (3796:2-1-03(C)(1)(b))  

Diversity Goals and Community Based Economic Development Plan  
Giving back to the community through the success of business endeavors is not foreign 
to the principals of Entity A. Entity A principals and its associated businesses have been 
involved with and actively giving back to their respective communities over the years. 
With disadvantaged groups in mind, Entity A has supported the various national and 
local programs and organizations through the following ways: donated to disabled 
American veterans and state troopers, annually supports Organization D concerts which 
proceeds go to disadvantage children and the battered woman's shelter in their local 
community, sponsors and supports local community events such as the county fair to 
help adolescents raise money for college funds, encouraging health by sponsoring 
children’s extra circular activities. 
 
In order to continue our efforts in supporting and improving our community through 
patient education and economic development, Entity A has selected the following 
programs/organizations to support.  
 
Organization E  
Organization E is the largest and oldest veterans service organization that is open to and 
fights for all veterans and their families. Organization E’s mission is to enhance and 
safeguard the entitlements for all American Veterans who have served honorably and to 
improve the quality of life for them, their families, and the communities where they live 
through leadership, advocacy and services. 

How Entity A Will Get Involved:  

1. Entity A will financially donate annually, amount to be determined  
2. Establish relationships with local chapters to support their efforts within the 

community 
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3. Promote Entity A job opportunities at local Organization E meetings/events 
4. Host an educational event to educate veterans suffering from PTSD about the 

medicinal benefits of MM as it relates to PTSD 

 
Organization F was founded by a group of local physicians and has provided service to 
the Ohio community for over 50 years. It is a local not for profit, community-based 
organization with a staff of Certified Diabetes Educators, nurses, dietitians and social 
workers providing direct services to local families. Organization F helps Ohioans living 
with diabetes detect their condition, prevent onset and complications, and learn to live 
well with the challenge of diabetes.  
 
How Entity A Will Get Involved: 

1. To support the association’s efforts to educate patients about diabetes, Entity A 
will host an educational outreach program to educate the association’s leaders 
and educators on the benefits of MM as it relates to diabetes.  

2. Entity A will sign up for the Organization J Community Rewards Program which 
allows for a donation to be made to Organization F every time Entity A shops at 
Organization J. 

 
Organization G helps each person affected by MS in their community from the 
challenges of living with MS. They help by raising funds for cutting-edge research, 
driving change through advocacy, facilitating professional education and providing 
programs and services that empower people with MS and their families to move their 
lives forward. The local chapter provide quality programs and services to over 14,000 
Ohioans living with MS and their families in a 64-county area.  
 
How Entity A Will Get Involved: 

1. Host an educational event to educate MS patients about the medicinal benefits of 
MM as it relates to MS 

2. Entity A will contribute financially on an annual basis, amount to be determined.  
3. Encourage Ohio dispensaries we have relationships with to promote local 

chapters 
4. Entity A will commit to volunteer hours each year to assist local chapters execute 

their events/programs. Volunteer hours to be determined. 
 

Organization H is the world’s largest and most successful fundraising and education 
organization for breast cancer. To date, the organization has invested more than $2.9 
billion in groundbreaking research, community health outreach, advocacy and programs 
in more than 60 countries. Their efforts helped reduce deaths from breast cancer by 38 
percent between 1989-2014. 
 
How Entity A Will Get Involved:  

1. Establish a relationship with the local chapter to raise awareness within our 
community through educational events and programs. 

2. Promote medicinal benefits of MM as it relates to breast cancer through speaking 
engagements and/or educational handouts. 
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3. Sponsor a local Organization H Race, a 5K run and fitness walks for fundraising 
and breast cancer awareness. 

 
Organization I was formed in 1995. It won a representation election conducted by the 
Ohio State Employment Relations Board and ratified its first negotiated collective 
bargaining agreement with the State of Ohio in 1997. Since that time the Organization I 
has demonstrated individualized quality service found nowhere else in this state and has, 
as promised, formed the most democratic labor organization found anywhere. 

How Entity A Will Get Involved: Entity A will donate financially on an annual basis, 
amount to be determined. 

 

Conclusion 
The marijuana industry is a fast-growing industry cross the United States as more and 
more states adopt laws that allow for the production and sale of MM and MM Products.  
The capital requirements to get started are quite substantial. The risk associated with the 
application process is also substantial. 
 
We feel that we have several competitive advantages over other companies wishing to 
enter into the MM industry that will provide us an edge to substantiate growth and market 
capitalization for a longer period of time. 
 
We are honored to work with the state of Ohio and the regulating agencies for the Ohio 
MM Program to help build this new industry. Together we can establish and operate MM 
facilities that are safe, compliant, and most importantly, allow Patients the access to 
alternative medicine that will ease their suffering. We have assembled a team that can 
finance and operate this business in compliance with the state and local regulations, and 
are excited to provide an alternative treatment service to the Patients in Ohio. 
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  Ohio Department of Commerce  

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

–

2B Operations Plan  
 (Maximum of 30 pages, see instructions for formatting) 

 
Please note: The following must be submitted in a non-identified format. 

Include this form as a cover page. 
 
Applicant should provide a narrative detailing support for the following: 
 
Part I: Experience in Agriculture / Cultivation 
 
Demonstrating experience with the cultivation of medical marijuana or agricultural or 
horticultural products, operation of an agriculturally related business, or operation of a 
horticultural business. (3796:2-1-02(B)(3)(b), 3796:2-1-03(B)(2)(b)) 
 
Part II: Cultivation Methods and Proposed Strains 
 
(A) Agricultural cultivation techniques / Documentation of cultivation methods and standards 

that will provide a steady, uninterrupted supply of medical marijuana. (3796:2-1-
02(B)(3)(a), 3796:2-1-03(B)(2)(a)) 

(B) A list of medical marijuana varieties proposed to be grown with estimated cannabinoid 
profiles, if known, including varieties with high cannabidiol content. (3796:2-1-02(B)(3)(c), 
3796:2-1-03(B)(2)(c)) 

(C) (OPTIONAL) If applicant is seeking additional scoring considerations on a research plan, 
the applicant may provide the department with a detailed proposal to conduct or facilitate a 
scientific study or studies related to the medicinal use of marijuana. (3796:2-1-03(C)(5)) 

 
Part III: Product Timeline and Production Schedule 
 
Indicate the estimated timeline and production schedule. Describe how all raw materials will 
proceed from the assignment of a plant identifier to the shipment to a dispensary as dried 
product or to the processor for production of a processed product. Please indicate the estimated 
time elapsed for each area of production and/or each process involved at that particular stage of 
production.   
 
Part IV: Marijuana Cultivation Area Layout and Environment 
 
Facility specifications, including the cultivation environment, layout of the marijuana cultivation 
area (i.e. grow tables, tiered or stacked orientation, etc.) evidencing that the applicant will 
comply with the requirements of Chapter 3796 of the Revised Code and will operate in 
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  Ohio Department of Commerce  

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

–

accordance with the rules promulgated pursuant to Chapter 3796 of the Revised Code. (3796:2-
1-02(B)(3)(d), 3796:2-1-03(B)(2)(d)) 
 
Part V: Standard Operating Procedures 
 
(A) The implementation of standards and guidelines for cultivating, propagating, vegetating, 

flowering, and harvesting medical marijuana, including safety protocols and equipment. 
(3796:2-1-02(B)(3)(e)) 

 
(B) (OPTIONAL) If applicant is seeking additional scoring considerations for submitting an 

environmental plan, the applicant may demonstrate an environmental plan of action to 
minimize the carbon footprint, energy usage, environmental impact, and resource needs for 
the production of medical marijuana. (3796:2-1-03(C)(2)(a)) 

 
(C) (OPTIONAL) If applicant is seeking additional scoring considerations for submitting an 

environmental plan, the applicant may describe any plans for the construction or use of a 
greenhouse cultivation facility, energy efficient lighting, use of alternative energy, the 
treatment of waste water and runoff, and scrubbing or treatment of exchanged air. (3796:2-
1-03(C)(2)(b)) 

 
Part VI: Staffing and Training 
 
(A) Staffing and training guidelines/ Facility staffing and employment matters, including 

employee training and employee compliance with Chapter 3796 of the Revised Code and in 
accordance with the rules promulgated pursuant to Chapter 3796 of the Revised Code. 
(3796:2-1-03(B)(2)(e), 3796:2-1-02(B)(3)(f)) 

 
(B) (OPTIONAL) If applicant is seeking additional scoring considerations on employment 

practices, the applicant may demonstrate a plan of action to inform, hire, and educate 
minorities, women, veterans, disabled persons, and Ohio residents. (3796:2-1-03(C)(3)) 
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  Ohio Department of Commerce  

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

–

2C Quality Assurance  
(Maximum of 30 pages, see instructions for formatting) 

 
Please note: The following must be submitted in a non-identified format. 

Include this form as a cover page. 
 
Applicant should provide a narrative detailing support for the following: 
 
Part I: Packaging and Labeling 
 
Elements of a quality assurance plan shall include best practices for the packaging and labeling 
of medical marijuana. (3796:2-1-02(B)(4)(b), 3796:2-1-03(B)(3)(b)) 
 
Part II: Production Control 
 
Intended use of pesticides, fertilizers, and other agricultural products or production control 
factors in the cultivation of medical marijuana. (3796:2-1-02(B)(4)(a), 3796:2-1-03(B)(3)(a)) 
 
Part III: Inventory Control 
 
An inventory control plan. (3796:2-1-02(B)(4)(d), 3796:2-1-03(B)(3)(d)) 
 
Part IV: Disposal and Waste Removal  
 
Standards for the disposal/destruction of medical marijuana waste and other wastes. (3796:2-1-
02(B)(4)(e), 3796:2-1-03(B)(3)(e)) 
 
Part V: Adverse Events and Recall Procedures 
 
Recall policies and procedures in the event of contamination, expiration or other circumstances 
that render the medical marijuana unsafe or unfit for consumption, including, at a minimum, 
identification of the products involved, notification to the dispensary or others to whom the 
product was sold or otherwise distributed, and how the products will be disposed of if returned 
to or retrieved by the applicant. (3796:2-1-02(B)(4)(f), 3796:2-1-03(B)(3)(f), 3796:2-2-03) 
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  Ohio Department of Commerce  

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

–

Part VI: Record Keeping and Regulatory Compliance 
 
(A) Record keeping policies and procedures that will ensure the facility complies with rule 

3796:2-2-08 of the Administrative Code. (3796:2-1-02(B)(5)(a))  
(B) Implementation and compliance with the inventory tracking system. (3796:2-1-02(B)(4)(c), 

3796:2-1-03(B)(3)(c), 3796:2-2-04) 
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Quality Assurance Plan 
In compliance with 3796:2-2-01(B)(1-2), Entity A (also referred to as “Company”) will maintain a 
quality assurance and quality control plan for the cultivation of medical marijuana (MM) at our 
facility. Our goal is to ensure a safe, consistent product supply and minimize the deviation in quality 
of the production batches of MM. If Entity A requires changes to these plans, the changes will be 
submitted to the Ohio Department of Commerce (Department) sixty days before the effective date 
of the proposed changes and will allow for thirty days in our timeline for the Department to review 
and approve or reject the proposed changes. In compliance with 3796:2-2-07(E), Entity A will not 
amend or otherwise change its approved operations plan, quality assurance plan, or cultivation or 
production techniques, unless written approval is obtained from the Department. 

In compliance with 3796:2-2-07(A-G), Entity A acknowledges all cultivator prohibited activities.  
Entity A will not sell MM  in any form to a patient/caregiver; permit the consumption of MM  in 
any form on the premises; grow a prohibited, unregistered or unapproved form of marijuana; 
produce or maintain MM in excess of the quantity required for normal, efficient operation based on 
patient population and consumption reported in the inventory tracking system; amend or change its 
approved operations plan, quality assurance plan, or cultivation or production techniques without 
written approval obtained from the Department; change the use/occupancy of the facility without 
prior written notification and approval  from the Department; sell plant material that exceeds thirty-
five percent THC content; directly or indirectly discriminate in price between different processor or 
dispensary facilities using a like grade, strain, brand, quality, and quantity of MM. However, Entity A 
may base price differentials based on differences in the cost of manufacture, sale, or delivery 
resulting from the differing methods or quantities in which the MM is sold or delivered. 

Entity A has developed Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) to encompass all areas of the 
business.  Our SOPs are designed to provide each employee, work area, and process clearly defined 
rules, goals, and replicable and compliant practices to ensure Entity A provides patients/caregivers, 
our employees, the Department and our community with business operations reflective of the 
mission of the Ohio MM Program. Our SOPs are available to the Department upon request.  
In compliance with 3796:5-6-02(A-C), Entity A’s SOPs will enforce all prohibited activities.  
Paramount to our business is the ability to ensure that no distribution of MM to minors occur, any 
revenue of the sale of MM is secure from criminal enterprises, no trafficking or diversion of MM 
across state lines exists and no trafficking of illegal drugs or illegal activities has occurred on the 
premises. Entity A prohibits illegal or unauthorized possession or use of a firearm at the facility.   

For the safety of our employees, vendors as well as the public, Entity A employs the strictest of 
guidelines related to driving while drugged or otherwise intoxicated. Our safety procedures and 
designated Compliance Advisor will prevent any operational failures that endanger public health, 
create a likelihood of contamination, or diversion or a pattern of deviation from our SOPs. Our use 
of inventory tracking and security systems will prevent the cultivation of MM in a facility outside the 
designated marijuana cultivation area and prevent the acceptance of MM from a source other than a 
licensed cultivator, processor or testing laboratory. Training and oversight will prevent knowingly 
providing material misstatements or omissions in the inventory tracking system by any employee.  
All cultivating, transporting or testing of MM will follow the Department and codes. The Entity A 
leadership team is committed to prevent aiding or assisting another person in violating any provision 
of Chapter 3796. of the Revised Code that includes another person utilizing Entity A’s cultivators 
license. Entity A respects the Department and will comply with any subpoena issued. If Entity A has 
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any compliance issues including having our license suspended or subject to mandatory corrections, 
problems will be corrected and reported to the Department to prevent any violation of the terms of 
the suspension or failure to perform the mandatory corrections. Additionally, Entity A will maintain 
effective controls and security measures designed to ensure compliance with the law and protect 
facility employees and MM. The Company will cooperate or give information to the Department, 
law enforcement authorities, or any other enforcement agency upon any matter arising out of 
conduct at our facility.  Entity A understands that failure to comply could lead to the discontinuance 
of business for more than ninety days unless the director or the director's designee approves an 
expansion of such period for compelling cause shown upon a written request. 

Inventory Control  
System: Entity B, a Point of Sale (POS) system which will ensure that our inventory related activities 
are traceable/recorded and that there are no undetected security breaches. In many other MM state 
programs such as Hawaii, Illinois, New Mexico, and New York, Entity B has been awarded the MM 
State contract to provide for electronic tracking system to enable the government agencies (e.g. 
Department of Health) to track the production, transportation, destruction and sales of legal MM. 
Licensed MM businesses utilize the POS System as a business platform which supports them in 
remaining fully compliant when tracking all aspects of their day-to-day operations. All logs created 
and maintained within the MM business’ POS System are also recorded and reflected in the State’s 
MM Program tracking system, allowing regulatory agencies to view reports in real-time. The system 
also has extensive reporting capabilities to assist state and local governments with enforcing 
regulations, collecting taxes and preventing illegal MM diversion and inversion.    
 
General Guidelines: Prior to commencing business, Entity A will conduct an initial comprehensive 
inventory of all MM at the facility. If the Entity A commences business with no MM on hand, we 
will record this fact as the initial inventory.  Entity A will establish ongoing inventory controls and 
procedures for the conduct of inventory reviews and comprehensive inventories of MM for 
traceability in the Department's inventory tracking system to allow Entity A to detect any diversion, 
theft, or loss in a timely manner. Upon commencing business, Entity A shall prepare a weekly 
inventory of MM at the facility, which shall include the date of the inventory; the amount of MM on 
hand, which shall include the following: total count of plants, whether in the flowering, vegetative, 
or clone phase of growth and organized by room in which the plants are being grown; the batch 
number, weight, and strain name associated with each batch at the cultivator's facility that has been 
quarantined for testing or ready for sale to a processor or dispensary; and the total number of plants 
and every unique plant identifier that have been harvested, but are not yet associated with a batch.  
Entity A will track and record the amount of MM sold since previous weekly inventory, which shall 
include the following: the date of sale; the license number and name of the processor or dispensary 
to which the MM was sold; and the batch number, registered product name and quantity of MM 
sold.  Additionally, the date, quantity, and method of disposal of MM will also be tracked and 
recorded by a designated type 1 key employee.  All inventory findings will include the name, 
signature, and title of the employees who conducted the inventory and oversaw the inventory. As 
part of Entity A’s internal controls and best practices, we will prepare daily opening and closing 
inventory strategies to overlay along with the department’s requirements.   
 
In compliance with 3796:2-2-01(3), Entity A has developed a comprehensive protocol for inventory 
tracking, security, and requirements where all products be accounted for from the moment a seed is 
planted through the final preparation and packaging of products for delivery to licensed 
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dispensaries, processors and laboratories. Tracking requirements included in Entity A’s plan include 
full electronic records of the Company’s inventory of MM produced at the facility, disposal, recall, 
or return of any product through plant tagging and packaging and labeling MM Products.  
 
Cultivation Specific:  
In compliance with 3796:2-2-04(A-D), Entity A will track any information the Department 
determines necessary for maintaining and tracking MM through the inventory tracking system. The 
Company will maintain all inventory in an electronic tracking system which must include an 
accounting of and an identifying tracking number for:  
• The number, weight and type of seeds. 
• The number of immature MM plants. 
• The number of MM plants.  
• The number of MM ready for sale. 
• The number of damaged, defective, expired or contaminated seeds, immature MM plants, 
MM plants and MM awaiting disposal.  
 
Additionally, the Company will establish inventory controls and procedures to conduct inventory 
reviews and comprehensive inventories at its facility to include the following: 
• Inventory reviews of MM plants in the process of growing and MM that is being stored for 

future sale shall be conducted monthly.  
• Comprehensive inventories of seeds, immature MM plants, MM plants and MM shall be 

conducted at least annually.  
• A written or electronic record shall be created and maintained of each inventory conducted 

under subsection  
• That includes the date of the inventory, a summary of the inventory findings, and the names, 

signatures and titles or positions of the individuals who conducted the inventory. 
 
The POS system provides for identification and tracking of all products beginning with a unique 
barcode identifying number assigned to seeds and plants utilized in the production of MM. A record 
is maintained in the system of each product according to the regulations. As defined by the 
Department a “Unique plant identifier" means a numeric or alphanumeric sequence that is assigned 
to an individual plant when a plant reaches twelve inches in height or is transplanted from a cloning 
medium or apparatus into a growth medium or apparatus intended for the vegetative or flowering 
stages of the growth cycle, whichever occurs sooner, to allow for inventory and traceability in the 
inventory tracking system. Likewise, a "Product identifier" is the unique number assigned by the 
Ohio Board of Pharmacy for each dose and quantity of a registered product created by a cultivator 
or processor to allow for inventory and traceability.   
 
Entity A’s electronic inventory tracking system will record the unbroken chain of custody of all MM 
throughout production. Additionally, guidelines are programmed within the software to ensure that 
no amount of MM will be available for distribution, recall, or disposal without being appropriately 
tracked in the electronic records system. Entity A will employ the electronic tracking system selected 
by the Department and will either link the system through an API with its proposed POS system, or 
exclusively employ the Department’s selected vendor.  The POS is designed to input each area of 
the cultivation and process to keep concise real-time data.  
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The first step in creating the comprehensive data is to enter in employee data and security access as 
defined by each employees’ type 1 or type 2 status.  Next, vendors and distribution points including 
licensed dispensaries, processors and laboratories are identified and entered.  This data is critical to 
be prepared for the testing and sale of MM as well as tracking all financial transactions with vendors 
throughout the supply chain.  Identifying the general facility areas to provide visibility as MM moves 
through the stages of growth through the cultivation facility is the next step.  Each room including 
storage and/or quarantine (destruction area) are defined in the software to segment out the activities 
as well as the identification of MM throughout the facility.  Once areas are identified, the initial MM 
inventory will be input into the seed-to-sale software, then the plants can be monitored as they 
mature through the growth cycle and are prepared for distribution.  Inventory of all supplies 
including pesticides, fertilizers, agricultural products along with materials for production/packaging 
are entered the software.  This is to provide accurate inventory of all items added to the plants as 
well as the utilized for distribution of final MM.   
 
The POS has functionality for tracking all inventory during transport between Entity A’s other state-
licensed dispensary, processor, and laboratory facilities. All transportation will include a trip manifest 
and appropriate supporting documentation as mandated by the Department, and outlined within the 
transportation SOP. Entity A will initiate policies that mandate transportation in secure, tamper-
evident containers with radio-frequency identification chip technology to track transportation and 
custody, as well as deter and prevent any disruption in the proper chain of custody 
 
Daily Opening & Closing Inventory 
At the start of each day the manager will provide a blank inventory count sheet for each area of the 
cultivation.  This blind count at the start of every day is designed to provide not only accountability 
for the plants as they move through the growth cycle but also a tracker of performance to remain 
compliant in providing a sustainable flow of inventory.  All areas are counted utilizing a manual, 
visual count and then using the POS RFID scan.  The data is recorded on the sheet and returned to 
the manager on duty.  Employing the POS, the manager will run the inventory report and compare 
the blind count data to the POS inventory count.  Any discrepancies will trigger a manual re-count 
by a different employee (still exercising the blind count system).  A secondary discrepancy in the 
count will require a final count by a third employee, usually the security director or Director of 
Agriculture.  Only after this final count, will the type 1 key employee make any adjustments to the 
inventory system and only after providing appropriate documentation. Any discrepancies will be 
handled in compliance with the Department regulations and as defined in our SOPs in “Adverse 
Events and Recall Procedures”.  
 
Room area inventory count description  
In the Mother/Cloning and Cultivation Areas, each plant is counted by variety (strain) and is 
identified by the height of the plant.  Once a plant is moved into the Drying Room, it is weighed 
(wet weight) and hung to dry.  Although the plant weight is recorded, to maintain daily counts the 
hanging plants at this stage will be manually counted until they are ready to move to Cure Stage.  
Plants in the Cure Stage have been re-weighed to determine the dry weight.  In the POS, the MM 
now becomes a weight-based inventory item.  Based upon industry standards, the final dry weight 
will be a percentage of the wet weight.  Any unacceptable deviation to this must be escalated as a 
discrepancy.  All MM in the Cure Room will now be inventoried by variety and weight in the 
inventory count.  MM plant material remaining (Trim) will also be weighed and logged into the POS.  
Finally, all packaged MM for either licensed dispensaries, laboratories or processors, is stored in the 
Secured Storage Room.  The items in this room are counted by variety and weight.  
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At the end of the day, all areas are re-counted using the same blind count. This daily closing 
inventory report will now become the opening inventory for the next day. By tracking the inventory 
at start and closing of day, we can provide an accurate count of MM by variety, unit, maturity, and 
weight.  Daily counts also reduce any opportunity for diversion or loss as well as provide a tool for 
forecasting production.    
 
Monthly Inventory 
At the end of each month, the Director of Agriculture will run an end of month plant status report 
for each area of the facility.  The Cultivation Manger will do a blind count of each room with plants, 
will hard weigh all MM in Dry/Cure as well as do a hard count of all packaged MM in the secured 
room.  Any prepackaged units (pounds) of product will be re-weighed monthly to ensure there has 
been no tampering or adjustment of product weight.  The two reports for each area will be 
compared for any discrepancies.  The final monthly plant report will be provided to the CEO and 
CFO for an audit against production goals.   
 
Additionally, the Director of Agriculture will also initialize an end of month sales report. This report 
will show sale of MM to licensed dispensaries as well as processors. It will also log and track the 
transfer of MM to state licensed laboratories.  The Director of Agriculture along with the CFO 
and/or CEO will review the reports to compare them to the financial tracking of all sales.   
 
All equipment and supplies as well as nutrients, additives, etc will be counted, logged and 
inventoried.  These items are also entered into the POS so that they can be accounted for and 
documented for any inconsistencies.   
 
The Director of Agriculture will also extract a discrepancy and adjustment report. This will provide 
management a list of all changes in the POS tracking. The report will be used to help identify any 
potential manual adjustments made in error or by design that would cause an opportunity for 
diversion.  It will also help to identify areas of improvement for better plant management 
throughout the growth cycle. 
 
Mandatory monthly audit reports are part of our SOPs as part of our best practices for a compliant, 
safe, diversion-free workplace.   
 
Annual Inventory 
Annually, as a condition for renewal of a cultivator license, our type 1 key employee shall conduct a 
physical, manual inventory of the MM on hand and compare the findings to an annual inventory 
report generated using the inventory tracking system. If any discrepancies are discovered outside of 
loss standard to the industry due to moisture loss and handling, the type 1 key employee shall report 
such findings to the Department in accordance with 3796:5-4-01. All inventory, procedures and 
other documents required by this rule shall be maintained on the premises and made available to the 
Department always.  In compliance with 3796:2-2-04(E), all Entity A inventories, procedures and 
other documents required will be maintained on the premises and made available to the department 
at all times. 
 
Process  
When a plant reaches twelve inches in height or is transplanted from a cloning medium or apparatus 
into a growth medium or apparatus intended for the vegetative or flowering stages of growth cycle, 
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whichever occurs sooner, the cultivator shall securely attach a tag to the plant or the plant's 
container that includes, at a minimum, the following information: Entity A’s name and license 
number; the registered name of the strain; the unique plant identifier; and general information 
regarding the plant that is used for traceability. Entity A will store MM inventory on the premises in 
a designated, enclosed, locked facility identified in our facility plans and specifications submitted to 
the Department and accessible only by authorized individuals. Entity A will not prohibit members of 
the Department, a Department's designee, law enforcement, or other federal, state, or local 
government officials from entering any area of a cultivator if necessary to perform their 
governmental duties. 
 
By means of its planned inventory control system, Entity B and integration with any electronic 
tracking system selected by the Department, Entity A is confident in its capacity to maintain detailed 
records of all products within its facilities, as well as reduce and prevent possibilities of product 
diversion. A key component of the diversion prevention activities includes inventory controls that 
mandate regular, daily audits of all packages returned to the secure room at the close of business. 
These counts will be notated within inventory reports for all cultivation staff members, and validated 
by the Inventory Manager against current data in the electronic inventory control system. If a 
discrepancy is discovered during the daily inventory audits, the Director of Security will immediately 
process an incident report and a subsequent investigation will immediately follow. The Department 
and local and state law enforcement agencies will also be alerted of the incident in compliance with 
state law and regulation. 
 
Storage of MM and Tracking: Product in need of quarantine can be separated from bulk and placed 
in the designated area. Inventory destruction can be initiated through the system requiring 
documentation of destruction purpose and/or approved method as well as the employee performing 
the action. Although the inventory can be adjusted or voided, at no time is any data ever fully 
deleted as Entity B maintains a log of every action, including adjustments and voids, so that the 
entire history of the system may be reconstructed. The availability and report ability of the system 
data enables the said entity to produce any information necessary for the Department during an 
inspection or at the Department’s request. 

Packaging & Labeling  
Elements of the quality assurance plan will include best practices for the packaging and labeling of 
MM. In compliance with 3796:2-2-02(B)(4)(b) and 3796: 2-1-03(B)(3)(c), Entity A’s labeling 
responsibilities will be integrated into our inventory tracking and control system, Entity B, a Point of 
Sale (POS) system which will ensure that our inventory related activities are traceable/recorded and 
that there are no undetected security breaches.  
 
Below is a comprehensive list of the POS equipment Entity A will be utilizing to ensure compliant, 
accurate and timely data tracking to the Department.   
 

Grow    

1. Terminal - Minimum Specs/Internet Access 
2. Cordless Barcode Scanner - Motorola LI4278 or Unitech MS380 - Cordless 
3. Label Printer - The Stover Modified Thermal Printer (High Volume) or Zebra TLP 2824 

PLUS (Low Volume) 
4. Recommended -Mayline® Empire Mobile PC Cart 
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5. Optional - Futronic’s FS80H / FS81H USB2.0 Fingerprint Scanner 
 

Harvest  

1. Terminal -Minimum Specs/Internet Access 
2. Cordless Barcode Scanner - Motorola LI4278 or Unitech MS380   
3. Label Printer - Zebra TLP 2824 PLUS (Low Volume) 
4. Scales   -A&D FG-30KAMN NTEP*, A&D Washdown HV-60KWP or Ohaus Defender 

5000* 
5. Scale Accessories required for seamless integration - TRENDnet TU-S9 USB to RS232 

Serial Converter and Serial RS232 Female to Female Gender Changer 
6. Optional - Futronic’s FS80H / FS81H USB2.0 Fingerprint Scanner 

 
Label/Tag/Receipt Sizes  

1. Zebra TLP2824 Plus Label Sizes 
a. 2.25 x 1.25 Direct Thermal 
b. 2.25 x 4 Direct Thermal Label 
c. 2.25 x 1.25 Thermal Transfer 

2. Zebra GC420D Label Sizes 
a. 4 x 2.25 Direct Thermal Label 
b. 2.25 x 1.25 Direct Thermal 
c. 2.25 x 4.75 Direct Thermal 
d. 3.00 x 4.00 Direct Thermal 

3. Stover Plant Tags Size 
a. 1”x9” wrap tags, t-lock mechanism (WOT9X1C) (for use with Stover Printer) 
b. 1”x9” wrap tags keyhole locking mechanism (WP9X1) (for use with Stover Printer) 

4. Receipt Paper Size 
a. Thermal Paper Roll - 3 1/8” X 230 

5. Label (Plant/Inventory) 
a. 2.25 x 4.00 Direct Thermal (Inventory Label) 

 
All MM produced at Entity A will include a unique 16-digit barcode that is scannable and 
automatically generated by the Entity B system. The barcode will be automatically generated once 
inventory team members input credentials based upon security parameters outlining the information 
surrounding the product. Once the information is inputted into Entity A’s inventory control system, 
the inventory team member will print out a label and affix it to the sealed package with a product 
label that conforms to state regulation. All labels will be produced according to the pre-designed 
templates (specific for all products sold at the facility) included in the Entity B system. The final 
labels affixed by Entity A staff members will be easily readable and conspicuously placed on each 
package, and will be compliant with the Department’s regulations.  In compliance with 3796:2-2-
02(F), Entity A understands that it is prohibited for anyone to knowingly or intentionally alter, 
obliterate, or otherwise destroy any container or label attached to an approved container. In the 
event a container or label is altered, obliterated, or otherwise destroyed, Entity A understand that the 
Department may act in accordance with 3796:5-6-01. Entity A is proposing that MM will be 
available to dispensaries in the following packaged increments - grams, eighths, quarters, half ounce 
and ounces. In compliance with 3796:2-2-02(B-D), Entity A will package the MM in a Department 
approved child-proof, tamper-evident, light-resistant package.  All Entity A packaging will be 
selected to maintain the integrity and stability of the plant material.   
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To support excellence in the dispensing of MM, Entity A will provide dispensaries with Entity N.  
These are designed to help with patient medication management and to ensure prescription 
medication is taken as the doctors prescribe. Entity N has a built-in LCD timer that is activated 
when the cap is put on a container. At that moment, a sensor detects the container and a built-in 
battery energizes the LCD display and the timing circuitry. Like a stopwatch, the display on the cap 
counts-up, first the seconds, then minutes and hours since the cap was replaced. When a patient 
opens the cap to access their medication, the display shuts off and the timing circuitry resets back to 
zero. Entity N are Child-Resistant Closures (CRC). By making the Entity N products available to 
dispensaries, Entity A will be supporting the Department’s goal to provide safe MM to patients 
while offering a simple tool that has been proven to help resolve the challenges of medication 
adherence. Entity A has obtained a letter of intent from Entity N’s CEO that outlines the necessary 
product information and pricing as well as services to include leadership training regarding product 
use. 
 
Entity A will also utilize Entity O for MM packaging. A veteran owned business, Entity O provides 
compliant packaging solutions for the legal cannabis industry. The packaging is FDA approved, eco-
friendly, fully recyclable and made in USA. With its unique child lock system, Entity O will provide 
an additional layer of security and safety for the patients receiving our MM. Entity A has obtained an 
agreed upon letter of intent from Entity O’s CEO that describes their recommended MM packaging 
products, the line of child resistant bags for Entity A’s packaging solutions. 
 
Labels will be affixed to every package with information provided in English. Every label will 
include Entity A’s name and license number, the name and license number of the dispensary 
receiving the shipment, a product identifier, the registered name of the MM (strain), a unique 
identification number to match the MM with a batch and batch number to facilitate any warnings or 
recalls and the date of harvest, final testing and packaging. 
 

Additionally, Entity A will provide the total weight in grams of plant material in each package, the 
identification of the independent testing laboratory along with the laboratory analysis profile, and a 
list of all active ingredients including the percentage content by weight for the following 
cannabinoids, at a minimum: Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC); Delta-9-tetrahyrdrocannabinolic 
acid (THCA); Cannabidiol (CBD); and Cannabidiolic acid (CBDA).  Each product label will display 
an expiration date which will not exceed one calendar year from the date of harvest. 
 
Warning labels will be highlighted with the specific verbiage provided by the Department. "This 
product is for medical use and not for resale or transfer to another person. This product may cause 
impairment and may be habit-forming. This product may be unlawful outside the State of Ohio." 
For the safety of youth, Entity A will propose to the Department the additional label “Keep Out of 
the Reach of Children” 
 
If applicable, Entity A will add an approval or certification logo of a third-party certifier of 
cultivation practices. Any third-party certifiers will not have direct or indirect financial interest in any 
MM entity licensed in the state of Ohio and these certification protocols used by the third-party 
certifier will have been reviewed and approved by the Department. 
 
Entity A will ensure that labels will not contain any false or misleading statement or design, 
depictions of the product, cartoons, or images that are not registered with the Department 
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(including any insignia related to a governmental entity), any sum totals of cannabinoids or terpenes, 
except THC content as defined by the Department. As part of Entity A’s overall Quality Assurance 
Plan and in compliance with 3796:5-7-01(A-G), Entity A will embrace and support the definition of 
“advertisement” to be any written or verbal statement illustration/depiction created to induce sales 
using or a combination of letters, pictures, objects, lighting, effects, illustrations, or other similar 
means and includes brochures promotional and other marketing materials. No Entity A 
advertisement will be pursued if it has a high likelihood of reaching persons under the age of 
eighteen. Entity A will not encourage promotion or otherwise create any impression that marijuana 
is legal or acceptable to use in a manner except as specifically authorized by Chapter 3796. of the 
Revised Code. 

Entity A will submit to the Department and pay any applicable fee prior to the use of a name, logo, 
sign, or other advertisement for approval. All submissions will include a brief description of the 
format medium and length of the distribution; verification that an actual patient is not being used on 
the advertisement; verification that an official translation of a foreign language advertisement is 
accurate; annotated references to support statements related to effectiveness of treatment; and a 
final copy of the advertisement including a video where applicable in a format acceptable to the 
Department.  Entity A will provide for at least 15 business days for the Department to review 
materials until September 9, 2019 when the department shall have 10 business days to review 
materials.  Entity A will comply with the decision of the Department and provide a specific 
disclosure to be made in the advertisement in a clear and conspicuous manner if the advertisement 
would be false or misleading without such disclosure; change the advertisement necessary to protect 
the public health safety and welfare; or withdraw the proposed advertisement.   
 
Entity A will not place or maintain an advertisement of MM including paraphernalia within five 
hundred feet of the perimeter of a prohibited facility, a game arcade where admission is not 
restricted to persons aged twenty-one years or older, or a business where the placement of the 
advertisement targets or is attractive to children as determined by the Department.  Entity A will not 
be utilizing billboards, radio or television broadcast including a system for transmitting visual images 
and sound that are reproduced on screens and includes broadcast cable on-demand satellite or 
internet programming for advertising. Entity A will not use handheld or other portable signs.  The 
Company will respect public places and will not place handbill leaflets or flyers directly handed, 
deposited, fastened, thrown, scattered cast or otherwise distributed to any person nor left upon any 
private property without the consent of the property owners, in a vehicle public transit vehicle or 
public transit shelter; or in a publicly-owned or operated property. 
 
Entity A will not include any image bearing a resemblance to a cartoon character fictional character 
whose target audience is children or youth or pop culture icon; market, distribute, offer, sell, license 
or cause to be marketed distributed offered sold or licensed any apparel or other merchandise 
related to the sale of MM to an individual under eighteen years of age; not suggest or otherwise 
indicate that the product or entity in the advertisement has been approved or endorsed by the 
Department, the state of Ohio or any person or entity associated with the state of Ohio. All Entity A 
advertising will be consisted with the medicinal and approved use of MM and only support the use 
of MM for a qualifying medical condition. Advertising will not be false or misleading.  We will not 
departure from the MM registered name including marijuana leaves slang terms and similar 
references.  We will respect competitor’s products and will not employ any obscene or indecent 
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terminology or imaging. We will only promote the safety or efficacy of MM which is supported by 
substantial evidence or substantial clinical data. 
 
After confirming the age affirmation of at least eighteen years of age by the user, Entity A’s website 
will provide the following:  Entity A business address, contact information, and services provided. 
We will not allow for direct engagement between consumers or user-generated content or reviews; 
provide a medium for website users to transmit website content to individuals under the age of 
eighteen; target a consumer group with a high likelihood of reaching individuals under the age of 
eighteen; display or otherwise post content that has not been submitted to the Department.  The site 
will not transact business or otherwise facilitate a sales transaction to consumers or businesses; or 
maintain a web presence that would otherwise violate rule 3796:5-7-01 of the Administrative Code. 

In compliance with 3796:2-2-02(E), Entity A will provide dispensaries free samples of plant 
materials. A free sample shall be packaged in a sample jar protected by a plastic or metal mesh 
screen to allow patients and caregivers to smell the plant material before purchase.  Each sample jar 
will not contain more than three grams of a strain of plant material. The sample jar and the plant 
material within will not be sold to a patient or caregiver and shall be destroyed by the dispensary 
after use. The dispensary shall document the destruction of every free sample in accordance with the 
rules established pursuant to Chapter 3796. of the Revised Code.  Entity A will propose to the 
Department the sample jars also comply with general dispensary labeling regulations and will 
provide the same data as listed above.    
 
Entity A will provide MM to processors in increments of pound (unit) increments equal to 453 
grams per unit. In compliance with 3796:2-2-02(A)(1-2), Entity A will package the MM in a 
Department approved tamper-evident, light-resistant package prior to distributing plant material to a 
processor. All Entity A packaging will be selected to maintain the integrity and stability of the plant 
material.  
 
Entity A will utilize Entity O cultivation bags in our production and transport.  These provide a 
child resistant exterior as well as odor mitigation.  We will employ this along with traditional vacuum 
sealed bags when necessary.  All bags will be placed into a secured box which is sealed with tamper-
proof tape. At each step of packaging, inventory employees will document, record and sign for the 
chain of custody of MM. Entity A will also provide either online or hard copies of all laboratory test 
results to the processor or in the manner defined by the Department. 
 
Entity A’s system for inventory oversight, compliant labeling and packaging will incorporate routine 
audits of all products at multiple points in the supply chain within the operation. At the time that 
labels are ready to be printed, the Inventory Manager will assure that the appropriate label template 
is being utilized for the corresponding product. Once the Inventory Manager confirms that the 
proper label template is being utilized, packaging and labeling staff members will affix all labels on 
product packages to conform to the specific batch of a given product. Once a product batch is 
completed, the contents will be segregated for a final inspection by a designated packaging and 
labeling team member to ensure all labels are accurate, include proper printouts, and have been 
affixed properly and conspicuously on all packages. When all packages have been inspected and 
confirmed to be correct, all packages will be moved to the secure room for storage prior to being 
transported to a licensed dispensary.  
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The inventory system pulls variable information about each product, and prints only the fields 
designated within the template currently utilized. This will prevent any of these items from being 
printed on any label generated by the inventory system and team. All Entity A label templates will be 
designed by the Inventory Manager to conform to the requirements listed above. As an extra layer 
of redundancy, packaging and labeling team members, transportation specialists, and other members 
of the Entity A cultivation team will be trained in advance on the labeling prohibitions, and will 
include these restrictions on their review of items made available for delivery to licensed 
laboratories, dispensaries and/or processors.     
 
As MM move through the production chain at the facility and are finalized for packaging and 
labeling, Entity A staff will verify the identity and contents of each product from the electronic 
tracking system, while also conducting a visual inspection of each product to ensure the contents 
match the prepared label. No product will be labeled by a Entity A staff member if its contents to 
do not conform with the description included in the electronic tracking system. 

Production Control 
As part of Entity A’s compliance with the Department in conjunction with our core mission to 
provide safe and effective MM to the patients of Ohio, we will utilize licensed testing laboratories to 
provide clear analysis, profiles and a list of all active ingredients.  If permitted by the Department, 
we will additionally use internal testing to assist in the monitoring of quality MM throughout our 
facility.   
 
In compliance with 3796:2-1-02(B)(4)(a) and 3796:2-1-03(B)(3)(a), Entity A has developed an 
integrated pest management (IPM) protocol for its proposed cultivation area in the cultivation 
facility that strictly complies with state laws and regulations to produce MM. The limited use of 
pesticides by Entity A will apply to all products used, as part of the IPM protocol, Entity A will 
include permitted active ingredients under state regulation and approved for use in greenhouses or 
food crops. In compliance with 3796:2-2-01(C)(1)(a-b),(3-4), all pesticides will meet the 
requirements and will be registered with the Ohio Department of Agriculture to meet either of the 
following requirements: (a)Registered with the United States Environmental Protection Agency 
under section 3 of the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, 7 U.S.C. 136-136y 
(2012); or (b) exempt from registration under 40 C.F.R. 152.25(f) (2015) and the active inert 
ingredients of the pesticide product are authorized for use on crops or plants intended for human 
consumption by the United States Environmental Protection Agency. 
 
Entity A will utilize a IPM protocol that uses two pesticide applications with approved active 
ingredients which will be verified with the regulations. The first product to be used at Entity A is the 
insecticide, Azadirachtin. Azadirachtin is approved for organic production and works as a repellant, 
antifeedant, and insect growth inhibitor (According to Ohio Department of Commerce MM Control 
Program Approval Draft Approval list - CAS number 11141-17-6 Listed Use Adjuvant, Insecticide, 
Microbiocide, Fungicide). It is approved for use on food crops, and is particularly effective in 
preventing the introduction of a host of pests. 
 
Under Entity A’s protocol for Azadirachtin application, foliar applications will be performed on 
plants three days per week, every other week, until plants transition into the flowering stage of 
growth. In compliance with 3796:2-2-01(C)(3), Entity A’s cultivator operations and quality assurance 
plan will ensure that no foliar application of approved pesticides, fertilizers, or other chemicals shall 
be made after the twenty-first day following the date that a plant is moved into the flowering stage 
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of growth, unless otherwise permitted on the Department's approved list. No pesticides will be 
applied at Entity A, approved or not approved, following the plant's transition from the vegetative 
phase into the flowering phase.   
 
The second and final active ingredient included in Entity A’s IPM program is cold pressed neem oil 
(according to Ohio Department of Commerce MM Control Program Approval Draft Approval list - 
CAS number 8002-65-1, 947173-77-5 Listed Use Insecticide). Neem oil is a vegetable oil pressed 
from the fruits and seeds of the neem tree; an evergreen tree that is endemic to the Indian 
subcontinent and has been introduced to many other areas in the tropics. Neem oil is an effective 
fungicide, miticide, and insecticide that has been utilized effectively in other state-licensed MM 
cultivation facilities. Neem oil is approved for organic production and is sufficient for foliar control 
of fungal diseases and insect pests. It has additionally been utilized effectively in the prevention of 
powdery mildew. It is approved for use on food crops and is particularly effective in preventing the 
introduction of a host of pests. 
 
Under Entity A’s protocol for the administration of neem oil, foliar applications will be administered 
on plants three days per week, every other week, until the plants enter the flowering phase. Weekly 
neem oil applications will alternate with weeks when Azadirachtin is being applied. No approved 
pesticides, including neem oil, will be applied to any plants after the transition from the vegetative 
stage to the flowering stage is initiated.   
 
Entity A’s cultivation team has created standardized policies for healthy plant production.  The 
leadership team is dedicated to limiting pesticide application strictly to two approved active 
ingredients.  If a situation arises requiring pest mitigation or control, the organization will remain 
dedicated to strict compliance to the regulations for pesticide use under state law and regulation, and 
will only use the active ingredients spelled out in the regulations for MM cultivators.  
 
Entity A will allow for inspection and review by the Department on any of its cultivation and pest 
management practices upon request. Recordkeeping is an imperative element of Entity A’s IPM 
protocol. Extensive physical IPM documentation will be created for all IPM applications. All 
information will additionally be maintained within the electronic inventory control and management 
system. All physical copies of IPM applications will be maintained on-site and stored in fire-resistant 
containers for a period of five years.  
 
In compliance with 3796:2-2-01(7-8), Entity A will dispose of all unused pesticides, fertilizers, and 
other chemicals according to all state and federal laws and regulations, which require compliance 
with all directions on the product label.  Additionally, our SOPs prohibit the use of a pesticide, 
fertilizer, or other chemical by a cultivator that is inconsistent with the product's label or in violation 
of the Administrative Code. 
 
Entity A has created MM growing practices that have been tested and proven in other highly 
regulated state MM facilities. Person C, Entity A’s Director of Agriculture along with the Cultivation 
Manager will oversee all cultivation at the facility. They will implement SOPs that conform to state 
regulation pertaining to the cultivation of MM, and oversee a staff of cultivation team members 
committed to producing the highest quality of medicine for qualifying patients.  
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During or after the harvesting and curing phases of the plant's lifecycle, a user would create a batch 
or lot for the “green waste”, which would include broad leaf trim and stems that are not going to be 
converted into another form or provided to a processor. All waste is weighed, given its own 16-digit 
unique identifier (traceable to the original mother identifier of the plant), and is stored permanently 
in the system prior to the destruction taking place. When a POS system user sends a sample for 
Quality Assurance testing and the sample does not meet minimum standards designated by the 
regulatory agency or law, a user will place the product into quarantine for destruction. 

All aspects of the MM plant, byproduct wastes, weights, ID numbers, and associated data is stored 
in the system indefinitely. Destruction event information and explanations are also documented and 
stored within the POS system. This data cannot be modified or deleted by employees. Even the 
POS team cannot access a licensee’s data without their expressed permission. 

The POS system records manual inventory adjustments through a detailed notes section. The reason 
for disposal and, if applicable, disposal company are recorded and archived to the 16-digit, non-
repeating, unique identifier associated with the disposed MM plants, material or products. As with all 
transactions in the POS system, the employee responsible for the transaction (is required to enter a 
four-digit pin, or their biometric access recording the date, time, and reason for disposal. 

In compliance with 3796:2-2-03(A-E), Entity A has developed SOPs to ensure we dispose of 
undesired, excess, unauthorized, obsolete, adulterated, misbranded or deteriorated MM waste under 
the supervision of a type 1 key employee, as defined in paragraph 3796:5-2-01(H)(1) of the 
Administrative Code, and in such a manner as to render the MM waste unusable or by surrendering 
without compensation the MM to the director or the director's designee at the director's discretion. 
 
Our disposal procedures will render MM waste unusable. MM waste that is rendered unusable will 
be discarded into a locked dumpster or other approved, locked container to await compost in a 
secured area at the cultivation site for future use at the facility.  Entity A recognizes the 
Department’s approved waste methodology which must ensure the resulting mixture is at least fifty-
one percent non-MM waste to include rendering all MM as unusable by grinding and incorporating 
with one or more paper, cardboard, food waste, yard/garden, grease/compostable oil wastes, 
soil/other used growth media, or other wastes approved by the department. Entity A will be 
utilizing a Bokashi waste disposal methodology as approved by the Department. Bokashi is a 
Japanese term meaning ‘fermented organic matter.’ The bokashi fermenting system will offer 
extensive advantages to the organization in the management and disposal of MM waste generated 
during production. Since all activities will be conducted on-site, there will be no need for a chain-of-
custody protocol for transport of waste products. When recycling waste is performed on-site, Entity 
A’s bokashi process holds the following advantages: Rapid disposal of all waste; Efficiency – The 
fermentation process is completed within seven days; The potential to utilize the resulting bio pulp 
for soil enhancement and better plant growth; Conservation of water; Elimination of MM odors; 
Fermentation is phytotoxic thus killing weeds and their seeds; Eliminates expense of pick-up and 
transport of waste; Fermentation is the most sustainable agricultural method of waste management. 
 
Bokashi fermenting is simplistic in nature, efficient, and has a quick time to completion. The 
methodology incorporates rapid metabolizing of all waste with organically occurring microorganisms 
and beneficial organisms. This policy is exuberantly quicker than standard composting, produces no 
greenhouse gases, generates no heat, and takes only one week to complete.  All waste will rapidly 
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decompose and any noxious odors, putrefaction, and gases will be eliminated internally within the 
system and as such insects and rodents will not be attracted to the end product. The protocol does 
not mandate turning, mixing, aerating, or the incorporation of additional materials to complete the 
process.  
 
All fermentation will be performed within 55-gallon high-density polyethylene fermenting 
containers. Each container can hold approximately 450 pounds of waste every two weeks. All 
containers within the facility will be incorporated with a tamper evident band clamp and tamper 
evident cassette seals in attempt to further increase security and reduce the potential for diversion of 
any MM material. Organic waste will first be passed through a pulverizing system that secures to the 
top of the 55-gallon fermenting container. Team members will push the MM waste through the 
system and combine the processed shredded waste with an organic accelerant that manipulates the 
high cellulose content of waste toward decomposition. Returned MM waste will be separated from 
their respective packaging and incorporated into the container as well. Bokashi culture mixtures will 
be incorporated into the waste containers and then sealed to prevent the incorporation of oxygen.  
 
The fermentation parameters presented by the leadership team eliminate seeds and pathogens 
including E. coli and salmonella. No methane is produced since the pH adjusts to acidic parameters 
as waste material is metabolized and broken down. Methanogens, the organisms that produce 
methane, cannot survive under these parameters.  
 
After the fermentation process, the resulting bio pulp is contained within the fermentation 
containers. Entity A team members will incorporate the bio pulp within cultivation medium to be 
used as a soil conditioner, soil amendment, fertilizer or mulch. Entity A team members responsible 
for handling waste and finished fermented bio pulp will adorn protective eyewear, disposable 
laboratory exam gloves, and disposable protective suits to further increase proper handling 
protocols. Incorporated bio pulp and cultivation medium will be contained in a separated area with 
other cultivation-related products within the Entity A cultivation facility. Inventory levels will be 
documented and maintained within the electronic inventory control tracking system. 
 
All disposal of MM will be performed by a type 1 key employee in the designated destruction area 
(quarantine area) of the facility.  The disposal shall be performed under video surveillance from the 
time the destruction begins to when it is placed in a locked dumpster or other approved, locked 
container and removed from the facility.  In compliance with 3796:2-2-03(D), Entity A’s type 1 key 
employee overseeing the disposal of MM will maintain and make available a separate record of every 
disposal indicating the following: the date and time of disposal; manner of disposal; volume and 
weight of the approved solid waste media used to render the MM unusable; all unique identification 
codes associated with the MM scheduled for destruction; reasoning for and description of the 
disposal; signature of the type 1 key employee overseeing the disposal of the MM; and if the MM 
waste for disposal contains plant material that was prepared for sale to a dispensary or processor, the 
batch number, strain, volume, and weight of the plant material being disposed of. 
 
Additionally, Entity A will ensure that the disposal of other waste including hazardous waste and 
liquid waste will be performed in a manner consistent with federal and state law. Entity A will work 
with Ohio Environmental Protection Agency to embrace our mutual goal to protect the 
environment and public health by ensuring compliance with environmental laws and demonstrating 
leadership in environmental stewardship. 
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In compliance with the US Department of Energy and in support of Ohio’s Board of Building 
Standards, Entity A’s facility will be constructed and maintained to minimize its impact on the 
environment and creation of waste.  Our electrical and lighting plan is designed to reduce the use of 
power and heat to avoid the generation of additional need for cooling.  
 
The Company will not generate wastewater that incorporates any hydroponic nutrient solution 
utilized within its cultivation procedures. All plants cultivated at the operation will be potted using 
coco coir as the cultivation substrate, avoiding any initiation of wastewater generation that 
incorporates nutrient solutions or pesticides. The organization’s cultivation policies validate that 
there will be extremely minimal waste produced in the formulation and preparation of MM plants. 
In regard to the limited amount of waste generated during production, the organization will employ 
a protocol for on-site waste disposal that is cost-effective, immediate, and environmentally friendly. 
Waste policies additionally require that all products that are to be disposed of to be documented, 
tracked, and accounted for within Entity A’s electronic inventory control and tracking system. This 
incorporates MM and returned MM to Entity A. The management team will adhere to its policies to 
make sure that all waste generated within the organization will be tracked in the inventory system 
(including hard copy records maintained on-site for a period of five years), and compliant with all 
state laws and regulations, as well as all protocols of the organization. 
 
The leadership team is self-assured with the efficiency, sustainability, and cost-effectiveness of its 
prospective bokashi fermentation system for MM waste. 
 
Adverse Events & Recall  
Entity A will work closely with our Compliance Advisor and Director of Security to prevent any 
adverse loss. Our SOPs defined in Section 2D of this application detail our security plans.  However, 
in case of any suspect event, our POS will be engaged to help to identify any loss, track and record 
any discrepancy and provide the necessary data required by the department.  Throughout the course 
of business, or following a suspected theft or known robbery, a user can perform inventory audits to 
confirm or adjust what is showing in their inventory and what the user has on hand. After clicking 
on the Inventory Audit icon within the system, a list populates showing all the items for inventory in 
the current inventory room. If the user wishes to run a “Blind Audit”, this will prevent the employee 
from seeing the original weights or any differences thereof. The “Inventory Shrinkage Report” 
allows you to total loss across various products for a given time-period with a threshold to ignore 
adjustments made outside of a certain increment (mistakes). An “Inventory Forensics Report” 
shows all actions logged within the system. For example: if a disgruntled employee were to somehow 
access the system and begin deleting inventory with the intent to throw the facility out of 
compliance, all actions would be tracked and therefor can be identified via the Inventory Forensics 
Report and then corrected. 

In the event of a robbery or theft, the administrator or law enforcement can review the Inventory 
Report to identify how much of what strains, weights, various products, and materials have been 
stolen. The Inventory Report will display any   inventory (including quarantined and materials set for 
destruction) and can assist licensees and regulators/law enforcement in determining an exact 
amount to the fraction of a gram of the products and materials stolen.  

In compliance with 3796:2-1-02(B)(4)(f) and 3796:2-1-03(B)(3)(f), Entity A has SOPs which 
establish a safe, consistent supply of MM and include recall policies and procedures in the event of 
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contamination, expiration or other circumstances that render the MM unsafe or unfit for 
consumption, including identification of the products involved, notification to the dispensary or 
others to whom the product was sold or otherwise distributed, and how the products will be 
disposed of if returned to or retrieved by our facility.   
 
When identified and released, Entity A will incorporate any overseeing department recall procedures 
into our own internal procedures.  The goal of Entity A’s recall procedure is to: 

1. Stop the distribution and sale of affected product. 
2. Effectively notify Entity A management, customers and regulatory authorities of recall if 

necessary. 
3. Efficiently hold and remove the affected product from the marketplace. 
4. Dispose of the affected product if necessary. 
5. Conduct a root cause analysis and report the effectiveness and outcome of the recall. 
6. Implement a corrective action plan to prevent another recall. 
7. Upon completion of the recall, Entity A management will conduct a post-recall meeting to 

evaluate the recall. 
 

The handling of customer complaints is categorized into non-critical and critical. Non-Critical 
Quality complaints from customers are directed to the employee who co-ordinates the appropriate 
customer response in conjunction with the manager, Compliance Advisor and/or Director of 
Agriculture.  A non-critical complaint is classified as a quality which is defect defined as any attribute 
that is not to specifications and includes such things as poor product quality, packaging, labelling or 
date coding.  Critical complaints such as a claim of alleged injury or poisoning are notified to Entity 
A following the protocols outlined in the crisis management and product recall programs. A critical 
complaint is defined as an unsafe product, with an aspect of the product that will result in injury or 
illness to the customer. This includes metal or glass in the product, contamination with dangerous 
chemicals, and other contamination. 
 
Information may come from many sources including, but not limited to, an individual consumer, an 
enforcement agency, or dispensary, processor and/or laboratory.  The most important first action is 
to ensure as much information is gathered as accurately as possible. When receiving a complaint, ask 
the following questions: 

1. Product name, including pack size, serial number, batch number and packaging, testing and 
harvesting date, if possible. 

2. Name of person and or distribution point reporting defect and license Identification 
number. 

3. Nature of defect or complaint 
a. If a foreign object, a description of the foreign object’s size, composition, hardness, 

and sharpness 
b. If a contaminant, the type if known. 

4. Where the defect was found on the product 
5. Details of any action taken by the complainant. 

 
When a product needs to be removed from the market it must be determined what classification it 
must receive. Recall classifications usually involve the presence of bacteria and/or a substance which 
may cause harm. The following are the types of classifications: 
Class I:  A Class I recall is for a situation in which there is a reasonable probability that the use of, or 
exposure to the product, will cause serious adverse health consequences or death. Examples include: 
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contamination with C. botulinum toxin, Listeria monocytogenes, E. coli, and possibly Salmonella, or 
the undeclared presence of potent allergens such as eggs or peanuts. 
Class II:  Class II is a situation in which there is a reasonable probability that the use of or exposure 
to the product may cause temporary or medically reversible adverse health consequences or where 
the probability of serious adverse health consequences is remote. Examples include: a food with 
wood fragments, food contaminated with less harmful pathogens, or food containing less potent 
undeclared allergens such as almonds or FD&C Yellow No. 5.  
Class III:  A Class III recall is defined as a situation in which use of or exposure to the product is 
not likely to cause adverse health consequences. Examples include: filth in food relating to aesthetic 
qualities or non-hazardous labeling violations such as inaccurate weights. 
 
It is important to remember that the word “Recall” has special legal significance, insurance and 
liability matters. It should be carefully used and only in situations where there has been possible 
compliance violation. Any conclusion must be supported as completely as possible by scientific 
documentation and/or statements that the conclusion is the opinion of the individual(s) making the 
health hazard determination. 
 
Notification of Potential Hazard: The initial notification of a potential hazard can come from a 
variety of sources including the State Health Department, Entity A Employees, contractors or 
suppliers. Regardless of the source, all health hazard inquiries should be routed immediately to the 
appropriate manager.  
 
An immediate Hold to Be Placed on All Affected or Suspected Products 
As soon as notification of hazard is received, Entity A is responsible for placing an immediate hold 
on suspected products.  Entity A will clearly label all products still in the company’s possession as 
“Quarantined” and place them in an area of the storage facility separate from all other products in a 
manner where they would not be mistakenly distributed. Entity A will tabulate product on 
quarantine and evaluate relative to the total amount of potentially contaminated distributed product. 
Entity A will strive to recover as much product as possible. The Management Team will assist any 
governmental investigative agencies in obtaining samples for microbial or chemical testing. 
 
Fact and Data Acquisition: In the initial conversation with the Department or customer, the 
manager will ascertain the available facts associated with the potential health hazard, using the 
Customer Complaint Log to organize the pertinent facts and create an official record of the issue. 
Regardless of where the issue originates, the manager will keep careful, detailed notes of the initial 
conversation and all subsequent activities associated with the recall process. The manager will 
include in these notifications time and date of each event to aid in the preparation of a final report 
and measure the effectiveness and timelines of the response. These facts and related information the 
final report will need to contain include Product type and label (with picture), Description of the 
product and its intended use, Product codes and expected shelf life, Type of packaging, Nature of 
defect or health hazard, Locations involved, Invoice(s), Customer(s) and Number of people affected 
and their condition. 
 
The manager will also obtain the name, agency/customer, and phone numbers of the person making 
the notification. The manager will also inquire as to whether other products are being investigated as 
a source of the health hazard and if other companies have been contacted. Often in the initial stages 
of an epidemiological study more than one potential source is under consideration.  In some cases, 
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cross contamination in the food preparation or contamination by ill food handlers will need to be 
carefully considered. 
 
During the Health Hazard Investigation: When a situation occurs that links Entity A produce to 
an incident, an immediate trace back and Health Hazard Investigation will be initiated. A Health 
Hazard Evaluation must consider the following: Whether any disease or injuries have occurred from 
the use of the product; Assessment of the degree of seriousness of the health hazard; Assessment of 
the likelihood of occurrence of the hazard and; Assessment of the consequences – immediate and 
long range. 
 
The first possible scenario following a trace back is that it is determined that the nature of the 
potential hazard does not pose a public health risk.  The second possible scenario is that 
epidemiologists cannot unequivocally determine the sources of the contamination. The third 
possible scenario is that Entity A product may not be linked to the contamination because the time 
interval between the actual event and notification of Entity A precludes a recall since the perishable 
nature of the product means that the product has already been consumed.  When a recall is not 
appropriate, the focus of Entity A’s efforts will be toward assisting investigating government 
agencies and/or customers in isolating the likely source of the contamination. The manager will 
continue to work with growers, suppliers, customers, vendors, and government agencies to establish 
the likely cause of the problem and develop preventative measures. This will culminate in a final 
report that will be reviewed with the Management Team. This report will outline any changes that 
need to be made. 
 
The Recall Decision 
The recall decision is based on a risk-benefit analysis that weighs the adverse health effects and 
economic impact against the cost of conducting the recall. Primarily emphasis is placed on adverse 
health effects. As soon as sufficient information is available, the appropriate decision-maker (CEO), 
after consulting the manager, legal counsel, and other relevant departments will make the following 
decisions: 

• Whether to keep the product on hold, initiate a recall, and/or conduct further recall 
investigations. 

• If a recall is initiated, decide on what type, develop the recall strategy, and issue operating 
instructions to the company staff via the manager. 

• When any government agency is to be notified of the situation. And what information the 
company should disclose and what recommendations the company should make. 

Note: A recall decision does not depend solely on the health risk of the product. Defective products 
and misbranded products where no health hazard exists are still in violation of the law and should be 
recalled. 
 
Elements of the Recall Strategy include method of notification, depth of retrieval, whether 
effectiveness checks are required, and if so, to what level and whether media releases are required 
and, if so, what medium or media would be most appropriate and what the release should contain. 

 
Recall Status Reports 
Periodic status reports to the appropriate government office during the recall will become necessary 
in the event of a recall.  Status Reports should include the following: Number of customers notified 
of the recall; Date and method of recall; Number of customers responding to the communication 
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and amount of product they had on hand; Number of customers who did not respond; Number of 
products returned or corrected by each customer and the quantity of the product accounted for (as 
recorded on the Customer Complaint Log) and; An estimate of the time for completion of the 
recall. 

 
Recall Procedure 
In the event of a situation that warrants a recall, the following steps should be taken: 
Step 1:  Classify the recall: there are three different classes (See section titled Recall Classification) 
Step 2:  Alert Entity A employees to their responsibilities 
 
Individual Responsibilities 
CEO: Makes decision to withdraw or recall product and to involve regulatory bodies. Directs 
manager with customer and storage facility communication. Coordinates with all Media 
Communication. Obtains Legal Counsel. 
Manager: Classifies recall, involves all necessary Entity A employees, notifies the Product Manager, 
coordinates retrieval of all process, storage and shipping data involving suspect product. 
Inventory Associate: 

1. Utilizing the code date of the suspected product(s) and appropriate production forms, 
obtains all the pertinent production data necessary as quickly and as accurately as possible.  

• The time period, day(s) during which the suspected product(s) was processed and/or 
packed. 

• The affected lot(s), location(s), cultivation room, and table harvested from (if 
possible) 

• The total volume of finished product manufactured. 
• Process data, production shift, transfer shipment information.  
• The different types of packaging and packaging sizes and identification markings 

utilized and their individual finished product volumes. 
• All pertinent product codes/ and affected labels as well as pictures taken of the 

labels. 
2. Provides the information gathered under item 1 to the Trace back/Product as it is retrieved. 
3. Utilizing the code date and the appropriate shipping forms, determines the following 

information as quickly and as accurately as possible: 
a. The current location(s) and total volume of all suspected product(s) within Entity A 

storage/distribution/dispensary facilities. 
b. The total volume of suspected product(s) shipped to each dispensary based on 

transfer documents. 
c. All suspected product(s) within Entity A distribution facilities gathered together, 

isolated and then tagged, “Hold – DO NOT SHIP.” Any suspected “in process” 
cannabis or edible products will also be placed on hold. Provides the information 
gathered under item 1 to the Trace back/Product as it is retrieved.  

Recall Strategy 
1. Indicate the level in the distribution chain to which you are extending your recall (in this 

case—medical user) 
2. Indicate the method of notification (telephone is default). It is advisable to include a written 

notification so customers will have a record of the recall and instructions 
3. Consider posting the recall notification on the Entity A website as an additional method of 

recall notification 
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4. Report on what Entity A has instructed customers to do with the recalled product and its 
whereabouts 

5. It is helpful for recalling firms to know the name and title of the Recall Contact for each of 
its customers. Addressing a recall notification letter to a recall contact will expedite the recall 
process and reduce the potential for the notification letter to get misdirected. 

 
Public Notification 
The most important part of the recall communication is to convey the identity of the product in 
question and recall status, that further distribution of the product should cease immediately, and 
instructions regarding what to do with the product.  If an infectious agent is identified but not 
classified by the complaint, analytical testing will be conducted for the purpose of health hazard 
investigations. The lab will perform Pesticide Screening, Mycotoxin Screening, Testing for Mold and 
Bacteria and Residual Chemical Testing. 
 
In compliance with 3796:2-2-03, our waste disposal plans are described in Section IV of this Section 
2C. In compliance with 3796.01(A)(1)(a-d),  Entity A will identify the MM as “Adulterated MM" if a 
substance has been  mixed or packed with the MM so as to reduce the quality or strength or the 
substance has been substituted wholly or in part for the marijuana, or it consists, in whole or in part, 
of any filthy, putrid, or decomposed substance, including mold, mildew, and other contaminants; or 
it has been produced, processed, prepared, packed, or held under unsanitary conditions whereby it 
may have been contaminated with filth, or whereby it may have been rendered injurious to health; or 
its container is composed, in whole or in part, of any poisonous or deleterious substance that may 
render the contents injurious to health.  Any adulterated MM will be disposed in compliance with 
3796:2-2-03 (A-E) including ensuring the activity will be under the supervision of a type 1 key 
employee who will render MM waste unusable. The MM waste that is rendered unusable will be 
discarded into a locked the designated destruction area.  Entity A will maintain and make available in 
accordance with this chapter a separate record of the activities and all waste as deemed by 
Department. 
 
Entity A will comply with any future regulations provided by Ohio Department of Agriculture, 
acting with the cooperation of the Department, that establish a quarantine to prevent the 
dissemination of plant pests or other contaminants within this State.  If no such order is provided by 
any department, Entity A will upon finding any risk in our facility that has the potential to cause 
severe damage to other grower or to agriculture in general, will enact a quarantine order.  The 
quarantine order will establish conditions and restrictions determined to be necessary to prevent or 
reduce the movement of the contaminant from the quarantined area. Vehicles or any means of 
conveyance suspected of carrying contaminant may also be subject to quarantine and a treatment 
order may be issued as necessary to eradicate the plant pest.  The quarantine order may regulate the 
planting, growing or harvesting of any immature MM plants or MM plants that serve as a host or 
reservoir for the plant pest within the quarantined area and may include prohibiting the processing 
of a specific batch of MM within a specific geographic area or during a specified time. An immature 
MM plant or MM plant suspected of harboring a contaminant may be ordered to be treated or 
destroyed. In compliance with 3796:2-2-04(C)(2)(b), Entity A will record the batch number, weight, 
and strain name associated with each batch that has been quarantined for testing or ready for sale to 
a processor or dispensary. 
 
Entity A’s inventory tracking protocols also focus on damaged, defective, expired or contaminated 
MM returned from a licensed dispensary, processor or laboratory that is awaiting disposal. Entity A 
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will follow a strict protocol to ensure all contents in inventory will be accounted for in its electronic 
system. Entity A has a detailed procedure for inspection of all MM that arrive as returns. Entity A 
will undertake rigorous inspection of all products that come to its facility. As part of the SOPs for 
receiving returned MM shipments, Entity A will implement protocols to assure the quantity of MM 
in a shipment. All employees will be trained on the protocol prior to employment at the facility and 
throughout their time working at the facility. All returned MM shipments received by the 
organization will be segregated within the receiving area for inspection by cultivation staff. The 
inspection includes a review to ensure that each item is damaged, defective, expired or 
contaminated.  Employees assigned to conduct inspections of received packages of MM will be 
trained to identify problems with received packages and the appropriate protocols for segregating, 
annotating, and documenting damaged, inaccurate, or incomplete items. Employees will work in 
teams of two to review each returned item. One staff member will be responsible for visual 
inspection of the contents, labeling, and condition of each package. The second employee is charged 
with weighing contents and entering inspection data into the electronic inventory control and 
tracking system for each item. The second employee also serves a secondary source of inspection 
throughout the process. During an inspection process, any package that is confirmed to be defective, 
meaning it is damaged, inaccurate, expired, contaminated, or incomplete, is set aside apart from 
other received items and prepared for disposal. Notation and records of any received shipment that 
is defective will be included in the electronic inventory tracking system by Entity A employees. A 
process for securing defective shipments will be enacted once an entire shipment has been inspected 
and are moved out of the segregated receiving storage area. The process will include documenting 
the defect with the package and updating the information from the return in the electronic inventory 
control system. 
 
All MM that are expired, damaged, deteriorated, mislabeled, contaminated, recalled, or whose 
packaging has been opened or breached will be segregated within the secure room at Entity A and 
held until the products are disposed of in compliance with state law and regulation. After the 
affected products have been accounted for in the inventory control system, they will be placed in 
tamper-evident, locked containers and segregated within the secure room in a storage area 
exclusively for MM to be disposed. The segregation diminishes the potential for the soon-to-be 
disposed MM coming in contact or contaminating active MM in inventory. Entity A will severely 
limit the amount of time that products to be disposed remains in the secure room. It will focus on 
regular, timely disposal of MM in compliance with state regulations and the organization’s disposal 
process, with a goal of disposing MM within one day.  
 
Along with procedures for handling returned MM from licensed dispensaries and processors, Entity 
A will also have in place procedures in the event of a product recall. If a complaint is received from 
a licensed dispensary about a MM from a patient reporting an adverse event, Entity A will 
commence an immediate investigation of the incident. All investigations will be headed by the 
Director of Security and the COO. These individuals will be designated as “recall coordinators.” A 
determination will be made within 24 hours if the complaint warrants a voluntary recall of MM a 
mandatory recall of MM, or other further action. If no further action is required, Entity A will 
inform the Department of the decision within 24 hours and submit a detailed written report to the 
Department stating the rationale for all actions. 
 
Voluntary recall actions will be made if the MM in question does not pose a risk to public health and 
safety. If a voluntary recall is made, Entity A will notify the Department at the time the recall activity 
begins. Mandatory recall actions will be made if a condition related to the MM in question poses a 
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risk to public health and safety. If a mandatory recall is made, Entity A will immediately inform the 
Department by phone and commence a full mandatory recall protocol. Entity A will secure, isolate 
and prevent the distribution of the MM that may have been affected by the condition and remains in 
its possession.  
 
During a recall, all MM production activities at Entity A will be halted until all management team 
members are apprised of the situation. As part of the action plan, recall activities will commence 
from the affected batch or lot of affected product, as identified by the label information and verified 
by Entity A’s electronic inventory control system. Inventory staff will determine if any affected 
product within the batch or lot is contained in the facility. If so, that MM product will be 
immediately quarantined and moved to a secure area for disposal.  
 
For affected product that has already been transported to other licensed dispensaries, determinations 
will be made as to the location of affected product through the inventory control system and 
electronic transport manifests. The CCO will initiate immediate contact with all receiving parties to 
inform of the situation and call for the immediate removal of recalled product. As part of the 
communication plan, notice of the recall will be posted publicly on Entity A’s website, shared with 
the Department for further distribution, including in a press release to local medical outlets, and 
shared with all receiving dispensaries to further inform patients and caregivers. Entity A will work 
with all affected parties (licensed dispensaries, laboratories patients, caregivers) to begin acceptance 
of any recalled product to its facility for proper disposal. Disposal activities will be coordinated with 
the Department, and authorized agents of the Department may oversee the disposal to ensure that 
the recalled MM is properly handled in a manner that does not pose risk to public health and safety. 
 
As with any product returned to the facility for disposal, protocols listed above for inventory 
management through the electronic system will be administered. Information relevant to the recall 
will be input into the electronic inventory control system, including the following: Total amount of 
recalled MM, including types, forms, batches and lots, if applicable; The amount of recalled MM 
received by Entity A, including types, forms, batches, and lots, if applicable, by date and time; 
Names of recall coordinators; Source of recalled MM received; Means of transport of recalled MM; 
Reason for recall; Number of recalled samples, types, forms, batches and lots, if applicable, sent to 
laboratories, the names and addresses of the laboratories, the dates of testing and the results by 
sample; Manner of disposal or recalled MM including name of individual overseeing disposal, name 
of disposal company (if applicable), method of disposal, date of disposal, amount disposed by type, 
forms batches and lots (if applicable) and; Any other information required by the Department. 
 
Entity A will utilize our POS system to monitor and track all adverse events and recalls.  Any and all 
adjustments to inventory levels must be administered by the appropriate staff. In the event of a 
recall, specified users can quickly pull reports of all products and transactions associated with a 
specific plant(s), batch or strain. Within the system the licensed entity will be able to quickly and 
easily find the remaining product, the locations delivered to as well as all sources and derivatives of 
the product. Once the affected individuals have been identified, because the supply chain contact 
preferences have already been logged, timely communication is accessible. Entity A’s POS system 
also provides a method of sending SMS(text) message or email blast messages, which can be targeted 
to just those distribution points that have purchased a specific product within a given time period. 
Upon destruction of the product, any and all information pertaining to its destruction including but 
not limited to method of destruction, witness documentation and an electronic PIN or biometric 
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fingerprint scan signature from the person in charge. This will be considered the alternative end to 
the product life cycle, and true seed-to-sale traceability and reconciliation can be visibly achieved. 

Recordkeeping & Regulatory Compliance  
Recordkeeping is imperative to maintaining complete regulatory controls for inventory oversight, as 
well as securing full compliance for actions like accounting, security, and audits. Entity A’s 
management protocols, business documentation, operating procedures, cultivation records, 
inventory reports, and audit records will be recorded, secured, and available for review and 
inspection by state regulators and law enforcement officials upon request. The guiding principles of 
the recordkeeping protocol are to reduce any potential unlawful activity as well as ensuring the 
organization’s operating efficiency and compliance. In compliance with 3796:2-2-08(A-E), Entity A 
will keep and maintain upon the premises for a five-year period, unless otherwise stated in these 
rules, true, complete, legible and current books and records. All required records must be made 
available for inspection if requested by the Department.  
 
Entity A has selected Entity B (POS) system for the storage and retrieval of records relating to MM. 
As part of our due diligence we have selected this POS system because it can stem that does all of 
the following: (1) Guarantees the confidentiality of the information stored in the system; (2) Is 
capable of providing safeguards against erasures and unauthorized changes in data after the 
information has been entered and verified by the cultivator; (3) Is capable of placing a litigation hold 
or enforcing a records retention hold for purposes of conducting an investigation or pursuant to 
ongoing litigation; and (4) Is capable of being reconstructed in the event of a computer malfunction 
or accident resulting in the destruction of the data bank. 
 
Entity A will maintain records of the disposal of MM and waste in accordance with the 
Administrative code.  Records related to the sale, samples, transportation of MM to licensed 
dispensaries, processors, and testing laboratory will be compliant with the Department. Entity A has 
an extensive policy for entering all inventory into the POS system as MM seeds, immature and 
mature MM plants, and MM are formulated or enter the facility, with immediate documentation and 
tracking through automatically generated unique 16-digit barcodes applied to each individual 
product in inventory. Production and disposal records are maintained within the POS system of 
product including: (1) The registered product name, strain and quantity of MM involved; (2) The 
date of production or removal from production; (3) The reason for removal from production, if 
applicable; (4) A record of all MM sold, transported, or otherwise disposed of; (5) The date and 
time sale, transportation, or disposal of the MM; and (6) If the MM is destroyed, the cultivator shall 
maintain records in accordance with 3796:2-2-03(D). The POS will additionally record the 
description of the MM; product type (species); name, address, percentage of THC and CBD per 
independent lab testing results; number of doses per package; the form and quantity of MM; 
expiration date; packaging date; proper storage information if applicable; and price. Entity A will 
maintain records of all samples sent to independent testing laboratory and the quality assurance test 
results. 
 
Entity A’s electronic inventory system will record the unbroken chain of custody of all MM seeds, 
immature and mature MM plants, and MM throughout production and sales. Protections are built 
into the system to ensure that no amount of MM will be available for transport, recall, or disposal 
without being appropriately tracked in the electronic records system. Again, Entity A will utilize the 
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electronic tracking system selected by the Department and will either link the system through an 
interface with its POS system, or exclusively utilize the Department’s selected vendor. 
 
By implementing our POS, the organization will track exact documentation of all materials and MM 
in its facilities in real time. Audit reports on all inventories can be run at any time by the 
organization’s management team. The inventory audits will be reconciled with daily counts of all 
MM contained in the facility, regularly monthly product inventory analysis, and a comprehensive 
annual audit of all inventory stored within the cultivation facility. All inventory audits will be 
documented and maintained for a period of five years by the organization. Inventory reports will be 
maintained electronically on the organization’s internal file servers, with hard copies retained in fire-
resistant storage containers on site. Inventory reports and records will be made available to state 
regulators upon request. 
 
Entity A will be involved in transportation of MM as dictated by the normal course of business. The 
transportation will be limited to delivery of MM to licensed dispensaries, processors, or delivery of 
small samples of MM to an independent laboratory for testing and analysis. The organization will 
also document the records of all visitors to the facility. Records for all transportation and visitors 
will be documented by the organization and retained for inspection and review by state regulators. 
The records will be preserved in hard copy on site for a period of five years, stored in a fire-resistant 
container. The reports will also be scanned and saved electronically on the organization’s files server 
with regular back-up. The offsite transportation and visitor records will include: names and 
addresses of the MM entities sending and receiving the shipment; names and registration numbers 
of the registered employees transporting the MM; license plate number and vehicle type that will 
transport the shipment; time of departure and estimated time of arrival; specific delivery route, 
which includes street names and distances; and total weight of the shipment and a description of 
each individual package that is part of the shipment, and the total number of individual packages.  
All inventory tracking records and inventory records will be maintained in the inventory tracking 
system, as well as records maintained by the facility outside the inventory tracking system will be in 
accordance with 3796:2-2-04. 
 
Entity A will provide comprehensive cultivation records, which will include forms and types of MM 
maintained at the facility on a daily basis; soil amendment, fertilizers, pesticides, or other chemicals 
applied to the growing medium or plants, and production records, including planting, harvesting and 
curing, weighing, and packaging and labeling. In compliance with 3796:2-2-01(C)(6)(a-l), Entity A 
will maintain records of all pesticide, fertilizer, or other chemical applications for at least five years 
and will be made available to the department upon request. Each of these application records will 
include the date and time of application, stage of cultivation process; date when the plants in the 
application area were moved to the flowering stage, United States Environmental Protection Agency 
registration number, analysis of the fertilizer applied, application site; name and amount of the 
product being applied, unique plant identifier or other information that identifies which plants 
received the application, size of the application area, name of individual making the application, and 
comments or special conditions related to the application. 
 
Pesticide application records will be completed within 24 hours of the completion of application at 
Entity A. All records will be made available upon request to the Department or its authorized agents 
and medical personnel or first responders in an emergency. Records will also be made available to 
the Ohio Department of Agriculture upon request.  Records related to the cultivation of MM are 
essential to the standardization of production processes. Entity A will maintain clear records of 
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maintenance of equipment that comes in contact with MM in the facility. As part of the regular 
maintenance of operation of this equipment, Entity A will routinely calibrate, check and inspect all 
automatic, mechanical or electronic equipment in its facility used for cultivation of MM. Scales, 
balances, and other measurement devices used in the cultivation functions of the operations will be 
included in the maintenance program. Detailed records of maintenance of equipment, cleaning of 
equipment, and calibration will be recorded each day by Entity A staff and included in the electronic 
inventory control system. These records will be maintained as part of the organization’s 
recordkeeping protocol, and stored for a period of five years in hard copy and electronic format. 
The hard copy records will be maintained on-site and held in fire-resistant containers. 
 
Records will also be kept on all processes related to the cultivation of MM. The SOPs for cultivation 
calls for monitoring systems for MM plants, with data from the monitors to be continually reported 
in the electronic inventory control system and in hard-copy format. Temperature, humidity, 
ventilation, water treatments, light cycles, and carbon dioxide levels will be monitored by using 
iPonic 614 Hydroponic Controller made by Entity P, a leader in cultivation monitoring. The iPonic 
614 Hydroponic Controller will integrate data into the POS system, allowing for monitoring, 
recording, and regulating a litany of readings throughout a plant’s life cycle. The system will also 
record nutrients added during the cultivation process as well as any pesticide, fungicide, or 
insecticide (from the list of acceptable active ingredients in state regulation) applications applied to 
plants. These records will be maintained as part of the organization’s recordkeeping protocol, and 
stored for a period of five years in hard copy and electronic format. The hard copy records will be 
maintained on-site and held in fire-resistant containers. 
 
Entity A will maintain financial record clearly reflect all financial transactions and the financial 
condition of the business, including contracts for services performed or received that relate to the 
cultivation; purchase invoices, bills of lading, manifests, sales records, copies of bills of sale, and any 
supporting documents, including the items and/or services purchased, from whom the items were 
purchased, and the date of purchase; bank statements and canceled checks for all accounts; and 
accounting and tax records related to the cultivator and all investors in the facility.  Entity A has 
developed a catalogue of documents that are specific to the management and operation of the 
organization. These protocols are confidential in nature, given the intellectual property contained 
within. As a compliant and efficient organization, Entity A is dedicated to storing, updating and 
maintaining these materials, which include: business plans, operating manuals, staffing plans, 
departmental operating procedures, employee handbooks/manuals, management plans, and human 
resources plans. All documentation will be kept in physical form within the Entity A facilities and 
kept in a secure location on each premise. The CEO will maintain electronic copies of all 
management protocols and standard operating procedures with redundant backup maintained on 
the organization's secure file server. Access to these records will be limited to only those with 
authorized clearance for review. Entity A will provide copies of all management protocols and 
operating procedures for review by state regulators upon request. 
 
Entity A has contracted with a certified public accountant licensed in Ohio to verify the accuracy of 
all financial reports. The organization will also employ an internal accounting department with 
professionals that will maintain the daily books and records of the organization. All financial 
documentation will be maintained electronically on the local accounting system, which is integrated 
with the POS systems of the cultivation operations. All financial records will be encrypted and 
secure, redundantly backed-up to the internal file servers with additional backup to a secondary 
redundant storage system. Physical copies of all financial records will remain on-site for a period of 
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five years and stored in fire-resistant storage containers on premise. All records will be available for 
inspection and review by state regulators and law enforcement upon request. 
 
Entity A will maintain employee records to include records relating to the hiring of employees, 
including applications, documentation of verification of references, and any other related materials; 
an employee log that includes the following information for every current and former employee: (a) 
Employee name, address, phone number and emergency contact information; (b) Registration 
number and access credential designation; (c) Date of hire and date of separation from employment, 
if applicable, and the reason for the separation; (d) All training, education, and disciplinary records; 
and (e) Salary and wages paid to each employee, and any executive compensation, bonus, benefit, or 
item of value paid to any individual affiliated with any MM entity, including members of a non-profit 
corporation, if any.  
 
Personnel records will be maintained for a period of five years after the employee is no longer 
employed at Entity A. Documentation of all dates and times that the staff member was on site will 
also be maintained in hard copy as well as on the company’s file server. Physical copies will remain 
on site in fire resistant storage containers. Analysis of personnel documentation by state regulators 
and law enforcement agencies will be permitted in accordance with state and federal employment 
law. 
 
Entity A will document and retain records pertaining to security records at the facility. The Director 
of Security and the COO will oversee security record keeping. Security records will include physical 
documentation of visitor logs to the facility, reports on any reportable incidences (disruptions, 
diversion, theft, code of conduct violation, emergencies, etc.). All security records will be maintained 
in physical form and maintained at the organization in fire-resistant containers for a period of five 
years. Additionally, reports will be scanned and preserved electronically on the organization’s file 
server. All security documentation will be made available to state regulators and law enforcement 
agencies upon request.  
 
All surveillance video recordings and images will be retained for a 30-day period and stored on file 
servers in a secure room within the facility. At the conclusion of the 30-day period, all recordings 
will be archived in an electronic format and securely stored at an offsite records storage facility. The 
archived recording will be stored in waterproof and fireproof storage containers at the storage 
facility. Entity A will promptly respond to any request for video surveillance recordings from the 
Department or law enforcement for just cause as requested. Requested content will be provided 
electronically (thumb drive, disk) and sent via email or standard mail per the preference of the 
requesting agency. The Director of Security will confirm each request, document the request in the 
organization’s records, and provide the requested content immediately.  In compliance with 3796:2-
2-05(D), Entity A will keep all security equipment in good-working order and the systems shall be 
inspected and all devices tested on an annual basis by a third party.  Record of this maintenance will 
be available to the department at any time.   
 
Entity A will maintain records of any theft, loss, or other unaccountability including all reportable 
incidents at the facility, and make such records available to state regulators and law enforcement 
agencies per state regulation. Reportable incidents include any instance of diversion, loss, or theft of 
MM, as well as any disciplinary action taken by the organization. The incident reports will within ten 
days of the incident include the following:  Entity A name and contact information, description of 
the incident including its cause, and identification of injuries if applicable, names of employees and 
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id numbers or other persons involved in the incident if applicable, the date/time of the incident, the 
total quantity and type of MM stolen/diverted following an inventory audit, the action taken in 
direct response to the incident, identity of any law enforcement or emergency personnel contacted 
or allowed to enter the premises as a result of the incident, and the signature of the person reporting 
the incident. 

 
Entity A will submit to the Department a revised plan to secure the facility's inventory and measures 
that will be taken to prevent future loss, theft, or diversion; and identify all the records at the facility 
and potential evidence outside the facility, including video surveillance footage, that will be sealed in 
and prevented from being destroyed until a full investigation is conducted by the Department and 
law enforcement, if deemed necessary. All reportable incident records will be retained in hard copies 
on site for a period of five years and contained in fire-resistant containers. The reports will be 
scanned and preserved electronically on the organization’s file server as well with regular back-up.   
 
Entity A will comply and adhere to the mandates of state regulation within the action of providing 
documentation to the department in compliance with 3796:2-2-04(D), where Entity A will on an 
annual basis and as a condition for renewal of a cultivator license, provide that a type 1 key 
employee will conduct a physical, manual inventory of MM on hand at the cultivator and compare 
the findings to an annual inventory report generated using the inventory tracking system. If any 
discrepancies are discovered outside of loss standard to the industry due to moisture loss and 
handling, the type 1 key employee shall report such findings to the department in accordance with 
3796:5-4-01. 
 
In compliance with 3796:2-3-01(A), Entity A recognizes the departments irrevocable right to 
conduct all inspections necessary to ensure compliance with our application. The Department may 
conduct the inspection independently, or may work with other departments, state agencies, or local 
authorities, including the Ohio Department of Agriculture, the division of industrial compliance, and 
the division of state fire marshal, to ensure compliance with our application, state and local law, 
Chapter 3796. of the Revised Code. 
 
In compliance with 3796:2-3-01(B), Entity A type 1 key employee will accompany the Department 
inspector while the inspector completes the following: review and copy of all records, enters any 
area in the facility (with respect to avoid compromised production integrity or interrupt a dark cycle 
during the flowering stage), inspect facility vehicles, review the policies and procedures of the 
cultivator, including methods of operating, survey the premises and any off-site facilities, inspect all 
equipment, instruments, tools, materials, machinery, or any other resource used to cultivate MM, 
provides access to locked areas in the facility, questions registered employees at the location; or 
obtain samples for testing of any MM cultivated at the facility, media used to grow MM, chemicals 
and ingredients used in the cultivation process, any labels or containers for MM, or any  raw 
packaged MM. 
 
In compliance with 3796:2-3-01(C), Entity A recognizes that a pre-approval inspection that is 
required before the department issues a certificate of operation. Upon the completion of the pre-
approval inspection, the department may issue either of the following: a certificate of operation in 
accordance or a written statement listing the deficiencies identified during the inspection that must 
be remedied before a certificate of operation will be issued.   If deficiencies are issues, Entity A will 
develop a plan of correction for each deficiency and submit the plan in writing to the Department 
for approval within ten business days after receipt of the statement of deficiencies, unless a written 
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extension is issued by the Department. The plan of correction will include specific requirements for 
corrective action that will be performed within either thirty calendar days after the Department's 
acceptance of the plan of correction or the remaining time period under 3796:2-1-06(B), whichever 
is greater. Entity A understands that if the plan of correction submitted is not acceptable to the 
Department or would prevent the facility from obtaining a certificate of operation in accordance 
with 3796:2-1-06, the Department may either direct Entity A to resubmit a plan of correction or the 
Department may develop a directed plan of correction with which the cultivator must comply. Upon 
acceptance of the written plan of correction, Entity A will sign the plan of correction which binds us 
to the terms under which we may be issued a certificate of operation. Entity A understand that if the 
parties are unable to come to terms on the written plan of correction, the department may take any 
action permitted under 3796:5-6-01. Entity A recognizes that the department will re-inspect the 
facility upon the completion of the written plan of correction at which time the Department can 
issue a certificate of operation. If the corrective measures do not meet the requirements of the 
written plan of correction, the department may take action in accordance with 3796:5-6-01. 
 
In compliance with 3796:2-3-01(D-E), the Department may at any time, with or without notice, 
conduct an inspection of Entity A’s facility to ensure compliance with the facility's application, state 
law, Chapter 3796. of the Revised Code, and the rules promulgated in accordance with Chapter 
3796. of the Revised Code. This inspection may include, investigation of standards for safety from 
fire on behalf of the Department by the local fire protection agency. If a local fire protection agency 
is not available, the division of state fire marshal may conduct the inspection after Entity A pays the 
appropriate fee to the division of state fire marshal for such inspection. Following the Department 
shall issue an inspection report that documents the following: the observations and findings of the 
inspections, the outcome of the inspection, any suggestions for the cultivator to take into 
consideration; and a written statement listing any deficiencies identified during the inspection. As 
described above, Entity A will enter into the process of correcting deficiencies to become compliant.   
 
In compliance with 3796:2-3-01(F-G), Entity A considers diversion prevention a primary focus of 
our day-to-day operations. If an inspector finds evidence of operational failures or conditions that 
create a likelihood of diversion, contamination, risk to public health, or the occurrence of any 
prohibited activity under 3796:5-6-02, Entity A will comply with all immediate action deemed 
necessary by the Department.  To prevent destruction of evidence, diversion, or other threats to 
public safety, Entity A will comply with any department order for an administrative hold of MM or 
any books and records of any cultivator. Entity A will assume the costs if the Department makes 
such an assessment.   
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  Ohio Department of Commerce  

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

–

2D Security Plan 
(Maximum of 30 pages, see instructions for formatting) 

 
Please note: The following must be submitted in a non-identified format. 

Include this form as a cover page. 
 

Applicant should provide a narrative detailing support for, at a minimum, the following: 
 
Part I: Surveillance Technology and Physical Security 
Physical equipment used to monitor the facility and meet the security requirements under 
Chapter 3796 of the Revised Code and the rules promulgated in accordance with Chapter 3796 
of the Revised Code. (3796:2-1-03(B)(4)(b) and 3796:2-2-05) 
(A) Camera feed should traverse the IP network from the camera source to the server utilizing 

Motion JPEG (MJPEG) or MPEG-4/H.264/Advanced Video Coding codec technology.  
(B) Data should be transmitted over the Real-time Protocol (RTP) or Real Time Streaming 

Protocol (RTSP). 
(C) Camera should support pan, tilt, and zoom functionality and controls. 
 
 
Part II: Security and Transportation Policies and Procedures 
(A) A security plan in accordance with rule 3796:2-2-05 of the Administrative Code, that 

establishes policies and procedures to ensure a secure, safe facility to prevent theft, loss, or 
diversion and protect facility personnel. (3796:2-1-03(B)(4)(a)) 

(B) Transportation policies and procedures, which includes the transportation of medical 
marijuana from a cultivator to a processor or dispensary and from a cultivator to a testing 
laboratory in the state of Ohio, in accordance rule 3796:5-3-01 of the Administrative Code. 
(3796:2-1-02(B)(5)(c), 3796:2-1-03(B)(4)(e)) 

 
 
Part III: Facility Plot Plan and Specifications 
A plot plan of the cultivation facility drawn to a reasonable scale that designates the different 
areas of operation, including the marijuana cultivation area, with the mandatory access 
restrictions. (3796:2-1-03(B)(4)(d), 3796:2-1-02(B)(5)(d))  
(A) If the building is in existence at the time of the application, the applicant shall submit plans 

and specifications drawn to scale for the interior of the building. 
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  Ohio Department of Commerce  

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

–

 If the building is not in existence at the time of application, the applicant shall submit a plot 
plan and a detailed drawing to scale of the interior and the architect's drawing of the 
building to be constructed.

 
Part IV: Emergency Notification Procedures 
Emergency notification procedures with the department, law enforcement, and emergency 
response professionals. (3796:2-1-03(B)(4)(c)) 
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  Ohio Department of Commerce  

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

–

 
2E Financial Plan  

 (Maximum of 10 pages, see instructions for formatting) 
 

Please note: The following must be submitted in a non-identified format. 
Include this form as a cover page. 

 
Applicant should provide a narrative detailing support for the following: 
 
Funding Analyses  
A breakdown of the applicant's actual and anticipated sources of funding. 
 
 
Operating Expense Breakdown  
A cost breakdown of the applicant's anticipated costs in building the facility and implementing 
the policies and procedures submitted as part of the application. (3796:2-1-02(B)(6)(b), 3796:2-
1-03(B)(5)(b)) 
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I, Jon Husted, do hereby certify that I am the duly elected, qualified and present
acting Secretary of State for the State of Ohio, and as such have custody of the
records of Ohio and Foreign business entities; that said records show FIRE
ROCK LTD., an Ohio For Profit Limited Liability Company, Registration
Number 4019045, was organized within the State of Ohio on April 18, 2017, is
currently in FULL FORCE AND EFFECT upon the records of this office.

Witness my hand and the seal of the
Secretary of State at Columbus, Ohio
this 6th day of June, A.D. 2017.

Ohio Secretary of State

Validation Number: 201715701902

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
STATE OF OHIO

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE
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2017  2018 
Commercial Package Policy

Insurance Proposal 

Prepared for:

Fire Rock Ltd

Prepared by:

CANNASURE INSURANCE SERVICES 1991
Crocker Road, Suite 320 Cleveland, Ohio

44145
P 800.420.5757 F 800.420.1975

CA License # 0H30190

Jun 06, 2017
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QUOTE INFORMATION

Named Insured:  Fire Rock Ltd

Insurance Carrier: Conifer Insurance Company; A.M. Best Rating: B++ (Good) VI 

Admitted: No

Coverage:

Policy Period: 12 Months

Premium: $28,156.00

Fees: Carrier Policy Fee $250.00 
Administrative Fee $350.00

Taxes: $1,420.30

Total: $30,176.30 Excluding Terrorism* 

* Terrorism coverage is excluded, but coverage can be added for an additional premium. See TRIA Form.

 25% Minimum Earned Premium

PLEASE MAKE YOUR CHECK PAYABLE TO: CCIS INSURANCE SERVICES, LLC

 PLEASE MAIL PAYMENT TO: 11991 Crocker  Road,  Suite  320
Cleveland,  OH 44145
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SUBJECTIVITIES ALL SUBJECTIVITIES REQUIRED PRIOR TO BINDING: 

Confirm all construction/renovations are complete and insured is operational 

Marijuana Risk Warranty Form 1 signed and dated by the insured

 Marijuana Risk Warranty Form 2 signed and dated by the insured 

 Notice of Surplus Lines Placement To Insured signed and dated 

 Completed and signed TRIA Acceptance or Rejection form required 

 Completed, signed & dated Bind Request Form

 Signed and dated Surplus Lines Placement and Fee Agreement- Cannasure

 Favorable Loss Control Inspection (within 30 days of the effective date) 

  Insured must initial next to Premium Finance cancellation notice acknowledging they have 
read and understood (bind order request page)

 Confirmation deposit or full term premium-scanned copy of check required prior to binding

Consult the policy for all specific terms and conditions and complete policy exclusions

PLEASE NOTE THAT WE WILL NOT PRESENT A BIND REQUEST TO THE CARRIER UNTIL ALL UNDERWRITING 
CONDITIONS ARE MET AND PAYMENT IS RECEIVED. THE CARRIER DOES NOT CONSIDER COVERAGE 
BOUND UNTIL CONFIRMED IN WRITING.
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Named Insured and Mailing Address:
Fire Rock Ltd.

Quote is valid for 30 days (until 7/6/2017)

COMMERCIAL LINES QUOTE

12:01 Standard Time at your mailing address above.5/25/2018to5/25/2017POLICY PERIOD:  From

INSURED TYPE: Other
PREMIUMCOVERAGE PARTS

THIS QUOTE CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOWING COVERAGE PARTS FOR WHICH A PREMIUM IS INDICATED.  THIS
PREMIUM MAY BE SUBJECT TO ADJUSTMENT.

Commercial Property Coverage PartCommercial General Liability Coverage PartCommercial Liquor Liability Coverage PartCommercial Medical Malpractice Coverage PartCommercial Auto Coverage PartCommercial Inland Marine Coverage PartDirector and Officers Liability Coverage PartCommercial Product Liability Coverage PartGlass

$18,159.00$4,997.00Not ApplicableNot ApplicableNot ApplicableNot ApplicableNot Applicable$5,000.00Not Applicable$
TOTAL QUOTE PREMIUM $

Responsible Agent of Record:
Cannasure Insurance Services, LLC. (000619)
1991 Crocker Road
Suite 320
Westlake, OH 44145
(800) 420-5757
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Forms and Endorsements: Premium

CICS0S (06-14) Service of Suit

CICPRIV01 (10-15) Privacy Policy

IL0003 (07-02) Calculation of Premium

IL0017 (11-98) Common Policy Conditions

IL0244 (09-07) Ohio Changes - Cancellation and NonRenewal

Marijuana Risk Warranty

Limits and/or coverages provided on this quote may differ from those requested on the application.
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CIIL04 (06-16)

NOTICE OF SURPLUS LINES PLACEMENT TO INSURED

CONIFER INSURANCE COMPANY

PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY

Notice to Insured:

I hereby affirm that, prior to the placement of the insurance coverage with Conifer Insurance
Company, a surplus lines insurer, I have been advised that:

(i) The insurer with which the surplus lines broker places the insurance is not licensed
by my state and may not be subject to its supervision; and

(ii) In the event of insolvency of the surplus lines insurer, losses will not be paid by my
state insurance guaranty association.

NOTICE OF POLICY FEE

Furthermore, I hereby affirm that, I have been advised that the non-refundable policy fee
referenced below has been charged by the Agent and is part of the insurance contract. I also
affirm that said fee is reasonable.

Amount of Policy Fee:

__________________________________________ __________________________________

Signature of Named Insured Date

$250
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COMMERCIAL PROPERTY QUOTE

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY QUOTE

Cannasure Insurance Services, LLC.
1991 Crocker Road
Suite 320
Westlake, OH 44145
(800) 420-5757

Named Insured:

Mailing Address:

Policy Period:

Fire Rock Ltd.

5/25/2017 to 5/25/2018 at 12:01 A.M. Standard Time at your mailing address above.

DBA:

DESCRIPTION OF PREMISES

Prem.
No.

Bldg.
No. Location Construction Occupancy

1 1 1076 Home Ave
Akron, OH 44310

Masonry 0567 - Mercantile
Sole Occupancy Only

– Not Otherwise
Classified – Moderate

Susceptibility

Bldg.
No. Coverage

COVERAGES PROVIDED Insurance At The Described Premises Applies Only For Coverages
For Which A Limit Of Insurance is Shown

Limit of
Insurance

Covered
Causes Of Loss Coinsurance* Premium Deductible

Prem.
No.

1 1 Building $350,000 Special Form 80% $0

Business Income

$150,000

$1,200,000

Special Form

Special Form

80%

70%

$0

Included

$2,500

$2,500Personal Property

$200,000 $3,000 $2,500Finished Stock

$500,000 $10,000 $2,500Crop Coverage

*If Extra Expense Coverage, Limits On Loss Payment
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OPTIONAL COVERAGES Applicable Only When Entries Are Made In The Schedule Below

1 05/25/20181 Finished Stock $200,000.00

Inflation Guard (%)

Bldg.

**Monthly Limit Of

Pers. Prop. Indemnity (Fraction)

Maximum Period

Of Indemnity (X)

**Extended Period

Of Indemnity (Days)

Agreed ValueBldg.
No.

Prem.
No.

Replacement Cost (X)
Exp. Date Cov. Amount Building Pers. Prop. Incl. "Stock"

1 05/25/20181 Crop Coverage $500,000.00

11 X X X

Inflation Guard (%)

Bldg.

**Monthly Limit Of

Pers. Prop. Indemnity (Fraction)

Maximum Period

Of Indemnity (X)

**Extended Period

Of Indemnity (Days)

N/A

Agreed ValueBldg.
No.

Prem.
No.

Replacement Cost (X)
Exp. Date Cov. Amount Building Pers. Prop. Incl. "Stock"

Inflation Guard (%)

Bldg.

**Monthly Limit Of

Pers. Prop. Indemnity (Fraction)

Maximum Period

Of Indemnity (X)

**Extended Period

Of Indemnity (Days)

Agreed ValueBldg.
No.

Prem.
No.

Replacement Cost (X)
Exp. Date Cov. Amount Building Pers. Prop. Incl. "Stock"

**Applies to Business Income Only

MORTGAGEHOLDERS
Prem.
No.

Bldg.
No. Mortgageholder Name And Mailing Address
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FORMS APPLICABLE

Forms and Endorsements made part of this policy at time of issue:

PremiumDescription
CP0010 (06-07) Building and Personal Property Coverage
Form

CP0090 (07-88) Commercial Property Conditions

CP0140 (07-06) Exclusion of Loss due to Virus or Bacteria

CP1032 (08-08) Water Exclusion Endorsement

IL0031 (01-06) Exclusion of Terrorism Involving Nuclear,
Biological or Chemical Terrorism

IL0935 (07-02) Exclusion of Certain Computer Related
Losses

IL0953 (01-15) Exclusion of Certified Acts of Terrorism

$125CICP02 (03-16) Evergreen Property Extension Plus

CICP07 (05-16) Non-Structural Hail Loss Limitation
Endorsement

CICPOH07 (05-16) Non-Structural Hail Loss Limitation
Endorsement

CIHC03 (08-15) Crop Coverage Form

CIHC04 (08-15) Finished Stock Coverage Form

CP0123 (04-08) Ohio Changes

CIEB01 (05-11) Equipment Breakdown Coverage

$564CIEB02 (05-11) Equipment Breakdown Coverage
Schedule

CP0030 (06-07) Business Income Including Extra Expense
Coverage Form

CP1030 (06-07) Causes of Loss - Special Form

CP1211 (10-00) Burglary and Robbery Protective Systems

IL0415 (04-98) Protective Safeguards Endorsement

Limits and/or coverages provided on this quote may differ from those requested on the application.
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COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY

Cannasure Insurance Services, LLC.
1991 Crocker Road
Suite 320
Westlake, OH 44145
(800) 420-5757

Fire Rock Ltd.

COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY QUOTE

Named Insured:

Mailing Address:

Policy Period: 5/25/2017 to 5/25/2018 at 12:01 A.M. Standard Time at your
mailing address above.

DBA:

DESCRIPTION OF BUSINESS
FORM OF BUSINESS:

Individual Partnership Corporation LLC OtherJoint Venture

LIMITS OF INSURANCE
Each Occurrence Limit $1,000,000

General Aggregate Limit $2,000,000
Personal & Advertising Injury Limit $1,000,000 Any one person or

organization
Damage to Premises $100,000 Any one premises

Products/Completed Operations Aggregate Limit Excluded
Medical Expense Limit $5,000 Any one person

Loc # DBA Address

ALL PREMISES YOU OWN, RENT OR OCCUPY

1 1076 Home Ave
Akron, OH 44310

Loc # Premium

CLASSIFICATION AND PREMIUM

Item # Class Code

1 Included1 97047 - Landscape Gardening
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ENDORSEMENTS
Forms and Endorsements made part of this policy at time of issue:

PremiumDescription

CG0001 (12-07) Commercial General Liability Form

CG0068 (05-09) Recording and Distribution of Material or Information In
Violation of Law Exclusion

CG2101 (11-85) Exclusion - Athletics or Sports Participants

CG2106 (05-14) Exclusion - Access or Disclosure of Confidential or
Personal Information and Data - Related Liability - with Limited Bodily
Injury Exception

CG2109 (06-15) Exclusion - Unmanned Aircraft

CG2146 (07-98) Abuse or Molestation Exclusion

CG2147 (12-07) Employment-Related Practices Exclusion

CG2149 (09-99) Total Pollution Exclusion

CG2166 (06-15) Exclusion - Volunteer Workers

CG2167 (12-04) Fungi and Bacteria Exclusion

CG2173 (01-15) Exclusion of Certified Acts of Terrorism

CG2175 (01-15) Exclusion of Certified Acts of Terrorism and Exclusion Of
Other Acts of Terrorism Committed Outside The United States

CG2176 (01-15) Exclusion of Punitive Damages as a Result of Certified
Acts of Terrorism

CG2186 (12-04) Exclusion - Exterior Insulation and Finish Systems

CG2196 (03-05) Silica or Silica-Related Dust Exclusion

CIGL01 (04-10) Exclusion - Lead Paint

CIGL02 (04-10) Exclusion - Asbestos

CIGL05 (04-11) Animals Exclusion

CIGL32 (01-14) Minimum Earned Premium Endorsement

CIGL34 (08-14) Firearms Exclusion

CIHC01 (10-15) Biological or Chemical Materials Exclusion

CIHC02 (08-15) Seepage And/Or Pollution And/Or Contamination
Exclusion

IL0021 (09-08) Nuclear Energy Liability Exclusion Endorsement

CG2104 (11-85) Products/Completed Operations Hazard Exclusion

CG2116 (07-98) Exclusion-Designated Professional Services

CG2144 (07-98) Limitation of Coverage to Designated Premises

CIGL03 (09-10) Exclusion - Assault & Battery

Limits and/or coverages provided on this quote may differ from those requested on the application.
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Cannasure Insurance Services, LLC.
1991 Crocker Road
Suite 320
Westlake, OH 44145
(800) 420-5757

Fire Rock Ltd.

5/25/2017 5/25/2018

IN RETURN FOR THE PAYMENT OF THE PREMIUM, AND SUBJECT TO ALL THE
TERMS OF THIS POLICY, WE AGREE WITH YOU TO PROVIDE THE INSURANCE
STATED IN THIS POLICY.

Named Insured:

DBA:

Mailing Address:

Policy Period: at 12:01 A.M. Standard Time at your mailing
address above.

LIMITS OF INSURANCE
Each Occurrence Limit

General Aggregate Limit

$1,000,000

$1,000,000

to

DESCRIPTION OF BUSINESS
FORM OF BUSINESS:

Individual Partnership Corporation LLC OtherJoint Venture

Loc # DBA Address

ALL PREMISES YOU OWN, RENT OR OCCUPY

1 1076 Home Ave
Akron, OH 44310

COMMERCIAL PRODUCT LIABILITY

COMMERCIAL PRODUCT LIABILITY QUOTE
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ENDORSEMENTS
Forms and Endorsements made part of this policy at time of issue:

PremiumDescription

$5,000CIHC05 (10-15) Ohio Cannabis Operations Products-Completed
Operations Liability Policy

Limits and/or coverages provided on this quote may differ from those requested on the application.

COMMERCIAL PRODUCT LIABILITY

COMMERCIAL PRODUCT LIABILITY QUOTE
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DISCLOSURE TO OUR POLICYHOLDERS
ABOUT TERRORISM INSURANCE COVERAGE

Under the Federal Terrorism Risk Insurance Act of 2002, effective November 26, 2002, we are now offering you the right to purchase
insurance coverage for losses arising out of acts of terrorism, as defined in Section 102 (1) of the Act.

“The term “act of terrorism” means any act that is certified by the Secretary of the Treasury in concurrence with the
Secretary of State, and the Attorney General of the United States to be an act of terrorism; to be a violent act or an
act that is dangerous to human life, property; or infrastructure; to have resulted in damage within the United States,
or outside the United States in the case of an air carrier or vessel or the premises of a United States mission and to
have been committed by an individual or individuals acting on behalf of any foreign person or foreign interest, as
part of an effort to coerce the civilian population of the United States or to influence the policy or affect the conduct
of the United States Government by coercion.”

Coverage provided by your policy for losses caused by one of these certified Acts of Terrorism is partially reimbursed by the United
States under a formula established by Federal law. Under this formula, the United States pays 85% of covered Terrorism losses
exceeding the statutorily established deductible paid by Conifer Insurance Company. The premium charged for this coverage is
provided below and does not include any charges for the portion of loss covered by the Federal Government under the Act.

Selection or Rejection of Terrorism Coverage

This is our offer to you of coverage for Acts of Terrorism. If you choose to pay the quoted premium below on the renewal of your
policy, you will be covered for Acts of Terrorism. If you do not choose to pay this quoted premium, we will exclude Terrorism
coverage from your policy.

CHECK ONE

I WILL purchase the offered terrorism coverage for a premium of $__________

___________I WILL NOT purchase the offered terrorism coverage and will have no coverage for terrorism losses.

IF YOU DO NOT RETURN THIS FORM TO US, YOU WILL BE CHARGED THE APPROPRIATE PREMIUM FOR TERRORISM
COVERAGE.

Policyholder/ Applicant’s Signature Policyholder DBA

Policyholder Name

Policy Number

Agent Name & Number
Date

CICTRIA 01 05 11

COMPANY COPY – PLEASE RETURN

TBD

Fire Rock Ltd.

Patrick McManamon (000619)

CONIFER INSURANCE COMPANY
550 W. MERRILL STREET, SUITE 200

BIRMINGHAM MI 48009
TELEPHONE: 248-559-0840
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NOTICE OF SURPLUS LINES PLACEMENT TO INSURED

CANNASURE INSURANCE SERVICES, LLC

PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY

Notice to Insured:

I hereby affirm that, prior to the placement of the insurance coverage with Cannasure Insurance Services, LLC, a 
surplus lines Broker, I have been advised that:

(i) The insurer with which the surplus lines broker places the insurance is not licensed by my state
and may not be subject to its supervision; and

(ii) In the event of insolvency of the surplus lines insurer, losses will not be paid by my state insurance
guaranty association.

NOTICE OF COMPANY FEE

Furthermore, I hereby affirm that, I have been advised that the non-refundable policy fee referenced below has been
charged by the Agent and is part of the insurance contract. I also affirm that said fee is reasonable.

Amount of Company Fee: $350

 Signature of Named Insured  Date

 CIS 1/17 ISLA
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BIND REQUEST FORM

Named Insured: Fire Rock Ltd

Type of Coverage:  Commercial Package Policy

Insurance Carrier: Conifer Insurance Company

Effective Date:

Premium: $28,156.00

Taxes/Fees:

Total: $30,176.30

 Please check one of the following: 

 I elect to pay the full premium amount within 30 days of binding coverage 

I elect to finance the premium and pay in monthly installments through CIS 
Insurance Services, LLC

I elect to finance the premium and pay in monthly installments through retail agent
(agreement to be provided upon binding)

***Be advised that if policy cancels for Non-Payment to the Premium Finance Company coverage may be eligible for Reinstatement however 
a Lapse in Coverage may apply***

__________________________ Insured's Initials

Signature of Authorized Representative:

Name of Authorized Representative:

Date:

***PLEASE MAKE ALL CHECKS PAYABLE TO CIS INSURANCE SERVICES, LLC***
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Marijuana Risk Warranty 1

In consideration of the premium charged, it is hereby agreed and understood that the following warranties 
apply to this policy.

1) No coverage will be afforded by this policy for theft unless the following items are strictly adhered
to:

a. Store all finished stock in a secure, locked safe or vault and in such a manner as to prevent
diversion, theft and loss;

b. During non-business hours, all finished stock must be kept in a locked, 1 / 2 ton or greater
safe which is bolted to the floor or in a locked TL-15 rated or greater safe which is bolted to
the floor or in a locked one ton or greater safe. This includes perishable items such as kif,
butane hash, cookies and any other preparation of medical marijuana.

c. An operating and functional central station burglar alarm must be installed at the premises
which have contacts on all windows and doors that open to the outside. The alarm must
have contacts on all windows and doors adjacent to common stairways and/or hallways.
Furthermore, the alarm must have motion detectors which cover the room in which the safe
is kept. This burglar alarm must be turned on and fully operational during non-business
hours.

2) No coverage will be afforded by this policy for fire and/or smoke damage or any other peril which
arises out of a loss by fire unless:

a. The premises have been inspected by a licensed electrician who has determined that he
electrical architecture, power supply and number of circuits is adequate for the nature of
your operations.

Signed by the First Named Insured Date
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Marijuana Risk Warranty 2

I warrant the following to be true and I understand no coverage will be afforded by this policy for theft unless
the following items are strictly adhered to:

1. During non-business hours, all “finished stock” on the premises must be kept in one of the following:
A. A locked 700 pound or greater safe which is bolted to the floor.

B. A locked Underwriter's Laboratory rated TI-15 safe or greater.

C. A locked one ton or greater safe.

2. An operating and functional central station burglar alarm system must be installed at the premises which
have contacts on all windows and doors that open to the outside. The alarm must have contacts on all
windows and doors adjacent to common stairways and/or hallways. Furthermore, the alarm must have
functioning motion detectors which cover all rooms at the premises. This burglar alarm must be turned
on and fully operational during non-business hours.

3. During business hours, all stock not on display for sale will be kept in a locked safe with the requirements
as during non-business hours.

4. The insured must keep written records of all purchases of stock, including receipts when available, which
includes the date of purchase, type(s) of stock purchased and purchase price. In the event of a stock
claim, adjustment will be based on documented records. A copy of this record is to be kept at an offsite
location.

All Cultivation operations are required to warrant one of the following:

_____  I have used or will use a licensed, insured contractor for all electrical work at my grow facility

_____  I have had or will have within 30 days of my insurance effective date, all the wiring inspected by a 
licensed, insured contractor at my grow facility.

I warrant the above to be true and I understand the insurance contract will be considered based on my warranty:

Signed by the First Named Insured Date
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  Ohio Department of Commerce  

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

 

MMCP-C-1001A (v1.1), Ohio Cultivator Application – Filing/Identifiers  Page 10 of 24 

1F 500 Foot Compliance Cover Page 
3796:2-1-02(B)(2)(i), 3796:2-1-03(A)(3) 

 
Attach a location map of the area surrounding the proposed cultivator facility. Include 
representation of the area within at least a 750 foot radius of the proposed facility in all directions. 
Identify the relative locations of any prohibited facilities on the map, establishing the facility is at 
least 500 feet from the boundaries of any parcel of nearby real estate having situated on it a 
prohibited facility, as measured under rule 3796:5-5-01 of the Administrative Code. 
 
At a minimum, the location map should include representation of any of the following prohibited 
facilities, as defined in ORC 3796.30:  
 

 School including child day-care centers, preschools, or a public or nonpublic primary 
school or secondary school (as defined in ORC 5104.01 and 2950.034); 
 

 Church (as defined in ORC 1710.01); 
 

 Public library (as defined in ORC Chapter 3375); 
 

 Public Playground (including state or local government property); and 
 

 Public Park (including state or local government property). 
 

Include this cover page with the appropriate attachment.  
 
Map may be divided into 8.5x11 page sections or may be folded to fit into an 8.5x11 packet. 
 
Map must be clearly labeled and legible. 
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  Ohio Department of Commerce  

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

 

MMCP-C-1001A (v1.1), Ohio Cultivator Application – Filing/Identifiers  Page 12 of 24 

1H Zoning Permit Cover Page  
3796:2-1-02(B)(2)(k) 

 
 Applicant has received local zoning approval and was issued a permit. Permit is attached after 

this cover page. 

 No permit is attached.  

Mark one of the boxes above.  
 
Include this form in application even if no permit is attached. 
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Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

 

MMCP-C-1001A (v1.1), Ohio Cultivator Application – Filing/Identifiers  Page 15 of 24 

1J Organizational Chart Cover Page 
3796:2-1-02(B)(2)(e), 3796:2-1-03(B)(1)(b) 

 
Submit an organizational chart of the proposed cultivation business. At a minimum, include 
representation of all principal officers, board members, and any other individual associated with 
the cultivation business. 
 
Names on the organizational chart should match those listed on Attachment 1I. 
 
Organizational chart should be represented on 8.5 x 11 pages and may use multiple pages to 
represent all individuals. Chart may be presented either in portrait or landscape views. 
 
Chart should be clearly marked and legible.  
 
Include this cover page. 
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  Ohio Department of Commerce  

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

 

MMCP-C-1001A (v1.1), Ohio Cultivator Application – Filing/Identifiers  Page 20 of 24 

1M Copies of Licenses from Business in Other Jurisdictions Cover Page 
3796:2-1-02(B)(2)(j)(i) 

 

 Applicant has licenses from one or more businesses in other jurisdictions. License copies are 
attached after this cover page. 

 No license copies are attached.  

Mark one of the boxes above.  
 
Include this form in application even if no license copies are attached. 
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Form 1M: Description of Attached Documents

In 1996 California voters permanently changed the state constitution by approving ballot 
initiative 215 to allow Californians with a serious illness to obtain, cultivate, possess and use 
cannabis for medical purposes. Prop 215, also known as the Compassionate Use Act or CUA, 
can be found in section 11362.5 et seq. of the California Health and Safety Code (CA HSC) and 
provides qualified patients and their primary caregivers with a physician’s recommendation 
protection from prosecution. Because of the simplicity of Prop 215, hundreds of interpretations 
in court have since upheld qualified patients’ and primary caregivers’ right to use, cultivate, 
possess, and transport medical cannabis. Senate Bill 420, passed by the California legislature and 
signed into law in 2003, clarifies the scope and intent of Prop 215. Codified in CA HSC 11362.7 
et seq., SB420 represents a compromise between patient advocates and law enforcement. SB 420 
provides protection from criminal liability in California for non-profit collectives and 
cooperatives composed of qualified patients and primary caregivers to cultivate, transport, 
process, administer, deliver and give away medical cannabis, as long as all medical cannabis is 
sourced from and distributed to members of the collective or cooperative, and always on a non-
profit basis.

In 2013, the California Supreme Court upheld municipalities’ right to regulate permissible land 
use in order to permit or prohibit dispensaries distributing medical marijuana cultivated under the 
provisions of SB420. Los Angeles County allows dispensaries under voter-passed ballot 
initiative Proposition D, but does not expressly issue permits for medical marijuana cultivation. 
Authorized patient cultivators are instead granted pass-through rights by licensed dispensaries.  
Fire Rock Ltd. COO Peter Pantelides is an owner and operator of United Spectrum Corporation, 
a non-profit mutual benefit corporation located in Los Angeles County that operates in full 
compliance with the provisions of SB420 and Prop 215. United Spectrum Corporation is 
authorized to cultivate medical marijuana on behalf of multiple medical marijuana collectives in 
California. United Spectrum Corporation also provides cultivation consultation services to other 
cultivators operating in compliance with state law.

The following documents are attached to exhibit United Spectrum Corporation’s compliance 
with state and local law for medical marijuana cultivators:

1) Articles of Incorporation as a non-profit Mutual Benefit Corporation;
2) State and federal tax records for the past three years;
3) Seller’s Permit issued by the California State Board of Equalization
4) Business License issued by the City of Manhattan Beach
5) Authorization to Cultivate Medical Marijuana on behalf of Green Dot Association, a 

medical marijuana collective;
6) Authorization to Transport Medical Marijuana on behalf of Green Dot Association, a 

medical marijuana collective;
7) Consulting Agreement between United Spectrum Corporation and Beach Enlightenment 

and Compassionate Healing Center, Inc., a medical marijuana collective; and
8) Peter Pantelides’s written medical marijuana recommendation letter issued by a licensed 

physician in the state of California.
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AUTHORIZATION TO TRANSPORT MEDICAL MARIJUANA
pursuant to California Proposition 215, Senate Bill 420 &
guidelines set forth by the Attorney General of California

Pursuant to the Guidelines set forth by the Attorney General of California in August 2008, and in

compliance therewith, the Member of this Collective whose name is identified below, is authorized

to transport medical marijuana on behalf of this Collective.

NAME of Collective _______________________________________________________

ADDRESS of Collective _______________________________________________________

PHONE # of Collective _______________________________________________________

Name of Collective Member Authorized to Transport

_______________________________________________________

Signature of Collective Manager Authorizing Transportation

DATE: _______________________

The member-holder of this Authorization to Transport is approved to transport medical marijuana for

the other members of this collective, as well as other collectives with whom this collective is

associated. This Authorization to Transport is supported by the a) member-patient’s physician’s

recommendations; b) the membership agreements of the collective, and c) this authorization, and

other supporting records.

This Authorization to Transport complies with guidelines for the security and non-diversion of

marijuana grown for medical use issued by the Attorney General of California in August 2008.

GREEN DOT ASSOCIATION

4821 Lankershim Blvd Suite F 370 NH CA 91601

818-515-7600

PETER PANTELIDES

8-20-15
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Form 1M: Strand Candy Cover Page

Because Strand Candy is located in an unincorporated area of Los Angeles County and the 
business activities are not listed in the Business Activities that Require a County Business 
License per Los Angeles County Code, Title 7, it is not required that Strand Candy obtain a 
business license to operate. The following documents are included to demonstrate tax 
compliance and licensing for Strand Candy:

1) Articles of Incorporation as filed with the Secretary of the State of California; and
2) State and federal tax records for the past three years.
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 Ohio Department of Commerce 

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

 
 

1N Tax Payment Records Cover Page 
3796:2-1-02(B)(6)(e), 3796:2-1-03(A)(6), 3796:2-1-03(B)(5)(e)  

 
Attach a record of tax payments in the form of tax summary pages or a valid certification indicating 
tax compliance issued by the appropriate taxation authority for individuals and businesses at the 
state and federal level and in all jurisdictions in which an applicant has operated as a business for 
every person with a financial interest of one percent or greater in the applicant for the three years 
before the filing of the application. **Please note that any information provided by the applicant, 
including tax returns from other jurisdictions, would be considered a “public record” as defined in 
R.C. 149.43(A)(1).** 
 
Include this cover page. 
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Form 1Q: Trade Secret and Infrastructure Record Notification

The following are clearly marked TRADE SECRET:

All tax document pages found in Section 1, Form 1M – Copies of Licenses from Business in 
Other Jurisdictions: Satisfy the burden established by Ohio R.C. 1333.61(D)(1). If important tax 
information including financial information, addresses, federal employee identification numbers,
or telephone numbers were ascertained, it could lead to business identity theft.

All tax document pages found in Section 1, Form 1N – Business and Personal Tax Documents: 
Satisfy the burden established by Ohio R.C. 1333.61(D)(1). If important tax information 
including financial information, addresses, social security numbers, employee identification 
numbers, or telephone numbers were ascertained, it could lead to personal or business identity 
theft.
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2D Security Plan  
      Surveillance Technology and Physical Security  
      Transportation  
      Facility Plot Plan and Specifications  
      Emergency Notification Procedures  
2E Financial Plan  
      Funding Analyses  
      Operating Expense Breakdown  
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  Ohio Department of Commerce  

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 
 

MMCP-C-1001B (v1.0), Ohio Cultivator Application – Filing/Non-Identifiers Page 3 of 10

2A Business Plan  
(Maximum of 15 pages, see instructions for formatting) 

 
Please note: The following must be submitted in a non-identified format. 

Include this form as a cover page. 
 
Applicant should provide a narrative detailing support for the following: 
 
 
Part I: Experience in Business 
 
Experience, which includes generic, non-specific information on business licenses held by any 
person affiliated with the applicant. (3796:2-1-03(B)(1)(c)) 
 

Part II: Business Model  
 
(A) A proposed business model demonstrating a likelihood of success, a sufficient business 

ability, and experience on the part of the applicant. (3796:2-1-03(B)(1)(a)) 
 
 
(B) (OPTIONAL) If applicant is seeking additional scoring considerations on an Ohio Based 

Jobs and economic development plan, the applicant may also provide a plan for generating 
Ohio-based jobs and economic development. (3796:2-1-03(C)(1)(b)) 
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PART I: BUSINESS EXPERIENCE

Executive Summary
The Company’s mission in Ohio replicates their model in State A. There, they sustainably and securely 
cultivate phenotypically and phytochemically diverse medical marijuana strains into high quality, small 
batch product offerings to serve qualifying patient needs.

The combined experience of The Company’s Executive Team and Advisory Board brings together 
diverse and complementary talent from the medical and scientific communities including accomplished 
cultivators. The team’s collective experience includes medical marijuana cultivation, consulting,
distribution, regulatory compliance for marijuana and pharmaceuticals, plant entomology, academic 
research in Integrated Pest Management practices, allopathic medicine, rehabilitative therapy, and 
pharmacology. The Company is led by its Chief Executive Officer (CEO), a board certified orthopedic 
surgeon, who has seen patients’ lives ruined by opiate abuse and addiction, and is committed to 
providing patients the choice of medical marijuana as a response to a systemic lack of health care 
solutions.

The Company’s approach draws on the directly applicable and demonstrable expertise of its investor-
owners and Advisory Board Members. Demonstrating The Company’s commitment to living its values 
of Transparency, Reliability, and Community Engagement, the CEO has led the development of The 
Company’s comprehensive written operating policies, plans, and procedures that have been informed by 
Good Agricultural Practices (GAP), Good Handling Practices, and Quality Assurance/Quality Control 
standards based on Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP), as well as recommendations developed by the 
American Herbal Products Association. Full written copies of these plans, which are fully annotated 
with Ohio statutory and regulatory requirements, will be furnished to the Department upon request.

The design of the facility has been led by The Company’s Chief Operating Officer (COO). The 
Company’s philosophy for indoor medical marijuana cultivation is based on the collective team’s 
knowledge and experience with plant pathology and pest management. For nearly three years, the COO 
has owned and operated Entity A, a medical marijuana cultivation facility and consultancy specializing 
in difficult-to-grow and in-demand strains. Entity A’s acclaimed cultivation team, comprised of nearly 
90% women, is among the most reputable in State A, consistently earning dozens of awards for its 
medical marijuana, including a first-place award for Proprietary Strain A. Since becoming operational, 
Entity’s A’s 3,800 square foot facility has continually provided batch-tested medical marijuana 
controlled for quality, potency, consistency, cleanliness, and safety to some of the largest, oldest, and 
most reputable medical marijuana dispensaries in its area. 

Entity A’s revenues have remained stable, and the facility remains at full output, serving up to 4,000 
patients per month with pesticide-free medical marijuana. The Company achieves this by applying its
holistic approach to plant health and pest management that runs contrary to the current trend towards 
ultimate sterility in indoor environments incorrectly promoted by some cultivators in the medical 
marijuana industry. As doctors of entomology, Advisor B and Advisor D have spent many years 
researching plants’ susceptibility and resistance to pests and pathogens. Based on their professional 
experience and academic research, The Company’s approach is not to create an overly sterile cultivation 
environment but instead use equipment, products, and procedures that promote plant vigor and 
resistance, thereby avoiding sterile conditions that are ultimately detrimental to plant health when pests
or pathogens do inevitably enter the facility. Beginning at the micro level by inoculating the roots early 
in the cultivation cycle with beneficial microbes and extending to the macro level with environmental 
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control equipment and biological predators, The Company has become well known for successfully
controlling or inhibiting pest problems before they start.

In order to create a truly successful, patient-focused medical marijuana cultivation facility in Ohio, the 
experience of The Company’s Advisory Board is buoyed by Advisor A, a medical marijuana industry 
expert who has consulted on and educated about medical marijuana regulations and compliance in both 
the public and private spheres. Additionally, Advisor C was the Director of Pharmacy for a Level 2 
trauma center where he was responsible for chain of custody, pharmaceutical tracking, and directly 
interacting with patients who struggled to manage medications. This experience will enable The 
Company to remain focused on compliance and security of the product with patients always at the 
forefront of The Company’s driving purpose.

From a functional standpoint, The Company will initially be most focused on becoming operational to 
quickly serve the needs of Ohio patients. Based on the COO’s experience retrofitting four additional 
cultivation facilities over six years in State A that are all similar in size to the proposed cultivation 
facility in Ohio, The Company selected the proposed building, preferring to enhance the community’s 
existing infrastructure rather than build a custom facility. The Company is dedicated to building the 
local economy and infrastructure by creating an environmentally friendly business while providing 
employment opportunities to the local community, with emphasis towards recruiting veterans for 
employment to reach the goal of a veteran staff level of 20%.

The proposed facility will operate with maximum efficiency while limiting costs and accelerating The 
Company’s speed to market. Upon award of a provisional license, The Company will invest 
approximately $430,000 to repurpose the existing industrial real estate, making use of an under-utilized 
structure and installing state-of-the-art security measures. Following the Department’s approval to 
become operational, The Company will spend approximately an additional $115,000 before bringing 
product to market. Over the course of nine months, The Company projects spending $550,000 until it 
reaches initial cash flow. These expenses do not include any of the $119,000 in pre-application costs
already invested in the success of The Company.

The Company intends to exceed the requirements of O.A.C. § 3796:2-1-06(C): the proposed building 
and pre-operations timeline below will allow the cultivation facility to not only be prepared for final 
inspections but also to bring product to market within nine months of receiving a provisional license. 
This estimated timeline may be accelerated with the Department’s approval as the Company intends to
be among the first cultivators to provide finished products to processors and dispensaries. In its initial 
phase, The Company will serve approximately 1,536 patients. Should the Department approve future 
expansions of The Company, it will be able to serve 3,000-4,500 patients per month.

The following graphic shows The Company’s anticipated start-up timeline:
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The Team
The Company’s most valued asset is its team. Team members from diverse academic, racial, and 
professional backgrounds provide The Company with a wide range of experience upon which to build 
its boutique medical marijuana cultivation facility. Operating as a unified team with a commitment to 
research at the ground-floor, The Company intends to move the state’s new market into the forefront of 
this developing industry, while employee recruitment efforts are designed to create social and economic 
change at the local level.

Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
The CEO is a board certified orthopedic surgeon and a licensed physical therapist with over 17 years of 
experience in the medical field. In addition, the CEO is a widely published researcher with multiple 
papers, book chapters, and abstracts in the field of orthopedic surgery. The CEO brings unparalleled 
medical knowledge and clinical experience to The Company. The CEO’s experience operating on and 
rehabilitating patients suffering from musculoskeletal injuries and debilitating conditions will provide a 
patient-focused direction to The Company’s vision, placing an emphasis on patient-access to quality 
medical marijuana products. The CEO’s history as a medical researcher will not only help guide The 
Company’s directive of adding to available research in the medical marijuana industry, but can help 
build the state’s burgeoning reputation as an efficient and effective program capable of providing safe,
high-quality medical marijuana to patients.

Chief Operating Officer (COO)
The COO has over 10 years’ experience in operations management and business development, holding 
both a Bachelor of Science in Business Administration as well as a Master of Business Administration.
Prior to entering the medical marijuana industry six years ago, he was the Operations Manager at a real 
estate investment company where he managed a portfolio of 42 mixed multi- and single-family 
residential units with an asset value of $3.7 million. When he relocated to State A to enter a master’s 
program, he found an opportunity to apply his business acumen in the quickly evolving medical 
marijuana industry, establishing an efficient crop scheduling system at Entity A to ensure stable and 
consistent production.

As an owner and the Lead Grower for Entity A, the COO manages daily operations of the facility, 
organizes workflow for efficient gardening execution, navigates onboarding and training of employees, 
and handles corporate finances. The COO has experimented extensively with gardening techniques and 
nutrient formulations, regularly consulting with cultivators operating in compliance with State A’s laws.
As a result of the COO’s dedication to quality and innovation, Entity A has received multiple prestigious
cultivation awards in State A. The COO will ensure that The Company’s proposed facility runs with the 
precision of a top-tier hydroponics farm but still provides the highest quality, small batch and rare 
product offerings one expects from a craft artisan.

Advisory Board

Advisor A
Advisor A has a Bachelor of Science in Finance and Accounting from an accredited university and has 
dedicated his entire professional career to the medical marijuana industry. Leaving behind an academic 
focus in botany, Advisor A entered the industry over 15 years ago as a cultivator for State A’s legal 
medical marijuana program. Advisor A went on to work in many segments of the legal medical 
marijuana industry in both the public and private sectors, including dispensary management, 
manufacturing, cultivation consulting, operations management, safety oversight, government 
consultation, and education at both the local and state level. This experience in nearly every category of 
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the industry has earned Advisor A a nationally distinguished reputation as an industry expert. Advisor 
A’s many years developing written standard operating procedures for all types of medical marijuana 
businesses and advising government agencies on medical marijuana regulations will create a distinct 
focus on accountability, assuring that all procedures and product offerings are optimized for the 
proposed facility and are in complete compliance with all state and local regulations.

In addition to private sector consulting experience, Advisor A has been contracted in the public sector, 
advising a government municipality in State A to develop regulatory policy and to provide guidance
through an unclear and loosely defined application process. Advising and working in both the public and 
private sectors in the legal medical marijuana industry has allowed Advisor A to understand the 
intricacies and unanticipated difficulties in the emerging industry and how to integrate solutions into a 
constantly evolving regulatory environment.

Advisor B
Advisor B holds a Bachelor of Science and a Master of Science in Zoology and a Ph.D. in Entomology 
from various accredited universities. Advisor B also has seven years of experience working as a scientist 
in the private sector developing research on plant pesticides and as director-owner of a pest evaluation
company aiding clients in determining best practices for pest management and eradication. 

With a total of 50 years’ experience, Advisor B has contributed extensive research and instruction on
pest identification and management, with countless publications in the field of entomology. Building on 
Advisor B’s expertise and advice, The Company will cultivate medical marijuana utilizing the most 
current available research in pest and pesticide-free horticulture. Advisor B’s strategic organizational 
and foundational advice will provide a measure of transparency, accountability, and quantitative 
research techniques to ensure the integrity of The Company’s product.

Advisor C
Advisor C is a registered pharmacist and has been a Director of Pharmacy at three separate medical 
facilities, including a Level 2 trauma center, with responsibilities including drug formulary management, 
accountability and control of controlled substances, development and implementation of pharmacy 
operations, and compliant medication management. Advisor C has completed multiple training
certificates related to pharmacy education and management development, and has regularly attended
semiannual/annual clinical pharmacy conferences for the past 16 years.

Advisor C has decades of experience in pharmacy management, including experience in budget 
development, staff education and training, and chain of custody tracking. Having served on multiple
committees and task forces dedicated to increasing quality and efficiency in the medical community,
Advisor C’s visible participation will lend legitimacy not only to The Company but to the state’s 
Medical Marijuana Program. Advisor C is well versed in regulatory compliance for controlled 
substances and has a thorough understanding of business aptitudes in pharmacy operations, drug 
pedigree, recruitment and training, and staff development. Advisor C will bring transparency and 
efficiency in the management and compliance components of The Company’s operations and product 
offerings.

Advisor D
Advisor D holds a Bachelor of Science in Crop Protection and a Master of Science and Ph.D. in 
Entomology from various accredited universities. With over 26 years’ experience in the field of pest 
control and agricultural techniques, including the application of ecological principles in the development 
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of pest control management practices, Advisor D brings an expert level of agriculture-related research to 
The Company’s team. 

Having published multiple articles in the field, Advisor D is currently examining the enhancement of the 
sustainable use of natural biological control agents in greenhouses. Advisor D has taught courses in 
Integrated Pest Management and biological control and developed an international internship program 
that has attracted participants from 11 different countries. Advisor D routinely participates in community 
outreach by providing instruction and recommendations on Integrated Pest Management techniques to 
local food producers.

As a member of the Advisory Board, Advisor D will provide The Company with ongoing expert
guidance on Integrated Pest Management, bolstering The Company’s commitment to the use of natural 
biological controls in order to offer patients with a pest and pesticide-free product.

PART II: BUSINESS MODEL 

Part II(A): Proposed Business Model
The success of The Company’s brand depends on the quality of its product based on adherence to 
written standard operating procedures advised by the operators’ collective experience in horticulture as 
well as Good Agricultural Practices (GAP), Good Handling Practices (GHP), and Good Manufacturing 
Practices (GMP). The Company’s overall success depends on implementing a job development program 
that employs local citizens, veterans, women, and people of color, as well as contributing financially and 
socially to the local economy. The Company’s core values of transparency, reliability, and community 
engagement will be considered at all levels of operations.

Company Values

Transparency
The Company will act with integrity and accountability, providing clear, ongoing correspondence with 
state and local government, law enforcement, the local community and the patient population. All
product labeling will be concise and descriptive with testing analyses openly published online for public 
review, pending Department approval.

Reliability
In recognition of the lack of concrete scientific data for medical marijuana products, The Company will 
strive to offer consistent products with precise dosage levels so that patients can trust they will always 
get the same therapeutic benefits.

Community Engagement
The Company has a civic duty to partner with the local community in order to demonstrate the value of 
this growing industry. Community outreach efforts will include educational events, partnerships with 
local non-profits, and ongoing communication with neighbors and stakeholders. The Company is 
committed to donating 1% of annual gross revenue to the charitable organization St. Baldrick’s 
Foundation, which funds promising research in pediatric oncology. Additionally, with approval from the 
municipal government, The Company will donate staff time and financial resources to clean up a local 
park, including litter removal and repair of dangerous or broken equipment.

Management and Company Organization
The proposed facility will be operated by the following staff positions:
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Executive Team

Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
The CEO’s overall role is to cultivate and lead The Company’s culture, vision, and strategy by building 
the executive and management teams, forming external partnerships, allocating capital, and delegating 
internal roles. Specific responsibilities include:

Overseeing hiring decisions for executive and management teams;
Creating and communicating The Company’s vision internally and externally;
Managing and analyzing team self-assessments to track effectiveness;
Working closely with the COO to devise financial strategy; and
Working closely with the COO to ensure internal implementation of The Company’s vision via 
the management team.

Chief Operating Officer (COO)
Along with the CEO, the COO defines the overall vision, but goes one step further in applying that 
vision to The Company’s operations, supporting managers and employees as they work through the 
“how.” The COO also ensures both external compliance with applicable state, local, and federal laws 
and regulations, including reporting requirements, as well as internal compliance with The Company
policies. As the person who links operations with strategy, the COO possesses outstanding 
communication skills. Responsibilities include:

Overseeing company operations and managers (cultivation, quality assurance, security, 
transportation, human resources, etc.);
Day-to-day management of financial activities, including planning, implementing, managing,
and controlling accounts;
Setting goals for internal performance; 
Analyzing and negotiating deals for both private and institutional financing;
Creating and implementing policies that promote The Company’s culture and vision;
Generating regular reports on The Company’s operations;
Evaluating and measuring the state of compliance across the organization by conducting regular 
risk assessments; and
Providing solutions to operational issues to remove barriers to success.

Managers

Lead Grower
Required education: Bachelor’s degree or further education in botanical horticulture or a related field, or 
in another field with extensive experience in horticulture.

Required experience: A minimum of five years’ general agriculture, horticulture or related experience, 
with at least three of those years growing commercially on a large scale. Cannabis cultivation experience 
is not a requirement for the position as it would be better served by an individual with a strong, broad 
agricultural skill set.

Number of Positions to be filled: One

This individual will oversee all aspects of plant cultivation, from propagation through harvest and 
distribution. The Lead Grower directs all grow labor, manages daily plant care and troubleshoots 
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biological issues before they become a problem. The Lead Grower is responsible for perpetuating 
advanced grow strategies and methodologies, maintaining plant health, yield optimization planning, 
waste prevention, and finding new ways to vertically integrate the facility’s energy use by developing 
new processes and procedures. The Lead Grower will make sure all the plants in the facility are 
receiving the appropriate level of attention through all stages of growth.

To accomplish this, the Lead Grower will work hand-in-hand with the COO to ensure standard operating 
procedures are followed by training and monitoring agents in specific tasks and methodical activities.
This includes procedures for plant feeding/watering, pest maintenance, plant manipulation, propagation, 
canopy maintenance, defoliating, pruning, and workflow. The Lead Grower must be able to develop and 
execute a management plan for different aspects of growing, which will include determining how many 
agents will be needed to perform all the required daily tasks.

Grow Staff

Cultivation Agents
Required education: High School Diploma or GED

Required experience: There are no minimum requirements for cultivation agents. Because marijuana 
cultivation has taken place under the shroud of secrecy for so long, many marijuana cultivators, 
regulated and black-market alike, use substandard practices. The Company prefers cultivation agents 
who have no previous marijuana experience so that they will receive training with an open mind and a 
blank slate. 

Number of positions to be filled: Two

Job description: Execute daily pruning, watering, and maintenance of grow area. The Lead Grower and 
Maintenance Lead will assign daily tasks to the cultivation agents necessary to care for plants’ health 
throughout propagation, vegetation, and flower stages of growth, including the daily tasks necessary to 
fulfill the requirements of The Company’s Integrated Pest Management program, such as daily 
monitoring, preventative treatments, and interventions. Cultivation agents may also assist in the delivery 
of medical marijuana products.

Harvest Agents
Required education: High School diploma or GED

Required experience: none

Number of positions to be filled: Two for initial operations, increasing up to eight at full output

Job description: These individuals will perform the daily tasks necessary to harvest, dry, cure, trim, and 
package medical marijuana and will report to the Lead Grower.

Security Staff

Contracted Security Firm and Security Officers
Required Education: Have completed an Ohio Peace Training Commission Academy in either Law 
Enforcement or Security
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Required Experience: Minimum of five years’ experience in private security, military, or law 
enforcement

Number of Positions to be filled: One, nighttime-only, as determined by Security Company A

Job Description: The facility will be manned by an unarmed security officer during hours when no 
employees are present. Security Company A will be responsible for hiring, scheduling, supervision, and 
employment of the assigned officer. Security Company A is a Class “A” Private Investigation & 
Security Guard Provider since 1998.

Sales and Delivery Staff

Sales/Delivery Director
Required Education: Bachelor’s degree in marketing, human resources, or a related field 

Required Experience: Three or more years in marketing, sales, or a related field

Number of positions to be filled: One

Job Description: The Sales/Delivery Director will be responsible for sales, order fulfillment, shipments 
and deliveries, and marketing with dispensaries in compliance with the Department’s advertising 
guidelines.

Maintenance

Maintenance Lead
Required education: Associate’s or technical degree or further education in facility management, 
industrial maintenance, or a related field

Required Experience: 5+ years in mechanical maintenance, 3+ years in horticultural machine 
maintenance

Number of positions to be filled: 0.5 Full Time Equivalent position

The Maintenance Lead oversees and implements all utility systems including water flow, lighting, 
natural gas usage and Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC), working hand in hand with 
the Lead Grower to develop and maintain grow efficiency. The Maintenance Lead will be responsible 
for ensuring the smooth operation of all equipment installed in the cultivation facility, including regular 
monitoring of equipment throughout the facility, servicing equipment, and arranging for maintenance 
contractors when necessary.

This person will look at each operating system every day, check water and air filters, maintain the 
environmental control system, replace lights and sensors, and make sure that lighting schedules are 
maintained. The Maintenance Lead will troubleshoot and mitigate electrical and mechanical issues as 
they develop. They will also monitor conditions, design sanitation and cleaning schedules, assign daily 
tasks to agents, and perform cleaning and sanitation as necessary.
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Marketing & Sales Strategy

Market Analysis
Ohio’s current medical marijuana market is too nascent to yet be clearly defined. Based on experience in 
State A, The Company anticipates two broad marketing segments for medical marijuana plant material:

1. Price/Volume focused: Medical marijuana operators and buyers who are interested primarily in a 
transactional volume outlook to business with products produced with a commitment to 
affordability and volume over absolute quality.

2. Quality/Brand Focused: Medical marijuana operators and buyers who are interested in 
purchasing the highest quality product available at a higher cost than a readily supplied higher 
volume product.

Although The Company will focus a broad marketing campaign on all prospective wholesale medical 
marijuana buyers in Ohio, the primary target of The Company’s marketing efforts will be the 
quality/brand focused market segment. Level 2 cultivators are sized perfectly for this market segment. 
Since Level 2 cultivators have a lower cultivation capacity than Level 1 cultivators, the cost of 
production per plant is higher. The Company will use its size limitation as a strength to support its brand 
promise of small batch, craft medical marijuana. The brand will be promoted as a superior product
because of The Company’s size and refined cultivation techniques that do not require the use of 
synthetic pesticides. Products will be priced at a rate that reflects The Company’s focus on the
quality/brand market segment, selling for higher margins while remaining affordable enough for patients 
of any income level.

The Company’s strength in the emerging Ohio medical marijuana market will be contingent on the high 
quality of its product offerings. Branding efforts will also promote The Company’s use of sustainable 
cultivation techniques, including a zero residual pesticide approach, and its ability to care for each plant
individually. The Company’s smaller size and short vegetative cycle also allows for nimbly changing
strain offerings and production output to meet patient demand, scaling supply as necessary to prevent 
overproduction and save on operational costs.

Communication & Advertising Strategy
The Company’s primary means of communicating with customers will be directly through the 
Sales/Delivery Director’s sales efforts, focusing on communicating The Company’s brand promise to 
dispensary buyers first and processors second. The Sales/Delivery Director will foster close buyer 
relationships with medical marijuana dispensary operators and processors and maintain those 
relationships as the market expands. Any advertisement created by The Company, including any written 
or verbal statement, illustration, or depiction created to induce sales through a combination of letters, 
pictures, objects, lighting effects, illustrations, or similar means, including brochures, promotional, and 
other marketing materials per OAC § 3796:5-7-01(A), shall be submitted to the Department prior to use, 
in compliance with OAC § 3796:5-7-01(C).

Sales Strategy
The Company’s main selling point will be its ability to offer a variety of rare strains at a higher quality 
than other cultivators. The Sales/Delivery Director’s process for sales will include lead generation, 
prioritization of leads, conversion of leads to clients, and continuing to foster buyer relationships. As a 
cultivator, The Company’s clients are the processors and dispensaries who ultimately provide the 
product to the market. Because of the limited number of dispensaries and processors in the state, the 
target client pool is interconnected and limited in size. This limitation allows for the potential of close, 
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long-term relationships and the prioritization of a marketing strategy over a sales strategy, increasing the 
amount of medical marijuana sold rather than the number of clients, since the number of available 
licenses inherently limits the number of potential clients.

Distribution Channels
The Company will seek a plant-only processor license to sell directly to dispensaries. If granted this 
distribution channel gives The Company the autonomy to develop a branding campaign directed at 
patients, promoting The Company as an artisan cultivator. The Company will also market non-flower 
plant material to medical marijuana processors. This distribution channel makes use of trimming by-
product while indirectly promoting The Company’s brand to processors’ customers as well, thereby 
increasing its reach and influence. The Company will not directly or indirectly discriminate in price 
between different processors or dispensary facilities that are purchasing a like grade, strain, brand, 
quality level, and quantity of medical marijuana, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-07(H). All 
packaging, advertising, branding, and labeling will closely follow Ohio packaging and labeling 
requirements per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-02.

Growth Strategy
Projecting The Company’s growth strategy over the coming years is dependent on the timeline for 
dispensary and processor applications as well as the success of Ohio’s Medical Marijuana Control 
Program. The Company intends to employ both a horizontal and a vertical growth strategy by expanding 
cultivation and adding medical marijuana processing with the Department’s approval. Once patient 
demand can support it, The Company will apply for an expansion of the marijuana cultivation area to 
add three production lines, doubling its production capacity. The additional production lines will allow 
The Company to expand strain offerings and lower overall production costs for a more competitive price 
point. The Company may also apply for a processing license to further develop its product offerings. 
Creating medical marijuana products in-house that adhere to The Company’s quality assurance 
standards will not only increase brand awareness and revenue, but also solidify the brand promise of top 
quality, hand-crafted medical marijuana.

From the onset, The Company will build brand recognition among medical marijuana dispensary buyers 
and patients by promoting the craft qualities of its product. Once brand recognition is established in 
dispensaries, The Company will market its product to processors as high-quality plant material with an 
existing market presence. Marketing to two different distribution channels to expand brand awareness is 
a key component of The Company’s growth strategy.

Product Description
The Company’s superior products rely on cultivation methodologies that are founded on plant care and 
sustainable techniques, which, combined, lead to consistently high-quality flowers. The Company’s 
expert cultivation techniques have been developed through years of research and cultivation experience
at Entity A. Another cornerstone of The Company’s brand is variable strain offerings based on its ability 
to select superior phenotypes and quickly bring a new product to market. The Company’s focus on small 
batch, craft medical marijuana inherently creates a more intimate cultivation experience for better plant 
care and a regimen nimble enough to adjust strain offerings to cater to patient demand and constantly
evolving clinical research on medical marijuana. No plant material shall be distributed to a processor or 
dispensary unless the strain has been registered with the Department and assigned a product identifier by 
the Board of Pharmacy.

In State A, the COO’s ability to cultivate high quality medical marijuana flowers and unique strains has 
earned Entity A two first place awards, including one first place award in 2017 for Proprietary Strain A,
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three second place awards, six third place awards, one fourth place award, and one fifth place award in 
various competitions throughout State A. The Company’s proposed strains presented in Section 2B of 
this application include Entity A’s award-winning genetics, which have been selected specifically for 
Ohio’s patient population based on the qualifying medical conditions included in O.R.C. 3796.01(6).
For example, one of The Company’s proposed award-winning strains is recommended for muscle 
spasms like those associated with multiple sclerosis and Parkinson’s disease, as well as chronic and 
severe pain. 

Projected Revenue
The Company’s projected annual revenue, once fully operational, is $2.664 million from medical
marijuana cultivation. This figure will trend linearly if the proposed facility is approved for expansion.

Patient Participation
While Ohio’s medical marijuana market is developing, potential market size and patient numbers can be 
estimated by examining patient participation and demand in states with legalized and regulated medical 
marijuana programs that are similar in size and population to Ohio. The Company estimates the initial 
patient population at 0.5% of the state’s total population, growing to 1.3% within three years. For 
context, states with established medical marijuana programs have the following patient participation 
rates, in percent of total population: Nevada 0.85%, Rhode Island 1.55%, Oregon 1.62%, Maine 3.83%. 
Until patient registration begins and medical marijuana facilities have been issued licenses, all market 
size and market segments are hypothetical estimations.

The proposed cultivation facility is capable of scaling production within a range to meet patient demand. 
In the initial build-out, the facility will contain three production lines, each capable of producing 
approximately 64 pounds of finished medical marijuana flowers every 60 days. At full production, the 
facility will produce, on average, 96 pounds of flowers and 20 pounds of sellable trim each month,
which would provide for 1,536 patients each month, assuming average patient consumption at one ounce 
per month. Assuming initial patient participation at 0.5% of the total population, The Company will be 
able to provide for approximately 2.6% of the total patient population.

If granted permission to expand its cultivation area from 3,000 square feet to 6,000 square feet, in 
accordance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-1-09, The Company will add three more production lines, doubling
production capacity to 192 pounds of flowers each month, which would provide for 3,072 patients each 
month. Assuming the patient population also doubles to 1.0% over time, the expanded facility will 
continue to provide for 2.6% of the total patient population. The Company will adjust the number of 
plants cultivated based on patient population and consumption reported in the Department’s inventory 
tracking system (ITS) to ensure that the cultivation facility does not produce or maintain medical 
marijuana in excess of the quantity required for normal, efficient operation, in compliance with O.A.C. 
§ 3796:2-2-07(D).

Part II(B): Ohio Based Jobs and Economic Development Plan

Ohio has long been a laboratory of democracy, particularly adept at experimenting with and nurturing
developing industry clusters. Examples include Northeast Ohio’s polymer cluster, Toledo’s designation
as the Solar City, Cleveland as the Hub for Biomedicine, and many other cities that have benefitted from
the Hubs of Innovation and Opportunity Program.
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The medical marijuana industry has a lot to offer these economic trade clusters and has much to gain
from allying with them. In time, Ohio’s medical marijuana industry could grow to become an industry
cluster of its own, realizing millions of dollars in potential tax revenue and perhaps billions in total
industry profits. The increase in tax revenue from the sale of medical marijuana will have a positive 
impact not only on the state as a whole, but will provide tax revenue and local growth to municipalities 
and local jurisdictions. Creating new industries and continuing to nurture industry clusters is one of the
best means for Rust Belt cities to combat urban shrinkage and encourage further prosperity to urban and
agricultural regions. In the state of Ohio, where job growth has been trending below the national rate in
recent years, the medical marijuana industry can help fill some of the void left by the automotive
industry and other manufacturers, combating unemployment where marijuana businesses are allowed to
operate.

Ohio’s unemployment rate has closely followed that of the national unemployment rate, which is 
currently on the decline. The last two years, however, Ohio has seen very little growth in the state 
employment rate, which has nearly stagnated. In 2016, the state of Ohio had the worst year for job 
growth since the recession in 2009, and the job growth rate from December 2015 to December 2016 was 
.9%, while the nation saw a job growth rate of 1.6%.1 For the month of March 2017, Ohio’s 
unemployment rate was 5.1%, or 0.6 percentage points above the national unemployment rate for the 
month.2. The state has specifically seen a decline in jobs in education, health services, and general 
service jobs. Although not a panacea, the state’s Medical Marijuana Control Program has the potential to
provide a much-needed jumpstart to the job market by creating jobs locally and supplementing the 
state’s current job development programs.

The Company’s operations will have a positive economic impact on the region surrounding its proposed 
facility as well as the state of Ohio in general. The Company expects to immediately create at least 10
permanent jobs at its facility, increasing up to 30 with an approved expansion. The Company is 
committed to paying a fair living wage, with starting entry level pay guaranteed at 200% of minimum 
wage. The Company will also hire local contractors to retrofit the facility and buy materials for 
operations from local businesses whenever possible.

Increased employment in the area may have corresponding positive ramifications for the local economy,
such as an increase in housing, small business development, and overall contribution to the local 
economy and culture. To foster diversity in the gender and ethnic make-up of its staff, recruitment 
documents will be screened for unconscious biases in language that could discourage women and 
minority candidates from applying. Recruitment strategies to achieve The Company’s goal of a 20% 
veteran workforce include attending veteran careers fairs and posting open positions on local and online 
military job boards.

Measures to increase the safety and security in the facility’s neighborhood include exterior lighting, 24/7
surveillance monitoring, carbon-filters on all vents to prevent marijuana odor and onsite security 
personnel outside of working hours. In addition, the area surrounding the proposed cultivation facility 
will be outfitted with landscaping to improve the curb appeal of the location. The design of the facility 
                                                            
1http://www.cleveland.com/business/index.ssf/2017/03/ohio_unemployment_rate_5_perce.html 
2 http://www.deptofnumbers.com/unemployment/ohio/ 
http://ohiolmi.com 
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and clean exterior image, coupled with The Company’s commitment to implement a local park cleanup 
project, will serve to develop the surrounding area, increase property values, and contribute to a 
sustainable and growing local community.
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2B Operations Plan  
 (Maximum of 30 pages, see instructions for formatting) 

 
Please note: The following must be submitted in a non-identified format. 

Include this form as a cover page. 
 
Applicant should provide a narrative detailing support for the following: 
 
Part I: Experience in Agriculture / Cultivation 
 
Demonstrating experience with the cultivation of medical marijuana or agricultural or 
horticultural products, operation of an agriculturally related business, or operation of a 
horticultural business. (3796:2-1-02(B)(3)(b), 3796:2-1-03(B)(2)(b)) 
 
Part II: Cultivation Methods and Proposed Strains 
 
(A) Agricultural cultivation techniques / Documentation of cultivation methods and standards 

that will provide a steady, uninterrupted supply of medical marijuana. (3796:2-1-
02(B)(3)(a), 3796:2-1-03(B)(2)(a)) 

(B) A list of medical marijuana varieties proposed to be grown with estimated cannabinoid 
profiles, if known, including varieties with high cannabidiol content. (3796:2-1-02(B)(3)(c), 
3796:2-1-03(B)(2)(c)) 

(C) (OPTIONAL) If applicant is seeking additional scoring considerations on a research plan, 
the applicant may provide the department with a detailed proposal to conduct or facilitate a 
scientific study or studies related to the medicinal use of marijuana. (3796:2-1-03(C)(5)) 

 
Part III: Product Timeline and Production Schedule 
 
Indicate the estimated timeline and production schedule. Describe how all raw materials will 
proceed from the assignment of a plant identifier to the shipment to a dispensary as dried 
product or to the processor for production of a processed product. Please indicate the estimated 
time elapsed for each area of production and/or each process involved at that particular stage of 
production.   
 
Part IV: Marijuana Cultivation Area Layout and Environment 
 
Facility specifications, including the cultivation environment, layout of the marijuana cultivation 
area (i.e. grow tables, tiered or stacked orientation, etc.) evidencing that the applicant will 
comply with the requirements of Chapter 3796 of the Revised Code and will operate in 
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accordance with the rules promulgated pursuant to Chapter 3796 of the Revised Code. (3796:2-
1-02(B)(3)(d), 3796:2-1-03(B)(2)(d)) 
 
Part V: Standard Operating Procedures 
 
(A) The implementation of standards and guidelines for cultivating, propagating, vegetating, 

flowering, and harvesting medical marijuana, including safety protocols and equipment. 
(3796:2-1-02(B)(3)(e)) 

 
(B) (OPTIONAL) If applicant is seeking additional scoring considerations for submitting an 

environmental plan, the applicant may demonstrate an environmental plan of action to 
minimize the carbon footprint, energy usage, environmental impact, and resource needs for 
the production of medical marijuana. (3796:2-1-03(C)(2)(a)) 

 
(C) (OPTIONAL) If applicant is seeking additional scoring considerations for submitting an 

environmental plan, the applicant may describe any plans for the construction or use of a 
greenhouse cultivation facility, energy efficient lighting, use of alternative energy, the 
treatment of waste water and runoff, and scrubbing or treatment of exchanged air. (3796:2-
1-03(C)(2)(b)) 

 
Part VI: Staffing and Training 
 
(A) Staffing and training guidelines/ Facility staffing and employment matters, including 

employee training and employee compliance with Chapter 3796 of the Revised Code and in 
accordance with the rules promulgated pursuant to Chapter 3796 of the Revised Code. 
(3796:2-1-03(B)(2)(e), 3796:2-1-02(B)(3)(f)) 

 
(B) (OPTIONAL) If applicant is seeking additional scoring considerations on employment 

practices, the applicant may demonstrate a plan of action to inform, hire, and educate 
minorities, women, veterans, disabled persons, and Ohio residents. (3796:2-1-03(C)(3)) 
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PART I: EXPERIENCE IN AGRICULTURE

The Company’s philosophy for indoor cannabis cultivation is based on the team’s knowledge and 
experience with cannabis cultivation and plant pathology. As doctors of entomology, Advisor B and 
Advisor D have spent many years researching plants’ susceptibility and resistance to pests and 
pathogens. Likewise, the COO has experimented with varying approaches to marijuana cultivation 
environments during six years of exposure as a cultivator. Based on their professional experience and 
academic research, The Company’s approach is not to create an overly sterile cultivation environment 
but instead use equipment, products and procedures that promote plant vigor and resistance. Although 
some cultivators promote ultimate sterility in their indoor environments, in The Company’s experience
sterility is not achievable in agriculture and, in fact, is in direct opposition to the practice of inoculating 
plant media with beneficial microbes. An overly sterile environment may actually be detrimental to 
plant health, especially in the event that a pest or pathogen does enter the facility. The Company prefers 
a holistic approach to plant health and pest management, beginning at the micro level with beneficial 
microbes applied to the roots early in the cultivation cycle and extending to the macro level with 
environmental control equipment and biological predators controlling pest problems before they start.

Since 2014, The Company’s COO has owned and operated Entity A, a medical marijuana cultivator 
and consultant in State A that has grown to become among the most reputable craft medical marijuana
cultivators in the state. Entity A’s 3,800 square foot cultivation facility distributes to some of the 
largest, oldest, and most reputable dispensaries in its area and has earned dozens of awards for its 
medical marijuana flowers. Entity A has developed its business based on ethics of quality, safety, and 
consistency, helping to shape demand in State A for small-batch, craft medical marijuana. The 
Company intends to bring these same ethics to its proposed cultivation facility in Ohio. The following 
plans, policies, and procedures further demonstrate The Company’s extensive experience cultivating 
medical marijuana with the consistency, quality, and safety demanded by the commercial market.

The facility operates according to a standardized schedule to guarantee not only product quality, but 
also maximum efficiency in terms of cultivation inputs and yield. In the fiercely competitive market of 
State A, consistency goes hand-in-hand with innovation and Entity A has designed its facility and 
operations to meet both of these market demands. Using an efficient small-batch harvest cycle, Entity 
A is able to quickly bring its flowers to market and alter its mix of varieties based on patient demand. 
Clones enter the flowering stage within approximately one month of propagation, and harvests per 
flower room are maximized to six per year. Each of Entity A’s four flower rooms contain 32 lights and 
will consistently yield 64 pounds of manicured medical marijuana flowers per harvest.

Entity A has achieved this level of sophistication over the years by experimenting with irrigation and 
lighting techniques; taking a scientific approach to modifying individual elements of the complex 
cultivation environment. To reduce water consumption, Entity A has transitioned from ebb and flow 
watering systems in its flower rooms to more efficient drip irrigation systems that generate little to no 
runoff. Lighting systems are as energy efficient as possible and use the lowest effective wattage to meet 
photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) value requirements for plant growth. High Output fluorescent 
lighting is used in all propagation and vegetative areas to reduce power consumption. Entity A also 
conducts ongoing phenotype selection by cultivating and testing each new variety introduced into the 
facility. This allows them to identify the most stable genetics for mother plants and to consistently 
achieve the cannabinoid profiles and strain varieties patients of State A have come to expect from top 
tier cultivators. 
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In addition to the COO’s cultivation experience, Advisor A has dedicated his entire professional career 
to the medical marijuana industry, beginning as a medical marijuana cultivator sixteen years ago and 
going on to participate at all levels of production and distribution. With his combination of experience 
as an advisor to both government agencies and private businesses, Advisor A is a subject matter expert 
in medical marijuana. His experience includes setting up operations for licensed medical marijuana 
cultivators and processors in multiple highly regulated states, contracting with a municipality to create 
and implement regulations, and working for advocacy firms to educate legislators and regulators in 
industry best practices. 

The Company’s Advisory Board also includes two agricultural scientists with doctoral degrees in 
entomology, which is the study of insects, who have a combined 76 years researching and teaching
agricultural techniques and Integrated Pest Management (IPM). Advisor D has developed an 
international internship program for IPM training that attracts participants from around the world, while 
also participating in his local community to promote IPM best practices among local food producers.
Advisor B has been teaching and publishing his research on pest identification and management for 
over 50 years. He also has seven years’ experience in the private sector researching plant pesticides as a 
director-owner for a pest evaluation company that aids clients in determining best practices for pest 
management and eradication.

These Advisors’ invaluable experience will ensure The Company’s proposed operations use the safest 
and most effective IPM strategies. Both perform trials for international chemical companies to 
determine activity, efficacy and best use practices to maximize pest management and minimize costs 
and adverse impacts on final products. Advisor D is also a highly recognized expert on the use of 
classical and novel biological controls such as predators, parasites, bacteria and fungi for management
of greenhouse and interiorscape pests. Both researchers publish the results of their experiments in 
recognized scientific journals so that other researchers and industry adopters have access to new 
knowledge.

Part II: CULTIVATION METHODS AND PROPOSED STRAINS

Part II(A): Cultivation Techniques and Standards 
The Company’s cultivation facility will operate with the same precision used in their existing 
operations. Each step, from cloning to curing, is executed according to a precise schedule based on the 
operators’ many years of experience cultivating medical marijuana. The Company shall not amend or 
otherwise change the approved cultivation techniques described herein unless written approval is 
obtained from the Department of Commerce, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-07(E). The 
Company will not initiate propagation, nor any other cultivation activities, until a certificate of 
operation is issued by the Department, in compliance with O.A.C § 3796:2-1-06(A).

Perpetual Harvest
To ensure a consistent supply of medical marijuana is available to be sold to licensed processors and 
dispensaries per O.A.C. § 3796:2-1-07(A), the facility is designed to hold three production lines to 
allow for staggered harvests every twenty days. This provides a steady supply of medical marijuana and
a stable workflow for cultivation and harvest agents. Staggering harvests into smaller batches also 
minimizes the security risk posed by one large harvest. The number of production lines utilized will be 
adjusted based on patient population and consumption reported in the Department’s Inventory Tracking 
System to ensure The Company does not produce or maintain medical marijuana in excess of the 
quantity required for normal, efficient operation, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-07(D).
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Cultivation Stages
There are two regular stages of the medical marijuana life cycle: vegetative and flower. Per O.A.C. § 
3796:1-1-01(A)(51), the vegetative stage is the stage of cultivation where and when a marijuana plant 
is propagated to produce additional marijuana plants or reach a sufficient size for production, including 
seedlings, clones, mothers, and any other immature marijuana plants that have no more than two 
stigmas visible at each internode of the marijuana plant and are not in an area that has been 
intentionally deprived of light for a period of time intended to produce flower buds and induce 
maturation. Per O.A.C. § 3796:1-1-01(A)(19), the flowering stage is the stage of cultivation where and 
when a marijuana plant is cultivated to produce plant material for medical marijuana products, 
including any plant that has been intentionally deprived of light for a period of time intended to 
produce flower buds and induce maturation, from the exact moment the light deprivation has started to 
occur and for the remainder of the marijuana plant growth cycle in such area, as well as mature plants 
that have more than two stigmas visible at each internode of the plant, per O.A.C. § 3796:1-1-
01(A)(19)(a). The Company’s cultivation method uses a growth cycle of approximately 12 weeks, 
divided into the following rooms:

Mother and Clone Room
The mother and clone room contains an area for plant propagation and an area for mother plants, which 
are separated by a curtain. 

Propagation Area
The propagation area contains plants in their first two weeks of life, also known as clones. Per O.A.C. 
§ 3796:1-1-01(A)(7), a clone is a non-flowering plant cut from a mother plant that is no taller than 
eight inches and is capable of developing into a new plant. Eventually, clones grow into full-sized 
flowering plants that are an exact replica of the plant from which the cutting was taken. Clones are kept 
under continuous light (24/0) under low intensity T8 fluorescent lighting and will be fed a diluted 
nutrient solution high in B vitamins. Clones will be kept humid under a clear plastic humidity dome in 
a propagation tray until roots begin to show.

Mother Area
The mother area of the mother and clone room will contain the plants from which clones are cut. Per 
O.A.C. § 3796:1-1-01(A)(34), a mother plant is a marijuana plant that is cultivated or maintained for 
the purpose of generating clones and that will not be used to produce plant material for sale to a 
processor or a dispensary. Mother plants are kept continuously in the vegetative stage, cultivated solely 
for the purpose of propagating clones and shall not be used to produce any medical marijuana, per 
O.A.C. § 3796:1-1-01(A)(51)(b). Mother plants will receive 18 hours of light and six hours of darkness 
(18/6) under 315 Watt ceramic metal halide lighting. Lights will be raised as necessary to maintain a 
distance of at least two feet from the top of the plant. Mother plants will be fed as-needed from an ebb 
and flow nutrient reservoir and will receive a weekly foliar application of a blend of vitamins and 
minerals to ensure healthy foliar growth and increase pathogen resistance. Mother plants will be pruned 
and defoliated on a schedule that correlates to cloning needs to maximize the number and health of new 
growth sites.

Healthy mother plants are vital for creating high-quality clones, which will in turn create high quality 
medical marijuana. The Company will only select mothers from female medical marijuana plants that 
show signs of healthy genetics such as fast growth, high potency, homogenous characteristics across all 
parts of the plant, an ability to resist mold and other pests, and provision of appropriate medicinal 
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benefits for the patient population. Mother plants will be re-established from vegetative stock every 
three months and on a continuous basis in order to establish baseline vigor and ensure future vitality. If 
a mother plant becomes unhealthy, contaminated, or stressed, no clones will be taken from it. Clones 
will be taken from a given mother plant no more than once every two weeks.

Environmental conditions for mother and clone room:
Temperature: 75-80 degrees Fahrenheit;
Humidity: 60%-70% RH;

Vegetative Room
Plants complete approximately a third of their vertical and horizontal growth in the vegetative room,
establishing a foundation for their greatest height, width, and fullness potentials. Rooted clones will be 
transplanted directly from their propagation trays into six-inch Rockwool cubes. These cubes are placed
in 4’x8’ grow trays at a density of 104 per tray, at which time each plant will be assigned a unique plant 
identifier per O.A.C. § 3796:1-1-01(A)(50). Each time plants are transferred from the propagation area 
to the vegetative room, the trays will be sterilized and inspected. Plants will remain in the vegetative
state for approximately 19 days and will reach a height of 12 to 18 inches.

Environmental conditions in vegetative room:
Temperature: 75-80 degrees Fahrenheit;
Humidity: 60-70% RH;
Light: 18 hours of light and six hours of darkness (18/6) under High Output T5 fluorescent 
lighting. Lights will be placed at a fixed distance of approximately two feet from the top of the 
plant;
Water and feeding schedule: Vegetative plants are fed through a recirculating irrigation system 
that pumps a pre-mixed nutrient solution into the grow trays on a specified schedule. The 
nutrient solution is pumped continuously for enough time to saturate plants, then drains back to 
the nutrient reservoir, allowing the plants to take only what they need from the nutrient mixture 
with zero run-off generated during the vegetative cycle. The nutrient reservoir is reused 
throughout vegetation and changed between cycles;
Pest management: A preventative, non-toxic pest and pathogen foliar spray will be applied to 
plants once per week.

Flower Rooms
When plants in the vegetative stage are ready to transition into the flowering stage, they are spread into 
4’x8’ grow trays at a density of 32 plants per tray, allowing each plant approximately one square foot 
of grow space for the duration of their flowering cycle. Plants entering the flowering stage are moved to 
an assigned flower room based on the variety and schedule. The optimal flowering period of The 
Company’s proposed strains is approximately 60 days. The flowering area will be divided into three 
rooms, with schedules staggered by 20 days, ensuring that even if all rooms are not operational, not 
more than 120 days elapse between harvests, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-1-07(A)(1). During 
this final stage of cultivation, light conditions are changed to stimulate the growth of flowers. Plants in 
flower rooms are fed through a custom manifold system that feeds each plant individually. Little to no 
runoff is generated during the flower stage. At specific points in their lifecycle, flowering plants are 
bent and pruned to maintain a consistent canopy height and thickness. These processes ensure
consistency in yield, quality, and size of flowers. Plants will remain in the flowering stage for 
approximately eight weeks until they reach peak ripeness.
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and that the package or label contains the analysis from a licensed testing laboratory, per O.A.C §
3796:2-2-06(C). General specifications for all medical marijuana include:

Every medical marijuana strain and every medical marijuana package size and dose of each 
strain must be registered with the Department and assigned a product identifier by the State of 
Ohio Board of Pharmacy, per O.A.C § 3796:5-8-01(A) and O.A.C § 3796:5-8-01(B);
Microbial contaminants must not exceed the standards set forth in Table 9 of the most recent 
version of the Cannabis Inflorescence: Standards of Identity, Analysis, and Quality Control 
monograph, per O.A.C § 3796:4-2-04(G);
The total detected amounts of aflatoxin B1, aflatoxin B2, aflatoxin G1, and aflatoxin G2 must 
not exceed twenty micrograms per kilogram per O.A.C § 3796:4-2-04(H)(1);
The detected amount of ochratoxin A must not exceed twenty micrograms per kilogram, per 
O.A.C § 3796:4-2-04(H)(2);
The detected amount of arsenic must not exceed 0.14 micrograms per kilogram, per O.A.C §
3796:4-2-04(I)(1);
The detected amount of cadmium must not exceed 0.09 micrograms per kilogram, per O.A.C §
3796:4-2-04(I)(2);
The detected amount of lead must not exceed 0.29 micrograms per kilogram, per O.A.C §
3796:4-2-04(I)(3);
The detected amount of mercury must not exceed 0.29 micrograms per kilogram, per O.A.C §
3796:4-2-04(I)(4);
Pesticide residues for approved pesticides listed in the Department’s approved list of pesticides 
must not exceed the most stringent acceptable standard for an approved pesticide chemical 
residue in a food item as set forth in Subpart C of 40 C.F.R. Part 180, per O.A.C § 3796:4-2-
04(J); and
Pesticide residue from any pesticide not on the Department’s approved pesticide list must not be 
present in any detectable amount, per O.A.C § 3796:4-2-04(J).

Part II(C): Research Plans

Strain Offerings
The Company will occasionally devote part of a flower room to testing new strain varieties. This will 
allow The Company to select strains with cannabinoid profiles that are more likely to treat specific 
medical conditions in a targeted way. Over time, this will allow patients of the state to experience a 
higher likelihood of therapeutic benefits. No plant material cultivated in the testing area shall be 
distributed to a processor or dispensary unless the strain has been registered with the Department and 
assigned a product identifier by the Board of Pharmacy. The Company’s CEO is a board-certified
orthopedic surgeon passionate about the potential benefits of cannabinoid-based medicine. The CEO 
will not seek a certificate to recommend medical marijuana to patients, in compliance with O.A.C §
3796:2-1-03(A)(2)(b), nor conduct clinical research with medical marijuana. The CEO will guide The 
Company’s research by tracking published clinical studies on medical marijuana and attending 
educational conferences and events relevant to The Company’s research efforts. 

Pest Management
Advisor B and Advisor D have national and international reputations related to their applied and basic 
research on managing insects and mites in controlled environments. They will lead a pest management 
research plan by focusing on four entomological research efforts:

Evaluations of standard and organic insecticides and miticides used to manage insects and mites 
associated with the cannabis plant: The insecticides and miticides tested will concentrate on the 
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newer “low risk” chemistries (as defined by US-EPA), insect growth regulators, and certified 
organic products using the current list of OMRI products (Organic Materials Review Institute) 
as a guideline. In compliance with O.A.C § 3796:2-2-01(C), The Company will only research 
pesticides and chemicals that appear on the Department’s most recent version of the approved 
list of permitted pesticides, fertilizers, and other chemicals. Discoveries of new systemic and 
non-systemic insecticides over the last decade have shown high promise for control of common 
insect and mite pests, yet these chemistries are often in Category IV (practically non-toxic) 
meaning they pose risk, however minimal, to consumers. The Company proposes replicated 
trials of treated medical marijuana plant material and products to determine if there are any 
pesticide residues remaining at harvest time.
Testing of use and release strategies to maximize biological controls: Predators and parasites of 
common greenhouse pests are widely used in Europe to produce high quality greenhouse crops 
and this technology is gaining favor in the United States, especially for greenhouse vegetable 
production. These same biological controls should be ideal candidates for cannabis production 
systems where the new leaves and flowers are the primary products. Current research is 
concentrating on how to best release these biological controls. Some are suitable to be spread 
via granular blowers or salt and pepper shakers, and others are released via special packets 
(attached to plant parts). The Company proposes an evaluation of each of these methods with 
the various agents to determine the most efficient and efficacious system, particularly for spider 
mite predators and whitefly parasitoids.
Production strategies that are commonly used to prevent initial infestations, isolate and contain 
discovered infestations, and manage infestations with minimal impact pesticides: Development 
of production methods that minimize insect and mite pests is difficult to scientifically replicate 
without multiple facilities that have similar attributes. However, through careful record keeping 
and using constant monitoring techniques, The Company will research methods (i.e., keeping 
different age categories of plants separated in defined growing spaces, treatment of plants 
known to be infested) that maximize production and minimize pests.
Evaluation of cannabis strains for natural resistance/tolerance to common pests: As with most 
crops, the high variation in genomes of cannabis cultivars/strains provides plants that have 
natural resistance or tolerance to common insect and mite pests. Research will allow The 
Company to improve and fully implement its Integrated Pest Management System that 
incorporates regular detection and monitoring procedures with plant resistance attributes,
biological controls and minimal risk pesticides.

PART III: PRODUCTION TIMELINE AND PRODUCTION SCHEDULE

The Company’s complete production timeline from freshly cut clones all the way to properly dried and 
cured flower is approximately 14 weeks and includes the following steps:

Step 0: Mother Plants, Ongoing 
Process: All mother plants of each strain are tagged and numbered.

Step 1: Propagation, ~2 weeks
Process: Clones from each mother plant are cut, plugged, numbered, and tagged in batches to match 
their source. Clones are placed in 1ft x 2ft humidity domes under low intensity T8 fluorescent lighting 
for two weeks until healthy roots are established.
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Step 2: Vegetation, ~19 days
Process: Rooted clones are transplanted into six-inch Rockwool cubes in the vegetative growing area. 
Each plant transplanted is tagged with a unique plant identifier and scanned to record its transfer in The
Company’s electronic inventory tracking system (ITS). The identifier tag will remain with the plant 
through each stage of production. Vegetative growth takes place under slightly more intense T5 
fluorescent lights. Plants are spaced at 3.25 plants per square foot.

Step 3: Flowering, ~60 days
Process: Identifier tags on vegetative plants are scanned and moved into a flower room. Plants will be 
placed at approximately one plant per square foot of grow area. Plants are flowered under high-
intensity, high-pressure sodium lighting to provide adequate energy for photosynthesis and carbon 
fixation. 

Step 4: Drying, 1 week
Process: Mature plants are cut at the base and stripped of all large leaves. At this point, each plant 
along with its identifier tag is transferred into the drying/curing room. Each de-leafed plant is hung 
upside down on a wire rack to dry for approximately one week.

Step 5: Trimming, 4 days
Process: Dried plants undergo final trim in the designated trimming area. Identifier tags for each dried 
plant will be scanned into the ITS before trimming begins to note its status change. Plants are finely 
trimmed by human hand to avoid the degradation that automated trimming machines can cause. Plant 
material is trimmed and harvested into food grade polypropylene containers. Each container may 
contain material from multiple plants of the same strain cultivated and harvested together, consolidating 
plants into 15 lb. batches of flowers or 25 lb. batches of trimmed leaves. Each container will have all 
the tags from each plant in the batch attached to the container. Medical marijuana waste, primarily plant 
stalks at this stage, will be disposed of in accordance with The Company’s medical marijuana waste 
disposal procedures. Trimming takes approximately four days per flower room harvest.

Step 6: Curing, 1 week
Process: Batch containers are moved into the curing area to stabilize. At this point the 
flowers/buds/trim are off-gassing and equalizing moisture content. This process takes approximately 
one week.

Step 7: Testing, TBD by testing laboratory
Process: Representative samples are taken from each batch by an employee of a licensed laboratory for 
quality assurance testing. Batch containers are kept in quarantine storage in the vault until certificate of 
analysis shows the batch meets The Company’s specifications for the strain.

Step 8: Packaging, Ongoing
Process: Approved batch containers are taken into the packaging area to be weighed and packaged.
Plant identifier tags for each container are scanned into the ITS when they enter the packaging area. 
The agent responsible for packaging will then weigh out medical marijuana plant material in the 
quantities indicated in the packaging order. A supervisor will inspect each packaged and labeled batch 
for compliance with company specifications prior to distribution.
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Step 9: Shipment, Ongoing
Upon receiving an order from a licensed medical marijuana processor or dispensary, packaged and 
approved medical marijuana will be loaded into locked storage areas within the designated transport 
vehicle staffed with two delivery team members who have been trained in The Company’s transport 
procedures, including use of the Department’s ITS to record chain of custody throughout transport as 
well as required entries in the transportation log.

PART IV: MARIJUANA CULTIVATION AREA LAYOUT AND ENVIRONMENT

Per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(A)(1), the cultivation facility will have separate spaces within the cultivation 
area for each stage of growth, and plants will be moved from one room to the next as they mature. The 
cultivation facility has been designed not only to comply with state regulations but also follows
selected specifications from 21 CFR 110, the federal regulations governing current good manufacturing 
practice in manufacturing, packing, or holding human food. Following these standards will ensure The 
Company facility is able to produce contaminant-free medical marijuana. The cultivation facility is 
designed to:

Be of a size that is suitable for cultivation operations;
Have a power supply sufficient to handle the electrical load calculated by a licensed electrical 
engineer based on the equipment listed in The Company’s architectural renderings;
Have wall, ceiling, and floor surfaces that can be easily cleaned, with walls and ceilings in 
cultivation areas painted with high-gloss, anti-fungal, and anti-bacterial paint;
Have contact surfaces, fixtures, pipes, and ducts that prevent contamination;
Include a shipping/receiving area for identifying, withholding, releasing, approving and/or 
rejecting the various components used in cultivation and processing operations;
Include medical marijuana storage areas for approved, withheld, quarantined, rejected, and in-
process medical marijuana;
Have an adequate number of toilet facilities with hand-washing stations, in compliance with 
local, state, and federal regulations, including Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
(OSHA) standards that require a minimum of one bathroom per 20 employees;
Have adequate lighting in all areas, particularly hand-washing and processing areas;
Have back flow prevention devices in plumbing supply lines; and
Meet applicable local building, fire, safety, and zoning statutes, local ordinances, and rules and 
regulations adopted by the locality, in compliance with O.A.C § 3796:2-1-02(B)(2)(k) and 
O.A.C § 3796:2-1-03(B)(1)(e).

Location
In compliance with O.R.C. § 3796.30(A), the cultivation facility is not proposed to be located within 
five hundred feet of the boundaries of a parcel of real estate having situated on it a school, church, 
public library, public playground, or public park, measured linearly as the shortest distance between the 
closest point of the property lines of the cultivation facility and the prohibited facility, in accordance 
with O.A.C § 3796:5-5-01(A). In the event a prohibited facility becomes established within 500 feet of 
the cultivation facility after it has been issued a provisional license, The Company shall notify the 
Department, submit its existing security plan, and make reasonable additional measures to prevent 
access and make the surrounding areas safe as deemed necessary by the Department, in compliance 
with O.A.C § 3796:5-5-01(D).
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Marijuana Cultivation Area
The proposed facility has 16,470 square feet of available space. The Company will initially use 3,000 
square feet of this space as marijuana cultivation areas, in which medical marijuana is cultivated during 
the vegetative and flowering stages, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:1-1-01(A)(28). Medical 
marijuana plants shall not be cultivated outside of the designated, restricted access cultivation areas, in 
compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:5-6-02(A)(8). The marijuana cultivation area, which does not include 
areas used solely for the storage and maintenance of mother plants, clones, or seedlings, will not exceed 
3,000 square feet, in compliance with O.A.C § 3796:1-1-01(A)(23), unless a request for expansion is 
approved by the Department in accordance with O.A.C § 3796:2-1-09. In the event that it seeks to 
expand its marijuana cultivation area, The Company shall submit an expansion plan that includes the 
requirements of O.A.C § 3796:2-1-09(B). The Company will not change the use or occupancy of the 
facility unless the Department is notified and provides written approval of such changes, in compliance 
with O.A.C § 3796:2-2-07(F).

The pages that follow include graphic representations, drawn to scale, of the proposed marijuana 
cultivation area, including:

1) A two-dimensional floor plan of the marijuana cultivation area showing layout and grow tables;
and

2) A three-dimensional rendering of the marijuana cultivation area showing the equipment to be 
installed and stacked orientation for vegetative room only.
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Vegetative Room
The proposed facility contains one 356 square foot vegetative grow area containing eight 4’x8’ grow 
tables and twenty-four (24) 432-watt T5 fluorescent fixtures. The vegetative room grow tables are 
stacked on standard industrial racks in a 2-tier configuration.

Flower Rooms
The proposed facility includes three 880 square foot flower rooms, each containing twenty 4’x8’ grow 
tables and thirty-two (32) 1000-watt High Pressure Sodium light fixtures. This is un-tiered, single story 
construction.

Dry/Trim Room
Since only one flower room is harvested and trimmed at a time, a single room will be used for the post-
harvest activities of drying and trimming. The dry/trim room will be built with the same specifications 
as storage vaults and will be environmentally controlled with HVAC and dehumidification equipment, 
as well as a carbon air scrubber, HEPA and MERV 13 filters, and UV sanitizing light to prevent mold. 
The dry/trim room will be kept at a temperature of 68 degrees Fahrenheit and 50-55% RH. Air filters in 
the dry/trim room will be replaced after each batch of medical marijuana has been stored to keep the 
filters working optimally, as there is a high potential for odor and particulate matter.

Curing
After the medical marijuana is dried and trimmed, the batch will be placed in curing bins and 
transferred to the designated curing room with the transfer noted in the ITS. 

Signs Posted
Per O.A.C § 3796:2-1-06(E), The Company shall post in a conspicuous place within the facility its 
certificate of operation issued by the Department along with a copy of the current certificate of 
occupancy for the facility and any other certificate, business license, or other authorization required by 
the local jurisdiction. The documents shall also be made available to the Department and all fire code 
and building officials upon request.

PART V: STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES 

Part V(A): Operations Standards and Guidelines

Maintaining the health and ideal growth of medical marijuana plants through each stage of maturity 
requires various daily procedures. Based on the COO’s experience operating a medical marijuana 
cultivation facility in State A, The Company has prepared written Standard Operating Procedures 
(SOPs) that dictate how medical marijuana is cultivated, harvested, packaged, labeled, stored, and 
distributed. The procedures described here are select processes meant to demonstrate The Company’s 
ability to consistently cultivate high quality medical marijuana as a result of many years standardizing 
its operations methods and procedures. If awarded a provisional license, The Company shall present to 
the Department its full and complete manual of policies and procedures upon request.

Cultivation Procedures

Plant Training and Pruning Techniques
Plants in the vegetative stage are pruned according to schedule to ensure even growth for an optimal
flower end product. Plant growth during vegetation significantly influences the number and size of 
medical marijuana flowers that will develop during the flowering stage. A thicker stem will encourage 
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more nutrients to travel into developing flowers, stronger branches will bear the weight of heavier 
flowers, and more light exposure will produce bigger flowers. The point of plant pruning is to 
encourage even node development and branching in order to maximize the plants potential, effectively 
increasing yield without increasing energy requirements.

Pruning, training, transplanting, and changes in nutrients or light cycle all cause various levels of stress 
to a plant. Stress can be beneficial because when a plant is given the proper recovery time, the plant 
will come back stronger with increased vigor. However, if a plant is overstressed because it is trained 
or treated without given time to recover, it will go into shock and may suspend or cease growth.
Cultivation agents will give plants a minimum of one week to recover before and between any 
treatments that cause stress.

The Lead Grower will determine which plant training techniques will be used for each strain or batch of 
plants and when to apply each technique, based on their expertise and observation of the plants’ 
growth. When plant training is necessary, the Lead Grower will use the ITS to assign a cultivation 
agent the task of performing plant training, specifying which technique(s) to use and which plants or 
batches of plants should be trained.

Cultivation agents will use the following training and pruning techniques to encourage a horizontal 
growth structure and more flowering sites on each plant. Cultivation agents working in vegetative and 
flower rooms will learn to perform each of these techniques during their pre-employment training:

High Stress Training
High stress training techniques involve removing a part or parts of the plant to redirect energy into 
other parts of the plant, usually a flowering site.

Topping: When plants have grown past the propagation stage and begin the vegetative stage, the 
top of the plant is cut off at the nearest node. The tips of branches are where new growth occurs 
and are called meristems. Removing the plant’s primary or apical meristem will cause it to 
develop at least two new apical meristems to compensate for the damage. Topping can also be 
performed at the secondary meristems to create more flowering sites.
Pruning: Selectively removing leaves and branches that are weak or block the light from 
reaching other parts of the plant.
Lollypopping/Palm-treeing: Removing all but the upper three or four nodes of each branch, 
including leaves, flowering sites, and secondary branches, in order to direct the plant’s energy 
only to the flowering sites at the tips of the branches, which are closest to the lights.

Low Stress Training
Low stress training techniques bend, train, and lightly damage plants, but do not remove plant parts. 
The purpose of these techniques is both to redirect energy to flowering sites as well as adjust the 
canopy to allow the light to reach all parts of the plant equally.

Supercropping: This method involves pinching the apical meristem and secondary branches at a 
predetermined height to redirect a plant’s energy to the branches below the point of damage,
encouraging them to grow and create a more even canopy that effectively allows the light to 
reach plant parts that would have otherwise been shaded. The pinching points recover to make 
those branches stronger and capable of supporting heavier flowers.
Screen of Green (SCROG): This technique utilizes a trellis across the tops of plants, and each 
time a branch grows past the level of the trellis, it is tucked underneath, encouraging the 
development of a flowering site at each tuck. Using the SCROG technique causes plants to 
direct energy to flowering sites equally by maintaining them all equally close to the light source.
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Harvesting and Drying Procedures

Determining Ripeness
Medical marijuana plants will be harvested when they show signs of ripeness, indicating that 
cannabinoid content is at its peak. No plants will be harvested without approval from the COO or Lead 
Grower. When plants are within ten days of finishing the flowering phase for the strain, harvest agents 
will start inspecting plants daily for signs of ripeness. Harvest agents will look for the following 
characteristics under a magnifying glass or handheld microscope to determine whether a plant is fully 
ripened:

At least 50% of the trichomes on the plant are cloudy but not yet amber or are only slightly 
turning amber;
Many fan leaves are turning yellow, brown, orange, or purple (harvest colors), depending on the 
strain;
Some, but not all, of the calyxes are turning harvest colors; and
Pistils have turned from white to orange or brown and are beginning to dry up.

Because each plant is different, some plants may ripen before others. Agents will check approximately 
25% of all the plants in a batch each day for signs of ripeness. When at least half of the plants checked 
on a single day are determined ripe, the harvest will begin.

Cutting Down
At harvest, each plant will be cut at the base of the stalk and transferred to the drying area along with its 
identifier tag. Fan leaves will then be removed from the plant and the entire plant will be sectioned and 
hung upside down on a wire hanger and placed on a two-level rack along with its identifier tag. When 
all plants of the batch have been cut, de-leafed, and hung in the drying area, the removed fan leaves will 
be disposed of in accordance with The Company’s medical marijuana waste disposal procedures.

Drying
During the drying stage, plants’ moisture content is reduced under environmentally controlled 
conditions that prevent contamination. Because flower density varies depending on the strain, the
length of time in the drying area will vary from batch to batch. Bacteria and mold are present even in 
the cleanest environments, and despite preventative measures such as air filters and sanitation, mold 
can occur on medical marijuana flowers during drying. The most likely factor in the growth of mold are 
a drying environment that is too wet or warm. Any cultivation or harvest agent that enters the drying 
area will be required to wear a mask and gloves to prevent biological contamination. A harvest agent 
will check plants daily to ensure the absence of mold and mildew. If evidence of mold is found on a 
flower, it will be immediately disposed of. Relative humidity in the dry/trim room will be maintained at 
50%, and the temperature will remain at 68 degrees Fahrenheit. These environmental conditions are 
optimal for flower preservation and mold inhibition.

Moisture Content
A harvest agent will check the moisture content of flowers daily, looking for signs of optimum 
moisture content. Qualitatively, optimum moisture content is signaled by flowers that feel crisp on the 
outside but still hold water in their stems, as indicated by a stem that is dry but still pliable. Flowers 
should compress under light finger pressure but bounce back to their original shape when the pressure 
is released. 
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Trimming Procedures
The leaves surrounding flowers have high chlorophyll and low cannabinoid content, making them 
inappropriate for flower-only medical marijuana applications. The goal of trimming is to remove excess 
leaves from flowers while keeping the resin glands intact, which are called trichomes. Cannabinoids 
and terpenes, the primary therapeutic compounds in marijuana, are found within the trichomes, which
are so fragile they can be damaged by handling alone. The Company will hand-manicure all flowers to 
avoid the degradation that automated trimming machines can cause. 

The trimming area will have both seated and standing workstations equipped with lighting adequate to 
see plant material in detail and comfortable seating and standing surfaces. Workstations will be 
designed as ergonomically as possible and will be adjustable for harvest agents of different heights. 
Trays and tools will be laid out in a way that makes work flow as efficient as possible. Hand-trimming 
tools include vinyl or nitrile glove, sharp, clean spring-loaded scissors, ethyl alcohol, and durable 
cotton pads for cleaning scissors regularly. The Lead Grower or their designee will be responsible for 
keeping the trimming team on track, supplied with medical marijuana plants, and clearing away 
trimmed flowers, sugar leaf, and waste (dried stems). These responsibilities will allow them to monitor 
harvest agents who are trimming, keeping a close watch on their performance while discouraging 
diversion. To prevent diversion, harvest agents’ will not be allowed to bring bags, purses, or personal 
containers of any kind into the trimming area.

Hand Trimming Procedures
When a plant is processed in the trimming area, its identifier tag will be scanned to record its status 
change in the ITS. Each batch will be trimmed separately. Harvest agents will separate plant material 
into trimmed medical marijuana flowers, sugar leaf (small leaves close to the flower on which 
trichomes are present), and medical marijuana waste (dried stems). Flowers and sugar leaf will be 
placed in separate trimming containers made from chemically inert, food-safe polypropylene labeled 
with plant identifier tags and/or batch numbers. As scissors become resinous, trimming progress slows 
down. Harvest agents will stop to clean their scissors with ethyl alcohol, taking care to dry them
completely when finished. Gloves will also be changed as frequently as necessary to prevent the build-
up of resin, avoiding undue worker fatigue and decreased trimming performance. Any resinous waste, 
including used cotton pads and gloves, will be disposed of in accordance with The Company’s medical 
marijuana waste disposal procedures.

Batching
During trimming, plants of the same variety that have been grown, harvested, and processed together 
and exposed to the same conditions throughout cultivation will be consolidated into batches of no more 
than 15 pounds of dried flower or 25 pounds of dried sugar leaf, per O.A.C § 3796:1-1-01(A)(3).
Trimming containers with plant material from multiple plants will have all the tags from each plant 
attached to the container.

Curing Procedures
The goal of curing is to stabilize medical marijuana by distributing the moisture left in the plant evenly 
throughout the flowers. As excess water evaporates, the internal moisture of the processed flowers 
equalizes and stabilizes. Likewise, properly cured medical marijuana has the singular smell and scent 
that separates it from other medicinal herbs. During drying moisture is pulled out of plants quickly to 
prevent contamination, the goal of curing is to remove moisture slowly. Because the flowers will have 
moisture content under 15% when they are removed from the drying chambers, there is little risk of 
mold during the curing process.
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Burping
After trimming, flowers and sugar leaf will be placed into curing bins made from chemically inert, 
food-grade polypropylene. Curing bins will be stored in a designated area in the curing room. Harvest 
agents will open bins regularly throughout their shifts to release moisture and gasses from the bins as 
well as inspect plant material visually for signs of mold. Curing bins will be alternately opened and 
closed every four hours while agents are on-site. During nighttime hours, bins will be kept closed. This 
procedure, known as burping, will continue over the course of five to seven days, or until optimum 
moisture content and aromatic properties have been reached. 

Final Moisture Content
The final moisture content for cured medical marijuana is evidenced by the absence of a grassy or hay-
like aroma, a strong marijuana aroma, and stems that snap when bent. The Lead Grower or their 
designee will test flowers for optimum moisture content in each curing bin daily. When optimum 
moisture content is reached, the curing bin will be transferred to the quarantine area of the vault for 
quality assurance testing.

Sanitation Procedures
Sanitation is a key component of The Company’s quality assurance, product safety, and agent safety 
programs. In compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(D)(6), The Company shall implement policies 
and procedures related to receiving, inspecting, transporting, segregating, preparing, packaging, and 
storing medical marijuana in accordance with adequate sanitation principles. The Maintenance Lead
will establish standards to maintain the facility in a clean and orderly condition, which includes being
free from infestation by rodents, insects, birds, and other animals of any kind, in compliance with 
O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(A)(4). Although a USDA audit is not currently available for the medical 
marijuana industry, if it becomes available, The Company will undergo a voluntary audit for Good
Agricultural Practices (GAPs) and Good Handling Practices (GHPs) compliance.

Cultivation Cycle Cleaning & Disinfection
All rooms where medical marijuana is cultivated, stored or handled will be kept free of dirt, leaves, and 
other debris. The vegetative room, flower rooms, and dry/trim room will be subject to a multi-stage 
cleaning and disinfection process between vegetative and harvest cycles, while the mother and clone 
room will be cleared and disinfected every three months.

The disinfection process entails cleaning plant contact surfaces like trays, reservoirs, drying racks, 
hangers, and plant material bins with a 3% bleach solution and/or pure ethyl alcohol. Floors will also be 
mopped with a 3% bleach solution because of collateral exposure to ambient plant material. Floors in 
cultivation, drying and trimming areas will be two stage epoxy coated sealed concrete to create a non-
porous surface that is easily mopped. Other surfaces like walls, reflectors, ducting, and other equipment 
surfaces will be cleaned with a non-toxic surface cleaner like Simple Green. Air handling equipment, 
including air conditioner coils, evaporative coils, and dehumidifier coils, will be cleaned regularly with 
a non-toxic foaming cleanser such as Micro Coil Clean manufactured by BBJ Industries.

Irrigation

Equipment
Automatic irrigation systems will feed plants in the vegetative room, flower rooms, and mother area 
including a recirculating flood and drain system for vegetative plants and mother plants. Flower rooms
will implement a drip irrigation system. Automated irrigation is ideal for hydroponic growing mediums 
that drain quickly. The vegetative room will include 4’ x 8’ grow trays, 70 gallon reservoirs and flood 
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and drain systems manufactured by Botanicare. The mother area will include 3’ x 6’ grow trays, 40
gallon reservoirs and flood and drain systems manufactured by Botanicare. Drip irrigation equipment 
for flowering areas includes trays manufactured by Botanicare and Dosatron in-line fertigation systems.
This system is controlled by a Rain Machine Touch HD – 12 irrigation controller feeding Hunter 
Industries 1” PGV Electric Flow Control Valves. These valves control the flow of nutrient solution to 
Jain Octa Bubblers, which distribute the solution to each plant. In compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-
01(D)(5), the facility’s water supply shall be derived from the municipally regulated water system and 
shall be capable of providing a safe, potable, and adequate supply of water.

Water Quality
Plants will be irrigated with water purified using no-waste pass through filtration. The Company will 
use a combination of equipment including an Aquasana Rhino 1,000,000-gallon Inline Water Filter
with UV disinfection and Eddy Electronic Water Descaler. The Company will not use wasteful 
purification methods such as reverse osmosis filtration or distillation. In compliance with O.A.C. § 
3796:2-2-01(D)(5), the facility’s water supply shall be derived from a source that is a regulated water 
system or a private water supply capable of providing a safe, potable, and adequate supply of water. 
The water at the cultivation facility is from a municipal source and test results from the local water 
authority will be reviewed annually to ensure the water meets state primary drinking water standards. If 
test results are not available from the local water authority, The Company will test water annually. 
Records of water quality testing will be kept on-site at the cultivation facility and will be made 
available for inspection. Chemicals, fertilizers, pesticides, media, and other products will be stored 
away from the potable water supply.

Watering Schedules
Once roots are well established, plants benefit from being allowed to dry down between watering. One 
of the goals of hydroponic cultivation is to encourage plants to use water and nutrients as efficiently as 
possible by giving them only the water they can use and no more. Overwatering plants not only is 
wasteful, it is very detrimental to their growth and can seriously damage a plant’s root system. Plants in 
the cultivation facility will be given only as much water as they need.

Frequency of watering will be determined by the Lead Grower and varies throughout the plants life 
cycle. Clones in propagation areas are hand watered as needed, based on plant uptake and evaporation.
Electric timers will activate the flood and drain systems for vegetative and mother plants. Frequency 
varies from once per week to three times daily depending on the stage of growth. The Rain Machine 
Touch HD-12 Irrigation Controller will activate the drip and in-line fertigation systems to water plants 
in the flowering stage one to six times per day as needed.

Cultivation Equipment

Environmental Control Systems (ECS)
Carefully regulated and constantly monitored environmental conditions are paramount to the success of 
any indoor medical marijuana cultivation operation. While medical marijuana grown outdoors is 
capable of withstanding drastic changes in temperature, medical marijuana grown indoors requires 
stable daytime and nighttime temperatures to ensure plant health and vitality. The Company will 
maintain the cultivation facility with equipment providing adequate lighting, ventilation, and 
temperature for the safe and consistent cultivation of medical marijuana, in compliance with O.A.C §
3796:2-2-01(A)(5).
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The cultivation facility will contain a hybrid air system that operates as sealed system but is capable of 
opening to allow ventilation. When the system is sealed, air will not be drawn in or released outside but 
will instead be filtered, conditioned, and re-circulated within the cultivation area. When vents are 
opened, air will be drawn in from outside of the facility through a HEPA filter equipped with UV 
sanitation lights to ensure no pests or pathogens are drawn in. Air will also pass through an Energy 
Recovery Ventilator (ERV) to save heating/cooling costs. Air expelled from the facility will pass 
through carbon filters to remove marijuana odor. The facility will remain sealed most of the time to 
maintain consistent environmental conditions. To refresh the air supply, vents will be opened for 
approximately ten minutes once per week, as well during disinfection of any room.

A sealed air system is the best option for an indoor cultivation center most of the time, as it ensures that 
almost no pests or pathogens are allowed to enter. The system depends on the use of traditional split 
single-zone and mini-split multi-zone air conditioning units with heat pumps, dehumidifiers, 
humidifiers, air cleaners, and supplemental carbon dioxide, all controlled by centralized controllers.
The equipment will maintain the following environmental conditions in cultivation areas:

Temperatures between 70 and 80 degrees Fahrenheit throughout the year;
A relative humidity (RH) between 50-75% depending on cultivation area and plant cycle;
Carbon dioxide levels of 1200-1500 ppm; and
Air continuously filtered to remove particulate matter such as bacteria, dust, mold spores, and 
marijuana odor.

ECS equipment will be designed and installed by an HVAC professional based on the size and 
production needs of the cultivation facility and will be maintained according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions. Environmental conditions will be recorded on a daily basis, and any irregularities or 
malfunctions of equipment during a manufacturing cycle will be recorded in the batch record for any 
plants affected.

Heating and Cooling Systems 
The Company will install multiple Fujistu/Siemens, mini-split multi-zone air conditioning units with 
heat pumps and ultra-efficient Lennox XP25, 26 SEER, air conditioning units with heat pumps to 
maintain specifications for temperature throughout the cultivation facility and specific to each area. 
Indoor cultivation using artificial light does not usually require high-output supplemental heat source 
because lights provide most of the heat needed to sustain consistent temperatures between 70 and 80
degrees regardless of the temperature outside. If necessary, supplemental heat will be provided through 
heat pumps in the air conditioning units.

Humidification and Dehumidification Systems
Medical marijuana plants take water in through their roots and expel moisture through their leaves, 
which can lead to a humid cultivation environment. Too much humidity in the air promotes mold and 
inhibits transpiration, paradoxically, over dry conditions can also encourage mildew and cause plants to 
transpire too quickly or dry up. In general, younger clones and vegetative plants require more humidity, 
while plants in flowering stages require a slightly drier environment. The relative humidity in the 
cultivation facility will depend on stage of growth. Generally, relative humidity (RH) will be 50-70% in 
all rooms, with each room having its own control to optimize the environment for its purpose. Monitors 
will be installed in each room of the cultivation area to monitor the relative humidity. To keep RH at 
optimum levels in each cultivation area, The Company will install Quest Dual 225 Pint Overhead 
Dehumidifiers with replaceable HEPA filtration as well and Aqua Fog SS Industrial Grade 
Humidifiers.
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Air Filtration and Odor Mitigation
The Company will use multiple carbon filter air cleaners in each room of the cultivation area to 
continuously filter and purify air, including  Can-Lite 12”x48” Carbon Filters and a Max-Fan Q-MAX 
12" Fans. Carbon filters will effectively remove large particulate matter and neutralize volatile organic 
compounds to mitigate marijuana odor. HEPA filters and UV air sanitizers will sterilize air of bacteria, 
mold, and pathogens.

Circulation
Medical marijuana plants grown indoors require good air circulation to inhibit mold growth and expose 
leaves to fresh CO2 supply. Oscillating fans will be installed in each room of the cultivation area
approximately every 4-6 feet and will be positioned to give each plant optimum levels of airflow to 
ensure that temperature and carbon dioxide levels are consistent throughout. Fans will be energy-
efficient and thermally protected to prevent overheating.

Supplemental Carbon Dioxide System 
Carbon dioxide is essential to plant growth, and in an indoor cultivation setting it can quickly become 
depleted. Outdoor ambient CO2 levels vary between 300 and 600 ppm, but marijuana plants thrive in an 
environment with ambient CO2 levels up to 1500 ppm. Supplemental CO2 systems will be installed in 
each of the vegetative and flower rooms, including either 100-pound food grade CO2 tanks or, 
alternatively, Titan Controls 702870 Ares 10-Burner Natural Gas CO2 Generator. CO2 systems will be 
turned on and off automatically by Growlink Controllers or equivalent to maintain levels at 
approximately 1500 ppm while lights are turned on. Without light, plants cannot use CO2 because they 
are not actively involved in photosynthesis. Supplemental CO2 systems will remain off while lights are 
turned off. The following safety mechanisms will be installed along with supplemental CO2 systems:

A CO2 monitor in each vegetative and flower room;
An automatic shut-off valve if CO2 levels exceed 2000 ppm or if the pilot light on the CO2

generator is not lit;
Carbon monoxide monitor installed in each room with a CO2 generator to detect a malfunction 
of the burner; and
CO2 systems and monitors checked periodically to ensure proper functioning.

In the event that The Company is unable to install supplemental carbon dioxide systems, Energy 
Recovery Ventilation (ERV) units will be installed on every air handling system to reduce energy 
footprint of building. This allows fresh air exchange without wasting cooling capacity.

Environmental Control System (ECS) Sensors and Controllers
The ECS system will be monitored and regulated automatically 24 hours per day via multiple systems 
including a Growlink Pro Controller that automatically regulates the CO2 systems, humidifiers, and 
dehumidifiers. The Rain Machine system controls irrigation based on the parameters set by the user.
The Gavita Master Controller EL2 will control all lighting functions in each room. Grow Link sensors 
installed through cultivation areas will monitor temperature, humidity, CO2 levels, and carbon 
monoxide levels. Sensors will send alarms to the Lead Grower and Maintenance Lead anytime a system 
or sensor malfunctions or a sensor detects dangerous conditions and will automatically shut off a 
severely malfunctioning component.

Lighting Equipment
Plants will be grown under artificial light using a combination of fluorescent and High Intensity 
Discharge (HID) lighting. The lighting plan will be designed by the COO and will be as energy 
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efficient as possible. To mitigate energy consumption, The Company may install solar panels on each 
building. All lighting equipment will be installed by a licensed electrical contractor.

High Intensity Discharge (HID) Lights
For the flowering stage, plants react strongly to a full spectrum of light, which is currently best 
provided by HID lights. The flower rooms will use Gavita Pro 1000e 1kw lights. All lamps will be 
connected to the Gavita Master Controller EL2, allowing cultivation agents to vary the intensity based 
on plants’ needs. Mother areas will use Dimlux 315 Watt Ceramic Metal Halide lighting as they 
provide optimal spectrum and energy efficiency for mother plants.

Fluorescent Lighting
The seedlings and clones in the propagation room do not need, and would, in fact, be harmed by, high 
intensity light. Instead, they will be kept under Dual Bulb T8 fluorescent fixtures. Plants in the 
vegetative stage will be kept under 432 Watt Sun Blaze High Output T5 fluorescent fixtures.
Fluorescent lamps use less power and produce less heat than high intensity light, reducing energy use 
directly as well as indirectly through decreased cooling costs in vegetative areas.

Electrical Safety
All rooms containing HID lighting, ballasts, and electrical control panels will be constructed with a 
minimum of one-hour fire assembly and with fire safety systems that comply with the requirements of 
the local fire code, including at least one fire extinguisher in each room of the cultivation areas and an 
additional fire extinguisher for every 10,000 watts of lighting. Fire extinguishers will be:

Easily accessible to employees from every room and in each hallway of the facility;
Maintained annually or as specified by the manufacturer; and
Have a class rating appropriate for an electrical fire.

Workplace Safety
The inherent risks of cultivating and manufacturing medical marijuana products must be mitigated 
through pre-employment training and periodic review of the Workplace Safety Program, which 
includes:

Accident prevention signs to indicate dangerous conditions or conditions requiring caution, as 
well as the “OSHA Job Safety and Health: It's the Law” poster and “OSHA Log of Work-
Related Injuries and Illnesses”;
Location of eye flush stations and first aid kits;
Fire extinguisher location and proper use;
Accident reporting, record-keeping and investigations for work-related injuries and illnesses;
How to get medical services and first aid;
Location and use of Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) for each chemical stored onsite;
Compressed gas storage safety and Permissible Exposure Level (PEL) monitoring for each 
chemical gas stored onsite;
A written Hazard Communication Program that agents will follow to ensure that all chemicals 
used at the facility are safely stored, properly labeled, and utilized as intended by the 
manufacturer;
Instruction for personal protective equipment (PPE) agents will use regularly;
Accident reporting, record-keeping, and investigations;
Emergency Action and Fire Prevention Plans; and
Rights under OSHA.
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The Company’s designated Safety Officer will conduct regular surveys of the facility, noting potential 
workplace hazards, and the results of each survey will be used to design and update the Workplace 
Safety Program.

Hazard Communication Program
The Company’s written Hazard Communication Program ensures that all chemicals used at the facility 
are safely stored, properly labeled, and utilized as intended by the manufacturer, and includes:

Methods and observations that may be used to detect the presence or release of a hazardous 
chemical in the work area (such as continuous monitoring devices, visual appearance, or odor of 
hazardous chemicals when being released, etc.); 
The physical, health, and gas hazards of the chemicals in the work area; 
Measures agents can take to protect themselves, including specific procedures to protect agents 
from exposure to hazardous chemicals; 
The details of the hazard communication program, including an explanation of manufacturer’s 
labels; The Company’s labeling system; and the Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS), including 
the order of information and how agents should use the appropriate hazard information; 
Compressed gas storage safety and PEL monitoring for each chemical gas at the facility; and
Regular inspection of compressed gas cylinders.

Emergency Action Plan
The written emergency action plan will be kept in the facility, available to agents for review. The 
emergency action plan will include, at a minimum: 

How to report a fire or another emergency; 
Emergency evacuation procedures, including type of evacuation and exit route assignments;
Procedures for agents who remain in the facility to operate critical operations before evacuation; 
How all agents will be accounted for after evacuation; 
Name or job title of the agent(s) who may be contacted for more information about the plan;
Agents designated and trained to assist in evacuation of other agents; and
An emergency alarm system that uses a distinctive signal for each purpose.

The Company will review the emergency action plan with agents at the time of hiring, when an 
employee’s responsibilities under the plan change, and when the plan is changed.

Fire Prevention Plan
The Company will contact the National Fire Protection Association for information on how to design a 
fire prevention plan. The written fire prevention plan will be kept in the workplace and be made 
available to employees for review. The fire prevention plan will include:

A list of all major fire hazards, proper handling and storage procedures for hazardous materials, 
potential ignition sources and their control, and the type of fire protection equipment necessary 
to control each major hazard;
Procedures to control accumulations of flammable and combustible waste materials;
Procedures for regular maintenance of safeguards installed on heat-producing equipment to 
prevent the accidental ignition of combustible materials; 
Fire extinguisher location and proper use;
The name or job title of employees responsible for maintaining equipment to prevent or control 
sources of ignition or fires; 
The name or job title of employees responsible for the control of fuel source hazards; and 
Exit routes and the location of Emergency Exits.
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The Company will invite local fire department will play an interactive role in designing the facility and 
company safety policies. All necessary fire department permits will be acquired prior to beginning 
operations. The Company will conduct a random fire drill at least once per year to assess agents’ 
responses to a fire emergency. Based on agent response to the drills, agents may be re-trained in the fire 
prevention plan. A physical copy of emergency exits and a formal fire response and evacuation plan 
will be on hand at the facility at all times. The Company will assure that the servicing, maintenance, 
and testing of fire detection systems, including cleaning and necessary sensitivity adjustments, are 
performed by a trained person knowledgeable in the operations and functions of the system.

Part V(B) and Part V(C): Environmental Impact Reduction Plan

Depending on the type of cultivation operation, growing medical marijuana can require a large amount 
of energy. The Company’s energy conservation plan focuses on reducing energy consumed by lighting 
and HVAC (Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning) equipment by using T5 and T8 fluorescent 
horticultural lighting wherever possible, including for all vegetative and propagation areas, as an 
alternative to High Intensity Discharge (HID) lighting. Lighting technology used in cultivation 
operations shall be inspected regularly and reasonably upgraded as more efficient technologies become 
available. In the event that supplemental carbon dioxide sources are not permitted, energy recovery 
ventilation units will be installed on air handling units in order to reduce overall energy consumption. 
The proposed HVAC units are rated at 26 SEER which is the highest efficiency rating that is currently 
commercially available. The Company may also reduce its overall carbon footprint through the 
installation of solar panels on the roof of the building. 

Water Conservation
The Company’s irrigation systems have been designed to create as little wastewater as possible, with
little to no runoff from plants during cultivation. Watering equipment to minimize water use include the 
following:

Nutrient reservoirs connected to recirculating flood and drain systems for all plants in the 
vegetative stage which continuously reuse water; 
Drip irrigation for plants in the flowering stage eliminates excess watering and is designed for
zero runoff and zero wastewater; and
Water for plant irrigation purified by a carbon and sediment filters rather than wasteful 
distillation or reverse osmosis purification processes reduces water use by half.

Irrigation equipment will be inspected regularly and replaced as more efficient technologies become 
available. The Lead Grower and Chief Engineer will regularly evaluate newly available irrigation 
equipment and growing mediums that promote improved nutrient absorption and plant growth while 
conserving water. The Company will also implement the following policies and procedures to reduce 
water use:

Plants will be allowed to dry down thoroughly between watering to avoid waste;
Toilets shall be high efficiency, using only 0.8 gallons per flush;
Water-saving faucets; and
Landscaping with native, water-wise plants that don’t require irrigation.

Wastewater Management
The only fertigated water deposited into sewer systems is a maximum of 240 gallons each 20 days 
when vegetative nutrient reservoirs are changed. Fertigated wastewater shall be disposed of in 
compliance with applicable water district regulations, including wastewater testing to ensure acceptable 
limits for chemical combinations. Chemical solutions that exceed limits for discharge into local sewers 
will be disposed of in accordance with applicable laws and regulations.
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Conservation Policies and Procedures
Agents will be encouraged to look for ways to reduce their daily individual environmental impact. 
Lighting that is not essential to cultivation or security operations shall consist of energy-efficient, long-
lasting, and recyclable bulbs. Lights that are not in use shall be dimmed or switched off, unless security 
requires otherwise. Wherever possible, recycled materials, such as paper, will be employed. In order to 
reduce fuel consumption and CO2 emissions, scheduled deliveries will be condensed into as few trips as 
possible, and a fuel-efficient and/or alternative-fuel vehicle will be used for deliveries. Agents traveling 
to or from work shall be encouraged to carpool or access public transportation. Whenever possible and 
permissible, waste shall be recycled. Medical marijuana waste shall not be recycled unless done so in a 
manner permitted by law. If municipal waste collection services do not allow for collection of 
recyclables, a manager shall be responsible for ensuring that a private recycling service is employed. In 
such a case, agents may volunteer to dispose of recyclables in place of a manager. Agents will be 
encouraged to participate in green service initiatives, such as community cleanup and gardening 
programs. Containers used in cultivation, such as propagation trays, growing tables and Rockwool
medium, will be cleaned and reused or donated to a local nursery whenever possible.

Pest Management and Odor Control
Cultivation operations will employ Integrated Pest Management (IPM) techniques to reduce the need 
for pesticides. IPM systems focus on minimizing risk, including risks posed to consumers, products, 
and the environment by overuse or improper use of pesticides. The Company is committed to using all 
natural, plant-derived pesticide products if chemical prevention or intervention is necessary. To 
eliminate the odor of medical marijuana flowers, air cleaning equipment including activated carbon,
HEPA and MERV 13 filters will constantly scrub any air exiting the facility of odors and pathogens.

PART VI: STAFFING AND TRAINING

Part VI(A): Staffing and Training Guidelines

The Company’s operations plans will provide the basis for training all company agents. The Company 
may supplement training with independent training courses; however, independent courses will not 
replace internal training. Type 1 employees will first be trained in standard operating procedures 
(SOPs), and then they will train all other agents. All agents will have a training and probationary period 
of 90 days, beginning with human resources, safety, and security training. On the job training will be 
completed within the 90-day probationary period. Training will include the following topics:

Employee and Human Resources Policies
The COO will be responsible for presenting agents with company employment policies. Agents will 
receive these policies in writing, in addition to a full day’s training session, which will cover:

Hours and Compensation
Timekeeping policies, how to clock in and out using software, usernames, and passwords;
Attendance policies, including the disciplinary actions for repeated tardiness;
Break policies: Each agent will be allowed a minimum of 15 minutes break every four hours, a 
30 to 60-minute lunch break for shifts longer than four hours, and an additional lunch break for 
shifts longer than ten hours. All breaks will be paid;
Overtime pay rates for agents paid by the hour who work upwards of 40 hours per week;
Payroll schedule;
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Paid Time Off (PTO) and Leave Options: Sick leave and PTO accrual rates and how to request 
PTO or sick leave;
Holiday schedule;
Rights for FMLA Leave, as required by federal law; and
Bereavement, Voting, Jury Duty, and Personal Leave policies.

Employee Benefits
Workers Compensation and Statutory Short-Term Benefits.

Identification Policies
Company ID badges must be worn at all times and must not be obstructed from view; and
Agents must keep their state-issued employee ID card visible at all times when on company 
property and, if applicable, during the transportation of medical marijuana to another cultivator, 
processor, or testing laboratory, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:5-2-01(D).

Policies for Job Performance and Workplace Behavior
Prohibited activities and behavior in the workplace;
Disciplinary violations, probationary periods, and suspensions;
Personal possessions policies, including personal electronic devices;
Consumption policies for alcohol, tobacco, prescription drugs, and illegal substances;
Social media and the workplace;
Confidentiality policy;
Conflict of interest;
Anti-harassment and non-retaliation policy; and
Ending employment.

Contamination Prevention
All agents will be trained in the following policies and procedures for preventing contamination:

Personal Hygiene Plan
The written, formal personal hygiene training program will include:

Hand-washing
o Instructions and demonstrations on how to wash hands using warm water and soap 
o Location of hand-washing stations and single-use paper towels
o When agents must wash their hands, including before beginning work, after using the 

restroom, after breaks, after smoking or eating, before donning single-use gloves, when 
switching from one task or area to another, and after any absence from the workstation.

o Responsibilities for stocking restrooms and hand-washing stations with soap and single-use 
paper towels, and who to tell if these materials are missing.

Jewelry
o Removing all non-permanent jewelry before entering cultivation areas.
o Covering any permanent jewelry, such as wedding rings, piercings, or medical 

bracelets/necklaces prior to beginning work.
Make-up and accessories

o If make-up is worn, it should be applied frugally to prevent rubbing off.
o False eyelashes and fingernails, hairpins, or other items that may fall out are prohibited 

during work hours.
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o Agents should not wear perfume or cologne to work or put on any scented items, including 
lotions, while at work.

Food
o No candy, food, gum, cough drops, or other food is allowed in the cultivation areas.
o Food is to be stored only in the kitchen area of the employee break room.
o No food shall be stored in employee lockers.
Smoking
o No medical marijuana smoking or vaporization is allowed on the premises of the 

cultivation facility.
o Tobacco smoking or vaporizing must be conducted outdoors in designated areas.

Personal items
o No personal items are allowed in medical marijuana cultivation areas, including cell phones 

or other personal digital devices. 
Personal cleanliness

o Fingernails are kept trimmed and cleaned.
o Hair is combed and tied back as necessary.
o Skin is free of dirt, grease, or grime.
o Facial hair is trimmed and neatly groomed. No facial hair is allowed to grow more than 

1.5 inches from the face nor can facial hair of any length be worn in an unkempt manner.
Communicable disease prevention
o Any agent with symptoms of disease or illness or with an open wound or sore must report 

them to a supervisor.
o Open wounds or sores must be covered with sterile, water-proof bandaging.
o Agents with symptoms of disease or illness or with a wound or sore that cannot be covered 

are prohibited from working.
o If an agent sees another agent who has symptoms of disease or illness or an uncovered 

wound or sore at work, the agent must report it to a supervisor.
o Supervisors will monitor agents for signs of illness/disease or open wounds/sores.
Hygiene inspection and correction
o Supervisors and managers will regularly inspect agents’ personal hygiene and work habits.
o If an agent fails to adhere to the standards presented in the personal hygiene training 

program, the failure will be treated as a disciplinary violation, beginning with a warning and 
proceeding to more stringent measures, up to and including termination of employment.

Prohibition on pets and other animals from entering any part of the facility.

Contamination Barriers
Any person who enters cultivation and trimming areas are required to wear a new pair of nitrile or vinyl 
gloves before touching any plant or plant material matter. Gloves must be changed between tasks, any
time an agent or visitor exits and re-enters a cultivation room or the dry/trim room, and after any 
absence from the work station. Hair nets are also required for all agents working in a cultivation room 
or in the dry/trim room. Face masks are required for agents working in the dry/trim room.

Water as a Contaminant
As water is one of the biggest contributors to contamination in agricultural operations, agents will
learn:

Water quality standards and testing for signs of fecal pollution;
Mold and pathogen growth in wet environments;
Sanitation procedures and schedules for irrigation equipment;
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How to check backflow devices on water source plumbing; and
Sanitation and inspection procedures for cooling systems.

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
As a part of safety and contamination training, agents will learn:

When to use PPE; 
What PPE to use;
When PPE is not sufficient protection; 
How to properly put on, take off, wear, and adjust PPE; and
Care for and durability of PPE. 

Agents must exhibit an understanding of PPE training and proper PPE use before doing any work that 
requires PPE. Any agent who does not exhibit proper PPE use will be retrained. In addition to the
garments required by the uniform policy, agents will use the following PPE on a regular basis:

Protective eyewear for working in cultivation areas with artificial lighting that protect the eyes 
from UV and infrared rays;
Protective eyewear and face masks for performing jobs that generate airborne particulate matter;
and
Protective gloves made from an impermeable material for handling chemicals or nutrient 
solutions.

Security Training
All agents will be required to complete security training within one week of beginning employment. 
Security training includes training on security devices and their uses, ways to maintain the access 
control system, what to do if persons try to access areas of The Company they are not permitted to 
enter, and who to contact during emergency events. Security training will pay special attention to 
ensuring that diversion and theft do not occur at the facility and will focus on security standard 
operating procedures that instruct on what to do upon detecting diversion or theft. All agents must 
review The Company’s security and safety plan and sign an attestation stating they have reviewed the 
policy and accept and understand all that is required of the agent.

Workplace Safety Training
The inherent risks of indoor medical marijuana cultivation will be mitigated through pre-employment 
training and periodic review of the Workplace Safety Program that meets the standards required by the 
state and federal OSHA office and the federal General Industry standards in 29 CFR 1910. Safety 
training includes OSHA training for agriculture and OSHA hazardous materials training.

OSHA Training
Initially, company managers will attend Introduction to OSHA for Small Businesses, Introduction to 
Safety and Health Management, and Recordkeeping Rule Seminar. The Introduction to OSHA course 
will cover applicable OSHA standards, compliance requirements for inspections, tools to implement 
safety and health programs, and necessary training for agents. The Introduction to Safety and Health 
course will introduce company managers to the four core elements of a safety and health management 
system. The Recordkeeping course will introduce managers to reporting and recording requirements for 
workplace injuries and illnesses.

Within the first 60 days of employment, all company agents will take part in the OSHA Evacuation and 
Emergency Planning course. At the end of the course agents will be familiar with emergency plans, the 
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creation of emergency plans, emergency exits, and the importance of maintaining a clear emergency
exit pathway, and they will be able to recognize violations of OSHA standards.

Between 60 and 120 days of employment, agents will take the OSHA Standards for General Industry 
and OSHA Hazardous Materials courses. The General Industry course will cover the general standards 
for all industries, with particular focus on hazardous aspects of industries. At the end of this course 
agents will be able to explain general industry standards and identify hazards. The Hazardous Materials 
course will introduce agents to the types of hazardous materials they are likely to encounter, including 
flammable and combustible liquids. When agents have completed this course, they will be able to 
identify hazardous materials, assess them for compliance with OSHA standards, and know how to 
properly move, store, and handle them. 

Rights Under OSHA
Agents will be informed of their rights, including: 

The right to review, examine, and copy the current log of injuries and illnesses;
The right to know of any toxic substances and harmful physical agents they may be exposed to;
The right to report an injury; and
The right to view the annually posted summary of the injuries and illnesses.

Medical Services and First Aid
Managers will be required to take OSHA’s Bloodborne Pathogens Exposure Control course and be 
first-aid and cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) certified. The Company’s COO is the designated
Safety Officer, and will instruct agents about what should be done in a medical emergency and will 
know which emergency personnel to contact. Adequate first aid supplies shall be readily available, and 
agents shall be instructed in the location of eye flush stations, chemical showers, and first aid kits as 
well as how to get medical services and first aid.

On-the-Job Training
All agents will complete the training modules listed below that pertain to their position. All training 
materials and attendance records shall be retained for a minimum of five years and made available to 
regulatory agencies for inspection upon request. On-the-job-training include:

Marijuana Plant Health and Life Cycle
Cultivation stages
General information on each stage of a medical marijuana plant’s growth, including mothers, 
cloning, seedlings, vegetative, flowering, and harvesting
The layout of the facility as it relates to each stage of growth and production, include 
Propagation, Mother, Vegetative, Flowering, Harvest, Trimming, Testing, Packaging, and 
Storage
Nutrients for medical marijuana growth, including macro and micro nutrients, and nutrient 
products and safety procedures for storing and applying each nutrient product
State and federal law on pesticides considered safe for medical marijuana
Physical, biological, mechanical, cultural, and chemical controls for prevention and intervention
Inventory control systems and procedures; and
Federal and state medical marijuana laws and regulations.

Propagation Training 
Cloning technique 
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Mother care and replacement 
Cleaning and sanitation schedules, responsibilities, and procedures for propagation areas

Vegetative Training
Plant growth, progression, and organization through the vegetative cycle
Plant management training procedures, including LST (low stress training) and HST (high 
stress training), to ensure light reaches all parts of the plant, increase the number of flowers, and 
direct plants’ energy to flowers
Nutrient regimens for vegetative plants and signs of nutrient deficiencies or toxicity
Cleaning and sanitation schedules, responsibilities, and procedures in vegetative areas
Placing identifier tags and assigning unique plant identifiers in the ITS

Flower Training
Nutrient regimen for flowering plants and recipes for different strains
Defoliation techniques during the flowering cycle to increase each flower’s yield
Flushing policies and procedures to remove excess salts and residual nutrients 
Flowering times for different strains
Signs of peak flower ripeness, including trichome development and color
Cleaning and sanitation schedules, responsibilities, and procedures in the flower rooms

Harvest Training
Harvesting and drying procedures
Procedures for hand manicuring without damaging trichomes
Curing procedures for achieving optimum moisture content and preservation of terpenes
Packaging procedures for standard unit sizes, bulk sale or storage
Maintaining an acceptable maximum deviation of up to +5% for quantity of medical marijuana 
placed in packaging 
Label contents and placement
Cleaning and sanitation schedules, responsibilities, and procedures in harvest areas
Using the electronic ITS and plant identifier tags to: 
o Weigh and record the weight of batch components before and after trimming, medical 

marijuana flowers, and sugar leaf for packaging
o Record dates, times, procedures, applications, and observations
o Retrieve and record assigned tasks
o Create and verify labels
o Verify batch status as approved, rejected, or quarantined

Transportation Training
Using the ITS for order fulfillment
Cleaning and sanitation schedules, responsibilities, and procedures in distribution areas
Procedures for properly delivering medical marijuana
Basic roadside maintenance including how to change a tire, apply chains, replace windshield 
wiper blades, and handle other common problems
What to do if a company vehicle is in an accident
Procedures for transferring medical marijuana from the damaged vehicle to a second vehicle 
dispatched by management 
Post-accident procedures, including a drug and blood alcohol test
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Integrated Pest Management (IPM)Training
Cultural, biological, mechanical, physical, and chemical controls
Environmental conditions for optimum plant health
Common pests, pathogens, and contaminants
IPM procedures, including action thresholds, monitoring, prevention, and intervention
Pesticides safe for use on medical marijuana plants
Safe handling protocols for pesticides
Company policies for using pesticides as a last resort, flushing, and testing for pesticide residues

Part VI(B): Diversity and Inclusion Plan

Diversity is a critical issue in the medical marijuana industry, which has been largely dominated by 
white men, and has left little room for women or minorities to excel and become managers or business-
owners. The Company is committed to a creating a workforce that matches or exceeds the diversity of 
Ohio’s overall population. According to the 2016 census, 79.8% of Ohio’s 11,614,373 population was 
white (not Hispanic or Latino), which was the only ethnic group to decrease in population. The 
percentage of African-American’s in Ohio increased half a percentage to 12.7%. The next largest ethnic 
group is Latino/Hispanics, with 3.6% of the population (also up half a percent). Just 2.1% of Ohio is 
Asian, a 0.4% increase from 2010’s census. The smallest ethnic group is Indigenous Americans, which 
is a mere 0.3% of the population (a slight increase from 2010). The data provided by the census on 
veteran status is for the total number of veterans who resided in Ohio over the span of 2011-2015, a 
total of 806,531 (6.9% of the current population total if the rate stayed the same). 

To achieve diversity in its workforce The Company will focus on the recruitment process by 
controlling for unconscious bias in all job descriptions, postings and announcements. Laura Mather is a 
computer scientist who has studied unconscious bias, and has discovered that some words (such as 
ninja, fast-paced environment, work hard/play hard, and Silicon Valley) project what she refers to as a 
“brogrammer” culture. In her findings, she argues that every single word used in a job description has a 
significant impact on who will apply. For example, wording perceived to be overly-masculine may
discourage women from applying. A switch of a word like determined to the perceived less-masculine 
dedicated can make a huge difference in who applies while doing little to change the semantic meaning. 
Unconscious biases also influence whether or not minority candidates will apply to positions. If 
qualified and diverse candidates never apply out of fear of an overly masculine or white culture, then 
all other diversity efforts (mission statement, social media, new published materials) will have an 
increased likelihood of being perceived as insincere. To encourage diversity in job applicants, The 
Company will review all recruitment documents for unconscious biases in language that could turn 
away women and minority candidates. 

Hiring Veterans
The Company is committed to hiring veterans whose education and experience suit an available 
position. The military has a reputation for breeding decisive thinkers who can make for natural 
managers in the business-world, and ingrains a sense of duty in an individual that any workplace can 
find value in. The Company’s goal is to have 20% of its workforce staffed by veterans. Recruitment 
strategies will include any of the following when an open position is available: attending job fairs on 
military bases and local veteran career fairs, enlisting resources from regional VA hospitals, posting 
open positions on online military job boards such as Military.com, HireVetsFirst.gov, TurboTap.org, 
HelmetstoHardhats.org and USAJobs.gov, and leverage existing team members’ networks to identify 
suitable veteran candidates.
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  Ohio Department of Commerce  

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 
 

MMCP-C-1001B (v1.0), Ohio Cultivator Application – Filing/Non-Identifiers Page 6 of 10

2C Quality Assurance  
(Maximum of 30 pages, see instructions for formatting) 

 
Please note: The following must be submitted in a non-identified format. 

Include this form as a cover page. 
 
Applicant should provide a narrative detailing support for the following: 
 
Part I: Packaging and Labeling 
 
Elements of a quality assurance plan shall include best practices for the packaging and labeling 
of medical marijuana. (3796:2-1-02(B)(4)(b), 3796:2-1-03(B)(3)(b)) 
 
Part II: Production Control 
 
Intended use of pesticides, fertilizers, and other agricultural products or production control 
factors in the cultivation of medical marijuana. (3796:2-1-02(B)(4)(a), 3796:2-1-03(B)(3)(a)) 
 
Part III: Inventory Control 
 
An inventory control plan. (3796:2-1-02(B)(4)(d), 3796:2-1-03(B)(3)(d)) 
 
Part IV: Disposal and Waste Removal  
 
Standards for the disposal/destruction of medical marijuana waste and other wastes. (3796:2-1-
02(B)(4)(e), 3796:2-1-03(B)(3)(e)) 
 
Part V: Adverse Events and Recall Procedures 
 
Recall policies and procedures in the event of contamination, expiration or other circumstances 
that render the medical marijuana unsafe or unfit for consumption, including, at a minimum, 
identification of the products involved, notification to the dispensary or others to whom the 
product was sold or otherwise distributed, and how the products will be disposed of if returned 
to or retrieved by the applicant. (3796:2-1-02(B)(4)(f), 3796:2-1-03(B)(3)(f), 3796:2-2-03) 
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  Ohio Department of Commerce  

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 
 

MMCP-C-1001B (v1.0), Ohio Cultivator Application – Filing/Non-Identifiers Page 7 of 10

Part VI: Record Keeping and Regulatory Compliance 
 
(A) Record keeping policies and procedures that will ensure the facility complies with rule 

3796:2-2-08 of the Administrative Code. (3796:2-1-02(B)(5)(a))  
(B) Implementation and compliance with the inventory tracking system. (3796:2-1-02(B)(4)(c), 

3796:2-1-03(B)(3)(c), 3796:2-2-04) 
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PART I: PACKAGING AND LABELING

Quality Assurance
The Company has created the following quality assurance and quality control plan to ensure a safe, 
consistent product supply and minimize deviation in quality of the production batches of medical 
marijuana, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(B). The quality assurance plan has been designed
to detect and prevent operational failures that endanger public health, create a likelihood of 
contamination or diversion, or a pattern of deviation from standard operating procedures (SOPs), in 
compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:5-6-02(A)(14).  If The Company proposes to change any part of this 
plan, the proposed changes shall be submitted to the Department 60 days before the effective date of the 
approved changes, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(B)(1).

The Company has selected Advisor A to ensure that its quality assurance standards and procedures
adhere to industry best practices. In the absence of national standards for cannabis production, best 
practices can only be determined by industry leaders. Advisor A is a subject matter expert in medical 
marijuana who has been validated by both the private and public sectors. Advisor A has been directly 
contracted by a government municipality in State A to craft regulatory policy and implement changes to 
correct its flawed marijuana application processes. In separate engagements, he has been hired by 
government advocacy firms in multiple highly regulated states to educate state legislatures and 
administrations. Advisor A has dedicated his entire professional career to the cannabis industry.  Over 
the years he has participated in almost every facet of the industry, but his recent focus is on quality 
assurance and compliance. As an expert in the field, state-licensed dispensaries, cultivators and 
processors regularly contract Advisor A to create quality assurance standards and procedures that 
comply with their state’s requirements.

With Advisor A’s combination of experience advising both government agencies and private businesses, 
Advisor A is uniquely qualified to ensure that the highest levels of quality assurance will be met in all 
facets of the proposed cultivation facility. Advisor A will be responsible for reviewing and updating The 
Company’s quality assurance procedures regularly to ensure they comply with industry best practices as 
well as the Department’s requirements.

Quality Assurance Personnel
The COO will oversee the quality assurance program. Other designated company employees (agents) or 
contracted employees of a third-party may perform quality assurance procedures following written 
quality assurance SOPs. Any person contracted to perform quality assurance duties will be required to 
adhere to The Company’s visitor policies.

Specifications and Standard Operating Procedures 
Quality assurance is based on adherence to written specifications and procedures throughout production. 
Specifications that dictate the quality, identity, and composition of any materials used in the cultivation 
of medical marijuana, including components, tools, and equipment, shall be recorded and approved by
the COO prior to operations. Production SOPs that dictate how medical marijuana is cultivated and 
harvested shall be recorded and approved by the COO. The Company will likewise establish 
specifications for the quality, appearance, potency, purity, and identification of each medical marijuana 
strain and package size or dose in its final packaged form. These written specifications and SOPs will 
ensure that all medical marijuana cultivated has consistent quality, potency, and purity.
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Materials Inspection and Approval
The Sales/Delivery Director will receive, identify, withhold, inspect and approve or reject all equipment, 
tools, and materials used in medical marijuana production. Each shipment of materials received at the 
cultivation facility will be checked against the supplier’s shipping manifest to ensure the shipment meets 
the order. The Sales/Delivery Director will then examine each item or group of items to ensure they are 
correctly identified, are free of damage or contamination, and meet The Company’s specifications for 
the material. Each item or group of items will be withheld from use until inspected and approved or 
rejected. Materials that meet specifications, are free of damage and contamination, and are correctly 
identified will be approved and stored. Any materials that do not meet specifications shall be rejected 
unless the COO approves a treatment, process adjustment, reprocessing, or other deviation that will 
render the component suitable for use. Approved shipments of materials will be assigned a distinctive 
code in The Company’s electronic inventory tracking system (ITS) allowing the item(s) to be traced 
back to the supplier when necessary.

Medical Marijuana Sampling and Testing
No batch of medical marijuana will be distributed without a valid certificate of analysis showing the 
batch meets The Company’s specifications and the Department’s standards. The Company will contract 
with a testing laboratory located in Ohio that has been issued a certificate of operation by the 
Department to have custody and use of controlled substances for scientific and medical purposes and for 
the purposes of instruction, research, or analysis, per O.A.C. § 3796:1-1-01(A)(48).  Immediately before 
packaging a batch of a medical marijuana that has been grown, harvested, and processed together and 
exposed to the same conditions throughout cultivation, the COO or their designee will contact a licensed 
testing laboratory to request that an employee of the testing laboratory come to the cultivation facility to 
collect representative samples. Per O.A.C. § 3796:4-2-03(A), samples must be taken in such a manner 
to ensure a random sample is selected from each segregated, homogenized 15-pound batch of harvested, 
manicured, and dried medical marijuana flowers or buds and from each 25-pound batch of plant material
or trim, excluding flowers and buds (O.A.C. § 3796:1-1-01(A)(3)(a)).

Batch Clearance
When the certificate of analysis for a batch sample is received from the testing laboratory per O.A.C. §
3796:2-2-06(C), the COO will compare the tested criteria to company specifications for the strain and 
the Department’s standards. No medical marijuana shall be released for sale until it has received final 
clearance from the COO affirming that the batch meets Company specifications and the standards set 
forth by the Department and that the package or label contains the analysis from a licensed testing 
laboratory.

Packaging Procedure
Batches of medical marijuana that have been tested and issued an analysis by a licensed laboratory 
showing they meet the standards set forth by the Department per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-06(C) will be 
packaged and labeled for storage or distribution according to product demand. After a batch of medical 
marijuana has been tested and approved by the COO, he or she will move all containers in the batch
from the quarantine section within the vault to the cleared medical marijuana section within the vault,
indicating that it is ready for packaging. A supervisor will then create a packaging order in the ITS based 
on recent orders, current inventory, and customer preference. The harvest agent responsible for 
packaging will first put on required personal protective equipment (PPE), including gloves, hair and/or 
beard net, and face mask. He or she will then consult the packaging order, noting packaging sizes. The 
agent will then sanitize a packaging station and retrieve all necessary tools, materials, and medical 
marijuana necessary.
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Only one batch container will be removed from the vault at a time. When a batch container is brought 
into the packaging area, the batch number and/or plant identifier tags are scanned to automatically 
update their status in the ITS. The agent will pre-set the scale to measure the amount indicated in the 
packaging order and then place the indicated amount on the scale. The agent will gently remove medical 
marijuana plant material from the curing bin and place it on the tray until the desired quantity is reached. 
The digital scale will alert the agent when the pre-set quantity has been reached or exceeded, within 5%
overage. The agent will then place the plant material into the packaging container, seal it, and use the 
ITS to print a label containing the information described below. The ITS will automatically remove the 
quantity of medical marijuana within the package from the electronic inventory of cleared medical 
marijuana and place it in the electronic inventory of packaged medical marijuana.

If The Company is awarded a processor or plant-only processor license, medical marijuana flowers for 
distribution to dispensaries will be packaged into 3.5 gram units, with 128 units constituting 
approximately one pound of medical marijuana. Medical marijuana packaged for distribution to 
processors will be vacuum sealed in packages of varying weight, depending on the processor’s order.

Packaging Equipment and Tools
Equipment used for packaging will be of a size and quality to adequately perform its intended function. 
All scales will be NTEP rated to Class III or above. Scales will be sealed onsite and regularly serviced 
by a registered service agent. The Company will maintain onsite at least one NTEP Class III scale with a 
division size of 1.0 gram or less for weighing medical marijuana in excess of five pounds and one NTEP 
Class II scale with 0.01 gram divisions or less for weighing medical marijuana in amounts less than five 
pounds. Scales, balances, or other weight and/or mass measuring devices will be routinely calibrated 
using National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)-traceable reference weights, as least once 
per calendar year, by an independent third party approved by the Department, in compliance with 
O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(D)(4).

Tools that come into contact with medical marijuana will be made from a material that is not reactive or 
absorptive and will not adversely affect the purity, safety, or quality of medical marijuana. Harvest 
agents engaged in packaging will be trained to use the following equipment and tools:

Commercial digital scale, connected to the ITS;
Label-maker;
Vacuum sealer with gas purge;
Compressed nitrogen tanks; and
Scoops, tongs, and other hand tools.

Labeling Procedure
Labels will be printed using the digital label-makers at each packaging station connected to the ITS and 
digital scales. Using the manufacturer’s instructions, harvest agents will check the label-maker prior to 
beginning packaging operations to ensure that it has been loaded with the correct labeling material and 
that labels from previous operations have been removed. After weighing, packaging, and sealing a 
package of medical marijuana, the agent will use the ITS to print the appropriate label. Before applying 
the label, the agent will examine it to ensure that the printed information is correct and that the label is 
readable and free of deformations or contamination. If the label is incorrect, deformed, or contaminated, 
it will be discarded and a new label will be printed.  Per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-02(F), it is prohibited for 
any person to knowingly or intentionally alter, obliterate, or otherwise destroy any container or label 
attached to an approved container. In the event an agent of The Company does so, appropriate 
disciplinary action will be taken, including reporting the violation to the Department if necessary.
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Materials Specifications
The Company will establish specifications for the packaging and labeling materials used for each strain 
and package size or dose of a medical marijuana strain registered with the Department. Specifications 
for all packaging materials include:

All packaging material shall gain the Department’s approval prior to use and must maintain the 
identity, purity, strength, and composition of medical marijuana, in compliance with O.A.C. §
3796:2-2-02(A)(1) and O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-02(B)(1);
Packaging for medical marijuana distributed to a processor will be tamper-evident and light-
resistant, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-02(A)(1);
Packaging for medical marijuana distributed to a dispensary will be child-proof, tamper-evident, 
and light-resistant, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-02(B)(1); and
Any free sample provide to a dispensary per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-02(E) shall be packaged in a 
sample jar protected by a plastic or metal mesh screen.

Specifications for all labeling materials include:
The label for each medical marijuana strain must be approved by the Department, per O.A.C. §
3796:5-8-01(B);
A label shall not contain any of the following per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-02(D):
o Any false or misleading statement or design;
o Depictions of the product, cartoons, or images that are not registered with the Department, 

which includes any insignia related to a governmental entity;
o Any sum totals of cannabinoids or terpenes, except THC content as defined in O.A.C. §

3796:1-1-01(A)(49); or
o Any information that would violate the Department’s restrictions on advertising, as described 

in O.A.C. § 3796:5-7-01(F);
Labels may contain an approval or certification logo from a third-party certifier if the certifier 
does not have a direct or indirect financial interest in any medical marijuana entity licensed in 
Ohio and their certification protocols have been reviewed and approved by the Department, in 
compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-02(C); and
Labels must be conspicuously placed on packages.

Processor Labeling
The Company will affix to every package of medical marijuana distributed to a processor a label that 
meets the requirements of O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-02(A)(2), including the following information printed in 
English in letters at least one sixteenth inch tall:

The Company’s name, license number, place of business address, and telephone number for 
reporting a complaint or adverse event per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-02(A)(2)(a);
The name and license number of the processor facility receiving the shipment per O.A.C. §
3796:2-2-02(A)(2)(b);
The name of the medical marijuana that was registered with the Department and the product 
identifier issued by the Board of Pharmacy, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-02(A)(2)(c) and O.A.C. §
3796:2-2-02(A)(2)(d);
The total weight in grams of plant material in each package, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-02(A)(2)(g);
Batch number;
A unique identification number that will match the medical marijuana with a batch and batch 
number to facilitate any warnings and recalls the Department deems appropriate, per O.A.C. §
3796:2-2-02(A)(2)(e);
Date of harvest, final testing, and packaging, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-02(A)(2)(f);
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The identification of the independent testing laboratory providing the chemical analysis of the 
medical marijuana, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-02(A)(2)(h);
The laboratory analysis, profile, and a list of all active ingredients, including the percentage 
content by weight for the following cannabinoids, at a minimum, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-
02(A)(2)(i):
o Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC);
o Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinolic acid (THCA);
o Cannabidiol (CBD); and
o Cannabidiolic acid (CBDA);
An expiration date not exceeding one year from the date of harvest, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-
02(A)(2)(j);
Instructions for use and storage; and
The following warnings, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-02(A)(2)(k):
o “This product is for medical use and not for resale or transfer to another person”;
o “This product may cause impairment and may be habit-forming”; and
o “This product may be unlawful outside of the State of Ohio.”

Dispensary Labeling
If awarded a processor license or a plant-only processor license for the limited purposes of packaging, 
selling and delivering finished plant material directly to a licensed dispensary per O.A.C. § 3796:1-1-
01(A)(38), The Company shall affix to each package distributed to a dispensary a label in English that 
meets the requirements of O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-02(B)(2). Packages distributed to a dispensary will not 
exceed a 90-day supply of medical marijuana, as determined by the Board of Pharmacy per O.R.C.
3796.04(B)(10). When placing labels on packages distributed to a dispensary, harvest agents shall leave 
a space for a licensed dispensary to attach a personalized label for the patient, and shall including the 
following:

The Company’s name, license number, place of business address, and telephone number for 
reporting a complaint or adverse event per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-02(B)(2)(a);
The name and license number of the dispensary receiving the shipment per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-
02(B)(2)(b);
The name of the medical marijuana strain that was registered with the Department and the 
product identifier issued by the Board of Pharmacy, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-02(B)(2)(c) and 
O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-02(B)(2)(d);
The total weight in grams of plant material in each package, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-02(B)(2)(g);
Batch number;
A unique identification number that will match the medical marijuana with a batch and batch 
number to facilitate any warnings and recalls the Department deems appropriate, per O.A.C. §
3796:2-2-02(B)(2)(e);
Date of harvest, final testing, and packaging, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-02(B)(2)(f);
The identification of the independent testing laboratory providing the chemical analysis of the 
medical marijuana, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-02(B)(2)(h);
The laboratory analysis, profile, and a list of all active ingredients, including the percentage 
content by weight for the following cannabinoids, at a minimum, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-
02(B)(2)(i):
o Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC);
o Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinolic acid (THCA);
o Cannabidiol (CBD); and
o Cannabidiolic acid (CBDA);
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An expiration date not exceeding one year from the date of harvest, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-
02(B)(2)(j);
Instructions for use and storage; and
The following warnings, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-02(B)(2)(k):
o “This product is for medical use and not for resale or transfer to another person”;
o “This product may cause impairment and may be habit-forming”; and
o “This product may be unlawful outside of the State of Ohio.”

Packaging and Labeling Recordkeeping
For each batch of medical marijuana, the following packaging and labeling information will be recorded 
in the ITS:

Date(s) on which each step of the packaging and/or labeling protocol was performed;
Statement of the actual yield and a statement regarding whether the actual yield is within the 
acceptable range of the theoretical yield at the end of packaging and/or labeling;
Label contents; and
Identity of each person performing each process step in packaging and/or labeling of the batch.

Quality Assurance Clearance
The COO or their designee will inspect each packaged and labeled batch for compliance with The 
Company’s specifications. Any packaged or labeled medical marijuana which fails to meet its packaging
specifications, labeling specifications, or other packaging requirements must be rejected, unless the 
COO approves repackaging, relabeling, or other deviation that will ensure the batch will meet all 
packaging and labeling specifications and other packaging requirements and will not be otherwise 
contaminated or adulterated. Any such repackaging, relabeling, or other deviation must be documented
in the ITS. Representative and reserve samples will be collected from each batch of packaged and/or 
labeled medical marijuana as part of finishing operations.

PART II: PRODUCTION CONTROL

Pest Management
The Company’s leaders have extensive knowledge of safe pesticide use and will apply an 
environmentally sensitive approach to pest management that guarantees harvested medical marijuana 
plant material contains no residual pesticides. The Company’s Advisory Board also includes two 
agricultural scientists who have a combined 76 years researching and teaching agricultural techniques 
and integrated pest management (IPM). Both perform trials for international chemical companies to 
determine activity, efficacy and best use practices to maximize pest management and minimize costs 
and adverse impacts on the final products. Advisor D is also a highly recognized expert on the use of 
classical and novel biological controls (predators, parasites and diseases) for management of greenhouse 
and interiorscape pests. 

As doctors of entomology, Advisor B and Advisor D have spent many years researching plants’ 
susceptibility and resistance to pests and pathogens. Likewise, the COO has experimented with varying 
approaches to marijuana cultivation environments during six years of exposure as a cultivator. Based on 
their professional experience and academic research, The Company’s approach is not to create an overly 
sterile cultivation environment but instead use equipment, products and procedures that promote plant 
vigor and resistance. Although some cultivators promote ultimate sterility in their indoor environments, 
in The Company’s experience sterility is not achievable in agriculture and, in fact, is in direct opposition 
to the practice of inoculating plant media with beneficial microbes. An overly sterile environment may 
actually be detrimental to plant health, especially in the event that a pest or pathogen does enter the 
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facility. The Company prefers a holistic approach to plant health and pest management, beginning at the 
micro level with beneficial microbes applied to the roots early in the cultivation cycle and extending to 
the macro level with environmental control equipment and biological predators controlling pest 
problems before they start.

Plants grown in an indoor environment are more vulnerable to pests and diseases because they lack the 
natural defenses provided by a diverse ecosystem. Without natural biological predators, other plants to 
draw pests away, and the guaranteed nutrients that nature provides to ensure overall plant health, plants 
grown indoors can quickly become infested if a pest population moves in. IPM represents a departure 
from the widespread use of pesticides toward a series of evaluations, decisions, and controls using 
current and comprehensive information on the life cycles of likely pests. This information, in 
combination with available pest control methods, is used to manage pest damage with the least hazard to 
people and the environment. The following policies and procedures will preemptively control pests and 
pathogens in The Company’s marijuana cultivation areas. Interventions will only be used when 
necessary and with the least hazardous control method available. The IPM program will use a 
combination of the following controls:

Cultural Controls
Cultural controls include environmental control systems and SOPs that promote plant health and impede
the introduction of pests into the cultivation environment. Cultural controls include:

Hygiene Requirements for Agents
Cultivation agents are required to follow company policies for personal hygiene, including regular 
handwashing and the use of disposable, single-use gloves before handling plant material, between tasks, 
and after any absence from the work station. Hair nets are required in all cultivation rooms as well as the 
dry/trim room. Face masks are required for agents performing drying, trimming and packaging 
procedures.

Regular Cleaning
All rooms where medical marijuana is cultivated, stored or handled will be kept free of dirt, leaves, and 
other debris. The vegetative room, flower rooms, and dry/trim room will be subject to a multi-stage 
cleaning and disinfection process between vegetative and harvest cycles, while the mother and clone 
room will be cleared and disinfected every three months. During disinfection, all plant contact surfaces 
including floors, perimeter walls, plant trays, drying racks, and hangers will be wiped down, flushed, or 
mopped with a solution of 3% bleach and water. All other non-contact surfaces including light hoods, 
reflectors, ducting, tables, and equipment surfaces will be wiped down with a biodegradable cleaner.
Concrete floors in cultivation, drying, and trimming areas will be two-stage epoxy coated and sealed to 
create a non-porous surface that is easily mopped.

Environmental Conditions for Optimum Plant Health
The best defense against pests and diseases is a healthy plant. Plants grown outdoors are relatively less 
vulnerable to pests because of regional adaptation and nature provides them with the optimum balance 
of environmental conditions such as light, CO2, humidity, air circulation, and temperature. To maintain 
healthy plants indoors, these environmental conditions must be mimicked artificially. If they are not, 
plant health will suffer, and plants will become more vulnerable to pests. See 2B of this application for
specifications on environmental control equipment and conditions.
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Physical and Mechanical Controls
While cultural controls are usually preventative, physical and mechanical controls are used to intervene
as needed. These tools and strategies will be put into place only if a pest has been identified and only to 
directly remove or kill pests or physically prevent them from spreading. Physical and mechanical 
controls are the first line of defense against identified infestations and pose little to no hazard to people 
and the environment. The Company will use the following physical and mechanical controls:

Plant Eradication
If a plant shows severe signs of a pest or pathogen, it may be removed from production and destroyed to 
prevent the threat from spreading to other plants.

Physical Removal of Pests
If pests are large enough to be spotted and caught by hand, cultivation agents may pick them off infested 
plants or remove them using an insect vacuum. If done with precision and meticulous monitoring, this 
method is a non-toxic alternative to chemical treatment.

Insect Sticky Traps
The Company will hang a variety of colored sticky traps throughout cultivation areas as a pest
prevention and monitoring measure.

Biological Controls
Biological controls, or the use of pests’ natural enemies to prevent or manage infestation, include the 
beneficial actions of parasites, pathogens, and predators particular to the pest or pathogen that is 
threatening a plant’s health. Biological controls may be used preventatively or as an intervention after 
physical and mechanical controls have been exhausted. They are nontoxic and pose little to no risk to 
people and the environment. Natural pest and pathogen enemies commonly used in medical marijuana 
cultivation include:

Natural Insect Predators
Natural predators that do not damage medical marijuana, such as ladybugs, spiders, parasitic wasps, 
beetles, and the praying mantis, may be introduced into cultivation areas when a pest is identified.

Bacteria, Fungi, Nematodes, and Protozoa
The Company will utilize beneficial pathogens both preventatively and as an intervention. Beneficial 
microbes such as Great White Mycorrhizae with Beneficial Bacteria & Trichoderma will be fed to plants 
periodically to encourage their growth in the rhizosphere, which will prevent the colonization of harmful 
molds, root aphids, nematodes and other harmful microbes.

Chemical Controls
Chemical controls will be used for both prevention and intervention of pests and pathogens. The 
Company will use only all natural or plant-derived products. Microbial and botanical pesticides may be 
applied preventatively during the vegetative cycle, such as horticultural soaps, neem oil, citric acid,
essential oils, garlic, diatomaceous earth, pyrethrum, sulfur evaporators, and nontoxic natural remedies.  
As an intervention, once a pest or pathogen has been identified, chemical controls will be used only as a 
last resort when cultural, physical, mechanical, and biological controls have been unsuccessful. 

Pesticide Products
In compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(C), The Company will only use pesticides and chemicals that 
appear on the Department’s most recent version of the approved list of permitted pesticides, fertilizers, 
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and other chemicals. Per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(C)(1), The Company will only use pesticides 
registered with the Ohio Department of Agriculture that are either:

Registered with the United States Environmental Protection Agency under section 3 of 
section 3 of the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-
01(C)(1)(a); or
Exempt from registration under 40 C.F.R. 152.25(f) (2015) and the active inert ingredients of the 
pesticide product are authorized for use on crops or plants intended for human consumption by 
the United States Environmental Protection Agency, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(C)(1)(b).

Pesticide products may include all or any of the following, or their equivalent:

AzaMax
Manufacturer’s description: AzaMax is made from special Azadirachtin Technical extracted from the 
neem seed using patented extraction technology. The neem tree is known for its innumerable benefits. 
AzaMax contains Azadirachtin A&B as active ingredients and more than 100 limonoids.  AzaMax does 
not use harsh chemical solvents and instead uses food grade ingredients. AzaMax is OMRI listed and 
licensed in all 50 states.

Azatrol
Manufacturer’s description: Azatrol is an azadirachtin insecticide (1.2%) formulated to provide broad 
spectrum insect control with very low environmental impact. NON-TOXIC to honeybees and many other 
beneficial insects. OMRI Listed for use in organic production. A popular botanical insecticide/miticide 
with multiple modes of action, Azatrol acts as an anti-feedant, insect growth regulator and as a repellent 
and ovipositioning deterrent.

Cold Pressed Neem Oil
Neem oil is a naturally occurring pesticide found in seeds from the neem tree. It is yellow to brown, has 
a bitter taste, and a garlic/sulfur smell. It has been used for hundreds of years to control pests and 
diseases. Only neem oil products listed with OMRI will be used.

Citric Acid
Citric acid elicits antimicrobial activity against mold and bacteria. It is a weak organic acid often used as 
a natural preservative that is produced by microbial fermentation of carbohydrate substances. The 
Company will use OMRI listed citric acid products derived from microorganisms that have not been 
genetically modified.

Sulfur Evaporator
Sulfur evaporators are used to combat mildew in the indoor and greenhouse cultivation settings. They 
work on the principal of heating purified sulfur prills, or pellets, at an ideal temperature to completely 
and cleanly vaporize the sulfur into the grow environment. Sulfur has been used for centuries for natural 
fungus and mildew control. Sulfur evaporators cannot be used within a one-week period of pesticide 
products that are oil-based and three weeks before harvest.

Garlic Barrier
From manufacturer: Garlic Barrier is a very strong liquid garlic extract that mixes with water and is 
sprayed on farm and garden plants to keep insects off. The garlic used in Garlic Barrier is a very 
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powerful variety which is much more potent than the garlic goods in grocery stores. It's all natural and 
listed by OMRI as suitable for organic farm use. Cannot be used 6 weeks from harvest because of odor.

Pesticide Safety Training
In accordance with The Company’s Hazard Communication Program, cultivation agents who work in 
cultivation areas will complete pre-employment pesticide safety training. All cultivation agents applying 
pest prevention products shall be trained in the proper use of any pest prevention product used in the 
facility according to the manufacturer’s instructions, including strict adherence to the use and posting 
requirements stated on the product’s label, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(C)(5) and O.A.C.
§ 3796:2-2-01(C)(4). Pesticides will be mixed according to the manufacturer’s directions, using the 
lowest concentration recommended and never exceeding the maximum concentration recommended by 
the manufacturer. Training shall include proper selection and use of PPE and use for each product, as 
well as the disposal of unused fertilizers in compliance with all state and federal laws and regulations 
per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(C)(7). The use of a pesticide, fertilizer, or other chemical by an employee 
that is inconsistent with the product’s label may result in disciplinary action. 

Foliar Sprays
Any preventative or intervention foliar pesticide spray shall be mixed at the lowest concentration 
possible. No foliar nutrients, pesticides, or other chemicals will be applied to a plant after the twenty-
first day after the plant enters the flowering stage, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(C)(3).

Fumigants
Sulfur, pyrethrins, and other fumigants may be applied according to the manufacturer’s 
recommendation. No cultivation agents or visitors will enter a cultivation area while a fumigant 
application is in progress or during the period following a fumigant application, as recommended by the 
manufacturer. The cultivation agent responsible for the application will ensure that cultivation areas are 
closed during and after application and that other agents are made aware that fumigation is in progress.

Post-Harvest Testing to Determine Pesticide Levels
All plants will be tested by a third party to ensure that any approved pesticide product applied has been 
sufficiently flushed from the plant material. Pesticide residues for approved pesticides listed in the 
Department’s approved list of pesticides must not exceed the most stringent acceptable standard for an 
approved pesticide chemical residue in a food item as set forth in Subpart C of 40 C.F.R. Part 180, per 
O.A.C. § 3796:4-2-04(J). Pesticide residue from any pesticide not on the Department’s approved 
pesticide list must not be present in any detectable amount, per O.A.C. § 3796:4-2-04(J).

Record-Keeping
Any pesticide or anti-pest treatment, including organic, chemical, and living organisms used to repel or 
destroy pests, will be recorded in the batch record as well as the individual plant record in the ITS. The 
Company will maintain a record of all pesticide, fertilizer, or other chemical applications for at least five 
years, which shall be made available to the Department upon request, in compliance with O.A.C. §
3796:2-2-01(C)(6). Each pesticide application entry shall contain the following:

Date and time of application, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(C)(6)(a);
Stage of cultivation process, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(C)(6)(b);
If plants are in the flowering stage, date when the plants were moved to the flowering stage, in 
compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(C)(6)(c);
United States Environmental Protection Agency registration number, if applicable, in compliance 
with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(C)(6)(d);
Analysis of the fertilizer applied, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(C)(6)(e);
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Application site as identified in the facility’s location legend, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-
01(C)(6)(f);
Name of the product being applied, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(C)(6)(g);
Amount of product applied, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(C)(6)(h);
Unique plant identifier or any other information that identifies the plants that received the 
application, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(C)(6)(i);
Size of the application area, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(C)(6)(j);
Name of the employee or other individual making the application, in compliance with O.A.C. §
3796:2-2-01(C)(6)(k); and
Comments or special conditions related to the application, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-
2-01(C)(6)(l).

IPM Evaluation Process
IPM evaluation for each pest or pathogen will follow a four-tiered approach:

1. Identify pests and set action thresholds: Before taking any pest control action, IPM first identifies 
the most common pests and pathogens and sets a measurable threshold at which an intervention 
or control method must be employed. A single pest may not always require intervention, and not 
all insects and microorganisms require control.

2. Monitoring: The Company has set schedules and procedures for monitoring each room and each 
plant for signs of pests and pathogens. Cultivation agents will be trained to look for signs of pests 
common to indoor medical marijuana cultivation, keep detailed records of IPM monitoring, and 
report any signs of pests or pathogens to a supervisor. Monitoring removes the possibility that 
pesticides will be used when they are not needed or that the wrong kind of pesticide will be used.

3. Prevention: Preventative measures are the first line of defense against pests, as a preventative 
protocol will minimize the need for intervention. The IPM program will use a combination of 
physical and cultural controls that will make the cultivation facility uninhabitable for pests.

4. Intervention: Methods to remove pests will be used only after monitoring identifies a pest and 
thresholds indicate pest control is required. At that point, the Lead Grower will evaluate the 
proper control method for effectiveness and risk. Less hazardous pest controls, such as physical 
or biological controls or organic pesticides, will be used first. If further monitoring indicates that 
less hazardous controls are not working, additional pest control methods will be employed, such 
as targeted spraying of approved, non-toxic pesticides.

IPM Monitoring Procedure
Cultivation agents will monitor the plants in each room daily for signs of vigor as well as signs of 
pathogenic activity and mineral deficiency. Inspections will evaluate the following:

Overall health: This includes monitoring the plant’s growth since the last inspection, the overall 
color, strength, and size of the plant canopy, and the health of the plant’s root system;
Leaf and stem health: A representative sample (5-10 leaves) of each strains’ leaves should be 
inspected for signs of disease, mold, nutrient deficiency, toxicity, or poor health. Signs include: 
leaves curled under or upward; leaves yellowing, showing dark or light spots, or appearing 
burned; and stems turning red or brown or looking weak or unsteady; and
Pest inspection: Agents will inspect stems and leaves, paying particular attention to the 
undersides of leaves for signs of pests, as well as any other unexpected abnormalities. Agents 
will use a handheld microscope to scan for microscopic pests and fungal infections.
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Nutrient Management Plan
Medical marijuana plants need a variety of chemical elements throughout their life cycle to achieve 
optimum growth and maintain their overall health. They absorb these elements through their leaves and 
roots but only if such elements are present in the correct proportions. Too much or too little of an 
element will affect a plant’s ability to absorb others.

Ambient Nutrients
Ambient nutrients are the non-mineral nutrients that plants get from the air and water, including 
hydrogen, oxygen, and carbon.

Hydrogen
The potential of hydrogen, or pH, measures the activity of hydrogen ions in a solution. The higher the 
concentration of hydrogen ions, the more acidic a solution, while a lower concentration of hydrogen ions 
makes a more alkaline or basic solution. Each plant has a pH level optimum for nutrient absorption. 
Some plants prefer a more acidic solution, while others prefer a more alkaline solution. Medical 
marijuana plants prefer a neutral pH that falls between 6.5 and 7; however, plants grown hydroponically 
need lower pH levels for maximum nutrient absorption. The cultivation facility will generally maintain 
nutrient solutions at a pH level between 5.7 and 6.2 for maximum nutrient uptake. The pH of irrigation 
water will be monitored in real time using pH monitoring devices attached to the irrigation system.
Cultivations agents will also be equipped hand-held digital pH monitoring devices.

Oxygen
Although we usually think of oxygen as a plant’s waste product, they also need oxygen to survive, 
particularly in the root system. Plants take in oxygen through their roots from air pockets in the growing 
medium. To ensure plants get enough oxygen, it is important to use a growing medium, like Rockwool,
that allows for appropriate aeration of the roots. Allowing roots to dry down between watering, and 
oxygenating water using an air pump helps maintain optimum oxygen availability.

Carbon
Plants need carbon dioxide to perform photosynthesis. Although medical marijuana plants can grow 
with normal atmospheric CO2 levels, they will grow faster and bigger with increased CO2, which can be 
provided using a supplemental CO2 system. To maximize plant growth and minimize energy 
consumption, the cultivation facility will install a supplemental CO2 system to keep CO2 levels at 
approximately 1500 ppm during light hours in the cultivation area.

Macronutrients
Macronutrients are the mineral nutrients needed in large amounts for ideal plant health. The most 
important of these are nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium. Other macronutrients include calcium, 
magnesium, and sulfur. In hydroponic cultivation, macronutrients are more readily available than other 
cultivation methodologies.

Nitrogen, Phosphorus, and Potassium (NPK)
The most important macronutrients for medical marijuana, these three elements are found in all 
fertilizers in various proportions depending on the application. Plants need more nitrogen (N) during the 
vegetative stage because it is essential for chlorophyll production, which happens at a faster rate as the 
plant is stretching and growing new leaves and branches. Phosphorous (P) is important throughout the 
medical marijuana plant life cycle, as it plays a role in photosynthesis and root health, but plants use
more phosphorous during the flowering stage. Potassium (K) use is also elevated during flowering, 
while nitrogen use decreases. For this reason, fertilizers for plants in the vegetative stage have more 
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nitrogen and less potassium and phosphorous, while those meant for plants in their flowering stage have 
less nitrogen and increased proportions of potassium and phosphorous.

Calcium, Sulfur, and Magnesium
Each of these macronutrients also plays an important role in plants’ growth, often in relationship with
other macronutrients. For example, a calcium deficiency can be caused by an overdose of nitrogen or 
potassium, which inhibits a plant’s ability to absorb calcium even when it is available. To avoid 
overdose of any one nutrient, the cultivation facility will use a regimented feeding program, check 
regularly for signs of nutrient deficiency and toxicity, and adjust nutrient levels only when necessary.

Micronutrients
These are the mineral nutrients plants need only in small amounts throughout their growth cycle. They 
include iron, manganese, boron, zinc, copper, and molybdenum. These nutrients will be provided in 
small amounts throughout the vegetative and flowering stages, except when plants are being flushed.

Nutrient Deficiencies
When a plant receives too much or too little of any nutrient, its overall health deteriorates. Medical 
marijuana plants show distinct symptoms when nutrients are deficient or out of balance. If a problem is 
detected early on, it can be corrected by adjusting the fertigation schedule or formula. Cultivation agents 
will inspect plants in all stages of growth daily for signs of vigor as well as signs of mineral deficiency, 
looking for the symptoms of nutrient imbalance or deficiency, recording findings in the ITS and taking 
action in accordance with company procedures.

Nutrient Products
The cultivation facility will only use fertilizers that appear on the Department’s most recent version of 
the approved list of permitted pesticides, fertilizers, and other chemicals, in compliance with O.A.C. §
3796:2-2-01(C).  If The Company wishes to use a specialty fertilizer, including any fertilizer designed, 
labeled, and distributed for uses other than the production of commercial crops as defined in O.R.C. §
905.31(Q), it must be registered with the Ohio Department of Agriculture, in compliance with O.A.C. §
3796:2-2-01(C)(2). With the Department’s approval, The Company will use both organic and synthetic 
nutrients in its hydroponic cultivation operations, which may include products manufactured by any of 
the following companies:

General Hydroponics;
HydroDynamics (HDI); 
Botanicare; 
Plant Success; 
Technaflora:
Nutrilife; and 
Growth Technology Ltd.

Applying Nutrients

Safety Requirements
All cultivation agents applying nutrient fertilizers, or other chemicals, shall be trained in the proper use 
of each product prior to application, including strict adherence to the use and posting requirements stated 
on the product’s label, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(C)(5) and O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-
01(C)(4). Training shall include proper selection and use of PPE and appropriate use for each nutrient,
as well as the disposal of unused fertilizers in compliance with all state and federal laws and regulations 
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per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(C)(7). The use of a pesticide, fertilizer, or other chemicals by an employee 
that is inconsistent with the product’s label may result in disciplinary action.

Fertigation
During the vegetative stage, nutrients are applied via a nutrient reservoir into grow trays connected to a 
flood and drain system manufactured by Botanicare. Irrigation occurs on an automated schedule that is 
adjusted depending on plants’ development and the moisture content of the Rockwool medium.  
Nutrients are applied to plants in the flowering stage through Dosatron automated in-line fertigation 
systems that mix nutrient recipes for each application according to user inputs. 

Cultivation agents will verify pH levels, the concentration of nutrients in the solution in terms of 
electrical conductivity (EC), and water temperature of all nutrient solutions daily. Rate of application 
varies from once a week to three times a day throughout the plants’ life cycle.

Foliar Feeding
Plants may be sprayed with a nutrient formula during their vegetative stage, as plants also take in 
nutrients through their leaves. The cultivation agent responsible for foliar feeding will mix a nutrient 
formula that is approximately half the strength of that applied during fertigation and generously spray 
the leaves of each plant. No foliar nutrients, pesticides, or other chemicals will be applied after the 
twenty-first day following the date a plant enters the flowering stage unless otherwise permitted on the 
Department’s approved list, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(C)(3).

Nutrient Correction
When a plant shows symptoms of nutrient deficiencies or toxicity, a cultivation agent will record the 
plant and problem in the ITS and communicate with a supervisor before correcting a problem. If a 
nutrient overdose is suspected in an entire tray, a cultivation agent will bypass the Dosatron or 
Botanicare systems to irrigate plants with plain water for one to two days. If only one plant is affected, 
the problem may be corrected with a customized treatment, such as a foliar spray rich in the deficient 
nutrient. 

Recordkeeping
The Company will use the ITS to maintain a record of all pesticide, fertilizer, or other chemical 
applications. Records shall be kept for at least five years and shall be made available to the Department 
upon request, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(C)(6). For each plant or batch of plants, 
application records shall contain the following information:

Date and time of application, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(C)(6)(a);
Stage of cultivation process, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(C)(6)(b);
If plants are in the flowering stage, date when the plants were moved to the flowering stage, in 
compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(C)(6)(c);
United States Environmental Protection Agency registration number, if applicable, in compliance 
with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(C)(6)(d);
Analysis of the fertilizer applied, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(C)(6)(e);
Application site as identified in the facility’s location legend, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-
01(C)(6)(f);
Name of the product being applied, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(C)(6)(g);
Amount of product applied, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(C)(6)(h);
Unique plant identifier or any other information that identifies the plants that received the 
application, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(C)(6)(i);
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Size of the application area, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(C)(6)(j);
Name of the employee or other individual making the application, in compliance with O.A.C. §
3796:2-2-01(C)(6)(k); and
Comments or special conditions related to the application, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-
2-01(C)(6)(l).

Growing Media
The Company has determined that indoor cultivation is best suited for the regional climate, security, and 
discretion. Plants will be grown hydroponically, meaning no soil will be utilized in the facility. Instead, 
an inert growing medium will be used and nutrients will be fed to plants when they are irrigated. During 
propagation, clones will be plugged into Rockwool starter cubes where roots become well established. 
During the vegetative and flowering stages, including the mother stage, rooted clones will be placed in
6in. x 6in. Rockwool cubes. Only pest- and pathogen-free growing media will be used. All cultivation 
materials will be sourced from local stores whenever possible.

Rockwool
Rockwool, also known as stone wool or mineral wool, is a man-made substrate manufactured by melting 
basaltic rock and spinning it into thin fibers that are cooled to create a growing medium that can hold 
high levels of moisture and aeration. An inert growing medium, it is the most widely used growing 
medium for hydroponic tomatoes and is considered a natural product, as it is essentially made from rock 
alone. The Company will use Rockwool manufactured by Grodan as its only growing medium from 
propagation through flowering, including mother plants. Rockwool can be recycled into a new growing 
medium.

PART III: INVENTORY CONTROL PLAN

Advisor C is a registered pharmacist with almost 40 years of experience, including 21 years as a 
Director of Pharmacy at multiple medical facilities, with almost 10 years directing a level two trauma 
center. His knowledge of accountability requirements for pharmaceutical products, including drug 
pedigree and chain of custody tracking, will advise The Company’s inventory tracking and 
reconciliation procedures. The Company will incorporate the use of electronic inventory tracking 
software with regular physical inventory reconciliation to ensure that medical marijuana plants and plant 
material are tracked and accounted for from propagation until sold, stored, or destroyed. The Company 
prefers to use the same software that the Department selects to maintain the electronic database 
described in O.R.C. § 3796.07. If the Department’s selected software is not sufficient to perform the 
functions described herein, The Company will select its electronic inventory tracking system (ITS) from 
a reputable marijuana seed-to-sale software company. Examples include BioTrackTHC, MJ Freeway, or 
equivalent. The Company’s ITS shall be capable of interfacing with the Department’s inventory tracking 
system.

Seed-to-Sale Tracking
In compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(A)(3), The Company’s operations plan includes policies and 
procedures to document the chain of custody for all medical marijuana in the Department’s inventory 
tracking system. The Company shall track and submit into the Department’s inventory tracking system
any information the Department determines necessary for maintaining and tracking medical marijuana, 
per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(A).
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Propagation
Each time a group of clones of the same variety of medical marijuana is propagated or brought into the 
Propagation area, cultivation agents will use the ITS to create a label that will be placed on the exterior 
of each propagation tray bearing, at a minimum, the strain name and product identifier assigned by the 
State of Ohio Board of Pharmacy per O.A.C. § 3796:1-1-01(A)(40). All labels used for inventory 
control purposes will be moisture-proof, heat-resistant, non-removable, inalterable, and tamper-evident.

Vegetation
When clones are transplanted from a cloning medium into a growth medium for vegetative or flowering 
stages, cultivation agents will use the ITS to assign to each plant a unique plant identifier, which is a 
numeric or alphanumeric sequence, as determined by the Department, to allow for inventory tracking 
and traceability in the ITS per O.A.C. § 3796:1-1-01(A)(50). Upon transfer into a vegetative or flower 
growth medium agents will also securely attach to the plant or the plant’s container a moisture-proof, 
heat-resistant, non-removable, inalterable, and tamper-evident identifier tag that contains the following 
information, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(A):

The Company’s name and license number;
The registered name of the strain;
The unique plant identifier; and
General information regarding the plant that is used for traceability.

Any tag placed on the plant itself will be loose enough to allow the stem to grow to its expected 
thickness but tight enough to prevent it from being slipped over the top of the plant without causing 
noticeable damage to the plant. Tags will remain on plants until they are harvested. During each stage of 
growth, cultivation procedures, conditions, or complications for each plant will be recorded in the ITS, 
including the plant identifier of the affected plant.

Harvest
At harvest, each plant is cut, sectioned, and hung along with its identifier tag in the drying room. Once 
dry, plants move into the trimming area to undergo final trim. Identifier tags for each plant entering the 
trimming area will be scanned into the ITS prior to trimming. During trimming the plant material from 
plants of the same variety that were propagated and cultivated together, under normal environmental 
conditions, without significant variances from company specifications, are consolidated into batches that 
meet the requirements of O.A.C. § 3796:1-1-01(A)(3), not to exceed 15 pounds of manicured dried 
flowers or buds or 25 pounds of plant material, excluding flowers and buds. As plant material is added 
to a batch, the plant’s identifier tag is placed on the container and the plant identifier is recorded in the 
batch record in the ITS. Each batch will be assigned a unique numeric or alphanumeric batch number to 
allow for inventory tracking and traceability, per O.A.C. § 3796:1-1-01(A)(4).

During trimming harvest plant material is separated into trimmed flower, sugar leaf, and waste. Per 
O.A.C. § 3796:1-1-01(A)(37), plant material means the leaves, stems, buds, and flowers of the medical 
marijuana plant and does not include seedlings, seeds, clones, stalks, or roots of the plant or the weight
of any non-marijuana ingredients combined with the medical marijuana. All plant material is tracked 
throughout trimming procedures in the ITS and with labels bearing the batch number on each container.

Curing and Testing
After trimming procedures are complete, flowers and sugar leaf will be placed separately in curing 
containers labeled with the batch number. After curing is complete, the COO will facilitate required 
sampling and testing by a licensed laboratory. Cured medical marijuana will be stored in the quarantine 
section of the vault during testing. The licensed laboratory will use batch numbers to track and identify 
representative samples. If the certificate of analysis shows the batch meets The Company’s
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specifications and the Department’s standards, curing containers bearing the batch number will be 
transferred out of the quarantine area to the cleared medical marijuana area. 

Packaging, Labeling and Distribution
Batches of medical marijuana that have been tested and issued an analysis by a licensed laboratory 
showing they meet the standards set forth by the Department per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-06(C) will be 
packaged and labeled for storage or distribution according to product demand. All medical marijuana 
distributed to a processor or dispensary will be registered with the Department and assigned a product 
identifier by the State of Ohio Board of Pharmacy, per O.A.C. § 3796:5-8-01(A). Medical marijuana 
packaged for storage will be labeled with the batch number, the product identifier and the status of the 
batch, at a minimum. Medical marijuana will be stored on the premises in vault storage as shown on plot 
plans in Section 2D of this application, accessible only by type 1 key employees, in compliance with 
O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(F).

Medical marijuana packaged for distribution to a licensed processor or dispensary shall be packaged and 
labeled in accordance the requirements of O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-02. The Company will not directly or 
indirectly discriminate in price between different processors of dispensary facilities that are purchasing a 
like grade, strain, brand, quality, and quantity of medical marijuana, in compliance with O.A.C. §
3796:2-2-07(H). The Company may also sell medical marijuana to a laboratory licensed under O.A.C. §
4729-13 to possess dangerous drugs and controlled substances for scientific and clinical purposes, per 
O.A.C. § 3796:2-1-06(D). At no time shall The Company sell medical marijuana in any form to a 
patient or caregiver, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-07(A). The Company may provide to a 
dispensary free samples of plant material of a particular strain being sold at the dispensary, so long as 
the sample is tracked in the ITS from distribution to destruction by the dispensary, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-
2-02(E).

Inventory Records
For each plant and for each batch, the ITS will keep a perpetually updated record that contains:

Plant identifier or batch number;
For a batch, the plant identifier for each plant in the batch;
Planting date(s);
Medical marijuana form (seed or clone) and origin;
Strain and the unique product identifier assigned by the State of Ohio Board of Pharmacy per
O.A.C. § 3796:1-1-01(A)(40);
Cultivation information including all materials, nutrients, pesticides, and procedures used
during the growth cycle;
Harvest information including harvest date(s) and the weight of medical marijuana flowers and 
sugar leave after trimming;
Date(s) trimmed and name of agent(s) responsible for trimming;
Curing information including length of time in curing bins, method(s) and/or containers used;
Results of internal and third-party quality assurance testing;
A record of any label applied to all or part of the batch; and
Any other relevant information required by law.

Inventory records, including weekly and comprehensive inventory counts, will be maintained for a 
minimum of five years after the expiration date assigned to the batch and will be made available to the 
Department at any time, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(E). ITS records may also be made 
available to qualified patients or other parties upon request in accordance with company policies for 
product crises.
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ITS Scheduling and Task Assignment
Beyond the batch tracking functions described above, the ITS is also a cultivation management tool 
capable of assigning, scheduling, and tracking cultivation and harvesting tasks. Each cultivation and 
harvesting agent will have a user account protected by password with controls set for the agent’s 
appropriate level of access. The COO and Lead Grower will use the ITS to assign or reassign tasks to 
agents, create and update calendars tracking cultivation cycles and procedures, and create detailed 
instructions for agents to follow. Cultivation and harvesting agents will use the ITS to mark tasks 
complete, view summaries of assigned tasks, and add additional notes to the batch or plant identifier 
record. If a relevant task is completed and confirmed by a supervisor, it will be automatically added to 
the batch record.

Physical Inventory Counts
The COO will have oversight of both the ITS and physical inventory of medical cannabis on-site at the 
cultivation facility. They will be responsible for receiving, inspecting, and approving or rejecting clones 
that arrive from outside the facility; randomly performing inventory discrepancy checks; and performing 
full physical inventory reconciliations. Per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(B)(2), prior to commencing business, 
The Company shall establish ongoing inventory controls and procedures for the conduct of inventory 
review and comprehensive inventories of medical marijuana for traceability in the Department’s ITS to
detect any diversion, theft, or loss in a timely manner. Prior to commencing business, The Company 
shall conduct an initial comprehensive inventory of all medical marijuana in the facility, in compliance 
with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(B). If The Company commences business with no medical marijuana on 
hand, it shall record this fact as the initial inventory per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(B)(1).

Weekly Inventory Reports
Upon commencing business, a type 1 employee will prepare a weekly inventory of medical marijuana at 
the facility that includes the following, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(C):

The date of the inventory, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(C)(1);
Per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(C)(2), the amount of medical marijuana on hand, including:
o The total count of plants, whether in the flowering, vegetative, or clone phase of growth and 

organized by room in which the plants are being grown;
o The batch number, weight, and strain name associated with each batch at the cultivation 

facility that has been quarantined for testing or ready for sale to a processor or dispensary; 
and

o The total number of plants and every unique plant identifier that have been harvested but are 
not yet associated with a batch;

The amount of medical marijuana sold since the previous weekly inventory, per O.A.C. §
3796:2-2-04(C)(3), including:
o The date of sale per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(C)(3)(a);
o The license number and name of the processor or dispensary to which the medical marijuana 

was sold per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(C)(3)(b); and
o The batch number, registered product name and quantity of medical marijuana sold per

O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(C)(3)(c);
Per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(C)(4), the date, quantity, and method of disposal of medical 
marijuana, if applicable;
A summary of the inventory findings per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(C)(5); and
The name, signature, and title of the employees who conducted the inventory and oversaw the 
inventory per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(C)(6).
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Annual Inventory Count
On an annual basis, a type 1 key employee of The Company shall conduct a physical, manual inventory 
count of all medical marijuana in the cultivation facility, comparing it against the annual inventory 
report generated by the ITS, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(D).

Inventory Discrepancies
If a discrepancy is found during an inventory count, the COO will investigate whether it was the result 
of an error, theft, or diversion. In the event it was the effect of an error, SOPs may be adjusted to avoid 
another error from arising. If an investigation reveals a discrepancy outside of loss standard to the 
industry due to moisture loss and handling, a type 1 key employee of The Company shall report the 
discrepancy to the Department, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(D).

Uninterrupted Supply
The Company will use the ITS and regular inventory counts to track packaged and stored medical 
marijuana as well as anticipated yields for live medical marijuana plants to ensure that a consistent 
supply of medical marijuana is available to be sold to licensed processors and dispensaries, in 
compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-1-07(A). The Company will consider supply consistent by either:

Allowing no more than 120 days to elapse between harvests of at least 15 pounds of medical 
marijuana, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-1-07(A)(1); or
Maintaining an inventory of at least ten pounds of medical marijuana that is ready for immediate 
sale per O.A.C. § 3796:2-1-07(A)(2).

In the event that The Company is unable to maintain a consistent supply of medical marijuana, a type 1 
employee shall petition the director of the Department to toll computation of the 120-day timeframe, 
providing the following elements as listed in O.A.C. § 3796:2-1-07(E):

An explanation of the facts and circumstances that will not allow The Company to ensure a
consistent supply of medical marijuana; and
A plan for how and when The Company will be able to meet the requirements of O.A.C. §
3796:2-1-07(A).

In compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-1-07(C), should The Company be issued a notice of insufficient 
business activity by the director of the Department, a type 1 employee shall respond with any evidence 
sufficient to prove that The Company has met and continues to meet the requirements of O.A.C. §
3796:2-1-07(A).

Preventing Oversupply
The facility is designed to hold three production lines to allow for staggered harvests every twenty days. 
The number of production lines utilized will be adjusted based on patient population and consumption 
reported in the Department’s inventory tracking system to ensure The Company does not produce or 
maintain medical marijuana in excess of the quantity required for normal, efficient operation, in 
compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-07(D).

PART IV: DISPOSAL AND WASTE REMOVAL

Medical marijuana waste of all types will be treated with same security caution as a potent finished 
medical marijuana product up until rendered unrecoverable and disposed. The utmost care shall be taken 
to ensure that no medical marijuana waste is stolen or diverted by any agent, visitor or member of the 
public. The following waste disposal policy will ensure that medical marijuana is disposed of both safely 
and sustainably, threatening neither public safety nor the environment. Examples of medical marijuana 
waste include:
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Adulterated medical marijuana, as defined by O.A.C. § 3796:1-1-01(A)(2), in which any of the 
following applies:
o A substance has been mixed or packed with the medical marijuana to reduce the quality or 

strength or the substance has been substituted wholly or in part for the medical marijuana, per 
O.A.C. § 3796:1-1-01(A)(2)(a);

o It consists, in whole or in part, of any filthy, putrid, or decomposed substance, including 
mold, mildew, and other contaminants, per O.A.C. § 3796:1-1-01(A)(2)(b);

o It has been produced, processed, prepared, packed, or held under unsanitary conditions 
whereby it may have been contaminated with filth, or whereby it may have been rendered 
injurious to health, per O.A.C. § 3796:1-1-01(A)(2)(c); or

o Its container is composed, in whole or in part, of any poisonous or deleterious substance that 
may render the contents injurious to health, per O.A.C. § 3796:1-1-01(A)(2)(d);

Discarded immature or mature plants and seedlings;
Unusable medical marijuana trimmings;
Dead plants and plant debris;
Medical marijuana leaves and flowers that are expired, damaged, or have been stored 
improperly. “Expired” means medical marijuana that is beyond the date specified by The 
Company in its labeling for plant material, not to exceed one calendar year from its harvest date, 
per O.A.C. § 3796:1-1-01(A)(17)(a). "Plant material" means the leaves, stems, buds, and 
flowers of the medical marijuana plant, and does not include seedlings, seeds, clones, stalks, or 
roots of the plant or the weight of any non-marijuana ingredients combined with the medical 
marijuana, per O.A.C. § 3796:1-1-01(A)(37);
Any resinous waste, including used cotton pads and gloves; and
Any medical marijuana returned to the cultivation facility.

Rendering Medical Marijuana Waste Unrecoverable 
Pursuant to O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-03(A), The Company shall dispose of undesired, excess, unauthorized, 
obsolete, adulterated, misbranded, or deteriorated medical marijuana waste either by disposal executed 
in accordance with the procedures herein written, under the supervision of a type 1 key employee, and in 
such a manner as to render the medical marijuana waste unusable, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-
2-03(A)(1); or by surrender without compensation of such medical marijuana to the Department director 
or the director’s designee, at the director’s discretion, pursuant to O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-03(A)(2). The 
Company prefers to render medical marijuana waste unusable under the supervision of a type 1 key 
employee as defined in O.A.C. § 3796:5-2-01(H)(1), including an owner, administrator, or individual 
that has control and management over the day-to-day activities that significantly impact the operations 
of The Company. The Company will not allow medical marijuana, or medical marijuana byproduct or 
scrap, to be used or disposed of in a manner not consistent with the rules and regulations of the state or 
the procedures herein, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:5-6-02(B)(12).

In compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-03(B), the disposal procedures contained herein shall be 
sufficient to render medical marijuana waste unusable. The Company will render medical marijuana 
waste unrecoverable by grinding it to break down the phytochemicals in medical marijuana sufficiently 
to ensure medical marijuana waste is no longer psychoactive. It is more environmentally friendly than 
methods requiring the use of chemicals to destroy phytochemicals because it makes use of waste 
byproducts from other commercial activities. The Company will use electric mulching equipment (leaf 
mulcher and/or chipper/shredder) to grind medical marijuana waste into mulch and then incorporate the 
mulched waste with one or more of the non-consumable, solid wastes listed below, such that the 
resulting mixture is at least 51 percent non-marijuana waste:

Paper waste;
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Cardboard waste;
Food waste;
Yard or garden waste;
Grease or other compostable oil waste;
Bokashi, or other compost activators;
Soil or other used growth media; or
Other wastes approved by the Department 

Any agent who uses the mulching equipment shall complete training prior to operating the machine. 
Agents shall perform a safety check with each use. All agents shall follow the manufacturer’s 
instructions for safely operating the machine and for the use of PPE, including safety goggles and 
gloves. 

Procedure for Rendering Medical Marijuana Waste Unrecoverable
In compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-03(C), the disposal of medical marijuana shall be performed in 
the facility’s designated destruction area under video surveillance from the time the destruction begins to 
when it is placed in a locked dumpster or other approved, locked container and removed from the 
facility. Medical marijuana waste shall be rendered unrecoverable at least once per day, unless no 
medical marijuana waste is generated or identified. Under the supervision of a key 1 employee, agents 
will use the following procedure:

1. Gather medical marijuana waste generated as a part of cultivation or harvest activities and ask a 
type 1 key employee to accompany you to the medical marijuana waste destruction area.

2. If there are waste items stored in the vault, a type 1 key employee shall transfer them to the waste 
destruction area.

3. If a waste item has a batch a record in the ITS, as is the case for batches that fail quality 
assurance testing, returned or recalled products, record the transfer in the ITS.

4. Remove packaging, if necessary. 
5. Tare the scale and weigh the medical marijuana waste products in aggregate. Record the 

aggregate weight in the ITS.
6. Weigh non-consumable solid waste in an amount equal to the weight recorded for medical 

marijuana waste, plus an additional 1%. Record the weight in the ITS.
7. Put on protective safety goggles and gloves and then perform the necessary mulcher safety 

checks.
8. Feed the medical marijuana waste into the mulcher as directed by the manufacturer’s operations 

manual.
9. Use a shovel, rake, or other tool to mix the mulched medical marijuana waste with the non-

consumable waste until it is unrecognizable.
10. Unlock the container designated for medical marijuana waste rendered unrecoverable and place 

the mixture inside. Re-lock the container. Per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-03(B), the container must 
always be kept locked, opened only to deposit and remove unrecoverable medical marijuana 
waste. 

Recordkeeping
In compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-03(D), the type 1 key employee overseeing the disposal of 
medical marijuana shall use the ITS to create a separate record of every disposal indicating the 
following:

The date and time of disposal;
The manner of disposal;
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The volume and weight of the approved solid waste media used to render the medical marijuana 
unusable;
The unique identification codes associated with the medical marijuana scheduled for destruction;
The reasoning for and description of the disposal;
The signature of the type 1 key employee overseeing the disposal of the medical marijuana; and
If the medical marijuana waste for disposal contains plant material that was prepared for sale to a 
dispensary or processor, the batch number, strain, volume, and weight of the plant material being 
disposed of.

The Company shall keep and maintain true, complete, legible records relating to the disposal of medical 
marijuana, medical marijuana products, and waste at the facility for a five-year period. All required 
records will be made available for inspection if requested by the Department. 

Disposal
Medical marijuana waste that is rendered unusable shall be discarded into a locked dumpster or other 
approved, locked container for removal from the facility by a local waste management service, or it may 
be composted in a secured area at the cultivation site for future use at the facility, in compliance with 
O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-03(B). Any medical marijuana waste to be removed by the waste management 
service shall be picked up at least once per week. An agent will record the name and collect the 
signature of the waste management agent responsible for pickup prior to unlocking the medical 
marijuana waste container for disposal.

Non-Marijuana Waste
The disposal of other waste from the facility that does not include medical marijuana, including 
hazardous waste and liquid waste, shall be performed in a manner consistent with federal and state law, 
in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-03(E). Non-hazardous, non-marijuana solid waste will be stored 
separately from marijuana waste rendered unusable in bins or dumpsters for regular weekly pickup by a 
local waste management company. Examples of non-hazardous non-marijuana waste include:

Growing media from medical marijuana cultivation, such as soil and seedling plugs, that has not 
been treated with hazardous additives or pesticides;
Food and general waste from agent break rooms and restrooms; and
Recyclable waste, such as plastics, paper, and metals.

Liquid Waste
The Company’s will use equipment and techniques to create as little wastewater as possible. Irrigation
systems include flood and drain as well as drip line nutrient injection systems, which create practically
no runoff from plants during cultivation. Wasteful distillation and reverse osmosis purification methods 
will not be utilized. All condensate from air conditioners and dehumidifiers will be filtered and added 
back to the active water supply.

The only fertigated water that will need to be disposed into the municipal sewer system is approximately
240 gallons of remaining nutrient solution unused in the vegetative reservoirs, which will occur 
approximately every twenty days or when a new batch of clones enter the vegetative room. Wastewater 
shall be disposed of in compliance with applicable water district regulations, including wastewater 
testing to ensure acceptable limits for chemical combinations. Chemical solutions that exceed limits for 
discharge into local sewers will be disposed of in accordance with applicable laws and regulations.

Hazardous Waste
Disposal of hazardous waste, including all unused pesticides, fertilizers, and other chemicals, shall be 
performed in compliance with all federal, state, and local codes and regulations, including compliance 
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with all directions on the product label, pursuant to O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(C)(7). Any hazardous waste 
that must be removed from the premises shall be collected by a local waste management business. 
Examples of hazardous waste include:

Chemical waste, such as certain pesticides, cleaning products, and soil additives;
Fluorescent light bulbs and other bulbs containing mercury; and
Electronic waste, which may be donated or disposed of at an e-recycling event, as available.

PART V: ADVERSE EVENTS AND RECALLS

The Company’s written SOPs and quality assurance plan have been designed to ensure that all medical 
marijuana cultivated at the facility is tested, stored, and handled to prevent contamination or 
misidentification; however, in the event of contamination, expiration or other circumstances that render 
a medical marijuana product distributed by The Company unsafe or unfit for consumption, The 
Company will follow the policies and procedures contained herein to identify the products involved, 
notify all dispensaries, processors, or licensed laboratories to whom an affected product was sold or 
transferred, and dispose of any affected products returned or retrieved by The Company, in compliance 
with O.A.C. § 3796:2-1-02(B)(4)(f).

Complaints
Each shipment of medical marijuana products distributed will include information on how to contact 
The Company to file a complaint. Type 1 employees are responsible for receiving and recording 
complaints. For any compliant received, they will complete a Complaint Log, assign and record a unique 
complaint number, and give the person issuing the complaint the unique compliant number for 
reference. They will then enter the complaint number and a copy of the Complaint Log into the batch 
record in the ITS for the batch of medical marijuana in question. Complaint records will be retained for 
one year past the expiration date of the affected batch or for one year past the date of receipt of the 
complaint, whichever is longer.

Pursuant to O.R.C. § 3796.17, the State of Ohio Board of Pharmacy shall establish a toll-free telephone 
line to respond to inquiries from patients, caregivers, and health professionals regarding adverse 
reactions to medical marijuana and to provide information about available services and assistance. Thus, 
The Company anticipates receiving complaints only from other medical marijuana entities; however, if
patient or caregiver wants to issue a complaint, The Company shall receive and record the complaint 
using the procedure described herein.

A type 1 employee will review the contents of each complaint within the first 24 hours after the 
complaint is made and determine whether the complaint describes an adverse event. An adverse event 
occurs when a patient reports having a negative side effect from using a product. If The Company 
receives a report of an adverse event, the COO will open an investigation within 24 hours to determine if 
the product indicated to have caused the problem was, in fact, the cause. 

Product Investigations
An investigation will be conducted for all adverse events. First, the COO will conduct a thorough 
records review of all inventory control and other records regarding the product to assess whether an
approved or unapproved deviation occurred from SOPs, product specifications or component 
specifications. Next, the product will be sent for re-testing. If the affected product was not returned, a 
reserve sample from the same batch shall be tested. Test results will be recorded in the Complaint Log 
as well as in the batch record for the affected product. 
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If test results for the affected product are substantially similar to the original test results, and the records 
show that there were no abnormalities in SOPs, then the complaint will be considered resolved. If the 
test results are not substantially similar or the records indicate an unapproved deviation from SOPs, The 
Company will continue the investigation until the cause for the deviation has been identified. The 
complaint will not be considered resolved until The Company has found a cause for the discrepancy in 
testing results, has resolved the error in SOPs, or six months has passed from the initial complaint date. 
If an investigation reveals that a product is associated with a serious adverse event or a major 
discrepancy in SOPs, The Company may issue a withdrawal or recall.

Recalls and Withdrawals
The Company may issue a recall when an adverse event investigation reveals an unapproved deviation 
from SOPs occurred that poses a health risk to patients or the public, such as:

A product comes into contact with allergens;
A product is contaminated by bacteria, chemicals, or other objects;
A product distributed has expired prematurely;
A product is misbranded, mislabeled, or has packaging problems;
The components or equipment used to produce the medical marijuana are contaminated, 
unapproved, or recalled by the supplier; or
Any other circumstances that render the medical marijuana unsafe or unfit for consumption.

In the event that a recall is necessary, The Company will follow the following recall procedures, which 
have been advised by 21CFR7.

Recall Team
The COO is responsible for assembling a recall team to handle each product crisis, delegating tasks to 
team members, and following up to make sure that the procedures have been completed. A recall is 
more than simply collecting product; it also entails resolving issues with consumers, public relations, 
sales, quality assurance, distribution, other medical marijuana establishments, and the law. The duties of 
the recall team will be spread among The Company’s executive team, Advisory Board, agents, and 
outside consultants. Consultants may include an attorney, an accountant, a product safety specialist, 
and/or a scientist. The COO will divide the work into specific units and assign a leader of each unit, who 
will be responsible for reporting to the COO about the unit’s progress.

Event Binder
An event binder will be kept for each product crisis that includes:

A description of the product, including packaging and labeling;
All identifying information about the product, including the product’s batch number, plant 
identifiers, components used to cultivate and harvest the product, and equipment used to 
cultivate, harvest, trim, package, label, or store the product;
Details about the problem with the product, including the results of the product investigation;
Details about the discovery of the problem, including date and time;
A compilation of the records regarding the product;
Information about the supply chain of the product; and
Copies of the Complaint Log and Returned Product Log.

The event binder will also include a master list of all members of the recall team, including telephone 
numbers, email addresses, mailing addresses, and who is to replace a member on the team if that
member is unable to fulfill his or her duties. The COO will assign the responsibility of organizing the 
event binder to one member of the recall team, who will ensure that documents are appropriately copied, 
delivered, and made available to the state for viewing upon request. All documentation accumulated 
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during the event will be digitized after the conclusion of the event. All testing records will be kept for a 
minimum of five years after testing is completed.

Identifying Product Origins
If the adverse event investigation reveals that the health risk necessitating the recall was caused by 
components or equipment used at the facility to cultivate, harvest, trim, package, or label the product in 
question, The Company will contact the supplier and alert them of the situation. All such components or 
equipment will be removed from use, and any medical marijuana product created using the affected 
component or equipment will be placed in quarantine for testing and/or disposal. No component from 
the same shipment as the problematic component will be received at the facility after notice of the 
problem has been given to the supplier. The inventory control records for all affected medical marijuana
will be updated to reflect the nature of the product crisis.

Communication 
The recall team will use the ITS to create a distribution list of all parties to whom the batch of affected 
medical marijuana was transferred. After the distribution list has been finalized, the recall team will 
decide how urgently the product should be returned to determine what kind of communication to use to 
alert the distribution chain. All communications will be sent with official documentation. The recall 
team may elect to communicate using telephone, fax, email, social media/web postings, letter sent by 
post, and/or press release/media statement. If the product crisis is widespread and the recall team feels it 
would be most beneficial to disseminate information quickly, the team may update The Company’s 
social media accounts and/or alert local news media. 

All communications must include:
The product’s name batch number, product number, and any other identifying information;
The dates during which the product was distributed;
Contact information for The Company;
The Company’s website URL for product crisis information; and
Instructions for what to do with the product.

Each week during the recall, a check will be completed to see how many parties on the distribution list
have responded to notice of the recall. The Company will continue sending notice, in varying 
communication formats, until all parties on the distribution list have responded.

Recall Status Reports
The recall team will keep the public and the Department informed on the status of the recall throughout 
the event by releasing digital Recall Status Reports on The Company’s website. Printed copies will be 
available at the facility. The reports will include the distribution list, excluding any patient information 
other than the quantity of affected patients. Reports will also include information about the product 
records, how much product has been accounted for, and what procedures are being used to account for 
the rest.

Recalled products may be returned directly to the facility or the Sales/Delivery Director may retrieve 
them from a dispensary, processor or laboratory. If it is not feasible to have the recalled product returned 
to The Company’s facility, instructions for proper disposal will be included in official communication. 
Any member of the supply chain electing to dispose of the product and not return it to The Company’s 
facility will be asked to sign a form stating that they disposed of the product in compliance with all laws 
and regulations governing disposal. Obtaining cooperation in this process will ensure a more accurate 
count of total recalled items disposed.
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Storing Recalled Products
All recalled products returned to The Company’s facility will be placed in the quarantine storage area
within the vault. Sufficient quantities of the recalled sample will be retained for testing at least three
additional times and will be stored for two years after the event. When possible, samples will be stored 
in their original packaging. Regardless, recalled and returned products will be retained in receptacles 
that are airtight. 

Disposal of Recalled Products
Once a product crisis is resolved, all recalled products labeled for disposal shall be disposed of in 
accordance with The Company’s waste disposal policies, not including the samples to be saved for two 
years.

PART VI: RECORDKEEPING AND REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

Part VI(A): Recordkeeping Policies

In compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-08(A), The Company shall keep true, complete, legible, and 
current books and records, maintaining them at the facility for a five-year period, unless otherwise 
required by law. All required records will be made available for inspection if requested by the 
Department. The following records shall be maintained:

Records relating to the disposal of medical marijuana and waste, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-
08(A)(1);
Records related to the sale of medical marijuana, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-08(A)(2);
Transportation records, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-08(A)(3);
Records of all samples sent to an independent testing laboratory and the quality assurance test 
results, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-08(A)(4);
Security records, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-08(A)(5);
Inventory tracking records and inventory records maintained in the ITS, as well as records 
maintained by the facility outside the ITS, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-08(A)(6);
Per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-08(A)(7), cultivation records, which, at a minimum, shall include the 
following:
o Forms and types of medical marijuana maintained at the facility daily, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-

2-08(A)(7)(a);
o Soil amendment, fertilizers, pesticides, or other chemicals applied to the growing medium or 

plants or used in the process of growing medical marijuana, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-
08(A)(7)(b); and

o Production records, including planting, harvesting and curing, weighing, and packaging and 
labeling, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-08(A)(7)(c);

Financial records, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-08(A)(8);
Employee records, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-08(A)(9); and
Records of any theft, loss, or other unaccountability of any medical marijuana, per O.A.C. § 
3796:2-2-08(A)(10).

Electronic Records 
Pursuant to O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-08(B), The Company is permitted to use an electronic system for storage 
and retrieval of records required by the Department or for other records relating to medical marijuana. 
The Company will use an electronic system that meets the following requirements:
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Guarantees the confidentiality of the information stored in the system, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-
08(B)(1);
Can safeguard against erasures and unauthorized changes in data after the information has been 
entered and verified by The Company, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-08(B)(2);
Can place a litigation hold or enforce a records retention hold for purposes of conducting an 
investigation or pursuant to ongoing litigation, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-08(B)(3); and
Is capable of being reconstructed in the event of a computer malfunction or accident resulting in 
the destruction of the data bank, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-08(B)(4).

Financial Records
The Company shall maintain financial records at the facility for a five-year period and make them 
available to the Department upon request, in compliance O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-08(C), including the 
following:

Records that clearly reflect all financial transactions and the financial condition of the business, 
including contracts for services performed or received that relate to The Company, per O.A.C. § 
3796:2-2-08(C)(1);
Purchase invoices, bills of lading, manifests, sales records, copies of bills of sale, and any 
supporting documents, including the items and/or services purchased, from whom the items were 
purchased, and the date of purchase, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-08(C)(2);
Bank statements and canceled checks for all accounts relating to The Company, if applicable, per 
O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-08(C)(3); and
Accounting and tax records related to The Company and all investors in the facility, per O.A.C. 
§ 3796:2-2-08(C)(4).

Human Resources Records
The Company shall retain all hiring, training, performance, and disciplinary records for any person hired 
as an agent of The Company, including contractors and volunteers. Agent files shall be stored in a 
locked container or password-protected computer and shall be kept for a minimum of five years. In 
compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-08(D), agent files shall include: 

All records relating to the hiring of agents, including applications, documentation of verification 
of references, and any other related materials, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-08(D)(1);
Per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-08(D)(2), an employee log that includes the following information for 
every current and former agent:
o Agent name, address, phone number, and emergency contact information, per O.A.C. § 

3796:2-2-08(D)(2)(a);
o Registration number and access credential designation, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-08(D)(2)(b);
o Date of hire and date of separation from employment, if applicable, and the reason for the 

separation, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-08(D)(2)(c);
o All training, education, and disciplinary records, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-08(D)(2)(d); and
o Salary and wages paid to each agent, and any executive compensation, bonus, benefit, or 

item of value paid to any individual affiliated with The Company, including members of a 
non-profit corporation, if any, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-08(D)(2)(e);

Visitor logs, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-08(D)(3).

Waste Disposal Records
Pursuant to O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-08(E), The Company is permitted to store medical marijuana product 
and waste disposal records at the facility. Any such records shall include:
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The registered product name, strain, and quantity of medical marijuana involved, per O.A.C. § 
3796:2-2-08(E)(1);
The date of production or removal from production, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-08(E)(2);
If the medical marijuana has been removed from production, the reason for removal, per O.A.C. 
§ 3796:2-2-08(E)(3);
A record of all medical marijuana sold, transported, or otherwise disposed of, per O.A.C. § 
3796:2-2-08(E)(4);
The date and time of sale, transportation, or disposal of the medical marijuana, per O.A.C. § 
3796:2-2-08(E)(5); and
Per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-08(E)(6), if the medical marijuana is destroyed, the records required 
under O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-03, as described in Part IV of this section.

Part VI(B): Inventory Tracking Compliance

In compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-01(A)(3), The Company’s operations plan includes policies and 
procedures to document the chain of custody for all medical marijuana in the Department’s ITS. The 
Company will submit via the Department’s ITS any information the Department determines necessary 
for maintaining and tracking medical marijuana cultivated by the Company from its seed source through 
its cultivation and distribution, per O.R.C. § 3796.07 and O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(A).

Seed-to-Sale Tracking
Per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(B)(2), prior to commencing business, The Company shall establish ongoing 
inventory controls and procedures for the conduct of inventory review and comprehensive inventories of 
medical marijuana for traceability in the Department’s ITS to detect any diversion, theft, or loss in a 
timely manner, including the following regular tracking and recordkeeping procedures:

Propagation
Each time a group of or clones of the same variety of medical marijuana is propagated or brought into 
the Propagation area, cultivation agents will use the ITS record the strain name, product identifier, and 
number of plants in each propagation tray, such that the ITS contains a perpetually updated record of all 
plants in the clone phase of growth, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(C)(2)(a).

Unique Plant Identifiers
When a clone is transplanted from a cloning medium into a growth medium for vegetative or flowering 
stages, or when a plant reaches 12 inches in height, cultivation agents will use the ITS to assign to each 
plant a unique plant identifier, such that the ITS contains a perpetually updated record of all plants in the 
vegetative and flowering stages of growth, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(C)(2)(a). Cultivation agents will 
also securely attach to the plant or the plant’s container a moisture-proof, heat-resistant, non-removable, 
inalterable, tamper-evident, identifier tag that contains the following information, in compliance with 
O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(A):

The Company’s name and license number;
The registered name of the strain;
The unique plant identifier; and
General information regarding the plant that is used for traceability.

Identifier tags will remain on plants until they are harvested. During each stage of growth, cultivation 
procedures, conditions, or complications for each plant will be recorded in the ITS, including the plant 
identifier of the affected plant.
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Batch Consolidation
At harvest, each plant is cut and hung along with its identifier tag in the drying room, such the ITS 
contains a perpetually updated record of the total number of plants and every unique plant identifier that 
have been harvested but are not yet associated with a batch, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(C)(2)(c). Once 
dry, the plant material from plants of the same variety that were propagated and cultivated together 
under normal environmental conditions are then consolidated into batches. As plant material is added to 
a batch, the plant’s identifier tag is placed on the container and the plant identifier is recorded in the 
batch record in the ITS. 

Batch Identification and Storage
Each batch will be assigned a unique numeric or alphanumeric batch number to allow for inventory 
tracking and traceability, such that the ITS contains a perpetually updated record of the batch number, 
weight, and strain name associated with each batch at The Company’s facility that has been quarantined 
for testing or is ready for sale to a processor or dispensary, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(C)(2)(b). Medical 
marijuana will be stored on the premises in a designated, enclosed, locked area identified in The 
Company’s plans as submitted to the Department, accessible only by authorized individuals, in 
compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(F).

Distribution
For any batch or portion of a batch sold or transferred to another medical marijuana entity, including a 
testing lab, the following information shall be recorded in the ITS:

The amount of medical marijuana sold or transferred;
The date of sale or transfer;
The license number and name of the processor, dispensary, or testing laboratory to whom the 
medical marijuana was sold or transferred; and
The batch number, registered product name, and quantity of medical marijuana sold or 
transferred.

Distribution entries will ensure that the ITS contains a perpetually updated record of the amount of 
medical marijuana sold or transferred by The Company, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(C)(3).

Disposal
The type 1 key employee overseeing any disposal of medical marijuana shall use the ITS to create a 
separate record that includes the information required per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-03(D), such that the ITS 
contains a perpetually updated record of the date, quantity, and method of each instance in which 
medical marijuana has been disposed of, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(C)(4).

Weekly Inventory Reporting
Upon commencing business, a type 1 employee will use ITS records perpetually updated as a part of 
The Company’s inventory control plan to prepare a weekly inventory of medical marijuana at the 
facility that includes the following, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(C):

The date of the inventory, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(C)(1);
Per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(C)(2), the amount of medical marijuana on hand, including:
o The total count of plants, whether in the flowering, vegetative, or clone phase of growth and 

organized by room in which the plants are being grown;
o The batch number, weight, and strain name associated with each batch at the cultivation 

facility that has been quarantined for testing or ready for sale to a processor or dispensary; 
and

o The total number of plants and every unique plant identifier that have been harvested but are 
not yet associated with a batch;
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The amount of medical marijuana sold since the previous weekly inventory, per O.A.C. §
3796:2-2-04(C)(3), including:
o The date of sale per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(C)(3)(a);
o The license number and name of the processor or dispensary to which the medical marijuana 

was sold per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(C)(3)(b); and
o The batch number, registered product name and quantity of medical marijuana sold per

O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(C)(3)(c);
Per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(C)(4), the date, quantity, and method of disposal of medical 
marijuana, if applicable;
A summary of the inventory findings per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(C)(5); and
The name, signature, and title of the employees who conducted the inventory and oversaw the 
inventory per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(C)(6).

Comprehensive Inventory Reviews
Prior to commencing business, The Company shall conduct an initial comprehensive inventory of all 
medical marijuana in the facility, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(B). If The Company 
commences business with no medical marijuana on hand, it shall record this fact as the initial inventory 
per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(B)(1). On an annual basis, a type 1 key employee of The Company shall 
conduct a physical, manual inventory count of all medical marijuana in the cultivation facility, 
comparing it against the annual inventory report generated by the ITS, in compliance with O.A.C. §
3796:2-2-04(D).

ITS Records
Inventory records, including weekly and comprehensive inventory counts, will be maintained for a 
minimum of five years after the expiration date assigned to the batch and will always be made available 
to the Department, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(E).
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2D Security Plan 
(Maximum of 30 pages, see instructions for formatting) 

 
Please note: The following must be submitted in a non-identified format. 

Include this form as a cover page. 
 

Applicant should provide a narrative detailing support for, at a minimum, the following: 
 
Part I: Surveillance Technology and Physical Security 
Physical equipment used to monitor the facility and meet the security requirements under 
Chapter 3796 of the Revised Code and the rules promulgated in accordance with Chapter 3796 
of the Revised Code. (3796:2-1-03(B)(4)(b) and 3796:2-2-05) 
(A) Camera feed should traverse the IP network from the camera source to the server utilizing 

Motion JPEG (MJPEG) or MPEG-4/H.264/Advanced Video Coding codec technology.  
(B) Data should be transmitted over the Real-time Protocol (RTP) or Real Time Streaming 

Protocol (RTSP). 
(C) Camera should support pan, tilt, and zoom functionality and controls. 
 
 
Part II: Security and Transportation Policies and Procedures 
(A) A security plan in accordance with rule 3796:2-2-05 of the Administrative Code, that 

establishes policies and procedures to ensure a secure, safe facility to prevent theft, loss, or 
diversion and protect facility personnel. (3796:2-1-03(B)(4)(a)) 

(B) Transportation policies and procedures, which includes the transportation of medical 
marijuana from a cultivator to a processor or dispensary and from a cultivator to a testing 
laboratory in the state of Ohio, in accordance rule 3796:5-3-01 of the Administrative Code. 
(3796:2-1-02(B)(5)(c), 3796:2-1-03(B)(4)(e)) 

 
 
Part III: Facility Plot Plan and Specifications 
A plot plan of the cultivation facility drawn to a reasonable scale that designates the different 
areas of operation, including the marijuana cultivation area, with the mandatory access 
restrictions. (3796:2-1-03(B)(4)(d), 3796:2-1-02(B)(5)(d))  
(A) If the building is in existence at the time of the application, the applicant shall submit plans 

and specifications drawn to scale for the interior of the building. 
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(B) If the building is not in existence at the time of application, the applicant shall submit a plot 
plan and a detailed drawing to scale of the interior and the architect's drawing of the 
building to be constructed. 

 
Part IV: Emergency Notification Procedures 
Emergency notification procedures with the department, law enforcement, and emergency 
response professionals. (3796:2-1-03(B)(4)(c)) 
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PART I: SURVEILLANCE TECHNOLOGY AND PHYSICAL SECURITY

The key to a thoroughly protected and constantly observed, yet pleasant workplace environment lies in 
the analysis of criticality and vulnerability factors specific to the operation. Security Company A has 
assessed these factors as they relate to the proposed site and operations and has designed a physical 
security plan that includes: 

Secure perimeter barriers equipped with intrusion detection system monitored twenty-four hours 
per day by a U.L. Listed Central Station; 
Video surveillance systems that work in tandem with the intrusion detection and alarm systems 
for providing perimeter detection and video verification of potential intrusion threats; and
Access Control System for entrance onto the premises and within the facility that utilizes card 
readers for all entry points.

The Company shall keep all security equipment in good-working order and will have the systems 
inspected and all devices tested by a third party quarterly, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-05(D).
All systems and devices will be tested weekly by personnel onsite. Per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-05(A), The 
Company shall comply with all security plans described herein.

The Company has developed comprehensive written operating policies, plans, and procedures that have 
been informed by Good Agricultural Practices (GAP), Good Handling Practices, and Quality 
Assurance/Quality Control standards based on Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP), as well as 
recommendations developed by the American Herbal Products Association. If awarded a provisional 
license, The Company will provide full written copies of these plans, which are fully annotated with 
Ohio statutory and regulatory requirements, to the Department upon request.

Perimeter Barriers
The Company will make the following improvements to restrict access to the premises and building:

Fencing 
An exterior fence will be constructed using number 11 gauge or heavier wire with mesh openings no 
larger than two square inches. Selvage shall be twisted and barbed at the top and bottom, and equipped 
with a top guard strung with barbed wire and angled outward (if local ordinances permit) and upward at 
a 45-degree angle. The fence shall rest within two inches of solid ground with a minimum height of 
eight feet. A clear zone of at least ten feet shall be maintained on both sides of the fence where possible.
“No Trespassing” signs shall be posted on or adjacent to fencing at such intervals that at least one sign is 
visible at any approach to the barrier for a minimum distance of 50 yards. 

Fencing will contain designated areas for employee parking, shipping/receiving and delivery truck path. 
The single access point to the premises will be protected by a video intercom-monitored gate equipped 
with a card reader to allow authorized persons onto the property. Frequent patrols and checks of all 
perimeter barriers shall be conducted by a security officer during their working hours to monitor their 
condition. Observations of unsecure factors shall be promptly reported and reports of inadequate 
perimeter security shall be immediately acted upon. The Company will also maintain the fencing to 
prevent unauthorized entry or access to waste disposal containers, or disposal areas outside the facility, 
in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-05(A)(2). No composting will be done outside of the facility, 
despite being allowed by O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-05(A)(2).

Doors and Windows
Doors shall be of heavy construction with a reinforced jamb hung in a frame sufficiently strong to avoid 
prying. Hinges shall be either located within the doorway or the screws or bolts concealed and hinge 
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pins welded or flanged to prevent removal. Doors to sensitive areas shall be equipped with automatic 
door closing devices and fitted with a strong dead bolt and a heavy latch. All man doors shall have 
armored door mount contacts to monitor door status. The overhead door(s) will have contacts mounted 
on the rail/track. Motion detectors will be installed to ensure multiple layers of security inside the 
building to protect both the main doors and overhead doors. All existing window openings exposed to 
cultivation areas shall be removed and filled in. 

Intrusion Detection System
The Company will install an adequate security alarm system around the perimeter of the facility to 
prevent and detect diversion, theft, or loss of medical marijuana utilizing commercial grade equipment, 
in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-05(A)(1). The Company’s intrusion detection system consists of 
an exterior fence detection system, interior contacts on all entry points to the building, and motion 
detectors. Per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-05(B)(1), the video surveillance system will work in tandem with the 
perimeter motion detectors to identify unauthorized access to the facility. The fence detection system 
shall be configured to report alarms based on predefined zones corresponding to physical sections of the 
fence. These physical sections of fence will correlate to camera presets configured into the video 
surveillance system to provide automatic camera call-ups based on the fence zone alarms. 

Protective Lighting System
The Company will ensure the outside perimeter of the facility is well-lit, in compliance with O.A.C. § 
3796:2-2-05(A)(6). A protective lighting system is essential to the security program, as it provides a 
means of continuing the same degree of protection and detection during the night as is available during 
the day, including high quality surveillance monitoring at night. 

All light poles used to light the perimeter barriers shall be within the fence and at least eight feet from 
the barrier so as not to be readily accessible to damage or destruction. Cones of illumination from lamps 
shall be directed downward and away from the installation. Lamps will be mounted to provide a strip of 
light both inside and outside security fencing. Beams shall overlap to provide coverage in case of bulb 
failure. A photoelectric beam will cover the exterior area between the cultivation facility and any
adjacent buildings. Additional lighting shall be provided at points of entry and points of possible 
intrusion. Automatically controlled protective lighting shall be checked and inspected regularly for 
proper operation prior to darkness. Lower parts of buildings and structures with light shall be finished or 
striped with light finishes to aid in security inspection of the installation.

The protective lighting system shall have a dependable auxiliary source of power that is independent of 
the plant lighting or power system. Parallel circuit wiring shall be used to prevent system failure in the 
event of bulb failure in any one fixture. Whenever practical, wiring shall be placed underground in 
tamper resistant conduits. If above ground, it should be high enough to reduce the possibility of 
tampering. 

Adequate emergency lighting shall be provided for indoor evacuation routes and will go into operation 
automatically when needed. The protective lighting system shall be designed, and exact locations 
recorded, so that repairs can be made rapidly in an emergency. Switches and controls shall be properly 
located, waterproof and tamper resistant, readily accessible, centrally located and inaccessible from the 
outside the perimeter barrier. The protective lighting system will be inspected regularly by a security 
officer. If a security officer discovers an inoperative lighting system, he or she will report the failure to a
type 1 employee and the light shall be repaired or replaced within 24 hours.
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Video Surveillance System
The Company will utilize a video surveillance recording system installed by a vendor that is approved 
by the Department and meets the standards required by the Department to prevent and detect diversion, 
theft, or loss of medical marijuana, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-05(A)(3). The proposed 
video surveillance system has been designed by Security Company A, who will also install the system if 
approved by the Department. The alarms/events generated by the analytic cameras shall be programmed 
to alert the type 1 employee on-site and security monitoring professionals at an off-site, U.L Listed, 
monitoring station (Central Station).

Camera Placement
Surveillance cameras will capture the entire facility, including direct placement near entrances, exits, 
and parking areas, to capture a clear and certain identification of any person entering or exiting the 
facility, which shall be appropriate for the normal lighting conditions of the area under surveillance, in 
compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-05(B)(2). Video cameras shall be directed at all approved safes, 
approved vaults, and will also monitor the entrance, exit, and interior of all areas where medical 
marijuana is being cultivated, harvested, stored, or handled, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-
05(B)(3). The Company will notify visitors of video monitoring by placing notices on the public 
entrance.

Camera Specifications
All cameras installed will be day/night high resolution that provide an image resolution of at least D1, 
recorded at 30 images per second, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-05(B)(4)(h). A date and time 
stamp will be embedded on all recordings. The date and time shall be synchronized and set correctly and 
shall not significantly obscure the picture, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-05(B)(4)(e).

In compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-05(B)(4)(f), cameras installed outdoors and in low-light interior 
areas shall be day/night cameras with a minimum resolution of 600 lines per inch (analog) or D1 (IP) 
and a minimum light factor requirement of 0.7 LUX. F Outdoor fixed dome network cameras with pan 
tilt zoom (PTZ) functionality will be installed on the exterior of the building and on perimeter fencing 
and shall be assisted by IR illumination lighting to increase picture clarity and brightness. Outdoor 
Day/Night PTZ cameras will be installed in all other areas of the facility. Cameras will be calibrated and 
focused to maximize the quality of the recorded image and installed in a manner that will prevents them 
from being readily obstructed, tampered with, or disabled, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-
05(B)(4)(c).

Monitoring
Surveillance feed will utilize an internet protocol (IP) camera system to traverse the IP network from the 
camera source to the server utilizing Motion JPEG (MJPEG) or MPEG-4/H.264/Advanced Video 
Coding codec technology. Data shall be transmitted over the Real-time Protocol (RTP) or Real Time 
Streaming Protocol (RTSP) to provide 24-hour live feed from all cameras with motion-activated 
recording capabilities, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-05(B)(5). Monitoring of the video will be via one high 
definition 60” monitor which shall always remain connected to the electronic recording security system, 
in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-05(B)(4)(b). Access to on-site surveillance recordings will be 
limited to type 1 employees, per O.A.C. § 3796:5-2-01(H)(2).

Exportation of Video Files
All video recordings will be saved in an industry standard format that can be played on any standard 
computer operating system and will allow for the exporting of still images in an industry standard image 
format, including .jpg, .bmp, and .gif. Exported video shall have the ability to be archived in a 
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proprietary format that ensures authentication of the video and guarantees that no alteration of the 
recorded image has taken place, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-05(B)(4)(g). All cameras will be 
capable of immediately producing a clear color still photo that is a minimum of 9600 dpi from any 
camera image, live or recorded, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-05(B)(4)(d). All surveillance 
recordings will be stored for a minimum of 60 days. If The Company is aware of a pending criminal, 
civil, or administrative investigation or legal proceeding for which a recording may contain relevant 
information, The Company shall retain an unaltered copy of the recording until the investigation or 
proceeding is closed or the entity conducting the investigation or proceeding notifies The Company that 
it is not necessary to retain the recording. All recordings shall be erased or destroyed prior to disposal.

The video surveillance recording system shall provide a direct feed and login capabilities to the 
Department to allow for real-time access and monitoring of the facility via the live video surveillance 
recording system, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-05(B)(4)(a). The Company will also provide 
the Department access to stored recordings upon request, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-
05(B)(5).

Failure Notification
In compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-05(B)(9), the video surveillance system will provide an alert the 
CEO and COO within the cultivation facility within five minutes of failure, either by telephone, email, 
or text message. The Company will repair or replace any failed component of the video surveillance 
recording system within twenty-four hours of failure, unless The Company provides notice to the 
Department and an extension is approved, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-05(B)(4)(i). Backup 
primary equipment will be stocked to repair or replace any failed component of the video surveillance 
recording system.

Alarm Systems
All security systems will be installed and configured for onsite supervision by type 1 
employees in the security/IT room. Security systems will also be monitored twenty-four hours per day
by security monitoring professionals off-site at Central Station. The Company will have two methods of 
communication with Central Station, and will conduct a daily timer test to ensure communication 
devices are working. All alarms shall be transmitted via a private and secure connection. In compliance 
with O.A.C. § 3796:5-4-01(C), The Company shall notify the Department within 24 hours and submit a 
written report within 10 days if any of the following occur:

An alarm activation or other event that requires response by public safety personnel, per O.A.C. 
§ 3796:5-4-01(C)(1);
A breach of security, per O.A.C. § 3796:5-4-01(C)(2); or
The security alarm system fails due to a loss of electrical support or mechanical malfunction, per 
O.A.C. § 3796:5-4-01(C)(3).

Pursuant to O.A.C. § 3796:5-4-01(E), The Company shall maintain and shall make available to the 
Department all documentation related to any of the aforementioned reportable occurrences.

Silent Alarm and Panic Alarm
Wireless and hard-wired silent alarm buttons, also known as a hold-up button, will be installed at the 
facility, per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-05(B)(6). The wireless hold-up button (WHB) is a portable key fob that 
can be activated by an employee onsite from anywhere in the building. The hardwired hold-up button 
(HHB) shall be located in the office. Hold-up alarms will automatically notify law enforcement as well 
as security monitoring professionals at Central Station.
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Card readers equipped with key pads will activate a separate panic alarm when a type 1 employee onsite 
manually enters a duress code. The panic alarm will generate an audible security alarm system signal in 
the event of a life-threatening situation or an emergency requiring law enforcement response, in 
compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-05(B)(7). Panic alarms will activate an automatic voice dialer
located in the security/IT room, which will send a prerecorded voice message, when activated, over a 
telephone line, radio, or other communication system to a law enforcement, public safety, or emergency
services agency requesting dispatch, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-05(B)(8).

Fire and Smoke Detection
Fire and smoke detectors will be installed throughout the facility in all areas legally required and will be 
connected to the alarm system. The COO is responsible for assigning team members to frequently test 
and replace detectors as needed to ensure that they remain in proper working condition.

Communications
The Company will have two methods of communication with Central Station: primary communication 
via IP and cellular backup. For onsite communication, a video intercom system will be installed that 
consists of an IP Master Station in the office and cameras and voice intercoms at the gate entrance and 
all exterior doors.

Back-up Systems
All video surveillance and alarm systems will be connected to back-up power sources so that, in the 
event of a power outage, they will continue running for at least 48 hours, in compliance with O.A.C. § 
3796:2-2-05(B)(10). Pursuant to O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-05(C), The Company will install a back-up alarm 
system that uses commercial grade equipment provided and monitored by Security Company B, a 
separate third-party security firm. The back-up alarm system shall detect unauthorized entry during 
times when no employees are present at the facility.

Access Control
The Company will restrict access to any area within the facility containing medical marijuana except to 
registered employees (agents) or an individual permitted to access the facility under the supervision of a 
Company agent in accordance with the visitor authorization procedures set forth in O.A.C. § 3796:5-2-
01(I), in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-05(A)(7). The Company will install electronic card readers 
on all exterior doors and all interior doors to control and track agent movement as well as prevent 
visitors from accessing unauthorized areas. Card readers are programmable to permit and deny access 
based on the person, the time of day, or the day of the week. They will also generate and store an 
electronic log of all agent movement in and out of areas where medical marijuana is grown, stored, or 
handled.

Per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-05(A)(5), all areas used for cultivating, harvesting, or storing medical marijuana 
shall be kept securely locked and protected from unauthorized access to medical marijuana. Door status 
is monitored at all entry points with mounted door contacts. Presentation of a valid credential to the card 
reader will momentarily unlock the door and allow ingress. Free egress is always allowed and, unless it 
is an emergency exit, no alarm event is generated when someone exits through a door; however, doors 
held open for an extended period of time generate a door propped alarm. 

Access Cards
Each agent will be issued an access card that allows them to access the areas of the facility necessary to 
perform their work duties. Each access card will contain a photo of the agent. Per O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-
05(A)(8), only registered, authorized employees, owners and officers of The Company will be issued 
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access cards. All persons to whom an access card has been issued shall be instructed in its proper use, 
including:

Access cards must not be shared with any person, including other agents of the Company; and
Access cards must not be left in locks nor stored in a location accessible to persons other than 
registered, authorized employees, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-05(A)(9).

Misuse of and access card will result in disciplinary action, up to and including termination. Type 1 key 
employees are responsible for the issuance and oversight of access cards, including recording and 
controlling rigid accountability procedures. Lost or damaged access cards shall be invalidated and 
replaced with one bearing a different control number (or magnetic code) or one that is otherwise not 
identical to that one lost or damaged. A substantial monetary charge for reproduction of access cards lost 
or damaged will discourage negligence. Rosters of lost, damaged or invalidated access cards shall be 
posted at security control points, and temporary badges will not be issued.

In addition to receiving and access card issued by The Company, every owner, principal officer, board 
member, employee, administrator, agent, or other person who may significantly influence or control the 
activities of a cultivator shall apply to the Department for an employee ID card, in compliance with 
O.A.C. § 3796:5-2-01(A). No person shall begin working for The Company prior to receiving his or her 
employee ID card, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:5-2-01(D). Cardholders must keep their employee 
ID card visible at all times when on the property of any cultivator, processor, or testing laboratory and 
during the transportation of medical marijuana to another cultivator, processor, or testing laboratory, as 
applicable to their job position, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:5-2-01(D).

Access Levels
In compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:5-2-01(H), The Company shall designate the level of access granted 
to an applicant for an employee ID card. The Company may choose to implement additional access 
restrictions, but at a minimum, the access levels shall be designated as follows:

Per O.A.C. § 3796:5-2-01(H)(1), a type 1 designation is an owner, administrator, or individual 
who has control and management over the day-to-day activities that significantly impact The 
Company’s operations. Type 1 access permits the cardholder to enter every area of the facility.
Areas of the facility accessible only to type 1 employees are colored red in Part III of this 
section, and include the security/IT room and the vault. The Company may designate up to three 
type 1 cardholders as a key employee. The CEO and COO will be type 1 cardholders and a third 
may be designated at a later date, as appropriate. A key employee shall be responsible for all 
activities at the facility and will serve as the point of contact for the facility with the Department; 
and
Per O.A.C. § 3796:5-2-01(H)(2), a type 2 designation is a board member, officer, employee, or 
agent permitted to enter the production and non-production areas of the facility designated in the 
facility plans and specifications submitted by The Company under O.A.C. § 3796.2.1.02. A type 
2 cardholder shall not be permitted to access the areas containing vaults, security equipment, and 
other equipment related to the facility’s surveillance operations. Areas of the facility accessible 
to type 2 cardholders are colored yellow in Part III of this section.

Security Equipment Storage
The Company will store all security system equipment and video surveillance systems in the locked 
security/IT room to prevent theft, loss, destruction, or alterations, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-
2-05(A)(4). The security/IT room will be constructed with one-hour fire rated construction and will 
contain the following equipment: control panels, network DVR, power supply, enclosures, main network 
POE switch, burglar key pad, cellular backup, alarm panel, and security monitor. Access to the 
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security/IT room shall be limited to type 1 key employees who are essential to surveillance operations, 
law enforcement agencies, security system service employees, the Department, and others when 
approved by the Department, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-05(A)(4)(a). The Company will 
maintain and shall make available to the Department, upon request, a current list of type 1 key 
employees and contractors who have access to the security/IT room, in compliance with O.A.C. § 
3796:2-2-05(A)(4)(b).

PART II: SECURITY AND TRANSPORTATION POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

Part II(A): Security Plan
The Company’s security plan incorporates the use of commercial grade surveillance, intrusion detection 
and alarm equipment with personnel, policies and procedures designed to prevent unauthorized entry 
and activity in the facility. The security program will be implemented without interfering with the 
orderly and efficient operation of the facility. The Company does not intend to create a prison-like 
atmosphere but rather to arrive at a workable security program that takes into account the needs and 
requirements of the operating staff, while adhering to good security practices as perceived by Security 
Company A, the unbiased third-party security firm contracted to design the physical and mechanical 
security systems. The goals of The Company’s Security Plan are as follows:

To maintain a central console security station wherein all fire and security alarms monitoring 
systems report;
To establish a main access control point for all persons who ingress or egress the facility;
Utilize sensing and monitoring devices to assist in the control of movement in areas not under 
constant observation;
Identify all agents and visitors who enter the facility and control their movement while on site; 
and
Establish security response patrols to monitor and enforce policies established while maintaining 
the appearance of an open facility.

Security Officers
Since the methods described can only delay intrusion rather than prevent it, security personnel must 
inspect the premises thoroughly and frequently enough to interrupt, or prevent, intrusion within the time 
span of the deterrent capability of the physical barriers. Outside of regular working hours, the facility 
will be manned by one unarmed security officer stationed in the lobby area with access to surveillance 
camera footage and in direct communication with Central Station. Security Company A will be 
responsible for hiring, scheduling, and supervising security officers. Security Company A has been a 
Class “A” Private Investigation & Security Guard Provider since 1998. A site supervisor contracted 
through Security Company A with sufficient experience and background will supervise, train, counsel 
and schedule security officers assigned to the facility. All security officers will meet the following 
employment standards:

Minimum 25 years old;
Minimum of five-years’ experience in the private security, military or law enforcement field;
Have completed an Ohio Peace Training Commission Academy in either Law Enforcement or 
Security;
Pass a 9-panel drug screening;
Pass a BCI & FBI Background Check with no convictions;
Satisfactorily complete a personal and employment history background check; and
Obtain employee ID card from the Department, per O.A.C. § 3796:5-2-01(A).
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Security officers shall not be required to perform duties other than those closely related to security 
activities, since the distraction created would seriously impair performance. Activities will include 
regular patrols of the parking area, fence and fence intrusion detection system, monitoring surveillance 
feed as needed, and alerting Central Station of any suspicious or unauthorized detected in these areas. 
The security officer will not have access to the interior of the facility beyond the lobby area.

Each member of the security force will be required to complete an organized basic training course and 
thereafter take periodic courses of in-service or advanced training. Job description, general, and special 
orders shall be prepared and posted at all security monitoring stations and shall be reviewed at least 
semi-annually to ensure applicability. Periodic inspections and examinations shall be conducted by
Security Company A and type 1 employees to determine the degree of understanding of and compliance 
with all orders for any security officer.

Theft and Diversion
Agents will be trained to immediately report any irregularities found that might indicate loss, fraud, 
embezzlement, or any other illegal action taken against The Company, its agents or its property.
Suspecting or having actual knowledge of an irregularity and not reporting it may result in disciplinary 
action.

Package Inspections
The Sales/Delivery Director and the COO will conduct periodic inspections of packages, lunch 
containers, and briefcases, bags, or purses brought in and out of the facility to control unauthorized 
removal of facility property. Under the COO’s supervision, the Sales/Delivery Director will request that 
the owner remove enough material to permit a thorough visual inspection. If facility property is 
discovered during an inspection, the person shall be subject to disciplinary action and/or criminal 
prosecution depending on the type of property discovered. Any person found removing or attempting to 
remove medical marijuana from the facility will be reported to the Department as well as law 
enforcement.

Diversion Inspection Procedure
If diversion or theft is suspected, the COO will initiate a diversion inspection by first using the electronic
inventory tracking system (ITS) to retrace the time, location and handler of the item or items that are 
missing. The COO will then review video surveillance records and access card readers to identify any 
irregularities in agent or medical marijuana flow during the time of the suspected diversion. If an agent 
is found responsible for an irregularity, disciplinary action will be taken against the agent. The agent will 
be re-trained if it is a minor irregularity. 

Reporting
If The Company has reason to believe that an actual loss, theft, or diversion of medical marijuana has 
occurred, The Company shall immediately notify the Department and law enforcement, in compliance 
with O.A.C. § 3796:5-4-01(A). A type 1 key employee shall provide the notice by submitting a signed 
statement that details the estimated time, location, and circumstances of the event, including an accurate 
inventory of the quantity and type of medical marijuana unaccounted for due to diversion or theft. The 
notice shall be provided no later than 24 hours after discovery of the event. Within 10 days of submitting 
a report, The Company shall do the following, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:5-4-01(B):

Review and secure video surveillance footage during the time of the suspected theft or diversion, 
per O.A.C. § 3796:5-4-01(B)(1);
Submit a report that contains the following information, per O.A.C. § 3796:5-4-01(B)(2):
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o The names and ID numbers of every employee at the facility at the time of the theft or 
diversion, per O.A.C. § 3796:5-4-01(B)(2)(a);

o The internal measures taken to locate the cause of the loss, theft, or diversion, per O.A.C. § 
3796:5-4-01(B)(2)(b); and

o The total quantity and type of medical marijuana stolen or otherwise diverted following a 
subsequent audit of the facility’s actual inventory compared to the inventory reported by the 
inventory tracking system, per O.A.C. § 3796:5-4-01(B)(2)(c);

Submit to the Department a revised plan to secure the facility’s inventory and measures that will 
be taken to prevent future loss, theft, or diversion, per O.A.C. § 3796:5-4-01(B)(3); and
Identify all the records at the facility and potential evidence outside the facility, including video 
surveillance footage, that will be sealed and prevented from being destroyed until a full 
investigation is conducted by the Department and law enforcement, if deemed necessary, per 
O.A.C. § 3796:5-4-01(B)(4).

Visitor Policies
A person who is not a holder of a valid state-issued employee ID card is prohibited from entering the 
facility, unless they receive authorization and obtain a visitor ID badge from a type 1 employee of The 
Company, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:5-2-01(I). Visitors will be allowed into the facility only
by invitation from a type 1 employee.

Visitor Requirements
All persons who are not employed by or contracted to work for The Company will be considered 
visitors. Visitors are required to:

Provide a valid, government-issued ID with a photograph to a senior staff member, per O.A.C. § 
3796:5-2-01(I);
Sign the visitor log before obtaining a visitor badge;
Visibly display their visitor ID badge at all times while on the premises, per O.A.C. § 3796:5-2-
01(I)(1)(b);
Be escorted and monitored by an assigned registered employee of the facility at all times the 
visitor is on the premises and has access to medical marijuana, per O.A.C. § 3796:5-2-
01(I)(1)(a);
Return the visitor ID badge upon leaving the premises, per O.A.C. § 3796:5-2-01(I)(1)(c); and 
Sign out of the visitor log at the end of visit.

Visitor Log
According to the above, The Company shall maintain its visitor log to includes the name of each visitor, 
the date and time of arrival and departure, in addition to the registered employee accompanying them, 
and the purpose of the visit. A type 1 employee will log all visitors in and out. Photocopies of 
government-issued ID cards will be taken prior to admittance and kept with the log. The Company shall 
make its visitor log available to the Department upon request, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:5-2-
01(I)(2). These logs will be maintained for at least two years.

Inspections and Government Personnel
Notwithstanding the requirements of O.A.C. § 3796:5-2-01(I), employees of the Department, law 
enforcement, emergency medical personnel, in the event of an emergency, or other federal, state of 
Ohio, or local government officials may enter the facility if necessary to perform their official duties, 
pursuant to O.A.C. § 3796:5-2-01(I)(3). If an emergency requires the presence of a visitor and makes it 
impractical to first obtain permission, as may be the case with first responders, the CEO or COO will be 
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responsible for recording, after the onset of the emergency, the name and affiliation of the visitor and the 
purpose, date, and time of the visit.

Nothing shall prohibit members of the Department, a Department’s designee, law enforcement, or other 
federal, state, or local government officials from entering any area of a cultivator if necessary to perform 
their governmental duties, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-04(F). In compliance with O.A.C. § 
3796:2-3-01(B), an inspector conducting an inspection shall be accompanied by a type 1 key employee 
during the inspection. 

Identification and Control of Vehicles
Only authorized persons and vehicles are permitted within the fenced perimeter. The gate is access 
controlled with a card reader, key pad and intercom with video and voice capability, allowing agents of 
The Company to enter with their access cards. All other vehicles shall be allowed to enter the gate only 
after clearance from the Sales/Delivery Director or another authorized employee. 

Information Security
The Company produces documents that contain private or sensitive information. To ensure they are 
secure, access to documents will be limited to agents who need access for work purposes, or to the 
Department and other government agencies for inspection purposes. Documents saved in electronic 
format will be saved on the off-site data server, unless it is necessary that they be saved on the local 
facility server.

Non-Disclosure Agreements
All agents hired or contracted to work for The Company will be required to sign non-disclosure 
agreements. The non-disclosure agreements will detail what information is considered sensitive and 
private, as well as to whom information may and may not be disclosed. 

Personal Password Security
All electronic devices will have passwords or access codes that protect the devices from unauthorized 
access. The passwords and codes will need to remain private to the specific user. Agents shall be 
instructed not to write or print passwords on paper or place them in an unencrypted file. Passwords 
should never be given out to anyone claiming to be from a computer company or vendor. When deciding 
on a password, an agent shall:

Use a mixture of symbols, numbers, lower case letters, upper case letters, and punctuation;
Make it unrelated to any other password;
Make their password at least eight characters long; and
Change their passwords every three to four months.

Email
Agents will be instructed not to send sensitive or private information via email. All emails will contain a 
confidentiality notice and disclosure agreement at the bottom. If any private or sensitive information 
must be sent via email, it must be sent in an encrypted format.

Storage
The final line of defense at the facility is in the high security storage area where medical marijuana, 
cash, and sensitive documents are protected. The vault will be constructed with one-hour fire rated
construction with 1/8th inch steel plating on the interior walls and ceiling to prevent intrusion from 
adjacent rooms. The vault door will be dead bolted from three sides and will be controlled by an access 
reader. Only type 1 employees will have access to the vault, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:5-2-
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01(H)(2). A video camera will be directed at the entrance of the vault, and an additional video camera 
will be installed inside the vault that gives a clear view of the interior, including the door to all approved 
safes, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-05(B)(3).

Cash will be stored in a fire-resistant burglary safe that is floor-mounted within the vault. Filing cabinets 
with a fire rating of one hour and fitted with a combination lock shall be used for document storage. The 
Company will keep all approved safes, approved vaults, or any other approved equipment or areas used 
for storing medical marijuana securely locked and protected from unauthorized access, in compliance 
with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-05(A)(5).

Part II(B): Transportation Policies and Procedures

Transportation Personnel
The Sales/Delivery Director’s primary responsibility is to coordinate the sale and transportation of
medical marijuana shipments. Any person hired to fill this position will:

Be at least 21 years old;
Have a clean driving record;
Not have any felonies or drug or alcohol related driving violations; and
Be licensed to drive in the state.

Delivery Team
A transport vehicle must be staffed with a delivery team composed of a minimum of two employees of 
The Company registered with the Department, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:5-3-01(C)(4). Each 
delivery team member shall have access to a secure form of communication, such as a cellular 
telephone, to communicate with personnel at the facility, and shall have the ability to contact law 
enforcement through the 911 emergency system anytime that the vehicle contains medical marijuana, 
unless notification is impractical under the circumstances, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:5-3-
01(C)(5).

Training
Any person operating a company vehicle will be trained in safe driving techniques, safe product 
handling techniques, safe cash handling techniques and other safety procedures that may aid drivers en 
route. A law enforcement-taught course is preferable if available. The Sales/Delivery Director will 
attend any additional related courses or classes that become available and that the COO deems 
applicable. 

Delivery Team Policies
All delivery team members will be required to present a unified and professional image, including 
closed-toe shoes that are comfortable to walk, stand, lift, and perform all job functions. Any agent of the 
Company transporting medical marijuana must display their Department-issued employee identification 
card and shall produce their card for the Department or the Department’s authorized representative or 
law enforcement official upon request, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:5-3-01(E)(1). Delivery team 
members will be permitted to wear sweaters, jackets, scarves, blazers, or other outerwear so long as the 
identification badges remain visible. All delivery team members shall refrain from wearing any clothing 
or symbols indicating ownership or possession of medical marijuana while on duty. 
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Cigarettes and Electronic Vaporizers
Smoking cigarettes and the use of electronic vaporizers are prohibited within the cultivation facility and 
within 25 feet of any entrance to the establishment. Delivery team members are not permitted to smoke 
or vaporize within the transportation vehicle.

Marijuana 
Marijuana consumption is prohibited in all forms within the facility and on company property, in 
compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-07(B). A registered medical marijuana patient who works for The 
Company must follow all applicable laws regarding where medical marijuana products may or may not 
be consumed. A registered patient may only be hired to work for The Company where not prohibited by 
law. Any registered patient hired by The Company must adhere to company consumption policies, 
unless those policies are superseded by law.

Alcohol 
Alcohol consumption is prohibited within the cultivation facility and on company property. Agents may 
not consume any alcohol during their shift, during their scheduled break times, or within six hours prior 
to the start of their shift. Delivery team members are not permitted to consume alcohol within eight 
hours prior to the start of their shift. If an agent suspects that another agent is in violation of this policy, 
they should report their suspicion to a manager, who will consult with the executive team to determine 
the course of action that should be taken. If an agent is found to be in violation of this policy, 
disciplinary action will be taken. Any person transporting plants or products for The Company who is 
involved in an accident must immediately be tested for alcohol levels in the bloodstream.

Illegal Drugs
As part of the hiring process, potential agents will be required to submit to a screening for illegal drugs. 
Occasional random tests for illegal drugs may be conducted. The Company reserves the right to 
terminate an agent for illegal drug use, particularly when it effects the operation and safety of The 
Company’s facility.

Transportation Procedures
Pursuant to O.R.C. § 3796.18(A) and O.R.C. § 3796.18(A)(2), The Company may deliver or sell 
medical marijuana to one or more licensed processors. If awarded a processor or plant-only processor 
license per O.A.C. § 3796:1-1-01(A)(38), The Company may also deliver or sell medical marijuana to 
licensed dispensaries, but shall not directly or indirectly discriminate in price between different 
processor or dispensary facilities that are purchasing a like grade, strain, brand, quality, and quantity of 
medical marijuana, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-07(H). Pursuant to O.A.C. § 3796:2-1-
06(D), The Company may also sell medical marijuana to a laboratory that is licensed to possess 
dangerous drugs and controlled substances for scientific and clinical purposes. The Company will not 
sell medical marijuana in any form to a patient or caregiver, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-
07(A).

Preparing Medical Marijuana for Transport

Inventory and Inspection
Medical marijuana must be inventoried and inspected prior to shipment. During pre-delivery inventory 
and inspection, a type 1 employee will:

Weigh, count, or otherwise take note of the amount of product that will be transported;
Check the packaging of the medical marijuana to make sure that it is the proper type and that the 
integrity of the packaging is secure; and
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Examine the labeling on the medical marijuana products: 
o If the medical marijuana is to be delivered for testing then it must have a label indicating the 

establishment it came from, the batch or lot number, and the date it was delivered; 
o If the medical marijuana was returned to the cultivation facility and needs re-testing, the label 

should also include the date it was returned and the reason for the return; and 
o If the medical marijuana is to be shipped to a processor or dispensary, a cultivation agent will 

check to make sure that the labels are compliant with all applicable laws and regulations. 
If the agent finds that any packaging is compromised or not compliant, the product will not be 
transported and must be placed in quarantine for quality assurance inspection.

Loading
Medical marijuana may only leave the establishment for transport from the loading area. The loading
area will be equipped with video monitoring equipment, electronic access readers, motion detection and 
door contacts. All interior doors leading into the loading area will close and lock automatically. The 
delivery team members will load all the medical marijuana directly into the secured storage areas within 
the transportation vehicles. The products are only to be removed at the delivery site. 

Transportation Log
Prior to transporting any medical marijuana, regardless of form, The Company shall maintain a 
transportation log, in writing, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:5-3-01(A). The Company will transmit 
a copy of the transportation log to the medical marijuana entity that will receive the products and to the 
Department before the close of business the day prior to transport, and will enter the information 
required in the Department’s inventory tracking system. The transportation log shall be made available 
to law enforcement agencies upon request. The Company shall maintain all transportation logs at the 
facility for at least five years, and make them available at the request of the Department, in compliance 
with O.A.C. § 3796:5-3-01(B). Each transportation log will contain the following information:

The names and addresses of the medical marijuana entities sending and receiving the shipment, 
per O.A.C. § 3796:5-3-01(A)(1);
The names and registration numbers of the registered agents transporting the medical marijuana 
or the products containing medical marijuana, per O.A.C. § 3796:5-3-01(A)(2);
The license plate number and vehicle type that will transport the shipment, per O.A.C. § 3796:5-
3-01(A)(3);
The time of departure and estimated time of arrival, per O.A.C. § 3796:5-3-01(A)(4);
The specific delivery route, which includes street names and distances, per O.A.C. § 3796:5-3-
01(A)(5); and
The total weight of the shipment and a description of each individual package that is part of the 
shipment, and the total number of individual packages, per O.A.C. § 3796:5-3-01(A)(6).

The delivery team will carry a copy of the transportation log for the duration of each trip, in compliance 
with O.A.C. § 3796:5-3-01(E)(5), which shall be signed by the recipient and returned to the cultivation 
facility after delivery. A second copy of the transportation log shall be left at the receiving site. The 
delivery team shall also carry a copy of the written transportation route to be followed, including a map. 
Transport vehicles may be tracked via GPS where possible, but a back-up copy of the route is advisable.
Transportation forms may not necessarily need to be printed, and may be compatible with a tablet or 
phone and remain in electronic form. As such, this policy may be adjusted should The Company choose 
to go paperless.
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Transportation Routes and Schedules
Deliveries will be scheduled to occur no more than three days a week to reduce the overall number of 
trips made, which will not only reduce The Company’s carbon emissions but also decrease the inherent 
security risk of transporting marijuana. The Company will ensure that delivery times vary and routes are 
randomized, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:5-3-01(E)(2). In compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:5-3-
01(D), any vehicle transporting medical marijuana or any product containing medical marijuana shall 
travel directly from the sending medical marijuana entity to the receiving medical marijuana entity and 
shall not make any stops in between, except to other medical marijuana entities listed on the 
transportation log, to refuel the vehicle, or to notify the medical marijuana entities, the Department, and 
law enforcement in the event of an emergency. In the event of an emergency, the delivery team will 
report the emergency immediately to law enforcement through the 911 emergency system and to the 
medical marijuana entities, which will immediately notify the Department, unless the notification is 
impractical under the circumstances.

Phone Confirmation
Half an hour before any delivery, the member of the delivery team will call to confirm the delivery and 
update the receiving entity with a delivery time. The driver shall not make confirmation calls while 
operating a motor vehicle. 

Delivery Site Procedures
When the delivery team arrives at the delivery site, they will verify the address of delivery before 
collecting the medical marijuana to be delivered and the necessary documentation for delivery. The 
Company intends to use tablets during delivery, obtain electronic signatures, and update delivery 
documents electronically and in real time whenever possible. Before receiving a tablet, delivery team 
members will be trained on how to use it to access and update inventory records, client orders, and the 
state data system.

At least one delivery team member shall remain with the vehicle anytime the vehicle contains medical 
marijuana, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:5-3-01(C)(4). The delivery team may not leave medical 
marijuana at any location without verifying the identity and/or registration status of the establishment. 
After verification, the delivery team may deliver the medical marijuana. After the delivery has been 
verified by the receiving party, the delivery team will have the transportation log signed. The delivery 
team will notify the cultivation facility when the delivery has been completed, in compliance with 
O.A.C. § 3796:5-3-01(E)(6).

The delivery team may not leave medical marijuana with receiving parties unless they obtain a signature 
on the transportation log verifying receipt. If the delivery team discovers that there is a discrepancy 
between the transportation log and the actual products collected for delivery, they will return the 
products to the cultivation facility.

Cash Handling
The Company has designed procedures for safely receiving, transporting and storing cash payments 
based on the outcomes of a risk management evaluation for the proposed facility. Wherever possible, 
The Company will prefer electronic payments made into a company bank account. Cash handling 
procedures shall include:

Clearly defined roles for each person involved in cash-handling activities;
Safety checks to be performed prior to departure, in transit, and upon arrival;
Cash counting procedures and equipment;
Confidentiality procedures;
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Using varied routes and transport times;
Communication with the facility during cash transport;
When and how to delay a cash pick-up or delivery when potential hazards are identified;
Arrangements for back-up transportation vehicle or personnel;
Policies to prevent the build-up of cash;
What to do in the event of a hold-up or an attempted hold-up;
How and when to test emergency procedures and safety equipment;
Security specifications for vehicles used to transport cash, including cash storage areas, 
communication devices, and duress alarms; 
Hazard and incident reporting; and
Reviewing a client’s location for potential risks prior to making a cash pick-up.

Delivery team members shall discreetly accept any cash payments and place them immediately in the 
secure payment storage area within the vehicle. The COO will determine at what amount it will be 
necessary to make a deposit at a bank or return the cash to the cultivation facility.

Transportation Vehicles
The Company will use fuel-efficient, non-descript vehicles to transport medical marijuana. Only 
properly insured vehicles with current registration will be used in medical marijuana transportation, in 
compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:5-3-01(C)(1). Transportation vehicles will not contain any marks, 
logos, brands, or other illustrations on the exterior of the vehicle, other than those affixed to the vehicle 
by the vehicle manufacturer or dealership, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:5-3-01(C)(6). All 
transportation vehicles will be equipped to store medical marijuana and any product containing medical 
marijuana in a locked, safe, and secure storage compartment that is part of the motor vehicle, or will 
contain a locked storage container that has a separate key or combination pad, in compliance with 
O.A.C. § 3796:5-3-01(C)(2). These storage areas will ensure that any medical marijuana or product 
containing medical marijuana is not visible from the outside of the vehicle, in compliance with O.A.C. § 
3796:5-3-01(C)(3). All medical marijuana will be stored and locked in the secure storage area of the 
vehicle before departure. No medical marijuana will be placed anywhere else in the vehicle. 

Transportation vehicles will be equipped with electronic equipment to maintain constant contact with 
the cultivation facility, as well as to track the vehicle, medical marijuana, and payments at all times. 
These systems will also allow the delivery team to transmit paperwork, signatures, and other information 
and documentation. Transportation vehicles are hands-free electronic device zones. At no time shall a 
driver exceed the maximum posted limit for speed.

Automobile Accidents
A member of the delivery team will report any vehicle accident that occurs during transportation to a 
type 1 employee onsite at the cultivation facility within two hours after the accident occurs, in 
compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:5-3-01(E)(3). The delivery team shall also call a type 1 employee as 
well as local law enforcement and request that they take a report. If anyone is injured in the accident, the 
delivery team shall call emergency response personnel. The delivery team member shall remain on the 
scene and cooperate with local law enforcement. 

The Sales/Delivery Director, CEO, or COO may dispatch another agent or delivery team to collect the 
medical marijuana from the vehicle involved in the accident to continue the delivery schedule, so long 
as the medical marijuana still meets The Company’s specifications for packaging and labeling. After any 
accident, the person operating the transport vehicle must be screened for drugs and blood-alcohol levels 
and will not be allowed to return to work until after the negative results have been received.
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Loss or Theft During Transportation 
The delivery team should neither use force nor endanger themselves while attempting to prevent a theft 
or loss from occurring. If an incident occurs, such as an automobile accident, theft, loss, or mechanical 
failure, it will be reported immediately to a type 1 key employee onsite at the cultivation facility. In 
compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:5-3-01(E)(4) and O.A.C. § 3796:5-4-01(A), a type 1 key employee of 
The Company will report any loss or theft of medical marijuana that occurs during the transportation of 
medical marijuana immediately to the Department and law enforcement, who will provide the notice by 
submitting a signed statement that details the estimated time, location, and circumstances of the event, 
including an accurate inventory of the quantity and type of medical marijuana unaccounted for due to 
theft during transport. The notice shall be provided no later than 24 hours after the event.

Recordkeeping
The Company shall keep and maintain true, complete, legible, and current transportation records upon 
the facility premises for a five-year period, in compliance with O.A.C. § 3796:2-2-08(A). All required 
records will be made available for inspection if requested by the Department.

PART III: FACILITY PLOT PLAN AND SPECIFICATIONS

This section includes the following plot plans overlaid on scaled architectural renderings to exhibit the 
different areas of operation and security features installed in the facility:

1) Access Control
2) Intrusion
3) Fence Intrusion
4) Video Surveillance
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PART IV: EMERGENCY NOTIFICATION PROCEDURES

Emergency Action Plan
The Company’s Emergency Action Plan (EAP) has been developed to mitigate injuries and structural 
damage in emergencies by organizing agent actions during emergencies in the workplace. In the event of 
an emergency, the EAP will invoke the Emergency Notification Procedures. The Emergency 
Notification Procedures are designed to immediately contact emergency personnel including local law 
enforcement, fire department, or emergency response professionals, and to then notify the Department of 
any emergency that could affect the neighborhood or public, including fire, presence of contaminated 
materials, possible need for product recall, natural disaster, robbery, or any other emergency situation.

The Company has developed clear, well-defined policies and programs confronting the possible threat of 
fire or any other natural or man-made disaster. Fire safety and emergency planning are designed, first, to 
anticipate what might happen to endanger people or physical property, and to take the necessary 
preventive measures; and, second, to make provision—through appropriate equipment and/or personnel 
response – for prompt and effective action when an emergency does occur.

Emergency Notification Procedures
All emergency situations will be reported immediately to necessary parties. For all work-related illness 
or injuries, an internal report must be completed. Agents must immediately report any personal 
workplace injuries, dangers, or threats to a type 1 employee who will investigate the situation and 
initiate the Emergency Notification Procedures when applicable. In the case of immediate emergency 
situations such as fire, robbery, or other immediate dangers, agents will first dial “911.” All internal 
numbers used for reporting emergencies, including Security Company A, will be posted and easily 
visible near each phone. The panic alarm will be activated to notify agents of an emergency situation.
Once agents are notified of an emergency, they will carefully follow procedures outlined in the EAP, 
including evacuation procedures when applicable.

Immediately following or, if possible, during an emergency situation, a designated staff member will 
notify local law enforcement of the details of the event. A type 1 employee shall notify the Department 
of any fire or other hazardous materials-related incident or any incident requiring an emergency 
response to the facility within 24 hours after the discovery of the incident, in compliance with O.A.C. § 
3796:5-4-01(D). The Company will provide open and transparent documentation of the emergency 
situation, including any preventative measures that can assure further occurrences are averted. After 
notifying local law enforcement and the Department, a type 1 employee will then contact any local 
government officials or community leaders and local businesses that could be affected by the emergency 
situation. An internal report and investigation will take place after notification to examine if the 
emergency could have been prevented and to take necessary measures to prevent further emergency 
situations when possible.

Fire Prevention and Protection
Since the danger of fire, with its common risk to life and property, affects every agent, the responsibility 
in the case of fire is a shared one. All staff must be educated in the basic principles of fire prevention 
and protection, to include operation of fire extinguishers, evacuation routes and procedures, and how to 
report a fire. Regular fire prevention inspection shall be made to detect fire hazards. Combustible 
materials shall be properly stored and safeguarded and smoking discipline properly enforced. 
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Evacuation Plans
Fire evacuation plans and routes shall be posted and fire drills conducted. When safe and practical, fire 
brigades may be composed of designated employees for response to fire pending arrival of 
professionals. Lag time between notification and arrival of firefighting equipment shall be determined 
and evaluated. Contractual agreements may be made with adjacent municipalities, as necessary, to 
provide response by fire department personnel and equipment.

Fire and Emergency Equipment
Adequate firefighting and first aid equipment will be available and strategically located within the 
facility, including an emergency response kit that includes: 

A log of all agents and their personal contact information;
Batteries; 
Flash lights;
First-aid kit;
Additional healthcare items; and
Any other items The Company deems necessary for an emergency or as directed by local fire 
authority having jurisdiction.

Agents will be familiar with equipment and its location in their assigned area. Safety equipment shall be 
frequently inspected and tested to be in working order at all times. Fire extinguishers of proper types 
shall also be available and be inspected frequently by security personnel. Adequate fire barriers, fire 
doors and shutters shall be installed where needed. They must remain free of obstruction and in proper 
working order. Fire hydrants must be accessible and in working order.

Emergency Training
The Company understands that part of having a safe and secure facility is employing agents who can 
handle any situation presented. Emergency response training will teach agents when it is appropriate to 
evacuate and when other tactics should be employed. All agents will participate in annual simulated 
emergency and evacuation training during non-operational hours.

Fires
Fires may be caused by hazardous chemicals, electrical hazards, agents, or a natural occurrence, such as 
lightning. Different fires require different actions. All agents will know where all fire extinguishers and 
other tools for putting out fires are located. If a fire begins at The Company during business hours, the 
first agent who becomes aware of the fire should activate the alarm system. If the fire is of such a size 
that the agent can reasonably combat the fire with a fire extinguisher or other tool, then the agent should 
do so. If combating the fire would put the agent in danger, the agent should evacuate the area and leave 
the fire to be handled by the local fire department. Other agents who have been alerted of the fire 
through the activation of the alarm system will initiate the emergency action plan. Agents will escort 
visitors out of the facility via the approved evacuation routes. 

The Company will conduct a random fire drill at least once per year to assess agents’ responses to a fire 
emergency. Based on agent response to the drills, agents may be re-trained in the fire response plan. A 
physical copy of emergency exits and a formal fire response and evacuation plan will be on hand at the 
facility at all times. The Company will assure that the servicing, maintenance, and testing of fire 
detection systems, including cleaning and necessary sensitivity adjustments, are performed by a trained 
person knowledgeable in the operations and functions of the system.
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Chemical Spills
The OSHA Hazardous Materials course will introduce agents to chemical spill situations. When agents 
have completed this course, they will receive onsite training covering the location and storage of all 
tools that may be involved in a chemical spill cleanup, as well as the location of material data safety 
sheets and chemical spill-related contact information. Chemical spill training may be tested periodically. 
If an agent is deemed to possess inadequate knowledge, they may be required to retake the OSHA
Hazardous Materials course.

Medical Emergencies
Type 1 employees will be required to take OSHA’s Bloodborne Pathogens Exposure Control course and
will be first aid and cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) certified. They will then instruct agents about 
what should be done in each medical emergency and will know which emergency personnel to contact. 

Weather-Related Emergencies 

Inclement Weather 
If inclement weather is such that it would be unsafe for agents to travel to work, a type 1 key employee 
will advise all agents as soon as able to stay home. Full-time agents will be paid for the time that they 
were scheduled to work. If an individual agent is unable to make it into work because of the weather, 
they must alert their supervisor. No agent will be punished for being unable to get to work because of 
inclement weather, but eligible agents may apply sick leave or paid time off. 

Severe Snowstorms
Severe snowstorms can be dangerous events with high winds, low temperatures, and heavy snowfall. In
a severe snowstorm, the type 1 employee(s) onsite will determine when agents should be sent home and 
if the facility should shut down. If the facility remains open during a severe snowstorm, agents will be 
charged with the task of shoveling the walkways and putting down snowmelt. The Company will obtain 
a contract with a third-party for parking lot plowing services as necessary.

Flood
The facility may flood because of an internal water problem or because of a natural disaster. If an agent 
detects flooding they will alert a type 1 employee. All agents shall be trained on the proper storage of 
medical marijuana in the event of a flood.

Tornadoes
A tornado protection area will be identified within the facility. Agents will be trained on tornado 
preparation, including when to enter the protection area and how to determine whether it is safe to exit 
after the tornado has passed.

Criminal Incidents 

Armed robbery
Robbery is the unlawful taking of another’s property using force or the threat of force. If an agent 
becomes aware of an armed robbery or an attempted armed robbery, they shall immediately alert a type 
1 employee. Any agent who is not in the area of the armed robbery should quickly evacuate following 
the emergency action plan protocol. Agents should remember that the protection of agents and visitors is 
paramount in situations of armed robbery or attempted armed robbery. Agents should always concede to 
the demands of the perpetrator.
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Invasion
Company agents will follow armed robbery procedures in cases of invasion with an emphasis on 
protecting the safety of agents and visitors above all else. All agents will be instructed in basic self-
defense training and will be encouraged to take additional self-defense classes that focus on risk 
mitigation.

Burglary
Burglary is unlawful entrance into a building or dwelling with the intent to commit a felony. As 
burglaries generally occur at night, all security officers will be trained to handle instances of burglary, 
including when and how to intervene and how to fully cooperate with law enforcement. Security 
Company A and/or Security Company B will be responsible for alerting local authorities if a burglary 
occurs.

Workplace violence
The Company has a strict policy against workplace violence. Included in the definition of workplace 
violence are physical violence, threats of violence, intimidation, harassment, coercion, possession or 
inappropriate use of firearms or weapons, and any other actions that could be perceived by a reasonable 
person as violent. Workplace violence can occur on or off The Company’s premises by an individual or 
group of individuals authorized to act in an official capacity for The Company. In some instances, 
workplace violence could be considered as such when directed against other company agents, contracted 
agents, family members of company agents, or property of The Company or its agents.

Violations of this policy will result in disciplinary action up to and including termination and/or legal 
action, if necessary. Agents are required to report incidents of workplace violence. Reports can be made 
anonymously, and the privacy of the individual making the report will be maintained. If the perpetrator 
of workplace violence is an agent’s direct supervisor, the agent should report the violence to a member 
of the executive team. Any retaliation in response to a report will not be tolerated and will result in 
immediate termination.
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I. FUNDING ANALYSIS
The Company’s founders are investing in The Company because they believe in the capacity of medical 
marijuana to aid the ailments of qualified patients. It is The Company’s goal to establish high standards 
for Ohio’s Medical Marijuana Program at its inception by applying its established operational methods 
that guarantee consistent, safe, and quality assured medical marijuana, and modifying them to fit Ohio’s 
requirements. The Company has identified funding sources to meet and exceed estimated expenses 
related to bringing the cultivation facility online. Sources and uses of funds have been projected for 24 
months in total including the 6 months after being awarded a Provisional License and the first 18 months 
following issuance of the Certificate of Operation, as shown in the attached Pro Forma. The owners have 
financial assets and potential loans totaling $2,642,000, ensuring that prior to the period when The 
Company begins earning revenue, or if unanticipated costs arise, the timeline and specifications of this 
application will be met per OAC § 3796:2-1-06(A), such that the proposed facility is capable of 
obtaining a Certificate of Operation within nine months of being selected for a provisional license, in 
compliance with OAC § 3796:2-1-06(B). The Company is confident they can exceed this requirement 
and be eligible for the Certificate of Operation within 6 months of being granted a provisional license.

Funding Sources

Liquid Assets – Personal Investments
The owners are legally committed to the success of The Company according to the executed operating 
agreement, including fiduciary responsibilities that require each to personally invest financial assets 
towards ongoing funding of The Company. The owners’ personal cash reserves of $380,000 will fund 
the initial phases of the operation. The owners earn strong salaries in stable professions and feel 
comfortable exhausting cash reserves as they will continue earning incomes. Projected expenses, shown 
in detail in Section II below, to cover all startup costs until revenue begins will total $612,397 and will 
exceed the cash reserve amount by $232,397. To cover these remaining anticipated expenses, up to 
$900,000 in loans may be acquired, or an additional $317,000 in Marketable Securities can be invested 
to fund the business and cover these expenses. These Marketable Securities are liquid assets that can 
cover the remaining projected expenses by 1.36x alone. The total funding available to cover expenses 
prior to revenue generation is $1,597,000, which far exceeds the minimum capital requirements per 
OAC § 3796:2-1-02(B)(6)(c) and OAC § 3796:2-1-02(B)(6)(c)(1).

Liquid Assets – Personal Investments CEO COO Total

Liquid Assets
Cash Accounts $250,000 $130,000 $380,000
Marketable Securities $300,000 $17,000 $317,000

Personal Loan 6.9% interest $250,000 $250,000
Private Loans 5-year, 7% fixed interest $150,000
Private Loans 5-year, 10% fixed interest $500,000

Total Available for Funding $1,597,000

Personal Loans
When it is necessary to acquire additional funding, the CEO will take a personal loan to fund The 
Company’s expenses. The CEO’s high-income profession and creditworthiness has afforded the CEO a 
personal bank loan of $250,000, available for use at any time.
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Private Loans - Lenders
The Company anticipates using the owners’ liquid assets and personal loans before seeking funds via 
private loans from additional investors. When these resources are exhausted or when the Owners decide 
to seek outside funding, they have identified two committed lenders. Per OAC § 3796:2-1-04(D), the 
persons or entities providing loans shall not have a financial interest in The Company nor shall they be 
owners, officers, Board Members, shareholders, employees, or any other person that may significantly 
influence or control the activities of The Company. The repayment terms of all loans taken shall not 
include a share of The Company’s profits, but rather a fixed interest rate. One of the committed lenders 
is a family friend and successful entrepreneur outside of the medical marijuana industry who is 
committed to provide a loan of up to $150,000, for a 5-year term, with a 7% fixed interest rate. The 
other committed investor is also a successful entrepreneur outside of the medical marijuana industry 
who is willing to provide funding of up to $500,000, for a 5-year term, with a 10% fixed interest rate.

Additional Non-Liquid Assets
Although liquid assets and available loans at $1,597,000 far exceeds anticipated startup costs, the 
owners have additional non-liquid assets, shown in the below table, totaling $1,045,000 that can be 
tapped. The CEO and COO also currently earn annual incomes of $525,000 and $240,000 respectively, 
which is a further source of funding for The Company.

CEO COO Total

Additional Non-Liquid Assets
Personal Assets $120,000 $75,000 $195,000
Real Estate Assets Net $100,000 $750,000 $850,000

Total Non-Liquid Assets $1,045,000

II. COST BREAKDOWN
Because of the owners’ and Advisory Board members’ collective business experience both within and 
outside of the medical marijuana industry, the owners recognize that startup expenses may be higher
than anticipated. To account for extra or unanticipated costs, the following expenses have been 
estimated at a minimum 10% higher than anticipated: Building Improvements, Security Costs, Salaried 
Wages, Accounting, and Testing. For example, Security costs are at a minimum $150 per month for 
remote monitoring services, and up to $4450 per month when utilizing a security guard on premises. The 
Company is using $5000 as an estimate in the Pro Forma, which is over 10% higher than the highest 
anticipated expenses for security.

Timeline
The Company’s anticipated timeline includes a six-month Build Out phase from being awarded a 
provisional license. This includes passing inspections to obtain a Certificate of Operation at the end of 
the sixth month. Cultivation is projected to begin immediately following issuance of the Certificate of 
Operation, with the first harvest occurring in the fourth month of operations. This is when The Company 
will become Cash Flow positive as Revenues will exceed Operating Expenses. The funding sources 
identified above will cover all costs incurred during these startup phases, independent of projected 
revenue. The Company expects to break even 19 months from receiving the provisional license. Several 
necessary steps have already been completed, including property identification and lease agreement, 
initial architectural renderings, floorplans, and security overlays, so that build-out can begin 
immediately upon provisional license award.
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Start-up Costs

Pre- Provisional Licensing Expenses
Separate from the costs laid out in this section, $119,000 has already been invested or set aside for pre-
licensing expenses, including $18,000 for the cost of a Certificate of Operation per OAC § 3796:5-1-
01(B)(2). These expenses are outlined here and have already occurred or been set aside at the time of 
application submission. While real costs, they are not factored into the cost breakdown moving forward
should The Company be awarded a provisional license. The Company chose this route to separate actual 
costs from potential costs for a cleaner break-even analysis.

Pre-Licensing Expenses Apr-17 May-17 Jun-17 Jul-17 Aug-17 Sep-17 Totals
Application Assistance Costs $5,000 $53,000 $3,000 $3,000 $3,000 $3,000 $70,000
State Fees $6,000 $18,000 $24,000
City Fees $1,000 $2,500 $3,500
Lease Hold Costs $2,500 $2,500 $2,500 $2,500 $2,500 $12,500
Security Fees $4,000 $4,000
Architect Fees $5,000 $5,000

Total $119,000

Post- Provisional Licensing Expenses
Start-up costs include expenses incurred over a period of 10 months from the time of receiving a
provisional license in September 2017 through issuance of a Certificate of Operation allowing for
cultivation ramp-up to first harvest in June 2018. The largest start-up costs are included in the six month 
Build Out phase, totaling $433,390. This includes large expenses like the down payment for the 
purchase of the building, renovation of the facility, equipment and systems for cultivation, and 
equipment and installation of security systems. Once issued a Certificate of Operation, estimated 
expenses that will need to be carried for four months until the sale of first harvest total $179,007. For the 
full 10 months, $612,397 will need to be spent before any cash flows come in from cultivation 
operations. 

Build Out
The estimated $433,390 for the build out phase includes the building down payment and mortgage,
mechanical and electrical improvements, security improvements, cultivation equipment and installation 
costs. Capital Expenditures (CapEx) for the facility total $399,090, which is the bulk of the funding 
allocated for the build-out phase. Initial operating expenditures during the build out phase include the
building insurance and taxes, inventory tracking system setup, and staffing costs. Build-out expenditures 
are scheduled for the first six months after receiving a provisional license, and prior to issuance of a 
Certificate of Operations, as follows:
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Build Out Expenses (Prior to Certificate of Operation)
Projected Date Sep-17 Oct-17 Nov-17 Dec-17 Jan-18 Feb-18

Month from Certificate 
of Operation -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1

Phase of Operation Build 
Out

Build 
Out

Build 
Out

Build 
Out

Build 
Out

Build 
Out

Utilities (General) $300 $300 $300 $300 $300 $300
Security Costs (Primary 
and Secondary) $40,000* $15,000*

Building Down Payment 
and Mortgage $105,000* $2,000 $2,000 $2,000 $2,000 $2,000

Building Insurance and 
Taxes $500 $500 $500 $500 $500

Building Improvements 
(Walls, Electrical, 
Plumbing) 

$25,000* $15,000* $10,000* $10,000* $10,000*

Cultivation Related 
Equipment $159,090*

Lead Grower @ $60k 
salary $5,000

Maintenance Lead (0.5 
FTE) $2,500

Cultivation Agents @ 
$36k yearly salary (2) $3,000

IT (Equipment plus 
monthly recurring) $5,000*

Inventory Tracking 
System (Software and 
Hardware) 

$4,000

Bank Charges $500
Office Supplies $5,000*
Legal $2,000 $2,000
Phone $500
Maintenance $500

Totals $105,300 $27,800 $17,800 $12,800 $213,890 $55,800
Build Out Total: $433,390

* Calculated in CapEx amount of $399,090

Cultivation Equipment
To meet the specifications described in Sections A through D of this application, The Company’s 
projected expenses for cultivation equipment are $159,090, shown summarized in the above table as 
occurring in January 2018, and shown in detail in the below tables.
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20 Table Flower Room Module (3 per facility)
Item Quantity Cost per Total
Botanicare 4'x8' OD Grow Trays Black 20 $200 $4,000
Gavita Pro 1000e 1kw Lights 32 $400 $12,800
Gavita Master Controller EL2 1 $280 $280
Dosatron Custom Inline Nutrient Dosing System 1 $5,000 $5,000
RainMachine Touch HD-12 Irrigation Controller 2 $240 $480
Hunter Industries 1" PGV Electric Flow Control Valve 20 $17 $340
Jain Octa-Bubbler 80 $10 $800
Table frames 20 $200 $4,000
Can Lite Carbon Filter and Fan 4 $220 $880
Quest Duel 225 Dehumidifier 1 $3,200 $3,200
AquaFog SS700 Humidifier 1 $550 $550
Air Conditioning Unit - Lennox 25 SEER 5-ton 3 $3,500 $10,500
Ares CO2 Generator 1 $400 $400
Oscillating fans 16 $35 $560
Growlink Environmental controller with 4 outlets 1 $700 $700

Per flower room $44,490
Per facility $133,470

8 Table Veg Room Module (1 per facility), Mother Supplies, and Processing Supplies

Item Quantity Cost 
per Total

Botanicare 4'x8' OD Grow Trays Black 8 $200 $1,600
Botanicare 70 gal Reservoirs 8 $150 $1,200
Sun Blaze T5 HO fluorescent lighting 24 $200 $4,800
Industrial Rack System 2 $800 $1,600
Feeding and Circulation Pumps 16 $25 $400
Digital Timers 4 $20 $80
Nozzle kits and tubing 1 $200 $200
Aquasana Rhino 1,000,000 gallon Inline Water Filtration 1 $2,500 $2,500
Eddy Water Descaler 1 $240 $240
Can Lite Carbon Filter and Fan 4 $220 $880
Quest Duel 225 Dehumidifier 1 $3,200 $3,200
AquaFog SS700 Humidifier 1 $550 $550
Air Conditioning Unit - Lennox 25 SEER 5-ton 1 $3,500 $3,500
Ares CO2 Generator 1 $400 $400
Oscillating fans 8 $35 $280
Growlink Environmental controller with 4 outlets 1 $700 $700
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Dimlux 315 CMH Lights 6 $315 $1,890
Botanicare 3'x6' OD Grow Trays 4 $125 $500
Botanicare 40 gal Reservoirs 4 $75 $300
Drying, Trimming and Storage Supplies 1 $800 $800

Per Veg Room and all Water Treatment $25,620

Totals:
20 Table Flower Room Module (3 per facility) $133,470
8 Table Veg Room Module (<300 sqft, 1 per facility) $25,620
Total Cultivation Equipment Related Costs for Facility $159,090

Operating Expenses After Certificate of Operation
After the initial six months of build-out, the facility will be prepared to begin plant propagation 
immediately upon Department inspection, approval and issuance of a Certificate of Operation. Operating 
expenditures during this next phase include costs that support the breadth of the business and costs that 
directly support cultivation operations as Cost of Goods Sold (COGS). Monthly insurance premiums
will cover general liability, product liability, and building insurance, additional staff will be hired, 
accounting professionals will be retained, Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) will be needed, a 
delivery vehicle will be leased, and The Company will begin to make charitable contributions of 1% of 
revenues earned. 

Cost Projections for Expenses to Achieve Full Output of Facility
Projected Date Mar-18 Apr-18 May-18 Jun-18 Jul-18 Aug-18 Sep-18
Month from Certificate 
of Operation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Phase of Operation Grow Grow Grow 1st 
Harvest

Ramp 
Up

Ramp 
Up

Full 
Output

Utilities (General) $300 $300 $300 $300 $300 $300 $300
COGS including related 
Utilities (excluding labor) $4,267 $6,400 $8,533 $12,800 $19,200 $25,600 $38,400

Product Liability and 
General Liability 
Insurance

$3,000 $3,000 $3,000 $3,000 $3,000 $3,000 $3,000

Security Costs (Primary 
and Secondary) $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000

Building Down Payment 
and Mortgage $2,000 $2,000 $2,000 $2,000 $2,000 $2,000 $2,000

Building Insurance and 
Taxes $500 $500 $500 $500 $500 $500 $500

Lead Grower @ $60k 
salary $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000

Maintenance Lead (0.5 
FTE) $2,500 $2,500 $2,500 $2,500 $2,500 $2,500 $2,500

Sales/Delivery Director @ 
$60k salary $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000
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Cultivation Agents @ 
$36k salary (2) $3,000 $6,000 $6,000 $6,000 $6,000 $6,000 $6,000

Harvest Agents @ 
$16.30/hour (8) $11,117 $11,177 $16,766 $22,354

Accounting $1,000 $1,000 $1,000 $1,000 $1,000 $1,000 $1,000
IT (Equipment plus 
monthly recurring) $150 $150 $150 $150 $150 $150 $150

Inventory Tracking 
System (Software and 
Hardware)

$200 $200 $200 $200 $200 $200 $200

Testing $1,500 $2,000 $2,500 $3,500
Bank Charges $500 $500 $500 $500 $500 $500 $500
Office Supplies $100 $100 $100 $100 $100 $100 $100
Legal $2,000 $2,000 $2,000 $2,000 $2,000 $2,000 $2,000
Phone $500 $500 $500 $500 $500 $500 $500
Maintenance $500 $500 $500 $500 $500 $500 $500
PPE/Consumables $500 $500 $500 $500 $500 $500 $500
Delivery Vehicle Lease $2,000 $650 $650 $650 $650
Charitable Contributions
1% Total Revenue $740 $1,110 $1,480 $2,220

Total $31,017 $41,150 $45,283 $61,557 $68,887 $81,746 $101,874

Ongoing Operating Expenses
Once the facility is fully operational, operating expenses including COGS are estimated to stabilize at
$101,874 per month. The below details provide an explanation as to what is included in the monthly
expenses for each budget item. There are also some additional details on budget items that include large 
costs that will occur when the provisional license is issued.

Product Liability and General Liability Insurance
This expense will occur once the Certificate of Operation is issued. Based on insurance quotes 
obtained from specialists in the medical marijuana industry, and specifically tailored for the
proposed facility, annual premiums are expected to be $30,176, or approximately $2,514 per 
month. This cost includes the requirements set forth by the state and additionally covers Finished 
Stock and Crop Coverage. Due to the critical nature of this budget item, and the inability to 
forecast future pricing, The Company has estimated $3,000 per month for this expense, which 
includes a 17% buffer.

Security Costs (Primary and Secondary backup)
The bulk of this expense will be incurred in the two months preceding issuance of the Certificate 
of Operation. Security systems hardware and installation will cost approximately $55,000. Once 
installed, monthly security expenses are estimated to be $4,300. This includes monitoring for 
both primary and secondary systems, as well as hiring an unarmed guard outside of normal 
business hours. The Company is using $5,000 as an estimated monthly expense, which includes 
a 14% buffer. Secondary security will be provided by a nationally recognized firm well known 
for high quality service and fast response times.
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Building Down Payment and Mortgage
The bulk of this expense occurs immediately upon issuance of a provisional license in the form 
of a down payment on purchasing the proposed building. The down payment will be $105,000
and mortgage payments will be $2,000 per month after that.

Building Insurance and Taxes
These amount to $500 per month and start upon purchase of the building. This is for basic 
building coverage for Fire and Acts of God with a portion set aside for expected taxes to be paid. 

Building Improvements
These expenses include retrofitting the facility for cultivation layout. This encompasses framing, 
insulation, and drywall to create the different areas of the facility. This also covers the cost of 
electrical and plumbing work.

Cultivation Equipment
This is the largest single expense during the buildout phase, estimated at $159,090. See the 
included Equipment Cost Breakdown for specific cultivation equipment and pricing. This 
expense is incurred 5 months into build out, or a month before anticipated issuance of the 
Certificate of Operation. Ordering the equipment, a month before beginning operations will 
cover any shipping delays or potential issues, and ensures there is time for setup and employee 
training.

Salaries and Wages
Hired employees will start with The Company one month before anticipated start of cultivation 
operations. These expenses will rise gradually until full production is reached, and then stabilize.
First month’s expenses in this category are expected to be $10,500 for a Lead Grower, 
Maintenance Lead, and Cultivation Agents. A Sales/Delivery Director will be hired in the second 
month of operation, and Harvest Agents will be hired in the fourth month when the first harvest 
occurs. This budget item steadily increases to $40,854 per month and stabilizes in the seventh 
month when the facility begins to operate at full output.

Accounting
Accounting expenses are estimated to be $1,000 per month. This was derived from multiple 
preliminary quotes from accounting professionals and conversations other business owners with 
similarly sized operations and employees. The company’s accounting cost estimates include 
considerations due to the complexity of operating in a new industry.

Inventory Tracking System (ITS)
Initial cost of the ITS software is $1,500 for setup and training. The monthly recurring charge is 
$200. This is based on quotes from industry leading providers of medical marijuana inventory 
tracking systems. The ITS hardware is included in the IT budget.

IT
This initial cost of technology systems is expected to be $5,000 and includes a computer for the 
office, a 60” monitor for the security video feeds, scanning and labeling equipment for the ITS,
two tablets, and networking equipment. The ongoing expense estimate of $150 per month covers 
business class internet service.

Testing
Lab testing fees are projected to be $3,500 per month once full production is reached. Based on 
production estimates and batch size requirements per OAC § 3796:1-1-01(A)(3)(a), the number 
of batches requiring testing per month will be approximately 5-7. Current testing fees in medical 
marijuana states for complete analysis including potency, terpene, pesticide, and microbiological 
contaminants is $300 per batch. These are more established markets. Due to Ohio being a new 
market, $500 per test has been planned to account for any unanticipated complexities.
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Bank Charges
Bank fees are expected to be $500 per month starting 5 months after granting of Provisional 
License. Bank charges for this size of business typically fall under this budget. The true cost of 
this may vary greatly dependent upon banks willingness to work with medical marijuana 
operators and the State’s guidance.

Office Supplies
Initial expenditure on office supplies is budgeted at $5,000 for desks, chairs, shelving, printer, 
and consumable office supplies. This is an ample budget for office supplies as they will likely 
cost much less. The Company estimates an ongoing expense of $100 per month for consumables 
in this category.

Legal
Legal fees are estimated at $2,000 per month on an ongoing basis. This is based on information 
obtained from consultants and legal professionals with experience in medical marijuana states. 
Typically, legal council is retained for ongoing questions and to help ensure compliance.

Phone
Phone service is projected to cost $500 per month. This includes a landline for the building and 
security systems, and cell phone plans for key employees including CEO, COO, Lead Grower, 
and Sales/Delivery Director. 

Maintenance
Maintenance expense is estimated to cost $500 per month for general upkeep and to ensure all 
equipment and systems are in optimal working order. This includes the cost of general cleaning 
supplies and chemicals.

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)/Consumables
This budget item includes supplies like latex gloves, particulate masks, and hair nets for staff 
handling plant material to protect both the health of staff members and quality of the product.
The estimated expenses of $500 per month and are likely to be much lower. 

Delivery Vehicle Lease
The Company intends to lease a vehicle for the specific use of delivering finished product to 
dispensaries and processors. This vehicle will be configured to comply with the requirements set 
forth by the state for transporting medical marijuana. The budget includes $2000 dollars for any 
specialty items required and a monthly payment of $650.

Projected Revenue and Profits
The Company anticipates generating revenue beginning with the first harvest, provided the state has 
awarded certificates of operations to dispensaries and testing laboratories. It will then take another three 
months to ramp up to full output. Revenue for the first harvest is estimated at $74,000, with revenues 
increasing to $222,000 monthly when the facility reaches full output in the seventh month after 
receiving a Certificate of Operation.  This assumes an average price per pound of $2,250. This figure 
was chosen based on the COO’s analysis of market pricing for medical marijuana flowers and 
experience in the marketplace. High quality flowers in State A’s mature market are valued at $2,800-
$3,000 per pound. Because of the uncertainty of a new market, a conservative figure was chosen to 
estimate revenues. Estimated monthly operating expenses and charitable contributions (including costs 
of goods sold) are $101,874. After taxes, net profits are estimated at $73,277 per month, as shown in the 
attached Pro Forma.

Ongoing Expenses and Profits
The following pro-forma shows anticipated expenses and revenues for the first two years after award of 
a provisional license:
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I, Jon Husted, do hereby certify that I am the duly elected, qualified and present
acting Secretary of State for the State of Ohio, and as such have custody of the
records of Ohio and Foreign business entities; that said records show FN
GROUP HOLDINGS, LLC, an Ohio For Profit Limited Liability Company,
Registration Number 4015221, was organized within the State of Ohio on April
7, 2017, is currently in FULL FORCE AND EFFECT upon the records of this
office.

Witness my hand and the seal of the
Secretary of State at Columbus, Ohio
this 25th day of May, A.D. 2017.

Ohio Secretary of State

Validation Number: 201714502238

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
STATE OF OHIO

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE
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OPERATING AGREEMENT  
OF 

FN GROUP HOLDINGS, LLC 

THIS OPERATING AGREEMENT (“Agreement”) was made as of May 1, 2017 (the “Effective Date”) by and 
among FN GROUP HOLDINGS, LLC, an Ohio limited liability company (the “Company”) and each of the 
parties defined herein as a “Member”.  Each capitalized term that is not otherwise defined in this 
Agreement has the meaning set forth in §1 below. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises set forth above, the covenants set forth below and 
other good and valuable consideration, the adequacy and sufficiency of which are acknowledged by 
each of the parties hereto, the Company, the Current Members and all future Members agree as 
follows: 

1. Definitions.  As used in this Agreement, the following capitalized terms and phrases 
shall have the meanings set forth in this §1. 

1.1 “Act” means the Ohio Revised Code Title 17, Chapter 1705 et seq., as amended 
from time to time. 

1.2 “Affiliate” means any Person, directly or indirectly, controlling, controlled by or 
under common control with another Person and, for the purposes of this §1.2, “control” means: 

(A) ownership, directly or indirectly, through one or more Affiliates, of fifty 
percent (50%) or more of the shares of stock entitled to vote for the election 
of directors, in the case of a corporation, or fifty percent (50%) or more of 
the equity interests in the case of any other type of legal entity;  

(B) status as a general partner in any partnership; or  

(C) any other arrangement whereby a party controls or has the right to control 
the manager or equivalent governing body of a corporation or other entity. 

1.3 “All Member Majority Vote” means the affirmative vote of Members holding 
greater than fifty percent (50%) of the total of all Units. 

1.4 “Book Value” means:  

(A) with respect to any asset contributed to the Company, the fair market value 
of the contributed asset on the date of contribution; and  

(B) with respect to any other Company property, the Company’s adjusted basis 
for federal income tax purposes, adjusted from time to time to reflect the 
adjustments required or permitted by Treasury Regulation 
§1.704-1(b)(2)(iv)(d)(g). 

1.5 “Capital Account” means the account contemplated in Treasury Regulation 
§1.704-1(b)(2)(iv). 
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1.6 “Capital Event Proceeds” means the net amount of cash received by the 
Company from the sale, exchange, refinancing, condemnation, casualty loss or other disposition by the 
Company of its assets outside of the ordinary course of business, less (A) the portion thereof disbursed 
by the Company for the payment of the Company’s debts and expenses and (B) other reserves as the 
Company in its business judgment may see fit to establish.  

1.7 “Code” means the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended. 

1.8 “Class A Majority Vote” means the affirmative vote of Class A Members holding 
greater than fifty percent (50%) of the total of all Class A Units entitled to vote. 

1.9 “Class A Member” means each party hereto, and each Person admitted to the 
Company according to the provisions of §5.3, for as long as the party or Person owns his, her or its Class 
A Units. 

1.10 “Class A Unit” means the Units having the privileges, preference, duties, 
liabilities, obligations and rights specified with respect to “Class A Units” in this Agreement. 

1.11 “Class B Majority Vote” means the affirmative vote of Class B Members holding 
greater than fifty percent (50%) of the total of all Class B Units entitled to vote. 

1.12 “Class B Member” means each party hereto, and each Person admitted to the 
Company according to the provisions of §5.3, for as long as the party or Person owns his, her or its Class 
B Units.   

1.13 “Class B Percentage Interest” means with respect to any Member the 
percentage obtained by dividing the number of Class B Units held by the Member by the total number of 
issued and outstanding Class B Units held by all Members.  

1.14 “Class B Unit” means the Units having the privileges, preference, duties, 
liabilities, obligations and rights specified with respect to “Class B Units” in this Agreement. 

1.15 “Counterpart Signature Page” means a document substantially in the form 
attached hereto as Exhibit A. 

1.16 “Current Members” mean the Members who at the time this Agreement was 
adopted were the only Members of the Company. 

1.17 “Disability” means, with respect to a natural person, the person’s inability to 
manage the day-to-day affairs ascribed to him or her with respect to the Company, which inability:  

(A)   is determined by a licensed physician to be due to physical or mental 
illness; and  

(B)   exists for a period exceeding one hundred twenty (120) consecutive days or 
for a period exceeding an aggregate of one hundred eighty (180) days in 
any 365-day period.   

“Disabled” when used as an adjective shall have correlative meaning. 
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1.18 “Distribution” means the amount of cash, and/or the fair market value of non-
cash assets, that is to be distributed to a Member according to §4 or §12.2(B). 

1.19 “Economic Interest” of a Member is the Member's right:  

(A) to a distributive share of the Company’s net profits and net losses, and 
other items of income, gain, loss and deduction of the Company; and  

(B) to a distributive share of the assets of the Company. 

1.20 “Fair Market Value” of any asset as of any date means the purchase price that a 
willing buyer having all relevant knowledge would pay a willing seller for the asset in an arm’s length 
transaction, as determined in good faith by the Company based on those factors as the Company, in the 
exercise of  its reasonable business judgment, considers relevant.  

1.21 “Fiscal Year” means the calendar year. 

1.22 “For Cause” means the removal of an Officer because of misfeasance, 
malfeasance, breach of fiduciary duties, breach of loyalty, an irreconcilable conflict of interest, a 
violation of §6.5, repeated performance failures or any conduct deemed by the Members voting at a 
meeting to remove the Officer that the Officer’s conduct has not been in the best interest of the 
Company. 

1.23 “Founding Member” shall mean M. Thomas Hobson. 

1.24 “Governmental Authority” means any federal, state, local or foreign 
government or political subdivision thereof, or any agency or instrumentality of the government or 
political subdivision, or any self-regulated organization or other non-governmental regulatory authority 
or quasi-governmental authority (to the extent that the rules, regulations or orders of the organization 
or authority have the force of law), or any arbitrator, court or tribunal of competent jurisdiction. 

1.25 “Guaranteed Payment” has the meaning set forth in §4.4.  

1.26 “Interest(s)” of a Member, including without limitation a Substitute Member, 
shall mean the “limited liability company interest” (as the term is used in the Act) of a Member of the 
Company and the Member’s rights and obligations with respect to the Company pursuant to this 
Agreement and applicable law, including, but not limited to, the Member's (A) Economic Interest, (B) 
Management Interest, and (C) right to any and all other benefits to which the Member may be entitled 
as provided in this Agreement or the Act. “Interest” shall also mean, with the respect to an assignee of 
an Interest (or the Units representing the Interest) who is not admitted as Substitute Member, the rights 
and obligations of the Person with respect to the Company acquired pursuant to §5.2. 

1.27 “Legal Representative” means a natural person’s guardian, conservator, 
executor, administrator, trustee, or any other Person personally representing the person or the person’s 
estate. 

1.28 “Liquidator” means a Person selected by the Company to perform the actions 
set forth in §12. 
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1.29 “Management Interest” of a Member is the Member’s right to vote on, consent 
to or otherwise participate in any decision of the Members as provided in this Agreement or the Act. 

1.30 “Member” means each Person that is identified as a Member on Exhibit B 
attached hereto or who is admitted as a Member in accordance with this Agreement and the Act, 
including without limitation a Substitute Member.  A Person shall cease to be a Member when the 
Person no longer owns an Interest, and may sometimes be referred to as a “Former Member”. The 
Members shall constitute the “members” of the Company for all purposes under the Act.  

1.31 “Officer” means a Person to whom the Company has delegated authority to act 
on behalf of the Company.  The Class A Members may elect one or more Persons as a president, vice 
president, secretary, treasurer or any other title of an Officer of the Company as determined by the 
Class A Members to act on behalf of the Company with respect to any matter or matters delegated to 
the Person by the Class A Members as the Class A Members may deem advisable. 

1.32 “Percentage Interest” means with respect to any Member the percentage 
obtained by dividing the number of Units held by the Member by the total number of issued and 
outstanding Units held by all Members.  

1.33 “Person” means any individual, organization, corporation, partnership, trust, 
limited liability company, association or other entity. 

1.34 “Regulatory Allocations” means the allocations set forth in §11. 

1.35 “Securities Act” means the Securities Act of 1933 (48 Stat. 74, 15 U.S.C. §§ 77a 
et seq.) 

1.36 “Substitute Member” means any Person admitted to the Company as a Member 
pursuant to §5.2. 

1.37 “TMP” means a Person selected by the Class A Members to have the authority 
granted to a “tax matters partner” under the Code. 

1.38 “Tax Distribution” means, for each Member and in respect of any fiscal quarter, 
an amount of cash that equals “A” minus “B” where “A” is the product of “Y” and “Z” where “Y” is the 
amount of taxable income allocable to the Member in respect of the quarter and “Z” is the percentage 
of tax that is paid by the Member in the highest tax bracket and “B” is an amount equal to all prior 
Distributions made to the Member pursuant to §11 for the quarter. 

1.39 “Transfer” means to, directly or indirectly, sell, transfer, assign, pledge, 
encumber, hypothecate, mortgage or similarly dispose of, either voluntarily or involuntarily, by 
operation of law or otherwise, or to enter into any contract, option or other arrangement or 
understanding with respect to the sale, transfer, assignment, pledge, encumbrance, hypothecation or 
similar disposition of, any Unit(s) or Interest owned by a Person or any interest (including a beneficial 
interest) in any Unit(s) or Interest owned by a Person. “Transfer” when used as a noun shall have a 
correlative meaning. 

1.40 “Unadmitted Assignee” means a Person who acquires all or any portion of a 
Member’s Interest but who is not admitted as a Substitute Member pursuant to this Agreement and is a 
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mere assignee under the Act and shall have the right to receive  Distributions to which the assignor was 
entitled to the extent assigned and shall be allocated the share of net profits and net losses attributable 
to the  Interest transferred to the  Person and shall otherwise be treated as a Member for Federal and 
state income tax purposes and for purposes of the distribution of cash or other assets to the  Person 
upon dissolution of the Company, but shall have no right to participate in the management of the 
business or affairs of the Company or exercise any rights as a Member under this Agreement, to require 
any information or account of Company transactions, or to inspect the Company books and records. 

1.41 “Unit” means a unit representing a fractional part of the Interests the Members 
may, collectively, own and, when used herein, shall include all types and classes and series of Units 
authorized by the Company, including without limitation the Class A Units and Class B Units; provided, 
that each type or class or series of Unit authorized by the Company shall have the privileges, preference, 
duties, liabilities, obligations and rights set forth in this Agreement and the Interest represented by the 
type or class or series of Unit shall be determined in accordance with the privileges, preference, duties, 
liabilities, obligations and rights. 

1.42 “Unreturned Capital” consists of so much of a Member’s Capital Contributions 
that have not been returned to the Member by way of Distributions. 

2. Formalities.  The Company is a limited liability company organized on April 7, 2017 in 
accordance with and pursuant to the Act.  The name of the Company shall be “FN GROUP HOLDINGS, 
LLC”; provided, however, that the Company is authorized to operate under other name(s) (A) deemed 
appropriate by the Company and (B) for which the Company has filed the appropriate forms with the 
appropriate agencies in order to ensure the legality of operating under that name. The Company shall 
determine an appropriate place for its principal offices. The Company shall maintain the books at its 
principal offices or any other place or places the Company deems appropriate. The Company has 
designated a statutory agent for service of process in the State of Ohio and shall designate an agent for 
services of process in any other state or states in which the operation of its business would be required 
by the laws of that state.  The purpose of the Company is to engage in any lawful activity in which a 
limited liability company may engage according to the Act and, in furtherance of its purpose, the 
Company may take any and all actions necessary, appropriate or advisable in connection therewith or in 
furtherance thereof.  The term of the Company commenced with the filing of the Company’s articles of 
organization with the Ohio Secretary of State and shall continue until dissolved in accordance with §12 
or the applicable provisions of the Act.  All funds of the Company shall be deposited into the checking, 
savings or other account that is opened and maintained in the Company’s name.  Withdrawals 
therefrom may only be made by a designated Officer elected by the Class A Members to serve in a 
capacity that would require withdrawals.  The Company’s funds may not be commingled with those of 
any other Person. 

3. Capitalization; Units; Capital Accounts. 

3.1 Capital Contributions.  The contributions to the Company’s capital made by the 
Members (each, a “Capital Contribution”), if any, are set forth within the Company’s books and records.  
No Member:  

(A)   may be deemed entitled to interest on his, her or its Capital Contributions;  

(B)   may withdraw any part of his, her or its Capital Contributions; or  
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(C)   may demand or receive, except as provided in §4.2 and §12.3, any property 
from the Company other than cash if and when expressly provided for 
herein. 

3.2 Additional Capital Contributions.  No Member shall be required to make any 
Capital Contribution in addition to his, her or its initial Capital Contribution, if any, and the Members 
may make additional Capital Contributions to the Company only if (A) the additional Capital 
Contributions are made pro rata by all the Members or (B) the Members consent by an All Member 
Majority Vote to any non-pro rata contribution.  The fair market value of any property other than cash 
or publicly traded securities to be contributed as an additional Capital Contribution shall be either 
agreed upon by the contributing Member and the Company before the contribution, or determined by a 
disinterested appraiser selected by the Company. 

3.3 Capital Accounts.  The Company shall maintain a separate Capital Account for 
each Member and may, as specified herein or in Treasury Regulation § 1.704-1(b)(2)(iv)(f), increase or 
decrease each Capital Account in accordance with applicable Treasury Regulations.  If any Member has a 
deficit balance in his, her or its Capital Account, the Member is not obligated to restore the negative 
balance or to make a contribution to the Company’s capital by reason thereof and any negative balance 
may not be considered an asset of the Company or of any Member. 

3.4 Units. 

(A) Units Generally.  Each Member’s Interest shall be represented by issued 
and outstanding Units, which may be divided into one or more types, 
classes or series. Each type, class or series of Units shall have the privileges, 
preference, duties, liabilities, obligations and rights, including voting rights, 
if any, set forth in this Agreement with respect to such type, class or series.  
The Company has authorized for issue two thousand (2,000) Units, one 
thousand (1,000) of which shall be “Class A Units” and one thousand 
(1,000) of which shall be “Class B Units”.  An Officer designated by the 
Company shall maintain a schedule of all Members, their respective mailing 
addresses and the amount and type, class or series of Units held by them 
(the “Members Schedule”), and shall update the Members Schedule upon 
the issuance or Transfer of any Units to any Person.  A copy of the 
Members Schedule as of the execution of this Agreement is attached 
hereto as Exhibit B.  As of the Effective Date, the Company has issued those 
Units set forth on Exhibit B. 

(B) Interests of Holders of Units.  The privileges, preference, duties, liabilities, 
obligations and rights of each class of Units are as specified in this 
Agreement.  For the avoidance of doubt, unless otherwise explicitly stated 
to the contrary herein: 

(1) Class A Members shall have only a Management Interest and shall 
not have an Economic Interest or any other right (a) to a 
distributive share of the Company’s net profits and net losses, and 
other items of income, gain, loss and deduction of the Company 
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and (b) to a distributive share of the assets of the Company other 
than those rights expressly set forth herein. 

(2) Class B Members shall have only an Economic Interest and shall not 
have a Management Interest or any other right to participate in the 
management of the Company other than those rights expressly set 
forth herein. 

(C) Other Issuances.  

(1) In addition to the Class A Units and Class B Units, the Company is 
hereby authorized, subject to compliance with terms of this 
Agreement, to authorize and issue or sell to any Person any new 
type, class or series of Units not otherwise described in this 
Agreement (collectively, “New Interests”), which Units may be 
designated as classes or series of Units having different rights than 
the Class A Units or Class B Units. 

(2) The Company is hereby authorized to:  

a. Fix the relative privileges, preference, duties, liabilities, 
obligations and rights (the “New Interest Rights”) of any New 
Interests, including the number of the New Interests to be 
issued, the preference (with respect to Company 
distributions, in liquidation or otherwise) over any other 
Units and any contributions required in connection 
therewith; and    

b. To amend this Agreement to reflect the authorization and 
issuance or sale of New Interests pursuant hereto and the 
New Interest Rights associated therewith. 

 
(D) Certification of Units. 

(1) The Company may, but shall not be required to, issue certificates to 
a Member representing the Units held by that Member. 

(2) If the Company issues certificates representing Units in accordance 
herewith, then in addition to any other legend required by 
applicable law, all certificates representing issued and outstanding 
Units shall bear a legend substantially in the following form: 

THE UNITS REPRESENTED BY THIS CERTIFICATE ARE SUBJECT TO 
AN AMENDED & RESTATED OPERATING AGREEMENT AMONG 
THE COMPANY AND ITS MEMBERS, A COPY OF WHICH IS ON 
FILE AT THE PRINCIPAL OFFICE OF THE COMPANY. NO ONE MAY 
TRANSFER, SELL, ASSIGN, PLEDGE, HYPOTHECATE OR 
OTHERWISE DISPOSE OF THE UNITS REPRESENTED BY THIS 
CERTIFICATE EXCEPT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS 
OF THE COMPANY’S OPERATING AGREEMENT. 
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THE UNITS REPRESENTED BY THIS CERTIFICATE HAVE NOT BEEN 
REGISTERED UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT OF 1933, AS 
AMENDED, OR UNDER ANY OTHER APPLICABLE SECURITIES 
LAWS AND MAY NOT BE TRANSFERRED, SOLD, ASSIGNED, 
PLEDGED, HYPOTHECATED OR OTHERWISE DISPOSED EXCEPT 
(A) PURSUANT TO A REGISTRATION STATEMENT EFFECTIVE 
UNDER THE ACT AND LAWS, OR (B) PURSUANT TO AN 
EXEMPTION FROM REGISTRATION THEREUNDER. 

4. Distributions. 

4.1 Making Distributions.  As and when determined by the Company, after taking 
into account the expenses of the Company, the Company may make Distributions at any time or from 
time to time provided that any Distribution is first made to the Founding Member to return his initial 
capital investment and then to the Members holding Class B Units pro rata based on the number of 
Class B Units held by each Member.  The Company shall determine the amounts and sequencing of 
distributions to the Members in order to give effect to this §4.1. 

4.2 Distribution of Non-Cash Assets.  Any non-cash asset distributed to any of the 
Members shall first be valued at its Fair Market Value to determine the gain or loss that would have 
been included in the amounts allocated pursuant to §11 if the asset were sold for that value.  Any gain 
or loss shall then be allocated pursuant to §11, and the Member’s Capital Account shall be adjusted to 
reflect the allocations.  For purposes of any to-be-distributed non-cash asset, the Company shall 
determine the Fair Market Value of any property to be distributed in accordance with any valuation 
procedure that the Company determines in good faith to be reasonably appropriate. 

4.3 Distribution of Capital Event Proceeds. Capital Event Proceeds shall be 
distributed to the Members in amounts and at times as the Company shall determine in the following 
rank and order: (1) Among the Members in proportion to, and to the extent of, their Unreturned Capital; 
and (2) the remainder, if any, among the Members holding Class B Units according to their Class B 
Percentage Interests.  The Company shall determine the amounts and sequencing of distributions to the 
Members in order to give effect to §4.3. 

4.4 Guaranteed Payments and Reimbursements.  Members who render services to 
the Company are entitled to payments in consideration of, and as compensation for, services 
(“Guaranteed Payments”).  Guaranteed Payments may take the form of salary, wages, fees, payments 
on loans, rents, and/or other benefits as may be determined by a Class A Majority Vote ; provided, 
however, that any Class A Member being considered for a Guaranteed Payment shall recuse himself or 
herself from participating in the discussion of, and voting on, the decision to grant, or the form of, the 
Guaranteed Payment.  Guaranteed Payments are to be determined without regard to the income of the 
Company and will be treated as an expense of the Company and a “guaranteed payment” within the 
meaning of Section 707(c) of the Code.  The amount of the Guaranteed Payment will not be: 

(A)  charged against the share of profits of the Company that would otherwise 
be allocated to the Member; 

(B)  deemed to be a distribution to the Member on account of his, her or its 
Interest; and  
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(C)  shall not be charged to the Members’ Capital Account.   

If the Company does not make a Guaranteed Payment to a Member, in whole or in part, 
when due, the Company shall pay the unpaid amount, in whole or in part, at a time, determined in its 
sole discretion, when doing so would not cause:  

(A)  the Company to be unable to pay its debts as they become due in the usual 
course of business; or  

(B)  the net assets of the Company to be less than zero (0).   

Members are also entitled to reimbursement from the Company for reasonable 
expenses incurred on behalf of the Company, including expenses incurred in the formation, dissolution, 
and liquidation of the Company, provided, however, that in order to be reimbursed by the Company, the 
incurrence of the expense by the Member must be approved in writing by the appropriate Officer in 
advance or, if not approved in advance, permitted by the appropriate Officer in his, her, or its sole 
discretion. 

5. Unit Transfers. 

5.1 Transfer Restrictions.  Except for the Transfer contemplated by a certain Letter 
Agreement dated May 1, 2017 by and between Members M. Thomas Hobson and Claire Hobson, none 
of the Members may Transfer Units (or the Interests represented thereby), whether voluntarily or 
involuntarily, without the prior approval of the Class A Members; provided, however, that any Class A 
Member proposing to Transfer Units shall recuse himself or herself from participating in the discussion 
of, and voting on, the Transfer. The Class A Members hereby approve without further action required 
any Transfer that occurs as a result of the terms and conditions of the Letter Agreement, which terms 
and conditions shall control the Transfer and override any contrary provisions in this Agreement. 

 Any Transfer of Units not authorized in advance by the Class A Members shall be null and void ab initio, 
may not be recorded on the books of the Company and may not be recognized by the Company or any 
of the Members.  Each of the Members: 

(A)  acknowledges that any breach of this §5.1 will result in substantial harm to 
the Company for which monetary damages alone could not adequately 
compensate the Company; and  

(B)  unconditionally and irrevocably covenants that the Company may seek 
protective orders, injunctive relief and other remedies available at law or in 
equity (including, without limitation, specific performance or the rescission 
of a Transfer of Units not made in strict compliance with this Agreement). 

5.2 Substitute Member.  Except as otherwise provided herein, no proposed assignee 
of a Unit may become a Substitute Member unless all of the following conditions are satisfied:  

(A) except in the case of death, the fully executed and acknowledged written 
instrument of assignment has been filed with the Company setting forth 
the intention of the assignor that the assignee become a Substitute 
Member in place of the assignor with respect to the Units assigned;  
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(B)  the assignor (except in the case of death) and assignee execute and 
acknowledge other instruments as the Company’s general counsel deems 
necessary or desirable to effect admission, including, but not limited to, the 
written acceptance and adoption by the assignee of the provisions of this 
Agreement; and  

(C)  the Class A Members consent to the assignee becoming a Substitute 
Member.  If an assignee is not admitted as Substitute Member pursuant to 
this Agreement, the assignee shall only be assigned the assignor’s right to a 
share the Company’s profits and losses and to Distributions and shall not 
be a Member for any other purpose under this Agreement, the Act or other 
applicable law. 

5.3 Admission of New Member.  Any Person who is not a Member may be admitted 
to the Company with the prior written consent of the Company if the transfer is in accordance with the 
provisions of this §5.1.  Upon the admission of one or more new Members, the Officer designated by the 
Company is authorized to adjust the Percentage Interests of the Members and the Members Schedule 
to reflect the dilution, if any, required to admit the new Members.  Any dilution shall be in proportion to 
the Members’ Percentage Interests in the Company, unless otherwise agreed by each Member whose 
Percentage Interest may be diluted in excess of that proportion.  The Percentage Interest, and Units 
related thereto, granted to a new Member shall take due account of the value of the new Member’s 
Capital Contributions and capital commitment in relation to the value of the Company upon admission.  
Each new Member shall have all of the rights, duties and obligations of the Members owning Units of 
the same type, class and series as the Units acquired by the new Member and in all respects each new 
Member’s admission shall be subject to all of the terms and provisions of this Agreement. 

5.4 Death or Disability of  a Member.  

(A) On the death or Disability of a either a Member or an Unadmitted 
Assignee, any personal representative, guardian, trustee or other successor 
in interest (each a “Successor-in-Interest”) of the deceased or Disabled 
Member shall have the rights, duties and obligations of an Unadmitted 
Assignee, unless the Successor-in-Interest is admitted to the Company as a 
Substitute Member in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement. If 
the Member is an entity and is dissolved or terminated, the Member’s 
Legal Representative or other Successor-in-Interest shall have the same 
rights duties and obligations as an Unadmitted, unless the Legal 
Representative or Successor-in-Interest is admitted to the Company as a 
Substitute Member in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement. 

(B) The Company may, at any time, by providing written notice to the 
Successor-in-Interest of the deceased or Disabled Member, purchase the 
Interest of the deceased or Disabled Member pursuant to this §5.4(B). The 
purchase price shall be equal to the Fair Market Value of the Interest as of 
the date the Company elects by written notice to purchase the Interest (the 
“Election Date”). Fair Market Value may be determined by a unanimous 
agreement of the Members holding Class A and Class B Units. In the 
absence of an agreement as to Fair Market Value, the Founding Member or 
the President shall hire an appraiser to determine Fair Market Value. The 
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cost of any appraisal shall be deducted from the payment to the deceased 
or Disabled Member, or their Successor-in-Interest.  

Notwithstanding the foregoing, if an insurance policy purchased by the 
Company covers the death or Disabled Member, the insurance proceeds 
shall be applied to the payment for their Interest. If the proceeds of the 
insurance policy are less than the Fair Market Value, then the balance shall 
be due and owing by the Company. If the Company elects to purchase the 
Interest of the deceased or Disabled Member, the Company shall have the 
right to purchase one hundred percent (100%) of the Interest without the 
participation of the remaining Members. 

5.5 Other Transfers Void. Any Transfer or attempted Transfer of Units or Interests in 
violation of this Agreement shall be null and void, no Transfer shall be recorded on the Company's books 
and the purported transferee in any Transfer shall not be treated (and the purported transferor shall 
continue be treated) as the owner of the Units or Interests for all purposes of this Agreement. 

5.6 Transfer of Entire Interest. For the avoidance of doubt, any Transfer of Units or 
Interests permitted pursuant to or made in accordance with the procedures described in this 
Agreement, and purporting to be a Transfer or other disposal of the entire Interest represented by the 
Units or Interests, shall be deemed a Transfer or other disposal of Interest in its entirety as intended by 
the parties to the Transfer, and shall not be deemed a Transfer or other disposal of any less than all of 
the rights and benefits described in the definition of the term “Interest,” unless otherwise explicitly 
agreed to by the parties to the Transfer. 

5.7 Joinder Agreement. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, no 
Transfer of Interests pursuant to this Article X shall be effective unless and until the transferee of the 
Interests has executed a Joinder Agreement and delivered the same to the Managing Member thereby 
becoming a party to this Agreement. 

5.8 Right of First Refusal.   

(A) Company First Right.  Subject to the terms and conditions set forth in this 
§5, at least sixty (60) days prior to the Transfer of any Units held by any 
Member, the Member proposing the Transfer (the “Transferring Member”) 
shall deliver a written notice (the “Offer Notice”) to the Company and the 
other Members (the “Non-Transferring Members”).  The Offer Notice shall 
disclose in reasonable detail the identity of the prospective transferee(s), 
the number and type, class and series of Units to be transferred and the 
terms and conditions of the proposed Transfer.  The Company may elect to 
purchase all or any portion of the Units to be transferred upon the same 
terms and conditions as those set forth in the Offer Notice by delivering a 
written notice (the “Company Purchase Notice”) of the election to the 
Transferring Member within thirty (30) days after the Offer Notice has been 
delivered to the Company (the “Election Period”).   

(B) Members Second Right.  Within fifteen (15) days following delivery of the 
Offer Notice, the Company shall deliver written notice (the “Available Unit 
Notice”) to the Non-Transferring Members setting forth the number and 
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type, class and series of Units which it has elected to purchase and the 
number and type, class and series of Units which are available for purchase 
by the Non-Transferring Members (the “Available Units”).  Each Non-
Transferring Member shall then be entitled to purchase a portion of the 
Available Units by delivering written notice (the “Available Unit Purchase 
Notice”) to the Company and the Transferring Member within fifteen (15) 
days following delivery of the Available Unit Notice setting forth the 
maximum number of Units of each type, class and series which the Non-
Transferring Member desires to purchase.  Available Units of each type, 
class and series shall first be allocated among each Non-Transferring 
Member in an amount equal to the lesser of (1) the maximum amount 
specified by each Non-Transferring Member in the Member’s Available Unit 
Purchase Notice and (2) the Member’s pro rata share of all Units held by 
Non-Transferring Members.  If any Available Units of any type, class or 
series remain after giving effect to this procedure, the procedure shall be 
repeated until either all Available Units requested to be purchased by the 
Non-Transferring Members have been so allocated or no Available Units 
remain available.   

(C) Transfers Following Exercise, or Non-Exercise, of Rights.  To the extent that 
the Company and the Non-Transferring Members have not elected to 
purchase all the Units specified in the Offer Notice, the Transferring 
Member may Transfer, during thirty (30) day period immediately following 
the Election Period, the remaining Units specified in the Offer Notice at a 
price and on terms no more favorable to the transferee(s) than specified in 
the Offer Notice.  Any Units not transferred within the thirty (30) day 
period shall again be subject to the provisions of this §5 prior to Transfer.  If 
the Company or any of the Non-Transferring Members have elected to 
purchase Units hereunder, the Transfer of the Units shall be consummated 
as soon as practicable after the delivery of the election notice(s) to the 
Transferring Member, but in any event within fifteen (15) days after the 
expiration of the Election Period.   

(D) Exclusions.  The provisions of this §5 shall not apply to (1) Transfers of Units 
to the public pursuant to an effective registration statement under the 
Securities Act or to the public through a broker, dealer or market maker 
pursuant to the provisions of Rule 144 adopted under the Securities Act (or 
any similar rule then in force), (2) Transfers permitted pursuant to §5.1 or 
(3) the transactions contemplated by §6.5. 

6. Management. 

6.1 Officers.  The Company shall be managed by one or more Officers, including a 
President, who will be selected and approved by the Class A Members, which shall grant and delegate 
authority to the President to manage the business affairs of the Company as provided in §6.3, §6.4 and 
§6.6.  All Officers shall serve at the pleasure of the Class A Members.  The Officers of the Company as of 
the date hereof are listed on Exhibit C attached hereto and may be individually or collectively removed 
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pursuant to §6.2 Removal of Officer(s).  Except as set forth herein, any vacancy of an Officer position 
shall be filled by a Class A Majority Vote.   

6.2 Removal of Officer(s).  

(A) Removal by Right. Except for the removal of an Officer For Cause, the 
removal of any officer may occur at any time as determined by a Class A 
Majority Vote.  

(B) Removal For Cause. In the event of the removal of an Officer For Cause, 
then an All Member Majority Vote shall be required, with the exception that 
the Officer who is subject to removal may not vote his or her Units at the 
meeting scheduled for the Members to determine whether to remove the 
Officer. The All Member Majority Vote shall be as to all remaining Members 
who hold Class A and Class B Units. Removal For Cause shall not occur until 
the Officer has received fair notice of the basis for the removal and the 
opportunity to address the basis at the meeting scheduled for the Members 
to determine whether to remove the Officer. The Company’s general 
counsel shall provide the Officer with the required notice no later than 
seven (7) calendar days before the meeting scheduled for the Members to 
determine whether to remove the Officer.  

(C) Removal for Disability. In the event of the removal of an Officer for 
Disability, then an All Member Majority Vote shall be required, with the 
exception that the Officer who is subject to removal may not vote his or her 
Units at the meeting scheduled for the Members to determine whether to 
remove the Officer. The All Member Majority Vote shall be as to all 
remaining Members who hold Class A and Class B Units.  

(D) Surrender and Relinquish Class A Units. If the Members voting at a meeting 
remove an Officer either For Cause because of Disability, and if that Officer 
is also a Member holding Class A Units, then the Officer removed For Cause 
or Disability shall automatically surrender and relinquish those Class A Units 
to the Company so that the Officer no longer holds any Management 
Interest. Since the A Units represent only a Management Interest and no 
Economic Interest, the A Units shall have no value and shall be surrendered 
and relinquished for no payment by the Company.   

(E) Redemption of Class B Units.  If the Members voting at a meeting remove an 
Officer either For Cause or Disability, and if that Officer is also a Member 
holding Class B Units, then the Company shall redeem the Officer’s Class B 
Units for Book Value if the removal is For cause and for Fair Market Value if 
the removal is for Disability. Fair Market Value shall be determined in the 
same manner set forth in §5.4(B)    

6.3 President Authority.  The President has all power and authority to manage, and 
direct the management of, the business and affairs of the Company.  The President has the authority to 
bind the Company and approval by or action taken by the President shall be binding upon the Company.  
Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the President shall be, and hereby is, authorized, acting 
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alone, on behalf of the Company, to enter into any agreements, instruments and/or other documents, 
and to take any action, the President deems necessary and/or appropriate in furtherance of purposes 
for which the Company was formed and is so authorized without the requirement that any other or 
further act, vote or approval of any Person, including any Member, be taken.   

6.4 Duties of the President.  In addition to obligations imposed by other provisions 
of this Agreement, the President, on behalf of the Company, shall: 

(A) furnish to each Member as promptly as reasonably practicable for each 
Fiscal Year all information required for U.S. federal and state income tax 
reporting purposes with respect to the Company; 

(B) arrange for the preparation of all necessary informational federal income 
tax forms on behalf of the Company and for the preparation and filing of 
any and all state and local income and franchise tax returns required to be 
filed by the Company; and 

(C) maintain and preserve, during the existence of the Company and for five (5) 
years thereafter, or for longer time as is necessary to determine the cost 
basis of the Company’s assets, at the Company’s office designated under §2 
(or, if the Company’s existence has been terminated, at the location 
designated by the Company in writing to the Members), (1) complete 
accurate books of account in accordance with the provisions of this 
Agreement, (2) a list of the names and addresses of each Member and (3) all 
tax returns of the Company for the most recent five-year period then 
ended. 

6.5 Extraordinary Actions. 

(A) Authority to Conduct Certain Transactions.  Subject to the limitations set 
forth in this §6.5, the approval of the Class B Members (acting through a 
Class B Majority Vote) shall be required in order for any of the following 
actions to be taken on behalf of the Company:  

(1) converting from a limited liability company to a corporation;  

(2) engaging in a public offering of its securities; 

(3) incurring debt in a single transaction or series of transactions in 
excess of the accumulated capital and reserves of the Company; 

(4) amending the Articles of Organization in any manner that 
materially alters the preferences, privileges or relative rights of any 
Stockholder;  

(5) taking any action that would make it impossible to carry on the 
ordinary business of the Company;  
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(6) filing or consenting to filing a petition for or against the Company 
under any Federal or state bankruptcy, insolvency or 
reorganization act;  

(7) allowing admission of additional Members, and setting the terms 
and conditions of admission;  

(8) selling the Company in whole or in part; 

(9) a merger, consolidation, conversion or other similar transaction 
involving the Company and any Person, including without limitation 
a subsidiary of the Company;  

(10) the sale, lease or conveyance of all or substantially all of the assets 
of the Company and the subsidiaries of the Company, if any, on a 
consolidated basis;  

(11) any action that results in a liquidation or dissolution of the 
Company or any subsidiary of the Company;  

(12) loaning Company funds to any Member;  

(13) instituting, defending, or settling suits and administrative 
proceedings and other like or similar matters, or confessing a 
judgment against the Company in suits and administrative 
proceedings and other like or similar matters, in each instance 
where the amount in controversy exceeds of Fifty Thousand Dollars 
($50,000.00);  

(14) formulating, or directing the formulation of, the investment 
policies and strategies for the Company and any Person for which 
the Company acts as stockholder, advisor, director, officer, owner 
or in a similar capacity;  

(15) organizing one or more Persons to hold record title, as nominee for 
the Company, to securities, funds or other assets of the Company;  

(16) declaring or paying Distributions to any Members;  

(17) making any payments, other than salary payments in the ordinary 
course, to any Member; 

(18) setting or changing the salary, bonus, payments or other cash 
based compensation of any (A) officer, (B) advisor or (C) employee 
whose total annual compensation exceeds One Hundred Thousand 
Dollars ($100,000.00);  

(19) acquiring, owning, leasing, subleasing, managing, holding, 
controlling or disposing of any interests or rights in real or personal 
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property, tangible or intangible, the value of which exceeds Fifty 
Thousand Dollars ($50,000.00);  

(20) opening, maintaining, and closing bank accounts, investing and 
reinvesting Company monies, and drawing checks or other orders 
for the payment of funds in excess of One Hundred Thousand 
Dollars ($100,000.00);  

(21) borrowing money or obtaining credit from banks, lending 
institutions or any other Person in excess of One Hundred 
Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00);  

(22) assuming obligations, incurring liabilities, executing any guaranty 
on behalf of a third party and/or pledging Company property to 
secure any obligation, or using the credit of the Company in any 
transaction or series of related transactions in excess of One 
Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00);  

(23) adopting an incentive plan;  

(24) entering into any award agreement;  

(25) exercising any right of the Company with respect to its interest in 
any other Person, including, without limitation, the voting of 
securities, exercise of redemption rights, participation in 
arrangements with creditors, or matters similar to any of the 
foregoing; 

(26) loaning Company funds to any Person; and 

(27) forming other limited liability companies, joint ventures, 
partnerships, corporations, trusts or other entities to carry out the 
Company purposes.  

(B) If any action described in §6.5(A) is taken following the due authorization 
of the same, each Member hereby covenants to cooperate fully and timely 
with the action and to take any and all actions and to execute any and all 
documents necessary or appropriate to effectuate the action.  If the 
Company converts to a corporation and the Company in its sole discretion 
determines that the Company should be taxed as an “S” corporation for 
federal, state and local income tax purposes, each Member hereby 
covenants to cooperate fully and timely with the election and to take any 
and all actions and to execute any and all documents necessary or 
appropriate to effectuate the election.  Notwithstanding anything to the 
contrary in this §6.5, nothing herein shall be construed to restrict or 
otherwise limit the exercise by any Member, upon the occurrence of a 
transaction contemplated hereby, of those rights as may be provided to 
Members under this Agreement, the Act or under other applicable law. 
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(C) Dilution & Percentage Interest of the Units.  All Units of all types, classes 
and/or series shall be diluted on a pro rata basis to the extent Units of any 
type, class or series are added or increased in accordance with this §6.5, 
including without limitation a dilution resulting from a private or public 
offering of securities. 

(D) Merger or Consolidation.  An All Member Majority Vote shall be required to 
approve the Company agreeing to be acquired by or otherwise enter into a 
merger or consolidation transaction with another Person, regardless of 
whether the Company is the surviving entity of the transaction. 

6.6 Tax Matters Partner.  The TMP for the Company shall be the Founding Member.  
The TMP may be changed by the Company from time to time and shall have the authority as is granted 
to a “tax matters partner” according to the Code.  The TMP shall engage experienced tax advisors to 
represent the Company in connection with any audit or investigation of the Company by the Internal 
Revenue Service and in connection with all subsequent administrative and judicial proceedings arising 
out of an audit.  The fees and expenses thereof, as well as all other expenses incurred by the TMP in 
serving as the TMP, shall be expenses of the Company and shall be paid by the Company.  The Company 
shall indemnify and hold harmless the TMP against judgments, fines, amounts paid in settlement and 
expenses (including attorneys’ fees) reasonably incurred by the TMP in any civil, criminal or investigative 
proceeding in which the TMP is involved or threatened to be involved by reason of it being the TMP, 
provided that the TMP acted in good faith, within what the TMP reasonably believed to be the scope of 
the TMP’s authority and for a purpose which the TMP reasonably believed to be in the best interests of 
the Company or the Members.  The TMP may not be indemnified against any liability to the Company or 
the Members to which the TMP would otherwise be subject by reason of willful misconduct or gross 
negligence in performing the TMP’s obligations.  Nothing herein may constitute an election to be subject 
to the partnership level audit procedures of § 6221 et seq. of the Code. 

6.7 Power of Attorney.  Each of the Members hereby constitutes and appoints the  
Company, with full power to act without any further action, vote or approval of the Member, as the 
Member’s true and lawful representative and attorney-in-fact, in the Member’s name, place and stead, 
to make, execute, sign, acknowledge and deliver or file (A) all instruments, documents and certificates 
that may from time to time be required by any law to effectuate, implement and continue the valid and 
subsisting existence of the Company and (B) all instruments, documents and certificates that may be 
required to effectuate the dissolution and termination of the Company in each case in accordance with 
the provisions of this Agreement.  The power of attorney granted herein shall be deemed to be coupled 
with an interest, shall be irrevocable and shall survive the death, Incompetency, Disability or dissolution 
of a Member. 

6.8 Limitations on Liability.  To the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, no 
Officer may be held, found or deemed liable to the Company or any Member for any act or omission 
taken or suffered by the Officer (A) in good faith, (B) in the Officer’s reasonable belief that an act or 
omission is in, or is not contrary to, the best interests of the Company and is within the scope of the 
authority granted to the Officer by this Agreement and (C) without gross negligence.  No Member may 
be held, found or deemed liable to the Company or any other Member for any action taken by another 
Member.  To the extent that, at law or in equity, the Officer has duties and liabilities to the Company or 
to the Members, the Officer may not be held, found or deemed liable to the Company or any Member 
for the Officer’s good faith reliance on the provisions of this Agreement.  The Members acknowledge 
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that, to the extent the provisions of this Agreement expressly restrict the duties and liabilities of the 
Officer otherwise existing at law or in equity, the duties and liabilities set forth herein shall replace those 
duties and liabilities existing at law or in equity.  The Officer may not be held, found or deemed liable in 
acting upon any signature or writing reasonably believed by the Officer to be genuine and may rely on a 
certificate signed by an officer of any Person in order to ascertain any fact with respect to the Person or 
within the Person’s knowledge and may rely on an opinion of counsel selected by the Company with 
respect to legal matters.  The Officer may not be held, found or deemed liable for anything done, 
suffered or omitted in good faith and within the scope of this Agreement in reasonable reliance upon 
the advice of any of counsel, appraisers, accountants and other skilled Persons provided by the 
Company.  Except as otherwise provided in this §6.8, no Officer shall be liable to the Company or any 
Member for any mistake of fact or judgment other than gross negligence by the Officer in conducting 
the affairs of the Company or otherwise acting in respect of and within the scope of this Agreement.  
Each of the provisions of this §6.8 applicable to the Officer shall apply for the benefit of the Liquidator 
with respect to the exercise of the rights, powers and duties of the Liquidator and the performance of 
the functions and services of the Liquidator pursuant to this Agreement, and every reference in this §6.8 
to the Officer will be deemed to refer to the Liquidator with respect thereto. 

6.9 Outside Activities.  The Members and the Affiliates thereof may engage in, or 
possess an interest in, other business ventures of any nature and description, independently or with 
others.  None of the same may be deemed to have any rights by virtue of this Agreement in and to those 
independent ventures, or to the income or profits derived therefrom.  The Members and the Affiliates 
thereof shall not be obligated to present any business opportunity, whether or not competing, to the 
Company. 

6.10 Related-Party Transactions.  The fact that a Member, an Officer or any of the 
Affiliates thereof is directly or indirectly interested in or connected with any Person providing to, or 
obtaining from, the Company goods or services may not prohibit the Company from providing to, or 
obtaining from, the Person goods or services and neither the Company, nor any of the Members, shall 
have any rights in or to any income or profits derived therefrom.  All dealings with a Member, an Officer 
or any of the Affiliates thereof shall be on terms and conditions that are at least competitive with, 
and/or comparable to, that which could be obtained by or from independent third parties. 

7. Members. 

7.1 Rights of the Members.  Each Member is entitled to (A) receive the financial 
statements and tax reporting information referred to in §11 and (B) have additional rights as are 
elsewhere provided in this Agreement or by mandatory requirements of applicable law. 
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, the Company may, in its sole discretion, 
withhold from any Member any information (other than the tax reporting information referred to in 
§11) that the Company reasonably determines could be used to the competitive disadvantage of the 
Company, any of the Members or any of their Affiliates. 

 7.2  Obligations of Members.  
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(A) Non-Competition.  Each Member and Unadmitted Assignee agrees that, for 
so long as the Member or Unadmitted Assignee owns an Interest and for a 
twenty-four (24) month period following the date upon which the Member 
or Unadmitted Assignee no longer owns an Interest or any portion thereof 
(the “Restricted Period”), the Member or Unadmitted Assignee shall not, 
directly or indirectly, as an officer, director, employee, consultant, owner, 
partner, or in any other capacity:  

 
(1)  engage in any competition with the Company or any of its 

subsidiaries or  
 
(2)  advise, manage, render or perform services to or for any Person 

which is engaged in a business competitive to that of the Company 
or any of its subsidiaries within any geographical location wherein 
the Company or any of its subsidiaries produces, sells or markets its 
goods and services, or plans to do these activities,  at the time the 
Member or Unadmitted Assignee ceases to own an Interest or 
within a one (1) year period prior to that time. 

 
(B) Non-Solicitation.  Each Member and Unadmitted Assignee agrees that 

during the Restricted Period, the Member or Unadmitted Assignee will not, 
as an officer, director, employee, consultant, owner, partner, or in any 
other capacity, either directly or through others, except on behalf of the 
Company: 

 
(1)   solicit, induce, encourage, or participate in soliciting, inducing, or 

encouraging any employee, consultant or independent contractor 
of the Company to terminate his or her relationship with the 
Company; 

 
(2)   hire, employ, or engage in business with or attempt to hire, 

employ, or engage in business with any Person employed by the 
Company or who has left the employment of the Company within 
the preceding six (6) months or discuss any potential employment 
or business association with the Person, even if the Member or 
Unadmitted Assignee did not initiate the discussion or seek out the 
contact; or 

 
(3)  solicit, induce or attempt to induce any Customer or Potential 

Customer, or any consultant or independent contractor with whom 
the Member or Unadmitted Assignee had direct or indirect contact 
or whose identity the Member or Unadmitted Assignee learned as 
a result of the relationship of the Member or Unadmitted Assignee 
with the Company, to terminate, diminish, or materially alter in a 
manner harmful to the Company its relationship with the 
Company. 
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(C) Non-Disparagement.  No Member or Unadmitted Assignee hereto shall, 
directly or indirectly, at any time, make any disparaging statement 
concerning any other Member or Unadmitted Assignee, or any affiliate or 
the management thereof, or the management decisions, operating policies, 
behavioral, personal and/or business activities of the management or 
employees, decisions, formation, operation, financing and future plans or 
actions of the Company or any of its affiliates, whether or not libelous or 
defamatory, unless required by law. 

 
8. Meetings. 

(A) Special Meetings.  Special meetings of the Members, for any purpose or 
purposes, unless otherwise prescribed by statute, may be called by any 
Class A Member. 

(B) Place of Meeting.  The place of any meeting of the Members shall be the 
principal office of the Company, unless another place is designated by the 
Person holding the greatest number of Class A Units. 

(C) Notice of Meetings.  Written notice stating the place, day and hour of any 
meeting of the Members and the purpose or purposes for which the 
meeting is called shall be delivered not less than seven (7) nor more than 
sixty (60) days before the date of the meeting, either personally (email is 
acceptable) or by mail, by or at the direction of the President, to each 
Member, unless the Act or the articles of organization of the Company 
requires different notice. 

(D) Conduct of Meetings.  All meetings of the Members shall be presided over 
by a chairperson of the meeting, who shall be a Person designated by Class 
A Majority Vote.  The chairperson of any meeting of the Members shall 
determine the order of business and the procedure at the meeting, 
including regulation of the manner of voting and the conduct of discussion, 
and shall appoint a secretary of the meeting to take minutes thereof. 

(E) Participation by Telephone or Similar Communications.  Members may 
participate and hold a meeting by means of conference telephone or 
similar communications equipment, provided that all Members 
participating can hear and be heard, and participation by this means shall 
constitute attendance and presence in person at the meeting. 

(F) Waiver of Notice.  When any notice of a meeting of the Members is 
required to be given, a waiver thereof in writing signed by a Member 
entitled to notice, whether given before, at, or after the time of the 
meeting as stated in the notice, shall be equivalent to the proper giving of 
notice. 

(G) Action by Written Consent.  Any action required or permitted to be taken 
at a meeting of Members, and any action requiring consent of the 
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Members (or any class thereof), may be taken without a meeting if one or 
more written consents to the action are signed by the Members who are 
entitled to vote on the matter set forth in the consents and who constitute 
the requisite number or percentage of the Members necessary for 
adoption or approval of the matter.  Consent or consents shall be filed with 
the minutes of the meetings of the Members.  Action taken under this 
Section shall be effective when the requisite Members have signed the 
consent or consents, unless the consent or consents specify a different 
effective date.  Prompt notice of the taking of action without a meeting by 
less than unanimous consent of the Members entitled to vote shall be 
given to those Members entitled to vote who have not consented in 
writing, which notice may be oral, telephonic, via facsimile or otherwise.  
Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, wherever the Act requires 
unanimous consent to approve or take any action, that consent may be 
given in writing. 

(H) Member Disability.  The agent of a Disabled Member acting under a 
durable power of attorney or the Legal Representative of a Disabled 
Member may exercise all of the Member’s rights and voting authority, and 
is entitled to receive Distributions, and/or other distributions of cash or 
property, from the Company on behalf of the Member. 

9. Representations & Warranties.  Each of the Members hereby represents and warrants 
to each of the other Members, and to the Company, that each of the following is true and/or correct as 
of the Effective Date. 

9.1 The Member has the capacity, or is properly and fully authorized, to enter into 
this Agreement. This Agreement, when executed and delivered by the other Members and the 
Company, will constitute the valid and legally binding obligation of the Member, enforceable against the 
same in accordance with its terms. 

9.2 The execution of, and delivery by, the Member of this Agreement, and the 
consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby, do not and will not:   

(A) conflict with, result in a violation or breach of or constitute a default or an 
event that, with or without notice or lapse of time or both, would 
constitute a default under, any provision of the governing documents of 
the Member (if applicable);  

(B) conflict with or result in a violation or breach of any provision of any 
applicable law; 

(C) require the consent of, delivery of notice to or other action by any Person; 
or 

(D) conflict with, result in a violation or breach of, constitute a default or an 
event that, with or without notice or lapse of time or both, would 
constitute a default under, result in the acceleration of or create in any 
party the right to accelerate, terminate, modify or cancel any contract to 
which the Member is a party. 
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9.3 The Member has carefully read and fully understands the provisions of this 
Agreement and has had sufficient time and opportunity to consult with his, her or its legal, tax, financial 
and other advisors prior to executing this Agreement.  None of the Company, any Officer, any Member 
and/or any of the Affiliates of the foregoing has made any representation or warranty with respect to 
the Member’s liability for, and/or responsibility to pay, any tax, whether as a result of the execution 
and/or delivery of this Agreement and/or his, her or its receipt of any Distribution.  Except as otherwise 
set forth in this Agreement, the Member is not relying upon, or basing his, her or its decision to enter 
into this Agreement upon, any express or implied representation, warranty, promise, guaranty, 
projection or forecast, whether delivered by the Company, any Officer, any Member and/or any of the 
Affiliates of the foregoing.  The Member’s liability for, and/or responsibility to pay, any tax will be 
determined as a result of the Member’s unique financial circumstances by the taxing authorities with 
jurisdiction over the Member. 

9.4 The Member, together with his, her or its advisors, has the knowledge and 
experience in financial and business matters that he, she or it is capable of evaluating the merits and 
risks of an investment in the Company. 

10. Indemnification.  

10.1 In any threatened, pending, or completed action, suit, proceeding, or in any 
other civil, criminal, investigative, or administrative action to which any Member or Manager was or is a 
party or is threatened to be made a party because the Member or Manager is or was a Member or 
Manager of the Company, the Company will indemnify the person against the losses, expenses, claims, 
and demands, including attorney fees, judgments, penalties, fines, and amounts paid in settlement the 
person actually and reasonably incurs in connection with the action, suit, or proceeding. To be entitled 
to this indemnity, the person must have acted in good faith and in a manner the person reasonably 
believed to be in or not opposed to the best interests of the Company or the Members. However, no 
indemnity will be given with respect to: 

(A) any claim, issue, or matter for which the person has been adjudged to be 
liable for fraud, gross negligence, breach of this Agreement, willful or 
wanton misconduct, the receipt of a financial benefit to which the person is 
not entitled, any act or omission occurring before the date of this 
Agreement, or any breach of fiduciary obligation in the performance of any 
duty or obligation to the Company or the Members; or 

(B) any knowing violation of law or with respect to any criminal action or 
proceeding where the person had reasonable cause to believe that the 
person’s conduct was unlawful. 

10.2 Voluntary Indemnification.  The Company may, but will not be required to, 
indemnify any other manager, employee, or agent of the Company, on terms and conditions that the 
Members determine. 

11. Tax Matters. 

11.1 Method of Determining Profits and Losses.  For purposes of computing the 
amount of any item of Company income, gain, loss or deduction to be allocated pursuant hereto and to 
be reflected in the Capital Accounts, the determination, recognition and classification of any item will be 
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the same as its determination, recognition and classification for federal income tax purposes (including 
any method of depreciation, cost recovery or amortization used for this purpose); provided, that:  

(A) the computation of all items of income, gain, loss and deduction will 
include tax-exempt income and those items described in Treasury 
Regulation § 1.704-1(b)(2)(iv)(i) without regard to the fact that those items 
are not includable in gross income or are not deductible for federal income 
tax purposes;  

(B) if the Book Value of any Company property is adjusted pursuant to 
Treasury Regulation § 1.704-1(b)(2)(iv)(e) or (f), the amount of the 
adjustment will be taken into account as gain or loss from the disposition of 
the property;  

(C) items of income, gain, loss or deduction attributable to the disposition of 
Company property having a Book Value that differs from its adjusted basis 
for tax purposes will be computed by reference to the Book Value of the 
property;  

(D) items of depreciation, amortization and other cost recovery deductions 
with respect to Company property having a Book Value that differs from its 
adjusted basis for tax purposes will be computed by reference to the 
property’s Book Value in accordance with Treasury Regulation 
§ 1.704-1(b)(2)(iv)(g); and  

(E) to the extent an adjustment to the adjusted tax basis of any Company asset 
pursuant to §§ 732(d), 734(b) or 743(b) of the Code, is required, pursuant 
to Treasury Regulation § 1.704-1(b)(2)(iv)(m), to be taken into account in 
determining Capital Accounts, the amount of the adjustment to the Capital 
Accounts will be treated as an item of gain (if the adjustment increases the 
basis of the asset) or loss (if the adjustment decreases  the basis). 

11.2 Regular Allocations.  Except as otherwise provided in §11.3, net profit and net 
loss for any Fiscal Year or any other period shall be allocated among the Members, pro rata, according to 
the Class B Percentage Interest for each as of the time of the allocation. 

11.3 Special Allocations. 

(A) Nonrecourse Debt.  Losses attributable to a partner nonrecourse debt (as 
defined in Treasury Regulation § 1.704-2(b)(4)) will be allocated in the 
manner required by Treasury Regulation § 1.704-2(i)).  If there is a net 
decrease during a Fiscal Year in partner nonrecourse debt minimum gain 
(as defined in Treasury Regulation § 1.704-2(i)(3)), then profits for the 
Fiscal Year (and, if necessary, for subsequent Fiscal Years) shall be allocated 
to the Members in the amounts and of the character as determined 
according to, and subject to the exceptions contained in, Treasury 
Regulation § 1.704-2(i)(4). 
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(B) Minimum Gain Chargeback.  Except as otherwise provided in §11.3(A), if 
there is a net decrease in the minimum gain during any Fiscal Year, then 
each Member will be allocated profits for the Fiscal Year (and, if necessary, 
for subsequent Fiscal Years) in the amounts and of the character as 
determined according to, and subject to the exceptions contained in 
Treasury Regulation § 1.704-2(f).  This §11.3(B) is intended to be a 
minimum gain chargeback provision that complies with the requirements 
of Treasury Regulation § 1.704-2(f) and shall be interpreted in a manner 
consistent with its intention. 

(C) Qualified Income Offset.  If any Member who unexpectedly receives an 
adjustment, allocation, or Distribution described in Treasury Regulation 
§ 1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(d)(4), (5), and (6) has a negative balance in the Member’s 
adjusted Capital Account as of the end of any Fiscal Year, computed after 
the application of §11.3(A) and §11.3(B) but before the application of any 
other provision of §11.2 or §11.3, then profits for the Fiscal Year shall be 
allocated to  the Member in proportion to, and to the extent of,  a negative 
balance in the Member’s adjusted Capital Account.  This §11.3(C) is 
intended to be a qualified income offset provision as described in Treasury 
Regulation § 1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(d) and shall be interpreted in a manner 
consistent with this intention. 

(D) Adjustment of Tax Basis.  Profits and losses shall be allocated in a manner 
consistent with the manner that the adjustments to the Capital Accounts 
are required to be made pursuant to Treasury Regulation 
§ 1.704-1(b)(2)(iv)(j), (k) and (m). 

(E) Regulatory Allocations.  The Regulatory Allocations are intended to comply 
with certain requirements of §§ 1.704-1(b) and 1.704-2 of the Treasury 
Regulations.  The Regulatory Allocations may not be consistent with the 
manner in which the Members intend to allocate profit and loss of the 
Company or make Distributions.  Accordingly, notwithstanding the other 
provisions of this §11, but subject to the Regulatory Allocations, income, 
gain, deduction and loss shall be reallocated among the Members so as to 
eliminate the effect of the Regulatory Allocations and thereby cause the 
respective Capital Accounts of the Members to be in the amounts (or as 
close thereto as possible) they would have been if profit and loss (and 
other items of income, gain, deduction and loss) had been allocated 
without reference to the Regulatory Allocations.  Each of the Members 
acknowledges that this will likely be accomplished by specially allocating 
other profit and loss (and other items of income, gain, deduction, and loss) 
among the Members so that the net amount of the Regulatory Allocations 
and the special allocations to each Member is zero. 

11.4 Tax Allocations. 

(A) Generally.  The income, gains, losses, deductions and credits of the 
Company will be allocated, for federal, state and local income tax purposes, 
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among the Members in accordance with the allocation of income, gains, 
losses, deductions and credits among the Members for computing their 
Capital Accounts, except that if any allocation is not permitted by the Code 
or other applicable law, the Company’s subsequent income, gains, losses, 
deductions and credit will be allocated among the Members so as to reflect 
as nearly as possible the allocation set forth in this Agreement in 
computing their Capital Accounts. 

(B) Differences Between Book Value and Tax Basis.  Items of Company taxable 
income, gain, loss and deduction with respect to any property contributed 
to the capital of the Company will be allocated among the Members in 
accordance with Code § 704(c) so as to take account of any variation 
between the adjusted basis of the property to the Company for federal 
income tax purposes and its Book Value. 

(C) Adjustments in Book Value.  If the Book Value of any Company asset is 
adjusted pursuant to Treasury Regulation § 1.704-1(b)(2)(iv)(e) or (f), then 
subsequent allocations of items of taxable income, gain, loss and deduction 
with respect to the asset will take into account any variation between the 
adjusted basis of the asset for federal income tax purposes and its Book 
Value in the same manner as under Code § 704(c). 

(D) No Effect on Capital Accounts.  Allocations pursuant to this §11.4 are solely 
for purposes of federal, state and local taxes and will not affect, or in any 
way be taken into account in computing, any Member’s Capital Account or 
share of profits, losses, Distributions or other items pursuant to any 
provision of this Agreement. 

11.5 Federal Income Tax Elections.  Any election required or permitted to be made by 
the Company under the Code shall be made in a manner determined by the Members.  It is the intention 
of the Members that the Company be treated as a partnership for federal, state and local income tax 
purposes.  Each Member covenants not to take any position, or make any election, in a tax return or 
otherwise, inconsistent with this treatment.   

11.6 Tax Distributions.  Notwithstanding any other provision herein to the contrary, 
the Company shall use its best efforts to make a Tax Distribution to the Members within fifteen (15) 
days after the end of each fiscal quarter of the Company, to the extent that funds are legally available 
therefor and would not impair the liquidity of the Company with respect to working capital, capital 
expenditures, debt service, reserves, or otherwise and would not be prohibited under any credit facility 
to which the Company or any of its Affiliates is a party.  All Tax Distributions shall be treated as an 
advance of Distributions to the Members for purposes of §4. 

12. Dissolution & Liquidation. 

12.1 Dissolution. The Company’s dissolution shall be effective upon the date selected 
by an All Member Majority Vote, provided, however, that the Company may not be terminated until the 
Company’s obligations set forth in §12.2 are satisfied.  Notwithstanding any decision to dissolve, the 
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business of the Company and the affairs of the Members with respect to the business and the Company, 
shall continue to be governed by this Agreement. 

12.2 Liquidation. 

(A) Liquidator.  Upon dissolution of the Company, the Company shall appoint a 
Person to act as the Liquidator and this Person shall act as the Liquidator 
unless and until a successor Liquidator is appointed as provided in this 
§12.2.  The Liquidator will agree not to resign at any time without thirty 
(30) days’ prior written notice to the Company.  The Liquidator may be 
removed at any time, with or without cause, by notice of removal and 
appointment of a successor Liquidator approved by the Company.  Any 
successor Liquidator will succeed to all rights, powers and duties of the 
former Liquidator.  The right to appoint a successor or substitute Liquidator 
in the manner provided in this §12.2 will be recurring and continuing for so 
long as the functions and services of the Liquidator are authorized to 
continue under the provisions of this Agreement, and every reference in 
this Agreement to the Liquidator will be deemed to refer also to any 
successor or substitute Liquidator appointed in the manner provided in this 
§12.2.  The Liquidator will receive as compensation for its services (1) no 
additional compensation, if the Liquidator is the President or an employee 
of the Company or any of its Affiliates, or (2) compensation as the 
Company may approve by an All Member Majority Vote, if the Liquidator is 
not the President or an employee, plus, in either case, reimbursement of 
the Liquidator’s out-of-pocket expenses in performing its duties. 

(B) Liquidating Actions.  The Liquidator will liquidate the assets of the Company 
and apply and distribute the proceeds of the liquidation, in the following 
order of priority, unless otherwise required by mandatory provisions of 
applicable law: 

(1) first, to the payment of the Company’s debts and obligations to its 
creditors (including the Members and the Officers), including sales 
commissions and other expenses incident to any sale of the assets 
of the Company, in order of the priority provided by law; 

(2) second, to the establishment of, or addition to reserves as the 
Liquidator deems necessary or appropriate;  

(3) third, to the Members who have positive Capital Accounts after 
giving effect to all contributions, distributions and allocations for all 
periods in compliance with Treasury Regulations section 1.704-
1(b)(2)(ii)(b)(2); and  

(C) Deficit Capital Account Balance.  If any Member has a deficit balance in his 
Capital Account after giving effect to all contributions, distributions and 
allocations provided for in this §12.2, the Member shall have no obligation 
to make any contributions to the capital of the Company with respect to 
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the deficit, and the deficit shall not be considered a debt owed to the 
Company or to any other Person for any purpose whatsoever. 

(D) Additional Requirements.  Each Member shall take all necessary or 
desirable actions in connection with liquidation of the Company’s assets to 
effect the application and distribution more fully described in §12.2(B).  
The reserves established pursuant to §12.2(B)(1) shall be paid over by the 
Liquidator to a bank or other financial institution, to be held in escrow for 
the purpose of paying any contingent or unforeseen liabilities or 
obligations and, at the expiration of the period as the Liquidator deems 
advisable, the reserves will be distributed to the Members in accordance 
with the capital accounts of §12.2(B).  The allocations and Distributions 
provided for in this Agreement are intended to result in the Capital Account 
of each Member immediately prior to the Distribution of the Company’s 
assets pursuant to this §12.2(B) being equal to the amount of the 
Distribution to the Member pursuant to this §12.2(B).  The Company is 
authorized to make appropriate adjustments in the allocation of profits and 
losses as necessary to cause the amount of each Member’s Capital Account 
immediately prior to the Distribution of the Company’s assets pursuant to 
this §12.2(B) to equal the amount of the Distribution that is to be made to 
the Member pursuant to this §12.2(B).  Allocations of profits and losses 
(including, for the avoidance of doubt, items of gross income and gross 
deduction) shall be made in the manner necessary (either with respect to 
the Fiscal Year of liquidation, or, if the due date for the Company’s tax 
return for the preceding year (without regard to extensions) has not passed 
(and there are not sufficient items of profit or loss in the current year) with 
respect to the prior year)) to yield the result described in the immediately 
preceding sentence. 

12.3 Distribution in Kind.  Notwithstanding the provisions of §12.2(B) that require the 
liquidation of the assets of the Company, but subject to the order of priorities set forth in §12.2(B), if, 
upon dissolution of the Company the Liquidator determines that an immediate sale of part or all of the 
Company’s assets would be impractical or could cause undue loss to the Members, the Liquidator may 
defer the liquidation of any assets except those necessary to satisfy the Company’s liabilities and 
reserves, and may, in its absolute discretion, distribute to the Members, in lieu of cash, as tenants in 
common and in accordance with the provisions of §12.2(B), undivided interests in those of the 
Company’s assets as the Liquidator deems not suitable for liquidation.  Any Distribution in kind shall be 
subject to those conditions relating to the disposition and management of those properties as the 
Liquidator deems reasonable and equitable and to any agreements that govern the operating of those 
properties at the time. 

12.4 Reasonable Time for Winding Up.  A reasonable time will be allowed for the 
orderly winding up of the business and affairs of the Company and the liquidation of its assets pursuant 
to §12.2(B) in order to minimize any losses otherwise attendant upon winding up.  Distributions upon 
liquidation of the Company (or any Member’s interest in the Company) and related adjustments will be 
made by the end of the Fiscal Year of the liquidation (or, if later, within ninety (90) days after the date of  
liquidation) or as otherwise permitted by Treasury Regulation § 1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(b). 
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12.5 Termination.  The Company shall be terminated and the Liquidator shall cause 
to be filed with the Georgia Secretary of State a certificate of dissolution, or make any other filing 
appropriate, and shall cause any qualifications and registrations of the Company as a foreign limited 
liability company in any other jurisdictions to be cancelled and shall take other actions as may be 
necessary to terminate the Company upon the first to occur of (A) the date on which no Person holds 
Units and (B) the later of (1) the agreement of those of Members who hold at least half of the Class A 
Units and (2) the completion of the liquidation and distribution of the assets of the Company as 
provided in §12.2(B). 

12.6 Limitations on Payments Made in Dissolution.  Each Member shall be entitled to 
look solely to the assets of the Company for the return of the Member’s positive Capital Account 
balance.  Notwithstanding that the assets of the Company remaining after payment of or due provision 
for all debts, liabilities and obligations of the Company may be insufficient to return the Capital 
Contributions or share of net profits reflected in the Member’s positive Capital Account balance, a 
Member shall have no recourse against the Company or any other Member. 

12.7 No Liability.  Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, upon 
a liquidation within the meaning of Treasury Regulations § 1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(g), if any Member has a 
negative Capital Account balance (after giving effect to all contributions, distributions, allocations and 
other Capital Account adjustments for all taxable years, including the year during which  liquidation 
occurs), the Member shall not be obligated to make any contribution to the capital of the Company, and 
the negative balance of the Member’s Capital Account shall not be considered a debt owned by that 
Member to the Company or to any other Person for any purpose whatsoever. 

13. General. 

13.1 Notices. 

(A) All notices, requests, demands or other communications required or 
permitted under this Agreement shall be in writing and be delivered (1) via 
email, (2) against a written receipt, (3) to a reputable messenger service 
(for example, FedEx, DHL Courier, United Parcel Service, etc.) for overnight 
delivery, (4) by mail, registered, express or certified, return receipt 
requested, postage prepaid or (5) personally and, if given to the Company, 
to the Company at its principal office, or, if given to a Member, to the 
Member at the address set forth in the records of the Company. 

(B) All notices, demands and requests shall be effective upon being delivered 
(1) via email, (2) against a written receipt, (3) to a reputable messenger 
service, (4) upon being deposited in the United States mail or (5) 
personally, in any instance, in accordance with §13.1(A).  However, the 
time period in which a response to any notice, demand or request must be 
given shall commence to run from the date of personal delivery, the date of 
delivery by a reputable messenger service, the date on the return receipt if 
deposited in the United States mail, or the date sent if sent via email. 

13.2 Amendment.  No change, modification or amendment of this Agreement shall 
be valid or binding unless the change, modification or amendment shall be in writing and duly adopted 
by both a Class A Majority Vote and a Class B Majority Vote and delivered to each of the Members.  Each 
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of the Members acknowledges that he, she or it may be forgoing his, her or its rights by allowing the 
other Members to so amend this Agreement without the requirement of any other act other than 
delivery of the amendment to the Members and further acknowledges that this §13.2 is reasonable.  
Any amendment made pursuant to this §13.2 may be made effective as of the date of this Agreement. 

13.3 Captions; Section References.  Section titles or captions contained in this 
Agreement are inserted only as a matter of convenience and reference, and in no way define, limit, 
extend or describe the scope of this Agreement, or the intent of any provision hereof.  All references 
herein to Sections shall refer to Sections of this Agreement unless the context clearly requires 
otherwise. 

13.4 Number and Gender.  Unless the context otherwise requires, when used herein, 
the singular shall include the plural, the plural shall include the singular, and all nouns, pronouns and 
any variations thereof shall be deemed to refer to the masculine, feminine or neuter, as the identity of 
the Person or Persons may require. 

13.5 Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement, or the application thereof to 
any Person, entity or circumstances, shall be invalid or unenforceable to any extent, the remainder of 
this Agreement, and the application of the provision to other Persons, entities or circumstances, may 
not be affected thereby and shall be enforced to the greatest extent permitted by law. 

13.6 Binding Agreement.  Except as otherwise provided herein, this Agreement shall 
be binding upon, and inure to the benefit of, the parties hereto, and their respective executors, 
administrators, heirs, successors and assigns. 

13.7 Applicable Law. This Agreement shall be governed by, and construed in 
accordance with, the laws of the State of Ohio without regard to its conflict of laws rules. 

13.8 Entire Agreement.  This Agreement contains the entire agreement between the 
parties hereto with respect to the subject matter hereof. 

13.9 Survival.  Each of the Members acknowledges that any right or obligation of the 
Members in this Agreement which, by its express terms or nature and context is intended to survive 
termination of this Agreement, will survive termination. 

13.10 Counterparts.  This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts 
and all counterparts shall, for all purposes, constitute one agreement, binding upon the parties hereto, 
notwithstanding that all parties are not signatory to the same counterpart. 

13.11 No Right of Partition.  The Members hereby acknowledge that the Company’s 
properties are not, and will not be, suitable for partition.  Accordingly, each Member hereby irrevocably 
waives any and all rights which the Member may have to maintain an action for partition of any of the 
Company’s properties. 

13.12 Construction.  The parties acknowledge that they have each participated in the 
preparation of this Agreement and that this Agreement shall be construed without regard to the identity 
of the party who drafted its various provisions and any rule of construction that a document is to be 
construed against the drafting party may not be applied if this Agreement is being interpreted or the 
provisions hereof are being enforced. 
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13.13 Resolution of Controversies. 

(A) Intent.  It is the intention of the parties to bring all disputes between or 
among any of them to an early, efficient and final resolution.  Therefore, it 
is hereby agreed that all disputes, claims and/or otherwise, including 
without limitation management, contract, quasi contract, equitable claims, 
tort claims, statutory claims or any other kind of controversy, claim or 
dispute shall be resolved by mediation and arbitration as provided herein.  
Nothing herein shall preclude any party from applying to a court of 
competent jurisdiction for preliminary injunctive relief or a temporary 
restraining order or other preliminary relief as may be required. 

(B) Mediation.  All disputes arising among any of a Member (or Members), an 
Officer and/or the Company with respect to Company matters shall be 
resolved by mediation in the following manner.  Mediation shall be 
initiated by any Member, Officer or the Company by written request to the 
Company for selection of a mediator, which request (the “Mediation 
Request”) shall identify the matters to be mediated and a copy of which 
shall be sent to each Member in accordance with §13.1.  The mediation 
shall occur in Summit County, Ohio, unless otherwise unanimously agreed 
by all parties to the mediation.  The mediator shall be an individual selected 
by the parties to the dispute (the “Dispute Parties”).  If the Dispute Parties 
are unable to agree on a mediator within thirty (30) days following delivery 
of the Mediation Request, the Company’s General Counsel, or primary 
attorney for corporate matters if there is no General Counsel, shall select 
the mediator.  Costs and expenses of the mediator shall be borne in 
proportion by the Dispute Parties in any proportion as the mediator shall 
decide. 

(C) Arbitration.  If the Dispute Parties cannot agree to mediation within sixty 
(60) days of the date of the Mediation Request, or if the Dispute Parties are 
unable to reach agreement through mediation, then the dispute shall be 
resolved by arbitration in the following manner.  Arbitration shall occur in 
Summit County, Ohio, in accordance with the rules of the American 
Arbitration Association then in effect.  The arbitration panel shall consist of 
one (1) individual selected by the Company’s General Counsel, or primary 
attorney for corporate matters if there is no General Counsel.  The 
determination of the arbitrator shall be binding upon all Dispute Parties in 
accordance with the procedures of the American Arbitration Association.  
The cost of the arbitration, including legal fees and costs, shall be borne by 
the Dispute Parties in any proportion as the arbitrator shall decide. 

(signature page to follow)
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EXHIBIT A 

COUNTERPART SIGNATURE PAGE 

(see attached) 
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COUNTERPART SIGNATURE PAGE TO 
OPERATING AGREEMENT 

Upon being accepted by FN GROUP HOLDINGS, LLC (the “Company”), as of the date so accepted, the 
undersigned (1) shall become a party to that certain Operating Agreement dated as of May 1, 2017 (the 
“Agreement”) of the Company pursuant to the provisions thereof and a “Member” (as that term is 
defined in the Agreement) and (2) covenants to be bound by and comply with the provisions of the 
Agreement. 

 

Number and Class of Units:    

 
IF AN INDIVIDUAL:     IF A TRUST OR AN ENTITY: 

 

       Entity Name:      
 
Signature:      Signature:      
 
Print Name:       Name:       

 
Title:       
 

 
State of Residence:     State of Formation:     
 
Street Address:      Street Address:      
 
City, State ZIP:      City, State ZIP:      
 
Email:       Email:       
 
 
ACCEPTED AND ACKNOWLEDGED BY: 

FN GROUP HOLDINGS, LLC 
 
 
By:       
 
Name:       
 
Title:       
 
Date:        
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EXHIBIT B 

MEMBERS SCHEDULE 

As of May 1, 2017 

Member Class A 
Units 

Class B 
Units 

Total 
Units 

Percentag
e Interest 

Capital 
Contribution 

Claire Hobson 
 

 
Claire@freezernight.com 

 

825 200 1,025 51.25% $0 

M. Thomas Hobson 
 

 
 

 

175 700 875 43.75% 

See 
Company 
Financial 
Records 

Spencer Hobson 
 

 
Spencer@freezernight.com 

 

0 

 
 

100 

 
 

100 
5% $0 

TOTAL 1,000 1,000 2,000 100% 

See 
Company 
Financial 
Records 
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EXHIBIT C 

OFFICERS 

 

Claire Hobson  President & Secretary 

M. Thomas Hobson Vice-President & Treasurer 
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2017  2018 
Commercial Package Policy

Insurance Proposal 

Prepared for:

FN Group Holdings LLC
4000 Lake Rockwell Road 

Ravenna, OH 44266

Prepared by:

CANNASURE INSURANCE SERVICES
1991 Crocker Road, Suite 320

Cleveland, Ohio 44145
P 800.420.5757 F 800.420.1975

CA License # 0H30190

Jun 01, 2017
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QUOTE INFORMATION

Named Insured:  FN Group Holdings LLC

Insurance Carrier: Conifer Insurance Company; A.M. Best Rating: B++ (Good) VI 

Admitted: No

Coverage: General Liability, Property, Product Liability 

Policy Period: 12 Months

Premium: $22,744.00

Fees: Carrier Policy Fee $250.00 
Administrative Fee $350.00

Taxes: $1,149.70

Total: $24,493.70 Excluding Terrorism* 

* Terrorism coverage is excluded, but coverage can be added for an additional premium. See TRIA Form.

 25% Minimum Earned Premium

PLEASE MAKE YOUR CHECK PAYABLE TO: CIS INSURANCE SERVICES, LLC

 PLEASE MAIL PAYMENT TO: 1991 Crocker  Road,  Suite  320
Cleveland,  OH 44145
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SUBJECTIVITIES ALL SUBJECTIVITIES REQUIRED PRIOR TO BINDING: 

Confirm all construction/renovations are complete and insured is operational 

������� 	
�������
 ����� �� ���


Marijuana Risk Warranty Form 1 signed and dated by the insured

Marijuana Risk Warranty Form 2 signed and dated by the insured 

Notice of Surplus Lines Placement To Insured signed and dated 

Completed and signed TRIA Acceptance or Rejection form required 

Completed, signed & dated Bind Request Form

Signed and dated Surplus Lines Placement and Fee Agreement- Cannasure

Favorable Loss Control Inspection (within 30 days of the effective date) 

Insured must initial next to Premium Finance cancellation notice acknowledging they have

read and understood (bind order request page)

Confirmation deposit or full term premium-scanned copy of check required prior to binding 

Consult the policy for all specific terms and conditions and complete policy exclusions

PLEASE NOTE THAT WE WILL NOT PRESENT A BIND REQUEST TO THE CARRIER UNTIL ALL UNDERWRITING 
CONDITIONS ARE MET AND PAYMENT IS RECEIVED. THE CARRIER DOES NOT CONSIDER COVERAGE 
BOUND UNTIL CONFIRMED IN WRITING.
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Named Insured and Mailing Address:
FN Group Holdings, LLC
DBA: Wellsprings Fields

4000 Lake Rockwell Rd
Ravenna, OH 44266

Quote is valid for 30 days (until 6/29/2017)

COMMERCIAL LINES QUOTE

12:01 Standard Time at your mailing address above.5/25/2018to5/25/2017POLICY PERIOD:  From

INSURED TYPE: LLC

PREMIUMCOVERAGE PARTS

THIS QUOTE CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOWING COVERAGE PARTS FOR WHICH A PREMIUM IS INDICATED.  THIS
PREMIUM MAY BE SUBJECT TO ADJUSTMENT.

Commercial Property Coverage Part

Commercial General Liability Coverage Part

Commercial Liquor Liability Coverage Part

Commercial Medical Malpractice Coverage Part

Commercial Auto Coverage Part

Commercial Inland Marine Coverage Part

Director and Officers Liability Coverage Part

Commercial Product Liability Coverage Part

Glass

����� ��� 	���

$15,482.00

$2,262.00

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

$5,000.00

Not Applicable


������

TOTAL QUOTE PREMIUM $��������	

Responsible Agent of Record:
Cannasure Insurance Services, LLC. (000619)
1991 Crocker Road
Suite 320
Westlake, OH 44145
(800) 420-5757
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Forms and Endorsements: Premium

CICS0S (06-14) Service of Suit

CICPRIV01 (10-15) Privacy Policy

IL0003 (07-02) Calculation of Premium

IL0017 (11-98) Common Policy Conditions

IL0244 (09-07) Ohio Changes - Cancellation and NonRenewal

Marijuana Risk Warranty

Limits and/or coverages provided on this quote may differ from those requested on the application.
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CIIL04 (06-16)

NOTICE OF SURPLUS LINES PLACEMENT TO INSURED

CONIFER INSURANCE COMPANY

PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY

Notice to Insured:

I hereby affirm that, prior to the placement of the insurance coverage with Conifer Insurance

Company, a surplus lines insurer, I have been advised that:

(i) The insurer with which the surplus lines broker places the insurance is not licensed

by my state and may not be subject to its supervision; and

(ii) In the event of insolvency of the surplus lines insurer, losses will not be paid by my

state insurance guaranty association.

NOTICE OF POLICY FEE

Furthermore, I hereby affirm that, I have been advised that the non-refundable policy fee

referenced below has been charged by the Agent and is part of the insurance contract. I also

affirm that said fee is reasonable.

Amount of Policy Fee:

__________________________________________ __________________________________

Signature of Named Insured Date

$250
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COMMERCIAL PROPERTY QUOTE

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY QUOTE

Cannasure Insurance Services, LLC.
1991 Crocker Road
Suite 320
Westlake, OH 44145
(800) 420-5757

Named Insured:

Mailing Address:

Policy Period:

FN Group Holdings, LLC

4000 Lake Rockwell Rd
Ravenna, OH 44266

5/25/2017 to 5/25/2018 at 12:01 A.M. Standard Time at your mailing address above.

DBA: Wellsprings Fields

DESCRIPTION OF PREMISES

Prem.
No.

Bldg.
No. Location Construction Occupancy

1 1 4000 Lake Rockwell Rd
Ravenna, OH 44266

Non-Combustible 0567 - Mercantile
Sole Occupancy Only

– Not Otherwise
Classified – Moderate

Susceptibility

Bldg.
No. Coverage

COVERAGES PROVIDED Insurance At The Described Premises Applies Only For Coverages
For Which A Limit Of Insurance is Shown

Limit of
Insurance

Covered
Causes Of Loss Coinsurance* Premium Deductible

Prem.
No.

1 1 Building $400,000 Special Form 80% $0

Business Income

$200,000

$686,000

Special Form

Special Form

80%

100%

$0

Included

$2,500

$2,500Personal Property

$100,000 $1,500 $2,500Finished Stock

$500,000 $10,000 $2,500Crop Coverage

*If Extra Expense Coverage, Limits On Loss Payment
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OPTIONAL COVERAGES Applicable Only When Entries Are Made In The Schedule Below

1 05/25/20181 Finished Stock $100,000.00

Inflation Guard (%)

Bldg.

**Monthly Limit Of

Pers. Prop. Indemnity (Fraction)

Maximum Period

Of Indemnity (X)

**Extended Period

Of Indemnity (Days)

Agreed ValueBldg.
No.

Prem.
No.

Replacement Cost (X)
Exp. Date Cov. Amount Building Pers. Prop. Incl. "Stock"

1 05/25/20181 Crop Coverage $500,000.00

11 X X X

Inflation Guard (%)

Bldg.

**Monthly Limit Of

Pers. Prop. Indemnity (Fraction)

Maximum Period

Of Indemnity (X)

**Extended Period

Of Indemnity (Days)

N/A

Agreed ValueBldg.
No.

Prem.
No.

Replacement Cost (X)
Exp. Date Cov. Amount Building Pers. Prop. Incl. "Stock"

Inflation Guard (%)

Bldg.

**Monthly Limit Of

Pers. Prop. Indemnity (Fraction)

Maximum Period

Of Indemnity (X)

**Extended Period

Of Indemnity (Days)

Agreed ValueBldg.
No.

Prem.
No.

Replacement Cost (X)
Exp. Date Cov. Amount Building Pers. Prop. Incl. "Stock"

**Applies to Business Income Only

MORTGAGEHOLDERS
Prem.
No.

Bldg.
No. Mortgageholder Name And Mailing Address
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FORMS APPLICABLE

Forms and Endorsements made part of this policy at time of issue:

PremiumDescription
CP0010 (06-07) Building and Personal Property Coverage
Form

CP0090 (07-88) Commercial Property Conditions

CP0140 (07-06) Exclusion of Loss due to Virus or Bacteria

CP1032 (08-08) Water Exclusion Endorsement

IL0031 (01-06) Exclusion of Terrorism Involving Nuclear,
Biological or Chemical Terrorism

IL0935 (07-02) Exclusion of Certain Computer Related
Losses

IL0953 (01-15) Exclusion of Certified Acts of Terrorism

$125CICP02 (03-16) Evergreen Property Extension Plus

CICP07 (05-16) Non-Structural Hail Loss Limitation
Endorsement

CICPOH07 (05-16) Non-Structural Hail Loss Limitation
Endorsement

CIHC03 (08-15) Crop Coverage Form

CIHC04 (08-15) Finished Stock Coverage Form

CP0123 (04-08) Ohio Changes

CIEB01 (05-11) Equipment Breakdown Coverage

$427CIEB02 (05-11) Equipment Breakdown Coverage
Schedule

CP0030 (06-07) Business Income Including Extra Expense
Coverage Form

CP1030 (06-07) Causes of Loss - Special Form

CP1211 (10-00) Burglary and Robbery Protective Systems

IL0415 (04-98) Protective Safeguards Endorsement

Limits and/or coverages provided on this quote may differ from those requested on the application.
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COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY

Cannasure Insurance Services, LLC.
1991 Crocker Road
Suite 320
Westlake, OH 44145
(800) 420-5757

FN Group Holdings, LLC

COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY QUOTE

Named Insured:

Mailing Address:

Policy Period:

4000 Lake Rockwell Rd
Ravenna, OH 44266

5/25/2017 to 5/25/2018 at 12:01 A.M. Standard Time at your
mailing address above.

DBA: Wellsprings Fields

DESCRIPTION OF BUSINESS
FORM OF BUSINESS:

Individual Partnership Corporation LLC OtherJoint Venture

LIMITS OF INSURANCE
Each Occurrence Limit $1,000,000

General Aggregate Limit $2,000,000
Personal & Advertising Injury Limit $1,000,000 Any one person or

organization
Damage to Premises $100,000 Any one premises

Products/Completed Operations Aggregate Limit Excluded
Medical Expense Limit $5,000 Any one person

Loc # DBA Address

ALL PREMISES YOU OWN, RENT OR OCCUPY

1 Wellsprings Fields 4000 Lake Rockwell Rd
Ravenna, OH 44266

Loc # Premium

CLASSIFICATION AND PREMIUM

Item # Class Code

1 Included1 97047 - Landscape Gardening

���������� �	�
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ENDORSEMENTS
Forms and Endorsements made part of this policy at time of issue:

PremiumDescription

CG0001 (12-07) Commercial General Liability Form

CG0068 (05-09) Recording and Distribution of Material or Information In
Violation of Law Exclusion

CG2101 (11-85) Exclusion - Athletics or Sports Participants

CG2106 (05-14) Exclusion - Access or Disclosure of Confidential or
Personal Information and Data - Related Liability - with Limited Bodily
Injury Exception

CG2109 (06-15) Exclusion - Unmanned Aircraft

CG2146 (07-98) Abuse or Molestation Exclusion

CG2147 (12-07) Employment-Related Practices Exclusion

CG2149 (09-99) Total Pollution Exclusion

CG2166 (06-15) Exclusion - Volunteer Workers

CG2167 (12-04) Fungi and Bacteria Exclusion

CG2173 (01-15) Exclusion of Certified Acts of Terrorism

CG2175 (01-15) Exclusion of Certified Acts of Terrorism and Exclusion Of
Other Acts of Terrorism Committed Outside The United States

CG2176 (01-15) Exclusion of Punitive Damages as a Result of Certified
Acts of Terrorism

CG2186 (12-04) Exclusion - Exterior Insulation and Finish Systems

CG2196 (03-05) Silica or Silica-Related Dust Exclusion

CIGL01 (04-10) Exclusion - Lead Paint

CIGL02 (04-10) Exclusion - Asbestos

CIGL05 (04-11) Animals Exclusion

CIGL32 (01-14) Minimum Earned Premium Endorsement

CIGL34 (08-14) Firearms Exclusion

CIHC01 (10-15) Biological or Chemical Materials Exclusion

CIHC02 (08-15) Seepage And/Or Pollution And/Or Contamination
Exclusion

IL0021 (09-08) Nuclear Energy Liability Exclusion Endorsement

CG2104 (11-85) Products/Completed Operations Hazard Exclusion

CG2116 (07-98) Exclusion-Designated Professional Services

CG2144 (07-98) Limitation of Coverage to Designated Premises

CIGL03 (09-10) Exclusion - Assault & Battery

Limits and/or coverages provided on this quote may differ from those requested on the application.
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Cannasure Insurance Services, LLC.
1991 Crocker Road
Suite 320
Westlake, OH 44145
(800) 420-5757

FN Group Holdings, LLC

Wellsprings Fields

4000 Lake Rockwell Rd
Ravenna, OH 44266

5/25/2017 5/25/2018

IN RETURN FOR THE PAYMENT OF THE PREMIUM, AND SUBJECT TO ALL THE
TERMS OF THIS POLICY, WE AGREE WITH YOU TO PROVIDE THE INSURANCE
STATED IN THIS POLICY.

Named Insured:

DBA:

Mailing Address:

Policy Period: at 12:01 A.M. Standard Time at your mailing
address above.

LIMITS OF INSURANCE
Each Occurrence Limit

General Aggregate Limit

$1,000,000

$1,000,000

to

DESCRIPTION OF BUSINESS
FORM OF BUSINESS:

Individual Partnership Corporation LLC OtherJoint Venture

Loc # DBA Address

ALL PREMISES YOU OWN, RENT OR OCCUPY

1 Wellsprings Fields 4000 Lake Rockwell Rd
Ravenna, OH 44266

COMMERCIAL PRODUCT LIABILITY

COMMERCIAL PRODUCT LIABILITY QUOTE

������ ���
 ����
�
�� ���
����
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ENDORSEMENTS
Forms and Endorsements made part of this policy at time of issue:

PremiumDescription

$5,000CIHC05 (10-15) Ohio Cannabis Operations Products-Completed
Operations Liability Policy

Limits and/or coverages provided on this quote may differ from those requested on the application.

QUOTE NUMBER: COMMERCIAL PRODUCT LIABILITY

COMMERCIAL PRODUCT LIABILITY QUOTE
QCP0123550
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DISCLOSURE TO OUR POLICYHOLDERS
ABOUT TERRORISM INSURANCE COVERAGE

Under the Federal Terrorism Risk Insurance Act of 2002, effective November 26, 2002, we are now offering you the right to purchase
insurance coverage for losses arising out of acts of terrorism, as defined in Section 102 (1) of the Act.

“The term “act of terrorism” means any act that is certified by the Secretary of the Treasury in concurrence with the
Secretary of State, and the Attorney General of the United States to be an act of terrorism; to be a violent act or an
act that is dangerous to human life, property; or infrastructure; to have resulted in damage within the United States,
or outside the United States in the case of an air carrier or vessel or the premises of a United States mission and to
have been committed by an individual or individuals acting on behalf of any foreign person or foreign interest, as
part of an effort to coerce the civilian population of the United States or to influence the policy or affect the conduct
of the United States Government by coercion.”

Coverage provided by your policy for losses caused by one of these certified Acts of Terrorism is partially reimbursed by the United
States under a formula established by Federal law. Under this formula, the United States pays 85% of covered Terrorism losses
exceeding the statutorily established deductible paid by Conifer Insurance Company. The premium charged for this coverage is
provided below and does not include any charges for the portion of loss covered by the Federal Government under the Act.

Selection or Rejection of Terrorism Coverage

This is our offer to you of coverage for Acts of Terrorism. If you choose to pay the quoted premium below on the renewal of your
policy, you will be covered for Acts of Terrorism. If you do not choose to pay this quoted premium, we will exclude Terrorism
coverage from your policy.

CHECK ONE

I WILL purchase the offered terrorism coverage for a premium of $__________

___________I WILL NOT purchase the offered terrorism coverage and will have no coverage for terrorism losses.

IF YOU DO NOT RETURN THIS FORM TO US, YOU WILL BE CHARGED THE APPROPRIATE PREMIUM FOR TERRORISM
COVERAGE.

Policyholder/ Applicant’s Signature Policyholder DBA

Policyholder Name

Policy Number

Agent Name & Number
Date

CICTRIA 01 05 11

COMPANY COPY – PLEASE RETURN

TBD

Wellsprings Fields

FN Group Holdings, LLC

CONIFER INSURANCE COMPANY
550 W. MERRILL STREET, SUITE 200

BIRMINGHAM MI 48009
TELEPHONE: 248-559-0840
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NOTICE OF SURPLUS LINES PLACEMENT TO INSURED

CANNASURE INSURANCE SERVICES, LLC

PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY

Notice to Insured:

I hereby affirm that, prior to the placement of the insurance coverage with Cannasure Insurance

Services, LLC, a surplus lines Broker, I have been advised that:

(i) The insurer with which the surplus lines broker places the insurance is not licensed by my state

and may not be subject to its supervision; and

(ii) In the event of insolvency of the surplus lines insurer, losses will not be paid by my state insurance

guaranty association.

NOTICE OF COMPANY FEE

Furthermore, I hereby affirm that, I have been advised that the non-refundable policy fee referenced

below has been charged by the Agent and is part of the insurance contract. I also affirm that said fee

is reasonable.

Amount of Company Fee: $350

 Signature of Named Insured  Date

 CIS 1/17 ISLA
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BIND REQUEST FORM

Named Insured: FN Group Holdings LLC

Type of Coverage:  Commercial Package Policy

Insurance Carrier: Conifer Insurance Company

Effective Date:

Premium: $22,744.00

Taxes/Fees:

Total: $24,493.70

 Please check one of the following: 

 I elect to pay the full premium amount within 30 days of binding coverage 

I elect to finance the premium and pay in monthly installments through CIS 
Insurance Services, LLC

I elect to finance the premium and pay in monthly installments through retail agent
(agreement to be provided upon binding)

***Be advised that if policy cancels for Non-Payment to the Premium Finance Company coverage may be eligible for Reinstatement however 
a Lapse in Coverage may apply***

__________________________ Insured's Initials

Signature of Authorized Representative:

Name of Authorized Representative:

Date:

***PLEASE MAKE ALL CHECKS PAYABLE TO CIS INSURANCE SERVICES, LLC***
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Marijuana Risk Warranty 1

In consideration of the premium charged, it is hereby agreed and understood that the following warranties 
apply to this policy.

1) No coverage will be afforded by this policy for theft unless the following items are strictly adhered
to:

a. Store all finished stock in a secure, locked safe or vault and in such a manner as to prevent
diversion, theft and loss;

b. During non-business hours, all finished stock must be kept in a locked, 1 / 2 ton or greater
safe which is bolted to the floor or in a locked TL-15 rated or greater safe which is bolted to
the floor or in a locked one ton or greater safe. This includes perishable items such as kif,
butane hash, cookies and any other preparation of medical marijuana.

c. An operating and functional central station burglar alarm must be installed at the premises
which have contacts on all windows and doors that open to the outside. The alarm must
have contacts on all windows and doors adjacent to common stairways and/or hallways.
Furthermore, the alarm must have motion detectors which cover the room in which the safe
is kept. This burglar alarm must be turned on and fully operational during non-business
hours.

2) No coverage will be afforded by this policy for fire and/or smoke damage or any other peril which
arises out of a loss by fire unless:

a. The premises have been inspected by a licensed electrician who has determined that he
electrical architecture, power supply and number of circuits is adequate for the nature of
your operations.

Signed by the First Named Insured Date
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Marijuana Risk Warranty 2

I warrant the following to be true and I understand no coverage will be afforded by this policy for theft unless
the following items are strictly adhered to:

1. During non-business hours, all “finished stock” on the premises must be kept in one of the following:
A. A locked 700 pound or greater safe which is bolted to the floor.

B. A locked Underwriter's Laboratory rated TI-15 safe or greater.

C. A locked one ton or greater safe.

2. An operating and functional central station burglar alarm system must be installed at the premises which
have contacts on all windows and doors that open to the outside. The alarm must have contacts on all
windows and doors adjacent to common stairways and/or hallways. Furthermore, the alarm must have
functioning motion detectors which cover all rooms at the premises. This burglar alarm must be turned
on and fully operational during non-business hours.

3. During business hours, all stock not on display for sale will be kept in a locked safe with the requirements
as during non-business hours.

4. The insured must keep written records of all purchases of stock, including receipts when available, which
includes the date of purchase, type(s) of stock purchased and purchase price. In the event of a stock
claim, adjustment will be based on documented records. A copy of this record is to be kept at an offsite
location.

All Cultivation operations are required to warrant one of the following:

_____  I have used or will use a licensed, insured contractor for all electrical work at my grow facility

_____  I have had or will have within 30 days of my insurance effective date, all the wiring inspected by a 
licensed, insured contractor at my grow facility.

I warrant the above to be true and I understand the insurance contract will be considered based on my warranty:

Signed by the First Named Insured Date
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2017  2018 
Commercial General Liability

Insurance Proposal 

Prepared for:
FN Group Holdings LLC

4000 Lake Rockwell Road 
Ravenna, OH 44266

Prepared by:

CANNASURE INSURANCE SERVICES
1991 Crocker Road, Suite 320

Cleveland, Ohio 44145
P 800.420.5757 F 800.420.1975

CA License # 0H30190

Jun 02, 2017
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 QUOTE INFORMATION

Named Insured:  FN Group Holdings LLC

Insurance Carrier: James River Insurance Company; A.M. Best Rating: A- (Excellent) 

Admitted: No

Coverage: Commercial General Liability 

Policy Period:       12 Months

Premium: $3,500.00

Fees: Carrier Policy Fee $350.00 
Administrative Fee $175.00

Taxes: $192.50

Total: $4,217.50  Excluding Terrorism* 

* Terrorism coverage is excluded, but coverage can be added for an additional premium. See TRIA Form.

���% Minimum Earned Premium

 PLEASE MAKE YOUR CHECK PAYABLE TO: CIS INSURANCE SERVICES, LLC

       PLEASE MAIL PAYMENT TO: 1991 Crocker  Road,  Suite  320
Cleveland,  OH 44145
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SUBJECTIVITIES ALL SUBJECTIVITIES REQUIRED PRIOR TO BINDING: 

Copy of state marijuana license within 60 days of binding

Confirm if applicant is a bulk wholesaler of product and if someone else will be doing the
processing, packaging and labeling (Will the insured process, package and label the product or
will someone else?) - Copies of product labels may be required

Confirm that a written recall plan will be in place before operations begin

Confirm the applicant will secure a separate builders risk policy if this ���
 �� bound during the
construction process

Signed and dated No Known Loss Letter - James River form attached

Completed and signed TRIA Acceptance or Rejection form required

Completed, signed & dated Bind Request Form

Insured must initial next to Premium Finance cancellation notice acknowledging they have
read and understood (bind order request page)

Signed and dated Surplus Lines Placement and Fee Agreement- Cannasure

Favorable Loss Control Inspection (within 30 days of the effective date)

Confirmation deposit or full term premium-scanned copy of check required prior to binding

No Coverage is bound until accepted and approved by Cannasure Insurance Services,LLC 
and James River Insurance Company. Rates are subject to change upon receipt of 
completed applications and loss runs. Signatures on the applications and the quotation 
are only good for 30 days.

PLEASE NOTE THAT WE WILL NOT PRESENT A BIND REQUEST TO THE CARRIER UNTIL ALL 
UNDERWRITING CONDITIONS ARE MET AND PAYMENT IS RECEIVED. THE CARRIER DOES NOT 
CONSIDER COVERAGE BOUND UNTIL CONFIRMED IN WRITING.

Consult the policy for all specific terms and conditions and complete policy exclusions
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NOTICE OF SURPLUS LINES PLACEMENT TO INSURED

CANNASURE INSURANCE SERVICES, LLC

PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY

Notice to Insured:

I hereby affirm that, prior to the placement of the insurance coverage with Cannasure Insurance

Services, LLC, a surplus lines Broker, I have been advised that:

The insurer with which the surplus lines broker places the insurance is not licensed by my state 

and may not be subject to its supervision; and

In the event of insolvency of the surplus lines insurer, losses will not be paid by my state 

insurance guaranty association.

NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE FEE

Furthermore, I hereby affirm that, I have been advised that the non-refundable policy fee

referenced below has been charged by the Agent and is part of the insurance contract. I also affirm

that said fee is reasonable.

Amount of Administrative Fee: $175

 Signature of Named Insured  Date

CIS 1/17 ISLA
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BIND REQUEST FORM

Named Insured:    FN Group Holdings LLC

Type of Coverage: Commercial General Liability

Insurance Carrier: James River Insurance Company

Effective Date:

Premium: $3,500.00

Taxes/Fees:

Total: $4,217.50

 Please check one of the following: 

 I elect to pay the full premium amount within 30 days of binding coverage 

 I elect to finance the premium and pay in monthly installments through CIS 
Insurance Services, LLC

I elect to finance the premium and pay in monthly installments through retail agent
(agreement to be provided upon binding)

***Be advised that if policy cancels for Non-Payment to the Premium Finance Company coverage 
may be eligible for Reinstatement however a Lapse in Coverage may apply*** 

____________ Insured's Initials

Signature of Authorized Representative:

Name of Authorized Representative:

Date:

***PLEASE MAKE ALL CHECKS PAYABLE TO CIS INSURANCE SERVICES, LLC***
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Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

 

MMCP-C-1001A (v1.0), Ohio Cultivator Application Filing/Identifiers Page 10 of 22

1F 500 Foot Compliance Cover Page 
3796:2-1-02(B)(2)(i), 3796:2-1-03(A)(3) 

 
Attach a location map of the area surrounding the proposed cultivator facility. Include 
representation of the area within at least a 750 foot radius of the proposed facility in all directions. 
Identify the relative locations of any prohibited facilities on the map, establishing the facility is at 
least 500 feet from the boundaries of any parcel of nearby real estate having situated on it a 
prohibited facility, as measured under rule 3796:5-5-01 of the Administrative Code. 
 
At a minimum, the location map should include representation of any of the following prohibited 
facilities, as defined in ORC 3796.30:  
 

� School including child day-care centers, preschools, or a public or nonpublic primary 
school or secondary school (as defined in ORC 5104.01 and 2950.034); 
 

� Church (as defined in ORC 1710.01); 
 

� Public library (as defined in ORC Chapter 3375); 
 

� Public Playground (including state or local government property); and 
 

� Public Park (including state or local government property). 
 

Include this cover page with the appropriate attachment.  
 
Map may be divided into 8.5x11 page sections or may be folded to fit into an 8.5x11 packet. 
 
Map must be clearly labeled and legible. 
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Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

 

MMCP-C-1001A (v1.0), Ohio Cultivator Application Filing/Identifiers Page 12 of 22

1H Zoning Permit Cover Page  
3796:2-1-02(B)(2)(k) 

 
� Applicant has received local zoning approval and was issued a permit. Permit is attached after 

this cover page. 

� No permit is attached.  

Mark one of the boxes above.  
 
Include this form in application even if no permit is attached. 
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Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 
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1J Organizational Chart Cover Page 
3796:2-1-02(B)(2)(e), 3796:2-1-03(B)(1)(b) 

 
Submit an organizational chart of the proposed cultivation business. At a minimum, include 
representation of all principal officers, board members, and any other individual associated with 
the cultivation business. 
 
Names on the organizational chart should match those listed on Attachment 1I. 
 
Organizational chart should be represented on 8.5 x 11 pages and may use multiple pages to 
represent all individuals. Chart may be presented either in portrait or landscape views. 

 
Chart should be clearly marked and legible.  
 
Include this cover page. 
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Ohio Department of Commerce

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP)

 
 

1N Tax Payment Records Cover Page
3796:2-1-02(B)(6)(e), 3796:2-1-03(A)(6), 3796:2-1-03(B)(5)(e) 

Attach a record of tax payments in the form of tax summary pages or a valid certification indicating 
tax compliance issued by the appropriate taxation authority for individuals and businesses at the 
state and federal level and in all jurisdictions in which an applicant has operated as a business for 
every person with a financial interest of one percent or greater in the applicant for the three years 
before the filing of the application. **Please note that any information provided by the applicant, 
including tax returns from other jurisdictions, would be considered a “public record” as defined in 
R.C. 149.43(A)(1).**

Include this cover page.
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independent economic value, as releasing detailed information regarding the 
Applicant’s detailed future business plans and objectives would provide an economic 
advantage to competitors. This applies to information in the first partial paragraph, as 
well as the first full paragraph. 

 

2B-Operations Plan 
3 This page includes detailed descriptions regarding production schedules and 

propagation methods that qualify as scientific or technical information under ORC 
§1333.61 (D). This information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and 
possesses independent economic value, as releasing detailed information regarding the 
Applicant’s specific cultivation methods would provide an economic advantage to 
competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-8.  

4 This page includes detailed descriptions regarding propagation methods that qualify as 
scientific or technical information under ORC §1333.61 (D). This information is vital 
to how the Applicant will conduct business and possesses independent economic value, 
as releasing detailed information regarding the Applicant’s specific cultivation methods 
would provide an economic advantage to competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-7. 

5 This page includes detailed descriptions regarding propagation and vegetative phase 
procedures that qualify as scientific or technical information under ORC §1333.61 (D). 
This information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and possesses 
independent economic value, as releasing detailed information regarding the 
Applicant’s specific cultivation methods would provide an economic advantage to 
competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-8.  

6 This page includes detailed descriptions of the Applicant’s greenhouse growing 
environment, irrigation procedures, plant maintenance, and flowering phase processes 
that qualify as scientific or technical information under ORC §1333.61 (D) and 
Infrastructure Records under ORC §149.433 (A). This information is vital to how the 
Applicant will conduct business and possesses independent economic value, as 
releasing detailed information regarding the Applicant’s specific cultivation methods 
and critical facility systems would provide an economic advantage to competitors. This 
applies to paragraphs 1-8. 

7 This page includes detailed descriptions of the Applicant’s greenhouse growing 
environment and plant maintenance techniques that qualify as scientific or technical 
information under ORC §1333.61 (D). This information is vital to how the Applicant 
will conduct business and possesses independent economic value, as releasing detailed 
information regarding the Applicant’s specific cultivation methods would provide an 
economic advantage to competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-6. 

8 This page includes detailed descriptions of production schedule processes and 
proposed marijuana strains/varieties to be utilized by the Applicant, which qualify as 
scientific or technical information and business information or plans under ORC 
§1333.61 (D). This information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and 
possesses independent economic value, as releasing detailed information regarding the 
Applicant’s specific cultivation methods or unique business practices would provide an 
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economic advantage to competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-3 and the “Varieties 
with High Cannabidiol Content” Chart. 

9 This page includes a comprehensive compilation of proposed marijuana 
strains/varieties to be utilized by the Applicant, which qualifies as scientific or 
technical information under ORC §1333.61 (D). This information is vital to how the 
Applicant will conduct business and possesses independent economic value, as 
releasing detailed information regarding the Applicant’s specific cultivation methods 
would provide an economic advantage to competitors. This applies to the entirety of 
the “Varieties with Balanced Cannabinoid Profiles” Chart. 

10 This page contains a detailed explanation of the Applicant’s proposed research plan, as 
well as an in-depth Product Timeline and Production Schedule, which qualify as 
scientific or technical information and business information or plans under ORC 
§1333.61 (D). This information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and 
possesses independent economic value, as releasing detailed information regarding the 
Applicant’s specific research plans or predicted business operating timeline would 
provide an economic advantage to competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-4 and the 
Chart located under Part III. 

11 This page contains an in-depth Product Timeline and Production Schedule that 
qualifies as scientific or technical information and business information or plans under 
ORC §1333.61 (D). This information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct 
business and possesses independent economic value, as releasing detailed information 
regarding the Applicant’s specific business operating timeline would provide an 
economic advantage to competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-8. 

12 This page contains detailed descriptions of the processes and phases that will be used 
by the Applicant during the cultivation process, which qualify as scientific or technical 
information under ORC §1333.61 (D). This information is vital to how the Applicant 
will conduct business and possesses independent economic value, as releasing detailed 
information regarding the Applicant’s specific cultivation methods would provide an 
economic advantage to competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-7. 

13 This page contains detailed descriptions of the processes and phases that will be used 
by the Applicant during the cultivation, storage, and transportation processes, which 
qualify as scientific or technical information under ORC §1333.61 (D). This 
information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and possesses 
independent economic value, as releasing detailed information regarding the 
Applicant’s specific cultivation methods would provide an economic advantage to 
competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-5. 

14 This page contains details of cultivation facility environmental systems that qualify as 
infrastructure records under ORC §149.433 (A). This information is vital to how the 
Applicant will conduct business and possesses independent economic value, as 
releasing detailed information regarding the Applicant’s cultivation facility and critical 
greenhouse systems would provide an economic advantage to competitors. This applies 
to paragraphs 3-6. 

15 This page contains details of cultivation facility environmental systems and specific 
growing techniques and devices that qualify as scientific or technical information under 
ORC §1333.61 (D) and infrastructure records under ORC §149.433 (A). This 
information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and possesses 
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independent economic value, as releasing detailed information regarding the 
Applicant’s cultivation facility, growing devices, and critical greenhouse systems 
would provide an economic advantage to competitors. This applies to paragraphs 3-6. 

16 This page contains detailed descriptions of the Applicant’s vegetative room and 
greenhouse facility that qualify as scientific or technical information under ORC 
§1333.61 (D) and Infrastructure Records under ORC §149.433 (A). This information is 
vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and possesses independent economic 
value, as releasing detailed information regarding the Applicant’s specific cultivation 
facility practices or configurations of critical greenhouse systems would provide an 
economic advantage to competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-10. 

17 This page contains detailed descriptions of devices and techniques used in the 
Applicant’s greenhouse, as well as details pertaining to critical heating, cooling, and 
other greenhouse infrastructure. These items qualify as scientific or technical 
information under ORC §1333.61 (D) and Infrastructure Records under ORC §149.433 
(A). This information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and possesses 
independent economic value, as releasing detailed information regarding the 
Applicant’s specific cultivation facility practices or configurations of critical 
greenhouse systems would provide an economic advantage to competitors. This applies 
to paragraphs 1-11. 

18 This page contains detailed descriptions of devices and techniques used in the 
applicant’s greenhouse, as well as proprietary standard operating procedures that 
qualify as scientific or technical information and business information or plans under 
ORC §1333.61 (D). This information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct 
business and possesses independent economic value, as releasing detailed information 
regarding the Applicant’s specific cultivation facility practices or planned business 
operating procedures would provide an economic advantage to competitors. This 
applies to paragraphs 1-6. 

19 This page contains detailed, proprietary standard operating procedures that qualify as 
scientific or technical information and business information or plans under ORC 
§1333.61 (D). This information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and 
possesses independent economic value, as releasing detailed information regarding the 
Applicant’s specific cultivation facility practices or planned business operating 
procedures would provide an economic advantage to competitors. This applies to 
paragraphs 1-7. 

20 This page contains detailed descriptions of the Applicant’s propagation techniques that 
qualify as scientific or technical information under ORC §1333.61 (D). This 
information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and possesses 
independent economic value, as releasing detailed information regarding the 
Applicant’s specific cultivation practices would provide an economic advantage to 
competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-9.  

21 This page contains detailed descriptions of the Applicant’s propagation and 
transplant/transfer techniques that qualify as scientific or technical information under 
ORC §1333.61 (D). This information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct 
business and possesses independent economic value, as releasing detailed information 
regarding the Applicant’s specific cultivation practices would provide an economic 
advantage to competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-8. 
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22 This page contained details regarding the Applicant’s plant maintenance techniques 
that qualify as scientific or technical information under ORC §1333.61 (D). This 
information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and possesses 
independent economic value, as releasing detailed information regarding the 
Applicant’s specific cultivation practices would provide an economic advantage to 
competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-7. 

23 This page contains details regarding the Applicant’s pest management and plant 
maintenance techniques that qualify as scientific or technical information under ORC 
§1333.61 (D). This information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and 
possesses independent economic value, as releasing detailed information regarding the 
Applicant’s specific cultivation practices would provide an economic advantage to 
competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-7. 

24 This page contains details regarding plant maintenance and flowering phase techniques 
that qualify as scientific or technical information under ORC §1333.61 (D). This 
information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and possesses 
independent economic value, as releasing detailed information regarding the 
Applicant’s specific cultivation practices would provide an economic advantage to 
competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-10. 

25 This page contains details regarding harvesting methods that qualify as scientific or 
technical information under ORC §1333.61 (D). This information is vital to how the 
Applicant will conduct business and possesses independent economic value, as 
releasing detailed information regarding the Applicant’s specific cultivation practices 
would provide an economic advantage to competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-8. 

26 This page contains details regarding proprietary waste disposal techniques and methods 
that qualify as scientific or technical information under ORC §1333.61 (D). This 
information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and possesses 
independent economic value, as releasing detailed information regarding the 
Applicant’s specific waste disposal methodology would provide an economic 
advantage to competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-4. 

 

2C-Quality Assurance Plan 
1 This page contains a description of the Applicant’s Trim Room and the processes 

occurring therein, which qualifies as scientific or technical information and business 
information or plans under ORC §1333.61 (D) and infrastructure records under ORC 
§149.433 (A). This information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and 
possesses independent economic value, as releasing detailed information regarding the 
Applicant’s facility specifications would provide an economic advantage to 
competitors. This applies only to paragraph 8.  

2 This page contains details regarding the packaging area of the Applicant’s facility, as 
well as the Applicant’s specific packaging processes, which qualify as scientific or 
technical information and business information or plans under ORC §1333.61 (D) and 
infrastructure records under ORC §149.433 (A). This information is vital to how the 
Applicant will conduct business and possesses independent economic value, as 
releasing detailed information regarding the Applicant’s facility specifications or 
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packaging procedures would provide an economic advantage to competitors. This 
applies to paragraphs 1-5, including the bulleted chart. 

3 This page contains further details regarding unique packaging procedures that qualify 
as scientific or technical information under ORC §1333.61 (D). This information is 
vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and possesses independent economic 
value, as releasing detailed information regarding the Applicant’s unique packaging 
procedures would provide an economic advantage to competitors. This applies to 
paragraphs 1-6, including the bulleted chart. 

4 This page contains detailed descriptions of packaging and labeling procedures that 
qualify as scientific or technical information under ORC §1333.61 (D). This 
information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and possesses 
independent economic value, as releasing detailed information regarding the 
Applicant’s unique packaging and labeling procedures would provide an economic 
advantage to competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-8. 

6 This page contains a detailed description of the Applicant’s documentation practices, 
including unique methods that will be used to collect data, which qualify as scientific 
or technical information under ORC §1333.61 (D). This information is vital to how the 
Applicant will conduct business and possesses independent economic value, as 
releasing detailed information regarding proprietary data collection methods would 
provide an economic advantage to competitors. This applies to paragraphs 4 & 5. 

7 This page contains detailed capabilities of the Applicant’s ITS system that qualify as 
scientific or technical information under ORC §1333.61 (D). This information is vital 
to how the Applicant will conduct business and possesses independent economic value, 
as releasing detailed information regarding the Applicant’s inventory tracking 
capabilities and methods would provide an economic advantage to competitors. This 
applies only to paragraph 2. 

8 This page contains identifications of specific fungicides and application processes that 
will be used in cultivation, which qualifies as scientific or technical information under 
ORC §1333.61 (D). This information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct 
business and possesses independent economic value, as releasing detailed information 
regarding the Applicant’s specific fungicide usage would provide an economic 
advantage to competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-7. 

9 This page contains lists and descriptions of root drench and foliar spray processes that 
qualify as scientific or technical information under ORC §1333.61 (D). This 
information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and possesses 
independent economic value, as releasing detailed information regarding the 
Applicant’s root drench or foliar spray techniques would provide an economic 
advantage to competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-8. 

10 This page contains lists and descriptions of foliar spray processes that qualify as 
scientific or technical information under ORC §1333.61 (D). This information is vital 
to how the Applicant will conduct business and possesses independent economic value, 
as releasing detailed information regarding the Applicant’s foliar spray techniques 
would provide an economic advantage to competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-5. 

11 This page contains details regarding the Applicant’s specific water/irrigation methods 
and nutrient mixes qualify as scientific or technical information under ORC §1333.61 
(D). This information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and possesses 
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independent economic value, as releasing detailed information regarding the 
Applicant’s plant maintenance techniques would provide an economic advantage to 
competitors. This applies to paragraphs 3-9. 

12 This page contains details regarding the Applicant’s nutrient schedules and application 
techniques, as well as transplanting and seed germination techniques that qualify as 
scientific or technical information under ORC §1333.61 (D). This information is vital 
to how the Applicant will conduct business and possesses independent economic value, 
as releasing detailed information regarding the Applicant’s plant growing and 
maintenance techniques would provide an economic advantage to competitors. This 
applies to paragraphs 1-7. 

13 This page contains descriptions of vegetative stage procedures, propagation/cloning 
processes, and inventory tracking procedures that qualify as scientific or technical 
information under ORC §1333.61 (D). This information is vital to how the Applicant 
will conduct business and possesses independent economic value, as releasing detailed 
information regarding the Applicant’s vegetative stage procedures, propagation 
techniques, or inventory tracking procedures would provide an economic advantage to 
competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-7. 

14 This page contains a detailed description of the procedures and techniques used during 
the flowering process, which qualifies as scientific or technical information under ORC 
§1333.61 (D). This information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and 
possesses independent economic value, as releasing detailed information regarding the 
Applicant’s flowering process techniques would provide an economic advantage to 
competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-8. 

15 This page contains details regarding flowering process procedures, harvesting 
procedures, and CO2 environmental management techniques that qualify as scientific 
or technical information under ORC §1333.61 (D) and Infrastructure Records under 
ORC §149.433 (A). This information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct 
business and possesses independent economic value, as releasing detailed information 
regarding the Applicant’s cultivation procedures and environmental facility 
management techniques would provide an economic advantage to competitors. This 
applies to paragraphs 1-4. 

16 This page contains details of the Applicant’s specific ITS program capabilities that 
qualify as scientific or technical information under ORC §1333.61 (D). This 
information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and possesses 
independent economic value, as releasing detailed information regarding the 
Applicant’s unique ITS abilities would provide an economic advantage to competitors. 
This applies to paragraph 10 and the bulleted list at the top of the page. 

17 This page contains details of the Applicant’s specific ITS program capabilities that 
qualify as scientific or technical information under ORC §1333.61 (D). This 
information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and possesses 
independent economic value, as releasing detailed information regarding the 
Applicant’s unique ITS abilities would provide an economic advantage to competitors. 
This applies to paragraphs 1-6. 

18 This page contains detailed information of the Applicant’s drying process that qualifies 
as scientific or technical information under ORC §1333.61 (D). This information is 
vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and possesses independent economic 
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value, as releasing detailed information regarding the Applicant’s proprietary drying 
process would provide an economic advantage to competitors. This applies to 
paragraphs 5 & 6. 

24 This page contains a description of the Applicant’s unique wastewater management 
system, which qualifies as water or plumbing system Infrastructure Records under 
ORC §149.433 (A). This applies only to paragraph 1.  

26 This page contains in-depth descriptions of the Applicant’s recordkeeping, including 
critical computer and electrical systems that will be used for electronic record storage. 
This information qualifies as computer or electrical Infrastructure Records under ORC 
§149.433 (A). This applies to paragraphs 2 & 3.  

27 This page contains a description of irrigation techniques and ITS program capabilities, 
which qualify as scientific or technical information under ORC §1333.61 (D). This 
information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and possesses 
independent economic value, as releasing detailed information regarding the 
Applicant’s specific irrigation techniques and ITS program capabilities would provide 
an economic advantage to competitors. This applies to paragraph 5. 

28 This page contains numerous detailed descriptions of the capabilities of the Applicant’s 
ITS, which qualifies as scientific or technical information under ORC §1333.61 (D). 
This information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and possesses 
independent economic value, as releasing detailed information regarding the 
Applicant’s ITS capabilities would provide an economic advantage to competitors. 
This applies to paragraphs 1-8. 

30 This page contains details regarding the Applicant’s Security Room and ITS program 
capabilities, which qualify as scientific or technical information under ORC §1333.61 
(D) and Infrastructure Records under ORC §149.433 (A). This information is vital to 
how the Applicant will conduct business and possesses independent economic value, as 
releasing detailed information regarding the Applicant’s Security Room and ITS 
program capabilities would provide an economic advantage to competitors. This 
applies to paragraphs 1, 2, & 4. 

 

2D-Security Plan 
1 This page contains general information regarding the Applicant’s facility security 

measures that qualify as critical systems Infrastructure Records under ORC §149.433 
(A). Maintaining confidentiality of facility security systems is vital to protecting the 
safety of the Applicant’s facility. This applies to paragraphs 3-9.  

2 This page contains extremely detailed descriptions of facility access security systems 
and security equipment locations, including structural configuration locations of 
physical storage mediums and electronic monitoring systems. These items qualify as 
Infrastructure Records under ORC §149.433 (A). Maintaining confidentiality of facility 
security systems is vital to protecting the safety of the Applicant’s facility. This applies 
to paragraphs 1-8.  

3 This page contains specific details regarding security equipment locations, security 
locks, electrical surveillance systems, and the structural configuration of the 
Applicant’s Vault. These items qualify as Infrastructure Records under ORC §149.433 
(A). Maintaining confidentiality of facility security systems and building structural 
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configuration is vital to protecting the safety of the Applicant’s facility. This applies to 
paragraphs 1-7. 

4 This page contains information regarding electronic surveillance measures and fixed 
cameras. These items qualify as Infrastructure Records under ORC §149.433 (A). 
Maintaining confidentiality of facility security systems is vital to protecting the safety 
of the Applicant’s facility. This applies to paragraphs 1-9. 

5 This page contains detailed vital information regarding the capabilities and layout of 
security surveillance and video cameras throughout the Applicant’s facility, as well as 
detailed specifications of the Applicant’s two alarm systems. These items qualify as 
Infrastructure Records under ORC §149.433 (A). Maintaining confidentiality of facility 
surveillance systems is vital to protecting the safety of the Applicant’s facility. This 
applies to paragraphs 1-7.  

6 This page contains detailed vital information regarding the capabilities and layout of 
critical electronic alarm systems throughout the Applicant’s facility. These items 
qualify as Infrastructure Records under ORC §149.433 (A). Maintaining confidentiality 
of facility surveillance systems is vital to protecting the safety of the Applicant’s 
facility. This applies to paragraphs 1-9. 

7 This page contains in-depth descriptions of the Applicant’s facility alarm monitoring 
systems, transportation procedures, and diversion detection protocols. These items 
qualify as scientific or technical information under ORC §1333.61 (D) and 
Infrastructure Records under ORC §149.433 (A). Maintaining confidentiality of facility 
alarm systems and safe medical marijuana transportation procedures is vital to 
protecting the safety of the Applicant’s facility. This applies to paragraphs 1-9. 

8 This page contains detailed procedures for annual security assessments that qualify as 
scientific or technical information under ORC §1333.61 (D). This information is vital 
to how the Applicant will conduct business and possesses independent economic value, 
as releasing detailed information regarding specific procedures for security assessments 
would provide an economic advantage to competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1 & 
1-4, including all bulleted lists. 

9 This page contains detailed procedures for annual security assessments, as well as 
security, access control, and opening/closing techniques, procedures, and methods that 
qualify as scientific or technical information under ORC §1333.61 (D) and 
Infrastructure Records under ORC §149.433 (A). This information is vital to how the 
Applicant will conduct business and possesses independent economic value, as 
releasing detailed information regarding specific procedures for security assessments 
and critical facility security systems would provide an economic advantage to 
competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-7, including the bulleted lists. 

10 This page contains detailed inventory control program methods and visitor procedures 
that qualify as scientific or technical information under ORC §1333.61 (D). This 
information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and possesses 
independent economic value, as releasing detailed information regarding specific 
procedures for inventory control and visitor procedures would provide an economic 
advantage to competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-8. 

11 This page contains detailed descriptions of inventory diversion investigation techniques 
and employee security training procedures that qualify as scientific or technical 
information under ORC §1333.61 (D). This information is vital to how the Applicant 
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will conduct business and possesses independent economic value, as releasing detailed 
information regarding inventory investigation techniques would provide an economic 
advantage to competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-8. 

12 This page describes unique diversion identification, reporting, and investigative 
techniques and processes that qualify as scientific or technical information and 
business information or plans under ORC §1333.61 (D). This information is vital to 
how the Applicant will conduct business and possesses independent economic value, as 
releasing detailed information regarding specific diversion response techniques would 
provide an economic advantage to competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-4. 

13 This page provides details regarding the Applicant’s diversion reporting and employee 
hiring/management procedures/techniques that qualify as scientific or technical 
information under ORC §1333.61 (D). This information is vital to how the Applicant 
will conduct business and possesses independent economic value, as releasing detailed 
information regarding the Applicant’s diversion control and personnel management 
techniques would provide an economic advantage to competitors. This applies to 
paragraphs 1-5t. 

14 This page provides extensive details regarding the devices and techniques used by the 
Applicant during transportation, as well as capabilities of its inventory tracking 
program. These items qualify as scientific or technical information under ORC 
§1333.61 (D). This information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and 
possesses independent economic value, as releasing detailed information regarding the 
vehicles, configuration of vehicles, unique transportation procedures, and safe 
transportation techniques would provide an economic advantage to competitors. This 
applies to paragraphs 1-5, including the bulleted list. 

15 This page provides extensive details regarding the devices and techniques used by the 
Applicant during transportation. These items qualify as scientific or technical 
information under ORC §1333.61 (D). This information is vital to how the Applicant 
will conduct business and possesses independent economic value, as releasing detailed 
information regarding the vehicles, configuration of vehicles, unique transportation 
procedures, and safe transportation techniques would provide an economic advantage 
to competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-5, including the bulleted list. 

16 This page details delivery team member hiring and transportation procedures and 
security techniques that qualify as scientific or technical information under ORC 
§1333.61 (D). This information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and 
possesses independent economic value, as releasing detailed information regarding the 
employee security training, procedural responsibilities, unique transportation 
procedures, and safe transportation techniques would provide an economic advantage 
to competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-7. 

17 This page contains extensive information regarding transportation procedures that 
qualifies as scientific or technical information under ORC §1333.61 (D). This 
information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and possesses 
independent economic value, as releasing detailed information regarding unique 
transportation procedures and safe transportation techniques would provide an 
economic advantage to competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-7, including the 
bulleted list. 
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18 This page contains details regarding transportation procedures and techniques, driver 
training techniques, and loading/unloading processes that qualify as scientific or 
technical information ORC §1333.61 (D). This information is vital to how the 
Applicant will conduct business and possesses independent economic value, as 
releasing detailed information regarding employee training procedures and 
transportation security procedures would provide an economic advantage to 
competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-7, including the bulleted lists. 

19 This page contains details regarding driver training techniques that qualify as scientific 
or technical information and business information or plans under ORC §1333.61 (D). 
This information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and possesses 
independent economic value, as releasing detailed information regarding unique 
employee training procedures would provide an economic advantage to competitors. 
This applies to paragraphs 1-4, including the bulleted list. 

20 This page contains details regarding driver training techniques that qualify as scientific 
or technical information and business information or plans under ORC §1333.61 (D). 
This information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and possesses 
independent economic value, as releasing detailed information regarding unique 
employee training procedures would provide an economic advantage to competitors. 
This applies to paragraphs 1-3, including the bulleted list. 

21 This page contains highly intricate plans, descriptions, and depictions of critical facility 
security systems, and structural configuration details that qualify as Infrastructure 
Records under ORC §149.433 (A). Maintaining confidentiality of facility security 
systems and structural configuration details is vital to protecting the safety of the 
Applicant’s facility. This applies to the image under Part III. 

22 This page contains highly intricate plans, descriptions, and depictions of critical facility 
security systems, and structural configuration details that qualify as Infrastructure 
Records under ORC §149.433 (A). Maintaining confidentiality of facility security 
systems and structural configuration details is vital to protecting the safety of the 
Applicant’s facility. This applies to the image present on this page. 

23 This page contains highly intricate plans, descriptions, and depictions of critical facility 
security systems, and structural configuration details that qualify as Infrastructure 
Records under ORC §149.433 (A). Maintaining confidentiality of facility security 
systems and structural configuration details is vital to protecting the safety of the 
Applicant’s facility. This applies to the image present on this page. 

24 This page contains detailed emergency notification and response procedures that 
qualify as scientific or technical information and business information or plans under 
ORC §1333.61 (D). This information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct 
business and possesses independent economic value, as releasing detailed information 
regarding unique emergency response procedures would provide an economic 
advantage to competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-4, including the bulleted list. 

25 This page contains detailed information regarding alarm response procedures (and 
details of alarm systems) and employee training methods and techniques that qualify as 
scientific or technical information and business information or plans under ORC 
§1333.61 (D) and electrical security Infrastructure Records under ORC §149.433 (A). 
This information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and possesses 
independent economic value, as releasing detailed information regarding unique 
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emergency response procedures and employee training practices would provide an 
economic advantage to competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-7. 

26 This page contains specific emergency response procedures and plans to improve the 
Applicant’s confidential emergency response procedures. These items qualify as 
scientific or technical information and business information or plans under ORC 
§1333.61 (D). This information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and 
possesses independent economic value, as releasing detailed information regarding 
unique emergency response procedures and employee training practices would provide 
an economic advantage to competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-4, including the 
bulleted list. 

 

Financial Plan 
1 This page contains extensive detailed information regarding the Applicant’s finance 

information and future financial plans, which qualifies as financial information or plans 
under ORC §1333.61 (D). This information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct 
business and possesses independent economic value, as releasing detailed information 
regarding the Applicant’s finances, available capital, and future financial plans would 
provide an economic advantage to competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-4.  

2 This page contains a highly-detailed chart containing extensive information regarding 
the Applicant’s financial assets, as well as future financial plans and predicted 
expenditures, which qualify as financial information or plans under ORC §1333.61 
(D). This information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and possesses 
independent economic value, as releasing detailed information regarding the 
Applicant’s finances, available capital, and future financial plans would provide an 
economic advantage to competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1 & 2 and the chart 
titled “Total Capital Requirements per MMCP.” 

3 This page contains a thorough breakdown of the elements of the confidential chart on 
page 2, including discussions of financial plans for the next 4 years, as well as 
structural details regarding critical systems of the Applicant’s greenhouse facility. 
These items qualify as financial information or plans under ORC §1333.61 (D) and 
Infrastructure Records under ORC §149.433 (A). This information is vital to how the 
Applicant will conduct business and possesses independent economic value, as 
releasing detailed information regarding the Applicant’s finances, available capital, 
future financial plans, and facility specifications would provide an economic advantage 
to competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1-6. 

4 This page contains a detailed financial plan for projected cashflow requirements and 
qualifies as financial information or plans under ORC §1333.61 (D). This information 
is vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and possesses independent 
economic value, as releasing detailed information regarding the Applicant’s finances, 
available capital, and future financial plans would provide an economic advantage to 
competitors. This applies to paragraph 1 and the chart titled “Projected Cashflow 
Requirements.” 

5 This page contains a continuation of the page 4 chart, as well as a brief discussion of 
the chart, which qualifies as financial information or plans under ORC §1333.61 (D). 
This information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct business and possesses 
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independent economic value, as releasing detailed information regarding the 
Applicant’s finances, available capital, and future financial plans would provide an 
economic advantage to competitors. This applies to paragraphs 1 and the chart titled 
“Projected Cashflow Requirements.” 

6 This page contains a timeline identifying critical points of activity throughout the 
Applicant’s pre-operational phase, which qualifies as business information or plans 
under ORC §1333.61 (D). This information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct 
business and possesses independent economic value, as releasing detailed information 
regarding the Applicant’s business operations timetable would provide an economic 
advantage to competitors. This applies to the chart underneath “Build Out Operational 
Timetable.”  

7 This page contains a timeline identifying critical points of activity throughout the 
Applicant’s operational phases, which qualifies as business information or plans under 
ORC §1333.61 (D). This information is vital to how the Applicant will conduct 
business and possesses independent economic value, as releasing detailed information 
regarding the Applicant’s business operations timetable would provide an economic 
advantage to competitors. This applies to the chart underneath “Growing Operational 
Timetable.” 

8 This page contains a continuation of the page 7 timeline identifying critical points of 
activity throughout the Applicant’s operational phases, which qualifies as business 
information or plans under ORC §1333.61 (D). This information is vital to how the 
Applicant will conduct business and possesses independent economic value, as 
releasing detailed information regarding the Applicant’s business operations timetable 
would provide an economic advantage to competitors. This applies to the chart 
underneath “Growing Operational Timetable.” 
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Business Plan 
2A - Part I - Experience in Business 
 
Overview 
[ENTITY A] is a team of experienced entrepreneurs who have assembled a collective of diverse 
business backgrounds capable of building a successful medical marijuana cultivation operation. The 
team includes an innovative entrepreneur, a dynamic owner of a wellness center business and yoga 
expert, a finance expert, an environmental efficiency professional, and an experienced commercial 
medical marijuana cultivator and industry expert. These team members combined with the established 
specialists on the advisory board will enable [ENTITY A] to be imminently qualified for licensure as a 
Level II cultivator under Ohio’s Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP). This part of the 
Business Plan will describe the owners’ and advisory board members’ experience in business, with an 
emphasis on their professional business licenses and experiences in highly regulated spaces. 
 
[PERSON A] – Chief Executive Officer  
[PERSON A] is a skilled business leader with experience in real estate, brand development, and start-up 
enterprises. Recently, [PERSON A] spent several years founding a technology company and brand, 
[ENTITY E] aided by [ENTITY F], a startup catalyst that is a public/private partnership. [ENTITY E] 
was the first female-founded resident company accepted into [ENTITY F], paving the way for future 
women to apply to the newly created startup incubator. [ENTITY F] specializes in connecting business 
owners, investors, and mentors to create new businesses set for long-term success and economic growth. 
With this support, [PERSON A] has taken an idea sparked from a casual conversation with a friend to a 
viable business model for an award winning innovative product not previously available. [PERSON A]’s 
record of experience developing business concepts will lead [ENTITY A] to become a respected 
licensee as part of the MMCP.  
 
Educated at faith-based schools, [PERSON A] became a licensed real estate salesperson in 2008, 
operating with an impeccable reputation for scrupulous business practices and a blemish-free license 
history. [PERSON A] was a full-time parent to four young children when she began developing ideas 
into what would become her next successful business venture, [ENTITY E]. [PERSON A] held a Real 
Estate Salesperson license issued by a state regulatory agency on August 15, 2008. The license was in 
good standing with no negative actions against it, prior to license surrender on 12/27/2011 (revoked for 
non-renewal). [PERSON A] renewed their Real Estate Salesperson license issued by the state agency on 
April 28, 2017. The current license is in good standing with no negative actions against it. 
 
[PERSON A] has shown her ability to learn, grow, and adapt through establishment of [ENTITY A]. In 
2016, [PERSON A]’s appreciation for the therapeutic effectiveness of medical marijuana for children 
struggling with debilitating epilepsy and the positive social justice impact of the highly regulated 
medical marijuana industry, led her to  begin gathering knowledge, expertise, and data from industry 
leaders and professionals who are members of a marijuana business leaders’ association. [PERSON A] 
founded [ENTITY A] in 2017 in the relentless pursuit of a medical marijuana cultivation license to 
contribute to the production of an uninterrupted supply of medical marijuana to treat qualifying patient’s 
medical conditions. 
 
[PERSON A] has a large network of supporters, business mentors, and entrepreneurs with whom an 
existing business relationship exists, and members of local charitable organizations who have shown 
support for [ENTITY A]. These relationships will enable [PERSON A] to build [ENTITY A] with a 
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focus on community involvement. A primary tenet of [ENTITY A]’s business plan is focused, strategic 
philanthropy. Charitable giving will be possible by leveraging longstanding community relationships 
with the tireless patient advocates in Ohio. [ENTITY A] has built valuable relationships with several 
experts to ensure that they can combine their business acumen with cannabis industry best practices to 
achieve [ENTITY A]’s goals of cultivating the highest quality, pharmaceutical-grade medical marijuana, 
at the most affordable price possible in service to the qualifying patients of Ohio. .  
 
[PERSON B] – Community Outreach Coordinator & HR Director 
[PERSON B] owns existing Ohio businesses and will apply proven business skills to [ENTITY A] 
operations. [PERSON B] has extensive business experience in the wellness services industry and started 
teaching yoga at the age of 20. Additionally, at age 25, [PERSON B] became a Pilates teacher 
comprehensively certified to the highest recognition in her field.  [PERSON B] has been a member of 
the local business community since 2009 when she opened a multi-faceted wellness center. The wellness 
center specializes in offering therapeutic and holistic exercise classes. In 2012, [PERSON B] expanded 
the wellness center to nearly triple the size and added massage therapy, an Ayurvedic medicine 
practitioner, energy healing, and skin care services, all of which complement the medical marijuana 
industry’s focus on natural remedies and preventative medicine. , [PERSON B] will contribute her 
fantastic reputation as a respected wellness services provider to [ENTITY A]. As a master’s level 
anatomist, [PERSON B] values the healing potential of the human body and has a deep understanding of 
and appreciation for the endocannabinoid system. Pursuing a license to become a cultivator closely 
aligns with this value system. [PERSON B] strongly believes in the healing and therapeutic qualities of 
medical marijuana and is prepared to invest all that she has in making Entity A, and Ohio’s medical 
marijuana program, a success.  
 
[PERSON B] is also a Registered Yoga Teacher (500RYT) who has completed 500 hours of training 
and passed the Pilates Method Alliance (PMA) testing, the highest level one can achieve in her field. 
[PERSON B] continually meets and exceeds the continuing education requirements set forth by the 
regulatory agencies of her field.  While only a  minimum of 20 hours per year of continuing education 
are required, she spends weeks each year either traveling to or  bringing in teachers that are at the top of 
her field and masters the cutting edge innovations of her industry  As a member of professional yoga 
associations, [PERSON B] shows knowledge of, and a commitment to, caring for the body. As 
community outreach coordinator for [ENTITY A] , [PERSON B] intends to continue improving quality 
of life for qualifying patients, with the same dedication, empathy, and professionalism she has with her 
businesses and philanthropic contributions to her local community. Compassion and healing are at the 
heart of [PERSON B]’s career focus and everything she does.  
 
 [ENTITY A] intends on developing a vertically integrated medical marijuana business model and will 
be pursuing an MMCP processor license. The Medical Director, [PERSON G], and the Research and 
Development Specialist will lead research and development of medical marijuana manufactured 
products with [PERSON B], if granted a processor license. This will enable [ENTITY A] to offer 
products designed to treat specific medical conditions or symptoms. [PERSON B] will focus on 
developing high quality, life enhancing nutritionally helpful products.  
 
Like [PERSON A], [PERSON B] also has a rich history of philanthropy, giving both time and money. 
[PERSON B] works closely with a non-profit organization that prevents gender-based violence and 
offers crisis intervention services. [PERSON B] takes hotline calls and trains volunteers to give direct 
support to those in need of services. [PERSON B] is also active with a non-profit organization that gives 
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the therapeutic and healing benefits of yoga to underserved and at-risk communities. As a Registered 
Yoga Teacher, this organization is a terrific way for [PERSON B] to use their professional skills to give 
back to the local community. That experience will enable [PERSON B] to lead community outreach and 
educational efforts. Both [PERSON A] and [PERSON B] will work to breakdown stereotypes associated 
with cannabis by becoming compliant licensed cultivators and processors. 
 
[PERSON C] – Chief Financial Officer 
[PERSON C] is an experienced consultant and finance expert who earned a Ph.D. from a prestigious 
university in 2008 and an MBA from one of the most acclaimed business schools in the country. 
[PERSON C] has also researched novel cancer treatment methods during his undergraduate studies. For 
the past several years, [PERSON C] has focused on the financial and strategic development of startups 
for long-term success. [PERSON C] will use skills evolving businesses from conception or 
underperformance to thriving operations to develop [ENTITY A] into a financially viable medical 
marijuana business. 
 
[PERSON C]’s financial acumen gained from converting underperforming companies into profitable 
companies will greatly contribute to [ENTITY A]’s success. As the Chief Financial Officer (CFO), 
[PERSON C] will create and execute the company’s strategic financial vision. Leading all financial 
compliance efforts, [PERSON C] will also manage all accounting vendors and accounting staff. As 
principal of a capital investment firm, [PERSON C] has previously worked closely with business leaders 
in technology and other industries. [PERSON C] is well suited to the role of CFO at [ENTITY A] due to 
the experience of raising capital, sourcing business deals, and assessing new technologies. These factors 
will enable [PERSON C] to execute [ENTITY A]’s financial goals, allowing [PERSON A] to focus on 
product development and gaining operational knowledge of medical marijuana cultivation. 

 
[PERSON D] – Chief Operations Officer 
[PERSON D] is a senior executive with more than 20 years of experience in business. Recently, as the 
CEO and Co-founder of [ENTITY G], an Ohio-based energy sector consulting firm, [PERSON D] has 
successfully led the company from start to profitable operation. Focusing on energy efficiency, 
financing, project development and project management, [PERSON D] will bring valuable skills to the 
[ENTITY A] team. Throughout [PERSON D]’s career he has consulted other companies to improve 
energy efficiency and energy use by retrofitting facilities. [PERSON D] will use their knowledge at the 
[ENTITY A] facility to improve existing infrastructure for energy efficiency and oversee that any new 
buildings will have energy efficiency features in the design. [PERSON D]’s experience in leadership 
roles with technology start-ups, energy firms, and other businesses make them a great fit for [ENTITY 
A]. [PERSON D] will develop energy efficiency plans and implement technologies, policies, and 
procedures to reduce [ENTITY A]’s environmental impact.  
 
[PERSON E] – Senior Advisor 
[PERSON E] has had an illustrious career and has received multiple awards for excellence in business. 
[PERSON E] will be a Senior Advisor, bringing more than 20 years of business experience to [ENTITY 
A]. With a history of leadership roles, such as CEO, co-founder, Executive Chairman, Strategic Advisor, 
and Board Member, [PERSON E] is well suited to be the Senior Advisor of [ENTITY A]. This person 
earned a BS in Business Administration and Marketing from a prestigious business school.  
 
Recently, [PERSON E] has been the CEO of the startup catalyst that [PERSON A] has used to grow a 
technology startup. [PERSON E] has mentored entrepreneurs since 2007 and will continue to work 
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closely with [PERSON A] to implement [ENTITY A] business vision and hone [PERSON A]’s CEO 
skills. By helping bring a large convention to [CITY/LOCATION], [PERSON E] has been very active in 
developing [CITY/LOCATION] as an emerging startup hub. This level of innovation, leadership and 
strong relationships in the private and public sector will greatly contribute to [ENTITY A]’s success.  
 
[PERSON F] – Security Director 
An engineer by trade, [PERSON F] is a decorated military veteran who served for more than 30 years. 
[PERSON F] will be a Security Director to [ENTITY A] and will bring a lifetime of experience in 
business with an expertise in security operations to the role. [PERSON F] earned a BS in electrical 
engineering from a renowned university, an MBA from a prestigious business school, and a Doctor of 
Business Administration from a widely acclaimed university.  
 
[PERSON F] served 32 years military service with five of those years active duty as a high-ranking 
officer. Some of the decorations [PERSON F] has acquired in his long military career are among the 
most honorable in the military. In the private sector, [ Person F] is currently President and CEO of  a 
high level security firm providing support to national security programs for Government and 
commercial clients, including Physical, Personal, Technical and Operational Security, Counterterrorism, 
Intelligence Analysis, Counterintelligence and Emergency Management. [PERSON F] is highly suited 
to oversee the implementation of [Entity A]’s security plan focused on divergence prevention.  
 
[PERSON F] served as Deputy Assistant Secretary of [ENTITY H] for over 20 years. [PERSON F]’s 
professional experience is vast in the security, engineering and research fields. [PERSON F] has 
government project and program management experience and is a published author of two books about 
energy conservation. As an engineer, [PERSON F] has experience in the following: energy efficiency 
programs, energy economics and financing, international energy programs, industrial waste utilization 
and minimization, and construction management of power plants (fossil fuel and nuclear). [PERSON F] 
is a registered professional electrical engineer and a senior member of several veteran and professional 
electrical engineering associations.  
 
[PERSON G] – Medical Director 
[PERSON G] is a medical doctor and committed public servant who has served in federal government 
positions for more than 30 years. [PERSON G] has extended his career in public healthcare to the 
private sector for more than six years, as a Vice President for a major corporation, [ENTITY D]. This 
wealth of medical knowledge and healthcare industry experience will be priceless in guiding [ENTITY 
A] in its compliance efforts. [PERSON G] will be the Medical Director, as part of the Advisory Board. 
[PERSON G] has experience leading thousands of professional and technical employees in public 
healthcare settings. Applying their public healthcare knowledge, [PERSON G] will advise [PERSON A] 
and [PERSON B] on cultivation product development and formulation. Eventually, the company intends 
to use [PERSON G] to advise medical marijuana processing operations also.  
 
[ENTITY A] intends to have a producer-processor business model, with the award of both cultivation 
and processing licenses. Using that model, [ENTITY A] will use [PERSON G] to review laboratory 
analyses of strains and products. [PERSON G], [PERSON B] and [PERSON O]will lead research and 
development of products with specific cannabinoid ratios. [ENTITY A] seeks to set itself apart from 
other companies by offering products with specific cannabinoids and nutritional benefits. [PERSON G] 
will use experience as a medical doctor to guide strategic product development to meet the needs of 
qualifying patients. 
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[PERSON N] is a business professional with experience in a variety of industries, including 
janitorial, electronics, and manufacturing. As the Facilities Manager, [PERSON N] will oversee 
the safe operation of [ENTITY A]’s facilities to ensure compliant cultivation of medical 
marijuana. As a janitorial company franchise owner, [PERSON N] has developed the 
knowledge and expertise necessary to ensure that [ENTITY A]’s facilities are running at 
maximum capacity in an efficient and safe manner. As an operations manager, [PERSON N] 
has more than forty years of experience supervising employees, training employees, and 
operating successful businesses. [PERSON N] earned an Associate of Applied Science 
degree in Network Computers from Southwestern College and is a proud military veteran who 
served in the Army and attended the U.S. Army Signal School, where they studied 
communications. As a community member and local business owner, [PERSON N] will help to 
develop the medical marijuana business and contribute to the economic health of Ohio. 
 
[PERSON O] - Director of Cultivation 
 
 
[PERSON O] is an experienced horticulturist with more than seven years of experience working in 
commercial greenhouse and plant cultivation environments and will be the Director of Cultivation for 
[ENTITY A].  [PERSON O] has a Bachelor of Science degree in Sustainable Agricultural Systems, with 
a specialization in horticulture as well as a degree in Greenhouse and Nursery Management.  [PERSON 
O] will blend a knowledge of greenhouse management and plant husbandry skills to oversee day-to-day 
operations at the facility. Versed in practicing and teaching propagation techniques, such as the use of 
tissue culture techniques, [PERSON O] will work closely with [PERSON D] and [ENTITY C] to 
incorporate marijuana-specific cultivation practices and standard operating procedures into [Entity A]’s 
facility operations plans. [PERSON O] has experience with automated cultivation monitoring systems, 
integrated pest management (IPM), and training greenhouse employees in large-scale facilities 
producing more than 100,000 plants per month. [PERSON O]’s experience includes cultivation of 
vegetables, ornamental plants, perennial and annual plants, finished flowers, house plants, and foliage. 
The combination of [Person O]’s experience in cultivation, propagation, IPM, and employee training 
experience and [ENTITY C]’s established cannabis operations expertise will enable [PERSON O] to 
ensure the success of the new facility. 
 
[PERSON P] – Marketing & PR Director 
[PERSON P] is an expert in marketing and sales strategies and will lead [ENTITY A]’s public relations 
efforts. [PERSON P] will serve as [ENTITY A]’s Marketing and PR Director. The role will consist of 
[PERSON P] developing marketing strategies based on his years of business experience in marketing. 
[PERSON P] has led brand management projects with great success. At the request of corporate 
management, [PERSON P] directed innovative advertising and marketing projects for some of the 
largest global household brands. [PERSON P] has marketed products across several industries, including 
clothing, grocery foods, technology, sports, and restaurant chains. [PERSON P] has managed staffs of 
over 100 individuals and has been responsible for procuring handbooks, onboarding documents and 
product manuals. As a successful brand manager, [PERSON P] will lead [ENTITY A]’s effort to 
become the preeminent medical marijuana entity in Ohio.  
 
Conclusion 
[ENTITY A] has the exemplary business experience and industry expertise necessary for success as 
medical marijuana cultivators.   [ENTITY A] is well positioned to provide an uninterrupted supply of 
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medical marijuana for qualifying patients in the local area while avoiding the trappings of over-
production and ensuring strict compliance with the regulatory requirements of the MMCP. [PERSON A] 
and [PERSON B] have both spent years helping develop the local economy and building reputations as 
trusted and respected business owners in their community. Emphasizing the vast array of benefits that 
derive from a regulated medical marijuana market, [ENTITY A] will employ past business experience to 
operate in a compliant and transparent manner. This section of the Business Plan has shown that 
[ENTITY A] has the prior business experience, connection to industry experts, passion, and energy to 
continue investing in the local community as a licensed cultivator. 
 
Part II (A) – Business Model 
 
Executive Summary  
[ENTITY A] will provide medical marijuana to licensed processors and dispensaries, if granted a plant-
only processor license. Through the establishment of standard operating procedures (SOPs) that adhere 
to existing cannabis industry best practices, [ENTITY A] intends to become a leader in the Ohio medical 
marijuana market and is particularly focused on enabling military veterans in their pursuit of alternative 
health care options. [PERSON A] founded the business on principles such as innovation, creativity, and 
commitment to community. [ENTITY A] is seeking to merge proven business strategies with fresh 
concepts to become a successful cultivator. Ohio has long been known as a hub for manufacturing and 
the inclusion of medical marijuana among its tenured industries will spur economic development. Both 
[PERSON A] and [PERSON B] have large business and social networks that have shown support to 
[ENTITY A]. [ENTITY A] will become synonymous with consistent, quality medicine through 
community outreach and building a large network of support. 
 
Cultivation Operations 
[ENTITY A] is applying for a Level II cultivator license first, with the intention of applying for a 
processing license when the application period becomes active. [ENTITY A] understands that successful 
cultivation operations will be dependent upon the expertise of cannabis industry experts and the 
operations partner. As such, [ENTITY A] will scale operations to meet demand after setting up a 
compliant, small-scale cultivation facility.  
 
Processing Operations 
If granted a Level II cultivator license and successful operations ensue, [ENTITY A] intends to apply for 
a processor license and begin extraction and processing operations. [ENTITY A] seeks to perform 
research and development to create unique formulations of nutritionally synergistic compounds with 
cannabinoids. The Medical Director, [PERSON G], will lead these efforts with [PERSON B].  
 
Existing Business Owners  
[PERSON A] and [PERSON B] are established entrepreneurs who have built successful teams to 
implement business visions in the past and feel confident that they can do the same with [ENTITY A]. 
Their agility in business will enable them to keep up with the pace of adaptation required by a rapidly 
changing medical marijuana marketplace. [PERSON A] and [PERSON B] will further business 
development throughout the state. As existing business owners, they understand the value of a strong 
local economy. [ENTITY A] will employ and contract with local candidates. Improving the 
communities that are home to [ENTITY A] and its employees will be at the core of operations. 
Communities are improved through the creation of jobs, the contribution of tax funds, spending by the 
business within the local economy and the therapeutic relief provided to patients by [ENTITY A]’s 
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products. Led by two active parents who volunteer time and donate money to local non-profits, 
[ENTITY A] will have an arm of the business focused solely on community outreach, education, and 
charitable giving. Being a good neighbor is important to [ENTITY A] and it will demonstrate its long-
term financial viability through factoring in specific charitable giving goals, as a part of overall profits.  
 
Intensive Self-Education & Resourcefulness 
Through intensive self-education, both [PERSON A] and [PERSON B] have been preparing to navigate 
the new industry in a nimble manner, but also to tap industry experts to ensure the long-term success of 
[ENTITY A]. Understanding that there is a science and art to the application of medical marijuana to 
varying patient populations, [ENTITY A] seeks to use experts and partner with organizations that will 
bring the vision for the business to life. These experts will focus [ENTITY A]’s development efforts on 
creating products to treat specific qualifying medical conditions.  
 
Extreme resourcefulness is an essential part of running a successful business. [PERSON A] and 
[PERSON B] have aligned themselves with people that are knowledgeable in specific areas of medical 
marijuana cultivation, knowing that is not their area of expertise. Through building a team with medical 
marijuana cultivation ability, resourcefulness, and general business acumen, [ENTITY A] seeks to 
become a compliant, licensed Level II cultivator. The section Relationships with Industry Experts 
further describes the company’s plan for success. 
 
Passionate & Committed Patient Advocates 
[PERSON A] and [PERSON B] have been outspoken patient advocates in their respective communities. 
They are passionate believers in the therapeutic potential of medical marijuana to treat patients with 
qualifying medical conditions. Positively affecting the opioid addiction and overdose epidemic is a 
significant ancillary benefit of the MMCP. As advocates for a healthy lifestyle and the powerful positive 
impact of medical marijuana, [ENTITY A] is eager to hear reports from processors and dispensaries 
about how [ENTITY A]’s products may benefit patients.  
 
Relationships with Industry Experts 
Developing strategic relationships with medical marijuana industry experts will be critical to [ENTITY 
A]’s success as a cultivator. [PERSON A] and [PERSON B] will accept the advisement of the experts, 
while applying their proven business skills in wellness center and technology company operations and 
branding. The collective knowledge of the team, including [PERSON A] and [PERSON B], as well as 
[ENTITY B] give [ENTITY A] great potential to effectively provide an uninterrupted supply of medical 
marijuana to patients.  
 
[ENTITY B] 
[ENTITY A] has enlisted [ENTITY B] as its medical marijuana consulting firm. [ENTITY A] has 
established a strategic relationship with the firm, based in another jurisdiction. [ENTITY B] has more 
than 70 years of combined operational experience in all sectors of the regulated medical marijuana 
industry. The [ENTITY B] team has unparalleled knowledge of the requirements for operating as part of 
a highly regulated medical marijuana program. The firm will support the compliant and transparent 
operations of [ENTITY A]. Since 2013, [ENTITY B] has used their expertise to advise successful 
clients in 19 medical marijuana markets nationally and internationally. [ENTITY B] gives an array of 
services, such as business planning, new market analysis, and business license application support. With 
a background in construction and design, [ENTITY B] regularly advises clients on facility selection, 
design, and construction. [ENTITY A] will also use [ENTITY B] to develop cultivation techniques, 
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guide strain selection, equipment selection and further develop the advisory board and executive team. 
[ENTITY B] has experience developing teams, training employees, and ensuring the regulatory 
compliance of clients.  
 
[ENTITY B] will provide supplementary expertise relating to the specific operation of the company’s 
medical marijuana processing facility. The varied business ability of the [ENTITY A] executive team 
will maximize the resources offered by expert consultant firms, such as [ENTITY B]. The [ENTITY A] 
executive team has analyzed the fiscal impact of enlisting medical marijuana consulting services and 
decided that choosing them will allow the company to become operational at an accelerated pace. Using 
a consultant firm will give [ENTITY A] a first-to-market advantage and speed efforts to provide medical 
marijuana to qualified patients and caregivers in Ohio. 
 
Company Vision 
[ENTITY A] believes that a person’s greatest wealth is their health. [ENTITY A]’s vision is a healthier, 
happier Ohio, whose worst-off residents have affordable access to marijuana and marijuana products 
that improve their quality and enjoyment of life. 
 
Mission Statement 
[ENTITY A] exists to provide Ohioans with medical cannabis for therapeutic use to enhance their 
quality of life. [ENTITY A] seeks to improve the communities in which it works through community 
involvement and educational outreach efforts, neighborhood investment, and improved neighborhood 
security. These combined efforts will net results that serve patients, the community and benefit 
[ENTITY A], enabling a virtuous cycle of continued charitable giving.  
 
Objectives 
[ENTITY A] plans to: 

• Secure a Tier-II Cultivation License 
• Secure licenses permitting it to conduct Processing Operations 
• Create unique formulations of nutritionally synergistic compounds with house-grown 

cannabinoids 
• Emphasize high-CBD strains  
• Develop unique cannabinoid combinations 
• Improve the communities that host [ENTITY A] and its employees through charitable giving 

 
Keys to Meeting Objectives 

• Assemble a team of the best possible partners and advisors 
• Spend money on employees with the knowledge to develop products in combination with patient 

feedback mechanisms 
• Cultivate a variety of known-helpful high-CBD strains and develop new ones though breeding 
• Return to the patient feedback mechanisms to develop a variety of patient- and condition- 

specific products 
• Attend community meetings to learn where charitable giving can be of the most help 

 
Operating Structure  
PERSON A will serve as CEO 
PERSON B will serve as Community Outreach Coordinator & HR Director 
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PERSON C will serve as CFO 
PERSON D will serve as COO 
PERSON E will serve as Senior Advisor 
PERSON F will serve as Security Director 
PERSON G will serve as Medical Director 
PERSON O will serve as Director of Cultivation 
PERSON P will serve as Marketing and PR Director 
 
Market Analysis 
Projected Patient Base 
[ENTITY A] will cater to many patient communities. The language of Ohio’s law gives doctors the 
opportunity to suggest medical marijuana as an alternative to pharmaceutical drugs. A host of people 
suffering from a wide range of pain-inducing conditions may benefit from using medical marijuana. 
House Bill 523 lists 22 qualifying medical conditions, including chronic pain. More than 185,000 Ohio 
residents meet the criteria for a medical marijuana recommendation, according to data published by 
Arcview Market Research in partnership with BDS Analytics. [ENTITY A] will develop specific 
treatment options for all qualifying conditions and focus marketing efforts on processors and 
dispensaries serving quantifiable patient communities. 
 
Senior Citizens 
[ENTITY A] anticipates its largest patient demographic to be senior citizens. Ohio residents are aging at 
a faster rate than the national average. The U.S. Census Bureau reports the median age of Ohioans to be 
39.3 as opposed to the national average of 37.8. The disparity may not seem significant, but it has a 
lasting impact on health care, employment, and the economy. Older people have greater healthcare 
needs. Medical marijuana will play a critical role in treating qualifying conditions common to seniors, as 
the stigma around its use fades. 75% of respondents to a recent study by AARP, Inc. aged 45 or older 
support medical marijuana. According to the non-profit Washington Health Care Association, more than 
a dozen assisted living facilities have adopted medical marijuana policies in Washington state. Seniors 
are the fastest growing segment of the market in jurisdictions where medical marijuana is available. The 
medical expertise of Medical Director [PERSON G], will help to inform senior citizens of the risks and 
benefits of consuming medical marijuana. [ENTITY A] will accommodate qualifying senior patients 
who are averse to psychotropic effects by cultivating high-CBD, low-THC strains. [ENTITY A] will 
offer large print educational resources that describe the varying side effects and benefits of medical 
marijuana in plain language. [ENTITY A] will inform patients about the variety of medical marijuana 
applications to treat qualifying medical conditions. 
 
Pediatric Patients 
[ENTITY A] will target the pediatric patient demographic suffering from intractable epilepsy and other 
qualifying conditions. [PERSON G] is a medical doctor who seeks to improve quality of life for patients 
with Dravet syndrome. There is significant anecdotal evidence and an increasing amount of scientific 
studies that support the use of high-CBD, low-THC medical marijuana. Some applications of medical 
marijuana for epilepsy have decreased seizure frequency from more than 100 daily to an average of less 
than one per day. [ENTITY A] will strive to be an education resource for parents and guardians of 
pediatric patients that may benefit from medical marijuana through a robust, age-restricted website.  
 
Veterans 
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The MMCP also allows the use of medical marijuana to treat symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder 
(PTSD). Veterans commit suicide at twice the rate as citizens, per data compiled from the U.S. Census 
Bureau’s American Community Survey and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) annual 
national mortality reports. In Ohio, veterans commit suicide at a rate of 28.6 per 100,000 people. The 
number of suicides for citizens is less than half of that – 13.6 per 100,000. [ENTITY A] will provide 
expert medical care for patients suffering from PTSD. Because many jurisdictions do not include PTSD 
as a qualifying medical condition, there is limited data on its efficacy. However, overwhelming 
anecdotal evidence suggests that medical marijuana may help the symptoms of PTSD. The U.S. 
Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) has concluded that there is a significant correlation between PTSD 
and suicide among veterans. Therefore, [ENTITY A] will cultivate medical marijuana strains specific to 
its application to the qualifying medical condition. [ENTITY A] will pursue a producer-processor 
business model and will cultivate and manufacture medical marijuana products specific for PTSD. 
[Person A] has established a partnership with [Entity 22] an organization dedicated to funding veterans 
to receive treatment for PTSD, Traumatic Brain Injury and winning the war against veteran suicide.  
Additionally, [Person B] has closely collaborated with one of the nation’s leading researchers and 
clinicians on PTSD  to write a research plan that will be overseen and implemented by this doctor in 
partnership with [Entity 22].   
 
Patients with Chronic Pain 
In states that include pain as a qualifying condition in their medical marijuana programs, such as 
Colorado and Michigan, 1-2% of the total population register as patients. If those averages hold true for 
Ohio, the state may expect between 117,000-234,000 active patients when the MMCP reaches maturity. 
According to data reported by Arcview, Ohio may have 50,000 registered patients at the end of 2019, 
60,000 by 2020 and 72,000 by the end of 2021. The research group also purports that 7.5% of Ohioans 
already consume marijuana and conservative estimates of the illicit market in the state are more than 
$1.4 billion dollars. [ENTITY A] will directly convert a significant portion of this market to the 
regulated market. By establishing a business model that incorporates cultivation and processing, black-
market dealers will not be able to compete with [ENTITY A]’s superior-quality and fair-priced medical 
marijuana. The research group projects a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 95% from 2016-
2021. With 200,000 qualifying patients, the first fully-operational year could generate more than $150 
million in sales.  
 
Potential for Success 
 
Network of Supporters & Brand Awareness 
[ENTITY A] seeks to build a strong brand and use its network of supporters to spread brand awareness. 
[ENTITY A] will use its vast network of community supporters to establish the [ENTITY A] brand. 
Cultivating medical marijuana that meets the needs and demands of processors, dispensaries and patients 
is a primary goal of the company. The management team is aware that regular networking, community 
involvement, and communication with constituents is key to brand awareness. The existing network of 
supporters will act as a foundation to help spread the brand among licensed processors, dispensaries, 
patients, and caregivers. [ENTITY A] will appoint [PERSON B] and other staff members to network 
and perform community outreach. Outreach efforts may include attending local government meetings 
and taking part in events hosted by industry organizations. [ENTITY A] will support local non-profit 
organizations, especially those focused on qualifying medical conditions, through charitable activities 
and educational efforts. Working with non-profit health advocacy organizations will enable [ENTITY 
A] to connect with potential patients outside of a dispensary setting, which is commonly where the 
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public perceives all patient interaction occurs. [ENTITY A] will use its network of supporters to ask for 
feedback and comments from potential patients and the public, which will spread the brand while 
gathering important data to guide business strategies.  
 
Uniform Branding for Cultivation and Processing  
[ENTITY A] seeks to develop consistent branding for both the cultivation and processing facilities, if 
granted licenses for each. [PERSON B] nearly tripled the size of the wellness center they own and will 
apply that experience in establishing and expanding the [ENTITY A] brand. Beginning with cultivation 
operations provides [ENTITY A] the opportunity to gain a reputation for quality, consistency, and 
unique product offerings, such as high-CBD/low-THC strains. Uniform branding will enable [ENTITY 
A] to become recognizable to processors, dispensaries, and patients during initial cultivation operations. 
Once established as cultivators, uniform branding will then enable the company to bolster its product 
offerings with the addition of medical marijuana products.  
 
Products and Services 
Medical Marijuana Flower 
[ENTITY A] will cultivate the following broad categories of medical marijuana: Cannabis Sativa, 
Cannabis Indica, hybrid and high-CBD strains. [ENTITY A] will develop products with varied ratios of 
cannabinoids, including THC and CBD, and ancillary cannabinoids and terpenes. The company will 
pride itself on offering a wide variety of medical marijuana strains to suit individual patient needs. By 
cultivating a wide range of medicinally-effective strains, [ENTITY A] will meet demand for raw 
medical marijuana flower with distinct cannabinoid and terpene profiles to treat specific qualifying 
conditions. 
 
Cannabis Sativa is the most widely cultivated species of marijuana, noted for its euphoric, cerebral, and 
energizing effects. It is the preferred variety of most patients for daytime use, effectively treating fatigue 
and exhaustion, in addition to alleviating headaches and muscle spasms. Sativa plants typically grow tall 
with long, narrow leaves. They often take longer than their counterparts to harvest, as their flowering 
period usually lasts longer.  
 
Cannabis Indica is a species of marijuana believed to have originated in South Asia. Patients who suffer 
from severe pain or insomnia often use Indica strains for their more relaxing and calming effects. Indica 
plants generally produce a greater yield in shorter time periods than Sativa strains. Hybrid strains are a 
cross of both Indica and Sativa, in varying proportions. Strains may be “Sativa dominant,” “Indica 
dominant,” or “50/50,” which are balanced strains with the effects of both Indica and Sativa in equal 
amounts. Hybrid strains tend to provide more mild effects in patients, neither giving energy nor inducing 
extreme relaxation and sleep. 
 
High-CBD strains of medical marijuana have elevated levels of cannabidiol (CBD), which is a 
cannabinoid with powerful anti-inflammatory properties. CBD has a broad range of medical 
applications, including the treatment of chronic pain, epilepsy, and post-traumatic stress disorder among 
other serious ailments. [ENTITY A] will cultivate High-CBD, Low-THC strains, and work to develop 
its own High-CBD genetics throughout operation. Anecdotal evidence overwhelmingly suggests that 
medicines having small amounts of THC in combination with high doses of CBD are more effective for 
prevention and treatment of intractable seizures than CBD alone.  
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Marketing and Sales  
Owing to the sensitive nature of the product being sold, [PERSON P], whom will serve as [ENTITY 
A]’s Marketing and PR Director, expects that the Department will impose some limits on advertising. 
However, [PERSON P] anticipates that the Department will permit traditional print advertising with 
restrictions on design. Therefore, [PERSON P] plans to run a tasteful print advertising program in local 
newspapers and medical publications informing patients of the new options they have available to them 
under the Program. In addition, [ENTITY A] will establish a website that includes a double-opt-in email 
list and a “patient portal” for access to online patient fora for discussion of marijuana and condition-
related topics. [ENTITY A] will produce brochures entitled “Is Medical Marijuana Right for Me?” 
which will be distributed to physicians who express interest in having them available to their patients. 
[PERSON P] will also produce stand-and-deliver/Q&A presentations to existing patient communities, 
live-in care facilities, medical groups and patient support groups that express interest in the presentation. 
[PERSON P] expects to spend most of [ENTITY A]’s marketing effort and money on producing the in-
person presentations to physicians and patient groups.  
 
[PERSON P] will develop customer acquisition and retention plans that will generate brand loyalty 
among processors, dispensaries, and patients to drive demand. [ENTITY P] will offer bulk pricing 
options and flexible payment terms. Another way [ENTITY P] will attract and retain customers will be 
by offering exclusive-vendor contracts to dispensaries and processors by which only [ENTITY A] 
products will be dispensed or processed there, respectively. 
 
Financial Projections 
Please see Financial Plan for detail regarding capital expenses, operating expenses, and sources and uses 
of funds. 
 
Special Considerations 
Sales & Excise Tax Requirements 
Current Ohio state sales tax is 5.75% and local taxes are variable within the state. The MMCP allows the 
state to levy a tax on each dispensary transaction. The Department will also likely require [ENTITY A] 
to pay an excise tax on wholesale sales of medical marijuana. In addition to licensing fees and taxes, 
access to banking and the inability to deduct ordinary business expenses from its taxes due to IRS 
section 280E are two unique financial factors [ENTITY A] has considered in planning a medical 
marijuana business in the State of Ohio. 
 
Banking Access 
Due to medical marijuana’s federal classification as a Schedule I narcotic, financial institutions that have 
interstate charters cannot accept deposits from companies that sell marijuana, making access to 
traditional banking a considerable challenge in the medical marijuana industry. However, many 
established medical marijuana businesses in other jurisdictions maintain accounts with banks and credit 
unions. Successful medical marijuana businesses have established standing relationships with state-
chartered institutions while avoiding national corporate banks. 
 
The Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN), the U.S. Treasury Department bureau that fights 
money laundering, reports that nearly 300 depository institutions nationwide currently maintain accounts 
with marijuana-related businesses. In a 2015 survey of 400 respondents in the cannabis industry, 
Marijuana Business Daily reported that 40% had bank accounts. [ENTITY A] is capable of securing 
access to banking. The U.S. Senate Appropriations Committee approved an amendment to the Financial 
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Services and General Government Appropriations Bill in June 2016 that would prevent the spending of 
federal funds to prohibit or penalize banks and other financial institutions for providing services to state-
legal marijuana businesses. The bill intends to ease the access to banking for state-compliant marijuana 
businesses and for financial institutions to work with such businesses without the fear of federal 
penalties. The House of Representatives did not pass the measure, but it is expected to be reintroduced 
in 2017 with increasing popular support behind it. [ENTITY A] will monitor the progress of the 
amendment through Congress. 
 
Unusual Tax Burdens 
[ENTITY A] will be subject to paying taxes on a much larger percentage of its revenues than non-
marijuana businesses with the same earnings and costs, due to Section 280E of the federal income tax 
code. The clause restricts marijuana businesses from claiming standard deductions, because it bans all 
tax credits and deductions from Schedule I narcotics trafficking, including marijuana. As a cultivator of 
medical marijuana, only a small percentage of operating expenses will go to the actual sale of marijuana.  
 
[ENTITY A] will deduct all costs of goods sold (COGS), “incident to and necessary for production or 
manufacturing operations or processes,” as specified in 26 CFR § 1.471-11 thereby reducing some tax 
liability. This exemption will allow [ENTITY A] to deduct the cost of facility employees, electricity, 
structural repairs, facility improvements, cultivation equipment, packaging, license fees, and insurance. 
These deductions will apply to the cultivation and processing of medical marijuana products. 
 
[ENTITY A] will still have added tax burdens specific to marketing, administration and sales costs for 
its cultivation and manufacturing facilities. These expenses will not be deductible because they are 
directly related to the sale of medical marijuana, as prohibited by Section 280E of the federal tax code. 
[ENTITY A] took this unusual tax burden under sincere consideration when developing its business 
plan.  
 
[ENTITY A] will conduct transactions with medical marijuana businesses and will accumulate 
significant amounts of cash. [ENTITY A] is aware of the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) Form 8300, 
which requires the company to report to the IRS and FinCEN any cash transaction more than $10,000 
resulting from a single transaction or two or more related transactions. 
 
Part II (B) – Business Model – Ohio-based Jobs Development 
 
Bringing Jobs Back 
[ENTITY A] will bring jobs back to Ohio. The Ohio economy has flat-lined, with limited investor 
interest from outside the state and less revenue coming in from taxes than in years past. [ENTITY A] 
will employ individuals across multiple industrial disciplines. As a tax-paying, licensed cultivator of 
medical marijuana, [ENTITY A] will provide employment for experts in horticulture, management, 
trimming and packaging, facility maintenance, transportation, security and so forth. The unemployment 
rate in Ohio is 5.1% compared to the national average of 4.5%. Though it has declined significantly 
since the Great Recession (11% in December 2009), it has risen since its lowest point in August 2015 
(4.7%).  [ENTITY A] will create jobs that pay well above minimum wage plus several advanced 
positions that pay six-figure salaries. [ENTITY A] executives understand the hardships facing the core 
manufacturing sector in providing competitively paying jobs. The team’s business history demonstrates 
[ENTITY A]’s ability to treat its employees with dignity through a fair wage and running financially 
sustainable businesses.  
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According to a report from New Frontier Data, the legal marijuana industry will create more than a 
quarter of a million jobs by 2020. As one of the largest medical marijuana markets in the U.S., Ohio will 
provide thousands of industry-related jobs. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the combined 
marijuana labor force will outnumber manufacturing, utilities, and even government jobs nationwide. 
Thus, medical marijuana can revitalize the Ohio economy and enhance investment in the state. The 
amount of jobs [ENTITY A] will create will be enhanced if they are able to secure processing and 
dispensing licenses. Under this scenario, [ENTITY A] would employ individuals in processing and 
dispensing in addition to cultivation. These jobs would require a range of skills, including: horticulture, 
chemistry, pharmaceutical manufacturing, retail management, and customer service in a medical 
environment. [ENTITY A] will also require human resources experts, staff managers, security officers, 
and grounds-keeping technicians. [ENTITY A] will prioritize diversity when hiring employees and 
promote a multi-cultural, socially diverse workforce. [ENTITY A]’s staffing and training standards are 
explained in detail in Section 2B, Part VI-Staffing and Training of this application.  
Hiring Preference for Local Candidates 
Not only will [ENTITY A] bring jobs to Ohio, more specifically, the company will bring jobs to the city 
that [ENTITY A] proposes operations. According to the city that [ENTITY A] proposes operations, 
more than 65 % of the city’s residents are part of the workforce. The website also states that 
“approximately 400,000 people live within a 15-minute commute of the City.” These statistics show that 
[ENTITY A] will have a large pool of qualified candidates from which to choose, when hiring local 
candidates. The company principals strategically selected the city as its base of operations, and this was 
one of the reasons that led to that decision.  
Employing Older Workers 
[ENTITY A] knows the trends of the local economy, as both [PERSON A] and [PERSON B] are 
existing business owners that have been in business in Ohio since 2009. In the report, “Ohio’s Greying 
Labor Force,” the Ohio Job and Family Services state that “From 2006 to 2016, Ohio’s labor force will 
continue to grow older as the baby boom generation ages. Those 55 and older will comprise 22.4 percent 
of the labor force at the end of this period, up from 16.7 percent in 2006.” With almost one in four 
employees potentially being over the age of 55, a focus on recruiting, training, and retaining older 
workers will be a key part of the company’s success and its Ohio-based jobs plans. [ENTITY A] is 
proud to create job opportunities for all types of Ohio citizens. To achieve recruiting goals, [ENTITY A] 
will coordinate with senior advocacy organizations to connect elderly employees with jobs in the region.  
Ohio-Based Contractors and Vendors 
[ENTITY A] will give preference to local contractors and vendors. Supporting the local economy 
through spending is as important as job creation. To identify local companies with which to contract, 
[ENTITY A] will work with the Ohio Development Services Agency (ODSA) Minority Business 
Development Division (MBDD) which supports the growth and sustainability of small, minority-owned, 
and disadvantaged businesses in Ohio. The company will also work with the organizations to assist in 
hiring veterans and in identifying veteran-owned businesses, as well as for strategic planning support to 
incorporate Ohio-based contractors and vendors into the company’s long-term goals.  
Economic Stimulation 
The regulation of medical marijuana has been a major economic stimulator in jurisdictions with mature 
medical marijuana markets. Colorado, which legalized medical marijuana in 2000, and added adult use 
marijuana in 2012, has seen a significant economic boost throughout their program’s implementation. 
Business Insider ranked Colorado as one of the fastest growing economies in the nation and attributed 
the growth, in part, to marijuana. The state is experiencing their lowest unemployment rate since 2008, 
after the state reached a historical high of 8.9% in October 2010 during the Great Recession.  
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[ENTITY A] will have a positive effect on ancillary businesses in the Ohio community. Businesses that 
will be boosted by [ENTITY A]’s operation include: electricians, lighting manufacturers, construction 
workers, contractors, utility companies, fertilizer and pesticide supply companies, security agencies, 
equipment manufacturers, packaging distributors, local banks, legal and financial professionals, and 
others too numerous to list completely. 
The operation of [ENTITY A] will substantially increase Ohio’s tax revenue. Over $1 billion worth of 
marijuana and marijuana products were legally dispensed nationwide in 2015 alone. [ENTITY A] will 
contribute a significant amount of money to the millions of dollars in annual taxes and fees required to 
complete school construction projects, support law enforcement agencies, and bolster the Ohio general 
fund. Some local municipalities in Ohio are enthusiastic to utilize medical marijuana tax revenue to 
build public parks, playgrounds, and homelessness relief programs. [ENTITY A] is excited about the 
potential for the tax revenue it generates from its cultivation operations to benefit drug abuse prevention, 
counseling and treatment, and Ohio police departments, among other community organizations. 
Healthcare Cost Savings 
Healthcare savings in regulated jurisdictions have been attributed, in part, to the accessibility of medical 
marijuana.  [ENTITY A] believes that access to medical marijuana will improve the quality of life of 
many Ohio residents. A study in the July 2016 issue of Health Affairs found that Medicare spending was 
reduced in states that have implemented medical marijuana programs. In 2013 alone, Medicare saved 
over $165 million in the 17 legal states examined. The study looked at over 87 million prescriptions 
from the Medicare Part D database, focusing only on conditions where marijuana might serve as an 
alternative to prescription medications. Medical marijuana has shown significant potential to reduce the 
amount of prescription drugs one might take to treat qualifying conditions. The study concludes that if 
all states legalized medical marijuana, annual savings could be triple that amount, totaling $500 million. 
Personnel Schedule 
[ENTITY A] will employ a minimum of 10 individuals within 12 months of operation. [ENTITY A] 
will initially employ five people who will begin work within one month of being awarded a Level II 
cultivation license, including: a Chief Executive Officer, an accountant, a compliance/quality assurance 
manager, a lead grower/harvest manager, and a horticultural associate. Within the first full year of 
operation, that number will increase to ten employees, including: a wholesale sales director, an 
additional horticultural associate, a packaging technician, and two trim and processing specialists. After 
24 months of operation, [ENTITY A] will employ three additional employees, including: an additional 
horticultural associate, an additional packaging technician, and an additional trim and processing 
specialist. This only accounts for the award of a cultivation license. Naturally, if the business can secure 
processor and/or dispensary licenses, this number could triple. 
[ENTITY A] will scale cultivation operations according to patient demand and as permitted by the 
department. [ENTITY A] will hire 10 employees in its first year of operation and pay out a total of 
$404,680 in wages.  In its second year of operations [ENTITY A] plans to hire five additional staff in 
anticipation of expansion to meet market need.  It is budgeting a payroll of $622,120 for the second year 
and $724,085 in the third year of operations.  [ENTITY A] has additionally budgeted an annual payroll 
increase of 3% of total payroll. [ENTITY A] has also forecasted payroll taxes and benefits. These 
expenses include, Social security (6.20%), Medicare (1.45%), Federal Unemployment Tax (FUTA) 
(0.80%), State Unemployment Tax 0.50%), Worker’s Compensation (1.85%), and other employee 
benefit programs (10%). Total payroll taxes and benefits will equal 20.80% of total payroll. 
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Operations Plan 
 
Part I - Experience in Agriculture/Cultivation 
[ENTITY A] will combine traditional greenhouse cultivation expertise with marijuana-specific 
cultivation knowledge to create a sustainable Level II cultivation operation focused on strict regulatory 
compliance and the production of the highest-quality pharmaceutical grade medical marijuana. To 
further ensure a continuous uninterrupted supply of medical marijuana, [ENTITY A] will also use 
[ENTITY C], an operational consulting firm, to write and implement standard operating procedures 
(SOPs) that adhere to industry best practices and the regulatory requirements of the MMCP. [ENTITY 
A] will employ experienced medical marijuana cultivators, university trained agribusiness 
professionals,, and rigorous employee training and mentorship programs to begin effective operations.  
 
[PERSON O] 
[ENTITY A] has recruited a team of professionals whose individual experience is impressive, and when 
combined will result in the company’s ability to establish medical marijuana cultivation operations 
immediately following the issuance of a license. [PERSON O], who is an experienced horticulturist with 
more than seven years of experience working in commercial greenhouse and cultivation environments 
will lead the team as the Director of Cultivation. [PERSON O] has been an Assistant Greenhouse & 
Tissue Culture Manager, Assistant Grower, Section Grower, and Research Assistant. These roles have 
been in large-scale commercial greenhouse, outdoor, vineyard, and research settings. The range of 
experience that [PERSON O] has will contribute to developing a well-rounded team of Cultivation 
Associates. The Director of Cultivation, [PERSON O], will also use their experience using complex 
automated environmental control modules to ensure that all automated systems in the facility operate 
optimally. [PERSON O] has used Argus Control brand systems in a facility that produced more than 
100,000 plants monthly. This type of large-scale cultivation experience will enable [PERSON O] to train 
employees to use automated environmental controls, apply integrated pest management (IPM) 
techniques, and use plant husbandry best practices to cultivate high-quality medical marijuana. 
[PERSON O]’s experience includes cultivation of vegetables, ornamental plants, perennial and annual 
plants, finished flowers, house plants, and foliage. Also versed in practicing and teaching propagation 
techniques, such as the use of tissue culture techniques, [PERSON O] will work closely with [ENTITY 
B] to develop best practices and to include them in standard operating procedures (SOPs).  
 
[ENTITY C] 
[ENTITY C] will be the glue that will hold the team together. An operational consulting firm, [ENTITY 
C] specializes in giving new marijuana industry licensees direct training and knowledge transfer within 
the first six months of operations. Unlike long-term management agreements, [ENTITY C] will provide 
services only during the initial operations period, with the goal of training [PERSON O] to maintain 
operations and train employees on an ongoing basis. This will empower the company to acquire the 
operational knowledge necessary up front and not be dependent upon outside expertise indefinitely, 
which poses its own risks. [ENTITY C] will write and help to implement SOPs to ensure regulatory 
compliance, adherence to best practices, and inclusion of [PERSON O]’s skills. By blending the 
knowledge and expertise of all parties, [ENTITY C] will lay a foundation for future company growth 
and establish [ENTITY A] as a professional, knowledgeable, and compliant cultivator through training 
and documentation. [ENTITY C] will also help to implement cultivation methodology through advising 
[PERSON O], however at no time will [ENTITY C] be responsible for the direct management of 
employees. [ENTITY C]’s services will be informational in nature and serve to fill in any knowledge 
gaps to provide [PERSON O] with helpful support and guidance during the critical first stages of facility 
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operations. Upon the completion of the six-month contract, [PERSON O] will independently possess the 
knowledge and skills to oversee employee training programs, including the use of learning management 
systems (LMS).  
 
[ENTITY A] will become a respected medical marijuana cultivator within a six-month period following 
the issuance of a license, by utilizing the agriculture and cultivation experience of [PERSON O], as well 
as the industry best practice knowledge and training services of [ENTITY C]. The marriage of each of 
these resources will enable [ENTITY A] to become operational and successful cultivators in Ohio. 
 
Part II (a) - Cultivation Methods  
Grow Media 
[ENTITY A] will cultivate medical marijuana using mineral wool blocks on rolling flood tables. There 
are several benefits to using mineral wool in a hydroponic system. Mineral wool is an inert, porous, non-
degradable growing medium that provides firm root support. Mineral wool can hold up to five times its 
own weight in nutrient solution while still retaining 15% air, even when fully saturated. Another benefit 
to the exclusion of soil from the facility is eliminating an environment favorable to pests. As a 
sustainability best practice, after harvesting plants, Cultivation Associates will sterilize mineral wool 
bocks for reuse. 
 
Propagation 
[ENTITY A] will only propagate female plants. The Director of Cultivation will cull males and retain 
only females for cultivation, when plants start from seed. The Director of Cultivation will propagate 
medical marijuana plants through an asexual process called “cloning.” This technique creates a genetic 
copy (clone) of the originating vegetating plant (mother). Clones will originate from healthy, freshly 
topped vegetative plants. Cultivation Associates will use the topping technique described later in this 
section. The Director of Cultivation will allow mother plants to continue to vegetate as normal plants. 
[ENTITY A] will not cultivate mother plants for the sole purpose of propagation. This method prevents 
disease and ensures an uninterrupted supply of healthy plants. In effect, [ENTITY A] will create a 
genetic library that will need continual maintenance. To prevent losing strain genetics, the Director of 
Cultivation will ensure that at least one plant of a strain remains in a vegetative cultivation area before 
transferring plants of that strain to flower cultivation areas.  
 
Cultivation Associates will identify healthy mother plants in vegetative cultivation areas and prepare 
propagation equipment, to produce clones for production. Sterile techniques will prevent the 
contamination of propagation equipment. SOPs will require that Cultivation Associates sterilize 
propagation equipment before use to avoid contaminating equipment, containers, and plants. Cultivation 
Associates will mark each group of clones with a unique identifier, and document the number of clones 
propagated from each strain. Cultivation Associates will record this data in the inventory tracking 
system (ITS), when cloning procedures are complete. Lead Cultivation Associate will separate 
propagating clones from mature vegetative plants. After 7-10 days, roots will emerge from the mineral 
wool and Cultivation Associates will prepare transplanting procedures, including assigning unique 
identifiers for each plant in the ITS.  
 
Transplanting  
Cultivation Associates will prepare transplanting procedures in a space away from cultivation areas. 
Cultivation Associates will retrieve six in³ pH-treated mineral wool cubes and unique plant identifiers. 
Cultivation Associates will then place the small propagated mineral wool cubes directly into the hole of 
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the larger cubes. Cultivation Associates will gently tap down the smaller cube to create a flush surface 
with the larger cube. Cultivation Associates will then roll carts of transplants into vegetative cultivation 
areas. There, Cultivation Associates will place plants on elevated rolling tables and insert irrigation 
emitters. Each 16 ft² of cultivation space will contain a maximum of nine buckets (plants). The Director 
of Cultivation will then document the propagating plants as mature vegetating plants in the ITS and 
ensure each unique identification tag is secure on every plant’s stem near the grow media surface. After 
transplanting procedures are complete, Cultivation Associates will place all used equipment and tools in 
the cleaning area, then sweep and mop the transplanting area.  
 
Fertilizing 
The Director of Cultivation will document standard liquid fertilizer solutions for each week of the 
cultivation cycle. Liquid fertilizer formulas will vary depending on strain, stage of growth, and 
environmental factors. The Director of Cultivation will document a watering standard that maximizes 
plant health. [ENTITY A] will use automated irrigation monitors to observe water quality. The Director 
of Cultivation will document fertilizer discharge standards as an environmental best practice. Cultivation 
Associates will measure fertilizer concentrations in parts per million (ppm) and acidity (pH) using a 
handheld meter. At the end of each cultivation cycle, the irrigation system will flush grow media with 
clean water to rinse roots and grow media of all fertilizer.  
 
Vegetative Growth 
The Director of Cultivation will document the standard vegetative cycle for each strain, which will vary 
from 20 to 35 days. Plants will receive greater volumes and concentrations of fertilizer as they mature. 
To ensure an uninterrupted supply of medical marijuana, the Director of Cultivation may terminate 
vegetative growth early or extend the time indefinitely through the manipulation of photoperiod (time 
exposed to light). Each strain will have its own genetic predisposition, whereby a sweet spot of 
maximal-yield-to-minimal-growth-time ratio exists. The Director of Cultivation will document 
vegetating standards for each strain.  
 
Topping and Pruning 
After plants have enough leaf surface area to support vigorous growth (usually around 18-24”), they will 
undergo topping procedures. Cultivation Associates will top and prune plants throughout cultivation to 
shape plants into symmetrical spheres of foliar growth. Topping is the process by which cultivator cut 
one main branch (meristem) to create two new “tops” of the existing tallest apical growth shoots. 
Topping removes the inhibitory hormone, auxin, concentrated in the top of the plant, allowing branches 
to grow more rapidly. The shoots will then become meristems themselves and produce cells that 
promote vertical and outward growth in a symmetrical manner. Cultivation Associates will use cut stems 
that are viable for propagation as clones.  
 
Pruning achieves two goals, (1) thinning the plant for improved airflow and better light exposure while 
(2) directing the plant's energy to the biggest, most dominant budding sites. Proper pruning techniques 
efficiently manipulate the growth pattern of plants. The Director of Cultivation will remove branches 
that block adequate light or do not receive enough light and document standards that predict which 
budding sites will gain the most weight for each strain. Pruning and topping may commence on plants 
24-30” tall. At this point, Cultivation Associates will prune all branches in danger of touching the grow 
media surface. This technique increases airflow and minimizes the vector by which pests may access 
plants. Cultivation Associates may remove 30-40% of the plant material through topping and pruning in 
the weeks directly preceding and following the initiation of the flowering photoperiod.  
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Flowering Stage 
Cultivation Associates will transfer vegetative plants to flower cultivation areas and increase the dark 
period (scotophase) from zero to 12 uninterrupted hours. This period of darkness will induce flowering. 
During the scotophase, The Director of Cultivation will ensure stray light does not disturb plants. Light 
leaks can stunt growth and induce the production of male flowers and therefore seeds, which are 
unfavorable to maximizing therapeutic quality. The Director of Cultivation will increase air circulation 
during flowering to prevent the accumulation of respired water vapor, which can accumulate on flowers 
and create an invitation to mildew. Buds will sufficiently ripen within 45-90 days of flowering, 
depending on the strain. The Director of Cultivation will document standards that identify the ideal 
harvest time. This standard will vary from strain to strain. The presence of darkening, receding bract 
stigmas and milky amber trichomes indicate ideal harvest time. The Director of Cultivation will then 
schedule the Harvest and Processing Manager to harvest plants. 
 
Daily Monitoring 
Cultivation Associates will inspect every plant every day throughout the cultivation cycle. The Director 
of Cultivation will create standards and guidelines for plant inspections to include indications of 
pestilence and malnutrition. As a part of daily inspections, a Cultivation Associate will first observe 
each plant’s grow media for uniform dampness. While doing so, they will gently agitate each plant to 
detect weak stems and observe any deficiency. They will then prune leaves and branches to maximize 
air circulation and create uniform light exposure. Cultivation Associates will remove leaves and grow 
media from tables and gutters to prevent standing water and plant material from rotting. This technique 
further prevents an environment favorable to pests. During the flowering stage of growth, the Director of 
Cultivation will slide plastic trellises up and down to train branches into a compact, uniform canopy. 
The lower trellis will support developed branches while Cultivation Associates weave new growth into 
the top trellis. This technique is known as low stress training (LST). LST is a way to increase the 
exposure of lower branches to light and therefore enhance the growth of budding sites. This technique 
further creates an even canopy, which allows for predictable watering schedules, fertilizer requirements 
and yields of usable medical marijuana.  
 
Post-Harvest Processing 
[ENTITY A] will maintain documentation for post-harvest procedures, including drying and trimming 
methods. The Harvest and Processing Manager will supervise all harvest operations. First, the Harvest 
and Processing Manager will cut a plant, remove plastic trellises, weigh the entire plant, and document 
the unique identifier and weight on a Harvest Log. Then, in a post-harvest processing area, Cultivation 
Associates will hang the plant upside down and cut equal-length stems. Cultivation Associates will 
remove all fan leaves from the stems before hooking the stems on rolling dry racks. The Harvest and 
Processing Manager will transfer rolling dry racks to a drying room and a curing room. Cultivation 
Associates will remove grow media from the flower cultivation area, while harvesting plants. 
Cultivation Associates will use a sterilizing solution to prepare mineral wool blocks for reuse. 
Meanwhile, The Harvest and Processing Manager will combine unique plant identifiers and weights of 
the same strain into harvest batches and document them in the ITS. The Harvest and Processing 
Manager will weigh all waste specific to each harvest batch and collect it throughout harvest operations. 
To prevent combining the contents of different harvest batches, Cultivation Associates will harvest and 
trim all plants of one strain before moving to the next. 
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The Director of Cultivation will monitor humidity. [ENTITY A] and temperature in the drying room so 
buds may dry within four to seven days. The Harvest and Processing Manager will have exclusive 
access to the drying room and curing room. Buds will be dry when The Harvest and Processing Manager 
can snap stems by hand with little resistance. In the post-harvest processing area, Lead Cultivation 
Associate will remove clusters of flowers (buds) from stems and separate them into buckets. The 
Harvest and Processing Manager will store contents of each harvest batch in sealed five-gallon buckets 
in the drying room and curing room. Over the course of 5-14 days, the Harvest and Processing Manager 
will gently agitate the contents of buckets daily and allocate buds for trimming. The Harvest and 
Processing Manager may reserve some harvest batches for processing, which will not need further 
manicuring. (If granted a processing license in the next phase of licensing, the company plans on 
processing much of its medical marijuana into medical products, as detailed more fully in the research 
section herein.) [ENTITY A] will hand-trim medical marijuana buds for dispensary-bound medical 
marijuana to preserve trichomes and minimize the contact of medical marijuana with lubricated 
machinery (trim machines often employ petroleum-based lubricants). As they manicure buds, 
Cultivation Associates will separate trim, stems, and buds. Harvest and Processing Manager will 
continually subtract processing waste and moisture loss from harvest batches in the ITS. The Harvest 
and Processing Manager will put trimmed buds in sealed five-gallon buckets to retain moisture until 
packaging. During this time, Harvest and Processing Manager will prepare samples for microbial, 
cannabinoid, and contamination testing. Upon certification from a licensed testing facility, the Harvest 
and Processing Manager will retrieve buds and trim from buckets in the drying room to package for 
dispensaries and processors respectively.  
 
Cleanliness in Operations 
[ENTITY A] will require cleanliness in all aspects of operation. The Director of Cultivation will 
maintain and sanitize cultivation areas as it pertains to a United States Department of Agriculture 
(USDA) Controlled Environment Horticultural Facility (CEF). The Director of Cultivation will monitor 
maintenance and cleaning procedures using checklists and documentation that detail actions taken to 
clean, repair, replace, and otherwise maintain cultivation equipment. All employees will wear personal 
protective equipment (PPE) specific to each task.  
 
Cultivation Associates will use a power washer for large equipment and a stainless steel three-stage 
industrial sink to clean cultivation equipment, buckets, and tools. Cultivation Associates will prepare 
cleaning solutions according to manufacturer recommendations. After cleaning, Cultivation Associates 
will sanitize equipment and tools using heat or chemicals. If Cultivation Associates use hot water in the 
three-stage sink for sanitizing, water will be at least 180°F and employees will expose clean equipment 
to hot water for at least 30 seconds. If Cultivation Associates use chemicals to sanitize equipment, they 
will expose equipment to the sanitizer for the time that the manufacturer recommends. Effective 
chemical sanitizers include chlorine, iodine, and quaternary ammonium. Cultivation Associates will mix 
appropriate concentrations of sanitizers with warm water to make a solution that remains between 55°F-
120°F during its use.  
 
Cultivation Associates will allow equipment to air dry on a stainless steel drying bench. Larger 
equipment and buckets will air dry on a clean floor space away from soiled equipment. While equipment 
dries, Cultivation Associates will use a squeegee to push water to a floor drain. Cultivation Associates 
will put away equipment and tools as soon as they are dry.  
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[ENTITY A] will employ post-harvest cleaning techniques to prevent the introduction and spreading of 
contaminants. After each harvest, Cultivation Associates will clean and sanitize grow tables, walls, 
irrigation lines, drip emitters, floors, and ceilings in cultivation areas. Before cleaning a cultivation area, 
the Director of Cultivation will turn off appropriate cultivation lights and fans. Cultivation Associates 
will use approved cleaning agents, hot water, and absorbent sponges to wipe all surfaces within the 
cultivation area. Cultivation Associates will remove irrigation lines, drip emitters, and other cultivation 
equipment from cultivation areas to wash them in the cleaning area. The Director of Cultivation will 
train employees to clean from the top-down and from the cleanest, most sensitive equipment to the 
dirtiest equipment. The Director of Cultivation will develop priority levels for the cleaning of all 
cultivation equipment to avoid cross-contamination.  
 
[ENTITY A] will incorporate sterile techniques into cultivation operations to prevent the introduction of 
contaminants. To enable sterilization, the Director of Cultivation will schedule the cleaning of all 
aspects of the facility on a predictable, periodic basis. Before entering any operational area of the 
facility, employees will step onto rubber sanitizing foot mats to disinfect their shoes. Pliable rubber 
scrapers on the mats will dislodge contaminates from footwear as employees immerse the shoe soles in a 
disinfectant solution. 
 
Waste 
The Director of Cultivation will reduce the amount of waste [ENTITY A] generates through efficient 
resource use, recycling, and composting programs. A Type 1 Key Employee will supervise all waste 
procedures. [ENTITY A] will dispose of its waste per the Medical Marijuana Control Program and local 
laws. [ENTITY A] will manage its waste in a manner that prevents diversion, protects the surrounding 
citizenry, and minimizes environmental impact, as more fully detailed in Section 2C – Part IV Disposal 
and Waste Removal. 
 
Part II (b) - Proposed Strains 
[ENTITY A] will cultivate strains that encompass the Medical Marijuana Control Program’s qualifying 
conditions. [ENTITY A] will provide a steady, uninterrupted supply of several strains of medical 
marijuana flower. [ENTITY A] has created strain profiles for each of its original strains to include dry-
weight percentages by volume of cannabinoids and terpenes in dried, cured flower. [ENTITY A] will 
use these original strains to breed strains specific to market demand and treat specific qualifying 
conditions.  
 
[STRAIN 1] is a high-THC, low-CBD indica variety. The use of [STRAIN 1] in other regulated 
jurisdictions has shown symptom relief for the following qualifying conditions: cancer, Crohn’s disease, 
fibromyalgia, inflammatory bowel disease, multiple sclerosis, severe pain, HIV, AIDS, spinal cord 
injury, and ulcerative colitis. Experts believe the psychotropic properties of THC coupled with ß-
Myrcene, a sedating and relaxing terpene, provide therapeutic value for muscle tension, pain, and 
inflammation. [STRAIN 1] will contain the following cannabinoids and terpenes: THCa – 15-23%; 
CBDa – 0-5%; CBG – 0.3-1%; THCV – 0-0.2%; CBC – 0-0.2%; CBL – 0-0.4%; Linalool: 0-0.2%; ß-
Myrcene – 0.6-1.5%; a-Pinene – 0.06-0.4%; Limonene – 0-0.1%; ß-Caryophyllene – 0.2-0.6%. 
 
[STRAIN 2] is a high-THC, low-CBD indica variety. The use of [STRAIN 2] in other regulated 
jurisdictions demonstrates symptom relief for: cancer, Crohn’s disease, fibromyalgia, inflammatory 
bowel disease, multiple sclerosis, severe pain, HIV, AIDS, spinal cord injury, and ulcerative colitis. 
Experts believe the mid-range THC content, coupled with significant amounts of Linalool, a terpene 
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with anti-convulsant properties, provide therapeutic relief for muscle tension. [STRAIN 2] will contain 
the following cannabinoids and terpenes: THCa – 14-22%; CBDa – 0-1%; CBG – 0-1.0%; THCV – 0-
0.2%; CBN – 0-0.2%; CBL – 0-0.4%; Linalool: 0.13-0.2%; ß-Myrcene – 0.1-.2%; a-Pinene – 0.13-
0.2%; Limonene – 0.2-0.5%; ß-Caryophyllene – 0.17-0.3%. 
 
[STRAIN 3] is a high-THC, low-CBD sativa variety. [STRAIN 3] has a significant amount of 
cannabigerol (CBG), a cannabinoid that acts as a molecular precursor for all cannabinoids. CBG has 
shown to slow down nerve damage and help regulate immune cells to limit inflammation. [STRAIN 3] 
demonstrates relief for symptoms associated with HIV, AIDS, ALS, cancer, glaucoma, epilepsy, 
multiple sclerosis, Hepatitis C, and sickle cell anemia. [STRAIN 3] will contain the following 
cannabinoids and terpenes: THCa – 17-23%; CBDa – 0-.1%; CBG – 1.7-2.5%; THCV – 0.2-.3%; CBN 
– 0-0.2%; CBL – 0-0.02%; Linalool: 0.04-0.08%; ß-Myrcene – 0.7-1.4%; a-Pinene – 0.09-0.2%; 
Limonene – 0.2-0.3%; ß-Caryophyllene – 0.3-0.46%. 
 
[STRAIN 4] is a high-THC, low-CBD sativa variety. [STRAIN 4] has high concentrations of the a-
Pinene. The terpene is associated with anti-inflammation, alertness and combats short-term memory loss 
associated with THC. [STRAIN 4] has demonstrated analgesic properties similar to pharmaceutical 
opiates but without the associated side effects such as drowsiness and confusion. [STRAIN 4] will 
contain the following cannabinoids and terpenes: THCa – 22-27%; CBDa – 0.2-3%; CBG – 0.5-0.9%; 
THCV – 0.15-0.2%; CBN – 0-0.4%; CBL – 0.2-0.4%; Linalool: 0.06-0.1%; ß-Myrcene – 0.3-.5%; a-
Pinene – 0.17-0.30%; Limonene – 0.3-0.6%; ß-Caryophyllene – 0.2-0.6%. 
 
[STRAIN 5] is a high-THC, low-CBD hybrid variety. [STRAIN 5] contains high concentrations of 
cannabichromene (CBC). CBC may benefit Alzheimer’s disease patients, since studies have shown it to 
encourage neurogenesis in the brain, which may provide symptom relief. Experts believe [STRAIN 5] 
may help reduce nerve damage associated with spinal cord disease, Parkinson’s disease, multiple 
sclerosis, traumatic brain injury, PTSD, and CTE. Studies have shown that CBC and THC have additive 
anti-inflammatory properties when co-administered, which suggests that [STRAIN 5] is effective for 
severe pain, muscle tension and traumatic injury. [STRAIN 5] will contain the following cannabinoids 
and terpenes: THCa – 22-27%; CBDa – 0.1-.15%; CBG – 1.3-2.2%; THCV – 0.2-0.4%; CBN – .05-
0.07%; CBC – 0.3-0.7%; Linalool: 0.2-0.3%; ß-Myrcene – 0.2-.5%; a-Pinene – 0.13-0.17%; Limonene – 
0.3-0.5%; ß-Caryophyllene – 0.4-0.8%. 
 
[STRAIN 6] is a high-THC, low-CBD hybrid variety. Patients in legal jurisdictions describe the 
psychotropic effect of [STRAIN 5] as uplifting yet relaxing. [STRAIN 6] contains a significant amount 
of ß-caryophyllene. The terpene has shown to reduce tumors and provide relief for anxiety associated 
with THC due to its affinity to the peripheral CB2 receptors, which are concentrated in the 
gastrointestinal system. [STRAIN 6] has shown to be effective for ulcerative colitis, Crohn’s disease, 
inflammatory bowel disease, cancer, and severe pain. [STRAIN 6] will contain the following 
cannabinoids and terpenes: THCa – 22-25%; CBDa – 0.1-.2%; CBG – 0.8-1.3%; THCV – 0.2-0.6%; 
CBN – .08-0.2%; CBC – 0.15-0.2%; Linalool: 0.2-0.3%; ß-Myrcene – 0.4-.7%; a-Pinene – 0.2-0.3%; 
Limonene – 0.3-0.7%; ß-Caryophyllene – 0.3-0.5%. 
 
[STRAIN 7] is a 2:1 CBD to THC variety. [STRAIN 7] has significant amounts of CBD while still 
containing psychotropic cannabinoids such as THCa and THCv. [STRAIN 7] has shown significant 
relief for debilitating health complications associated with immunodeficiency conditions and cancer, as 
well as epilepsy, ALS, Parkinson’s, multiple sclerosis, and gastrointestinal pain. [ENTITY A] will 
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prioritize the cultivation of high-CBD varieties. [STRAIN 7] will contain the following cannabinoids 
and terpenes: THCa – 8-9%; CBDa – 16-18%; CBG – 0.5-0.9%; THCV – 0.13-0.3%; CBN – .01-
0.02%; CBC – 0.2-0.4%; Linalool: 0-0.02%; ß-Myrcene – 0.5-1%; a-Pinene – 0.07-0.1%; Limonene – 
0.08-0.1%; ß-Caryophyllene – 0.06-0.1%. 
 
[STRAIN 8] is a 20:1 CBD to THC variety. [ENTITY A] will cultivate [STRAIN 8] for the intention of 
minimizing psychotropic effects associated with THC. [STRAIN 8] is potent in CBD and has shown 
significant relief for seizure disorders in pediatric patients. CBD has also shown to reduce tumors and 
provide relief for all of the Medical Marijuana Control Program’s qualifying conditions. [STRAIN 8] 
has specifically shown to help relieve symptoms associated with Parkinson’s disease, and PTSD. 
[STRAIN 8] will contain the following cannabinoids and terpenes: THCa – 0.5-1%; CBDa – 14-17%; 
CBG – 0.7-1%; THCV – 0.01-0.03%; CBN – .05-0.14%; CBC – 0.3-0.7%; Linalool: 0.01-0.03%; ß-
Myrcene – 1.1 -1.5%; a-Pinene – 0.08-0.2%; Limonene – 0.13-0.2%; ß-Caryophyllene – 0.06-0.12%. 
 
Part II (c) – (OPTIONAL) Research Plan 
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) is a mental health condition that will impact 8% of the U.S. 
civilian population and up to 30% of the Veteran population over the life-time. While there are 
evidence-based treatments that are effective at treating PTSD, they remove the diagnosis of PTSD in 
only 50-70% of individuals treated and the dropout rates from these therapies range from 18-60% 
depending on the group treated. Thus, it is critical that we identify ways to augment existing treatments 
to a) enhance their tolerability/reduce drop outs and b) strengthen the treatment response. 
  
The long-term objective of this project is to employ tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) a type 1 cannabinoid 
receptor (CB1) as a cognitive enhancer to increase the efficacy of fear extinction to existing therapies 
used in the treatment of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). A marker of increased efficacy would be 
a 15% reduction in dropout rate and sustained and lasting reduction of symptoms evaluated 1 year post 
treatment. 
  
As it stands, the first-line “gold standard” therapies for treating PTSD are Prolonged Exposure (PE) and 
Cognitive Processing Therapy (CPT).  Completion of PE or CPT results in large and clinically 
significant reductions in PTSD and related disorder symptoms, e.g. depression, anger, anxiety. 
symptoms, with up to one-half of Veterans losing their PTSD diagnosis. However, the clinical 
effectiveness of PE and CPT is hampered by high rates of treatment dropout. 
  
Recently published data show dropout rates ranging from 19-38% among Veterans. However, a 
significant portion of individuals do not lose their diagnosis after PE or CPT (30-50%) and many 
individuals drop out of the treatments before receiving a full dose. Researchers have attempted in 
identify the core elements of both treatments to increase treatment success as well as trying to add 
interventions to augment PE and CPT. These attempts have met with varying levels of success, 
suggesting that more work needs to be done in this arena. 
  
Prolonged Exposure (PE), involves focusing on processing the trauma memories and approaching safe 
trauma-related situations that are avoided in order to help the person overcome emotional distress and 
daily difficulties that the traumatic events have caused.  Prolonged exposure therapy works roughly like 
this: After taking a brief inventory of the patient’s military service, In the treatment, the therapist asks 
the veteran to recount the story of his or her worst trauma over and over and over again with eyes closed 
until the memory of it becomes “habituated,” losing its traumatic charge and becoming like any other 
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normal autobiographical memory. The basic premise is that repeated exposure to fear-linked cues will 
produce the extinction of fear.  PE is generally effective, but many patients have incomplete fear 
extinction (some even experience an increase in symptoms) or fail to sustain extinction learning-related 
improvement over time. 
 
Cognitive Processing Therapy (CPT), focuses on the impact the traumatic event has had on the person’s 
life and helps them examine and change unhelpful thoughts and feelings related to the event, oneself, 
others and the world.  CPT focuses mostly on examining how traumatic experiences have impacted 
beliefs about safety, trust, control, self-esteem, and relationships.  CPT involves an active process of 
identifying thoughts and feelings related to the traumatic experiences, and then learning to examine and 
challenge thinking patterns that interfere with functioning or ability to enjoy life.  CPT is a skills-based 
approach involving discussion and worksheets that create understanding and tools that can be applied on 
a daily basis. The process of CPT leads to new learning that helps make sense of what has happened, 
and incorporate this understanding into beliefs about yourself, others, and the world in a balanced way.  
 
Understanding what is happening at the neural level is key to true and lasting treatment of PTSD.  Recall 
of extinction learning depends upon the interaction between two limbic-frontal brain networks 
(hippocampus [HPC], ventromedial prefrontal cortex [vmPFC]).  PTSD patients show decreased activity 
in these regions and poor extinction recall.  Ancillary assistance with THC that address vmPFC-HPC 
dysfunction and augment fear extinction therapies could enhance the efficacy of PE for PTSD. 
Compelling evidence suggests that an acute oral dose of THC, prior to experimental fear extinction 
procedures in healthy volunteers, facilitates recall of extinction learning via increased activation and 
functional connectivity of the vmPFC and HPC. As extinction recall deficits and vmPFC-HPC 
dysfunction have been observed in PTSD, we then postulate that the cannabinoid system could not only 
ease the negative effects some experience with PE, but also optimize the positive benefits and durability 
of learning during PE.  Accordingly, we will test the hypotheses that THC will significantly enhance the 
recall of extinction learning in patients(suppress the amygdala) with PTSD, thus increasing activation of 
the vmPFC and/or HPC.   
  
In the preliminary phase, PTSD patients will be randomized to one of three conditions (low 5mg THC; 
high 10mg THC; placebo [PBO]). The participant will undergo a standard PE or CPT session with 
functional MRI (fMRI) and skin conductance recordings (SCR) to compare the effects of THC vs PBO 
administered prior to extinction learning, testing recall of extinction learning 24 hours and 1 week after 
extinction learning. If THC (vs. PBO) significantly increases extinction recall and increases vmPFC 
and/or HPC activation in PTSD, the second phase will test the efficacy of THC to reduce PTSD 
symptom severity, and increase maintenance of treatment following PE. 
  
In the second phase, PTSD patients will be randomly assigned to a THC (dose identified from the 
preliminary phase) or PBO condition. THC or PBO will be administered 2 hours prior to each exposure 
session in a standard manualized PE treatment protocol. We will assess treatment success (reduced 
PTSD symptom severity) at each PE visit and again at 3 months after treatment to explore long-term PE 
effects coupled with THC.  Like the preliminary phase, we will use a Pavlovian fear extinction paradigm 
to measure brain activation in fear extinction circuitry during an extinction recall test pre- and post-
treatment to determine whether THC increases activation in this circuitry. 
  
Exposure therapy is a first-line approach in the treatment of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and 
works by repeated exposure to trauma-related thoughts, feelings, and situations in order to reduce the 
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distress they cause. Exposure therapy is generally effective, but a significant number of patients are 
determined to be resistant to these PTSD therapies or drop-out altogether.  The goal of the current 
proposal is to investigate the cannabinoid system as a target for improving the  fear extinction learning 
that goes on in therapy and increasing the sustainability of exposure therapy in treating PTSD (e.g. 
shortening treatment while strengthening and prolonging gains). 
 
Part III: Product Timeline and Production Schedule 
[ENTITY A] will cultivate 8-week flowering strains and 10-week flowering strains. After propagating 
for two weeks, plants will vegetate for five weeks and three weeks respectively. Clones will have 
developed root systems such that they are suitable for transplanting within two weeks of propagation. 
[ENTITY A] will have the ability to harvest medical marijuana within 15 weeks of planting the first 
seed. Perpetual harvests can begin within 19 weeks of operation. [ENTITY A] will have the capacity to 
harvest plants every two weeks thereafter. [ENTITY A] will use the following nine-table model to 
estimate the time elapsed for the cultivation stage of production for 12 harvest dates. 

• Week 1: Propagate seeds. 
o Identify seeds ([STRAIN 1]-1, [STRAIN 1]-2, etc.) 
o Assign a unique identifier to each strain group of seedlings and reflect in ITS. 

• Week 2: Continue to monitor propagated seeds.  
• Week 3: Transplant seedlings and assign unique plant identifiers to each plant. 

o Isolate an apical shoot branch of each plant, cover it with opaque material for 12 hours of 
uninterrupted darkness per day to induce flowering. 

o Cull males as they are discovered. 
• Week 4: Top vegetating plants and propagate clones from strong female plants. 

o Duplicate applicable identifiers ([STRAIN 1]-6, [STRAIN 1]-14, etc.). 
o Assign a unique identifier to each strain group of clones and reflect on ITS. 

• Week 5: Transfer plants of strains with 10-week flowering times to Flowering Table 1. 
• Week 6: Continue to top vegetating plants and clone applicable strains. 

o Transplant Week-4 propagated clones and assign unique plant identifiers to each plant. 
o Prune understory and use low-stress-training technique to trellis flowering plants. 

• Week 7: Transfer strains with 8-week flowering time to Flower Table 1. 
o Prune understory and use low-stress-training technique to trellis flowering plants. 

• Week 8: Continue to top vegetating plants and clone applicable strains. 
o Transplant Week-6 propagated clones and assign unique plant identifiers to each plant. 
o Prune understory and use low-stress-training technique to trellis flowering plants. 

• Week 9: Transfer 10-week flowering plants from Week-4 propagation to Flower Table 3. 
• Week 10-11: Continue to top vegetating plants and clone applicable strains. 

o Transplant Week-8 propagated clones and assign unique plant identifiers to each plant. 
o Prune understory and use low-stress-training technique to trellis flowering plants. 

• End of Week 11: Transfer 8-week flowering plants from Week-4 propagation to Flower Table 4. 
o Transfer 10-week flowering plants from Week-6 propagation to Flower Table 5. 

• Week 12-13: Continue to top vegetating plants and clone applicable strains. 
o Transplant Week-10 propagated clones and assign unique plant identifiers to each plant. 
o Prune understory and use low-stress-training technique to trellis flowering plants. 

• End of Week 13: Transfer 8-week flowering plants from Week-6 propagation to Flower Table 6.  
o Transfer 10-week flowering plants from Week-8 propagation to Flower Table 7. 

• Week 14-15: Continue to top vegetating plants and clone applicable strains. 
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o Transplant Week-12 propagated clones and assign unique plant identifiers to each plant. 
o Prune understory and use low-stress-training technique to trellis flowering plants. 

• End of Week 15: Harvest Flower Tables 1 and 2 to create Harvests 1 and 2. 
o Transfer 8-week flowering plants from Week-8 propagation to Flower Table 8. 
o Transfer 10-week flowering plants from Week-10 propagation to Flower Table 1. 

• Week 16-17: Continue to top vegetating plants and clone applicable strains. 
o Transplant Week-14 propagated clones and assign unique plant identifiers to each plant. 
o Prune understory and use low-stress-training technique to trellis flowering plants. 

• End of Week 17: Transfer 8-week flowering from Week-10 propagation to Flower Table 2. 
o Transfer 10-week flowering plants from Week-12 propagation to Flower Table 9. 

• Week 18-19: Continue to top vegetating plants and clone applicable strains. 
o Transplant Week-16 propagated clones and assign unique plant identifiers to each plant. 
o Prune understory and use low-stress-training technique to trellis flowering plants. 

• End of Week 19: Harvest Flower Tables 3 and 4 to create Harvests 3 and 4. 
o Transfer 10-week flowering plants from Week-14 propagation to Flower Table 3. 
o Transfer 8-week flowering plants from Week-12 to Flower Table 4. 

• Week 20-21: Continue to top vegetating plants and clone applicable strains. 
o Transplant Week-18 propagated clones and assign unique plant identifiers to each plant. 
o Prune understory and use low-stress-training technique to trellis flowering plants. 

• End of Week 21: Harvest Flower Tables 5 and 6 to create Harvests 5 and 6. 
o Transfer 8-week flowering plants from Week-14 propagation to Flower Table 5. 
o Transfer 10-week flowering plants from Week-16 propagation to Flower Table 6. 

• Week 22-23: Continue to top vegetating plants and clone applicable strains. 
o Transplant Week-20 propagated clones and assign unique plant identifiers to each plant. 
o Prune understory and use low-stress-training technique to trellis flowering plants. 

• End of Week 23: Harvest Flower Tables 7 and 8 to create Harvests 7 and 8. 
o Transfer 8-week flowering plants from Week-16 propagation to Flower Table 7. 
o Transfer 10-week flowering plants from Week-18 propagation to Flower Table 8. 

• Week 24-25: Continue to top vegetating plants and clone applicable strains. 
o Transplant Week-22 propagated clones and assign unique plant identifiers to each plant. 
o Prune understory and use low-stress-training technique to trellis flowering plants. 

• End of Week 25: Harvest Flower Tables 1 and 2 to create Harvests 9 and 10. 
o Transfer 8-week flowering plants from Week-18 propagation to Flower Table 1. 
o Transfer 10-week flowering plants from Week-20 propagation to Flower Table 2. 

• Week 26-27: Continue to top vegetating plants and clone applicable strains. 
• Transplant Week-24 propagated clones and assign unique plant identifiers to each plant. 

o Prune understory and use low-stress-training technique to trellis flowering plants. 
• End of Week 27: harvest Flower Tables 9 and 3 to create Harvests 11 and 12. 

o Transfer 8-week flowering plants from Week-20 propagation to Table 3. 
o Transfer 10-week flowering plants from Week-22 propagation to Table 9. 

 
To best preserve the therapeutic quality of dried medical marijuana, [ENTITY A] will hand-trim each 
harvest batch. Employees will strip fan leaves off harvested branches and hang them in a drying room 
for up to seven days. Then, Cultivation Associates will snap dry buds from stems and sort medical 
marijuana for trimming or packaging for processors. Five-gallon sealed buckets will contain buds for 
Cultivation Associates to trim over the subsequent week. The Harvest and Processing Manager will 
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contain buds in sealed five-gallon buckets. Cured, trimmed buds will be ready for delivery to licensed 
entities at this point in production. Post cultivation operations for each harvest batch will commence and 
finish within three weeks after the harvest day. The Harvest and Processing Manager may freeze harvest 
batches and immediately package it for processing. Employees can package trim directly after harvest. 
[ENTITY A] will harvest, dry, and manicure buds within three weeks of harvesting. [ENTITY A] will 
package and store medical marijuana in a secure area for no more than one calendar year. [ENTITY A] 
will use the following model to estimate the time elapsed for the post-cultivation stage of production.  

• Week 15: Harvest Flower Tables 1 and 2 to create Harvests 1 and 2. 
o Record plant identifiers of uniform strains and harvest day as a harvest batch. 
o Weigh each plant, and record the sum harvest batch weight harvest logs and in ITS. 
o Weigh fan leaf and stalk waste and subtract from batch in ITS. 
o Freeze portion of trim, send sample for testing, and notify producers of its availability to 

purchase (after the trim sample passes testing). 
• Week 16: Remove dry stems over the course of the week. 

o Sort buds for trimming or delivery to processors in sealed five-gallon buckets. 
o Trim buds and reseal in five-gallon buckets to cure. 
o Subtract trim specific to strains from batch weights in ITS. 

• Week 17: Advertise medical marijuana buds to dispensaries. 
o Package and label medical marijuana shipments and prepare transportation logs. 
o Continue sorting dry buds from previous harvests for cultivator to trim and the Harvest 

and Processing Manager to package to deliver to processors. 
• Week 18: Finish harvest batches in ITS after the Harvest and Processing Manager subtracts all 

packages and waste from batch weights. 
 

The Harvest and Processing Manager will separate waste from other raw materials throughout 
production. The Director of Cultivation will schedule waste disposal pickups to accommodate harvest 
waste beginning at the end of Week 15. [ENTITY A] will also clean the facility and equipment as 
necessary. Cultivation Associates will clean grow media buckets after each harvest. The following is an 
estimated timeline for post-cultivation cleaning operations, which employees will perform throughout 
the day. 

• Hour 1: Remove fan leaves, stems, and grow media from cultivation areas as part of harvest 
operations. 

o Remove drip emitters and place in an empty bucket in the cleaning area. 
• Hour 2: Remove grow media from cultivation areas, dump contents into dumpsters and return 

buckets to the cleaning area. 
• Hour 3: After there is no danger of contaminating plants, sweep Flower Tables in cultivation 

areas. 
• Hour 4: Prepare a washing station for cultivation equipment and tools in the cleaning area. 
• Hours 5-6: Continue washing grow media buckets, and allow them to air dry. 
• Hour 7: Clean lighting fixtures above empty Flower Tables, sweep, and mop the floor. 

o Clean harvest and trimming areas.  
• Hour 8: Put away clean cultivation equipment, sanitize the cleaning area. 

o Prepare Flower Tables for reloading. 
 

Part IV: Marijuana Cultivation Area Layout and Environment 
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Cultivation Areas 
[ENTITY A] will retrofit an existing structure to cultivate 3,000 ft² of medical marijuana. The facility 
will contain one flower cultivation area and one vegetative growth area. The flower cultivation area will  
consist of no more than 2000 ft² of medical marijuana cultivation area. The vegetative growth area will 
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consist of no more than 1000 ft² of nonflowering medical marijuana cultivation area. The Facilities 
Manager will hang adjustable lighting fixtures from structurally sound rafters in each cultivation area. 
The flower cultivation area will contain 1000W double-ended high-pressure sodium lighting systems, 
the propagation room will contain T5 fluorescent lights, and the vegetative cultivation area will use 
ceramic metal halide lights. The Facilities Manager will mount oscillating fans on cultivation-area walls 
at various heights. By doing so, the Facilities Manager will ensure air circulates evenly throughout every 
room and growing area. The Facilities Manager and Director of Cultivation will limit exposed cords, 
clamps, and pulleys by fastening them to rafters or walls.  
 
Cultivation areas will contain raised, rolling flood tables. The Facilities Manager will arrange flood 
tables in a way that increase the efficiency of cultivation operations. Flood tables will be on rollers to 
maximize cultivation space. Rolling tables in cultivation areas will move to reserve a four-foot-wide 
aisle for employees to inspect and prune plants. Cultivation Associates will arrange six in³ mineral wool 
blocks containing medical marijuana plants on four-foot-wide flood tables in a manner that maximizes 
the amount of uniform light plants may receive. Each 16 ft² of table space will have a maximum of nine 
plants. Flood tables in flower cultivation areas will have vertical metal poles on all four corners. The 
poles will support two layers of plastic trellis horizontally over the table, which cultivators will use to 
train the growth of plants into an even canopy. 
 
[ENTITY A] will position 55-gallon water drums outside of each grow room or area. [ENTITY A] will 
fertilize vegetating and flowering plants through a pulse irrigation feed line with drip emitters. [ENTITY 
A] will use reverse osmosis (RO) filtered water for cultivating medical marijuana. Water capturing 
reservoirs will be located underneath flow tables. The irrigation system will drain to recycle. This 
technique will reduce the amount of water the facility uses by over 75%. Cultivation Associates will 
control irrigation lines from a system controls area outside of cultivation areas. In the systems control 
area, Cultivation Associates will prepare nutrient solutions and open valves to activate the irrigation 
system. A submersible pump will transfer nutrient solutions through irrigation channels to each drip 
emitter. The main cistern will deliver clean RO water to each drum of water. Cultivation Associates will 
open and close valves specific to each cultivation area. Water will flow from the tops of root systems 
downward through mineral wool blocks and onto the grow tables. Tables will slant slightly towards 
discharge channels. The channels will flow to reservoirs, where air stones will perpetually oxygenate the 
water. 
 
Cultivation areas will have cleanable walls, ceilings, and floors. During construction, [ENTITY A] will 
fit cultivation-area walls with fiber reinforced plastic (FRP) panels — a composition consisting of 
chopped fiberglass and a high-performance polyester resin infused with an antimicrobial component 
resulting in durable, scratch-resistant surfaces. This technique further prevents an environment favorable 
to pests. Cultivation Associates will clean these surfaces after removing plants from cultivation areas 
during transplanting and harvesting procedures. 
 
The Facilities Manager will designate every cultivation area as a limited access area (LAA). [ENTITY 
A] will restrict access to cultivation areas to Type 1 Key Employees and Type 2 Employees responsible 
for the maintenance and care of medical marijuana plants.  
 
Cleaning Areas 
[ENTITY A] will include a cleaning area separate from cultivation areas to facilitate the sanitation of all 
cultivation equipment. The Director of Cultivation will periodically disassemble nutrient delivery 
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systems and flush irrigation tubing with hydrogen peroxide. [ENTITY A] will equip the cleaning area 
with a stainless steel three-stage industrial sink, stainless steel drying benches, and a squeegee to move 
water toward drains. The Facilities Manager will stock the cleaning area detergents, cleaning solvents, 
buckets, sponges, and rubber gloves. Cleaning areas will also contain testing kits specific to each 
sanitizing chemical to ensure appropriate solute concentrations. Cultivators will keep cleaning products 
in lockable, fire-safe chemical storage closets that meet or exceed National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) and OSHA requirements. Cultivators will also keep chemical spill kits near the storage closets.  
 
[ENTITY A] will designate some sinks for hand-washing only. The Facilities Manager will post signs 
that read “FOR HAND-WASHING ONLY” and others with proper hand-washing instructions above 
these sinks. Eye washing stations and decontamination showers will also be available to employees. 
These facilities will be available for emergency use only, such as accidental exposure to pesticides or 
other chemicals.  
 
Facility Inspections 
[ENTITY A] will foster a culture of teamwork and accountability, and integrate these concepts into 
facility inspections. [ENTITY A] will prepare audits based on the criteria specified in 3796:2-3-01 
Cultivator inspections. The chief compliance officer, whom will be a Type 1 Key employee, will 
conduct internal inspections and escort third-party inspectors through the facility and observe all 
operational equipment. Regular observation of the facility environment will ensure that cultivators are 
using, cleaning, and maintaining cultivation equipment according to Department standards.  
 
The Chief Compliance Officer will conduct a thorough inspection of the cultivation environment at least 
once monthly, looking for potential trip hazards, improperly stored chemicals, employees performing 
tasks without proper PPE, and other environmental concerns. The Chief Compliance Officer will 
generate a report of their findings and recommend solutions to the Director of Cultivation whom will 
implement changes to policy and protocol as indicated. 
 
[ENTITY A] management will periodically review the cultivation layout and environment as a team. 
Department heads from each segment of production will meet to discuss methods for improving safety 
and efficiency throughout the facility. Together, all employees will maintain a clean, safe cultivation 
environment. [ENTITY A] will use a suggestion box in which employees may anonymously address 
concerns to [ENTITY A] management. The management team will review each submission in the 
suggestion box at their next meeting.  
 
Calibrating Monitoring Devices 
The Director of Cultivation will keep all operational equipment manuals, instruction sheets, operational 
procedures, and SDSs in an organized portfolio. To maintain operational efficiency, the Director of 
Cultivation will calibrate instruments used to monitor the cultivation environment. This will ensure both 
the health of facility employees and the safety of all products. The Director of Cultivation will calibrate 
scales, balances, and meters using National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)-traceable 
reference weights. An independent third party will calibrate equipment at least once annually.  
 
General Safety 
[ENTITY A] will enforce strict Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) to ensure workplace and 
cultivation environmental safety, as more fully detailed in Section 2B – Part V “Standard Operating 
Procedures,” immediately below. Training of SOPs will be stringent, and employees will pass 
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assessment tests prior to receiving authorization to perform any operational task. Each employee will 
have a digital or print version of the most current SOP in front of them each time they perform tasks. 
[ENTITY A] will conduct annual assessments to recertify employees for each task. 
 
[ENTITY A] will follow all regulations and guidelines set by the Occupation Safety and Health 
Administration (OSHA), Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and the National Fire Protection 
Administration (NFPA). The Director of Cultivation will print safety data sheets (SDS) for every 
commercially available product in the facility and keep the documents in a folder located at the facility 
entrance. The Director of Cultivation will periodically inspect the SDSs to ensure they are up-to-date 
and easily accessible. 
 
Separate Secure Designated Storage for Chemicals and Pesticides 
[ENTITY A] will use chemicals, cleaning solutions, and other sanitizing agents approved for use around 
vegetables, fruit, or medicinal plants and will store them in a manner that protects against contamination, 
as required by 3796:2-2-01 Cultivator operations and quality assurance plan. The Director of 
Cultivation will identify, isolate, and securely store all chemicals, used in the production of medical 
marijuana (and related waste) in an explosion- and fire-proof storage cabinet that meets all NFPA and 
OSHA standards. [ENTITY A] will affix a large sign to the front of the cabinet that clearly reads in 
large lettering: “WARNING: FLAMMABLE MATERIALS.”  
 
Maintaining a Pest-free Environment 
[ENTITY A] will follow environmental best practices as it relates to the Epidemiologic Triad. The three 
segments of the disease triad are host, environment, and agent. A fourth factor, vector, is also 
significant. Without one of the segments to the triad, disease is impossible to exist. [ENTITY A] will 
develop pest management strategies to mitigate all segments of the triad. Cultivators will maintain 
healthy plants to prevent a favorable host for pests. In addition, monitoring cultivation conditions and 
following sanitation best practices prevents an environment favorable to pests. The Director of 
Cultivation will remove diseased plants immediately and ensure the spacing of plants provides enough 
airflow under and around plants to eliminate the risk of pests. [ENTITY A] will keep all floors and 
benches free of debris, dust, and any other potential contaminants. Different pests (agents) can enter 
cultivation areas through different avenues (vectors). To prevent pests from entering the facility, 
[ENTITY A] will use HEPA filters in conjunction with the HVAC system. [ENTITY A] will further 
treat municipal water via reverse osmosis (RO). Regular and proper maintenance of all live plants, 
including removing dead and decaying plant material, will ensure that conditions do not become 
hospitable to pests. 
 
Managing Surrounding Outside Area 
[ENTITY A] will ensure that the outside environment surrounding the cultivation facility is free of any 
pests that could potentially enter the facility through the air or entryways. [ENTITY A] will “establish a 
standard for the facility to be maintained in a clean and orderly condition, which includes free from 
infestation by rodents, insects, birds and other animals of any kind,” as required by 3796:2-2-01 
Cultivator operations and quality assurance plan. Rats and mice are particularly agile and able to enter 
openings as small as ½ inch. Rodents can prove to be detrimental to medical marijuana crops and can 
find their way into interior spaces through ill-fitted doors, vents, improperly sealed conduit passages, 
sewer lines, apertures in roofing, under building footers, and through though window sills. Because 
rodents’ teeth curve inward, flat metal surfaces are impenetrable to them. Therefore, one way of 
excluding rodents from the facility will be to patch these sorts of openings with metal flashing. Wire 
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hardware cloth covered with plaster will be effective, and employees may use steel wool as temporary 
patches.  
 
Cultivators will remove trees, shrubs, and dense vegetation surrounding the exterior of the facility that 
could potentially become a breeding ground or home for pests. Employees or third-party contractors will 
seasonally apply approved pesticide treatments to facility grounds. 
 
Conclusion 
[ENTITY A] will construct a facility with specified areas of operation, including cultivation, cleaning, 
post-harvest operational, and packaging areas. [ENTITY A] will also maintain equipment specific to 
cultivation areas and ensure that employees clean, sanitize, and calibrate equipment according to pre-
determined schedules. Employees of [ENTITY A] will routinely inspect and manage the medical 
marijuana cultivation environment. The Director of Cultivation will maintain the cultivation 
environment using industrial best practices with a focus on safety and incident prevention. [ENTITY A] 
will maintain a pest-free facility premises to enhance environmental monitoring and upkeep. 
 
Part V (a): Standard Operating Procedures 
 
Overview 
[ENTITY A] will implement detailed standards and guidelines for all aspects of cultivation within their 
facility, in compliance with OAC 3796:2-1-02(B)(3)(e), Cultivator provisional license application. 
[ENTITY A]’s standard operating procedures (SOPs) will include all cultivating, propagating, 
vegetating, flowering, and harvesting of medical marijuana within the facility and will all include 
content regarding safety, sanitation, and equipment. These SOPs will allow [ENTITY A] to produce 
consistent medical marijuana and enhance its therapeutic properties through standardized cultivation 
practices. The chief compliance officer, in conjunction with the Director of Cultivation and [ENTITY A] 
management, will generate and review all SOPs to ensure they meet standards set by the Department. 
The Chief Compliance Officer will train all staff and test them quarterly to ensure comprehension and 
compliance. The Chief Compliance Officer will store SOPs digitally and physically in [ENTITY A]’s 
facility for use with all associated tasks. The Chief Compliance Officer will also revise SOPs to reflect 
all procedural changes made within the facility, as described in more detail below. [ENTITY A] will 
notify the Department of any proposed changes to SOPs, in compliance with OAC 3796:2-2-01(B), 
Cultivator operations and quality assurance plan, and maintain records of all versions of SOPs and 
forms used within the facility for at least five years, in compliance with OAC 3796:2-2-08, Cultivator 
records and reporting requirements. 
 
Document Design 
The chief compliance officer, in conjunction with the Director of Cultivation and [ENTITY A] 
management, will oversee generation of and updating to all SOPs. SOPs will describe cultivating, 
propagating, vegetating, flowering, harvesting medical marijuana and other tasks within the facility. The 
HR Director will develop SOPs that address basic staff requirements for working within the facility. 
SOPs regarding basic staff requirements will describe personal hygiene, time sheets, record keeping, 
area-access and other activities in the facility that are not part of cultivation specifically. All sections 
will include content regarding safety, sanitation, and equipment. These SOPs will be in place before 
cultivation begins at the facility and will ensure the clean, safe, and consistent cultivation of medical 
marijuana, in compliance with OAC 3796:2-2-01, Cultivator operations and quality assurance plan. 
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Safety 
Safety is very important to [ENTITY A] and the Chief Compliance Officer will design all SOPs to 
ensure that employees maintain high standards of safety. SOPs will include instructions for the use of 
personal protective equipment (PPE), signage requirements, and the use of specialized storage areas for 
hazardous materials and other items that pose a risk to staff or medical marijuana. The Director of 
Cultivation will train staff in the use of PPE specific to each hazardous activity within the scope of their 
job requirements. Staff performing hazardous activities will place signage at all entrances and notify 
other staff in the facility before donning PPE and beginning the activity. SOPs for hazardous activities 
will require that another staff member observes the activity to initiate emergency response procedures 
should an accident occur. Upon completion of the activity, staff will clean and store equipment. Staff 
will then notify others that the activity is complete and remove signage. 
 
[ENTITY A] will design SOPs to inherently minimize risks. However, hazardous conditions may come 
to exist within the facility and pose a risk to staff and medical marijuana. The Director of Cultivation 
will train staff to identify risks posed by unexpected conditions. Hazardous conditions may include an 
increased risk of slips, trips, falls, shocks/electrocution, or other physical hazards to staff or plants. The 
Chief Compliance Officer will also develop SOPs that identify whether to remove such risks or, if 
removal is outside the capabilities of staff, to employ a service to remove them. Cultivators will monitor 
cultivation equipment and environmental conditions within the facility using remote sensors. These 
monitors include but are not limited to temperature, CO2, water pumps, lights, fans, security, and fire 
alarms. These sensors will notify the Director of Cultivation of any malfunctions or conditions outside 
optimal parameters. If hazardous conditions exist, the Director of Cultivation will be able to respond and 
resolve the issue quickly, ensuring the safety of staff, plants, and the facility.  
 
Sanitation 
A clean facility is crucial to the cultivation of medical marijuana and all [ENTITY A] SOPs will ensure 
that employees maintain high standards of cleanliness. [ENTITY A] SOPs will require the use of 
contaminant-reduction equipment such as scrubs, coveralls, hairnets/beard-nets, work boots, and gloves 
within cultivation areas of the facility. Similar to PPE, these articles will help prevent staff from 
introducing contaminants to cultivation areas and ensure that sterile conditions are maintained within the 
facility. SOPs will also include instructions to replace damaged or unusable articles. [ENTITY A] will 
store used contaminant-reduction equipment in designated areas until sterilized for reuse and separate 
them from clean equipment storage areas. [ENTITY A] will contract with a certified third-party 
company to clean and sterilize scrubs, coveralls, and other types of contaminant-reduction equipment for 
reuse. The Director of Cultivation will schedule the sterilization of personal articles used within the 
cultivation area, such as work boots, respirators, and goggles/safety glasses. 
 
[ENTITY A] will construct their facility to minimize the introduction of contaminants and pests. The 
Director of Cultivation will design SOPs to maintain cleanliness and reduce cross-contamination within 
the facility using aseptic techniques. To achieve this, SOPs will limit the movement of personnel, plants, 
and equipment between cultivation areas with special considerations for movement between areas. SOPs 
will also instruct staff to return work areas to a clean and organized baseline state upon completion of an 
activity. Staff will store and dispose of cultivation materials and waste generated by the facility using 
specific SOPs. Finally, the Director of Cultivation will create a specific SOP for end-of-day activities 
that staff will complete before they leave the facility. 
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To ensure minimal impact to cultivation activities, the Director of Cultivation will create response SOPs 
for common contaminants, pests, and unsanitary conditions. Such conditions include mold, plant pests, 
or other issues common to medical marijuana cultivation and industrial agriculture. Response SOPS may 
include SOPs for disposing of improperly stored waste, spilled pesticides/fertilizers, or any conditions 
outside of the normal operating environment that may negatively impact staff and/or plants. This will 
include a spill-specific SOP, kept on-site with an OSHA spill kit. 
 
Equipment 
[ENTITY A] will use a variety of equipment to facilitate the cultivation and harvest of medical 
marijuana. SOPs will describe usage, storage, calibration, and maintenance for all equipment. SOPs will 
include references to manufacturer manuals and those manuals will be available to staff. Cultivators will 
access SOPs on company computers and in physical form. Cultivators will have a copy of SOPs 
alongside them as they perform equipment tasks. The Director of Cultivation will train staff on proper 
equipment usage before performing tasks using that equipment. SOPs will instruct cultivators to inspect 
equipment for defects prior to each use, and as a part of weekly auditing procedures. SOPs will also 
include instructions for the removal of equipment from use for servicing and repairs. For equipment that 
is too large to move, the Chief Compliance Officer will also include lockout-tagout (LOTO) procedures 
in SOPs to prevent the use of said equipment during service and repairs. 
 
Equipment use SOPs will include calibration and maintenance as part of equipment use. For continually 
used equipment, staff will perform calibration and maintenance at a time least likely to adversely impact 
cultivation (e.g. staff will perform nutrient reservoir pump calibration and maintenance when the 
reservoir is dry in between nutrient cycles). [ENTITY A] may purchase replacement equipment for use 
during maintenance so as not to interrupt other activities. In this case, SOPs for such equipment will 
include the replacement process as well. The Chief Compliance Officer will arrange for an independent 
third party approved by the Department to calibrate all scales and balances within the facility annually, 
in compliance with OAC 3796:2-2-01(D)(4), Cultivator operations and quality assurance plan. The 
Chief Compliance Officer and Director of Cultivation will generate and maintain maintenance logs for 
all equipment, in compliance with OAC 3796:2-2-01(D)(3), Cultivator operations and quality assurance 
plan. 
 
Organization 
The organization of SOPs, within both the documents and the facility, is essential to their use. [ENTITY 
A] will use consistent terminology, referencing, and formatting in all SOPs. The beginning of SOPs will 
describe safety concerns and required equipment for specific tasks. The Director of Cultivation will train 
Cultivation Associates in the use of all SOPs before those cultivators begin work. The Director of 
Cultivation will monitor staff SOPs use throughout the facility. Cultivators will sign off on forms that 
accompany SOPs to establish accountability and traceability throughout the cultivation process. The 
Chief Compliance Officer will electronically store SOPs, in compliance with OAC 3796:2-2-08(B), 
Cultivator records and reporting requirements. [ENTITY A] will physically store SOPs relating to a 
specific area, activity, or piece of equipment along with necessary forms in binders throughout the 
facility. The Chief Compliance Officer will maintain a list of active SOP versions and their physical and 
digital location. 
 
Revision 
The Chief Compliance Officer and Director of Cultivation will revise SOPs to reflect any changes to 
equipment, products, or processes within the facility. To comply with OAC 3796:2-2-01, Cultivator 
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operations and quality assurance plan, the Chief Compliance Officer and Director of Cultivation will 
review SOPs yearly to ensure current good manufacturing processes (cGMP) for the cultivation of 
medical. [ENTITY A] will notify the Department about any changes to SOPs before finalizing them, in 
compliance with OAC 3796:2-2-01(B), Cultivator operations and quality assurance plan. Upon 
completion of revisions, the Chief Compliance Officer will assign SOPs a new version number and 
update all digital and physical copies within the facility. The Chief Compliance Officer will inform staff 
of any changes made and retrain them on specific sections to ensure only the most current practices are 
in place, in compliance with OAC 3796:2-2-01(B), Cultivator operations and quality assurance plan. 
[ENTITY A] will maintain copies of previous SOP versions for five years, in compliance with OAC 
3796:2-2-08, Cultivator records and reporting requirements. 
 
Use 
Before beginning employment at [ENTITY A], the Director of Cultivation will train staff on all SOPs 
relating to their duties. The Director of Cultivation will train staff in the use of all SOPs and related 
forms and inform them of any changes to documents as they occur. The Director of Cultivation will 
assign each employee login credentials to [ENTITY A]’s learning management system (LMS). The 
Director of Cultivation will track the completion of all training requirements. SOPs will encompass all 
staff and all activities performed within [ENTITY A]’s facility as a part of cGMP and in compliance 
with OAC 3796: 2-2-01, Cultivator operations and quality assurance plan.  
 
Conclusion 
The use of SOPs is crucial to successfully cultivating medical marijuana. [ENTITY A] will develop, use, 
and revise SOPs for all activities within their facility, in compliance with OAC 3796:2-2-01, Cultivator 
operations and quality assurance plan. The SOPs developed by the Chief Compliance Officer and 
Director of Cultivation will include all activities within the facility. All SOPs will include special 
considerations for safety, sanitation, and proper equipment usage. The Chief Compliance Officer will 
store all SOPs digitally and physically and employees will access them as they perform tasks. To 
maintain cGMP within the facility, the Chief Compliance Officer and Director of Cultivation will revise 
SOPs and suggest changes to cultivation processes at least once per year. To comply with OAC 3796:2-
2-08, Cultivator records and reporting requirements, [ENTITY A] will keep records of all SOP versions 
for at least five years. By using these practices to the fullest, [ENTITY A] management will ensure and 
maintain production consistency through staffing changes and varying harvests. 
 
Part V (b) & (c): Environmental Plan 
Overview 
[ENTITY A] will operate an environmentally conscious cultivation facility. Sustainable design and 
operations will reduce costs, improve resource conservation, and strengthen [ENTITY A]’s contribution 
to the local community and economy. These plans include energy efficient lighting, wastewater 
treatment, an eventual greenhouse, and exchanged air treatment. Together, these designs will help 
[ENTITY A] achieve their goals to minimize the carbon footprint, energy usage, environmental impact, 
and resource needs of their cultivation facility.  
 
Section B 
Minimizing Carbon Footprint 
According to regulatory agency statistics in another jurisdiction, the average electricity consumption of a 
5,000 ft² indoor marijuana facility is about 41,808 kilowatt-hours (kWh) per month, while the average 
consumption for commercial use of that space is 5,750 kWh per month. For comparison, the average 
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household electrical consumption within the US is about 900 kWh per month. Since most of Ohio’s 
electricity comes from coal burning power plants (59%), a typical 5,000 ft² indoor grow facility can 
contribute roughly 26,239 lbs. of CO₂ per month to the atmosphere.  
 
[ENTITY A] cares about reducing carbon emissions in the energy-intensive medical marijuana industry. 
[ENTITY A] will use carbon-reducing technologies throughout cultivation operations and the facility 
will design will include sustainable operations. [ENTITY A] will offset its electricity use with 
renewable energy to further reduce carbon emissions. [ENTITY A] plans to install a 50kW rooftop 
photovoltaic solar array to offset the power consumed from the municipal power supply. [ENTITY A] is 
also investigating the use of a 50kW solid oxide / PEM fuel cell which will provide the facility with both 
power and CO2. The facility will feature a high SEER rated HVAC system, a sustainable irrigation 
system, and advanced efficiency lighting technologies to further reduce [ENTITY A]’s carbon footprint. 
Outside of the facility, [ENTITY A] will use electric cars to transport medical marijuana to dispensaries 
and processors. 
 
Minimizing Energy Usage 
[ENTITY A] will reduce energy consumption and costs in comparison to a traditional indoor medical 
marijuana cultivation facility by using energy reducing technologies. The Facilities Manager will 
conduct a baseline study to analyze consumption and identify starting points for an energy reduction 
program. By doing so, the Director of Cultivation will determine which strains grow with the greatest 
energy efficiency. The Facilities Manager will conduct energy and production audits to determine the 
ratio of grams-per-watt within the facility. The Facilities Manager will collect energy consumption data 
from equipment manufacturers and usage meters. The intention of the energy audits is to identify 
problem areas and increase energy efficiency. The Facilities Manager will record lighting-equipment 
details including: category, type, brand, model, part number, purchase date, warranty, quantity, current, 
voltage, and power. For each piece of equipment, the Director of Cultivation will document hours used 
per day, number of days used, and total power (kWh) for each stage of production (i.e. clone, veg, 
flower, harvest, full cycle). The Facilities Manager will then compare energy consumption to production 
weights and electricity costs. Using the data, the Facilities Manager and Director of Cultivation will 
discover cultivation areas that produce inconsistent results and make facility repairs or adjust procedures 
to eliminate energy waste, improve yields, and increase efficiency. 
 
Minimizing Environmental Impact 
Minimizing waste is a priority of [ENTITY A]. [ENTITY A] will have a waste diversion policy to 
curtail the environmental impact of its operation. The Director of Cultivation will use products and 
materials that reduce waste, including reusable cultivation equipment. [ENTITY A] will monitor their 
waste to determine percentages sent to landfills, compost, and recycling centers. [ENTITY A] will 
choose suppliers who have waste minimization plans and credentials to support a vision of 
sustainability. [ENTITY A] will also arrange shipments from suppliers to reduce packaging. [ENTITY 
A] will recycle and reuse waste that does not pose a risk to health or cultivation operations. The facility 
will feature recycling areas and the Director of Cultivation will train employees on which materials are 
recyclable throughout production. 
 
Minimizing Resource Needs 
[ENTITY A] will minimize the amount of water and electricity required to sustain operations. To 
determine how [ENTITY A] can reduce resource consumption, the Facilities Manager and Director of 
Cultivation will compile data on the volume of water, grow media, CO₂, and fertilizer in use. [ENTITY 
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A] will use water-reducing cultivation techniques to minimize the amount of new water the facility 
demands. [ENTITY A] will capture cultivation runoff in reservoirs and excess water vapor in 
dehumidifiers. [ENTITY A] will treat this water with a reverse osmosis (RO) system and use automated 
irrigation to recycle it. Pulse irrigation will increase frequency of watering but reduce volume. Pulse 
irrigation only irrigates when average soil moisture is below a set value. If a cultivator does not increase 
the average soil moisture after irrigation, the system will pulse again after a set time. [ENTITY A]’s 
environmental impact will be further reduced by using sustainably sourced grow media. Mineral wool 
blocks will be the main substrate for cultivation and will manufactured from sustainably harvested, 
naturally occurring basalt rock and chalk. Cultivation Associates will sterilize and reuse mineral wool.  
 
Section C 
Energy Efficient Lighting 
[ENTITY A] will use efficient lighting methods with attention to intensity, uniformity, and 
sustainability. [ENTITY A] will use a combination of different lighting technologies including: double-
ended high-pressure sodium (HPS), ceramic metal halide (CMH), metal hide (MH), fluorescent, and 
light emitting diode (LED). [ENTITY A] will use lights to supplement natural sunlight and thus require 
fewer lights than a fully indoor cultivation. [ENTITY A] will install height-adjustable lights to 
maximize intensity for plants of differing heights. [ENTITY A] will attach reflectors to their lights to 
direct as much light as possible to the plants and create a uniform light footprint throughout the 
cultivation area. By creating a uniform light footprint, the Director of Cultivation can calculate input 
costs such as electricity, water, and fertilizer with greater accuracy to ensure an uninterrupted supply of 
medical marijuana. [ENTITY A] will also use Mylar-type surfaces in cultivation areas for high-
reflectivity. 
 
Wastewater and Runoff Treatment 
As part of their efficiency strategy, [ENTITY A] will use cultivation methods designed to reduce water 
usage, recapture as much water as possible, and ensure that remaining wastewater is clean. [ENTITY A] 
will design cultivation methods and hydroponics system to reduce overall water usage within the facility 
using drip-irrigation, dehumidifiers, a drain-to-recycle system, and bioreactors. Drip irrigation will 
reduce water usage by directly watering plant roots, minimizing evaporation, and reducing runoff. 
[ENTITY A] will install dehumidifiers in the facility to recapture evaporated water. [ENTITY A] will 
install a closed-circuit desalination (CCD) reverse osmosis (RO) system to recycle and treat wastewater 
for reuse. [ENTITY A] will desalinate and recirculate approximately 75% of total runoff, which will 
greatly reduce the amount of new water needed by the facility. The RO-system will self-clean its filters 
using some of the water sent through. A series of bioreactors to make nutrient- and particulate-laden 
wastewater clean for discharge. [ENTITY A] will use these practices to greatly reduce water usage and 
ensure discharge of clean wastewater. 
 
Exchanged Air Treatment 
[ENTITY A] will treat air before it enters the facility and scrub air before release into the atmosphere. 
[ENTITY A] will install an energy-efficient HVAC system to draw in, circulate, and expel air. The 
HVAC system will use high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters to prevent harmful particles such as 
pollen, mites, molds, and bacteria from entering cultivation areas. To mitigate odor, the HVAC system 
will use carbon filters to clean air before release into the atmosphere. The Director of Cultivation will 
also place buckets of odor-reducing gel around cultivation areas and the drying/curing area. The gel is a 
hydroscopic polymer saturated with a mixture of terpenoids and related compounds to neutralize odor. 
The gel will not contain any OSHA-regulated materials and will not considered a hazardous waste. 
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Conclusion 
[ENTITY A] will use a series of energy-saving techniques to reduce its environmental impact. [ENTITY 
A] will minimize its carbon footprint by limiting the use of fossil fuel transportation and using 
sustainable construction technologies. Lighting technologies will be efficient and reduce electricity costs 
while automated irrigation systems will reduce the demand for water. By recycling and reusing 
applicable materials, [ENTITY A] will minimize the need for new durable materials while reducing 
landfill waste. The Director of Cultivation will conserve natural resources by using mineral wool as the 
base for grow media. [ENTITY A] intends to eventually construct a greenhouse, which will significantly 
reduce the amount of electricity needed to sustain operations as they grow. Greenhouse cultivation will 
also enhance overall production yields. The Director of Cultivation will monitor input and discharge 
rates of water and RO technology will treat and recirculate the majority of cultivation water. This 
technology will also reduce the amount of fertilizer sent to the sewer system. To mitigate odors around 
the cultivation facility, [ENTITY A] will also scrub air within cultivation areas before releasing it to the 
atmosphere. [ENTITY A]’s greenhouse, energy efficient lighting, wastewater treatment, and exchanged 
air treatment designs will all work together to minimize the carbon footprint, energy usage, 
environmental impact, and resource needs of their cultivation facility. 
 
Part VI (a): Staffing and Training 
 
Overview 
[ENTITY A] will develop comprehensive guidelines for the screening, staffing and training of 
employees, and all employment matters. [ENTITY A]’s employment policy is rooted in the compliant 
acquisition and retention of the most talented, qualified, and professional applicants possible. [ENTITY 
A] will maintain an acknowledgment of [ENTITY A]’s policies signed by every employee. 
Additionally, [ENTITY A] will establish employee monitoring procedures to ensure efficient operation 
of the cultivation facility.  
 
Hiring procedures will demonstrate achievement of [ENTITY A]’s diversity goals and produce reliable 
predictors of job performance. [ENTITY A] believes a diverse workforce will help [ENTITY A] attract 
a wider range of qualified employees and foster an environment where diverse participants can fit in and 
feel comfortable being themselves. [ENTITY A] management will be sensitive to all cultural and social 
backgrounds to ensure employees work well together. [ENTITY A] will create a workplace that 
encourages the inclusion of talent from many diverse backgrounds. Diverse employees will display 
varying viewpoints relating to life and [ENTITY A] management will comprehend and manage them in 
an accepting workplace environment. [ENTITY A] will construct the cultivation facility to meet 
American Disabilities Act (ADA) standards, and operations will adapt to the needs of each individual 
employee to the best of its ability.  
 
Monitoring Employee Performance 
One way [ENTITY A] will monitor employees are employee reviews every 90 days. [ENTITY A] will 
conduct employee reviews in a private meeting between each employee and a member of upper 
management. Employees working within [ENTITY A] will have specific duties that will enhance the 
financial sustainability of [ENTITY A]. [ENTITY A] will employ lean management strategies that will 
focus on continuous improvement in company procedures. [ENTITY A] will define the value of 
cultivation procedures from the standpoint of the medical patient. [ENTITY A] will identify each step in 
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the cultivation process and eliminate steps that do not create value. This process will be continuous and 
managers will trim excess waste through all cultivation, post-harvest, and transportation operations.  
 
Employees will have consistent access to human resource tools to greater enhance job duty proficiency. 
The HR director will provide resources relating to all employment matters to employees. The HR 
director will provide employee monitoring tools, including: training, administrative services, coaching, 
and management advice. The organizational function of the HR director will be to propel all personnel 
to reach their potential within the company, and strict monitoring of job performance will enhance 
efforts by [ENTITY A] to develop a successful and financially sustainable cultivation organization. A 
welcoming work environment at [ENTITY A] gives employees the opportunity to act as themselves.  
 
Employee Applications 
[ENTITY A] will adhere to the employee application regulations put forth by 3796:5-2-01 Employee 
identification cards by only hiring applicants that the Department approves for employment in a medical 
marijuana facility. Prior to employment with [ENTITY A], all individuals will submit to comprehensive 
background checks. [ENTITY A] may pay application fees for successful employees while in their 
pursuit of attaining a Department-issued identification card. At the end of the employee’s employment 
contract at [ENTITY A], the company may withdraw application fees from employee final paychecks in 
the case of job termination or resignation submitted to management without two weeks’ prior notice of 
the intended last day of employment.  
 
Employee Identification Cards 
No individual will begin working at [ENTITY A] prior to receiving a Department-issued identification 
card. A cardholding employee will keep their employee identification card visible at all times when on 
the property of [ENTITY A] or any other licensed entity. The Chief Compliance Officer will report any 
lost, destroyed, or stolen employee identification card to the Department immediately upon discovery. 
The Chief Compliance Officer will issue the same report to law enforcement. [ENTITY A] employees 
that report their employee identification card as lost, destroyed, or stolen will apply for a replacement 
card with the Department and pay a replacement employee identification card fee as specified in 3796:5-
1-01. 
 
Discrimination Free Workplaces 
[ENTITY A] will provide a welcoming workplace and will promote the involvement of diverse 
employees and diverse groups in cultivation operations. [ENTITY A] will provide a safe workplace for 
all individuals regardless of race, age, gender, gender identity, sexual orientation, or ability. The 
company will implement a zero-tolerance policy for discrimination and will provide employees tools to 
privately report any occurrences of workplace discrimination. The HR Director will monitor 
discrimination in the workplace and immediately address any discovery of discrimination. [ENTITY A] 
will train employees to identify workplace discrimination in the context of two categories: overt 
discrimination and covert discrimination. [ENTITY A] will train employees to recognize overt 
discrimination such as verbal or written threats, intimidation, harassment, or assault. [ENTITY A] will 
also train employees to recognize covert discrimination, such as micro-aggressions that put diverse 
individuals at a disadvantage in the workplace. Covert workplace discrimination may not be visibly 
aggressive or intentional but may nevertheless be insensitive to cultural experiences or social histories. 
[ENTITY A] employee manuals and training seminars will emphasize that workplace discrimination can 
range from objectively offensive to seemingly invisible. Some examples of covert discrimination 
include issuing ill-fitting uniforms that do not comfortably cover the body of obese employees or 
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placing regularly used items on high shelves out of the reach of short or handicapped employees. 
[ENTITY A] will encourage employees to suggest changes to SOPs if they feel those company 
processes are even in the slightest discriminatory to themselves or any diverse individual employed by 
[ENTITY A]. 
 
[ENTITY A] will implement hiring policies that prevent the occurrence of discrimination. The company 
will redact identifying information, such as names, ethnicities, genders, and ages from resumes during 
the hiring process, to prevent intermittent biases from hiring managers. This management tactic 
improves rates of employment of diverse participants across all industries. [ENTITY A] will also 
employ systems and processes designed to mitigate implicit bias, such as objective skills tests and 
structured interviews during hiring. One example of actively mitigating intrinsic hiring bias is the 
selective data acquired from resumes, such as education. If a certain job does not have specific 
educational requirements to successfully fulfill occupational duties, [ENTITY A] will redact them from 
resumes to aid equal judgement of the PhD candidate and the GED candidate.  
 
Drug-Free Workplace 
[ENTITY A] will establish and implement a drug-free workplace policy consistent with the Ohio Bureau 
of Workers’ Compensation Drug-Free Safety program (DFSP). [ENTITY A] will provide a drug-free 
workplace as advised by the Ohio Bureau of Workers’ Compensation Drug-Free Safety Program 
(DFSP). The Bureau has provided guidelines to assist companies maintain a drug-free work 
environment. [ENTITY A] intends to help provide a safe and drug-free work environment for all 
employees and visitors of [ENTITY A]. [ENTITY A] will explicitly prohibit the use, possession, 
solicitation for, or sale of narcotics or other illegal drugs, alcohol, or prescription medication without a 
prescription on [ENTITY A] premises or while performing an assignment. Being impaired or under the 
influence of legal or illegal drugs or alcohol away from the [ENTITY A] premises, if such impairment 
or influence adversely affects the employee’s work performance, the safety of the employee or of others, 
or puts [ENTITY A]’s reputation, will result in immediate job termination.  
 
[ENTITY A] will prohibit the presence of any detectable amount of prohibited substances in employees’ 
urine while at work on the premises of [ENTITY A], or while on company business, such as deliveries. 
Prohibited substances will include all illegal drugs, alcohol, and prescription drugs not taken in 
accordance with a prescription given to the employee. [ENTITY A] reserves the right to randomly select 
employees for drug and/or alcohol testing at any interval determined by [ENTITY A]. [ENTITY A] may 
ask employees to submit to a drug and/or alcohol test at any time management feels that an employee 
may be under the influence of drugs or alcohol, including, but not limited to: evidence of drugs or 
alcohol on or about the employee’s person or in the employee’s vicinity; unusual conduct on the 
employee’s part that suggests impairment or influence of drugs or alcohol; negative performance 
patterns; or excessive and unexplained absenteeism or tardiness. 
 
Any [ENTITY A] employee involved in an on-the-job accident or injury and the use or influence of 
drugs or alcohol is present, they may have to submit to a drug and/or alcohol test. Persons will be 
considered, “involved in an on-the-job accident or injury,” if they are the injured person or someone 
who potentially contributed to the accident or injury event in any way, If an employee is tested for drugs 
or alcohol outside of the employment context and the results indicate a violation of this policy, or if an 
employee refuses a request to submit to testing under this policy, the employee may be subject to 
appropriate disciplinary action, including discharge from employment. In such a case, the employee will 
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have an opportunity to explain the circumstances prior to any final employment action becoming 
effective. 
 
Employee Benefits 
[ENTITY A] will create employment terms and conditions that best pursue the interests of the company. 
Every employee will agree to an individualized salary or hourly-wage contract. [ENTITY A] will 
employee full time employees and part-time employees and accommodate employees’ preferred work 
availability to the best of its ability. [ENTITY A] executives believe deeply that the company’s 
responsibility is to take care of the people that take care of them. As such, employees will receive 
compensation for a determined amount of sick leave hours and paid time off (PTO), depending on the 
occupation. After a determined amount of tenure, employees will be available to enroll in employer-
sponsored healthcare benefits. [ENTITY A] executives prefer to fill job vacancies for advanced 
positions within the cultivation facility with employees who have previous experience within the 
company’s facilities. [ENTITY A] will promote a culture of loyalty. As [ENTITY A] develops brand 
recognition and the Medical Marijuana Control Program matures, [ENTITY A] will offer employees 
expanded benefit packages to include 401k plans, dental insurance, and enhanced family healthcare 
plans.  
 
Employee Training 
Employees will receive training on Medical Marijuana Control Program compliance. The Director of 
Cultivation will be responsible for implementing training of cultivation facility employees. [ENTITY A] 
will have statutory training programs and encourage all employees to advance their own education as it 
pertains to specific job duties. [ENTITY A] will ensure the safe performance of job duties. [ENTITY A] 
will require employees to perform assigned tasks in accordance with written SOPs. [ENTITY A] will 
continually work to refine training programs. The Director of Cultivation will ensure that all employees 
for receive regular feedback on their performance. The Director of Cultivation will conduct performance 
reviews to ensure that training methodologies are meeting objectives. [ENTITY A] will adapt training 
programs to include: new technologies, equipment, cultivation methodologies, and data systems.  
[ENTITY A] will employ up to three Type 1 Key Employees. [ENTITY A] will ensure all Type 1 Key 
Employees sufficiently execute responsibilities explained in Chapter 3796, Medical marijuana Control 
Program. 
 
[ENTITY A] will provide resources to advance the knowledge of employees and improve the safety of 
company-operated facilities. [ENTITY A] will post safety precautions around the cultivation facility and 
keep all equipment instruction manuals handy for operational tasks. [ENTITY A] will store employee 
training records for no less than five years as specified in 3796:2-2-08 Cultivator records and reporting 
requirements. 
 
Learning Management System (LMS) 
[ENTITY A] will utilize a learning management system (LMS) to facilitate employee training. LMS 
will provide an online classroom where employees may interact and learn in a collaborative 
environment. Training instructors will upload coursework and educational materials to a central 
database. Training resources will include: videos, blogs, PowerPoint presentations, and .pdf files. 
Employees will use LMS to complete quizzes on job responsibilities and cultivation operations. 
Employees will have access to training materials from personal devices. LMS will be capable to wide 
variety of specialized roles within the cultivation facility. Employees will have access to online digital 
training materials that include videos, images, graphics, audio recordings, up-to-date copies of SOPs and 
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[ENTITY A] policies, as well as testing and evaluation tools. The Director of Cultivation will be able to 
monitor employee training compliance and access to the system to ensure a higher level of 
accountability for training programs. The system will also can provide reports and data to inform 
executive business decisions regarding the efficacy of SOPs, processes, and company policies.  
 
Employment Terms and Conditions 
Employees will sign written acknowledgments of [ENTITY A]’s employment terms and conditions. 
[ENTITY A] will print copies of terms and conditions of employment for every employee. [ENTITY A] 
will require each employee to agree to a nondisclosure agreement. Employees will agree to not 
compromise any intellectual property of [ENTITY A]. Employees will also agree to provisions that 
explain ownership rights of any product or material produced by employees during employment with 
[ENTITY A]. All products and materials pertaining to medical marijuana or [ENTITY A] activity while 
on the premises of the licensed facility will be the property of [ENTITY A], including: strain 
information, plant material, facility equipment, cultivation methodologies, written work, photographs, 
and social media engagements. [ENTITY A] will retain all publication, manufacturing, licensing, and 
distribution rights to these products and materials, as permitted by intellectual property laws. Employees 
will receive a quarterly review that measures job performance. Ohio is an “at-will employment” state, 
and as such, [ENTITY A] reserves the right to terminate the employment of any employee at any time 
and for any reason, so long as the reason does not violate Ohio or federal law. 
 
Employee Records 
As required in 3796:2-2-08 Cultivator records and reporting requirements, the company will maintain 
all records relating to the hiring and training of employees. [ENTITY A] will maintain the following 
information for every current and former employee: employee name, address, phone number and 
emergency contact information; department-issued identification number and access credential 
designation; date of hire; the date of separation from employment and the reason for the separation; 
training records; disciplinary records; salary and wages paid to each employee; and any executive 
compensation, bonus, benefit, or item of value paid to any individual affiliated with any medical 
marijuana entity. For more on record keeping, see Section 2C, Part VI “Record Keeping and Regulatory 
Compliance.” 
 
Part VI (b) Diverse Workforce 
Diverse Hiring Action Plan 
[ENTITY A] will employ a diverse workforce and will act as an equal opportunity employer. [ENTITY 
A] strives to be an inclusive company comprised of talented and diverse individuals from many 
ethnicities and cultures. [ENTITY A] will prioritize Ohio residents in hiring cultivation facility 
positions. [ENTITY A] will develop an action plan to inform, hire, and educate minorities, women, 
veterans, Ohio residents, and disabled persons. [ENTITY A]’s executives are committed to building a 
company with fair treatment, access, opportunity and advancement for people of all demographic 
backgrounds. [ENTITY A] will continue to build this inclusive work environment throughout its 
operation. 
 
Diversity Status of Company  
[ENTITY A] will source, hire, and train local individuals without regard for their gender, sexual 
orientation, ethnicity, age, religion, or social status. From its foundation, [ENTITY A] has developed a 
diverse employee, advisory, executive, and ownership structure. As a family-owned small business, 
[ENTITY A] will engage with like-minded businesses. [ENTITY A] will always strive to hire from 
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within its own community. [ENTITY A] has sought out pre-licensure contracts with local women-
owned, minority-owned, and veteran-owned small businesses to assist with [ENTITY A]’s staffing and 
operation. [ENTITY A] intends to expand the number of diverse participants as it employs people, such 
as: facility managers, sales directors, horticultural associates, trimming associates, packaging 
technicians, and accountants.  
 
Diverse Employee Hiring Plan 
[ENTITY A] seeks to become a proactive leader in the Ohio business community. Executives of 
[ENTITY A] believe that the assembly of a diverse team of people and businesses will open 
opportunities to share experience, knowledge, and expertise to help the company grow. [PERSON A] 
has managed several businesses in their career. The executive team of [ENTITY A] understand that 
inclusive workforces demonstrate higher productivity and morale.  
 
[ENTITY A] has designed a hiring process to mitigate staffing bias in the medical marijuana industry. 
The HR director will remove names, addresses, and potentially identifying information from all resumes 
prior to review. Hiring managers will judge candidates solely on merit and potential, with no possibility 
for gender, ethnicity, sexual orientation, or disability to influence the selection process. Hiring plans will 
include specific diversity principles for sourcing, hiring, and training diverse individuals. 
 
Internal Diversity Goals 
[ENTITY A] has adopted the following diversity goals, and will prioritize them in its hiring practices. 
[ENTITY A] will make a good faith effort to be inclusive of women, veterans, disabled individuals, and 
people from all ethnicities in its business practices. [ENTITY A] will pursue inclusive hiring procedures 
because it will enhance the amount of skills, abilities, and experiences present within [ENTITY A]’s 
workforce. [ENTITY A] will actively seek a diverse pool of candidates to provide a broad and inclusive 
depth of experience that will enrich [ENTITY A]’s culture. [ENTITY A] will offer service opportunities 
to diverse groups of vendors, suppliers, and contractors whenever possible. [ENTITY A] will actively 
seek to match or exceed the diversity of the community where [ENTITY A] proposes cultivation 
operations. Moreover, [ENTITY A] will prioritize the hiring, training, and advancement of people from 
diverse socio-economic backgrounds. 
 
Contracts with Diverse Groups 
[ENTITY A] is pursuing pre-license contracts with veteran-owned businesses, minority-owned 
businesses and women-owned businesses that will support integral business operations, once [ENTITY 
A] receives a license. [ENTITY A] will support local, diverse organizations through an integrated 
philanthropic approach. [ENTITY A] will solicit advice and guidance from officials at the Ohio 
Department of Administrative Services Equal Opportunity Division to ensure their business practices 
meet the standards established by the Department.  
 
[ENTITY A] will promote a culture of inclusion and diversity by giving employees an opportunity to 
improve the communities where they live and work. [ENTITY A] will provide grants and scholarships 
to children of veterans, and other historically disadvantaged students. [ENTITY A] will also provide 
technical expertise to local communities, schools, and businesses. [ENTITY A] encourages a sustainable 
and growing foundation of local, diverse employees through targeted support of vocational schools, high 
schools, community colleges, and state schools. The company will leverage its corporate knowledge to 
engage and empower the next generation of diverse groups to live, grow, and work in the Ohio 
communities where [ENTITY A] executives grew up. [ENTITY A] will promote community inclusion 
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by requesting networks of diverse groups to lead and assist expert-developed workplace training 
programs. Workplace diversity experts will facilitate greater sensitivity and awareness throughout 
[ENTITY A] operations. 
 
Sensitivity Training 
[ENTITY A] will implement sensitivity training programs. Sensitivity training will instruct employees 
on proper workplace conduct. Sensitivity training will educate participants about cultural differences in 
the workplace so that they can better understand and appreciate each other. The purpose of sensitivity 
training is to teach employees how to properly act and communicate in a multi-employee environment 
with diverse personnel. Topics covered in sensitivity training sessions will include: proper work 
etiquette, appropriate terminology, communication skills, anti-bullying management, and how to 
prevent, detect, and eliminate sexual harassment within the company. 
 
To ensure inclusivity of the LGBTQ community, [ENTITY A] will display Safe Zone stickers and 
posters in public access areas, such as the lobbies, windows, and entrances to the facility. Safe Zones 
stickers placed on an exterior door or window will explain that individuals should feel safe from 
discrimination based on sexuality or gender identity. Safe Zone trainings will be company-wide 
programs committed to making [ENTITY A] a safer, more welcoming, and inclusive workplace for 
members of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, questioning, intersex, asexual, and pansexual 
communities. Not everybody fits a certain role in society, and [ENTITY A] will embrace gender and 
sexual identity as an expression of personal freedom. 
 
American Disability Act Compliance 
[ENTITY A]’s facility will be American Disabilities Act (ADA) compliant. The facility will adhere to 
the 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design. ADA compliance will ensure handicap accessibility and 
will promote a welcoming workplace environment for people with disabilities. ADA compliance will 
make [ENTITY A] a physically accommodating workplace environment for everyone. The following 
are a few benefits of ADA compliance that every employee [ENTITY A] will experience: Text with 
good color contrast will help people with and without visual impairments read content more clearly; 
captions for training videos developed by [ENTITY A] employees will help persons who are deaf or 
have hearing impairments and help improve English language skills; wheelchair ramps will allow easy 
movement of equipment; and keyboard-accessible controls on computer systems will help employees 
with dexterity impairments and provide all employees quick hotkey alternatives for optimized 
productivity.  
 
Notices of Equal Opportunity Employment 
[ENTITY A] will provide sufficient and continuous notice of employment opportunities in a manner that 
promotes the participation of minorities, women, veterans, disabled persons, and Ohio residents for the 
operation of the cultivation facility. [ENTITY A] will publish employment solicitations in a manner that 
reaches a diverse group of applicants, such as job postings in local newspapers, classifieds, and 
[ENTITY A]’s publicly accessible website. [ENTITY A] will post notices of employment opportunities 
with the intention of attracting applicants from a wide spectrum of life experiences, incomes, races, 
cultures, genders, ages, and sexual orientations.  
 
Conclusion 
[ENTITY A] will promote inclusivity and diversity in all cultivation facility operations. [ENTITY A] 
will maintain a diverse workforce and will appeal to a mixed group of applicants. The cultivation facility 
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will be a welcoming environment for minorities, women, veterans, disabled persons, and Ohio residents. 
[ENTITY A] has already begun community outreach efforts to best acquire diverse talent. [ENTITY A] 
will have internal diversity goals and will contract with minority-owned businesses, veteran-owned 
businesses, and women-owned businesses for services. [ENTITY A] will facilitate educational programs 
that promote inclusion and tolerance for diverse individuals in conjunction with operations training. 
[ENTITY A] will be active in decreasing incidents of harassment and prejudice in the workplace. To 
show visitors and employees that [ENTITY A] executives embrace diverse lifestyles, [ENTITY A] will 
display Safe Zone stickers at entryways. [ENTITY A] will construct a cultivation facility that is ADA 
compliant to best enable all employees to complete operational tasks and will facilitate a business that 
always promotes openness and tolerance for all people. 
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Quality Assurance Plan 
 
Part I: Packaging and Labeling 
 
Overview 
[ENTITY A] will package, label, and deliver raw medical marijuana to processors, and if granted a 
plant-only processor license, to dispensaries ready for sale. The primary differences between these two 
types of packages will be the size of the packages, the type of packaging, and the size of the label. 
[ENTITY A] will register each stock-keeping unit (SKU) with the Department of Commerce 
(Department) in compliance with OAC 3796:5-8-01 Product registration and [ENTITY A] will only 
package and label medical marijuana for distribution if the Department registers it. [ENTITY A] will 
submit a label design for each product registration application. The Ohio Board of Pharmacy (Board) 
will assign a product identifier for each product. [ENTITY A] will pay the required $100 product 
identifier fee for each product, per OAC 3796:8-3-01 Product identifier fee. [ENTITY A]’s standard 
operating procedures (SOPs) will include the combined packaging and labeling process.  
 
Packaging and Labeling Workflow 
The packaging and labeling workflow will be as follows: package individual units for sale, apply 
tamper-evident seal, print labels, apply labels to individual units, apply laboratory test result labels, and 
finally, place packages into shipping containers for distribution. The Harvest and Processing Manager 
will ensure safe storage and fill orders for delivery. 
 
The Harvest and Processing Manager will use a National Type Evaluation Program (NTEP)-approved 
1200g balance to weigh medical marijuana. Employees responsible for packaging medical marijuana 
will wear nitrile gloves and prepare tools before beginning packaging tasks. The Harvest and Processing 
Manager will use a vacuum sealer and polyester bags to package all bulk trim and buds. Benefits of 
using these bags include its customizable size, and light-resistant, tamper-evident material. For medical 
marijuana bound for dispensaries, the Harvest and Processing Manager will package medical marijuana 
in individual units using a variety of child-resistant, opaque plastic jars. The jars will be recyclable. The 
Harvest and Processing Manager will label packages with the information required by OAC 3796:2-2-02 
Cultivator and plant-only processor packaging and labeling.  
 
The packaging manger will package medical marijuana to, “maintain the integrity and stability of the 
plant material,” as required by OAC 3796:2-2-02 Cultivator and plant-only processor packaging and 
labeling. The Harvest and Processing Manager will package medical marijuana in light-resistant, 
tamper-evident containers to meet this standard. After packaging and labeling, the Harvest and 
Processing Manager will place packages in locked storage containers that have separate keys or entry 
combinations. The Harvest and Processing Manager will move the storage containers to a secure storage 
area until they are ready for delivery. 
 
Packaging for Processors 
[ENTITY A] will package nearly all components of the medical marijuana plant. The harvest and 
processing manager will sort cured manicured buds, dry non-manicured buds, dry trim, kief (isolated 
trichomes that fall off during handling), frozen flowers, and fan leaves for packaging. The harvest and 
processing manager will sort plant material according to product demand.  
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The Harvest and Processing Manager will package dry flowers (buds), dry trim, and kief for processing. 
The harvest and processing manager will keep buds for processing apart from buds for dispensaries. 
Cultivation Associates will not manicure buds for processors. This technique minimizes labor and 
handling, while it maximizes the therapeutic potential of the flower extract. Cultivation Associates will 
create trim and kief as they manicure dry buds.  
 
The packaging manager will assign unique identifications to every package and document their IDs and 
weights in the ITS. The Harvest and Processing Manager will never combine harvest batches to create a 
singular package. Packages will contain medical marijuana from only one harvest batch. This ensures 
traceability from each plant’s unique identifier to each package sold to processors and dispensaries. To 
comply with the Medical Marijuana Control Program, the Harvest and Processing Manager will limit 
flower package weights to less than 15 lbs. and trim packages to less than 25 lbs. 
 
[ENTITY A] will also package fresh, frozen material for processing. Extracts and concentrates from 
fresh flowers possess greater volumes of therapeutic terpenes than dry buds. To prepare frozen material, 
the harvest and processing manager will fill a cooler with dry ice. The harvest and processing manager 
will remove buds from stalks and place it in the cooler immediately after chopping, weighing, and 
defoliating a harvested plant. Once filled, the harvest and processing manager will seal the cooler with 
tamper-evident tape and store it in a secure storage area. As a best practice, [ENTITY A] will transport 
frozen material within the same business day of preparation. 
 
Packaging for Dispensaries 
If granted a plant-only processor license, the Harvest and Processing Manager will package individual 
units of dried, cured, and manicured buds to dispensaries. The Harvest and Processing Manager will 
package medical marijuana bound for dispensaries in tamper-evident, light-resistant, and child-resistant 
packages that meet ASTM D3475-17, Standard Classification of Child-Resistant Packages. SOPs will 
provide step-by-step packaging instructions to the Harvest and Processing Manager.  
 
To comply with OAC 3796:8-2-04 Quantity of medical marijuana that may be purchased by a patient or 
caregiver, [ENTITY A] will package individual units that are a minimum of a “whole day unit” or a 
one-day supply. [ENTITY A] will package individual units of medical marijuana in 3.54g, 7.09 g, 
14.17g, and 28.35g quantities. [ENTITY A] will adhere to any published changes to the draft Medical 
Marijuana Form and Method Rules that specifically affect the definition of a “whole day unit.” Upon 
dispensary request, [ENTITY A] will package medical marijuana in other increments that best meet 
patient and caregiver needs, if the Board permits those increments.  
 
Packaging Individual Units 
To prepare individual-unit packages, the Harvest and Processing Manager will use a calibrated balance, 
sterilized tongs, and various sizes of opaque, light-resistant, child-resistant bottles. The Harvest and 
Processing Manager will package one-day supply increments in 13-dram bottles, 3.54g increments in 
20-dram bottles, 7.09g increments in 30-dram bottles, 14.17g increments in 60-dram bottles, and 28.35g 
increments in 105-dram bottles. The packaging manger will tare the balance with a bottle on the balance. 
The Harvest and Processing Manager will fill the bottle ±0.10g and affix the lid. The Harvest and 
Processing Manager will then create a tamper-evident seal by applying a plastic band over the bottle-lid 
and using a heat gun to shrink the band over the lid. The packaging manger will then apply product 
labels to every bottle and place finished packages in locked storage containers that have separate keys or 
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entry combinations. The Harvest and Processing Manager will move the storage containers to a secure 
storage area until they are ready for delivery. 
 
Labeling for Processors & Dispensaries 
[ENTITY A] will purchase durable labels that are resistant to alteration. The Harvest and Processing 
Manager will apply labels to packages for processors and dispensaries. The Harvest and Processing 
Manager will use label management software to access Department-approved product labels and print 
labels. The Harvest and Processing Manager will apply sticker-labels to individual units by hand. The 
Harvest and Processing Manager will affix a separate label that details test results. The test result label 
will include the laboratory analysis, profile, and a list of all active ingredients and the percentage by 
weight of THC, THCA, CBD, and CBDA. 
 
Administration 
The Chief Compliance Officer will oversee labeling administration and compliance tasks, while the 
Harvest and Processing Manager will perform labeling duties. The Chief Compliance Officer will design 
and submit labels to the Department for approval. As a best practice, the Chief Compliance Officer will 
design labels are legible and include text that is a minimum of 1/16” or no less than 4.5 pt. in size. 
[ENTITY A] will redesign and resubmit labels, if necessary. Once the Department approves a label 
design, the Chief Compliance Officer will ensure the proper labels are used on the proper packages.  
 
Labels will contain: [ENTITY A] and facility license number; receiving licensed entity name and license 
number; product identifier; and registered name of the product; harvest batch number; date of harvest 
final testing, and packaging; weight of medical marijuana in grams; identification of independent testing 
laboratory; laboratory analysis profile; a list of all active ingredients (including the percentage content 
by weight of THC, THCA, CBD, CBDA); expiration date (not to exceed one calendar year from the 
harvest date); and a statement that reads, “This product is for medical use and not for resale or transfer to 
another person. This product may cause impairment and may be habit-forming. This product may be 
unlawful outside of the State of Ohio.”  
 
[ENTITY A] will provide contact information on labels and include instructions for proper storage for 
each product. The Chief Compliance Officer will use a quality assurance checklist to verify that 
products comply with OAC 3796:2-2-02 Cultivator and plant-only processor packaging and labeling. 
[ENTITY A] will implement training tools to ensure adherence to SOPs including: sorting aids, 
instructional signage diagrams, and video tutorials. The Harvest and Processing Manager will place 
labels on containers so that text is level, unobstructed and conspicuous. 
 
Batch Labeling  
The harvest and processing manager will separate and identify harvest batches to ensure traceability of 
raw material. Unique plant identifiers will follow the product from seed-to-sale. [ENTITY A] will use 
radio-frequency identification (RFID) to track plants and packages. The harvest and processing manager 
will create harvest batches to include only plants of one strain harvested on the same day. Every harvest 
batch will contain a four-digit strain code and a six-digit date code, such as “COOK-040217” or “BKSH 
- 050117.” The Director of Cultivation will create a legend that identifies each strain’s four-digit strain 
code. The Harvest and Processing Manager will identify harvest batches on all labels. Barcodes will 
convey identifying information on product labels. 
 
Employee Training 
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The Inventory Manager will train employees on packaging and labeling procedures and best practices. 
Instructors will train employees on how to report compliance issues and how to respond to recalls 
caused by mislabeled or incorrectly packaged product(s). The Harvest and Processing Manager will 
receive training on scale cleaning, calibration, use, and maintenance. Training sessions will also include 
topics such as, weighing products to the hundredth of a gram or two significant figures, for inventory 
accuracy. The Harvest and Processing Manager will train employees to use the label management 
software, including how to print a label and how to identify version numbers. Employee training will 
include refilling blank labels, label storage, ink storage, and ink replacement. The Inventory Manager 
will also train employees to securely store medical marijuana before and after packaging and labeling 
for distribution, as described in the Inventory Control Plan.  
 
Version Control 
Using label management software programs will enable the Harvest and Processing Manager to manage 
product labels. Each label will have a version number. The Harvest and Processing Manager will only 
use Department-approved labels. It will also aid the Chief Compliance Officer, [PERSON M], when 
performing random spot checks or regularly scheduled audits. For example, a version number such as 
“P01012018” will represent a strain that starts with the letter “P” and the date of label approval, January 
01, 2018. Version number printed text will be at least 4 points smaller than product information text on 
the label, to prevent confusion with batch numbers, license numbers or other Department-required 
information.  
 
Prohibitions 
A tenet of [ENTITY A]’s operations plan is ongoing quality control checks to ensure compliance with 
the Medical Marijuana Control Program. The Harvest and Processing Manager will not include 
prohibited item(s) on medical marijuana labels. To comply with OAC 3796:2-2-02 (D) Cultivator and 
plant-only processor packaging and labeling, labels will not include: any false or misleading statement 
or design; depictions of the product, cartoons, or images that are not registered with the department, 
including any insignia related to a governmental entity; sum totals of cannabinoids or terpenes except 
THC content; cartoon characters; fictional characters targeted to children and youth; pop culture icons; 
implied endorsements by governmental agencies; anything that is false or misleading, unregistered 
names or slang terms, disparaging content about competitors; obscene or indecent content; or safety or 
efficacy claims. [ENTITY A] will not market to persons under 18 years old or advertise for non-
medical, alternative or off-label uses for conditions the Department has not approved.  
 
Recall Support & Identification Tools 
Potential causes for recall include mislabeled or improperly packaged products. Employees responsible 
for mislabeling, improperly packaging, or other errors that cause a recall will be subject to corrective 
action, up to and including termination. The Harvest and Processing Manager will use the label software 
to identify when who printed labels and at what date and time. 
 
Records Retention  
The Harvest and Processing Manager will keep packaging and labeling records. The Harvest and 
Processing Manager will verify that the ITS reflects accurate package inventories. The Harvest and 
Processing Manager will keep accurate inventory records during packaging and labeling procedures. 
Employees will keep all production records or logs related to packaging and labeling tasks on file by 
employees for a minimum of five years, as required by OAC 3796 et sec. The Chief Compliance Officer 
will provide records to any requesting agency for official business.  
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Conclusion 
[ENTITY A] will express its brand through packaging and labeling. [ENTITY A] will provide patients 
with durable, child-resistant packaging and informative labels. Labels will convey accurate information 
pertaining to the potency and purity of contained products. [ENTITY A] will use packaging that 
prevents children from accessing medical marijuana as required by OAC 3796:2-2-02 Cultivator and 
plant-only processor packaging and labeling. Labels will include instructions for use, laboratory 
analysis, registered product name, and batch tracking information. [ENTITY A] will apply equal care 
when packaging and labeling medical marijuana for processors and dispensaries. [ENTITY A] will 
comply with all local and state regulations. [ENTITY A] will also monitor the Register of Ohio, MMCP, 
and other government websites for updated directives related to packaging and labeling. [ENTITY A] 
will use advanced software with access controls to provide quality assurance.  
 
Part II: Production Control 
 
Overview 
[ENTITY A] will maintain compliant use of pesticides, fertilizers, agricultural products, and production 
control factors in the cultivation of medical marijuana. [ENTITY A]’s standard operating procedures 
(SOPs) will define pesticides as “any substance or additive used for deterring or destroying insects, 
pathogens, bacteria, and molds harmful to cultivated medical marijuana.” [ENTITY A] will only select 
pesticides, fertilizers, fungicides, herbicides, and other control factors in accordance with the Ohio 
Medical Marijuana Control Program. [ENTITY A] will apply pesticides exempted under Federal 
Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, 7 USC §136 (FIFRA) in a manner that is compliant with all 
Ohio laws and regulations.  
 
[ENTITY A] will take safety precautions to protect employees while they are applying various chemical 
products. [ENTITY A] will require staff to participate in various workplace safety (WPS) training 
programs. The Director of Cultivation will seek certification by the Ohio Department of Agriculture to 
apply pesticides and other agricultural products to medical marijuana plants. In addition to following all 
required guidelines for pesticide use, [ENTITY A] will post a Pesticide Application Log on the outside 
of every cultivation room. The Log will list the name of any applied pesticide, the date of application, 
time of application, required personal protective equipment (PPE) and re-entry interval (REI) for each 
application. [ENTITY A] will adhere to USDA worker/handler safety standards and will train, monitor, 
and review employees for compliance. Training topics will include PPE, pesticide application, fertilizer 
application, chemical safe-use practices, unlawful product diversion prevention, and sanitation. 
 
Pest Prevention 
The Director of Cultivation will ensure a healthy cultivation environment to allow plants to best develop 
natural immunities to disease, pathogens, and insects. For the purposes of cultivating medical marijuana, 
[ENTITY A] defines pests as “any cultivation anomaly, including: plant disease, insect infestation, 
mold, fungus or any other unfavorable variable growing condition.” Pests happen if all three of the 
following disease triad criteria occur: 1) There is a pest; 2) The environment is conducive to pestilence; 
and 3) there is a host for pests. All three must be present for pests to occur. Taking away one of the three 
will prevent the possibility of infestation. The possibility of pestilence increases, if there is a vector for 
pests to enter cultivation areas. Therefore, [ENTITY A] will seal walls and ceilings, as well as use air 
filtration systems to prevent pests from entering cultivation areas.  
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[ENTITY A] will employ several tools to aid in the monitoring of cultivation conditions pursuant to 
preventing any infestation or pestilence. The Director of Cultivation will employ Integrated Pest 
Management (IPM) to enhance sustainable cultivation practices and ensure the successful operation of 
the cultivation facility. IPM is term given to the wide spectrum of preventative and response measures 
related to pest management. IPM includes numerous factors used to reduce or control the incidence of 
harmful pests. Such strategies include: environmental best practices, proper sanitation, and consistent 
plant maintenance. The most effective way to prevent pestilence is to provide a cultivation environment 
that inhibits the development of a problem. [ENTITY A] will provide sanitary environmental conditions 
to prevent pests in cultivation areas. Indicators of environmental health include: temperature, humidity, 
sanitation, airflow, light, nutrition, and water. 
 
Pest Response Procedures 
[ENTITY A] will develop response systems to pestilence. Cultivation employees will examine plants 
daily for problems caused by pests. The Director of Cultivation will develop response plans specific to 
each pest occurrence. The Director of Cultivation will immediately isolate, inspect, and remove pest-
affected plant material and then transfer it to a waste disposal area.  
 
If the problem is acute, and there is evidence that a treatment may improve the health and production of 
the plant without compromising therapeutic value of the medical marijuana, the Director of Cultivation 
will apply department-approved pesticides to plant roots during watering procedures or as a foliar 
application. [ENTITY A] will also use department-approved biological pest control methods, including 
predatory insects. Cultivators will use wasps, lady beetles, lacewings, predatory mites, and other 
beneficial organisms to control pest populations. [ENTITY A] train each employee in the application of 
pesticides. 
[ENTITY A] will retain training documentation for the Director of Cultivation and Cultivation 
Associates during employment. Among other resources, employees that apply pesticides will read the 
Trained Service Person Manual: OSU bulletin 863. Trained Service Persons employed by [ENTITY A] 
can then apply pesticides under the direct supervision of a licensed commercial pesticide applicator 
employed by [ENTITY A]. [ENTITY A] will ensure that at least one employee is a licensed commercial 
pesticide applicator, as certified by the Category 5 – Industrial Vegetation pesticide applicator 
certification exam.  
 
Pesticide Application Schedule and Practice 
The Director of Cultivation will continually monitor pest response procedures. [ENTITY A] will prefer 
manual pest control methods over chemical applications. The Director of Cultivation and Cultivation 
Associates will spray bugs and eggs off plant stems and leaves with high-pressure water before 
considering spraying or applying any pesticide to plants infested with populations of insects. If acute 
insect infestations occur, staff will remove affected leaves and stems, and immediately dispose of the 
material to mitigate the spread of the pest. 
 
If prevention and suppression prove to be inadequate, the Director of Cultivation may decide to 
implement pest eradication methods. Each eradication program will accompany a Pesticide Application 
Schedule. Pesticide Application Schedules are manually-created logs for each production control 
product. Each Pesticide Application Schedule will address when, how, and by whom pesticide 
application will occur, as well as specific details about which areas and crops require the pesticide 
application. Schedules will include the following data, as required by 3796:2-2-01 Cultivator operations 
and quality assurance plan: “the date and time of application; stage of cultivation process; date when the 
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plants in the application area were moved to the flowering stage, if applicable; Untied States EPA 
registration number, if applicable; analysis of the chemical applied; application site; name of the product 
being applied; amount applied; unique plant identifier or other information that identifies which plants 
received the application; size of the application area; name of in the individual making the application; 
and comments or special conditions related to the application”. [ENTITY A] will retain these records for 
five years. 
 
Pesticide applicators will apply all pesticides according to manufacturer recommendations. The Director 
of Cultivation will record all pesticide applications in a Crop Maintenance Log. Crop Maintenance Logs 
will include steps taken to protect and maintain crops, including records of all pesticides, herbicides, 
insecticides, or fungicides used on each crop. Cultivators will include re-entry intervals on all Crop 
Maintenance Logs. The Chief Compliance Officer will ensure the accuracy of Crop Maintenance Log 
entries by auditing all entries weekly, and investigating any unusual reports or patterns. The Director of 
Cultivation and Cultivation Associates will reference Pesticide Application Schedules when completing 
Crop Maintenance Logs and include all pesticide application activities. This technique will ensure 
employees follow schedules.  
 
Safety Data Sheets (SDS) 
Safety Data Sheets (SDS) will accompany all commercially-available products within the facility. The 
Director of Cultivation and Cultivation Associates will reference SDS for the intended use of chemicals 
and the directions for their usage. The Chief Compliance Officer will print SDS and keep them at 
facility entryways. Director of Cultivation will regularly examine and improve written pesticide 
response procedures to best comply with manufacturer recommendations. 
 
Fertilizer and Product Control Factors Best Practices 
[ENTITY A] will ensure use of appropriate nutrient practices. The Director of Cultivation will develop 
medical marijuana nutrient and growth processes to enhance the growth of medical marijuana plants in a 
manner that is environmentally conscious. Watering and nutrient applications will occur concurrently. 
The Director of Cultivation will monitor the rates of liquid fertilizer solution and adjust flows 
throughout the cultivation cycle. Nutrient practices will include research and development strategies, 
irrigation methodologies, nutrient selection, fertilization rates, schedules, and relevant troubleshooting 
procedures in the event of nutrient deficiencies or toxicities (burns). 
 
Fertilizers and hydroponic solutions will be of a type, formulation, and a rate to support the healthy 
growth of plants. [ENTITY A] will utilize water soluble fertilizers that Cultivation Associates will 
combine at specific volumes and apply to plants via pulse irrigation. [ENTITY A] will utilize reverse 
osmosis (RO) to clean water. Cultivation Associates will administer different liquid fertilizers depending 
on cultivation phase and specific needs of various strains of medical marijuana plants. [ENTITY A] will 
maintain records of the types and amounts of fertilizers and growth additives used in the cultivation of 
medical marijuana and make those records available to the Department.  
 
[ENTITY A] will implement training procedures relevant to the selection of nutrients and appropriate 
application, including required personal protective equipment (PPE) and facility equipment necessary 
for the successful cultivation of medical marijuana plants. [ENTITY A] will enhance the efficiency of 
nutrient applications through sanitation best practices and constantly monitoring cultivation environment 
conditions.  
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[ENTITY A] will designate a company to serve as a Nutrient Management Consultant (NMC) to 
develop a Nutrient Management Plan (NMP). [ENTITY A] will implement the NMP to cultivate 
medical marijuana at its facility. The Director of Cultivation will determine which products, among the 
countless nutrient solutions available on the market, to use. [ENTITY A] will select fertilizers based on 
scientific data and the combined experience between the Director of Cultivation, expert horticulturalists 
on [ENTITY A]’s advisory board, and cultivation experts partnered with [ENTITY A].  
 
Fertilizer Application 
Cultivation Associates will fertilize plants through gradual pulse irrigation, via controlled valves, pipes, 
tubing, and emitters. Staff will apply fertilizers to plants at varied concentrations and rates throughout 
the cultivation cycle. Cultivation Associates will cease nutrient applications two weeks prior to the 
scheduled harvest date to flush fertilizers from the mineral wool.  
 
The Director of Cultivation will use variations of the Hoagland solution. Developed in the late 1930’s, 
the hydroponic fertilizer solution is comprised of essential elements for the basic nourishment of plants. 
The formula has been continually refined since its invention but still acts as a standard nourishment 
regimen. The original formula is as follows: N 210 ppm; K 235 ppm; Ca 200 ppm; P 31 ppm; S 64 ppm; 
Mg 48 ppm; B 0.5 ppm; Fe 1 to 5 ppm; Mn 0.5 ppm; Zn 0.05 ppm; Cu 0.02 ppm; and Mo 0.01 ppm. 
[ENTITY A] will utilize the Hoagland’s Solution in various modified schedules. The company plans to 
utilize commercially-available fertilizer preparations. Fertilizers prepared in bottled solutions will 
include the 15 essential elements necessary for plant growth. Hydrogen, carbon, and oxygen will be 
provided by air and water. Other essential nutrients include primary macronutrients (Nitrogen (N), 
Phosphorus (P), and Potassium (K); secondary macronutrients: Calcium (Ca), Sulphur (S), Magnesium 
(Mg), Silicon (Si), and micronutrients Chlorine (Cl), Iron (Fe), Boron (B), Manganese (Mn), Sodium 
(Na), Zinc (Zn), Copper (Cu), Nickel (Ni), and Molybdenum (M).  
 
The Hoagland solution is designed to be administered for seven days and then replaced. The Director of 
Cultivation will dilute or concentrate the basic formula according to plant-life phases such that it will not 
damage cuttings and will support the life of mature plants.  
 
Conclusion 
The Director of Cultivation will develop a production control plan that addresses the intended use of 
pesticides, fertilizers, and other agricultural production control factors in the cultivation of medical 
marijuana. Staff will follow SOPs for contamination mitigation and pest prevention best during all 
cultivation activities. The Director of Cultivation will maintain consistent and accessible recordkeeping 
procedures and Cultivation Associates will uphold workplace safety standards. The Director of 
Cultivation will select pesticides, herbicides, fungicides, nutrients, growth additives and other 
agriculture products in accordance with Medical Marijuana Control Program regulations. The Director 
of Cultivation will operate the facility with sustainability best practices. The Director of Cultivation will 
maintain Crop Maintenance Logs and Pesticide Application Schedules for activities involving 
cultivation products of any kind. The Director of Cultivation will document plant nutrient formulas and 
continually monitor the health of all plants within the facility. 
 
Part III - Inventory Control 
 
Overview 
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[ENTITY A] will use digital and physical inventory control methods to comply with OAC 3796:2-2-04, 
Cultivator inventory control and storage. [ENTITY A] will use an ITS approved by the Department. 
The Chief Compliance Officer will train employees to use this system in compliance with OAC 3796:1-
1-01(A)(20), Definitions. [ENTITY A] will use this system to monitor the receipt, movement, sale, 
transfer, recall, and destruction of medical marijuana within the facility. [ENTITY A] will use RFID 
tags in conjunction with the ITS to track plants and packages. Inventory SOPs will include instructions 
for the recall of medical marijuana and its destruction, in compliance with OAC 3796:2-2-03, Cultivator 
waste disposal. 
 
Inventory Tracking System (ITS) 
[ENTITY A] will use an industry-specific “seed-to-sale” ITS to manage inventory throughout each 
plant’s lifecycle including post-harvest transfer and sale. The system will track every plant within the 
facility, along with every gram of harvested medical marijuana, waste, and losses the facility produces. 
The ITS will allow [ENTITY A] to monitor changes in inventory levels, product movement, and sales as 
they occur. The ITS will assign staff access and editing abilities appropriate to their role within 
[ENTITY A]. 
 
The Chief Compliance Officer will train all employees to use the ITS before beginning cultivation and 
with every new hire. The Chief Compliance Officer will train staff to enter accurate data with every 
activity thereby ensuring that the ITS accurately reflects inventory. The Inventory Manager will analyze 
ITS information, such as purchase data, yields, and inventory trends to identify the company has met 
production goals in compliance with OAC 3796:2-1-07, Uninterrupted supply of medical marijuana. 
Cultivation Associates will use the ITS to create electronic transport manifests for each transfer or sale. 
Files within the ITS will be accessible to: the Harvest and Processing Manager, Chief Compliance 
Officer, Director of Cultivation, Chief Operations Officer, and Chief Executive Officer. The Chief 
Compliance Officer will audit the ITS to ensure digital inventory matches physical inventory, in 
compliance with OAC 3796:2-2-04(E), Cultivator inventory control and storage. Inventory SOPs and 
associated logs will also detail audit procedures and schedules within the facility, in compliance with 
OAC 3796:2-2-04, Cultivator inventory control and storage. 
 
Plant Tracking 
To accurately track medical marijuana within [ENTITY A]’s facility, Director of Cultivation will ensure 
all cultivation employees properly attach radio-frequency identification (RFID) tags to all plants 
exceeding clone/seedling height limits or transferred to full vegetative media. RFID tags will serve as 
the “unique plant identifier” as described in OAC 3796:1-1-01(A)(50), Definitions. RFID tags embedded 
into colored labels will have unique, consecutive, non-repeating serial numbers and barcodes. The RFID 
tag will be entered into the ITS with every detail of the plant and its history throughout growth and 
harvest. In the ITS, each tag will also have a “status” category denoting the plant’s current stage/location 
within the facility. RFID technology enables [ENTITY A] to trace the location of all plants and 
packaged medical marijuana within the facility at any given time by scanning them into the ITS. RFID 
technology, in conjunction with the ITS, will create a database to establish benchmarks for production. 
This data will help [ENTITY A] to ensure they produce an uninterrupted supply of medical marijuana in 
compliance with OAC 3796:2-1-07, Uninterrupted supply of medical marijuana.  
 
Propagation Inventory 
The Chief Compliance Officer, [PERSON M], will use the ITS to carefully track groups of seedlings 
and clones, which lack RFID tags. As Cultivation Associates create clones, they will group them by 
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strain. Individual clones will not have unique plant identifiers. The Director of Cultivation will 
document the number of clones in each group of clones and assign inventory levels in the ITS. 
Cultivation Associates will assign unique plant identifiers in the form of RFID tags, when plants are 
eight inches tall or when they transplanted in six in³ mineral wool blocks.  
 
Tagged Medical Marijuana Inventory 
The Director of Cultivation will assign unique RFID tags to each vegetative plant. To comply with OAC 
3796:2-2-04(A), Cultivator inventory control and storage, RFID tags will identify: license number, 
strain name, propagation date, and cultivation room. Cultivation Associates will attach water-resistant 
RFID tags to stalks of vegetative plants using zip ties. The Director of Cultivation and Cultivation 
Associates will organize all medical marijuana plants first by propagation date, then by strain. This 
technique ensures that harvests will occur in one cultivation area at a time. This practice further ensures 
[ENTITY A] will provide a steady, uninterrupted supply of medical marijuana. 
 
Harvested Medical Marijuana Inventory 
The harvest and processing manager will weigh every plant as they chop it and remove supportive 
trellis. The harvest and processing manager will document the weight of every plant and their 
corresponding unique identifier numbers on a Harvest Log. The harvest and processing manager will 
combine weights of plants of the same strain and document that weight as a harvest batch in the ITS. 
Harvest batches will contain only plants of one strain harvested on the same date. The ITS will identify 
harvest batches with a four-character strain code and a six-digit date code. The Director of Cultivation 
will create a legend that identifies each strain code. In the ITS, the harvest and processing manager and 
Harvest and Processing Manager will subtract waste, moisture loss, trim, and packaged buds from 
harvest batches. To prepare a sample for laboratory testing, the Harvest and Processing Manager will 
create a new RFID package tag in the ITS. The harvest and processing manager will assign a weight to 
the new RFID tag (package) and subtract that weight from the harvest batch. Upon certification from a 
testing laboratory, the Harvest and Processing Manager will repeat the ITS process for every package of 
medical marijuana bound for processors and dispensaries. The Harvest and Processing Manager will 
“finish” harvest batches in the ITS when no raw material remains in the facility. Every package label 
will contain the harvest batch identifier. The Director of Cultivation will document standards for 
moisture loss and the Chief Compliance Officer, [PERSON M], will monitor those thresholds to detect 
diversion. The harvest and processing manager will store test-certified medical marijuana separate from 
untested product. The harvest and processing manager will label test-certified product as “PASSED” or 
“FAILED” in the ITS and log detailed test results. In the case of the latter, a Level 1 Key Employee will 
oversee the destruction and disposal of the failed product.  
 
Chain of Custody and Transportation Tracking 
[ENTITY A] will also use the ITS to track each package and identify the contents of each package. The 
ITS will record sales, vendor information, purchase orders, transport manifests, and every RFID of every 
package in each transfer. The Director of Cultivation, Chief Compliance Officer, Harvest and Processing 
Manager will uphold full traceability and eliminate the risk of unlawful diversion. The ITS will time-
and-date-stamp all inventory adjustments and monitor user access. Transport manifests will accompany 
all transfers of medical marijuana. Transfer manifests will contain data that satisfies the conditions in 
OAC 3796:5-3-01 Transportation of medical marijuana and medical marijuana products. The Harvest 
and Processing Manager will create two copies of every manifest to accompany packages in transport. 
Before shipping, the Harvest and Processing Manager will verify digital and physical inventories are 
accurate, assign a delivery route for the delivery, and verify the credentials of transportation team 
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members. The Harvest and Processing Manager will ensure the accuracy of this data on transport 
manifest. After a representative of the receiving entity signs the manifest, the driver of the transportation 
vehicle will retain one copy for [ENTITY A] records.  
 
Inventory Auditing 
Regular inventory audits will help the Inventory Manager correct errors and maintain the accuracy of 
records. The Chief Compliance Officer will design SOPs for all cultivation activities, in part, to maintain 
the accuracy of the ITS. The Inventory Manager will perform audits before plants are moved, harvested, 
transferred, sold, or destroyed. The Inventory Manager will also generate protocols for weekly inventory 
reports and yearly physical audits of medical marijuana in compliance with OAC 3796:2-2-04(C) & (D), 
Cultivator inventory control and storage. Inventory audits will include RFID identifiers for each harvest 
batch, dates of production, flower table location, and all packages created from each harvest batch. The 
Chief Compliance Officer will create written and electronic records of inventory reports and audits. To 
comply with OAC 3796:2-2-04(C), Cultivator inventory control and storage, records will include the 
date of inspection, amount of medical marijuana on hand, amount of medical marijuana sold since the 
previous audit, disposal records, applicable discrepancies, and inspecting-employee information. 
[ENTITY A] will maintain these records for five years and the Chief Compliance Officer will make 
them available to law enforcement and Department officials.  
 
The Chief Compliance Officer, Harvest and Processing Manager, or Director of Cultivation may 
discover inventory discrepancies. Such instances will initiate an investigation. The Director of 
Cultivation will define acceptable losses for all aspects of cultivation, including: plant maintenance 
(pruning), waste, trim, moisture loss, and scale variance during packaging. If [ENTITY A] management 
cannot resolve an inventory discrepancy, the Chief Compliance Officer will report it to the Department. 
To determine the root cause of the discrepancy and avoid similar instances in the future, the Chief 
Compliance Officer will relay documentation and security camera footage to authorities. 
 
To ensure accuracy of records and to generate useful data, the Inventory Manager will analyze and 
adjust packages in the ITS based on weekly inventory audits and annual physical inventory reviews. The 
Chief Compliance Officer will create and maintain records of all inventories in compliance with OAC 
3796:2-2-04(E), Cultivator inventory control and storage. The Chief Compliance Officer will also audit 
all deliveries, exchanges, manifests, and other information regarding the sale of medical marijuana to 
other medical marijuana organizations weekly. The Chief Compliance Officer will conduct waste audits 
to ensure disposal procedures adequately prevent and deter diversion.  
 
Inventory Records 
Securing company inventory records and data is critical to successful business operations and 
compliance. [ENTITY A] will ensure that a back-up system is in place to retain all inventory data. 
[ENTITY A] will employ the financial industry standard of 256-bit encryption to prevent against 
catastrophic data loss. The Chief Compliance Officer, [PERSON M], will maintain all data gathering, 
logging and tracking systems. They will collect both physical and digital records and archive them when 
records are no longer relevant. The ITS will store digital records to which the Chief Compliance Officer, 
[PERSON M], will export to a secure cloud-based business management platform (BMP).  
 
Conclusion 
[ENTITY A] will use comprehensive inventory control methods to ensure successful cultivation and full 
accountability, in compliance with OAC 3796:2-2-04, Cultivator inventory control and storage. 
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[ENTITY A] management will control the ITS and use RFID tags to trace medical marijuana from seed-
to-sale. [ENTITY A] will monitor every medical marijuana plant using RFID technology, harvest logs, 
the ITS, and BMPs. The Chief Compliance Officer, [PERSON M], Director of Cultivation, and Harvest 
and Processing Manager will maintain accurate physical and digital records of all operations. The Chief 
Compliance Officer, [PERSON M], will perform weekly and annual audits, in compliance with OAC 
3796:2-2-04, Cultivator inventory control and storage. Inspection records will be available to law 
enforcement and Department officials. [ENTITY A] will maintain all records on the premises for at least 
five years, in compliance with OAC 3796:2-2-08, Cultivator records and reporting requirements. In 
addition to providing full-accountability within the facility, these practices will generate invaluable 
production and sales data for use by the chief operating officer and chief executive officer, all of which 
will help ensure the successful continued cultivation of medical marijuana.  
 
Part IV: Disposal and Waste Removal 
 
Overview 
To prevent product diversion, [ENTITY A] will dispose of medical marijuana and other waste in a 
secure manner that complies with OAC 3796:2-2-03 Cultivator waste disposal. Waste management 
operations are founded on [ENTITY A]’s conservationist values, focusing on reducing waste and 
minimizing negative impacts to its host community. [ENTITY A] will execute these plans with special 
attention to Ohio regulations regarding the disposal of solid, liquid, and hazardous waste. Standard 
operating procedures (SOPs) will outline all waste management best practices, including dumpster 
management. 
  
The Director of Cultivation will render all medical marijuana waste unusable before disposal through 
procedures specific to each type of medical marijuana waste. [ENTITY A] will dispose of waste with 
the intention of reducing landfill waste. When possible, the Director of Cultivation will compost waste 
on site, and reuse the compost on facility grounds. All processing, storage, and destruction of medical 
marijuana waste will occur in a limited access area. A Type 1 Key employee will oversee the disposal of 
medical marijuana. A local waste disposal company will remove non-compostable waste for disposal. 
 
The Director of Cultivation will document the disposal of medical marijuana waste in the ITS and 
physically on Waste Disposal Logs. Cameras will record all waste disposal operations. [ENTITY A] will 
keep copies of video surveillance on a secure, cloud-based server and maintain records on premises for a 
period of at least five years. Only a Type 1 Key Employee will have access to the cloud-based 
surveillance server.  
 
Solid Waste Management 
Keeping plants healthy will help reduce waste. Optimal growing conditions will reduce stress on the 
plants and minimize the number of dead or unhealthy plants thus reducing overall plant waste. [ENTITY 
A] will “track, destroy, and dispose of all undesired, excess, obsolete, adulterated, misbranded, or 
deteriorated medical marijuana waste,” as required by OAC 3796:2-2-03 Cultivator waste disposal. 
 
Unused Plant Material and Grow Media 
Most solid waste will be grow media and unused plant material. Unusable plant material may include: 
pruned branches, flowers, stems, trim, leaves, seeds, roots, dead or unhealthy medical marijuana plants. 
The Director of Cultivation will dispose of any plant material that has been exposed to dangerous 
chemicals or is otherwise contaminated. The Director of Cultivation will dispose of plant material that 
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does not meet [ENTITY A]’s quality control standards. Products that fail laboratory testing, are 
adulterated by prohibited chemicals, have expired, are contaminated with pests, or have been exposed to 
adverse conditions will not meet quality control standards. Cultivation Associates will isolate waste 
material, and record its weight in the ITS. The Director of Cultivation will keep waste material away 
from cultivated plants. 
 
Miscellaneous Solid Waste 
The cultivation and processing facility will also generate miscellaneous waste. This form of waste will 
include items like office waste, breakroom waste, packaging materials, and corrugated cardboard. 
Miscellaneous waste will never come into contact with medical marijuana, and a waste disposal service 
will remove it weekly, without further processing. 
 
Liquid Waste Management 
All wastewater will drain to waste in accordance with all applicable laws, per Chapter 3718: Sewage 
Treatment Systems. [ENTITY A] addresses waste water handling in its Environmental Plan. [ENTITY 
A] will reduce nutrient pollution by incorporating waste reduction into cultivation methodologies. 
[ENTITY A] will work to decrease nutrient loads into the seven major watersheds within Ohio.  
 
[ENTITY A] will reduce pollutants in wastewater as defined by the Clean Water Act. Cultivation 
Associates will monitor wastewater discharge of dissolved salts as well as pH using a handheld meter. 
[ENTITY A] will reclaim water from cultivation and dehumidification, purify it by reverse osmosis, and 
reuse it. Using reclaimed water will limit water consumption. Unfilterable wastewater will drain to the 
municipal waste system. The cultivation facility will not discharge directly into the waters of Ohio. 
Cultivators will use nutrients and pesticides that do not require special permitting for the disposal of 
wastewater. 
 
Waste Reduction Program 
[ENTITY A] will be a leader in sustainable waste practices. [ENTITY A] intends to surpass Ohio’s 66% 
recycling goal for industrial waste. One approach to accomplishing this goal is to prevent the production 
of wastes that require treatment. Another is to limit the use of unrecyclable materials and to reuse all 
materials to the fullest. [ENTITY A]’s waste management plan will address the environmental impacts 
of cultivating medical marijuana. [ENTITY A] will recycle paper, corrugated cardboard, plastics, glass, 
and metals through standard recycling services. 
 
The company will use compost on facility grounds. Compost will contain decomposed, unusable plant 
material, grow media, and roots. [ENTITY A] will not use compost for cultivation. A Type-1 Key 
Employee will oversee all composting operations.  
 
Rendering Medical Waste Unusable 
Employees will weigh all waste created by [ENTITY A] using routinely calibrated scales and will 
catalogue it in the ITS and Waste Disposal Logs, in compliance with OAC 3796:2-201 Cultivator 
operations and quality assurance plan. [ENTITY A] will store plant waste in bins located in the waste 
disposal area until a sufficient quantity accumulates and it warrants disposal. To prevent fire hazards, 
[ENTITY A] will not store waste in hallways, stairways, or in front of exit doors. Instead, employees 
will store waste in a limited access area until the Inventory Manager, [PERSON N], orders its disposal. 
Cultivation Associates will use an electric plant chipper to shred leaves and stems under the supervision 
of a Type-1 Key Employee. The electric plant chipper will not create exhaust so employees may operate 
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it indoors. Cultivators will wear proper Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) while operating the 
chipper. PPE will include: thick leather gloves, long sleeves, full-legged pants, closed-toe shoes, 
earplugs/earphones, and eye protection.  
 
Cultivation Associates will mix shredded plant material with at least 51% post-consumer waste to render 
it unusable. Applicable materials include, “paper waste, cardboard waste, food waste, yard or garden 
waste, grease or other compostable oil waste, bokashi or other compost activators, soil or other used 
growth media, or other wastes approved by the Department,” as required by 3796:2-2-03 Cultivator 
waste disposal. A Type 1 Key Employee will dispose of the waste mixture in opaque, unmarked garbage 
bags.  
 
Dumpster Management 
[ENTITY A] will store waste in a locked, fence-enclosed dumpster to prevent unauthorized entry to 
dumpsters and compost bins as required by 3796:2-2-05 Cultivator security. [ENTITY A] will ensure 
dumpsters are secured, monitored under video surveillance, and stored inside the facility until garbage 
pick-up dates. [ENTITY A] will place security cameras conspicuously to deter diversion. 
 
Hazardous Materials 
[ENTITY A] will safely manage all solid, liquid, and hazardous waste in accordance with the Medical 
Marijuana Control Program and municipality regulations. Some hazardous materials within the 
cultivation facility will include: light bulbs, electrical ballasts, fertilizers, pesticides, and other 
agricultural products utilized during the cultivation of medical marijuana. Cultivators will dispose of 
hazardous materials according to manufacturer recommendations found on product SDS. Cultivators 
will wear PPE while handling hazardous materials. 
 
Conclusion 
[ENTITY A]’s Waste Management Plan is founded on conservationist values with the goal of reducing 
environmental impact. A Type 1 Key Employee will supervise the disposal of medical marijuana waste. 
Employees will render medical marijuana unusable prior to composting or disposal. [ENTITY A] will 
reuse cultivation wastewater through reverse osmosis filtration and dispose of unfilterable wastewater. 
[ENTITY A] will reduce waste and recycle all applicable materials. Type 1 Key Employees will handle 
and dispose of hazardous materials as instructed by manufacturers. [ENTITY A] will store waste in 
locked dumpsters, enclosed by fencing, in a limited access area, on the exterior of the facility under 
video surveillance. These practices will help [ENTITY A] reduce waste and opportunity for diversion. 
 
Part V: Adverse Events and Recall Procedures 
 
Overview 
Medical marijuana may be subject to recall at any time during operations. The Chief Compliance 
Officer, [PERSON M], will enforce recall procedures with support from the Inventory Manager, 
[PERSON N], in compliance with OAC 3796:2-1-02(B)(4)(f), Cultivator provisional license 
application. It is [ENTITY A]’s duty to maximize recall efforts of affected medical marijuana and 
minimize any risks to public health and safety. [ENTITY A] has developed a recall plan for medical 
marijuana. Recalls may result from several factors, including: unclean growing conditions, a failed test 
result, an adverse patient reaction, or hold placed by the Department. In the case of a recall, the Director 
of Cultivation will identify affected medical marijuana by harvest batch and unique plant identifiers 
(RFID). The Director of Cultivation will identify plants in the ITS by their unique RFID tag number and 
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change the status of affected plants to “RECALLED.” The ITS, then, will forbid the transfer of the plant 
until Department authorization. The chief operations officer will contact licensed entities impacted by 
recalled medical marijuana that originates at [ENTITY A] and initiate the recall of affected materials. 
The Director of Cultivation will store recalled medical marijuana in an area away from other inventory. 
Once the Director of Cultivation collects all affected medical marijuana, they will notify the Department 
for the need to dispose of contaminated material. 
 
Process 
The Director of Cultivation will train Cultivation Associates to identify contamination and pestilence. 
The detection of insects or mildew will initiate pest response procedures. The Director of Cultivation 
will determine the scope of the contamination and may order plant disposal. Director of Cultivation will 
determine the total amount of affected medical marijuana according to strain, propagation date, and 
unique RFID tag. The Director of Cultivation will use the ITS to trace affected medical marijuana from 
cultivation area to cultivation area. This technique may lend clues to the vector, or path to which pests 
entered the facility. Using this data, the Director of Cultivation will plan corrective actions and 
determine if affected material has been harvested or sold to dispensaries or processors. If contaminated 
material is actively being processed or dispensed to patients, the Chief Operations Officer will contact 
the affected entities. The chief operations officer will direct those entities to immediately cease sales of 
recalled inventory and to broadcast a warning to patients/caregivers to not consume the product. The 
Chief Compliance Officer, [PERSON M], will maintain records of the transfer, storage, and destruction 
of all recalled medical marijuana. All activity and documents associated with these activities will be 
recorded via video surveillance and made available to the Department, state and local law enforcement, 
and other applicable parties. 
 
Storage 
The Director of Cultivation and Harvest and Processing Manager will secure recalled inventory in a 
quarantine area. Cultivation, harvesting and packaging management will isolate quarantined medical 
marijuana products in an area away from other inventory and healthy plants. The isolated product will 
require separate monitoring procedures. The Director of Cultivation will clearly mark areas specific to 
quarantined product with signs at entryways limiting access and required PPE. [ENTITY A] is 
committed to preventing unlawful diversion and all activity related to identifying, isolating, and cameras 
will continually surveil recalled inventory. Facility managers will document the storage location of 
affected material in the ITS. The Chief Compliance Officer, [PERSON M], will submit inventory data to 
the Department prior to the destruction of any quarantined medical marijuana products.  
 
Retesting or Destruction 
Before any recalled product is sold to dispensaries or processors, facility managers will collect samples 
of medical marijuana and submit them to licensed testing facilities in compliance with OAC 3796:2-2-
06, Laboratory testing. If the recall is irreparable, a Type 1 Key Employee will oversee the disposal of 
affected product. Cultivators responsible for disposing recalled material will take precautions to mitigate 
the spread of contamination. Cultivators will dispose inventory in an onsite, locked dumpster, accessible 
only to [ENTITY A] employees and the waste disposal company, unless circumstances particular to the 
recall dictate cultivators observe more stringent methods of disposal. 
 
Communication and Documentation 
Beyond alerting affected licensed entities of a recall, [ENTITY A] will broadcast a statement describing 
the scope of a recall and any associated health risks. The chief operations officer will prepare a 
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statement to include [ENTITY A] contact information so that patients and caregivers may address 
concerns. The Chief Compliance Officer, [PERSON M], will post a Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) 
page on [ENTITY A]’s website to address concerns relating to the recall. Information available to 
patients/caregivers online will contain corrective actions [ENTITY A] is taking to respond to and 
prevent incidents.  
 
The Harvest and Processing Manager will prepare transport manifests and arrange the pickup of recalled 
medical marijuana from affected entities. The Chief Compliance Officer, [PERSON M], will verify that 
all recalled product is reflected in the ITS and disposed of in complaince with OAC 3796:2-2-03 
Cultivator waste disposal. The Chief Compliance Officer, [PERSON M], will inform the Department of 
all recalled product transfers. The Chief Compliance Officer, [PERSON M], will keep a paper copy of 
all transport manifests and other recall documentation onsite for no less than five years, in compliance 
with OAC 3796:2-2-08, Cultivator records and reporting requirements. The Chief Compliance Officer, 
[PERSON M], will make all recall documents available to the Department. 
 
Conclusion 
[ENTITY A] will operate transparently to protect public health. [ENTITY A] is committed to public 
safety and open communication with regard to its products and will ensure that the highest standards are 
met when executing a recall. This includes: the initiation of recalls, storage of recalled medical 
marijuana, destruction of recalled medical marijuana, and open communication and documentation of all 
steps involved in the recall in compliance with OAC 3796:2-1-02(B)(4)(f), Cultivator provisional license 
application. [ENTITY A] will maintain records of all recalls for a minimum of five years in compliance 
with OAC 3796:2-2-08, Cultivator records and reporting requirements. 
 
Part VI: Record Keeping and Regulatory Compliance  
 
Overview 
[ENTITY A] believes strict recordkeeping enhances the Medical Marijuana Control Program in its goals 
to alleviate patient suffering. The Chief Compliance Officer, [PERSON M], will keep detailed, accurate 
records in a secure storage area for no less than five years, as required by OAC 3796:2-2-08 Cultivator 
records. The Chief Compliance Officer, [PERSON M], will store records digitally and physically. As 
part of the Quality Assurance Plan, the Chief Compliance Officer, [PERSON M], will ensure that 
records reflect facility activity. The Chief Compliance Officer, [PERSON M], will train employees in 
record keeping best practices. 
 
Inventory Tracking System 
[ENTITY A] will use the ITS to manage inventory from seed-to-sale. All functions of the software will 
have records associated with them. The ITS will allow the Director of Cultivation, harvest and 
processing manager, and Harvest and Processing Manager to monitor inventory levels, product 
movement, and sales in real time. Employees will have differing access restrictions within the ITS. Type 
1 Key Employees will have administrative access and Type 2 Employees will have basic user access. 
User access logs will track which employees adjust inventory data. BMPs will work in conjunction with 
the ITS to gather data and maintain records. The Chief Compliance Officer, [PERSON M], will train 
operational mangers to match digital inventories on the ITS and BMPs.  
 
Business Management Platforms (BMPs) 
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[ENTITY A] will use BMPs to collect and analyze data. Examples include: point of sales systems, 
accounting software, and automated environmental control modules. BMPs will integrate with the ITS 
and will allow facility managers to monitor all medical marijuana within the facility. The ITS and BMPs 
will allow managers to track sales trends. This will help the Director of Cultivation predict demand and 
plan future harvests. Use of the ITS and BMPs will ensure that the company has access to every data 
point necessary to make informed business decisions. 
 
Records Retention 
Retaining records is key to their usefulness. The Chief Compliance Officer, [PERSON M], will keep all 
records for a minimum of five years, as required by OAC 3796:2-2-08 (A) Cultivator records and 
reporting requirements. The Chief Compliance Officer, [PERSON M], will collect, and file records, 
then archive them using cloud-based BMPs using 256-bit encryption when they are no longer relevant. 
The Chief Compliance Officer, [PERSON M], will back-up data and records in cloud-based BMPs. 
[ENTITY A] will back-up data and records. This further enhances records security.  
 
Employee Records 
In compliance with OAC 3796:2-1-02 Cultivator provisional license application, the chief executive 
officer will create and maintain a current organizational chart that includes: “name, address, and date of 
birth of each principal officer, board member and any other individual associated with the business.” 
The HR director will maintain accurate personnel records for a minimum of five years for each 
employee. Employee records include: registration identification card (and application, if applicable), tax 
verification forms, job descriptions, contract terms, training documents, certifications, performance 
evaluations, driver’s license, car insurance (for deliveries), and any disciplinary actions. The HR 
Director will keep employee logs and hiring records. Logs will include: emergency contact information, 
registration number, access credentials, hire date, separation date, reason for separation, resume, 
references and background check findings. Hiring records will also include salary and wage data.  
 
Training, Education & Disciplinary Records  
[ENTITY A] will utilize a Learning Management System (LMS) to facilitate, track, and monitor 
employee training. This information will be used promote and discipline employees, based on 
demonstrated competencies related to medical marijuana cultivation. The Director of Cultivation will 
use LMS to examine employees for core competencies. Staff will use LMS to access training materials, 
SOPs, best practices, and pertinent federal regulations, such as those published by the EPA and OSHA, 
specific to each job description. 
 
Visitor Logs 
[ENTITY A] will designate any person on facility grounds that is not employed by [ENTITY A] as 
visitors. In compliance with OAC 3796:5-2-01 (I) Employee identification cards, all visitors must 
provide a valid, government-issued identification with photograph to facility managers before entering 
restricted areas. Every visitor will fill out a visitor log. The log will show the name, duration, and 
purpose of each visitor, as well as the escorting [ENTITY A] employee. After completing the visitor log, 
the Director of Cultivation will give visitors a visitor’s badge. [ENTITY A] will require visitors to 
display the badge throughout the duration of the visit. A Level 1 Key Employee will escort visitors for 
the duration of their visit.  
 
Cultivation Records 
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Automated systems will monitor, record and regulate many environmental variables in the facility. The 
system will log the data for the Director of Cultivation to review. Based on the data, the Director of 
Cultivation will optimize conditions to manage plant health. The Director of Cultivation will keep 
records of cultivation practices, including: pesticide application schedules, crop maintenance logs, 
propagation logs, harvest logs, waste logs, RFID tags, laboratory test results, transport manifests, 
equipment maintenance logs, and sales receipts. The Director of Cultivation will analyze cultivation 
systems data to improve operational efficiency. Cultivation records will help employees identify tasks 
needing improvement. Facility managers will use cultivation data to amend SOPs. To comply with 
OSHA, the Department, and local regulations, the Director of Cultivation will also keep records on 
equipment cleaning and maintenance, ITS, and other business records. The Chief Compliance Officer, 
[PERSON M], will keep facility and operation inspection records.  
 
[ENTITY A] will utilize crop management systems to regulate cultivation environments. Monitors will 
auto-log temperature, humidity, ventilation, water supply, and lighting in each cultivation area. The 
equipment will integrate with the facility’s infrastructure, including: HVAC, RO water filtration, 
irrigation systems, and light timers. Each monitor will transmit data to BMPs for record keeping. The 
Director of Cultivation will use BMP records to compare environmental conditions to production output. 
If data suggests SOPs are obsolete, the Director of Cultivation will update them. 
 
[ENTITY A] will keep records for all strains in the facility. To comply with OAC 3796:2-2-08 (A)(7)(a) 
Cultivator records and reporting requirements, ITS and BMP records will include cannabinoid potency, 
the Department-registered name for each strain, unique plant identifier (RFID tag) of every plant, the 
location of every plant in the facility, the stage of growth of every plant, and time stamps for each plant 
activity (moving cultivation rooms or facilities).  
 
Pesticide Application Records 
[ENTITY A] will keep records for all fertilizers, pesticides, and other chemicals in the cultivation 
facility. As a best practice, [ENTITY A] will meet or exceed regulatory standards for pesticide 
application record keeping. The Director of Cultivation will ensure that pesticide application records 
adhere to Department regulations, EPA worker protection standard (WPS), and the Federal Insecticide, 
Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (7 U.S.C. §136 et seq.). The Director of Cultivation will also manage 
commercial applicator use recordkeeping forms, SDS, and equipment user manuals. As specified by 
OAC 3796:2-2-01 Cultivator operations and quality assurance plan, application records will include: 
“date and time of application; stage of cultivation process; date when the plants in the application area 
were moved to the flowering stage, if applicable; EPA registration, if applicable; analysis of the 
fertilizer applied; application site, which shall be identified by the location legend maintained by the 
Director of Cultivation; name of the product being applied; amount applied; unique plant identifier or 
other information that identifies which plants received the application; size of the application area; name 
of the individual making the application; and comments or special conditions related to the application.” 
 
Cultivators will only use approved pesticides, fungicides and other chemicals in a way that pursues 
environmental best practices. The Director of Cultivation will only select pesticides listed on the 
Medical Marijuana Control Program’s Approved Pesticides for Use in the Cultivation of Medical 
Marijuana. The Director of Cultivation will monitor regulations related to pesticides. For recordkeeping, 
the Director of Cultivation will use specific terminology to refer to pesticide applications, including: 
defoliant, desiccant, pesticide, and plant regulator. 
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In compliance with the WPS, [ENTITY A] will maintain thorough records of pesticide handler and 
pesticide worker training. [ENTITY A] employees will be “private applicators,” as defined by the 
Department of Agriculture. As a best practice, the company will adhere to OAC 901:5-11-10 (B) Record 
keeping requirements, which lists recordkeeping requirements for commercial applicators. [ENTITY A] 
will also adhere to OAC 901:5-11-11 Storage, handling, disposal and distribution of pesticides, custom 
mixes and blends, which lists storage and handling requirements for pesticides. Consistent with best 
practices and Department standards, [ENTITY A] will retain training records for five years.  
 
Waste Disposal Records 
To comply with OAC 3796:2-2-03 Cultivator waste disposal, Waste records will include: “the date and 
time of disposal; the manner of disposal; the volume and weight of the approved solid waste media used 
to render the medical marijuana unusable; the unique identification codes associated with the medical 
marijuana scheduled for destruction; the reasoning for and description of the disposal; the signature of 
the Type 1 Key Employee overseeing the disposal of the medical marijuana; and if the medical 
marijuana waste for disposal contains plant material that was prepared for sale to a dispensary or 
processor, the batch number, strain, volume and weight of the plant material being disposed of”. 
 
Transportation Records 
The packaging manger will retain all transportation records, including: transport manifests, invoices, 
payment receipts, drivers’ licenses, vehicle registrations, vehicle insurance, vehicle maintenance history, 
and mileage. The Harvest and Processing Manager will perpetually retain transportation records and 
provide them to the Department, upon request.  
 
Licensed Testing Laboratory Records 
The harvest and processing manager will record all activities related to testing, including: transport 
manifests to testing facilities, tested harvest batches, sample sizes, testing types (potency, contaminant, 
and/or pesticide), invoices and payment receipts. The harvest and processing manager will upload and 
reference testing records in BMPs.  
 
Financial Records 
To comply with OAC 3796:2-2-08 (C) Cultivator records and reporting requirements, the chief 
financial officer will maintain financial records for the facility. The Harvest and Processing Manager 
will record invoices, transport manifests, and payment records in the ITS. The chief financial officer will 
review production costs, production outputs and maintain contracts with vendors. Information pertaining 
to third-party vendors and other licensed entities will include: bills of lading, bills of sale, and vendor 
contact information. The chief financial officer will retain all transaction and sales records for five years.  
 
The Chief Financial Officer will retain [ENTITY A]’s financial institution records. [ENTITY A] is 
committed to transparency in accounting data and will use Generally Accepted Accounting Principles 
(GAAP) to prepare financial reports. [ENTITY A] will use a certified public accountant (CPA) to 
manage company financial information and reporting. The chief financial officer will keep financial 
records on secure, internal computer networks and use an electronic records backup system.  
 
Records Storage/Management System 
The Chief Compliance Officer, [PERSON M], will ensure that electronic records storage systems adhere 
to OAC 3796:2-2-08(B) Cultivator records and reporting requirements. Electronic storage systems will 
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include confidentiality protections, and erasure safeguard, access controls, ability to place a litigation 
hold, and the ability to restore records in the event of a computer malfunction or other data loss.  
 
Workplace Safety Records 
[ENTITY A] is committed to protecting its workers from injury in the workplace. [ENTITY A] is 
committed to meeting OSHA requirements by using the OSHA Form 300 Log of Work-Related Injury 
and Illness, the primary compliance document from that agency. The Chief Compliance Officer, 
[PERSON M], will maintain compliance records, including: inspection records, regulatory agency 
corrective action plans, and supporting records showing resolution of warnings or violations. The Chief 
Compliance Officer, [PERSON M], will retain these records for no less than five years.  
 
Inventory Auditing Records 
Beyond keeping records in the ITS and BMPs, [ENTITY A] will create and maintain records of all 
inventory audits. Auditing product inventory ensures that items are being properly handled and 
managed. It also prevents loss and diversion by providing a visual cue to staff that inventory is closely 
monitored. Records of regular physical counts of medical marijuana will include: the date products were 
counted, a summary of the findings, employee identification numbers, and titles of the staff who 
participated. The harvest and processing manager, Harvest and Processing Manager and Director of 
Cultivation will periodically count physical inventory levels and reconcile ITS and BMP inventory 
levels. The Chief Compliance Officer, [PERSON M], will analyze these metrics and use them during 
monthly, quarterly, and annual audits. To ensure consistent, compliant recordkeeping, the Chief 
Compliance Officer, [PERSON M], will train operational managers on daily ITS and BMPs operations.  
 
Security Records 
The director of security will retain security records, including: visitor logs, security daily activity logs, 
and security incident reports. The director of security will maintain digital video recorders (DVR) in a 
security storage room. In the event of diversion or criminal activity on facility premises, the director of 
security will isolate surveillance records applicable to an investigation. The director of security will keep 
records pertaining to police or Department investigations for five years or until [ENTITY A] receives 
notice from the Department that the records are no longer needed. 
 
Conclusion 
[ENTITY A] will maintain records for all employees and all segments of production. The Director of 
Cultivation will keep records relevant to maintaining healthy plants, cultivator training, production 
schedules, and production controls. [ENTITY A] will satisfy all Department regulations for record 
keeping by utilizing tools such as the ITS and BMPs, which will provide real-time operating information 
to management. [ENTITY A] will use BMPs to streamline recordkeeping and to analyze data from the 
ITS. Operational managers (Director of Cultivation, harvesting and processing manager, and Harvest 
and Processing Manager) will use the ITS to document the strain, location, and stage of growth of every 
plant within the facility, as well as waste, trim, and packages from each harvest batch. [ENTITY A]’s 
recordkeeping policies will ensure business transparency and complete regulatory compliance. 
[ENTITY A] will protect its data using backup systems and encryption technologies. Good record 
keeping will help ensure safe operations. By creating a high standard and expectation for record 
keeping, [ENTITY A] is committed to the successful implementation of the Medical Marijuana Control 
Program.  
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Security Plan 
 
2D Part I: Surveillance Technology and Physical Security 
Security, Policy, and Access Control 
Asset 
Central to the concept of security is the asset—some object or piece of information that must protected 
from loss, for any number of reasons. In fact, the asset is dispositive—security is meaningless without a 
valuable asset to protect against a threat or attack. An object that is of low value does not need security. 
An asset is of high value—like, a precious gem, cash, or marijuana; it poses a danger to the public if it 
escapes (as in a dangerous criminal) or is entrusted to the wrong people—guns, fissile material, or 
scheduled drugs. Our understanding of how to protect assets has evolved in response to the increase in 
sophistication in which attempts to seize or attack assets has grown. 
  
Fortresses and Barriers 
Medieval European castles are examples of fortresses. The fortress model—one super-hard-to-penetrate 
barrier and nothing more—was the favored means of securing assets until the year 1270 when 
concentric castles began being built. The problem with the fortress model is that there is usually a weak 
spot or vulnerability that can be exploited. (We have all seen the movies where the angry hoards storm 
the castle by ramming the drawbridge.) Furthermore, once the single barrier is breached, it cannot easily 
be restored—certainly not in time to entrap the intruder—and forget defending the asset. To defend 
against attacks, defense tools (limited because resources inside the fortress are limited in comparison to 
the outside world) became increasingly more complicated (but not complex—that is, there was no 
interrelation between defense tools).  
 
Eventually, the methods of fortress defense had become sufficiently complicated for a new strategy to 
emerge: it became apparent that one barrier between an asset and the outside world was insufficient—no 
matter how difficult the barrier was to overcome. The concentric castle represented a change in thinking 
about how to defend assets. With the concentric castle, there was more than one complication for an 
invader to surmount—an outer wall and an inner curtain wall, and each had its own defense tools. The 
moat, for example, functions as a barrier. Fill it with vicious dogs and you have a fourth barrier. Post 
archers atop the parapets and you have a fifth barrier. This insight—expanded from the concept that a 
multiplicity of tools can be used to defend one barrier into the idea that there needs to be more than one 
barrier to protect an asset—is a tremendous improvement over the single-barrier model. It is called the 
“concentric circles of protection” or “protection-in-depth” model and is the standard today. 
 
There are different types of barriers, too. Each barrier will perform one or more of the following six 
functions: Prevention, deterrence, detection, delay, assessment and response. 
 
Prevention barriers work to stop an attack on the asset before it is attempted. Examples include visible 
security guards, signs notifying the potential attacker that alarms systems are involved and so forth. 
They stop an attack as it is contemplated and before it occurs. Deterrence barriers function to back up 
the prevention layer. Deterrence barriers have consequences for the attacker: a lock that will not budge, 
an alarm that sounds, a fence that gives an electric shock or snags the intruder in barbed wire are 
examples. Detection barriers, as the name suggests, alert those protecting the asset to attempts of attack. 
Delay barriers function to slow attackers down (most barriers serve this function, but a particularly good 
example is the time-delay safe). Assessment barriers (CCTV) function to provide information about the 
attack as it is ongoing or in incident review after an attack, and response barriers (security guards, 
automated call systems, central monitoring station) function to initiate new action as a result of the 
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attack detection. With current security technologies, many security tools work together or trigger other 
equipment. This adds complexity to any attack scenario, diminishing the likelihood of its success. 
 
Concentric Circles 
The concentric circles model of barriers-arranged-as-layers works for two reasons: 1) because each 
layer, equipped with defense tools, provides another barrier to attack; and 2) because policy reinforces 
the integrity of each barrier. Note that the overall level of security can be enhanced by either adding a 
new barrier layer, or by strengthening an existing barrier layer. Policy works to strengthen each barrier 
layer, while a policy of awareness functions as a barrier layer in itself. Moreover, defense tools and 
barriers are now much more complex—that is, they have interrelated functions (e.g., video surveillance 
technology can trip an audible alarm, thus it can deter, detect and assess). 
 
Policy 
Policy establishes the integrity of each barrier. For example, an intrusion detection system is useless if 
power can be cut, if the equipment is left unpowered at the end of the day, if the equipment is left 
powered but unmonitored, or alarms are ignored when tripped. There must be a policy in place that 
establishes that the intrusion detection system is to remain powered up, that the power supply is 
redundant and that appointed personnel are monitoring the intrusion detection system and have scripted 
responses ready to enact in the event of an intrusion. Most importantly, policy informs vested people 
(company personnel, police, security) of their roles in the function of each barrier, on a need-to-know 
basis, and what to do in the event of an attack on the asset. Therefore, policy, by establishing what 
people do, also establishes the first (awareness) and last (response) layers of asset security. 
 
Our Plan 
[ENTITY A] based its security plan for the proposed site on the concentric circles design metaphor and 
designed it in consultation with experienced and distinguished security experts. Under this paradigm, 
nested layers of security will be designed in a most-secure-location-outward fashion, with the most 
central layer consisting of the location where the assets (cash, marijuana and marijuana products) are 
stored. The outermost security ring is the site lot line, which will be fenced off. Proceeding inward, 
another ring of access control is maintained at the perimeter of the building and then again at all areas 
within the building, with especially high levels of security at asset production (nursery) and asset storage 
areas. This approach, in combination with partition access logging, provides controlled access that 
allows for easy auditing. 
 
The plan includes all regulatory requirements from the Department to ensure that the security and safety 
of the people, property and products are preserved. All equipment will meet the standards set forth by 
ORC 3796:2-2-05 Cultivator security, to prevent and detect diversion, theft, or loss of medical 
marijuana and other property. 
 
All security layers also include physical barriers, signage, various surveillance tools and employee 
policies which differ based on location and function. Physical barriers are identified per-layer below, as 
are signage (prevention barrier), surveillance (detection and assessment barriers), and other security 
tools (deterrence, delay, and response barriers) such as biometric locks and auto-dialers. 
 
Notably, the intrusion detection system and CCVE surveillance system will provide a means of 
communication and awareness to first responders such as on-site personnel and local law enforcement 
(response barriers). Real-time CCVE remote access will be available to all jurisdictional law 
enforcement agencies that request this feature. 
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[ENTITY A] will store all finished marijuana products in a vault built to meet drug storage standards 
established by the DEA. [ENTITY A] will keep the vaults, and any other equipment or areas used for 
the production, cultivation, harvesting, processing, or storage of marijuana and marijuana products 
locked and secured from entry, except for the time required to remove or replace marijuana. 
Lastly, all facility security systems will be tied into the on-site emergency generator, and will have 
required battery backup for the time period of transfer from normal to emergency (generator) power. 
Power redundancy will be supported for a minimum of 48 hours.  
 
[ENTITY A] believes that its security plan will mitigate and deter unauthorized entrance into areas 
where marijuana is located. It will address all security regulations and requirements per Ohio Medical 
Marijuana Control Program regulations. The security plan will provide a safe environment for the public 
and employees, and deter unauthorized access and loss of marijuana products. 
 
Standards and Technology Overview 
While each security layer will have its own set of barriers, there are a number of tools, policies, 
installation standards and technological features that apply to the entire facility. There will be two 
independent security systems installed—an intrusion detection system and a surveillance system. The 
systems include burglary-deterrent measures, an emergency police call function, electronic access 
control and CCVE surveillance/recording/retrieval systems. Technical highlights of the systems are as 
follows: 
 
Intrusion Detection 
As indicated on the Site Plan, both the building itself and the perimeter fence will be outfitted with 
intrusion detection technology. Intrusion sensors include, door/gate contacts, glass break sensors, 
volumetric-motion sensors, heat/smoke detectors and environmental sensors. The perimeter will also be 
outfitted at entry points with annunciator panels and biometric access technology. The perimeter 
detection devices will integrate intrusion detection and control systems with other systems such as fire, 
intercom, Access Control, CCVE and building environmental systems. Some highlights of the 
technology to be used include: 
 

- UL-listed premises burglary protection systems with a dual-path communication system: a 
continuously-polled IP off-premises connection and a backup cellular transmitter if IP should 
fail. 

- The ability to remain in operation during a power outage utilizing interim battery backup and 
medium-term gas generator backup able to power the system for a minimum of 48 hours. 

- Continuous monitoring and logging of openings/closings of office, cultivation area, and vault 
alarm system partitions. 

- High-security, balanced, biased magnetic contact protection on all exterior doors, roof hatch, and 
selected interior doors. 

- Passive infrared intrusion sensors and verified combination passive infrared/microwave intrusion 
sensors located throughout sensitive building areas (excludes lavatories). 

- Daytime annunciation of all perimeter entrance doors, roll-up doors, fire exit doors, and roof 
hatch 

- Provide the ability to configure a distinct alert sound for each alarm or alarm type. 
- Provide ability to show instructions, on a per alarm basis, for how to handle the alarm. This is 

extremely useful as alarms induce panic and panicked minds benefit from guidance created in 
advance of stressful situations. 

- Provide ability to automatically show live video from a camera associated with an alarm.  
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- Provide option that requires the operator to enter a response to an alarm when clearing it from 
the alarm view window. 

- Provide mode of operation where un-acknowledged events will cause the computer to 
continuously emit their assigned alert sounds until the un-acknowledged alarms are 
acknowledged.  

- The Alarm window will display the date, time, priority, alarm state, count, event name, source of 
the event (reader, alarm point, access point or system alarm), and card number and cardholder 
name (if card event).  

- Provide ability to display when a card holder who uses a reader has accessed (opened) the door 
or if the card was used but the door was not opened. 

- Provide a card “Watch” function. The Watch function will allow normal access control, but will 
highlight the access grant event at the system monitor for cards specifically configured to be 
watched (e.g., for employee under suspicion). 

 
Video Surveillance 
All areas of the property will be covered by continuously operating surveillance cameras and include 
license plate recognition technology for the front gate access point. As indicated on the site plan, 
pan/zoom and tilt cameras will cover all areas of the facility, both inside and out and provide the ability 
to: 
 

- Perimeter lighting sufficient to illuminate the area for video recording. 
- IR perimeter cameras capable of recording in darkness should perimeter lighting fail or be cut. 
- Program descriptions and camera titles for all system cameras.  
- Show live or recorded video manually or automatically based on an alarm trigger. 
- Interface to a matrix video switcher via a serial communication port or LAN connection. 
- Switch any camera in the system to any monitor in the system manually or automatically based 

on an alarm trigger. 
- Video monitoring screens greater-than-12” in size. 
- Related Digital Video Server 
- Provides ability to interface to a network of digital video servers. 
- Camera functions such as pan/tilt, lens control, limits, and home position will be supported by 

the system. An operator will be able to control these functions for all cameras so equipped. 
- A live view from the Digital Video Server will be displayed on the system computer.  
- Upon recognition of an alarm, the system will be capable of switching and displaying a view 

from either the CCTV camera or video from the digital video server camera that is associated 
with the alarm point. 

- Camera Specification 
- Security cameras providing motion and clear color still photo (9600 dpi or better) records that 

include a date and time stamp 
- A video surveillance/recording/retrieval system with IP and high-resolution analog surveillance 

cameras monitoring all: exterior doors, building grounds, perimeter parking areas, employee 
main entrance door, shipping/receiving areas, doors accessing limited access building areas 
where marijuana is handled, processed, or stored and in the vicinity of the vault. 

- Exterior cameras will be of a type that can record at a minimum resolution of 600 lines per inch 
(analog) or D1 (720 x 480) (IP) and a minimum light factor of 0.7 LUX. 

- Surveillance footage will be exportable in industry-standard formats (MPEG, JPEG, GIF, BMP 
etc.) and be of D1 (720 x 480) resolution or greater and a frame rate of 30FPS or greater. 

- Automated Caller Systems 
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- Auto voice dialers (USP AVD-2005) will be located near entrances and exits, inside the vault, 
and other strategic locations throughout the facility. The voice dialers will be capable of storing 
four different 40-second recorded messages and up to eight different phone numbers. The dialers 
will deploy prerecorded messages to immediately notify law enforcement, public safety, or 
emergency services agencies of emergencies. 

- Hardwired, silent “hold-up” emergency police call devices will be strategically located 
throughout the facility. 

- Employee-worn wireless, portable emergency police call transmitters which can be either belt-
clipped or carried by means of a lanyard. 

- Hardwired panic alarm buttons strategically placed throughout the facility triggering an audible 
alarm and automated call to police. 

- Failure notification system that sends security failure message by text, email and phone call to 
specified personnel within five minutes of security equipment failure. 

 
CCVE and Security System Redundancy  
The security system equipment and recording devices will be kept in a secured room to prevent theft, 
loss, destruction, or tampering. This room will be monitored by a separate and independent system, 
using a fixed security camera with dedicated off-site storage and any Type 1 Key employee who 
legitimately gains access to the security closet, for any reason, must sign a log sheet stating name, date, 
time, and reason for entry the act of which will be witnessed by the security cameras. 
 

- The secured room will also be protected by biometric key technology. 
- Overlap of security camera field of view (no dead zones in camera field of view) will ensure that 

any work or tampering done to a camera will be recorded by at least one other camera. 
- The intrusion detection system and CCVE surveillance system will provide a means of 

communication and awareness to first responders such as on-site personnel and local law 
enforcement. 

- CCVE remote (internet) access will be available to all jurisdictional law enforcement agencies 
that request it.  

- Incident video records are to be kept for a period of four years in a secure location and made 
available to jurisdictional law enforcement agencies that request them. 

 
Alarm Redundancy 

- Triple power supplies (grid electricity, battery backup and generator backup) will power the 
intrusion alarm system. 

- Similarly, alarm calls will be both land-line and cellular capable. 
 
Power Redundancy 
All electrical systems will be backed up with both battery and generator-provided power. This ensures 
that battery backup systems can be relieved quickly. The backup power will be sufficient for a minimum 
of 72 hours operation. In addition to on-site video surveillance storage, video feeds will be streamed to 
off-site servers for safekeeping for a period of the trailing forty-five days. 
 
Drill-Down of Concentric Circles 
As described in the introduction, the best way to secure an asset is by containing it within several layers 
of protection—concentric circles—each layer representing a series of barriers. This section describes the 
layers of security that are part of our security plan. Layers are underlined and then each barrier 
described: 
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Security Layer One: Site Perimeter 
This is the lot line boundary of the cultivation and processing site. The perimeter of the licensed site will 
be visually monitored at all times by visual recording devices to detect any attempted or successful 
unauthorized access. 
 
Physical Barriers 

- Site surrounded by barrier fencing equipped with barbed deterrence wire. 
- Sliding access gates that are triggered by access card and either code punch or biometric keys 

such as fingerprint or palm scan. Both card swipe plus keypunch or card swipe plus biometric 
scan will be necessary to enter the property. 

- Exterior gate video monitored. 
- Signage 
- Unauthorized Access Prohibited. 
- Area Under 24-Hour Video Surveillance. 
- Trespassers Will Be Prosecuted to the Fullest Extent of the Law. 
- Other Barriers and Security Tools 
- Site is to be well-lit. 
- Site perimeter under continual CCVE surveillance. 
- Site outfitted with 24-hour tamper-proof intrusion detection system. 
- Duress and panic buttons will be installed in key locations (e.g. from CCVE monitoring station). 

 
Security Layer Two: Physical Plant Exterior 
The entire building, including all mechanicals, exterior and interior walls, vents, conduits, ducts, drains, 
and so forth, will be constructed or altered to prevent unauthorized ingress and egress. This includes the 
building itself and the interior portions of the building. It also periodically includes transportation 
vehicles and personnel. The physical plant will be secured with the tools and according to the policies 
and procedures listed below. 
 
Physical Barriers 

- Steel frame walls. 
- No windows/steel-barring for existing windows (if applicable). 
- Steel personnel doors. 
- Steel bollards positioned in front of overhead doors to prevent ramming and/or 
- Concrete pad loading dock to prevent ramming of overhead doors. 
- Signage 
- Limited Access Area: Authorized Personnel Only. 
- Unauthorized Access Prohibited. 
- Area Under 24-Hour Video Surveillance.  
- Trespassers Will Be Prosecuted to the Fullest Extent of the Law. 
- Other Deterrents and Security Tools 
- Under continual CCVE surveillance. 
- Patrolled by security guards. 
- Glass break detectors. 
- Door ajar detectors. 
- Perimeter motion detectors. 
- Infrared camera monitoring (records in all lighting situations). 
- Well-lit building perimeter. 
- Buzzer-locked (remote open) front door. 
- Alarm and CCVE Access Codes Policies. 
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- Access will be limited to the minimum number of authorized personnel necessary and tracked by 
card key. 

- Access codes will be irregularly updated at the discretion of the top-level executive, so as to 
introduce an element of randomness. 

- Access code sharing forbidden. 
 
Security Layer Three: Common Interior Areas 
The areas within the building that are accessible to all employees with the lowest security clearance 
level—offices, hallways, bathrooms, office and cleaning supply storage areas and the like. This does not 
include the security equipment closet or security suite. 
 
Physical Barriers 

- Steel doors. 
- Walls constructed with steel mesh sheets attached to the underside of structural joists to separate 

the common interior areas from cultivation, production and vault rooms. 
- Key card/biometric access locks that record personnel entry and exit of each area. 
- Reception room/lobby will be constructed with a ballistic window with a small opening at the 

bottom to pass documents, identification and to communicate. 
- The walls around the lobby will be ballistic in nature, including the wall surrounding the ballistic 

window. 
- Signage 
- Limited Access Area: Authorized Personnel Only. 
- Visitors Must Be Accompanied by Staff. 
- Other Deterrents and Security Tools. 
- CCVE surveillance. 
- Access limited to assigned personnel. 
- Entry Procedure (Policy Barrier): 
- Employees will use key cards to open the secure outermost door. 
- Each employee must open the door leading beyond this area with his/her key card, and only one 

employee may pass through the door at any given time (no tailgating policy). Entry and exit are 
recorded. 

- Vetted and registered contractors may only enter the facility under the constant supervision of an 
employee after they have been photo ID verified, logged-in and issued a temporary ID in 
exchange for their driver’s license. 

- All deliveries must be verified and logged in at the front entrance prior to being granted access to 
the loading areas. 

- Visitor Escorts (Policy Barrier): 
- Visitors will be escorted by approved personnel from the time they enter the site until the time 

they are escorted out of the building and observed leaving the property. 
- Visitors must first be identified by intercom before being buzzed through outermost door. 
- Visitors must exchange driver’s license for visitor pass. 
- Mobile phones prohibited in interior areas of facility. 
- Photography and motion video recording is prohibited. 
- Only the employee being visited may permit a visitor to enter after security screening, and the 

employee being visited must accompany the visitor. 
 
Fourth Security Layer: Nursery and Processing Areas 
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The areas within the building where cultivation, trimming, drying/curing, and processing activities take 
place. Drying/curing will take place inside separate, access-controlled rooms inside the cultivation area, 
providing yet another layer of security during this stage. 
 
Physical and Deterrent Barriers 

- Steel doors. 
- Walls constructed with steel mesh sheets attached to the underside of structural joists to separate 

the common interior areas from cultivation, production and vault rooms. 
- Key card/biometric access locks that record personnel entry and exit of each area. 
- Authorized personnel will be equipped with personal panic buttons which are worn around the 

neck and can be deployed discreetly. 
- Policy/Staff Barriers 
- Access to areas where plants are grown or handled are limited to nursery personnel. 
- These areas are under continual video surveillance. 
- Product logging protocols prevent loss of product. 
- Picture or video recording on the premises is strictly prohibited. 
- Access is allowed only by access credentials provided to workers as they are assigned tasks in 

specific areas. 
- No-tailgating policy. 
- Access by credentials is granted and assigned to the minimum number of authorized personnel 

needed in areas where marijuana is kept. 
- A clear schedule of who should be in what room, at what time, that will be monitored by the 

facility manager and/or director of security. 
- A minimum of two employees will be required to work together when there is marijuana present. 
- Cultivation, shipping and receiving will be: 
- Locked and controlled electronically. 
- Monitored at all times. 
- Closed and locked when not in use. 
- Equipped with sufficient CCTV to cover all working areas. 

 
Security Layer Five: Product Storage Areas 
The area where raw materials (feedstock), flower, processed-waiting, and processed-finished and 
stocked products are kept before delivery. This vault is constructed to store high-value assets and is the 
most-restricted space in the facility. As such, it does not abut outside walls, and is covered inside and 
out by video surveillance cameras. This area has detailed SOPs for addition and removal of product. 
 
Physical Barriers 

- Vault specifications: 
- Meets or exceeds DEA requirements for Schedule I & II pharmaceuticals. 
- 6 sided or 5 sided secured to floor. 
- GSA AA-D-600 vault door to meet DEA CFR 1301.72. 
- Managed racking and storage requirements. 
- Alarm contacts. 
- Tie-in with electronic security response. 
- Steel door. 
- Key card/biometric access locks. 
- Signage 
- Limited Access Area: Authorized Personnel Only. 
- Other Deterrents and Security Tools 
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- Access is limited to designated transport and accounting personnel. 
- Access is only allowed in the presence of the General Manager. 
- Logging of product stored and removed for transport prevents loss. 
- Under continual CCVE surveillance. 

 
Sixth Security Layer: Inter-vault Safe 
This is the safe that is located inside the vault, used for keeping cash and other highest-value items. 

- Inter-vault safe: UL rated safe with "TXTL-60X6" rating. This rating means that the safe can 
survive sixty minutes of attack from hand tools, picking tools, mechanical or portable electric 
tools, grinding points, carbide drills, pressure-applying devices, oxy-fuel and gas-cutting or 
welding torches on all six sides as well as survive for two hours at 350ºF in the event of fire. 

- Equipped with an Underwriters Laboratories (UL) listed Group 1 ESL20 Digital Lock that will 
be protected by a drill shattering hard plate and two additional spring-loaded pick-foiling 
devices. 

- Safe-door electronic combination lock will have a time delay, which will delay the unlocking of 
the lock by the manager. This time delay feature is commonly used by businesses that engage in 
the transfer and storage of high volumes of cash or valuable items. 

- Safe access limited only to certain personnel. 
 
Policy Features 
Every activity in the facility follows strict standard operating procedures, which function to strengthen 
each barrier and a policy of awareness functions as a barrier in itself. These SOPs are delivered, updated 
and monitored by way of an electronic tablet system that requires each employee to login and use 
“check-the-box-as-you-go” type activity reporting to ensure that crucial steps are not omitted. When 
audits turn up flaws in the procedures, the SOP can be updated and pushed out to the tablets, creating a 
virtuous cycle of ever-improving operations. While the details of each procedure would put this plan 
way over the 30-page limit, the following features are worth review here:  

- A limited-access surveillance room with login sheet, biometric auto-logging access and a video 
camera directed on the entry door. 

- Weekly checks for proper working order of the security system and the back-up system. 
- Thorough event response training, rehearsing coupled with on-screen what-to-do guides that pop 

up upon alarm triggers. 
- Video surveillance activity archived for a minimum of trailing 45 days, and specific video 

needed in conjunction with a criminal incident or workplace injury will be archived indefinitely 
by means of a DVD or flash memory device and “watermarked” to ensure integrity of the video 
recording. 

- On-site, employee-monitored video surveillance of facility during regular business hours. 
- 24-hour repair/replace policy in force for any security equipment needing attention. 
- Strict no-tailgating policy for entry/exit through all partitions, prohibiting more than one person 

to pass a partition at any one time, and prohibiting the propping open of doors or leaving keys in 
doorknobs. 

- Access to areas within a site where cannabis is will be restricted to persons whose presence in 
those areas is required by their work responsibilities. 

- Records of entry and exit into every room are auto-logged for every person in the company. In 
addition to electronic records kept by the Access Control system, sign-in/out sheets will be kept 
and required to be used by every employee as they move about the building performing tasks 
throughout the day. All activity is recorded by CCVE and stored on-site for trailing 45 days. 

- Sensitive areas will include physical barriers that prevent unauthorized access. Please see the Site 
and Floor Plan drawings for a visual representation of the barriers. 
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- There is no portion of the building, save the bathroom facilities, that will not be under continual 
CCVE surveillance. 

- The use of a Web-hosted access control system throughout the premises allows management to 
cancel any Photo ID immediately (including remotely) upon employee termination. 

- Backup alarm system. 
 
Inspection/Servicing/Alteration Protocols 
Security and surveillance systems will be serviced only by qualified, Department-approved security 
vendors. The procedure will be: 

1. [ENTITY A] will notify the Department in advance of any maintenance procedure requiring a 
discontinuation of surveillance or monitoring. 

2. The security contractor will provide a statement of service to be performed and [ENTITY A] will 
submit this statement to the Department. 

3. Planned maintenance will be conducted as quickly as possible and include additional security 
guards posted as needed. 

4. When the service is completed, [ENTITY A] will provide a service contractor statement 
indicating what operations were performed, their outcome and the operational status of the 
security systems. 

 
Secure Waste Area 
The facility will feature a main waste storage and disposal area, where all of the above-mentioned 
individual waste receptacles will be brought and emptied into separate dumpsters by Type 1 Key 
employees. This area will be limited access. The receptacles will be emptied throughout the day, and 
one last time at the end of each work day so that no waste sits inside the various production rooms 
overnight. This will prevent the invitation of mold in the facility. The main waste storage area will be 
outdoors and locked within 8-foot tall fencing. The dumpsters for any kind of medical marijuana waste 
will remain securely locked at all times. At designated waste pickup times, the main disposal area will 
be unlocked by an onsite manager so that the waste management company has access to the dumpsters. 
Dumpsters will be emptied no less than one time per week. 
 
Employee Access Policy 
Every employee will carry a photo ID card key badge that will be programmed to provide authorized 
access to various spaces within the building and record access events. Security personnel will staff the 
key points of entry. A third-party security company will oversee the building, which includes 24-hour 
monitoring through the security company’s system. 
 
Security policies to ensure that the facility is limited only to employees and escorted visitors are: 

- The facility is to be locked when vacant.  
- Once inside the reception area, access to the cultivation area is granted by an employee key card 

or by the front desk receptionist/security guard. 
- All locks and security equipment will be maintained in good working condition. 
- All card keys, access codes, access cards, passwords, etc., are to be kept secure and accessible 

only to specifically authorized personnel.  
- When the facility is open, surveillance rooms will remain locked and will not be used for any 

other function. 
 
Opening Procedure: 

- Each morning, security personnel will traverse the perimeter of the building to conduct a visual 
inspection of the exterior of the building. The purpose of this initial exterior inspection is to look 
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for signs of possible forced entry. Signs of forced entry could include broken windows, doors 
pried open, etc. 

- Security personnel will then conduct an interior search of the facility.  
- Any on site employees will remain in their vehicles in a position to view the facility, until 

security personnel have cleared the building for entry. 
- Employees will not enter the facility until security personnel have finished the interior search and 

indicated that entry is permitted (“all-clear”). 
- Closing Procedure:  
- Check the facility for persons hiding inside (bathrooms, stairwells, offices, etc.). 
- All marijuana products are accounted for and are returned to the vault. 
- Ensure that all sensitive documents and unfinished products have been secured. 
- Check that all items of value been locked away in their proper safe or vault. 
- Check that the vault door has been closed and securely locked. 
- Check that all the machines, terminals, etc. have been turned off. 
- Check that all the doors, windows, and other entrances have been secured. 
- Check CCTV for suspicious persons loitering around the exits and parking areas. 
- Activate alarm systems. 
- Security personnel will escort final employees out of the facility. 

 
Continuous Monitoring 
The system will be monitored at all times by trained personnel who will be able to take the appropriate 
steps in response to the detection of any adverse event. If any such occurrence is detected, the personnel 
will make a record of (a) the date and time of the occurrence; and (b) the measures taken in response to 
it and the date and time when they were taken. 
 
Air Filtration and Odor Detection 
Air moves in and out of the building and therefore its presence can be detected by smell outside the 
building. Additionally, outside contaminants can enter the building and create pest problems for plants. 
Therefore, air must be filtered appropriately in both directions. HEPA filtration will be used for 
incoming air, while exiting air will be carbon filtered and ozone treated to prevent the escape of 
unwanted odor. Cultivation, processing and storage areas will be equipped with a system that filters air 
to prevent the escape of odors. 
 
Smoke and Fire Detection 
Obviously, an evacuation occurring as a result of smoke or fire presents a security concern, as such a 
diversion could conceivably be intentional. Therefore, smoke, fire and harmful gas detectors, in addition 
to sprinkler systems and fire handheld extinguishers will be installed as required by law. In addition, the 
facility will keep material safety data sheets (MSDS) posted on the outside of the closet in an easy-to-
locate area helping to ensure the safety of first responders. 
 
Incidents Requiring Report 
In cases in which suspected, attempted or actual violation of local, state or applicable federal law(s) have 
occurred or have been detected or suspected to have occurred, whether indicated by CCVE, intrusion 
detection alarm, or personnel, employees will: 

- Assess the situation for safety of fellow employees—if present, do not confront the offender if it 
is suspected that the offender may be or may become violent. 

- STOP. Do not move, touch or relocate anything that may be useful as evidence. 
- Immediately contact on-site security personnel. 
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- Immediately contact local law enforcement and request a police report, or remain present while 
on-site security personnel do so. 

- Contact the supervising manager. 
- Make sure that the responding officer knows that video surveillance is available for investigative 

purposes. 
- Fill out a company Incident Report including date, time, nature of incident, and measures taken 

in response to the incident. 
- Contact the marijuana authority and report the incident according to state law. 

 
2D Part II: Security and Transportation Policies and Procedures 
[ENTITY A] will provide in-house transport service. The transportation plan described in our Standard 
Operating Procedures (SOPs) provides a method for transportation that leaves no questions as to the 
timeline or chain of custody at any given point. Every contingency has, to the best of our ability, been 
considered and procedures put in place to address them. Of course, no plan can account for the 
unforeseeable, but a well-trained staff who are versed in key procedural details and principles are in a 
much better position to address unusual circumstances when they arise. As with all of the procedures 
that [ENTITY A] has developed, this plan was drawn up in consultation with marijuana industry 
experts, security professionals and armored vehicle transport veterans. These procedures represent the 
best possible approach to the transfer of high-value assets and take into consideration first and foremost, 
the safety of the general public, the patients that the company serves, and company employees. 
 
Motor Vehicle Laws  
The transportation division of the company will comply with all state laws that apply to operating a 
motor vehicle within the State of Ohio. All individuals employed by the organization will be required to 
read and sign a waiver stating that he or she understands Ohio Title 45 XLV MOTOR VEHICLES - 
AERONAUTICS - WATERCRAFT. Listed in the standard operating procedures manual is a link to 
Title 45 at codes.ohio.gov. Of course, a valid, current driver’s license will be required as will a driver’s 
history background check. A history of unsafe driving practices will disqualify the driver. [ENTITY A] 
will give hiring preference to experienced armored vehicle drivers and others who have a history of 
professional driving services. 
 
Best Practices  
The organization will adhere to existing cannabis industry best practices while developing its best 
practices within the regulatory framework provided by the State of Ohio's Department of Commerce. 
For example, all transport team members, in addition to having completed the marijuana employee 
training requirements, will also be required to obtain a security guard certification through the State of 
Ohio. (These transport team members may also be scheduled to provide support for overnight security at 
the grow facility when not performing transport duties.) All of our employees will pass an initial 
screening to determine that they are:  

• At least 21 years old. 
• Reside in Ohio. 
• Are mentally competent. 
• Are of good moral character. 
• Have no drug or alcohol use or dependence. 
• Have no record of felony conviction. 

 
Defensive Driver and Security Guard Training 
All employees assigned to transport duty will be trained in security best practices, security guard 
training and armored vehicle/defensive driver practices. Security guard training will ensure that safety 
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standards meet the requirement regarding the transport and delivery of marijuana and marijuana 
products under Chapter 3796 of the Revised Code. All transport personnel will also be required to attend 
a state-approved defensive-driver training course. 
 
Driver's Licenses and Marijuana Employee Identification Card 
All transport team drivers must carry at all times a valid Ohio driver's license and a state-issued 
employee identification card when delivering marijuana or marijuana products. Transport team members 
must comply with police authorities and Department of Commerce officials. They will carry proof of 
identification, driving privileges, and marijuana employee identification card (issued by the company). 
To ensure the safety of the team and the cargo, all transport team members will receive training on how 
to identify an authority of Federal, State, county or local level or a representative of the Department of 
Commerce.  
 
Authorized Transport Vehicles Specification  
[ENTITY A] intends to put two panel vans into service for transport purposes. This detail, in addition to 
model year, color and license plate number will be included on the transport manifest. At no point will 
the marijuana or marijuana products be visible from outside the transport, as this would represent a 
security risk and would be grounds for immediate termination of transport personnel. With the same 
safety risk in mind, no vehicle will have any distinguishing markings, stickers, logos, or symbols that 
might indicate that the vehicle is being used for the transportation of marijuana or marijuana products.  
 
Secure Container Equipment 
All transport vehicles will be equipped with a lock box or locking cargo area to ensure the safety of the 
marijuana and marijuana products. The container will be constructed of a suitable metal and of sufficient 
thickness and durability so as to prevent prying, cutting and other attacks. This container will be bolted 
or welded to the floor of the vehicle and be fitted with a lockable hasp or other suitable locking 
apparatus (combination, fingerprint scanner). In addition to the locking cargo box, the vehicle will be 
outfitted with a cash drop safe, which will be bolted or welded to the floor of the vehicle, and the 
combination or key to which will not be in possession of the drivers. This will enable payments made in 
cash for products delivered may be transported back to the originating facility with an extra layer of 
protection against loss of asset to theft or armed robbery. 
 
Climate Control 
Each transport vehicle will be equipped with climate control features to ensure the quality of perishable 
product is maintained during the transport period. An appropriate climate-controlling container (cooler, 
packed as required, for example) will be provided for transporting marijuana products to ensure the 
quality of the products during a range of temperatures anticipated to be experienced during transport.  
 
Global Positioning Systems 
Two global positioning systems (GPS) will be in place at all times and in operating mode. The first GPS 
will be a unit mounted to the dash, and capable of monitoring not only location, but idle time, fast 
braking, fast acceleration, safety performance, time driving, route adherence and efficiency, and other 
statistics. A second unit concealed in the product packaging will assist in recovery in the event of 
adverse loss. This unit will be removed by the recipient of the marijuana products and returned to the 
seller company with the delivery drivers. 
 
Dashboard Cameras  
All vehicles will be equipped with dashboard cameras to record activity during transport of marijuana 
and marijuana products. These cameras will record activity in front of and around vehicles during 
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transport, during delivery, and during return of the transport vehicle after delivery. In the event of more 
than one delivery destination, cameras will remain in operation during the entire duration of the 
transport. The cameras will also record audio. The recordings from each delivery trip will be backed up 
and stored offsite as a final step in the delivery process. 
 
Transport Vehicle Inspections 
In addition to the required State Vehicle Inspection, transport vehicles will be available to the 
Department of Commerce, to law enforcement, Federal, state or local government officials for special 
inspections. Transport team members will be trained to comply with any stops and inspection initiated 
while on a delivery route or when stopped at a medical marijuana facility or laboratory. If a delivery 
vehicle is stopped and inspected, drivers are to remain non-confrontational, compliant and polite, and 
cooperate with the official(s) initiating and conducting the stop/inspection. In such an event, the 
transport team members will be required to immediately notify the General Manager using the secure 
line provided. A record of the stop, including the name and badge number(s) of the official(s) initiating 
and conducting the stop/inspection, location of stop, reason for inspection and outcome of inspection 
should be made as soon as practically possible. 
 
Loading Area 
Loading and unloading will take place in a designated, restricted area within the cultivation facility 
premises. The facility perimeter will be secured by an 8-foot-high steel or chain link fence, preventing 
access to the facility exterior, and the loading area will be out of sight of the public. Employees will be 
trained to be aware of the surroundings and identify any unusual persons who may attempt to observe 
loading/ unloading activities. 
 
Transport team members will be prohibited from loading a vehicle alone, and at least two people must 
be present during loading and unloading duties. Following the Standards of the Department of 
Commerce, a surveillance system using fixed cameras will provide clear and certain identification of all 
persons and activities that occur within limited access areas or restricted access areas relating to loading, 
unloading and transport tasks. This will ensure that products, employees and the facility remain secure 
during preparation for transportation.  
 
SOP Overview 
Paired Support Teams  
All transports will use a team of two or more people. One person shall be responsible for driving and 
another will assume responsibility for navigation. Should more than two hours be required for the 
transport, the team can switch roles so that no single individual is responsible for longer than two hours 
for the same task. This prevents fatigue and reduces incidence of driver error/accident. Transports taking 
longer than two hours are rare, so if a change of role between or among the team members is to occur, 
prior approval should be obtained.  
 
Communication and Cell Phone Use  
Communication between drivers and the facility is crucial for timely and safe delivery. However, 
manual cell phone use is prohibited while driving. The vehicle will be outfitted with a dedicated hands-
free mobile telephone system permitting the drivers to communicate with both grower/processor 
(shipper) and recipient facilities in order to communicate details regarding transport. The use of personal 
cell phones is prohibited during the entirety of the transport, except as needed in an emergency or if the 
primary line fails. 
 
Vehicle Malfunction  
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Transport vehicle maintenance checks will be conducted on a monthly basis. It is a top safety concern 
that the organization maintains these vehicles to the highest standards. If, during the course of a 
transport, the transport team experiences a vehicle malfunction, their first task will be to determine 
whether to head for a designated fueling station, or whether the malfunction can be rectified while in 
transit. Once that determination has been made, the drivers will communicate the circumstances to the 
Department of Commerce. All transport vehicles will be equipped with a car battery charger, jumper 
cables, run-flat tires, AAA-certified roadside safety kit, fire extinguisher, flares, fuses, emergency 
escape tool, spare tire, car jack, lug wrench, coolant, water, tire chains and so forth. Transport team 
members are required to walk around the transport vehicle and do a short visual inspection of the vehicle 
before starting transport. The purpose of the inspection is to ensure nothing looks suspicious, unsafe or 
out of the ordinary before the team begins transport. Both transport team members along with the 
transport coordinator will sign off on the inspections which are included as section of the transportation 
manifest.  
 
Delivery Times 
For safety and security reasons the delivery of marijuana or marijuana products will occur between the 
hours of 7 a.m. and 9 p.m. This includes loading and unloading of the delivery of products. The 
transportation manifest will note the loading time and unloading time of each delivery. In the case of 
unforeseen circumstances and the transport vehicle cannot reach the drop-off location by 9 p.m., the 
transportation team will contact the operations and transport manager immediately. A call to the 
Department of Commerce will also be placed in order to establish an appropriate and approved plan of 
action.  
 
Delivery Routes 
The federal government controls drugs through the Controlled Substances Act (CSA) (21 U.S.C. § 811). 
The federal law does not contain any provision distinguishing marijuana or marijuana products from 
recreational marijuana. Under federal law marijuana is still a Scheduled I drug. With this federal policy 
in place, marijuana and marijuana products cannot under any circumstances be transported out of the 
state of the State of Ohio. There are no exceptions to this; to cross the state line with any medical 
marijuana or marijuana product would be considered a violation of the Controlled Substances Act (CSA) 
(21 U.S.C. § 811) and be grounds for immediate dismissal, not to mention arrest and prosecution. 
 
Fueling Policy 
Any stop during the transport of marijuana or marijuana products is considered a safety concern. 
Therefore, all vehicles used for transport will be fueled the day before transport. Safety is our number 
one concern and certain fueling stations located near the facilities that are deemed safe will be 
designated as approved fueling stations. There will be a fuel card system in place; there will never be 
any cash or credit card transactions as all fueling will be paid for using the fuel card system. Examples 
include Fuelman, Fleet, and others.  
 
Transport Team Lunch/Break Policy 
Per the Department of Commerce, the transport vehicle should never be left unattended. One member of 
the transport team must stay with the vehicle at all times. Transport teams are allowed to stop only at 
designated locations that are on the approved transport route. Not at any point during or after the 
delivery of marijuana or marijuana products will any transport vehicle stray from the designated route. 
The entirety of the transport pre- and post-delivery is considered to be a safety concern, and the transport 
team will follow the route and times specifically provided on the transport manifest. Due to the need to 
maintain the transport schedule and to travel times rarely exceeding two hours, only under the most 
unusual circumstances would a transport team require more than two 30-minute breaks.  
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Accident Report 
In the rare case that an accident occurs during the transport of marijuana or marijuana products, a 
transport team member must immediately call the Department of Commerce on a secure line or through 
electronic communication provided by the Department of Commerce. Following the call to the 
Department of Commerce, a transport team member must immediately call the General Manager and/or 
Transport Coordinator. It is the General Manager of Transport Coordinator's job to monitor the transport 
team’s progress by using the GPS tracking device. 
 
Inclement Weather Policy  
The organization will follow any warnings or advisories issued by the Department of Transportation and 
react according to most-prudent policy. If the transport team becomes aware of the issuance of a 
Department of Transportation advisory during the course of a transport that would prevent or make 
inadvisable continuance of the delivery, the remainder of the transport will be cancelled and appropriate 
notices given as soon as practicable. These notices will be one of four types: 

1) Return to base immediately. 
2) Complete delivery and return to base. 
3) Complete delivery and take nearby shelter. 
4) Shelter in place and return/continue when danger/weather has passed and conditions permit. 

 
Evidence of adverse loss during transport 
The transport team members or transportation coordinator will be trained to immediately report any 
discrepancy on the transportation manifest, invoice, or receipt. This same training standard will apply to 
reporting of any suspicion of theft or adverse diversion from the transport manifest. The transport team 
members will report this information on a secure phone or by electronic communication, as required by 
the Department of Commerce.  
 
In the occurrence of such a discrepancy, the organization will provide an initial written report to the 
Department of Commerce immediately upon discovery, and within ten (10) day, issue a final 
investigation report including all discoveries during the internal investigation including a personnel 
report indicating all of the employees at the facility at the time of the diversion, the measures taken to 
determine the cause of loss, theft or diversion, inventory of what was lost and a revision to the Inventory 
Plan, including the measures taken to ensure against future loss, theft or diversion. 
 
Recordkeeping 
Department Daily Notification 
Before each delivery, the transport coordinator will notify the Department of Commerce of the route, 
delivery schedule, and an estimated time of arrival for all deliveries scheduled that day. This information 
will be conveyed using an approved method of communication that has been established by the 
Department of Commerce. [ENTITY A] anticipates that this will be by email, website submission or 
fax. 
 
Transport Documents & Recordkeeping 
As required by the Department of Commerce, the organization will acquire copies of the transport team's 
Driver's Licenses and will keep a copy of the transport vehicles' registration. A transportation manifest, 
along with an invoice or itemized list of all products shipped, will be retained for the period specified by 
the Department of Commerce.  
 
Transportation Manifest 
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The transport team members will travel with all required transport documents. These required 
documents will include a valid Ohio driver’s license for each team member, state-issued employee 
identification card for each team member, proof of insurance, vehicle inspection documents, and vehicle 
inspection sticker. As noted, there will be no unauthorized stops or alterations to the route approved on 
the transportation manifest. In some cases, the transport team members may be routed to make multiple 
stops during a single delivery. Each stop will have a separate manifest, accurate invoice, and receipts for 
each drop-off location. Any deviation from the approved route listed on the manifest will be reported. 
Depending on the cause of the deviation the transportation team will determine the appropriate 
authorities to contact. In all cases, the transport team must check in with the General Manager or 
Transport Coordinator--even in the event of road construction or a simple detour from an accident site. 
 
As required by the Department of Commerce, ORC 3796:5-3-01 Transportation of medical marijuana 
and medical marijuana products, the organization will provide a manifest to the Department and 
receiving entity containing the information listed below. The manifest will be transmitted to the 
Department in electronic form, and drivers will carry paper copies. The manifest will include: 

- Name, Address & Permit Number of the Cultivator. 
- Name and contact information of employees responsible for delivery/transport. 
- Name, Address & Permit Number of the medical marijuana organizations or approved laboratory 

receiving the delivery. 
- Name and contact information of the organization or laboratory representative responsible for 

receipt of the delivery. 
- Quantity by weight or unit of each. 
- Harvest Batch with identification number or 
- Harvest Lot with identification number or 
- Process Lot with identification number. 
- Date and approximate departure time. 
- Date and approximate arrival time. 
- Transport vehicle make, model and license plate number. 
- Employee ID number of each delivery team member making the delivery. 
- Specific delivery route including street names and distances. 

 
Cash Handling 
The handling of cash payments for product upon delivery will be conducted in the same manner as for 
marijuana products. All of the protocols delineated for the handling of marijuana hereof apply equally to 
cash, with one important exception: When transferring cash, the cash is to be deposited into a drop safe 
(welded to the vehicle body or frame). Only the General Manager or other designated employee or 
employees will know the combination (or possess the key) to the drop safe. This will enable payments 
made in cash for products delivered may be transported back to the originating facility with an extra 
layer of protection against loss of asset to theft or armed robbery. 
 
Armed Robbery 
Because an armed robbery is such a stressful situation, all employees (not just drivers) will be trained in 
how to handle an armed robbery situation and will have rehearsed the procedure so as to help prepare 
them for the unlikely event it occurs. The rehearsed mock-armed-robbery will include instructions about 
what to do during an armed robbery and what to do after the robbery. Armed hold-up or robbery 
procedure for drivers is as follows: 

1. Remain still in the vehicle, moving slowly when directed by the offender. Keep hands in a place 
that is visible to the offender. Do not make sudden movements or attempt heroic actions. Only 
actuate distress signals or phone calls if it is absolutely safe to do so. 
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2. Obey the offender’s instructions. Speak only when spoken to and do not make provocative 
statements. Explain any action you intend to take in advance of taking it. For example, “I am 
going to open the car door and exit the vehicle now.” 

3. Stay calm, remain submissive and avoid eye contact with the offender. 
4. Take in detail as much as is possible. Note the offender’s height, sex, appearance, dress, etc. 

Note the type of weapon being used. Try to recall anything unusual or identifying. 
5. Stay as far away from the offender as possible. If asked to open the safe, explain that you do not 

have the combination/key to the drop safe, only to the products safe. Open the products safe as 
instructed. Ask the offender to leave after he is in possession of the products or is satisfied that 
no products are in the vehicle or that access to the drop safe is not possible. 

6. Note the direction of travel of the offender when he leaves. 
7. Do not disturb evidence. 
8. When it is safe, call 911. Then call the originating facility and call the Department. Wait for the 

police to arrive and take a report of the incident. 
9. Afterwards, employees are not to be judged or criticized for their behavior during a holdup. 

Employees will be offered post-trauma counseling, time off, and, if possible, the opportunity to 
return to work in a different position if they prefer.  

 
Delivery Protocol 
Loading 

1. Observe the loading area for suspicious persons or activity (hole in fencing, or doors ajar, etc.). 
2. Establish drivers. 
3. Pre-departure check: Driver inspects vehicle for suspicious or unusual circumstances, ensures 

vehicle systems are functioning (cameras in cargo area, mirrors, alarms, tires inflated, etc.) signs 
off on manifest in appropriate area. 

4. Delivery Driver Two watches while vehicle is backed up to the loading dock. 
5. Delivery Driver Two accepts packaging and signs off on delivery manifest, ensuring that she has 

loaded all products to be delivered. 
6. Drivers confirm delivery route and destinations, note time of departure. 
7. Driver or manager calls ahead to destinations before Drivers leave loading area. 

 
Driving the Route 

1. Using GPS navigation and taking consideration for traffic volume, road construction and drive 
times, select the best route. 

2. Driving commences with two drivers. 
3. If a stop is required:  

a. Fueling is to be conducted PRIOR to delivery, however, if a long delivery requires 
refueling, the stop will be noted on the delivery route and manifest and the process is as 
follows: 

i. Stop is called in to General Manager. 
ii. One driver remains in vehicle behind the wheel, the other exits and refuels. 

iii. Refueling should take place concomitantly with break times to reduce the number 
of stops. 

iv. Fuel is paid for with fuel-only credit card, never cash, and always at the pump, 
close to the vehicle. 

v. Resumption of route is called into General Manager. 
4. Accident or vehicle breakdown: 

a. Assess the safety of occupants. 
b. Call emergency services as required. 
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c. Attend to first aid as required, taking care to secure the vehicle as much as practicable, 
prioritizing human health and safety. 

d. Issue report to General Manager, the Department, and medical marijuana entities 
involved. 

e. Make a police report and retain a copy. 
f. Determine if the vehicle is drivable: 

i. If the vehicle is not drivable, set up safety devices to alert oncoming traffic, call 
for a tow. 

ii. If the vehicle is drivable and is legal to drive (lights intact) and fully functional 
(i.e., this is a fender-bender), continue driving the delivery route as planned. 

iii. If vehicle is drivable, but not legal, move to side of road and call for a tow. Set up 
safety devices to alert oncoming traffic. Wait with vehicle. 

 
Delivering Cargo 

1. Notify destination facility of ETA 15 minutes out, and again upon moment of arrival. 
2. Observe the loading area for suspicious persons or activity. 
3. Remain in vehicle until greeted at delivery area. 
4. Identify receiving facility employee by name and identification card number. 
5. Delivery accepted: Have authorized employee of receiving facility sign and date the Delivery 

Manifest. 
6. Cargo rejected: Have authorized employee of receiving facility sign and date the Delivery 

Manifest, noting reason for rejection. 
7. Call in result of delivery attempt to General Manager. 
8. Return to base or continue scheduled delivery stops. 
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2D Part III: Facility Plot and Specifications 
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2D Part IV: Emergency Notification Procedures 
[ENTITY A] has developed comprehensive plans that contain procedures to be followed in the event of 
several emergency situations. [ENTITY A] will include emergency preparedness modules in its 
employee training program. Employees will rehearse emergency notification procedures through 
periodic drills. 
 
[ENTITY A] has developed emergency notification plans for a number of emergency situations, 
including medical emergencies, fires, weather, floods, lockdowns, and computer hacking. Each 
employee, whether involved in the handling of medical marijuana or otherwise, will be required to 
understand the spectrum of emergency situations that may arise in a medical industrial environment. 
[ENTITY A] will rely on both its own SOPs, and resources developed by local, state, and federal 
authorities. Emergency preparedness guidelines published by federal agencies, such as those established 
by the Center for Disease Control (CDC), Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), 
United States Computer Emergency Readiness Team (US-CERT), and the Department of Homeland 
Security (DHS), will be incorporated into company-developed emergency protocols. 
 
[ENTITY A] will stress scripted emergency action plans, providing employees with clear guidance to 
assist them in their response to emergencies when such situations arise. The action plans will include 
reporting protocols that alert [ENTITY A] management and appropriate first responders. In the event of 
a non-emergency adverse event such as non-violent crime, or suspicious activity, employees will 
immediately notify management and involve local law enforcement if appropriate.  
 
Severe weather common to [ENTITY A]’s proposed location in Ohio includes heavy snow, severe 
thunderstorm and tornadoes. Severe weather occasionally poses a threat to the smooth operation of the 
company. Employees will have rehearsed severe weather response plans to ensure the safety of all 
personnel, patients, and [ENTITY A] property. Due to the threat of severe weather, [ENTITY A] facility 
will have a backup power generator sufficient to supply electricity necessary for security systems and 
basic facility functionality.  
 
Crisis Management 
Emergency contact lists will be posted throughout [ENTITY A] facility and include contact information 
for the following agencies: 911, poison control center, fire department, nonemergency police 
department, paramedics, hazmat response, Ohio Department of Commerce, Chief Executive Officer, and 
utility service providers.  
 
Building maps will be posted throughout the facility with emergency exits, primary and secondary 
emergency evacuation routes, locations of all fire extinguishers, and emergency meeting assembly 
points clearly marked.  
 
Safety data sheets (SDS) will be in conspicuous locations throughout the facility for use by fire 
department personnel. SDS will identify each chemical, pesticide, cleaning agent, and any other 
substance present at the facility. To further comply with National Fire Protection Agency (NFPA) 
emergency protocols, drums, buckets, and other containers on premises for the sole purpose of 
containing water, will be clearly marked “H₂O”. 
 
Medical Emergency 
All employees will be versed in basic first aid. In the event of a life- or limb-threatening medical 
emergency, including incidents resulting in the loss of consciousness, bone fracture, or excessive blood 
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loss, employees will contact 911 and provide detailed information about the nature and location of the 
emergency. To best facilitate medical emergency procedures, employees will carry on their person an 
emergency contact form, which will identify the employee’s name, phone number and home address; 
phone numbers and names of two (2) emergency contacts; the relationship of emergency contacts to the 
employee, any medical allergies, and any special medical instructions. 
 
Fire Emergency Management  
[ENTITY A] SOPs will minimize the risk of fire, however, in the event of such an emergency, 
employees will evacuate [ENTITY A] facility. To facilitate swift evacuation of the facility, an 
emergency escape plan will be drafted and include a floor plan identifying all doors and windows in the 
facility. Additionally, evacuation route direction arrows will be posted to guide personnel out of the 
facility. Emergency beacon lights (“frog eyes”) and auditory signals will demarcate exits. A pre-
designated meetup point will also be indicated on the fire escape floor plan. Employees will have 
rehearsed these routes and know exit and meetup procedures. Unannounced fire escape drills will be 
held at least two times yearly. Company executives will evaluate drill success and administer any 
needed changes to fire emergency SOPs. In addition to workplace safety procedures, [ENTITY A] will 
train employees on escape maneuvers (e.g. smoky hallway escape). 
 
Tornado Emergency Management 
Tornadoes are a possibility in Ohio, and may strike at any time of the year. Since 1950, more than 1,000 
tornadoes have touched down in Ohio, and a portion of them had sustained wind speeds of over 200 
mph. [ENTITY A] will take tornado hazards seriously. Management will monitor the National Weather 
Service for sever storm warnings. During a tornado, a distinct alarm will sound to notify employees to 
move to a predesignated area in a structurally fortified portion of the facility, such as the center of a 
small interior room, away from corners, windows, doors, and outside walls. Preplanning, drills and 
posted floor plans will all help facilitate emergency navigation. During a tornado, employees will sit 
against a wall in a safe location of the facility with their heads between their knees and arms covering 
their heads to minimize exposure to falling or flying debris. On-duty delivery drivers will be directed to 
remain in the vehicle and drive directly to the closest shelter. Tornado drills will be rehearsed at least 
two times yearly, unannounced to participating employees. 
 
Flood Emergency Management 
[ENTITY A] will check the flood rating before purchasing the proposed property and determine the 
likelihood of severe flooding to be low. However, flood preparedness is integral to [ENTITY A]’s 
comprehensive emergency notification plan. [ENTITY A] employees will be trained to respond to flood 
situations. Management will monitor the National Weather Service forecasts and communicate severe 
weather alerts to staff. Groundskeepers will monitor facility grounds to help prevent flood, including 
ridding debris from ditches, swales or retention ponds around the exterior of the facility to avoid 
impeding water drainage. When confronted with standing or rushing water of unusual volume, 
employees will adhere to the “turn around, don’t drown!” protocol that is promoted by DHS’ Ready.gov 
emergency preparedness website. Employees will cease work operations and, if necessary, evacuate the 
premises upon flood or severe flood warning administered by the National Weather Service. On-duty 
delivery personnel located inside a vehicle during a flood warning will be instructed to move to high 
ground, abandoning the vehicle if necessary, until further notice. 
 
Lockdown Emergency Management 
[ENTITY A] will be prepared for lockdowns and active shooter incidents. Lockdown protocols will be 
initiated when the evacuation of [ENTITY A] facility is deemed unsafe. Emergency preparedness drills 
will be conducted regularly to familiarize staff with lockdown procedures and to normalize the 
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experience of rapid emergency responsiveness. Lockdown procedures drills will be conducted at least 
two (2) times yearly, unannounced to participants. Employees and other individuals under lockdown 
will be notified to sit flat against a wall, out of sight of any door or window. Employees will lock 
windows and doors as soon as safely possible and establish communication with local law enforcement. 
If no evacuation instruction is provided by law enforcement, it will be protocol to shelter in place until 
directed by law enforcement to end lockdown procedures. [ENTITY A] will designate safe rooms and 
safe places within the facility, and employees will have rehearsed how to access those locations in an 
emergency. 
 
Computer Emergencies 
Computer hacking and digital data compromising has become an increasingly common threat, even 
within regulated medical marijuana markets. Patient data, protected under the Health Insurance 
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), will be kept on encrypted servers and only accessible by 
cleared personnel using two-factor authentication. Still, data networks may prove vulnerable to cyber-
attack. Thus, [ENTITY A] will prepare for computer emergencies and respond to them according to 
USCERT recommendations. [ENTITY A] will train all employees on basic network security hygiene. 
Independent information and technology (IT) experts will conduct computer security audits regularly to 
ensure privacy and operational integrity. [ENTITY A] will vet cloud computing systems, and business 
management platforms and inventory tracking systems will be kept up-to-date. 
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Sources of Funds 
[ENTITY A] will be funded exclusively through the personal savings of the principals, evidence of 
which is provided in Section 1B, and equity investments in [ENTITY A] by the accredited investors 
already secured.   
 
Investor 1: $250,000, equity investment into [ENTITY A]. 
Investor 2: $250,000, equity investment into [ENTITY A]. 
Investor 3: $250,000, equity investment into [ENTITY A].  
Investor 4: $250,000, equity investment into [ENTITY A].  
For a total of $1,000,000. 
 
Additionally, [ENTITY A] has also has established relationships with private equity lenders who are 
willing to take convertible debt positions secured against the land, building and equipment, if it should 
become necessary in the future.  The potential loan amounts loan amounts, contingent upon license 
award, and would be: 
LOAN 1: $100,000 at 6% on a 240 month term. 
LOAN 2: $200,000 at 8% on a 48 month term. 
LOAN 3: $450,000 at 8% on a 48 month term. 
 
[ENTITY A] intends to utilize PACE (Property Assessed Clean Energy) financing to fund sustainable 
building improvements outlined in the attached energy and sustainability plan.  PACE is a low interest 
financing vehicle that allows residential and commercial property to spread the cost of energy efficiency 
and clean power generation upgrades to the building across 20+ years. [ENTITY A] team members have 
strong backgrounds in renewable energy and PACE financing and will coordinate the building upgrades 
and financing aspects of this loan. 
 
All construction and pre-operational costs will be covered by the equity investments, which will be 
closed prior to the application submission.  [ENTITY A]  will draw down on LOAN 2 in the first quarter 
of 2018 to ensure that it has sufficient working capital to fund the increase in staffing and costs to 
cultivate its first crop.  However this debt facility may not be required if market conditions meet or 
exceed those projected in our model.  [ENTITY A]  is currently projected to reach cash flow positive in 
3Q 2018. 
 
[ENTITY A]  also anticipates drawing on a combination of retained earnings or loans in the amount of 
$450,000 in the future to finance the cultivation area expansion from 3,000 ft2 up to 9,000 ft2 with state 
approval.  This loan will only be drawn on if expansion is merited by market conditions and state 
approval is granted. Should the company experience any financial shortcomings, [PERSON A] has a 
reserve of personal finances to supplement capital and ensure the business is able to complete buildout 
and continue to operate. Based on financial projections, it is not needed. Company revenues will provide 
an additional source of capital and are addressed below. 
 
Startup Capital and Operating Expenses 
Although the Financial Plan application section subtitle asks for “Operating Expense Breakdown,” the 
detail below it asks for both startup capital (“cost breakdown of the applicant’s anticipated costs in 
building the facility…”) and operating expense costs breakdown (“…and implementing the policies and 
procedures submitted as part of the application.”) Both are provided in this narrative. 
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Also, because the application asks for an analysis of both actual and anticipated sources of funds, this 
narrative also goes beyond the second question of operating expenses by not only addressing costs of 
(initial) implementation, but also by projecting those figures three years into the future and accounting 
for anticipated revenues (because revenues are additional funding). [ENTITY A]  has done this because, 
although a company may have sufficient capital to build and commence operations, the history of the 
marijuana industry is replete with stories of businesses failing as a result of inadequate capitalization and 
overly optimistic revenue projections. [ENTITY A]  wishes to demonstrate that it has sufficient capital 
to succeed after operations begin and to demonstrate, through conservative projections, that the 
company is viable long-term.  
 
The narrative is broken down into the three broader categories of pre-application activities, which have 
little or low cost, or are mandatory (such as the application fee and license escrow/surety bond); post-
permit/pre-operational activities, which comprise the bulk of the spending plan; and, finally, operational 
activities until cash-flow positive, as based on a thorough cash-flow pro forma (tables from which are 
cited herein). 
 
Derivation of Cost Figures 
[ENTITY A]  has not only developed detailed startup capital and operating expense projections, but also 
developed detailed subsections for personnel costs, equipment costs, income (profit and loss), three-year 
cash-flow, and balance sheets (also three years out). All of these projections proceed from historical 
analyses and assumptions about the industry in general and about the details of Ohio’s program in 
particular. For that reason, [ENTITY A]  went to great lengths to find experts in these fields to hone its 
assumptions. 
 
[ENTITY A]  has consulted with marijuana industry advisors and financial modeling experts to help 
develop its numbers. These sources include people who have designed and built many cultivation, 
processing and dispensary facilities; done company valuations for numerous existing marijuana 
companies (and therefore have intimate knowledge of actual operating costs); pooled, analyzed and 
averaged numerous financial statements from operating marijuana companies nationwide; and who hold 
financial advisory positions. Nearly all are previous owner-operators of marijuana companies. 
 
The following cost narrative proceeds in chronological order, and is further subcategorized by Capital 
Expense (fixed assets) or Operating Expense. 
 
Section 1: Pre-Application Activities 
Capital Expenses 
Site Selection and Building Acquisition 
Applicant has acquired a building of suitable size and nature to begin its cultivation operations, located 
in an area that is zoned correctly. The building is owned by a separate asset company and will be leased 
to [ENTITY A]  until Year 2, when the company will have an option to purchase the building.  The 
company anticipates cash reserves will be sufficient to exercise this option when it becomes available at 
the end of Year 2. Tenant finishes are expected to cost the applicant $408,000 and Furniture, Fixtures 
and Equipment (FFE) and security system equipment and installation are projected to cost $365,000. 
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Because [ENTITY A]  has chosen an already-existing building, it has been spared the time and costs 
associated with building new. No site design, architectural work or town engineering is needed. 
[ENTITY A]  does not need to account for any associated costs such as soil tests, surveying, mapping, 
grading, etc.  
 
Interior Design and Security Concept 
[ENTITY A]  will be consulting with industry experts, [ENTITY C], to select its architect, contractor, 
and security firm. These vendors will provide the drawings and estimates needed to outfit the building 
for cultivation. The security company will develop its security schematic and provide an estimate for the 
installation and monitoring of the facility. These costs will be negligible. 
 
Permits 
The permit for building modifications is ready to be submitted and the building permit will be issued 
upon completion of the review. No utility upgrades or construction permits are required, as the building 
already exists. No cost is associated with this preliminary work. 
 
Bids and Contracts 
[ENTITY A]  is in the process of putting out bids and deciding on contracts. [ENTITY A]  has good 
estimates for the costs of the building refit. The bids have been provided at no cost and [ENTITY A]  
considers this process to be ongoing. The information acquired in this process is used to address the 
spending post-license/pre-operation, as detailed in the next section. 
 
Application Fee 
We are budgeting an application fee of $2,000, per Department instructions. 
 
Cash on Deposit 
[ENTITY A]  has $50,000 liquid assets, as required by the Department. 
 
Escrow/Surety Bond 
[ENTITY A]  has $75,000 to be established and maintained as an escrow account or surety bond, as 
required by the Department. 
 
 
Operating Expenses 
The rent to the proposed operating company is $40,500 per year for year one, however, rent will only 
begin three months prior to the anticipated date of commencement of operations. Therefore, no rent is 
needed pre-license and the cash outlay for rent is $0 during this period. 
 
Executive Team 
The executive team has been assembled and all have agreed to work through the pre-application process 
without pay. The cost for the executive team is $85,000 for the first year post-license. Background 
checks have been conducted for all of the team members. The costs associated with this are negligible. 
 
 
Section 2: Post-Permit, Pre-Operational Activities 
Capital Expenses 
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Medical Marijuana Cultivator License Fee 
[ENTITY A]  has allocated $18,000 for the Level II Cultivator license of the Ohio Medical Marijuana 
Control Program, should it be awarded. 
 
Site Work 
Site work for [ENTITY A]  is limited to fencing. The applicant has included the cost to fence the 
property with barbed-wire-topped chain-link fence, including a mechanized sliding entrance gate in the 
"Security System" cost of $175,000.  
 
Construction 
Framing to break out various rooms, wall finishes, and doors and frames have been estimated at 
$58,500. Floor and ceiling finishes, including concrete sealer are estimated at $49,500. Mechanical, 
electrical and plumbing (MEP) is estimated to cost $189,000.  Additionally, $81,000 has been budgeted 
for general conditions of the tenant finish. The building does not need a power upgrade as the existing 
electrical supply is sufficient.  All associated inspections of the work performed are included in the 
aforementioned numbers. Total construction costs for the refitting of [ENTITY A]  building are 
projected to be $378,000. 
 
Equipment Purchase and Installation 
[ENTITY A]  has already selected its suite of equipment for cultivation operations, based on 
recommendations from its expert consultants. Once [ENTITY A]  has been awarded its license, various 
installations and upgrades will begin. This includes the lighting, HVAC, cultivation and fertigation 
equipment, office FFE, computer equipment, and so forth. 
 
[ENTITY A]  estimates all of the equipment and installation to cost approximately $365,000. This 
includes cultivation lighting and fixtures of $180,000 and all security elements which are anticipated to 
cost $175,000. Additionally, [ENTITY A]  will purchase one panel van for a total of $50,000.  The cost 
of upgrading the HVAC system is included in the above Construction budget. 
 
Inspections 
Inspections costs will be included in permitting costs. These include: final building inspection, fire 
inspection, public works inspection, and department of health inspection. [ENTITY A]  has allocated no 
monies for inspections, but has built-in costs for time associated with the inspection process. In other 
words, [ENTITY A]  recognizes that it may not commence operations until such time as inspections 
have been completed and a certificate of occupancy issued, therefore it has allocated one month of wait 
time for this process to be completed. 
 
 
Operating Expenses 
Hiring 
[ENTITY A]  has commenced mid-level management scouting already, and in some cases has verbal 
agreements with employees. After the license is issued, [ENTITY A]  will commence hiring in earnest. 
Accounting for the hiring of the following personnel at the corresponding times indicated, [ENTITY A]  
has budgeted for mid-level management and staff. In the chart below, note that the Start Month indicates 
the number of months from date that operations commence 
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Position Start Month Salary 
CEO/CFO/CMO 1 $85,000 
Wholesale Sales Director 6 $60,000 
Accountant 1 $24,000 
Compliance / QA Manager 1 $36,000 
Lead Grower & Harvest Manager 
#1 1 $60,000 
Horticultural Associate #1 1 $30,000 
Horticultural Associate #2 9 $30,000 
Trim and Packaging Technician #1 3 $30,000 
Trim and Packaging Technician #2 5 $30,000 
Trim and Packaging Technician #3 9 $30,000 

 
 
Procure Outside Vendors 
[ENTITY A]  will procure third-party vendors, which includes plant supplies (fertilizers, plastics, tags, 
etc.), waste contractor, third-party compliance auditors, packaging and labeling suppliers, consultants, 
and office supplies providers. Pre-operation, the company anticipates spending $105,406 with outside 
vendors, as detailed in the operating expense chart below.  
 
Employee Training Begins 
[ENTITY A]  has contracted with Elevated Standards [CONSULTANT 2] to assist with the setup and 
opening of the cultivation facility.  As part of the engagement, the consultant will assist in the hiring and 
development of cultivation staff.  [ENTITY A]  plans to begin providing training as it hires its 
employees. This training is comprehensive, as indicated throughout the rest of the application. 
  
Advertising, Packaging and Marketing Materials 
[ENTITY A] ’s plan for advertising, packaging and marketing materials includes a total budget of 
$31,100 through the pre-operational period and 6 months of operation. This includes website 
development and hosting, package materials, print and website advertisement, business documents, and 
so forth.  
 
Property Taxes 
[ENTITY A]  also estimate property taxes of $0, as [ENTITY A]  will be renting its facility, and the 
tenant's property tax responsibility is included in the rent figure quoted herein. 
   
Insurance 
[ENTITY A]  has planned for the following types of insurance during its first six months: 
 

 General Liability 
 Workers’ Compensation 
 All Risk Property 
 Crime 
 Fire and Casualty 
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These insurance premiums total $9,000 through the pre-operational period and 6 months of operation. 
[ENTITY A]  will not buy crop loss insurance until the start of the second six months, as there won’t be 
much concern to insure until that time. Likewise, product liability insurance can wait until there is 
product to insure, which will be around month 8 or 9, and auto insurance will not be needed until the 
delivery vehicles are purchased. Worker’s compensation insurance can be purchased at about month 2-3. 
 
Financing Costs 
Financing costs for the first six months total $23,658, for interest and principal. 
 
Contingency Fund 
The founding members have committed providing up to $250,000 in additional capital in either debt or 
equity at market terms should the company experience a shortfall in working capital due to market 
conditions. 
 
Section 3: Operational Activities Until Cash-flow Positive 
[ENTITY A]  has budgeted the appropriate capital and operating expenditures to take the enterprise 
from the post-permit phase to positive cash-flow and eventual financial self-sufficiency. [ENTITY A]  is 
assuming a flowering canopy of 1,792 square feet, 5 crops per year, 0.070 pounds of flower per square 
foot of flowering canopy per turn (in the first year, increasing as cultivation staff skills improve, to 0.085 
and 0.10 lbs in years two and three, respectively), and an additional 20% of the flower weight in useful 
proximal flower and stem (trim). 
 
[ENTITY A]  further assumes a ramp-up in canopy from zero to 100% of capacity occurs over a period 
of nine months, with the first three at 0% (because plants are in vegetative growth for that period), and 
that the fourth month is at 25% of capacity, followed by 37.5% in the fifth month, 50% in the sixth,  
70% in the seventh,  90% in the eight and 100% in the ninth month. [ENTITY A]  plans to be cash-flow 
positive in the 7th month of operations. 
 
[ENTITY A]  estimates total operating expenses associated with the first 12 months to be $744,641. 
This includes personnel expenses of $404,680, easily the biggest line item in the OpEx category. For the 
first 6 months, the period before the company achieves permanent positive cash flow, personnel expense 
will be $166,100, and all other operating expenses are anticipated to total $181,698, for a 6-month total 
of $347,798. 
 
Operating Expenses 
[ENTITY A]  has accounted for the following operating expenses (per month, once operational) for the 
first 6 months: 
 

  

Pre-
Operatio
n Totals 

Month 
1 

Month 
2 

Month 
3 

Month 
4 

Month 
5 

Month 
6 

Salaries and Wages  $-    

 
$23,65

7  

 
$23,65

7  

 
$26,67

7  

 
$26,67

7  

 
$29,69

7  

 
$35,73

7  
Advertising/Marketi

ng  $5,000  
 

$11,85  $2,850   $2,850   $2,850   $2,850   $2,850  
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0  
Auto/Truck Expenses  $-     $250   $250   $250   $250   $250   $250  
Bank & Merchant 

Fees  $-     $500   $500   $500   $500   $500   $500  
Dues and 

Subscriptions  $-     $100   $100   $100   $100   $100   $100  
Facilities  $10,125   $4,375   $4,375   $4,375   $4,375   $4,375   $4,375  
Growing / 

Manufacturing 
Supplies  $7,781   $7,781   $7,781   $7,781   $7,781   $7,781   $7,781  

Insurance (Liability 
and Property)  $4,500   $750   $750   $750   $750   $750   $750  

Legal and 
Professional Fees  $72,000   $2,000   $2,000   $2,000   $2,000   $2,000   $-    

Licenses/Fees/Permit
s  $20,000   $-     $-     $-     $-     $-     $-    

Miscellaneous  $6,000   $1,000   $1,000   $1,000   $1,000   $1,000   $1,000  
Office Expenses & 

Supplies  $-     $500   $500   $500   $500   $500   $500  
Postage and Delivery  $-     $200   $200   $200   $200   $200   $200  
Telephone & IT/IS  $-     $200   $200   $200   $200   $200   $200  
Security  $-     $1,700   $1,700   $1,700   $1,700   $1,700   $1,700  
Travel & Meals  $-     $250   $250   $250   $250   $250   $250  
Utilities  $-     $3,327   $3,327   $3,327   $3,327   $3,327   $3,327  

Total Salaries 
and Fixed Business 
Expenses  $125,406  

 
$58,44

0  

 
$49,44

0  

 
$52,46

0  

 
$52,46

0  

 
$55,48

0  

 
$59,52

0  
 
 
Because [ENTITY A]  estimates that it will achieve permanent positive cash flow in its 7th month of 
operations, it has accounted for 6 months of operating expenses, which including the pre-operational 
expenses of $125,406, totals $453,203, plus debt service of $23,658.  
 
Putting It All Together 
[ENTITY A]  has taken a conservative and data-driven approach to financial planning and modeling. 
[ENTITY A] ’s revenue projections are founded on rigorous distribution models, conservative patient 
volume projections accounting for the Ohio cannabis market size, and the average monthly demand for 
medical cannabis products, as determined by historical data from other medical marijuana states with 
similar qualifying patient conditions. Given those expected demands, [ENTITY A]  can extrapolate 
anticipated production requirements, and in turn, the approximate required size of cultivation. 
 
[ENTITY A]  understands that although it has used the best available data to develop its projections, its 
financial models are just that: models. Applicant by no means expects each one of its assumptions to be 
entirely correct. However, [ENTITY A] ’s overall approach to financial modeling is a conservative one 
and when unsure has estimated high on cash outflows, and low on incomes. As such, [ENTITY A]  
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Vehicles (1)  $50,000  

 
Personnel (salary, wages, payroll taxes & benefits) $166,100  

 
Advertising/Marketing $31,100  

 
Auto/Truck Expenses $1,500  

 
Bank & Merchant Fees $3,000  

 
Dues and Subscriptions $600  

 
Facilities (incl rent, maintenance) $36,375 

 
Cultivation Supplies $54,464  

 
Insurance (Liability and Property) $9,000  

 
Legal and Professional Fees $10,000  

 
Licenses/Fees/Permits $18,000  

 
Miscellaneous $12,000  

 
Office Expenses & Supplies $3,000  

 
Postage and Delivery $1,200  

 
Telephone & IT/IS $1,200  

 
Security $10,200  

 
Travel & Meals $1,500  

 
Utilities $19,965  

 
Financing $23,658  

 
Sub-Total, Operating Expenses:  $1,374,862  

   
 

Phase 2 Build out costs, if applicable $464,000 

   
 

Total Use of Funds  $1,838,862  

   
 

Excess Funds  $288,138 
 
 
[ENTITY A]  takes seriously its opportunity to participate in the marijuana industry under the Ohio 
Medical Marijuana Control Program, and recognizes that, should it be granted a license, its participation 
is a privilege. As with the other aspects of its operations, [ENTITY A]  has given thoughtful 
consideration to its financial feasibility. Conservative modeling shows that there is approximately 15% 
excess source funds beyond the projected capital used. 
 
[ENTITY A]  is committed to transparent and ethical operations. [ENTITY A]  thanks the Department 
for its consideration of its application for a cultivator license under Ohio’s Medical Marijuana Control 
Program. 
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PART I: EXPERIENCE IN BUSINESS 
Applicant is an Ohio resident women-owned, family oriented business interested in bringing greater 
health and wellness to the State of Ohio. Several members of our leadership team have been personally 
compelled to enter and support the medical marijuana industry through their own battles with cancer, 
while others were inspired by a firsthand view of children suffering from debilitating illnesses who 
found relief in the exact product types we propose to produce in our Ohio greenhouse cultivation 
facility. Our leadership and ownership teams are comprised of Ohio natives and out-of-state domain 
experts, each of whom have been running successful businesses, both in-state and beyond, in the 
education, healthcare, security, real estate, agriculture/horticulture, hydroponic supplies, environmental 
consulting, finance/accountancy, law and medical marijuana industries. Each team member has a rich 
history of community engagement and charitable support within their home state and many are 
employers themselves. Together this team brings the requisite business experience, operational know-
how and financial discipline needed to successfully operate a cultivation facility in the State of Ohio.  
Company Background 
Applicant was formed with a passionate desire to directly impact patient lives as a cultivator and 
producer of medical marijuana. Knowing firsthand the many difficulties operators have faced, our team 
knew it was critical to incorporate experienced and respected medical marijuana operators for initial 
project development and to ensure our continued success. A collaborative venture was forged comprised 
of high-level cultivator operators and subject matter experts (SMEs) who have worked worldwide with 
operators, researchers, and governments. This consortium was carefully selected from Founder 1 and 
Founder 2’s deep contacts in the security, agriculture, business, environmental sustainability, healthcare 
and medical marijuana expert community. Together, all owners, officers and advisors have a shared 
vision to efficiently, and effectively ensure public safety and provide safe access to pharmaceutical-
quality medical marijuana in the State of Ohio.  
Licensed Cultivator Affiliates in Other Medical Marijuana Jurisdictions 
In the interest of developing successful, transparent operations and ensuring the highest standards for 
our operations, we have brought on partners and strategic advisors who are experts in medical marijuana 
cultivation, some of whom are owner/operators of licensed cultivation, processor and dispensary 
facilities in the most restrictive state-regulated programs in the country, giving us unfettered insight into 
the unique dynamics of the industry.  
Many of these affiliate businesses were the first to market upon award of licensure in their respective 
states, and they continue to achieve sales growth and increased efficiencies every quarter. These 
affiliates also utilize the newest sustainable energy technology available for medical marijuana 
cultivation facilities and boast access to award winning strains. Notably, our Chief Cultivation Officer is 
also co-founder and owner of the world renown Marijuana Genetics Company which offers some of the 
most desirable and rare varietals on the planet- Applicant will have direct and exclusive access to these 
strains in Ohio. Recognized by their state regulators, all affiliate medical marijuana organizations 
operate the most secure, state-of-the-art facilities in accordance with all regulatory standards and have 
perfect compliance records. 
Our Leadership Team 
The Applicant’s executive management team is uniquely qualified to successfully navigate the 
challenges posed by comprehensive regulation, strict compliance requirements, and high security 
demands. Our leadership team, comprised of our founders/owners and carefully selected subject matter 
experts, ensures a strong dedication to and the success of the Applicant’s operations.  
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Founder 1 
Founder 1, the majority equity owner in Applicant, is a proud Ohio native who has dedicated her 
professional career to aiding child development in her home state. After graduating from the Local 
University 1 in 1974 she then went on to receive her teacher certification from the Board of Education 1 
and worked in schools in two major Ohio metropolitan cities before moving back to Local City 1 to raise 
her family. Her commitment to assisting fellow Ohioans extends well beyond her work in the classroom 
to include tutoring initiatives, providing professionals with affordable business travel alternatives, and 
leading fundraising efforts for nonprofit charities. Additionally, Founder 1 is a member of the local 
chapters of two well-known benevolent charitable organizations whose missions are to raise money and 
awareness and support critical research of Alzheimer’s and breast cancer, respectively. Founder 1’s 
unmatched desire to help others has been the driving force behind her passion and has led her to found 
the Applicant alongside Founder 2. 
Founder 2 
Founder 2 currently serves as the acting Director of Medical Marijuana Research and is the founder of 
an organization that fundraises for cancer research, a cause that she took on as a breast cancer survivor. 
She is an avid supporter of a national breast cancer organization based in the Midwest and organizes 
large groups for cancer-walks and charity pizza sales. In 2014, she first became involved in the medical 
marijuana industry in her home state. Her own secondary research in the uses of medical marijuana in 
the treatments of cancer resulted in her and her family’s support of medical marijuana which led to her 
involvement as an owner of licensed medical marijuana organizations in other states. Founder 2 holds a 
Bachelor’s degree in Education and she tutors children in her spare time. 
Chief Medical Officer 
Applicant’s Chief Medical Officer is a local Board Certified Medical Doctor, serving as the Chief of 
Staff of a major local hospital system.  He was born and raised in Local City 1, before attending Local 
University 2 where he graduated with a Bachelor of Science degree in Mathematics in 1972.  He then 
spent time doing Pre-Med and Externship Studies at Local University 1, International Medical School 1, 
and Local University 3 before earning his Medical Degree from the Local Medical College 1 in 
1980.  After completing his Medical Residency in Internal Medicine at the Local Medical College 1, he 
was Board Certified in 1982 in the State of Ohio.  
In the decade following his certification, he was an Active Clinical Professor at Local Medical Center 
1/Local Medical College 1, followed by his role as 2-Time Internal Medicine Chairman at a major local 
hospital system from 1997 to 2002 and again from 2005 until 2009. His professional career includes 34 
years of private practice leading one of the local region’s largest and most well respected internal 
medicine practices. Beyond his numerous roles at a major local hospital system, he also served as a 
member of the State Board 1 and State Medical Association 1 Representative for Prescriptive 
Governance from 2004 to 2014. He is a member of both the State Medical Association 1 and National 
Medical Association 1. He carries a wealth of experience, knowledge, and practical application. At the 
core of his medical practice is the education and well-being of his patients.   
Chief Operations Officer 
Applicant’s Chief Operations Officer has a Master of Science degree in Industrial & Systems 
Engineering (MSISE). His thesis work was focused on Sustainable Development, particularly the 
creation of a virtual sustainable community on the Mediterranean coast of Africa that could use solar 
energy to produce Hydrogen, which would in turn be transported through a pipeline and used as an 
energy carrier in Europe, creating a sustainable closed-loop cycle with minimal waste product. He has 
also developed sophisticated business management skills as well as innovative horticultural techniques 
as evidenced by his successful work as owner and Chief Operations Officer of Hydroponic Supply 
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Stores 1. These two stores in the Northeast, which have run without incident for over 20 years, will 
provide, at cost, most of the necessary capital equipment for the actual cultivation and harvesting of 
Applicant’s medical marijuana).  
Chief Operations Officer draws on his 25 years of personal organic indoor/greenhouse hydroponic 
cultivation experience, which includes being a founding member of Cultivation Association 1 and a 
member of Hydroponic Association 1, to personally train his staff on various growing methods and 
techniques so they can properly assist customers with all soil, water, chemical, and equipment concerns. 
In addition to his business management and horticultural experience, he is also a consultant on 
equipment placement and nutrient balance for several licensed medical marijuana cultivation centers in 
various medical marijuana jurisdictions across the country. As an industry consultant, he has evaluated 
many existing operations in an effort to perfect an approach that will ensure responsible, consistent 
production of safe medicinal products. His approach is focused on minimizing environmental impact 
and avoiding known pitfalls identified in large scale operations in other regulated states. With his 
decorated education in Industrial and Systems Engineering, he is an invaluable resource to the medical 
marijuana industry, providing sustainable agriculture protocols and developing cultivation and 
manufacturing practices that produce truly medical-grade marijuana. He is committed to the 
development of renewable energy technologies, quality control, and sustainable agricultural methods in 
Applicant’s proposed Ohio operations. 
Additionally, Chief Operations Officer has developed and implemented many new products and 
protocols, most notably bio-active substrates and organic feeding regimens in active medical marijuana 
cultivation facilities in order to provide qualifying patients with safe access to medicine free of 
pesticides, powdery mildew, mold, organic chlorides, fluorides, or heavy metals. This methodology has 
been utilized successfully in cultivation centers across the country, and his expertise has been called 
upon by state legislators developing new medical marijuana programs as well as program regulators 
tasked with evaluating the qualifications of medical marijuana cultivation license applicants. 
Chief Operations Officer is a subject matter expert in horticulture, and combined with a strong technical 
background in complex systems and process engineering, he continues to collect invaluable research for 
statistical analysis in cultivation operations. This data aids in the continued advancement of medical 
marijuana operations through trial-tested standardization of operating procedures, and protocols, training 
programs, and quality control. He has helped school districts and universities introduce his sustainable 
initiatives and evolutionary computing techniques into their curriculum, and Applicant will be 
leveraging his guidance much in the same way by calling on him to aid in the overall design of our 
facility, development of operational guidelines with regards to environmental controls, implementation 
of employee training programs, and creation of a redundant quality assurance program. His approach to 
operational standardization will allow our facilities to gather accurate data for transparent operations, 
consistent quality production, overall market analysis, and patient need with regards to product efficacy. 
Chief Financial Officer 
Chief Financial Officer is a transaction advisory consultant with Multinational Accounting Firm serving 
clients on both the “buy” and “sell” sides across a variety of industry sectors. His deal experience spans 
across retail & consumer products, hospitality, manufacturing, and services industries, with a focus on 
private equity. Prior to this position, Chief Financial Officer was the Controller for a large restaurant 
group in a major Midwest metropolitan city, overseeing all aspects of finance and accounting operations 
for the organization and over ten affiliated restaurant entities. He earned a Bachelor’s in Finance and has 
a Master’s degree in Accountancy. 
Chief Financial Officer is a licensed Certified Public Accountant and is currently a member of both the 
National CPA Association and State CPA Association.  
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Chief Cultivation Officer 
Chief Cultivation Officer is the founder, majority owner and CEO of a licensed medical marijuana 
organization comprised of two cultivation/processor centers and two dispensaries in one of the most 
highly regulated programs in the United State. He is a uniquely experienced individual, by virtue of 35 
years of hands-on indoor, outdoor and greenhouse cultivation including over 10 years as a caregiver 
responsible for the legal cultivation of medical marijuana for his registered patients, who will ensure that 
the Applicant can produce the highest quality medical-grade marijuana in the State of Ohio. Like all 
members of Applicant’s leadership team, his business acumen extends far beyond the medical marijuana 
industry.  
Chief Cultivation Officer founded Brokerage Firm 1, which has become the 3rd largest brokerage and 
one of the fastest growing companies in his home state in just 6 years. Its real estate sales eclipsed $900 
million, including $27+ million in gross revenue, earning it a place in State A Business Magazine’s top 
250 Biggest Companies in 2015. He was also named one of the 100 Most Influential People in Real 
Estate in 2013 by a well-known real estate journal and currently serves as a cultural ambassador to State 
A by virtue of his nationally televised show on HGTV which boasts viewership in excess of 22 
million/year. Aside from Brokerage Firm 1, Chief Cultivation Officer is also an owner or partner in 
several other State A-based businesses, including a company that runs a beach safety educational 
website in affiliation with a local hospital system, the local county, the local county’s Visitor’s Bureau, 
the local Fire Department, and the local Ocean Safety Bureau.  
Notably, Chief Cultivation Officer is a co-founder of Marijuana Genetics Company, a medical 
marijuana cultivation and genetics consulting company which has designed and helped build multiple 
licensed cultivator facilities in the Western region of the United States. Marijuana Genetics Company, 
who will provide exclusive genetics consulting services to Applicant, has developed in-house and has 
direct access to (through its relationships with the top geneticists and growers in the industry, both 
within the US and abroad) some of the world’s most sought-after strains. The company is a multi-
generational family business that has received numerous awards for their associated products.  
Director of Security 
Director of Security is President of Local Security Firm, a security services provider employing over 
250 highly trained and qualified security professionals, including over 100 off-duty local law 
enforcement agents. Local Security Firm, who will likely be contracted by Applicant upon licensure, 
was established in 1994 and provides armed/unarmed security guard service, mobile patrols, alarm 
response, security and safety training, facility security analysis and consultation, employee background 
screenings, and audio/video monitoring device detection. He joined Local Security Firm in 1999 as a 
Regional Manager and was promoted to Vice President then to President in 2009. He was responsible 
for growing sales of the company from $600,000 annually to over $5.5 million today. Director of 
Security has a Bachelor’s in Criminal Justice from a Local University 4 and has over 30 years of 
business experience, including over 25 years management experience.  
As Director of Security, he will oversee the development and implementation of Applicant’s 
comprehensive Security Plan, oversee staff training on security equipment use and functionality, review 
and enhance security policies and procedures, and liaise with local law enforcement and emergency 
responders. 
Environmental Quality Officer 
Environmental Quality Officer is currently the Group Leader in Wetlands and Ecology for Local 
Environmental Consultants. Established in 1987 in response to the growing need for cost effective 
environmental compliances services, the focus of Local Environmental Consultants puts quality service 
first by offering up-to-date regulatory compliance and environmental consulting services tailored to 
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meet the needs of each client. The company specializes in Industrial Compliance Services, Site 
Assessment, Remediation and VAP Services, Industrial Hygiene, Asbestos, Lead, and Safety Services. 
As part of Local Environmental Consultant’s focus on quality, they have developed a comprehensive in-
house Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC) program to assure that operations are conducted in 
accordance with professional industry standards, and OSHA requirements.  
Environmental Quality Officer’s key management roles in Local Environmental Consultant include 
prioritizing workload, project management, development of business and organizational strategies, 
coordination of all cross-functional activities, and facilitation of employee relations. His primary 
tactical, technical, and administrative project lead responsibilities consist of project budgeting, 
proposals, client debriefs, project billing, and regulatory compliance. In addition, he performs bio-
criteria and ecological studies, preliminary ecological assessments, and wetland delineations using the 
United States Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) methodology and Ohio Environmental Protection 
Agency’s (OEPA) assessment protocol. 
Environmental Quality Officer prepares and coordinates Corps’ Section 404 and OEPA Section 401 
permits for disturbed and non-distributed sites, as well as, provide site planning and remediation 
assistance. He develops, implements, and monitors private wetland/stream mitigation areas and 
Interagency Review Team (IRT) approved mitigation banks. He has over 14 years of total applicable 
experience, and his reputation as an expert is backed by a dozen certifications obtained through hands-
on training, and continued education in his field. 
Applicant will be leveraging Environmental Quality Officer’s subject matter expertise to oversee the 
development of our cultivation operations to guarantee the environmentally conscious, safe, consistent, 
quality production of medical marijuana. 
Our Expert Consultants and Advisory Team 
Applicant has interviewed, recruited and engaged premier medical marijuana expert consultants and 
advisors to provide the necessary counsel and services to help guide our Ohio cultivator operations to 
success as measured by regulatory compliance, operational efficiency, and the production of a consistent 
and steady supply of pure, efficacious pharmaceutical-grade medical marijuana.  
Regulatory Consultant 
Regulatory Consultant is an ivy league educated licensed attorney and medical marijuana licensing and 
regulatory consultant representing some of the industry’s largest, most reputable and longest running 
operators. As Applicant’s outside regulatory and compliance consultant, he will provide invaluable 
advice to ensure that Applicant is in full compliance with any and all rules set forth by the state and is 
well positioned to become a model licensee in Ohio’s Medical Marijuana Control Program. His 
consulting practice, established in 2008, has a national footprint advising sophisticated, compliance-
focused clientele, including cultivators, processors and dispensaries as well as supporting industry 
businesses, in many of the most highly-regulated jurisdictions in the United States and abroad.  
As a principal component of his practice, he has developed and drafted new medical marijuana 
regulations, including proposed amendments to existing legislation at the municipal and state level on 
behalf of his clients and, at times, program regulators themselves. Most recently, he advised state 
legislators on both sides of the aisle as well as the governor’s office during the legislative process related 
to a new medical marijuana program in a state in the Northeast. Once the enabling statute was passed, he 
then worked with the state’s lawmakers to develop new, sensible regulations to govern the program, 
ensuring strict oversight and conservative, but practical, operational rules for licensed operators. For his 
contributions, he was asked to participate as an expert panelist for the state’s governor’s Medical 
Marijuana Roundtable held at the governor’s residence and aired live on television.  
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Regulatory Consultant’s breadth of medical marijuana licensing and regulations experience combined 
with his stellar reputation and deep contacts within the industry (consisting of operators, vendors, 
advisors, researchers, regulators and more) position him as the ideal advisor to Applicant.  
Industry Consultant 
Industry Consultant is a leading medical marijuana consulting and management firm based out of the 
Midwest. They are a full-service consulting and management group that strives to produce the highest 
quality medical marijuana in the most regulated states in the nation and have been successful (through 
its owners/managers) in securing and funding vertically integrated medical marijuana licenses in three 
jurisdictions to date. In addition to providing operational and compliance assistance to its partners and 
clients, Industry Consultant has successfully raised over $20 million in funding for its various medical 
marijuana projects nationwide. 
With Industry Consultant’s guidance, Applicant will maintain a strong focus on legal compliance, 
efficient operational practices, developing and maintain strong local community relationships, and 
forging meaningful research partnerships with local healthcare systems and universities. Industry 
Consultant brings a full team of security specialists, research specialists and greenhouse cultivation 
experts should Applicant be awarded a provisional license.  
The medical marijuana specific business and legal background of Industry Consultant’s owners, both of 
whom are accomplished attorneys, juxtaposed with their hands-on work and pragmatic approach 
provides the basis of knowledge and expertise necessary for such an advisory role. 
Local Greenhouse Manufacturer  
Local Greenhouse Manufacturer has been designing, engineering, manufacturing, and constructing 
commercial greenhouses for over 85 years. Clients include medical marijuana cultivators, commercial 
growers, retail garden centers, government and private research facilities, universities, and schools 
throughout the country. Local Greenhouse Manufacturer has a patented design for a two-tiered 
greenhouse system that includes fertigation lines and HVAC systems that run underground, and through 
the walls, having almost zero impact on the usable growing footprint- a perfect product for Applicant’s 
intended cultivation methodologies and Supply Plan. Applicant’s Chief Operations Officers has been in 
regular contact with the leadership of Local Greenhouse Manufacturer since joining the Applicant’s 
team in an effort to coordinate efforts in the design and construction of our proposed Tier II Cultivator 
greenhouse facility. Upon award of licensure, Applicant will collaborate with Local Greenhouse 
Manufacture to ensure we build an environmentally sound, state-of-the-art cultivation facility producing 
top quality medicinal products in a cost-effective and safe manner. 
PART II: BUSINESS MODEL 
Executive Summary 
Background 
Our Business Plan was collaboratively developed by our leadership team and it exemplifies our 
collective dedication to the systemic, streamlined and cost-effective production of medical marijuana 
cultivated in a sophisticated yet efficiently run greenhouse environmental. Our focus is pragmatic and 
based on the expertise of our core team, particularly those with specific licensed medical marijuana 
cultivation operational experience. Input from those members with healthcare and environmental 
consulting experience helped our proposed Business Plan maintain a medical, patient-centric, and 
environmentally sound agenda. Advice from our Regulatory Consultant and Industry Consultant assured 
our core strategies are not only compliant with Ohio regulations but are in line with industry standards 
and best practices. Accordingly, we believe we are primed for success as a licensed Cultivator. 
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Organization  
The Applicant is a 100% women-owned (majority Ohio resident-owned) venture that qualifies as a 
disadvantaged group. Our organization is comprised of subject matter experts from a variety of relevant 
fields, each lending necessary skill-sets to our proposed operations. Applicant’s business model will 
focus on regulatory compliance and sustainability while cultivating and producing an assortment of 
condition-specific strains of medical marijuana carefully selected by our genetics advisors (including the 
Chief Cultivation Officer and the company he co-founded, Marijuana Genetics Company).  
Our officers, advisors and consultants lead prominent and successful businesses, including medical 
marijuana cultivator, processor and dispensary operations in multiple highly regulated jurisdictions 
across the country. Accordingly, Applicant will be able to quickly act on market developments, and 
share production advancements and intellectual property across all affiliated businesses. This unique 
advantage allows Applicant to leverage the top minds of the medical marijuana field in an effort to be 
responsive to patient needs in a responsible and calculated manner (based on real-world experience, not 
speculation). Our Chief Operations Officer and Chief Cultivation Officer each bring an in-depth 
understanding of multiple effective medical marijuana production models, allowing Applicant to seize 
operational efficiencies at the onset of operations that few other applicants possess.  
Operations 
Operationally, Applicant is flush with vastly experienced talent, including but not limited to the Chief 
Operations Officer and Chief Cultivation Officer. Moreover, we have two of the industry’s top 
consulting firms already engaged, namely Regulatory Consultant and Industry Consultant, who are 
prepared to provide any assistance necessary, including advice and connections to domain experts, to 
ensure we employ world-class operations, innovative methods, the latest technologies and best 
cultivation practices in full compliance with Ohio regulations as well as Good Agricultural Practices, 
Good Handling Practices and Good Manufacturing Practices. As an organization, we are committed to 
exceeding our regulators’ and our customers’ expectations, and setting a new standard for medical 
marijuana cultivation operational excellence.  
Organizational Principles  
To maintain a clear focus on our mission to provide top quality pharmaceutical-grade medical marijuana 
at affordable prices, we have developed a core set of organizational principles to guide decision-making 
in our day-to-day operations, including:  

• Maintaining adequate capital funding and sufficient cash reserves to ensure uninterrupted 
operations in strict adherence to our mandates. Applicant will never prioritize profits over the 
quality of our performance and our products.  

• Maintaining a business model focused on strict regulatory compliance and continual 
improvement utilizing the newest technologies and research findings in agriculture, greenhouse 
operations, genetic selections, environmental conservation, and cannabinoid science.  

Applicant has engaged the most qualified advisors in medical marijuana to bring unmatched expertise 
and access to proprietary intellectual property to our operations in order to speed up our learning curve, 
obviate common start-up errors, and eliminate preventable mistakes. Our assembled team will ensure we 
adopt comprehensive policies and procedures addressing these areas as well as: cash management and 
accounting, adverse events and product recalls, regulatory compliance, contract procurement, emergency 
preparedness, environmentally conscientious policies, equipment and facility maintenance, incident 
management, inventory tracking and control, community outreach and communications, cultivation and 
production, quality assurance and quality control, recordkeeping, research and development, safety and 
security, staffing and training, strategic planning, secure product transportation, and waste management. 
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Standard Operating Procedures 
We are committed to implementing proven cultivation methodologies in accordance with our Standard 
Operating Procedures (SOPs) that have been adopted from best practices employed by several of the top 
medical marijuana cultivators in the country. These SOPs will guide our systemic processes to 
consistently and predictably deliver contaminant-free, pharmaceutical-grade medical marijuana that is 
safe for patient consumption and effective in relieving their symptoms. All Applicant operations will be 
conducted with safety in mind to protect both patient and employee health while minimizing 
environmental impact. Our processes have been developed through the collaborative efforts of our Chief 
Operations Officer, who is a highly regarded medical marijuana cultivation consultant, hydroponic store 
owner, and professor in Chemistry with a sustainable farming and engineering background; and our 
Chief Cultivation Officer, who is an owner and operator of two medical marijuana cultivator and 
processor facilities with over a decade of legal medical marijuana outdoor, indoor and greenhouse 
cultivation experience. We have intentionally incorporated principles and procedures applied in the 
pharmaceutical and agricultural industries. All cultivation methods and related supply plans are in full 
compliance with Ohio Medical Marijuana Control Program regulations. 
Our SOPs promote best cultivation practices to ensure that our agents possess the training, education, 
and experience necessary to perform their assigned functions. SOPs meet the requirements of Good 
Agricultural Practices, Good Handling Practices, Good Manufacturing Practices, and all laws and rules 
for the cultivation of medical marijuana in Ohio. These SOPs will be written for each task expected of 
staff, including but not limited to activities that involve access to restricted areas, handling of any 
medical marijuana plant material or product, utilization of hazardous chemicals, operation of equipment, 
emergency management plans, employee hygiene, workspace sanitation, OSHA compliance, inventory 
management and control, recordkeeping, security and surveillance, product transportation, storage of 
crop inputs, seeds and medical marijuana, packaging and labeling, internal and external laboratory 
testing, quality assurance and product inspections, nutrient practice, and diversion prevention. 
Our SOPs will be periodically reviewed (at least once annually) and updated to stay current with best 
industry practices, changes in legislation and regulations, and company policies. We will consistently 
review and analyze data gathered throughout our systemic operational processes to find ways to 
optimize operations and modify SOPs to reflect our new findings. Agents will be trained on SOPs upon 
hire and undergo required annual refresher training.  
Cultivation Best Practices 
Medical marijuana will be cultivated using Sea of Green (SOG) and Screen of Green (SCROG) 
methodologies, depending on the specific varietal. We will always have the canopy trellised to provide 
support and help with deployment of super-cropping techniques and procedures. These methodologies 
will produce shorter plants with dense canopies that are easier to scout for disease and pests, and have 
the added benefit of shortening the duration of the vegetative cycle and overall time from propagation to 
finished product. This allows us to respond more quickly to patient and market demands for new 
medicinal strains, while always maintaining an inventory of fresh medical marijuana product. 
Using SOG and SCROG methods, harvest yield per square foot of cultivated area is comparable to that 
of methodologies employing longer vegetative cycles. Since life cycles are shorter, the number of 
harvests per year increases. Also, cultivation operations are simplified since smaller plants are easier to 
harvest and process. The daily and periodic maintenance routines (e.g., removal of dead leaves, 
scouting, pruning, etc.) are easier and more effective since agents do not have to bend over to reach the 
base of the plant or stretch above eye-line to reach the canopy. Agents will perform visual inspections of 
growing plants and harvested plant material to ensure there is no visible mold, mildew, pests, rot, or 
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grey or black plant material. Internal and independent testing will be performed to ensure that no 
contaminant is greater than an acceptable level as determined by the Ohio Department of Commerce. 
All rooms that house plant material will be equipped with a foot bath and air curtain at the access-
controlled door. Wipes will also be available at each door for agents to clean their hands up to their 
forearms. Employees are required to sanitize with isopropyl alcohol on their way in and out of any 
rooms containing plant material regardless of the stage of production to prevent pests/pathogens and/or 
disease contamination. Each room in our facility will have operational sanitation protocols, including 
beginning, and end-of-day protocols, and weekly sanitation measures which are written on notices 
posted throughout the rooms, as well as, at the entrance. 
Recognizing the complexity of legal medical marijuana cultivation, we have chosen to partner with 
Industry Consultant and Regulatory Consultant. These advisors have successfully overseen the roll-out 
and operation of medical marijuana cultivation facilities in over a dozen medical states, many of which 
are regulated by the most restrictive laws in the country with respect to medical marijuana operations. 
Applicant sought subject matter experts that have previously succeeded in helping their clients meet the 
most restrictive regulations to ensure our own operations are in line with industry best practices.  
Location and Facility Design 
Applicant’s proposed location complies with rule 3796:5-5-01 of the Administrative Code, which 
establishes a 500-foot boundary between our operating facility and the boundary of our selected parcel 
of land. Our proposed property was specifically chosen for its relative proximity to highly populated 
urban areas (where dispensary licensees are likely to locate their facilities), proximity to an accessible 
talent pool to fill staff and management positions, and proximity to major thoroughfares such that every 
corner of the state is accessible within a matter of hours by car. The land itself is greenfield, which gives 
Applicant the ability to design and build our greenhouse facility to purpose. With new construction (as 
opposed to retrofit), we eliminate any potential for layout inefficiencies, eliminate any existing mold or 
mildew concerns, and give ourselves the opportunity to construct a highly efficient building from the 
ground up with our intended cultivation methods in mind to inform planning and decision-making.  
Pursuant to Ohio regulations, we are permitted to use only 3,000 square feet for vegetative and 
flowering plant production as part of a Tier II Cultivator license. For efficiency and environmental 
impact purposes, we intend to design and purchase a greenhouse structure with an attached indoor 
headhouse for secure cultivation supporting and post-harvest production needs from the company Local 
Greenhouse Manufacturer. The greenhouse will house a 600-square foot Mother & Propagation Room, a 
600-square foot Vegetative Room, and four distinct 600-square foot Bloom Rooms. The headhouse will 
house office space, locker rooms, vaults, drying/trim/curing rooms, and other non-cultivation specific 
rooms necessary to support operational and security needs.  
Local Greenhouse Manufacturer has been designing, engineering, manufacturing, and constructing 
commercial greenhouses for over 85 years. Clients include medical marijuana cultivators, commercial 
growers, retail garden centers, government and private research facilities, universities, and schools 
throughout the country. Local Greenhouse Manufacturer has a patented design for a two-tiered 
greenhouse system that includes fertigation lines and HVAC systems that run underground and through 
the walls, having almost zero impact on the usable growing footprint- a perfect product for our intended 
cultivation methodologies and supply plan. We intend to purchase a customized two-tiered greenhouse 
system to suit our specific production needs.  
Our proposed layout has been designed by the Chief Operations Officer with the assistance of Local 
Greenhouse Manufacturer and Regulatory Consultant (a medical marijuana industry expert familiar with 
greenhouse and indoor medical marijuana facility designs utilized by the country’s top operators). Using 
industry-informed facility design, we will ensure the quality and purity of medical marijuana grown 
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onsite, and will mitigate the risk of contamination and other issues that can lead to crop failure. By 
strategically locating specific cultivation and post-harvest production rooms such that batches of medical 
marijuana always travel in one direction, never back tracking or crossing paths with another batch of 
medical marijuana, we ensure efficient operational processes with minimal opportunity for errors, cross-
contamination or diversion. This design concept is in line with industry best practices, increases 
efficiency, and facilitates the maintenance of sanitary conditions at the facility. 
Cultivation Equipment & Cost Savings 
Hydroponic Supply Stores 1, owned and operated by the Applicant’s Chief Cultivation Officer, will 
provide most of the necessary capital equipment for the actual cultivation and production of medical 
marijuana. This supplier has access to the most innovative technology and equipment in the horticultural 
field through its strong relationship with the nation’s oldest and largest manufacturer of hydroponics 
equipment and grow lights. Notably, Chief Cultivation Officer has offered to provide all cultivation 
tools and equipment provided by Hydroponic Supply Stores 1 at cost, virtually guaranteeing Applicant 
has the lowest capital cost structure in the state. All cost savings will be passed on to our customers 
which will have the net effect of ensuring our products more affordable for Ohio patients. 
Product Offerings 
Our leadership team has compiled a list of published studies of the therapeutic applications of CBD to 
inform our strain selection. Based on this research, and taking into consideration historical sales data 
from our operational cultivator, processor and dispensary affiliates, and patient feedback from other 
medical marijuana programs, we have selected the following high-CBD strains for production:  

● Charlotte’s Web (well-publicized high CBD cultivar used by many patients for epilepsy)  
● ACDC (known for a 20:1 CBD to THC ratio and consistent performance in production) 
● Tora Bora (high concentration of CBD with moderate concentration of THC) 
● Lucy (known for a ratio of 2 parts CBD to 1 part THC)  
● R4 (very high concentration of CBD with THC typically below 0.3%) 
● Otto 2 (very high concentration of CBD with THC typically below 0.3%) 
● Canna-Tsu (another strain known to have a 20:1 CBD to THC ratio) 
● Cannatonic (known for a 1:1 CBD to THC ratio) 
● Harlequin (one of the first widely recognized high-CBD cultivars with a 3:1 CBD to THC ratio) 

In addition to these generally high-CBD strains, we have identified a unique medical marijuana strain 
with both CBD and cannabigerol (CBG) in significant quantities, with negligible THC content: 

●  Spectrum (typically tests at 13% CBG and 7% CBD) 

This range of rich-in-CBD medical marijuana strains will enable patients and processors to choose 
products which are most suited for their medical needs. Our Chief Operations Officer and Chief 
Cultivation Officer will collaborate on determining, and sourcing, the final selection of strains 
appropriate for the qualifying medical conditions identified in the relevant Ohio regulations. 
As noted above, Chief Cultivation Officer is co-founder of Marijuana Genetics Company, a medical 
marijuana cultivation and genetics consulting company who will provide exclusive genetics consulting 
services to Applicant. The company has relationships with the top geneticists and growers in the medical 
marijuana industry and will give us direct access to some of the rarest and most effective medicinal 
varietals in the world. Such strains, which will be unique to Applicant, include but are not limited to: 

• Kauai Electrics (high concentration of THC) 
• Pennywise (known for a ratio of 5:1 CBD to THC) 
• Aloha White Widow (high concentrations of THC) 
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• Crippy (an award winning medicinal strain with high concentrations of THC) 
• Purple Punch (another award winning medicinal strain with high concentrations of THC) 
• Tahoe Cure (another award winning medicinal strain with high concentrations of THC) 
• Hawaiian Cookies/Blue Sapphire (high concentrations of THC) 
• OG Tonic (a high-CBD hybrid) 

As the Ohio Medical Marijuana Control Program matures and as patient feedback becomes available for 
review, Chief Operations Officer will analyze all available market data, particularly data related to the 
quality and efficacy of our own products, and continually update and amend our product offerings. To 
facilitate data collection, we intend to propose agreements with our dispensary and processor customers 
to collect and provide relevant feedback from patients through written surveys, oral dialogue, online 
reviews, structured interviews with dispensary agents who assist patients directly, and focus groups. 
Given our preferred cultivation methodology and supply plan, we will be able to introduce a new 
medical marijuana varietal for cultivation and production with relative ease and speed to market. Our 
nimble approach to operations will allow us to consistently address patient demand and changing tastes. 
Compliance 
Like its affiliates, Applicant demands 100% compliance with regulatory mandates at all times. The 
Applicant will maintain a regulatory compliance program, with guidance and oversight from Regulatory 
Consultant, that features: 

• Two-agent verification for all critical tasks, audits, transportations, and data entry related to 
quality assurance and inventory control. 

• Engagement of qualified local legal counsel to assist in municipal and state level legal matters. 
• Independent audits and site inspections  
• Annual compliance training for all employees and management to review governing laws and 

regulations and to provide all applicable updates, changes and amendments. 
Security and Control 
The safety of people and products is considered in every planning and operating decision we make. The 
Applicant will maintain a security program, with guidance and oversight from Director of Security, that 
features: 

• State-of-the-art security systems and extensive security training for all agents, including regular 
refresher training and mandatory comprehension testing. 

• On-site guard services and commercial security equipment vendors. 
• Regular equipment inspections to gauge functionality and updates/enhancements Quality 

Assurance 
Our operating procedures were developed with a series of redundant quality assurance controls, as 
instructed by Chief Operating Officer. Applicant will maintain a quality assurance program that features: 

• Extensive quality assurance training for all agents including regular refresher courses and 
mandatory comprehension testing. 

• Two-agent verification for all critical tasks and data entry related to quality assurance and 
inventory control. 

• Multiple established quality control checkpoints whereby agents are required to inspect plants 
and products to ensure they meet our stringent quality assurance standards 

• Internal laboratory testing of plant materials conducted throughout the production process. 
• An in-house team dedicated to the continual oversight and audit of the quality of our products. 
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Public Health Focus and Community Support 
Applicant, akin to its affiliates nationwide, is committed to the local community in which we propose to 
operate if awarded a license and is dedicated to supporting local organizations, patient advocacy groups, 
and research initiatives through monetary and in-kind donations. Our founders have a deep commitment 
to public health policies and have a long history of charitable giving. Applicant believes that medical 
marijuana businesses have an obligation not only to the health and wellbeing of qualifying patients, but 
to be a good neighbor ingrained in the fabric of our community as well. Applicant has already begun 
working with the local community to identify which local organizations, patient advocacy groups and 
research initiatives it will work with should Applicant be awarded a license.  
Access to Capital and Financial Projections 
The owners and founders of Applicant alone have immediate access to $3,500,000 in cash (as verified 
by a letter from our CPA included as attachments in Section 1B and Section 1D of this application), 
which, based on our financial planning and projections (see below), is more than sufficient to cover all 
anticipated capital expenses related to the design and construction of a customized, state-of-the-art 
greenhouse cultivation facility manufactured by Local Greenhouse Manufacturer. Given our cost 
structure and access to capital, Applicant is capable of covering all capital expenses and operational 
expenses through the first five months of operations when we expect to generate our first sales, without 
any further capital injections. In the event of unforeseen expenses or delays, Applicant has established a 
maintenance cash reserve account of $310,000.  In the unlikely event such cash reserves are insufficient, 
Founder 2 has secured a commitment for a line of credit which would give Applicant access to over 
$12,000,000 for any purpose related to the operations of our proposed cultivation facility should it be 
required. 

Based on the collective business planning experience and historical track record of operational success 
in other medical marijuana states, we believe the five-year projections below represent realistic, 
conservative figures. Our leadership team, who operates under strict financial discipline, has budgeted 
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moderate operating expenses that are in line with industry standards. To simplify financial planning for 
purposes of this application, we did not include a forecast of the sale of usable medical marijuana 
trimmings to processors. Such products add zero additional operational costs to produce as they are a 
natural byproduct of normal operations, and generate an additional stream of revenue for Applicant. 
With 32 grow trays, each holding 32 plants, each Bloom Room will house exactly 1,024 plants at full 
capacity. We intend to commence operations at half capacity and increase our production output as the 
patient market grows, allowing us to manage our growth and employ sound business practices without 
inadvertently generating waste or inefficiencies. Using a perpetual harvest plan, at full capacity we will 
harvest 1,024 plants of varying strains each month. Using our tiered greenhouse system and customized 
nutrient feeding schedule, we expect conservative yields of 3 ounces of medical marijuana per plant, 
projecting approximately 192 pounds each month at full operational capacity.  
Applicant predicts the fair market value of medical marijuana sold in a newly regulated medical 
marijuana state to be $3,000/lb. As previously discussed and seen from the revenue shown in the chart 
below, Applicant projects the output production increasing from 768 lbs. in year one to 2,304 lbs. in 
year four once operating at full capacity. Applicant is aware that in highly regulated markets such as 
Ohio, patient count and demand will be modest at first, then ramp up overtime.  
Applicant expects year one revenues to equal $2,304,000 and increase to $3,456,000 in year two. Once 
fully operational as shown in year four with the modeled production of 192 pounds, we expect to gross 
$576,000 per harvest providing $6,912,000 in gross annual revenues. Since Applicant will own the 
cultivation facility, it will generate at a minimum of $90,000 per annum in rental income.  
While the revenue figures are explained above, it is important to note that our operating expenses and 
how they will benefit the local communities. Not only will most of Applicant’s startup supplies, listed 
above as $1,037,196, be sourced from local businesses, there are positions available for contractors, 
construction workers, growers, security professionals and trimmers. One of the largest expenses during 
operations is trimming costs for which Applicant will only use local labor (and it is our preference to 
hire former military veterans and their families as tour affiliates have done in other states). To offset our 
large electric load, Applicant intends to purchase electricity from a provider that is one of the country’s 
biggest proponents of clean energy through investment in infrastructure and grid technology.  
The chart below outlines the annual expected costs to operate the facility:   

Anticipated profits, while attractive, provide Applicant an opportunity to give back to the community. 
The Applicant has pledged to donate a portion of its proceeds to charities that benefit the advancement 
of women, women support groups and organizations that promote women’s health.  
While medical marijuana has not been legalized federally, Applicant has budgeted an effective tax rate 
of 35% to hold in escrow should such a tax ever be assessed. We not only view this as fiscally 
responsible, but as a way to safeguard against any future issues that might arise with the Federal 
government. Should the government not assess such a tax as advised to us through our legal and tax 
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experts, Applicant will donate a portion of these funds to the local community after any tax due to the 
State of Ohio.  
Below, please find the Income and Cash Flow Statements that show projected revenues and operating 
expenses for five years of operations generated by the cultivation facility: 
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Ohio Based Jobs and Economic Development Plan 
Our Hiring and Training Plan is based on best practices developed by our industry affiliates already 
operating in other states. Our plan is to have Industry Consultant: 1) assist with initial local hiring, and 
2) deploy their team of highly qualified instructors from other states with hands-on experience for initial 
training of our staff. Applicant will work side by side with local community to employ 100% Ohio based  
management and staff and train them on our SOPs and established work plans. All jobs will be offered 
reasonable living wages with benefits, including health care and retirement. Initially, we anticipate 15 
full and part-time positions within the first six months of operations with anticipated expansion 
thereafter as we ramp up production. 
Note, while machine harvesting remains the standard among most medical marijuana cultivators, 
Applicant feels greater detail and attention are necessary for products intended for medicinal use. Thus, 
we will hire staff to hand trim harvested medical marijuana, which we anticipate will create upwards of 
60 additional local part-time jobs once at full operational capacity. Not only will we create more jobs 
and boost local economic development, we will simultaneously produce higher quality, more desirable 
products that we expect patients to demand.  
All prospective employees will be properly screened during the application, interview and hiring process 
to ensure that they meet both the requirements set by Ohio regulations, and our own stringent internal 
standards for qualifications, experience, character and professionalism. Our Hiring and Training Plan 
includes a job description for each position in the company’s structure, and the desired level of 
education, training, core competencies, and experience required to fill each position. We will ensure that 
all hired employees are familiar with the company’s hierarchical structure in order to understand the 
supervisory structure of our organization. 
Diversity Plan 
As a women-owned business, diversity and inclusion are critically important to the Applicant. Applicant 
views diversity and inclusion as core business strategies which will contribute to its overall success. By 
reflecting diversity at the highest levels of the company, Applicant is actively modeling its Diversity 
Plan on a day-to-day basis, and setting the tone for its employees, vendors and other points of contact. 
Applicant knows that when a company’s workforce reflects the community it serves, the company is 
better able to understand and meet the needs of its patients and the community at-large. 
Industry Consultant and Regulatory Consultant have teamed up with Applicant to implement a highly 
regarded and well thought out Diversity Plan used by their common clients in medical marijuana 
programs throughout the country. Applicant will implement its mission to advance diversity and 
inclusion in four core areas of its operations: 1) Company Leadership; 2) Recruitment and Hiring;         
3) Professional Development and Retention; and 4) Partnerships with Vendors.  
Applicant will promote this vision through diversity oriented hiring events, contracting with companies 
owned/operated/staffed by disadvantaged groups to provide facility architectural, engineering and 
design services, construction services, construction management services, security services, legal 
services, janitorial services, and other supporting services. In order to reflect diversity throughout its 
organization, including providing opportunities for leadership, Applicant will establish hiring and 
placement goals based on labor force statistics in Ohio. Our official Affirmative Action Plan (AAP) is 
adopted from those in use by medical marijuana operators in other jurisdictions and contains a number 
of action oriented objectives which will ensure we reach our placement goals. See Section 2B of this 
application for more details of Applicant’s Diversity Plan. 
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PART I: EXPERIENCE IN AGRICULTURE/CULTIVATION 
Company Background 
Applicant was formed with a passionate desire to directly impact patient lives as a cultivator and 
producer of medical marijuana. Knowing firsthand the many difficulties operators have faced, our team 
knew it was critical to incorporate experienced and respected medical marijuana operators for initial 
project development and to ensure our continued success. A collaborative venture was forged comprised 
of high-level cultivator operators and subject matter experts (SMEs) who have worked worldwide with 
operators, researchers, and governments. This consortium was carefully selected from Founder 1 and 
Founder 2’s deep contacts in the security, agriculture, business, environmental sustainability, healthcare 
and medical marijuana expert community. Together, all owners, officers and advisors have a shared 
vision to efficiently, and effectively ensure public safety and provide safe access to pharmaceutical-
quality medical marijuana in the State of Ohio.  
Notably, Applicant is a women/OH resident-owned, family oriented business interested in bringing 
greater health and wellness to the State of Ohio. A large percentage of our leadership has been 
personally compelled to enter or support the medical marijuana industry as a result of their own battles 
with cancer and other debilitating conditions, while others were inspired by a firsthand view of children 
suffering from illnesses. Each team member has a rich history of community engagement and charitable 
support and many are employers themselves. Together, our team brings the experience needed to own 
and operate a medical marijuana cultivator facility in the State of Ohio.  
Licensed Cultivator Affiliates in Other Medical Marijuana Jurisdictions 
In the interest of developing successful, transparent operations and to ensure the highest standards for 
our operations we have brought on partners and strategic advisors who are experts in the cultivation of 
medical marijuana, some of which are owners and operators of licensed cultivation facilities in some of 
the most restrictive state-regulated programs in the country. Some of these partners and advisors also 
own and operate licensed processor facilities and dispensaries, giving us unfettered insight into the 
unique dynamics of the industry.  
Many of these affiliate businesses were the first to market upon award of licensure in their respective 
states, and they continue to achieve sales growth and increased efficiencies every quarter. These 
affiliates also utilize the newest sustainable energy technology available for medical marijuana 
cultivation facilities and boast access to award winning strains. Notably, our Chief Cultivation Officer is 
also co-founder and owner of the world renown Marijuana Genetics Company which offers some of the 
most desirable and rare varietals on the planet- Applicant will have direct and exclusive access to these 
strains in Ohio. Recognized by their state regulators, all affiliate medical marijuana organizations 
operate the most secure, state-of-the-art facilities in accordance with all regulatory standards and have 
perfect compliance records. 
Our Leadership Team 
The Applicant’s executive management team is uniquely qualified to successfully navigate the 
challenges posed by comprehensive regulation, strict compliance requirements, and high security 
demands. Our leadership team, comprised of our founders/owners and carefully selected subject matter 
experts, ensures a strong dedication to and the success of the Applicant’s operations.  
Founder 1 
Founder 1, the majority equity owner in Applicant, is a proud Ohio native who has dedicated her 
professional career to aiding child development in her home state. After graduating from the Local 
University 1 in 1974 she then went on to receive her teacher certification from the Board of Education 1 
and worked in schools in two major Ohio metropolitan cities before moving back to Local City 1 to raise 
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responsible for the legal cultivation of medical marijuana for his registered patients, who will ensure that 
the Applicant can produce the highest quality medical-grade marijuana in the State of Ohio. Like all 
members of Applicant’s leadership team, his business acumen extends far beyond the medical marijuana 
industry.  
Chief Cultivation Officer founded Brokerage Firm 1, which has become the 3rd largest brokerage and 
one of the fastest growing companies in his home state in just 6 years. Its real estate sales eclipsed $900 
million, including $27+ million in gross revenue, earning it a place in State A Business Magazine’s top 
250 Biggest Companies in 2015. He was also named one of the 100 Most Influential People in Real 
Estate in 2013 by a well-known real estate journal and currently serves as a cultural ambassador to State 
A by virtue of his nationally televised show on HGTV which boasts viewership in excess of 22 
million/year. Aside from Brokerage Firm 1, Chief Cultivation Officer is also an owner or partner in 
several other State A-based businesses, including a company that runs a beach safety educational 
website in affiliation with a local hospital system, the local county, the local county’s Visitor’s Bureau, 
the local Fire Department, and the local Ocean Safety Bureau.  
Notably, Chief Cultivation Officer is a co-founder of Marijuana Genetics Company, a medical 
marijuana cultivation and genetics consulting company which has designed and helped build multiple 
licensed cultivator facilities in the Western region of the United States. Marijuana Genetics Company, 
who will provide exclusive genetics consulting services to Applicant, has developed in-house and has 
direct access to (through its relationships with the top geneticists and growers in the industry, both 
within the US and abroad) some of the world’s most sought-after strains. The company is a multi-
generational family business that has received numerous awards for their associated products.  
Director of Security 
Director of Security is President of Local Security Firm, a security services provider employing over 
250 highly trained and qualified security professionals, including over 100 off-duty local law 
enforcement agents. Local Security Firm, who will likely be contracted by Applicant upon licensure, 
was established in 1994 and provides armed/unarmed security guard service, mobile patrols, alarm 
response, security and safety training, facility security analysis and consultation, employee background 
screenings, and audio/video monitoring device detection. He joined Local Security Firm in 1999 as a 
Regional Manager and was promoted to Vice President then to President in 2009. He was responsible 
for growing sales of the company from $600,000 annually to over $5.5 million today. Director of 
Security has a Bachelor’s in Criminal Justice from a Local University 4 and has over 30 years of 
business experience, including over 25 years management experience.  
As Director of Security, he will oversee the development and implementation of Applicant’s 
comprehensive Security Plan, oversee staff training on security equipment use and functionality, review 
and enhance security policies and procedures, and liaise with local law enforcement and emergency 
responders. 
Environmental Quality Officer 
Environmental Quality Officer is currently the Group Leader in Wetlands and Ecology for Local 
Environmental Consultants. Established in 1987 in response to the growing need for cost effective 
environmental compliances services, the focus of Local Environmental Consultants puts quality service 
first by offering up-to-date regulatory compliance and environmental consulting services tailored to 
meet the needs of each client. The company specializes in Industrial Compliance Services, Site 
Assessment, Remediation and VAP Services, Industrial Hygiene, Asbestos, Lead, and Safety Services. 
As part of Local Environmental Consultant’s focus on quality, they have developed a comprehensive in-
house Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC) program to assure that operations are conducted in 
accordance with professional industry standards, and OSHA requirements.  
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system dedicated to each room containing plant material. Environmental conditions will be adjusted to 
the specific needs of the strains being grown, and the phase of production.  
To ensure a steady, uninterrupted supply of medical marijuana, Applicant will earmark a sufficient 
portion of each batch of medical marijuana harvested, cured and tested for segregated short to medium-
term storage for emergency purposes in case of an unforeseen interruption to operations, such as crop 
failure, major pest infiltration, fire or natural disaster. Our goal is to initially store a minimum of one 
month’s worth of tested medical marijuana (in no case less than twenty pounds of medical marijuana) to 
ensure our processor and dispensary customers have a reliable and consistent supply of product 
regardless of any adverse events that may affect our ability to produce medical marijuana. By the end of 
our first year of operations, we intend to store approximately six month’s supply of tested medical 
marijuana for this same purpose. Doing so will afford us enough product to supply our customers in an 
uninterrupted manner should we need to shut down operations entirely and restart cultivation activities 
anew. All product reserves will be bulk packaged and stored in designated safes within our 
environmentally-controlled Vault. These reserves will be replaced and replenished each month upon 
each new harvest at our facility. We will employ the First-In, First-Out (FIFO) inventory control 
method, thus ensuring the oldest stored product is intentionally removed first from the reserve stock and 
distributed to a processor or dispensary customer in a manner such that no product will ever be in danger 
of becoming expired while in reserves. Such removed older products will be replaced with an equal 
quantity (or greater) of fresh, new products. The FIFO method (which is also employed during normal 
operations when selecting precise products for a shipment upon a sale) will be used in perpetuity.  
Notably, Applicant plans to harvest new batches of medical marijuana once each month based on the 
plans described in this document. Each harvest will be well in excess of the minimum 15 pounds of 
marijuana required by regulations (expected to be approximately 96 pounds per month at the onset of 
operations when operating at half output capacity for our facility).  
Below is an overview of our preferred cultivation methods, by phase, which we intend to employ in our 
Ohio greenhouse facility. 
Propagation 
At the entrance of our 600-square foot Mother & Propagation Room, we will utilize an air curtain, a foot 
bath, and positive pressure to prevent contaminants from entering, and all personnel will be required to 
decontaminate with isopropyl alcohol prior to entering the room. At the end of each day, all work 
surfaces must be sanitized with a weak acid based solution. All equipment and tools will be washed and 
sanitized in stainless steel sinks. The area itself will be swept daily, and mopped at least once a week 
with a 3% H2O2 solution. Cloning activities will be carried out in this restricted-access area which will 
house Mother Plants, rooting clones, germinating seeds and seedlings.  
Germination 
To germinate, seeds will be soaked in a 3% hydrogen peroxide sterilization solution, rinsed in reverse 
osmosis (RO) water, then soaked in Kelp extract. Soaked seeds will be planted in trays filled with a wet 
coco coir growing medium. The trays will be covered with a clear, plastic dome, and placed over heating 
mats with temperature set at 80-83℉ for proper germination until the seeds have sprouted.  
LED lighting systems will provide light for the seedlings. Vents on top of the dome are manipulated to 
regulate moisture. After 70% of seeds have sprouted, the heating mat is removed. Sprouted seeds are 
entered into BioTrack THC, our electronic inventory tracking system, and are each assigned a unique 
plant identifier in the form of a barcode. After 7-10 days, the domes are removed and seedlings are 
allowed to adjust to their new environment. When most of the seedlings’ third set of leaves is fully 
developed, seedlings are transferred into 3-gallon pots. 
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Once in the new containers, individual immature plants are moved to the 600-square foot Vegetative 
Room for aggressive vegetative growth. Struggling seedlings and seeds late to sprout are discarded as 
medical marijuana waste, as Applicant will only keep the strongest genetics to ensure the quality of the 
final medicine. Information related to the discarded seedlings and seeds is recorded in our inventory 
tracking system as part of our waste management control plan.   
Cloning 
Mother plants are our source of new plant stock, and their care and health is of critical importance to the 
survival of their offspring. Cultivation Department agents will utilize only sterilized razor blades to cut 
clones from the Mother Plant. During the cloning process, the blades are regularly wiped clean with 
isopropyl alcohol soaked paper towels to maintain sterilization. Razor blades are discarded at the end of 
each cloning session. During cloning procedures, agents must wear gloves and a face mask. Cuttings are 
immediately placed in a sterilized jar filled with RO water. The lowest leaves are removed, leaving 1-2 
internodes with healthy leaves. Tips of the larger leaves may be clipped off to avoid overcrowding in the 
clone machine and slow dehydration of cuttings. New, unrooted clones will be placed in a clone 
machine filled with RO water and rooting solution. Clone machines are organized off the ground on 
wire shelving racks, and are lit by LED lighting fixtures. Clones typically root in 10-14 days, and a 
cutting will be considered ready for transplant if it has abundant white roots that are three inches or 
longer. Agents will transplant rooted clones wearing gloves and face masks into 3-gallon pots filled with 
growing medium. After transplant, each new individual clone is issued its unique plant identifier in the 
form of a barcode affixed to the pot, and relevant plant information is updated in BioTrack THC. 
Sterilized scissors will be used to trim away any weak and lower leaves. 
We will mix mycorrhizae into our growing medium before transplanting and bring the medium to a 50% 
moisture level by inoculating our 3-gallon pots with our proprietary blend of beneficial microorganisms 
during transplant. Thereafter, plants will be inoculated with beneficial microbes through hand watering 
at least once a week. After being properly documented, transplanted clones are maintained in a sterile 
environment within the Mother & Propagation Room until transferred to the Vegetative Room for 
aggressive vegetative growth. Weak clones will be discarded. After use, our cloning machines will be 
filled with H2O2 solution and will be pump operated for 24 hours to fully sterilize all surfaces. After 
H2O2 soaking, the machine is then rinsed and allowed to air dry. 
Greenhouse Cultivation  
Our grow rooms will be 600-square feet each, including one Vegetative Room, and four distinct Flower 
(Bloom) Rooms to facilitate disease control and mitigate potential cross-contamination of plants and 
pest outbreak. Using one large room dedicated to aggressive vegetative growth will ensure a sufficient 
stock of plants for steady and predictable flower production in each of the Bloom Rooms. Incorporating 
four Bloom Rooms allows our operations to employ a perpetual harvest (on a monthly basis), ensuring 
steady, consistent and fresh medical marijuana regularly and reliably. 
Plants will be grown on 6x3 foot trays ensuring agents can reach all areas of each plant without 
excessive reaching or knocking into other plants. This facilitates daily scouting for disease, and 
collection of plant tissue for in-house laboratory analysis. Grow trays will be arranged in two rows of 
eight trays each, on two tiers (each tier being 8 feet tall) for a total of 32 trays in each room. Each 6x3 
foot tray will hold 32 plants, totaling 1,024 plants per room once operating at full capacity (we intend to 
commence operations at half capacity and increase our production output as the patient market grows- 
this allows us to manage our growth and employ sound business decisions and financial discipline 
without inadvertently generating waste or inefficiencies). Using a perpetual harvest plan, at full capacity 
we will harvest 1,024 plants of varying strains each month. Our plants’ maximum height at time of 
harvest should be around 30 inches from the medium surface, and approximately 36 inches from the 
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bottom of the container. With plants grown at this height, using our tiered system and customized 
nutrient feeding schedule, we expect conservative yields of 3 ounces of usable medical marijuana per 
plant, projecting approximately 192 pounds each month at full operational capacity. As we further 
customize our environmental conditions and nutrient feeding schedule, select the most ideal genetics, 
and gain other operational efficiencies, this conservative yield per plant figure is expected to increase. 
Each of our grow trays will be positioned under two metal halide lights. We chose this type of lighting 
as research indicates that 315W metal halide bulbs produce the same Photosynthetically Active 
Radiation (PAR) values of a 600W conventional high-pressure sodium (HPS) system while delivering a 
better light spectrum and producing significantly less heat. During the vegetative phase of growth, lights 
will be on 18-20 hours, depending on the varietal being cultivated. After four weeks of vegetative 
growth, plants will be transferred to one of four Bloom Rooms for flower production. During the 
flowering phase, light cycles are changed and set to a 12/12 hour on/off cycle. Plants remain in bloom 
until flower maturation is complete, which will be approximately 8 weeks long (we will use strains 
which fully mature within this time frame to maintain efficient operations and a steady supply of fresh 
products).  
While in flowering, plants will undergo 1-3 pruning sessions. During pruning, agents will use sanitized 
scissors and collect all medical marijuana waste material in appropriate plant waste bags for disposal. 
This material is placed in bins designated as “plant waste only.” These bins are emptied twice daily. 
Lower leaves are removed to promote good ventilation, thus reducing leaf density and humidity traps, 
which also helps during pest scouting and channels the plant’s energy to the flowering branches. Pruning 
sessions are another opportunity for agents to inspect plants for any possible outbreaks of pests and 
disease. Any problems are immediately reported and remediation measures are taken immediately. 
Cultivation Methodology 
Medical marijuana will be cultivated using Sea of Green (SOG) and Screen of Green (SCROG) 
methodologies, depending on the varietal. We will always have the canopy trellised to provide support 
and help with deployment of super-cropping techniques and procedures. These methodologies will 
produce shorter plants with dense canopies that are easier to scout for disease and pests, and have the 
added benefit of shortening the duration of the vegetative cycle and overall time from propagation to 
finished product. This allows us to more quickly respond to patient and market demands for new 
medicinal strains, while always maintaining an inventory of fresh medical marijuana product. 
Using SOG and SCROG methods, harvest yield per square foot of cultivated area is comparable to that 
of methodologies employing longer vegetative cycles. Since life cycles are shorter, the number of 
harvests per year increases. Also, cultivation operations are simplified since smaller plants are easier to 
harvest and process. The daily and periodic maintenance routines (e.g., removal of dead leaves, 
scouting, pruning, etc.) are easier and more effective since agents do not have to bend over to reach the 
base of the plant or stretch above eyeline to reach the canopy. Agents will perform visual inspections of 
growing plants and harvested plant material to ensure there is no visible mold, mildew, pests, rot, or 
grey or black plant material. Testing will be performed to ensure that no contaminant is greater than an 
acceptable level as determined by the Ohio Department of Commerce (the Department). 
Growing Mediums and Hydroponics 
We will use coco coir as our growing medium. Unlike peat moss, coco may be used in recirculating 
applications (minimizing our carbon footprint). Our fertigation system is drain-to-waste, though we 
recapture, treat, and reuse wastewater. Plants will be fed up to four times daily for short intervals to 
produce minimum runoff.  As a growing medium, coco brings together the best properties of several 
growing mediums. It is a renewable resource that fits very well in our systemic approach of creating a 
minimal environmental impact. Made from the fibrous husk of the coconut, coco combines the 
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performance traits of a hydroponic medium, with the forgiving properties of soil, making it the best 
option for greenhouse (and indoor) medical marijuana cultivation. 
Coco has a natural 70/30 moisture to aeration level, which makes overwatering plants virtually 
impossible, as water will run off, but aeration will remain constant once coco reaches its saturation 
point. Coco has more surface area than most mediums, and retains moisture without trapping water. 
Since it is an inert medium containing effectively no nutrients, it can be watered daily with nutrient 
solution, delivering a fresh supply of fuel to plant roots to accelerate growth. Coco also outperforms 
other hydroponic mediums in creating the perfect environment for beneficial bacteria to colonize the 
root zone, helping plants absorb nutrients and ward off disease, while providing better protection of the 
root zone from heat than most hydroponic mediums. 
Nutrient Practice 
Our feeding regimen will include nutrients and additives from different suppliers, but the bulk of our 
products will come from the Nectar for the Gods nutrient line. We favor these products because of their 
consistent quality, the processes involved in their manufacturing, the materials they are derived from, 
and the fact that it is a calcium-based nutrient line. Most products in this line are essentially different 
forms of compost teas, which are biologically (enzymatically) digested. Since microbes have done most 
of the hard work by pre-digesting, a more natural and organic form of the nutrients is provided to the 
plants, improving nutrient uptake. In essence, the plants are fed bottled active microbes that are 
immediately available to the plant. This facilitates the work of microorganisms that we will inoculate in 
our coco growing medium as well.  
Plants will be fed on a set schedule with varying nutrients, and proportions thereof, introduced over time 
as plant needs change during the vegetation and flowering phases. Schedules will be customized to 
accommodate the strains being grown, and we will maintain a log of all actions taken to our plants, 
including feeds, type, and amounts of fertilizers, and any growth additives used. We will not add any 
additional active ingredients or materials to medical marijuana that alters the color, appearance, smell, 
taste, effect or weight of the medical marijuana.  
Harvesting and Processing 
Pre-harvest protocols include removal of all fan leaves, flushing plants the last 7-10 days prior to the 
anticipated harvest date, and monitoring trichome development. Agents will examine medical marijuana 
under 40X magnification to assess trichome gland maturity and determine the proper harvest date. Upon 
harvest, trellises will be removed and plants will be cut down at the base of the stem with sanitized 
pruning shears and immediately weighed inside the Bloom Room. All data generated, including 
individual plant weight, harvest date, total plant wet weight, plant/batch identifier, number of harvested 
plants, and general crop notes will be recorded in BioTrack THC. Harvested plants will be transported to 
the Drying Room using pre-sanitized stainless-steel carts by agents wearing gloves and hairnets. Plants 
of the same strain, harvested in the same room, at the same time, will be treated as a “batch” for tracking 
purposes throughout the remainder of the production cycle. 
Drying 
Once the final wet weight has been recorded, staff will transfer harvested medical marijuana to the 
Drying Room for controlled-rate dehydration which triggers proper cannabinoid maturation and product 
stabilization. This room is equipped with wall-mounted fans ensuring proper air circulation during the 
drying process. Harvested medical marijuana is carefully placed onto drying racks with agents making 
sure only one layer is loaded onto each level of the drying racks to avoid crushing/misshaping flowers.  
Our Drying Room will be climate-controlled using:  

● Closed-loop HVAC system equipped with Merv 16+ HEPA filters and UVC lighting  
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● Humidifiers and dehumidifiers to maintain humidity within the desired range 
● iPonic Control system controller to manage atmospheric settings  

Temperature will be maintained below 64℉ using the iPonic Controller to optimally stabilize 
cannabinoid and terpene chemical structure. Humidity will be controlled to dehydrate and preserve the 
medical marijuana. Environmental settings will prevent the growth of any bacterial or fungal 
microorganisms that could potentially be present.  
Once properly dried, medical marijuana batches will be carefully transferred through a direct door to the 
adjacent Trim Room using pre-sanitized stainless-steel carts by agents wearing lab coats, gloves and 
hairnets. After transfer, the Drying Room will be completely sanitized before receiving a new batch of 
harvested medical marijuana. 
Trimming 
Upon arrival in the Trim Room, properly dressed agents wearing color-coded lab coats, gloves, and 
hairnets will remove the dried medical marijuana flowers from all branches. Branches are weighed, and 
entered into BioTrack THC, before being secured in bags and discarded as waste. The segregated 
medical marijuana is also weighed, and the information is recorded in BioTrack THC. Agents must 
reconcile the total weight of the batch (branches + flower), with aggregate plant weight as recorded upon 
harvest. Our facility will be equipped surveillance cameras that will always document the movement of 
harvested plants. Footage will be routinely reviewed, and inspected if any discrepancies are noted. 
We will only process the parts of the medical marijuana plant that: 

● Are free of seeds and stems 
● Are free of dirt, sand, debris, or other foreign matter 
● Contain a level of contaminant acceptable to the Department 

Medical marijuana will be hand trimmed by agents wearing color-coded lab coats, gloves, hairnets and 
face masks. All work surfaces in the Trim Room are food-grade stainless steel and will be properly 
sanitized with acetic acid prior to arrival of each new batch of medical marijuana. Sanitation procedures 
are repeated throughout the workday, and at the end of each day. Trimming shears must be new, or must 
be kept submersed in a jar containing isopropyl alcohol.  
We will ensure a sufficient number of trim agents are on staff to finish each batch within 24 hours of any 
harvest. This facilitates uniform batch drying and curing within the batch. Once a batch has been 
trimmed, its total weight and the aggregate weight of the trim material (leaf + stems) is entered into 
BioTrack THC. The sum of the two (flower + trim material) is reconciled with the pre-trim medical 
marijuana weight. Trimmed leaves and stems are transferred to be packaged for storage in a freezer 
within our Vault pending independent laboratory test results, and eventual sale and transport to a 
licensed processor. Trimmed medical marijuana flowers are collected in stainless steel containers kept 
by each trim agent. The stainless-steel containers holding the medical marijuana will be transferred by 
authorized agents through a door to the adjacent Curing Room. All transfers will be recorded in real-
time in BioTrack THC.  
Trim agent personal hygiene is integral to the integrity our process. They must shower and change into 
clean uniforms before starting work, fingernails must be kept short, hairnets must be worn at all times, 
and facial hair must be kept to a minimum to avoid contamination. Agents will change trim scissors as 
they become soiled by resin. Dirty trim scissors are placed in jars filled with isopropyl alcohol and will 
be wiped clean before being reused. 
Curing 
The goal of the curing process is to manipulate the remaining moisture content of the medical marijuana 
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in a highly-controlled environment. By properly curing the plant material, the chance of mold 
developing is virtually eliminated, and the resulting final product expresses the full potential of the 
cannabinoid and terpene profile of the strain (the stability of the product is also enhanced, if stored under 
proper conditions) 

The temperature within the Curing Room will be set to 60-70℉. Keeping a narrow window of ambient 
temperature within the Curing Room allows for more consistent relative humidity inside the curing 
containers, reducing potential mycotoxin/mold contamination. This room will also have a dedicated 
iPonic Control system controller that will automatically control environmental variables, including 
activating the HVAC system to regulate temperature as needed. As relative humidity within the curing 
containers fluctuates, agents will periodically open containers to maintain desired humidity levels and to 
allow the air within the containers to exchange, and gases to be released, leading to the highest quality 
finished product. When medical marijuana is determined to be properly cured, the batch will be 
transferred to the adjacent Packaging & Labeling Room for proper packaging and labeling, and then is 
transferred for storage into the Vault pending independent laboratory testing for cannabinoids and purity 
prior to sale and transport to a licensed processor or dispensary.  
Water Supply 
The quality of the water used to feed our plants is paramount to our success. Water quality will be 
constantly monitored to ensure that it meets the strict standards required by our cultivation process. We 
will ensure our facility is provided with a water supply sufficient for operations, which will be derived 
from a public water system source, or a nonpublic system that is capable of providing a safe, potable and 
adequate supply of water to meet the operational needs of the facility. If from a public supply, water will 
be tested weekly for microbial contamination (before and after filtration) to remove chemical 
compounds added at the water treatment plant. If the water supply is from a private well, it will be 
regularly tested for microbial contaminants and tested at least four times a year to identify ion presence 
and concentration. 
Our water supply system, stored and maintained in the Water Treatment Area, will include large reserve 
tanks to guarantee uninterrupted operations for at least four days in case of contamination or interruption 
of the supply for any reason. We will treat water prior to fertigation using a RO water filtration system. 
The Water Treatment Area will be well insulated, with temperatures maintained between 64-70℉. Our 
RO system will filter water to 10 parts per million (ppm) or less. We will routinely test our water to 
ensure complete removal of chlorine and chloramine. The RO system will be properly maintained and 
pre-filters and membranes will be replaced according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. We will 
sterilize all equipment in the Water Treatment Area to prevent waterborne contamination. We will also 
use an Ultraviolet Liquid Storage Sanitizer in our storage tanks to disinfect the air space and surfaces 
above the liquid and the liquid contents. This system irradiates the contents of the tanks with germicidal 
ultraviolet rays without the use of heat or chemicals.  
Nutrient solutions, stored in our temperature-controlled Nutrient Storage Room adjacent to the Water 
Treatment Area, are prepared only with filtered RO water in properly sanitized containers. We will 
utilize a completely automated fertigation drip-to-waste system to deliver our nutrient rich solution to 
the plants grown in our facility (when appropriate, agents will hand water plants as well). We will 
deliver nutrients in a slow and methodical rate to minimize runoff. All runoff will be collected, 
recirculated to the Water Treatment Area, and filtered for reuse.  
All components of our irrigation equipment (e.g., drip emitters, irrigation lines, pumps, etc.) will be 
cleaned weekly using acetic acid solution. We will monitor and maintain records of the pH, EC, ppm, 
temperature and dissolved oxygen in our water and nutrient solutions. Our in-house Laboratory will 
collect samples of our water and nutrient solution for examination under a microscope to monitor 
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potential microbial contaminants. 
After use, all testing probes must be washed and returned to their original storage containers that are 
filled with the proper storage solution. All tools used must be sanitized before and after use. During 
prolonged use of equipment, or use in different solutions, agents are required to re-sanitize equipment to 
prevent cross-contamination between reservoirs, nutrient containers, and irrigation equipment. Anyone 
entering the area must go through the footbath and air curtain installed at the entrance, and upon entering 
they are required to wash their hands with warm water and soap. This procedure is repeated when 
leaving the area. Agents must always wear the proper safety equipment when performing their tasks 
(e.g., gloves, eye-protection, respirator, splash guards). Post-use, safety gear is sanitized and properly 
stored. Safety gear will be properly disposed of periodically to ensure the integrity of our facility. 
Sanitary Practices 
All rooms that house plant material will be equipped with a foot bath and air curtain at the access-
controlled door. Wipes will also be available at each door for agents to clean their hands up to their 
forearms. Employees are required to sanitize with isopropyl alcohol on their way in and out of any 
rooms containing plant material regardless of the stage of production to prevent pests/pathogens and/or 
disease contamination. Each room in our facility has operational sanitation protocols, including 
beginning, and end-of-day protocols, and weekly sanitation measures which are written on notices 
posted throughout the rooms, as well as, at the entrance. 
Routine cultivation room cleaning and sanitizing procedures include:  

● Floors swept daily and mopped with 3% H2O2 solution weekly 
● Grow tables cleaned of debris daily and wiped with weak acid solution weekly, then sprayed 

with a 3% H2O2 solution 
● Door entry mechanisms and other high contact surfaces sanitized with weak acid solution daily  
● Dehumidifier filters checked and cleaned weekly 
● Irrigation lines are checked for leaks, clogs, or salt accumulation daily 
● Agents must use the sanitary foot bath upon entering and leaving a grow room  

Outside of the grow rooms in the Cultivation Equipment Storage & Prep Room, we will keep 
replacement tools and equipment used to perform daily duties (e.g., scissors, gloves, dust mask, 
sanitizers, paper towel, and other basic tools) on stainless steel carts to minimize unnecessary traffic 
through entry doors and hallways in the facility, thus reducing the potential for cross-contamination. 
This limited-access room will also be used for agents to clean and sterilize themselves before and after 
entering a room containing live plants.  
Inventory Tracking  
All interactions between agents and plants are recorded in the BioTrack THC electronic inventory 
tracking and recordkeeping system (or similar system) in accordance with all applicable law and 
regulations. BioTrack THC is a widely utilized seed-to-sale inventory tracking system that is currently 
used by all of our medical marijuana cultivator affiliates in several medical marijuana jurisdictions 
across the country. BioTrack THC has the capability to track plants from germination through the entire 
growing, and post-harvesting production process, allowing for accurate real-time inventory 
recordkeeping. Upon entering a seed/cutting into the system, a unique identifier will be issued. All 
actions regarding the plant, or its batch, will be digitally recorded for instant and long-term analysis. 
BioTrack THC also allows us to create precise inventory records at a moment’s notice, so any 
discrepancies or breaks in the chain of custody will become immediately apparent, igniting swift 
corrective action measures to investigate and resolve issues. All entries into the system will include the 
unique employee identification number of the staff member taking the relevant action so that we know 
who is/was responsible for each step in our integrated processes.  
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All appropriately authorized staff members will be thoroughly trained in the use and functionality of the 
BioTrack THC software system to ensure the accuracy and integrity of our electronic recordkeeping 
system. Authorized agents will be issued antimicrobial, waterproof medical-grade tablets with an 
integrated barcode scanner and RFID reader, such as those manufactured by Cybernet, installed with the 
BioTrack THC software to enable data entries in real time. These tablets are mobile and able to be 
thoroughly disinfected without losing their antimicrobial properties. 
Part II(B): Proposed Medical Marijuana Varieties  
Our executive operational team has compiled a list of published studies of the therapeutic applications of 
CBD to inform our strain selection. Based on this research, and taking into consideration historical sales 
data from our operational cultivator, processor and dispensary affiliates, and patient feedback from other 
medical marijuana programs, we have selected the following high-CBD strains for production in our 
Ohio facility:  

• Charlotte’s Web (well-publicized high CBD cultivar used by many patients for epilepsy)  
• ACDC (known for a 20:1 CBD to THC ratio and consistent performance in production) 
• Tora Bora (high concentration of CBD with moderate concentration of THC) 
• Lucy (known for a ratio of 2 parts CBD to 1 part THC)  
• R4 (very high concentration of CBD with THC typically below 0.3%) 
• Otto 2 (very high concentration of CBD with THC typically below 0.3%) 
• Canna-Tsu (another strain known to have a 20:1 CBD to THC ratio) 
• Cannatonic (known for a 1:1 CBD to THC ratio) 
• Harlequin (one of the first widely recognized high-CBD cultivars with a 3:1 CBD to THC ratio) 

In addition to these generally high-CBD strains, we have identified a unique medical marijuana strain 
with both CBD and cannabigerol (CBG) in significant quantities, with negligible THC content: 

• Spectrum (typically tests at 13% CBG and 7% CBD) 

This range of rich-in-CBD medical marijuana strains will enable patients and processors to choose 
products which are most suited for their medical needs. Our Chief Operations Officer and Chief 
Cultivation Officer will collaborate on determining, and sourcing, the final selection of strains 
appropriate for the qualifying medical conditions identified in the relevant Ohio regulations. 
As noted above, Chief Cultivation Officer is a co-founder of Marijuana Genetics Company, a medical 
marijuana cultivation and genetics consulting company which has designed and helped build multiple 
licensed cultivator facilities in the Western region of the United States. Marijuana Genetics Company, 
will provide exclusive genetics consulting services to Applicant. The company has relationships with the 
top geneticists and growers in the medical marijuana industry, both within the US and abroad, and will 
source some of the world’s most rare, desirable and effective medical strains on behalf of Applicant. 
Such strains include but are not limited to: 

• Kauai Electrics (high concentration of THC) 
• Pennywise (known for a ratio of 5:1 CBD to THC) 
• Aloha White Widow (high concentrations of THC) 
• Crippy (an award winning medicinal strain with high concentrations of THC) 
• Purple Punch (another award winning medicinal strain with high concentrations of THC) 
• Tahoe Cure (another award winning medicinal strain with high concentrations of THC) 
• Hawaiian Cookies/Blue Sapphire (high concentrations of THC) 
• OG Tonic (a high-CBD hybrid) 
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Clone Cutting & Rooting 
Rooted clones are identified by common strain until 
transplanting into individual 3-gallon pots. 

14-21 days 

Transplanting (3 gal. pot)  
Initial individual plant identifier assignment. 

1 day 

Vegetative Growth Phase 28 days 

Flowering Phase 49 - 63 days (strain dependent) 

Harvest & Trimming 
Medical marijuana, trimmings, and medical marijuana 
waste is tracked throughout the harvest, trimming, drying, 
and curing phases as a batch by common strain. 

1-2 days 

Drying 7 days 

Curing 14-21 days (strain dependent) 

Packaging & Labeling 
Medical marijuana is packaged and labeled in harvest 
batches of common strain. 

1 day 

Independent Testing (Delivery to Laboratory) 
Harvest batches of medical marijuana are tested for 
potency and contaminants. 

5 days 

Delivery to Dispensary or Processor 
Medical marijuana is packaged for shipment and is 
transported to licensed processors or dispensaries. 

1 day 

 
PART IV: MARIJUANA CULTIVATION AREA LAYOUT AND ENVIRONMENT 
Pursuant to Ohio regulations, we are permitted to use only 3,000 square feet for vegetative and 
flowering plant production as part of a Tier II Cultivator license. For efficiency and environmental 
impact purposes, we intend to purchase a greenhouse structure (with indoor headhouse for secure 
cultivation supporting and post-harvest production needs) from the company Local Greenhouse 
Manufacturer for in-state cultivation of medical marijuana. The greenhouse will house the 600-square 
foot Mother & Propagation Room, the 600-square foot Vegetative Room, and the four distinct 600-
square foot Bloom Rooms. The headhouse will house office space, locker rooms, vaults, 
drying/trim/curing rooms, and other non-cultivation specific rooms necessary for operational and 
security needs. All areas of the facility will be compartmentalized based on function, with restricted 
access between the different areas of the facility (employees will be issued different colored uniforms 
associated with their department and access authorization so staff and security can quickly recognize a 
person who is not permitted in a particular area).  
Local Greenhouse Manufacturer has been designing, engineering, manufacturing, and constructing 
commercial greenhouses for over 85 years. Clients include medical marijuana cultivators, commercial 
growers, retail garden centers, government and private research facilities, universities, and schools 
throughout the country. Local Greenhouse Manufacturer has a patented design for a two-tiered 
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greenhouse system that includes fertigation lines and HVAC systems that run underground, and through 
the walls, having almost zero impact on the usable growing footprint- a perfect product for our intended 
cultivation methodologies and Supply Plan. We intend to purchase this two-tiered greenhouse system 
and further customize it to suit our specific production needs.  
Our cultivation layout has been designed by the Chief Operations Officer with the assistance of Local 
Greenhouse Manufacturer and Regulatory Consultant (a medical marijuana industry expert familiar with 
greenhouse and indoor medical marijuana facility designs utilized by the country’s top operators). Using 
industry informed facility design, we will ensure the quality and purity of medical marijuana grown 
onsite, and will mitigate the risk of contamination and other issues that can lead to crop failure. By 
strategically locating specific cultivation and post-harvest production rooms such that batches of medical 
marijuana always travel in one direction, never back tracking, or crossing paths with another batch of 
medical marijuana, we ensure efficient operational processes with minimal opportunity for errors, cross-
contamination or diversion. This design concept is in line with industry best practices, increases 
efficiency, and facilitates the sanitary conditions of the facility.  
Please see below for an illustration of our proprietary conceptual floor plans. Note how the plant 
lifecycle starts in the Mother & Propagation Room, then moves linearly through the facility’s production 
rooms, until eventually reaching the vehicle sally port for delivery to a registered laboratory, processor 
or dispensary, as the case may be. Cultivation areas are then described in detail, including relative 
environmental and spatial specification 
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Mother & Propagation Area Environment 

The Mother & Propagation Room will measure 54.5x11 feet and will be maintained at 76-82℉ and 
<65% relative humidity. CO2 levels will be kept at 800 ppm. Within this area, we will use 4 foot LED 
lights for rooting clones and seedlings. Mother Plants will be maintained in 10-gallon pots under 400W 
Gavita lighting systems. All lights in this area will run continuously to promote vegetative growth. 
Cultivation and Related Areas Environment 
The 3000-square feet allowed for vegetative and bloom cultivation will be divided into five segregated, 
600-square foot rooms, each measuring 54.5x11 feet. One of these rooms will be solely dedicated to 
vegetative growth, and four will be dedicated to flower growth. Each cultivation room will house thirty-
two 6x3 foot grow trays in a two-tier system (each tier being 8-foot high) with sixteen trays on each 
level. Efficient room configuration calls for a middle aisle 3-foot wide, flanked by the two rows of eight 
distinct 3x6 foot trays on each tier. Racks will be 12 feet long, holding two trays on each tier and will be 
1 foot from the greenhouse walls. Tray orientation will follow the geometry of the room, with the longer 
sides of the trays lined up along the longer dimension of the room. Our forward-thinking efficient design 
allows agents to reach all plants in each room at arm’s length and conforms to CDC (Center for Disease 
Control) standards for segregation and containment of potential disease and pest outbreaks. 
To reach the top tiers, agents will use a compact scissor lift with working heights of 16 feet and raised 
platform height of 9 feet 10 inches, with an overall height (including rails fully lowered) of 70 inches. 
The actual platform of this equipment is 46x24 inches, with a base size of 46x28 inches. The power to 
raise and lower the lift comes from a 12 Volt DC battery, therefore there are no emissions. The weight 
capacity of the lift is 500 lbs. and this equipment meets all ANSI (American National Standards 
Institute) safety requirements. As the lift goes down the aisle, agents will be able to effortlessly reach 
plants on the 3-foot wide trays on both sides of the aisle. Though racks will initially be 1 foot from the 
walls, they could eventually be moved slightly closer if proven to be an added benefit. Eventually, we 
may decide to install a rail across the floor in the center of the room and attach the scissor lift to it (to 
guide the ride up and down exactly to the center of the room, eliminating the need for guidance from the 
operator). 
Leading into the cultivation rooms will be the Cultivation Equipment Storage & Preparation Room used 
to 1) buffer and segregate rooms with live plant material from the rest of the facility; 2) allow agents an 
area to clean and sterilize themselves and their equipment before and after working with live plants, and; 
3) store scissor lifts, Fiskars, shears, water meters, ppm meters, stakes, trellises, pesticides (in a locked 
cabinet), and other necessary tools and equipment in one convenient location. There will be a dedicated 
door, with an air curtain and foot bath, leading into each of the six rooms containing live plants (i.e., the 
Mother & Propagation Room, the Vegetative Room and the four Bloom Rooms).  
Other rooms whose function relates directly to the cultivation of plants include the in-house Laboratory 
(for internal testing of plant materials, water, etc.), the Water Treatment Area (for storage of water tanks 
that feed directly into our fertigation system), and a Nutrient Storage Room. All rooms will be 
environmentally-controlled and set to ideal temperature and humidity to ensure optimal conditions. 
Post-Harvest Processing & Storage Areas Environment 
Upon harvest, plant materials are transferred to the Drying Room for controlled rate dehydration to 
trigger the proper cannabinoid maturation, and product stabilization. The Drying Room will have at least 
sixteen wall-mounted fans that will ensure proper air circulation during the drying process. The flower 
buds are carefully loaded into drying racks with agents making sure only one layer of is loaded into each 
level of the drying racks (to avoid crushing/misshaping flower buds). The drying material they will be 
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periodically turned over to ensure that the drying medical marijuana are not crushed under their own 
weight or the weight of any stacked-up materials.  
Our Drying Room will be climate-controlled with a closed-loop HVAC system equipped with Merv 16+ 
HEPA filters for removal of all airborne contaminants down to a size of 0.30 microns in diameter. The 
room will also have dedicated humidifiers and dehumidifiers to maintain humidity within the desired 
ranges. An iPonic 624 controller will manage the atmospheric settings. Temperature is maintained 
below 64℉ at all times to optimally stabilize the medical marijuana cannabinoid and terpene chemical 
structure. Humidity is initially set at 40% when a fresh batch first begins drying in order to quickly 
dehydrate and preserve the medical marijuana. The goal is to have the medical marijuana lose 75% of 
their moisture in the first 48 hours. These settings of environmental variables will prevent the growth of 
any bacterial or fungal microorganisms that could potentially be present on flower tissue. The Drying 
Room will be dimly lit when agents are working and will remain dark at all other times as light may 
detrimentally affect the quality and potency of the plant material at this stage.  
Once properly dried, plant material will be transferred to the Trim Room for manicuring and removal of 
stems and branches. The Trim Room will be set to 60-70℉ with humidity set to 40-50%. This range 
ensures the moisture content of the trimmed medical marijuana does not alter significantly as the 
materials move to the Curing Room for the curing process. The Trim Room will be well-lit and will 
contain a series of stainless steel tables for agents to work on.  
Once trimmed, flowers will be placed in stainless steel containers and transferred to the Curing Room. 
The temperature within will be set to 60-70℉. Keeping a narrow window of ambient temperature within 
the Curing Room allows for more consistent relative humidity inside the curing containers housing the 
dried and trimmed plant material, reducing potential Mycotoxin/mold contamination. This room will 
also have a dedicated iPonic 624 controller that will automatically control all environmental variables, 
including activating the HVAC system to regulate temperature as needed. Relative humidity within the 
Curing Room will be set to 50-60% to create the ideal environment for the curing process. To ensure 
optimal curing, digital hygrometers will be used in each curing container to measure relative humidity. 
Similar to the Drying Room, the Curing Room will be dimly lit when agents are working and will 
remain dark at all other times as light may detrimentally affect the quality and potency of the materials 
at this stage.  
Packaging & Labeling and Storage Areas 

Similar to the Curing Room, the Packaging & Labeling Room will be set to 60-70℉ with humidity set to 
50-60% to ensure moisture content of cured plant material does not waiver during the brief exposure to 
the environment while being packaged for eventual sale. Similar to the Trim Room, the Packaging & 
Labeling Room will have a series of stainless steel tables for employees to work on and will be well lit. 
Once packaged and labeled, products will be transferred to the Vault for storage pending independent 
testing results or shipment to a processor or dispensary, as the case may be. This room will have a 
dedicated iPonic 624 controller that will automatically control all environmental variables, including 
activating the HVAC system to regulate temperature as needed. Relative humidity within the Vault will 
be set to 50-60% to create the ideal environment to maintain the integrity and freshness of the products 
and to mitigate degradation or the formation of mold. Temperature will be set to 60-70℉. 
Other Facility Areas  
Other areas of the facility, including the Shipping Preparation Area, Receiving Area, Offices, Locker 
Rooms, Break Room, Conference Room, Security/Surveillance Room, Waste Destruction & Disposal 
Area, etc., will be maintained at normal room temperature and humidity ranges to ensure a comfortable 
working environment for our agents. Since exposed plant materials intended for patient consumption 
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will never be located in these areas, the precise environmental conditions is less critical. 
PART V: STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES 
Part V(A): Standards and Guidelines 
Our standard operating procedures (SOPs) will promote best cultivation and handling practices to ensure 
that our employees possess the training, education, and experience necessary to perform their assigned 
functions. Our SOPs meet the requirements Good Agricultural Practices, Good Handling Practices, 
Good Manufacturing Practices, and all laws and rules for the cultivation and production of medical 
marijuana in Ohio. These SOPs will be written for each task that involves access to restricted areas, 
handling of any medical marijuana plant material or product, utilization of hazardous chemicals, or 
operation of equipment.  
Our SOPs will be periodically reviewed (at least once annually) and updated to stay current with best 
industry practices, changes in legislation and regulations, and company policies. We will consistently 
review and analyze data gathered throughout our systemic operational processes to find ways to 
optimize operations and modify SOPs to reflect our new findings. Agents will be trained on SOPs upon 
hire and undergo required annual refresher training. In addition to general operational guidelines for 
facility emergency management plans, controlled access, employee hygiene, and workspace sanitation, 
an overview of the purpose and scope of those SOPs that will impact daily operations, by department, is 
identified below. Please note the secure chain of custody and tracking throughout our operations: 
Propagation 

• Germination of Medical Marijuana Seeds: to outline best practices for germination of seeds, to 
guide entry of new seeds in the BioTrack THC inventory management system, and tracking of 
germination success rates. 

• Cloning: to outline best practices for aseptic techniques used in cloning from Mother Plants, to 
guide entry of new clones in the BioTrack THC inventory management system, and tracking of 
rooting success rates. 

• Transplant of Viable Plantlets for Vegetative Cultivation: to identify rooted, viable plantlets, and 
outline best practices for transplant into individual pots for transfer to vegetative cultivation, and 
to guide the assignment of unique, individual plant identifiers. 

• Transfer of Immature Plants to Vegetative Cultivation: to transfer of individual immature plants 
to the vegetative growth phase, and record the transfer in the BioTrack THC inventory 
management system.  

• Waste Management and Disposal: to guide the securing, tracking, and disposal of regulated plant 
material waste, and record waste in the BioTrack THC inventory management system. 

Vegetative Cultivation 

• Maintenance of Vegetative Plants: to outline best practices for daily tasks, to include 
manicuring, watering, feeding, pest management, and fertilization techniques and schedules for 
all plants in the vegetative cultivation phase. 

• Transfer of Vegetative Plants to Flower Production: to guide the transfer of individual viable, 
mature plants to the flower (bloom) production phase, and record the transfer in the BioTrack 
THC inventory management system. 

• Waste Management and Disposal: to guide the securing, tracking, and disposal of regulated plant 
material waste, and record waste in the BioTrack THC inventory management system. 

Flower (Bloom) Production 

• Maintenance of Flowering Plants: to outline best practices for daily tasks, to include manicuring, 
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watering, feeding, pest management, and fertilization techniques and schedules for all plants in 
the flower (bloom) production phase. 

• Transfer of Flowering Plants to Harvesting: to guide the transfer of individual viable, mature 
plants to the harvesting phase, and record the transfer in the BioTrack THC inventory 
management system. 

• Waste Management and Disposal: to guide the securing, tracking, and disposal of regulated plant 
material waste, and record waste in the BioTrack THC inventory management system. 

Harvesting 

• Harvesting Plants: to guide the harvesting of individual mature flowering plants, and to assign 
harvest batch identifiers to medical marijuana by common strain in the BioTrack THC inventory 
management system. 

• Transfer of Harvested Medical Marijuana to Post-Harvesting: to guide the transfer of medical 
grade marijuana to the post-harvesting phase for drying, trimming, and curing, and record the 
transfers in the BioTrack THC inventory management system. 

• Waste Management and Disposal: to guide the securing, tracking, and disposal of regulated plant 
material waste, and record waste in the BioTrack THC inventory management system. 

Post-Harvest Production 

• Packaging and Labeling of Medical Marijuana: to guide the appropriate packaging and labeling 
of cured, harvested medical marijuana, and record individual packages by common strain in the 
BioTrack THC inventory management system. 

• Medical Marijuana Testing: to submit medical marijuana for potency and contaminant testing, 
and record the results in the BioTrack THC inventory management system. 

• Medical Marijuana Distribution: to package and label all tested medical marijuana for 
distribution to licensed facilities for processing or for sale to patients. 

• Waste Management and Disposal: to guide the securing, tracking, and disposal of medical 
marijuana waste due to failed testing or contamination, and record waste in the BioTrack THC 
inventory management system. 

Safety Protocols 

• Pesticide, and Hazardous Chemical Handling and Disposal: to instruct qualified employees on 
appropriate use and recordkeeping with adherence to internal company policies, and regulatory 
agency guidelines.  

Equipment 

• Equipment Operation: to instruct qualified employees on appropriate use of machine operated 
equipment. All employees with equipment access will be required to maintain certification of 
training as licensed operators as outlined by internal company policies, and manufacturer 
guidelines. 

Part V(B): Environmental Plan- Minimizing Carbon Footprint 
With guidance and oversight from our Chief Operations Officer (an expert in sustainability and efficient, 
environmentally-friendly systems design) and our Environmental Quality Officer (a Group Leader for 
Local Environmental Consultants, a company specializing in consulting organizations on Quality 
Assurance/Quality Control programs in compliance with OSHA requirements) will seek to reduce the 
overall carbon footprint of our operations through the continuous improvement of our farming practices, 
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and the conscientious selection of products used in our cultivation and production operations (e.g., coco 
coir as a growing medium, which can be sterilized and re-used after a batch’s harvest). Existing 
technologies and best practices have been shown to successfully reduce agricultural emissions 20-40%. 
Reuse, recycle, and reduce is the guiding principle behind all of our operations and our practices are 
designed to maintain production in a profitable, environmentally sensitive, and sustainable manner. We 
will be purchasing supplies, packaging, and storage materials that are local, sustainably sourced, and 
made of recycled materials when available, and designing secure facilities, with strict sanitation 
protocols to prevent cross-contamination and reduce overall wasting of our resources.  
Our facilities will be designed and engineered to conserve energy, including reducing air leaks, 
foundation insulation, installation of windbreaks as necessary to reduce wind-induced heat loss, efficient 
space utilization, and conservation of resources. Energy efficient lighting will reduce our overall energy 
consumption by accessing natural sunlight to promote cultivation growth, and we will also regulate 
direct sunlight to help maintain the ambient temperatures in our greenhouse reducing the need for 
excessive supplementary heating and cooling systems. Our watering systems are completely automated, 
drip to waste systems, that will minimize runoff. Runoff will be recaptured, filtered and re-used in our 
proposed closed-loop system described above. All water undergoes reverse osmosis and will be 
routinely tested to ensure quality. Water will be stored in insulated storage tanks with strict sanitation 
protocols to maintain the integrity of the water and prevent wastewater due to contamination. 
Nutrient management protocols include routine testing of growing mediums prior to feeding schedules 
or fertilization, and measured injection in our liquid feeding systems will control the need for 
maintaining large volume stock. This will also limit the loss of nutrients from the plants during watering, 
and aid in the reduction of overall runoff. We will limit the amount of stored pesticides, and they will be 
kept from any direct contact with water supply to limit contaminated waste. Our facility environment 
will be strictly controlled with regards to temperature, and humidity, reducing the need for pest 
management protocols, and limiting the overall use of pesticides in our facility. Waste management 
plans include reducing the volume of organic waste by composting when possible. Employees are 
required to adhere to good hygiene practices within the facilities, and all handling of plant material, 
nutrients, fertilizers, and pesticides are managed with industry best practices in mind, which increases 
efficiency, and maintains the sanitary conditions of the facility.  
Part V(C): Environmental Plan- Efficiency through Facility Design and Equipment Selection 
Again, with guidance and oversight from our Chief Operations Officer and our Environmental Quality 
Officer, we are committed in our processes to make the best use of natural resources to lessen the impact 
of our operation on the environment. This commitment will be reaffirmed in the design our facility, 
selection of the most energy efficient equipment (e.g., high efficiency laundry machines), and green 
practices incorporated into our SOPs. We will use an Ultraviolet Liquid Storage Sanitizer in our storage 
tanks to disinfect the air space and surfaces above the liquid, and the liquid contents. This system 
irradiates the contents of the tanks with germicidal ultraviolet rays, without the use of heat or chemicals 
using a Germicidal UV Lamp rated for 10,000 hours of effective life.  
With the assistance of Local Greenhouse Manufacturer, our greenhouse facility will be manufactured to 
our specifications and environmental constraints, including the ability to control light cycle duration 
through sunlight deprivation during the longer summer days, and the ability to provide supplemental 
light during the short days of winter. It is important to note that most of the benefit from the natural light 
entering our structure will impact the plants on the second tier (on top of the racks), but the plants on the 
first tier will also certainly benefit. This approach helps to minimize the input of energy on the 
production of our crops and falls in line with our philosophy of producing crops in the most sustainable 
and energy efficient manner, while meeting the medical-grade requirements of the final product.  
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grade medical marijuana  
2. Prepare and assign daily tasks to Assistant Cultivators and Lab Techs 
3. Observe live plants and harvested plants to ascertain condition 
4. Oversee changes in grow environments to ensure conformance with quality control standards 
5. Train new agents in gardening techniques and problem solving 
6. Inspect facility for signs of disrepair, infection, disease and other problems that may affect 
ideal growing conditions 
7. Maintain Inventory Records and submit documentation to Information & Records Manager 
8. Perform extra duties based on the needs of the organization 

Assistant Cultivators  
Job Summary: Perform tasks based on the schedule provided by the Senior Cultivation Manager. Apply 
knowledge of greenhouse cultivation methods as well as environmental-control structures, systems, and 
techniques.  
Responsibilities:  

1. Assist the Senior Cultivation Manager in all aspects associated with greenhouse medical 
marijuana cultivation, such as plant maintenance, feeding, pruning, manicuring and harvesting 
2. Observe and examine vegetative development, bloom development, and nutrient schedule to 
determine optimal conditions 
3. Administer and maintain nutrient schedule 
4. Identify any pests, diseases, or infestations and manage the outbreak 
5. Maintain, clean and disinfect hydroponic systems, lighting systems, and environmental control 
systems 
6. Record environmental conditions such as temperature, humidity, and any other pertinent 
information as requested by the Senior Cultivation Manager 
7. Perform additional tasks as may be required by the Senior Cultivation Manager 

Laboratory Technicians 
Job Summary: Perform tasks based on the schedule provided by the Senior Cultivation Manager. Apply 
knowledge of biology and chemistry to assess health, purity, potency and quality of plant materials (live 
and harvested). 
Responsibilities:  

1. Assist the Senior Cultivation Manager in assessing plant health and quality of medical 
marijuana 
2. Perform testing on plant materials on an as-needed basis within the facility’s Lab  
3. Assist in identification of any plant diseases or contaminations within the facility’s Quarantine  
4. Report testing results to the Senior Cultivation Manager  
5. Maintain, clean and disinfect laboratory equipment 
6. Record all tests conducted, including methods employed, equipment used, and results 
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7. Perform additional tasks as may be required by the Senior Cultivation Manager 

Senior Production Manager 
Job Summary: Supervise and coordinate activities of workers engaged in trimming, curing, 
packaging/labeling, storing and shipment preparation of medical marijuana.  
Responsibilities:  

1. Oversee Post-Harvest Production, Packaging & Labeling, and Storage Plans, including the 
management of various stages of processing and production ensuring a steady and consistent 
supply of usable, contaminant-free pharmaceutical-grade medical marijuana  
2. Prepare and assign daily tasks to Production Assistants  
3. Observe staff activities to ensure compliance with quality control standards 
4. Oversee production room environments to ensure conformance with quality control standards 
5. Train new agents in post-harvest production, storage protocol, and shipment preparation 
policies 
6. Inspect facility for signs of disrepair, infection, disease and other problems that may affect 
integrity and quality of medical marijuana products  
7. Maintain inventory records and submit documentation to Information & Records Manager 
8. Perform extra duties based on the needs of the organization 

Production Assistants 
Job Summary: Perform tasks based on the schedule provided by the Senior Production Manager.  
Responsibilities:  

1. Assist the Senior Production Manager in all aspects associated with post-harvest production, 
including trimming, packaging, labeling, storing and shipment preparation of medical marijuana 
2. Observe and examine plant material as it moves through the production process and report any 
suspected deficiencies 
3. Maintain, clean and disinfect all scales, tools and equipment used 
4. Inspect products and packaging for integrity, quality and compliance with regulatory and 
internal standards 
5. Perform additional tasks as may be required by the Senior Production Manager 

Information and Records Manager  
Job Summary: Oversee the safekeeping and security of all books, records, invoices, reports, and other 
documentation, both confidential and otherwise  
Responsibilities:  

1. Maintain all records and reports as required by Ohio regulations and Applicant policies 
2. Oversee and maintain security camera recordings 
3. Establish and implement policies and procedures relating to data security 
4. Maintain extensive knowledge of Ohio regulations governing medical marijuana cultivation 
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5. Design and manage business procedures for the detection, investigation, correction, 
disciplinary action, and/or prosecution related to information security breaches, violations, and 
incidents 
6. Act as liaison to the local police department and to the Ohio Department of Commerce 

Security Manager  
Job Summary: Manage and direct Security Personnel in identifying, developing, implementing, and 
maintaining security processes and procedures across the organization to reduce risks, respond to 
incidents, and limit liability in all areas of financial, physical, and personal risk. Oversee the safe and 
secure transportation of products to independent laboratories, processors and dispensaries. 
Responsibilities:  

1. Establish appropriate standards and risk controls associated with the facility, plants and 
products, electronic records, and transportation of products 
2. Act as liaison to the local police department 
3. Investigate any incidents regarding the facility, plants and products, electronic records, or 
transportation of products 
4. Organize security training sessions pertaining to security for all staff 

5. Approve trip plans for the safe and secure delivery of medical marijuana 

Security Personnel  
Job Summary: Assist the Security Manager in maintaining the safety and security of the staff, facility, 
plants and products.  
Responsibilities:  

1. Conduct periodic inspection of premises to protect against fire, theft, vandalism, and illegal 
activity 
2. Maintain log books and visitor/guest sign-in book 
3. Prevent access to any unauthorized persons inside the registered premises 
4. Assist any staff with security access issues 
5. Monitor any suspicious behavior by guests, visitors, and personnel 
6. Ensure compliance with Ohio regulations and organization policies 
7. Prepare reports as requested by Security Manager 
8. Perform additional tasks as required by the Security Manager 

Transportation Personnel  
Job Summary: Safely and securely account for transportation of medical marijuana to independent 
laboratories, processors and dispensaries.  
Responsibilities:  

1. Strategically plan and implement the delivery routes, with oversight from the Security 
Manager, to ensure safety and security of the delivered goods  
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2. Ensure the purchase order is identical to the delivery order (i.e., the transportation log) 
3. Disclose any discrepancies immediately to management 
4. Maintain all required transaction documents for the Information & Records Manager’s 
recordkeeping 
6. Maintain the delivery vehicle in good working order at all times 

Staff Training & Compliance Program 
It is our goal cross-train our staff in order to be able to quickly respond to possible changes in labor 
demand within our different departments. In the medical marijuana industry, it is a common difficulty to 
find experienced, trustworthy, and reliable help, especially on short notice. In order to mitigate any 
possible imbalances of allocation of labor in our systemic processes due to employee termination, 
resignation, illness, death or any other reason, we will cross-train all employees as soon as is practical. 
Staff is expected to be cross-trained in at least three different areas of our processes by the end of their 
third year of employment. 
In our training modules, trainees will find a flowchart mapping our entire cultivation and production 
process, giving them an understanding of our holistic and systemic approach. This flowchart will also be 
displayed in several areas of our facility to help agents adhere to SOPs and develop an appreciation of 
the importance of each step in the overall process. 
SOP training modules must be mastered by all individuals engaged in the cultivation, production, 
handling, packaging, shipping, disposal, and testing of medical marijuana. After completing this 
training, employees will be tested to qualify the information retained and ascertain whether they are 
ready to begin hands-on training. All module-specific test results will be retained in the employee’s file. 
Each training module consists of: 

1. Prerequisites: The concepts, procedures and certifications required for the particular training 
module at hand. 
2. Objectives: The goals and skills expected to be acquired and the concepts to be mastered upon 
completion of the module. 
3. Course content: The topics, procedures and protocols covered in the specific module. 
4. Instructor supporting materials: A packet that includes additional handouts and articles not yet 
incorporated in the module but considered of value in helping trainees achieve the stated 
objectives of the training module.   
5. Supplemental reading: A list of books, articles, published papers and documents that could 
help the trainee retain the course information and expand their knowledge base  
6. Training Completion documentation: Forms that must be filled out and signed by the 
employee and the training instructor upon completion of the training module. This 
documentation will be stored in the employee’s file. 
7. Evaluation: A series of quizzes and tests before and after attending a specific module quantify 
how much program participants have improved their knowledge and skills on the topics covered. 
Trainees are also asked to evaluate their learning environment and the efficacy of our methods 
and instructors. This help us to improve our training program based on participant feedback. 
Examples include exit interviews, evaluation forms and focus groups.  

In an effort to continually improve our training program, we will search for ways to improve course 
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materials, instruction methods, and ways to deliver the content (e.g., in some cases web-based modules 
may be more efficient than in-class instruction). Before engaging in any hands-on training, trainees must 
have demonstrated proficiency on the topics covered in the training modules by having average test 
scores no lower than 75%. Once trainees have met this requirement, they will receive hands-on training 
in our facility from a manager or senior employee qualified to train new prospective employees.  
This phase of our training program is very important and consists of four steps: 

Step 1. (Trainee watches, instructor performs the task). Trainees observe the instructor perform 
the tasks learned in the modules and may ask questions and take notes. After the trainee has 
observed the task being properly performed enough times, they move on to the next step.  
Step 2. (Trainee helps, instructor performs the task). In this stage, trainees provide help to the 
instructor in performing the task. After the instructor feels that the trainee has mastered the 
basics skills and procedures, the trainee moves to the next step.  
Step 3. (Trainee performs, instructor helps). Here, the roles are reversed and the trainee is now in 
charge of performing the specific task while still being helped by the instructor. Once the trainee 
and instructor are comfortable with the trainee’s performance, they jointly decide to move to the 
next step. 
Step 4. (Trainee performs, instructor watches). At this point, the trainee is performing the task on 
his/her own under the supervision of the instructor who will correct the trainee if necessary but 
will try to avoid direct assistance.  

After the trainee has repeated Step 4 enough times and the instructor is satisfied with trainee’s 
performance, the instructor will schedule an on-the-job-evaluation. The trainee is expected to perform 
the required duties at the level of a full-fledged employee. Trainees are encouraged not to rush as they 
are only given two chances to pass the evaluation. If a trainee fails both attempts, their training ends and 
they must either repeat Steps 1-4 or will be terminated from employment. 
Our training program includes refresher courses that must be completed by all employees at least 
annually. These refresher courses include new and updated information and keep our staff current with 
best practices in the industry and new developments in program regulations. The goal of our training 
program is to ensure that every employee receives comprehensive training and is proficient in the 
specific procedures and protocols required to perform each assigned task without assistance.  
Staffing Redundancy, Qualifications and Cross-Training 
The pesticide-free cultivation methods employed by our facility require vigilant care and attention to 
detail. It is critical that all agents are properly trained on SOPs and receive extensive supervised on-the-
job experience. Our Chief Operations Officer and Chief Cultivation Officer have both trained and 
promoted dozens of employees in their respective operations outside of Ohio. They both experienced 
very low employee turnover rates due to successful staffing and training methods and the promotion of a 
positive, motivating company culture.  
The Applicant’s leadership team will implement redundancy in all cultivation and production activities. 
For instance, a minimum of two key managers will be on staff at all times. These managers will be 
competent in all cultivation activities and be able to perform all high-level tasks, from strain selection to 
the establishment of feeding protocols. These managers will be trained by the Chief Operations Officer 
himself, and receive continuing internal training, third-party training, and professional certifications. 
Part VI(B): Disadvantaged Persons and Ohio Resident Staffing Plan 
Industry Consultant and Regulatory Consultant have teamed up with Applicant to implement a highly 
regarded and well thought out Diversity Plan used by their common clients in medical marijuana 
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programs throughout the country. As a female, Ohio resident-owner company, Applicant believes that 
diversity and inclusion are critically important as core business strategies which contribute to the overall 
success of an operation locally. When a company’s workforce reflects the community it serves, the 
company is better able to understand and meet the needs of its patients and the community at large. We 
will implement our mission to advance diversity and inclusion in four core areas of our operations: 1) 
Company Leadership; 2) Recruitment and Hiring; 3) Professional Development and Retention; and 4) 
Partnerships with Vendors.  
We will promote this vision through diversity oriented hiring events, contracting with companies 
owned/operated/staffed by disadvantaged groups to provide facility architectural, engineering and 
design services, construction services, construction management services, security services, legal 
services, janitorial services, and other supporting services. In order to reflect diversity throughout our 
organization, including providing opportunities for leadership, we will establish hiring and placement 
goals based on labor force statistics in Ohio. Our official Affirmative Action Plan (AAP) as adopted 
from those in use by medical marijuana operators in other jurisdictions contains a number of action 
oriented objectives which will ensure we reach our placement goals. Those objectives are outlined 
below as part of our specific diversity goals: 
Diversity Goal #1: Recruitment and Hiring 
To strive for, achieve, and maintain employment participation for protected group members (including 
but not limited to racial minorities, women, veterans, disabled persons, and other disadvantaged Ohio 
residents) throughout all job categories in proportion to the local labor force. Through active recruiting, 
and careful development of job descriptions, and training programs, we will ensure that restrictive and 
unnecessary minimum requirements do not restrict our ability to employ diverse and disenfranchised 
candidates.  
Diversity Goal #2: Professional Development and Retention 
To maintain employment participation for protected group members by retaining diverse employees and 
ensuring equal opportunity for advancement. Emphasis will be placed on hands-on skill development, 
promoting from within, and continued education opportunities. We will implement an onboarding 
process to orient new employees, which will ensure employees understand their rights and obligations 
under the company’s equal opportunity, anti-discrimination, and anti-harassment policies, and that they 
are familiar with the Americans with Disabilities Act. 
Diversity Goal #3: Partnerships with Vendors 
To ensure that qualified small, diverse businesses have equal opportunity to access our products and 
services for their patients. We will be seeking partnerships with diverse vendors, and suppliers to ensure 
that all patients have access to consistent, safe, high quality, pharmaceutical-grade medicine at an 
affordable cost. We will collect market data and patient feedback to provide variety and accessible 
pricing to all Ohio patients. 
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PART I: PACKAGING AND LABELING 
Applicant will develop and implement standard operating procedures (SOPs) regarding the packaging, 
labeling and monitoring of labeling used for medical marijuana products that are in full compliance with 
OAC 3796:2-2-02 (regarding packaging and labeling of medical marijuana). Elements of these SOPs 
will be adopted, and amended as necessary, from those employed by our highly experienced licensed 
medical marijuana cultivator affiliates. Applicant will ensure that Ohio patients and caregivers are given 
appropriate information by strictly adhering to proper packaging, labeling, and monitoring procedures at 
our facility. No medical marijuana will be delivered to a licensed medical marijuana organization (e.g., a 
laboratory, processor or dispensary) before being packaged in a container that has been confirmed to be 
compliant with Ohio regulations, in conformance with our stringent internal quality control standards, 
and clearly and accurately labeled. 

Packaging Plan 
Upon transferring plants from the Mother & Propagation Room to the Vegetative Room, Applicant’s 
agents will create and record a unique identifier for each batch of medical marijuana for inventory 
tracking purposes. This identifier will follow the batch through the entire production cycle, including 
post-harvest activities. Doing so will allow for the accurate tracking of products using our electronic 
inventory tracking and recordkeeping program. Appropriate staff will be trained to enter all necessary 
information and actions taken to each batch as it moves through the production process.  

All medical marijuana, including usable flowers and trimmings, will be packaged/labeled at several key 
checkpoints during the production process to allow for the identification of the products, facilitate a 
comprehensive chain of custody report, and maintain the integrity, purity, and pharmaceutical quality of 
the products. These key checkpoints include: 

1) Upon the conclusion of the trimming process (usable trimmings will be bulk-packaged while 
awaiting internal and independent testing results) 

2) Upon the conclusion of the curing process (cured medical marijuana flowers will be bulk-
packaged while awaiting internal and independent testing results) 

3) Upon successfully passing final independent laboratory testing (medical marijuana flowers 
approved for sale to dispensaries will be packaged in a manner appropriate for eventual 
dispensation to patients; trimmings approved for sale to processors will already be stored in 
appropriate bulk-packaging in appropriate weights/quantities but will require updated labels) 

4) Upon an approved purchase order (containers/packages will be affixed with updated labels, then 
carefully packaged/labeled in shipment containers for transportation purposes)  
 

Applicant’s production department will always package medical marijuana in a package that minimizes 
exposure to oxygen and that is tamper-evident, child-proof, light-resistant (or opaque), and maintains the 
integrity and stability of the plant material. Specifically, Applicant intends to use the 5mil Nylon poly/ 
PET foil transport multi-layer pouch for products earmarked for sale to processors, which is ideal for 
long-term storage of bulk products, and traditional push-turn pharmaceutical style vials for products 
earmarked for sale to dispensaries. Additionally, Applicant will use the Accuseal HDMP bulk product 
pouch sealer, which includes a nitrogen flush and is excellent for large pouch sealing.  

Label-Making System 
All labels created must be indelible and tamper-evident and will be made of weather-resistant material. 
To ensure this, Applicant will purchase an adequate number of label-maker systems such as those 
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manufactured by Intermec (e.g., Indelible VOID Label), which are capable of printing tamper-evident 
and weather resistant labels suitable for labeling shipment packages. Labeling equipment will be 
included in the daily cleaning schedule of the facility. Appropriate staff will be trained in the proper use 
and functionality of this label-making equipment. 

Product Label Information 
In accordance with our SOPs and in full compliance with OAC 3796:2-2-02, Applicant will package and 
label at our facility each form of medical marijuana prepared for independent laboratory testing or for 
sale to a processor or dispensary. The original seal of a package will not be broken, except for quality 
control testing at an approved laboratory, for adverse loss investigations conducted by the Department of 
Commerce (the Department) or by a processor/dispensary that purchased the medical marijuana. 

Each container of medical marijuana will be labeled in English, in clearly printed type and in a 
sufficiently legible font size. Labels must be easily readable and conspicuously placed on the package.  

Pursuant to protocol, Applicant will inspect each product label to ensure it properly identifies: 

1) The name, address, and license number of Applicant 
2) The name and license number of the processor/dispensary receiving the shipment 
3) The product identifier  
4) The registered name of the medical marijuana as it was registered with the Department 
5) The unique identification number that will match the product with a batch and batch number to 

facilitate any warnings or recalls the Department deems appropriate 
6) The date of harvest, final testing and packaging 
7) The total weight in grams of medical marijuana in the package 
8) The identification of the independent testing laboratory 
9) The laboratory analysis, profile, and list of all active ingredients, including the percentage 

content by weight of THC, THCA, CBD, and CBDA (at a minimum) 
10) The expiration date (which shall not exceed one calendar year from the date of harvest) 
11) Instructions for the proper storage of the medical marijuana in the package 
12) Any other information required by the Department 

 
All labels will also include the following warning: "This product is for medical use and not for resale or 
transfer to another person. This product may cause impairment and may be habit-forming. This product 
may be unlawful outside the State of Ohio”.  

For ease of entry into Applicant’s electronic tracking and recordkeeping system, all labels will include a 
barcode that communicates all of the information listed above into the database when scanned.  

Pursuant to SOPs, labels on packages of medical marijuana may not contain any false or misleading 
statement or design or any advertisement that would violate the regulations of OAC 3796:5-7-01(F). 
Applicant will also inspect each label to ensure that the label does not bear any cartoon, product, or 
image that hasn’t been registered with the Department, including any symbol related to a government 
entity, as well as any sum totals of cannabinoids or terpenes, except THC content as defined in OAC 
3796:1-1-01(A)(49). Applicant will obtain the prior written approval of the Department of the content of 
any label to be affixed to a medical marijuana package. Production agents and transport agents will be 
trained to carefully inspect packaging and confirm compliance with all of these regulations.  
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Shipment Packaging for Transportation of Products 
Applicant will transport and deliver medical marijuana to an approved laboratory and to licensed 
processors and dispensaries in Ohio in compliance with OAC 3796:5-3-01 (regarding transportation of 
medical marijuana) and our own comprehensive transportation policies and procedures adapted from our 
affiliates in other medical marijuana jurisdictions. All medical marijuana transported must first be 
packaged in shipping containers within our Shipping Preparation Room (adjacent to our Shipping Vault 
which stores all products earmarked for transport) and labeled appropriately. Additionally, each sealed 
and approved shipping container will be affixed with a copy of the transportation log required under 
OAC 3796:5-3-01(A). This transportation log will include: 

1) The name, address and license number of the Applicant  
2) The name, address and license number of the receiving entity 
3) The names and registration numbers of employees transporting the medical marijuana 
4) The license plate number and vehicle type of our transport vehicle  
5) The time of departure and estimated time of arrival 
6) The specific delivery route, including street names and distances 
7) The total weight of the shipment and a description of each individual package in the shipment, 

and the total number of individual packages 
 

Applicant will provide a copy of the applicable transportation log to the recipient receiving the medical 
marijuana at least one day prior to delivery by email/fax. Applicant shall, if requested, provide a copy of 
the transportation log, and any printed receipts for medical marijuana being transported, to the 
Department or its authorized agents, law enforcement, or other Federal, State or local government 
officials upon request. Prior to providing any transportation log to a recipient entity, the document must 
first be reviewed and approved by management, who will carefully inspect the accuracy and regulatory 
compliance of the log. 

Quality Control and Regulatory Compliance Inspections 
The Senior Production Manager will be ultimately responsible for the presence of a compliant label on 
every package shipped. All packaging and labeling activities will be monitored and recorded by our 
video surveillance system, and failure by any employee to adhere to our inspection protocol may lead to 
suspension and/or termination. 

 Below are a sampling of Applicant’s policies and procedures related to internal quality assurance and 
control with regards to packaging and labeling: 

1) Every item packaged in our facility must undergo multiple quality control and regulatory 
compliance inspections prior to approval for release to a laboratory, processor or dispensary. The 
first such review will take place in the Packaging & Labeling Room at the time of 
packaging/labeled by the employee responsible for the same. Prior to packaged products’ 
transfer to the Vault for storage, the Senior Production Manager, or authorized designee, will 
conduct the second inspection. Thereafter, each time an item is transferred from the Vault, its 
packaging and labeling will be inspected by the person responsible for the transfer.  

2) Upon the day of shipment, authorized agents will carefully transfer all itemized products 
identified on the transportation log from the Shipping Vault to the Shipping Preparation Area for 
staging prior to delivery. As items are removed from storage, they will be carefully inspected and 
reviewed for packaging and labeling compliance, ensuring all items are compliant with Ohio 
regulations and meet our stringent internal quality assurance standards. All quality assurance 
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inspections and confirmations will be recorded in our electronic inventory tracking and 
recordkeeping system. 

3) Once in the Shipping Preparation Room, transportation personnel will carefully pack each item 
in the shipment into proper bulk shipment packaging (i.e., unmarked, tamper-evident opaque 
boxes affixed with a copy of the transportation log and sealed with tamper-evident tape) while 
simultaneously conducting a physical audit, on a line item basis, against the transportation log to 
ensure the shipment matches the log. Items will undergo a redundant quality assurance 
inspection for product packaging and labeling compliance and to ensure they are undamaged, 
unexpired, and otherwise qualified for distribution. All inspections and confirmations will again 
be recorded in in our electronic inventory tracking and recordkeeping system. 

4) Medical marijuana may not be mishandled or mistreated. Unfit items failing inspection must be 
rejected and either corrected (e.g., re-labeled or re-packaged) or transferred for further inspection 
and/or destruction and disposal in accordance with company procedures. All rejected items will 
be replaced with suitable products such that the shipment 100% matches the transportation log.  

5) Once placed in proper shipment packaging, the shipment packaging itself will be affixed with a 
label which clearly displays the unique shipment identification number, the description, 
including the weight, of each item, date and time of the sealing of the package for shipment, the 
name and signature of the agent who prepared and sealed the package, and the name and address 
of the Applicant. Shipment labels will also display the name and address of the recipient. 

6) Transport agents will ensure the shipment label is conspicuously located on each package (i.e., 
must be of sufficient size, not obscured, and in a noticeable location). All labels, including their 
placement on the package, must be inspected for compliance and approved prior to continuing to 
the next step in the transportation procedure. All inspections and confirmations will be recorded 
in in our electronic inventory tracking and recordkeeping system. 

7) Once shipping labels have been inspected and approved, the shipment will be carefully placed 
into a dedicated lockbox equipped with a GPS tracking device for transportation to the recipient. 

8) Prior to sealing any shipment packaging, transport agents must carefully inspect the packaged 
products and again cross-reference items with the transportation log (which identifies all the 
products meant for shipment to the same recipient). Any products which are not being delivered 
to the same recipient must be removed and packaged in a separate shipment container. Once 
confirmed, the agent will make a record of the inspection and release the shipment for delivery.  

Pursuant to our SOPs, either the Senior Production Manager or Security Manager will oversee all 
shipment preparation and transport procedures. At least 2 agents, including at least 1 security guard, 
must participate in all shipment preparation procedures, including the packaging and labeling 
inspections. All shipment preparation activities must take place within the view of our recording 
surveillance system and be recorded in BioTrack THC, our proposed inventory tracking system.  

Non-Compliant Labels 
As products are initially packaged and labeled during packaging procedures, and again as products are 
prepared for shipment during transportation procedures, Applicant staff will carefully inspect labels for 
integrity and compliance with both the law and our own internal quality assurance standards. Any label 
which is found to be obscured, damaged, illegible, inaccurate, incomplete, or otherwise does not meet 
regulatory mandates or own our stringent quality assurance standards, will be deemed unacceptable for 
release. Upon any instance of an unfit label, Applicant will take one of the following actions, depending 
when the unfit label was first identified as such:  
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1) The product will be rejected and returned to Packaging & Labeling Room for proper re-labeling  
2) Applicant will quarantine the product for further inspection and either:  

a) Create and affix a compliant label if the product itself is determined to be safe for 
distribution but was simply mislabeled, or  

b) Prepare the product for destruction and disposal in accordance with OAC 3796:2-2-03 if 
the product cannot be accurately identified or otherwise determined to be 100% qualified 
for distribution 
 

Upon any instance where a new label is created and affixed to packaging, it must be re-inspected for 
compliance before being accepted and released for transportation. All labeling and monitoring actions 
will be recorded in Applicant’s electronic inventory tracking and recordkeeping system, including the 
unique employee identification number of the agent completing these actions. 

Quarantine Storage 
Applicant’s facility will be equipped with a secure Quarantine Area for the inspection, and 
destruction/disposal (if necessary), of medical marijuana, including products whose packaging or 
labeling does not meet regulatory or internal quality assurance standards. Our Quarantine Area will be a 
separate locked, alarmed, and monitored limited-access area used exclusively for the storage of medical 
marijuana that is expired, damaged, deteriorated, mislabeled, contaminated, recalled, or whose 
containers or packaging have been opened or breached. Specifically, within the Quarantine Area, there 
will be a safe/bin dedicated for mislabeled products. Mislabeled products will remain in quarantine until 
either cleared by authorized staff to be affixed with a newly created and compliant label, or removed 
from our facility in accordance with our Department-approved destruction and disposal protocol. 

Product Inspection Training 
All production and transport agents will be expected to have a thorough understanding of proper 
packaging and labeling of medical marijuana. Employees responsible for packaging, label creation, 
affixing labels, label and packaging inspections, shipment staging and preparation, and transportation of 
medical marijuana will be extensively trained in and tested on – both upon hire and during annual 
refresher training – creating, identifying and properly handling compliant and non-compliant labels. The 
label inspection protocol that all applicable agents will be trained in will include the following steps: 

1) Learning required information that must appear on each label created by our organization 
2) Creating and affixing compliant labels using our label making equipment 
3) Carefully inspecting all packages to confirm the presence of a label that identifies all essential 

information required by OAC 3796:2-2-02  
4) Confirming the presence of a barcode that allows for accurate scanning of each medical 

marijuana product into the electronic inventory tracking and recordkeeping system 
5) Proper handling of medical marijuana packages that do not have a compliant label attached, 

including quarantine, inspection, re-labeling, and destruction/disposal procedures 
 

PART II: PRODUCTION CONTROL 
In accordance with OAC 3796:2-2-01(C)(6), upon the use/application of any pesticide, fertilizer or other 
chemical application, Applicant will maintain an application record that includes: 

1) The date and time of application 
2) The stage of cultivation.  
3) If applicable, the date when plants in the application area were moved to the flowering stage 
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4) The EPA product registration number, if applicable 
5) Analysis of fertilizer used  
6) Application site, including the specific block, section, and/or plants treated 
7) The size of the area treated 
8) Name of the product being applied 
9) The total amount of product applied, including the dosage or rate of application of every 

pesticide used 
10) Unique plant identifier of each plant receiving the application 
11) Names of the individuals making the application 
12) Any additional comments or special conditions related to the application 

 
Applicant will create application records within 24 hours of the completion of the application and such 
records will be maintained for at least 5 years. Applicant will also maintain an approved list of permitted 
pesticides, fertilizers, and other chemicals used. Upon request, all such records and lists will be made 
available to the Department or its authorized agents and medical personnel or first responders in the 
event of an emergency. Records and lists will also be made available to the Department of Agriculture 
upon request. 

Pesticides Overview 
Applicant has developed, with the assistance of our Chief Operations Officer and Chief Cultivation 
Officer who each have vast experience in cultivating medical marijuana, and will implement a set of 
written growing practices that include standard operating procedures (SOPs) regarding the use of 
pesticides. Fungicides and pesticides used to control disease and kill garden pests can be toxic to 
humans and to the environment. Toxins from chemicals used in medical marijuana crops seep into the 
growing medium and can harm the rhizosphere and beneficial insects. Therefore, it is of the utmost 
importance that the only pesticide treatments used are deemed safe for human consumption. We will 
always err on the side of caution. 

Applicant employs a comprehensive Integrated Pest Management (IPM) system to our pest protection 
procedures. Our IPM system is based on proactive actions focused on exclusion and prevention and our 
goal is to completely eliminate the need for application of pest controls. In the event that application of 
pest controls becomes necessary, Applicant will use only pesticides, fungicides or herbicides that are 
approved by the Department of Agriculture and in compliance with OAC 3796:2-2-01(C). 

Through the prevention, exclusion, treatment and monitoring of pests, Applicant’s IPM takes a low-
toxicity approach to preserve the safety and marketability of our medical marijuana. Our plan is based 
on the constant review and analysis of our pest control tactics and outcomes. It is aimed at being a 
holistic pest prevention program that includes spray and drench approaches. Applicant employees will 
be trained in our prevention methods (including exclusion and routine scouting) to help avoid future pest 
outbreaks.  

Below is a list of preferred pest control products, should the need arise: 

1) Pyganic: Pyrethrin is an organically compliant, broad-spectrum contact insecticide that offers 
gardeners peace of mind with its rapid termination of unwanted insects. Application: Crown of 
the pots and the surrounding table and floor area; foliar application if there is heavy infestation. 
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2) Azamax: Azadirachtin is OMRI LISTED and is a botanical insecticide extracted from seeds of 
the neem tree, Azadirachta indica, providing broad spectrum insect and mite control and 
suppressing root knot nematodes. Application: Root drench or foliar spray application. 

3) Gnatrol: Gnatrol (Bacillus Thuringiensis) is a very specific pesticide that kills flies in the soil, its 
main use is for fungus gnat control. Application: Root drench. 

4) Nuke ‘Em by Flying Skull: Its target is all species of spider mites, thrips, whitefly, mealy bugs 
and other plant insect parasites. Insects, mildew and mold cannot develop an immunity to Nuke 
Em's effects. Its unique formula is comprised of 100% food grade ingredients that are commonly 
found in every day food products like bread. Application: Foliar spray application 

5) Trilogy: Clarified hydrophobic extract of neem oil to prevent pests/pathogens and disease. 
Application: Foliar spray application. 

6) Deterrents: 100% organic extract of garlic, clove, cinnamon, peppermint, and rosemary oil. 
Application: Diluted in water, sprayed on floors and tables to deter pests. 

Fertilizers: Nutrients and Growth Additives 
Applicant firmly believes that a healthy rhizosphere teaming with microbes is the best way to achieve 
optimum plant growth for medical marijuana. The diversity of microbe species colonizing the root zone 
is enormous, in the order of tens of thousands of species. The symbiotic relationship among these 
microorganisms and plants is often referred to as the second genome of the plant and is paramount to 
plant health.  
Recent research has revealed that plants are able to shape their rhizosphere microbiome, and this is 
confirmed by the fact that different plant species host specific microbial communities when grown on 
the same soil. Experiments have shown that upon pathogen or insect attack, plants are able to call upon 
specific protective microorganisms, and enhance microbial activity to suppress the attack. The 
mechanisms that guide this selection and trigger the activity of microbial communities in the rhizosphere 
are still not fully understood. However, this topic has become the subject of the research of many 
scientists as it provides new opportunities to increase quality and yields of crops while decreasing the 
use of synthetic nutrients and pesticides. This is another way in which our sustainable systemic approach 
to growing will minimize our impact on the environment.   
Our feeding regimen will include nutrients and additives from different suppliers, but the bulk of our 
products will come from the Nectar for the Gods nutrient line. We favor these products because of their 
consistent quality, the processes involved in their manufacturing, the materials from which it is derived, 
and the fact that it is a calcium-based nutrient line. Calcium improves nutrient absorption of plants by 
strengthening the plant’s vascular system (stronger cell walls). Calcium, in the form of calcium pectate, 
is responsible for holding together the cell walls of plants and stronger cell walls improve the circulation 
of nutrients through the Phloem and Xylem.  
Most products in the Nectar for the Gods line are essentially different forms of compost teas, which are 
infused with beneficial microbes and are biologically (enzymatically) digested. When microbes pre-
digest compounds used by plants (converting them to a more natural and organic form), the nutrients 
offered to the plants are more easily absorbed thus improving nutrient uptake. These digestive processes 
make organic meals such as feathers, bone, alfalfa, soybean and fish bone, among many others, into 
immediately-available nutrients for our plants. Organic products that are not pre-digested need to be 
digested by microbial activity in the grow medium prior to nutrients becoming available to the plants 
themselves, a process that usually takes weeks. Essentially, pre-digestion facilitates the work of the 
microorganisms that we will inoculate in our growing medium (coco). After the digestion process is 
completed and the product is ready to be bottled, the pH is dropped to slow down and stabilize the 
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metabolism of the microbes, increasing the shelf-life of the product. Organic acids like fulvic acids, 
humic acids, citric acid and carbolic acid are used in this process instead of salts which could lead to 
nutrient locks or deficiencies. 
Below is a list of the nutrients and additives that will be fed to Applicant’s medical marijuana plants. 

• Medusa’s Magic: This is a blend of proteins and enzymes gently extracted from source materials 
and then suspended in a worm casting tea. The source of the nitrogen in Medusa’s Magic is a 
protein, as opposed to mined minerals or other inorganic sources. 

• Gaia Mania: This is derived from a blend of organic materials, enzymatically processed to 
extract only proteins and humates. This digestion process is the initial step in the absorption of 
vitamins, organic acids, and minerals by the plant. The nutrients in Gaia Mania are readily 
available to the plants and the product also helps boost microbial populations in the medium, 
increasing protection to plants’ root systems. All of the nitrogen in this product is protein-based, 
arguably the healthiest form of nitrogen for plants, promoting strong, healthy growth without a 
tendency toward elongation, as with sodium-based nitrates. We believe medical marijuana plants 
grow healthiest when they are grown with proteins, organic acids, and calcium-based products.  

• Athena’s Aminas: This provides a readily available source of L-amino acid to help optimize 
protein production and improve growth rates.  

• Demeter’s Destiny: This is calcium-delivered magnesium which corrects and prevents 
deficiencies. This special blend of various calcium sources offers microbes and root systems 
balanced forms of calcium and magnesium. Calcium is arguably the most important component 
in cellular nutrition for microbes, plants, animals and humans. It is also a growth stimulant 
actively involved in the promotion of cell division in growing plants, root tips and developing 
fruit, aiding enzymatic action, feeding soil microbes, improving nutrient availability and cell 
wall integrity. 

• The Kraken: This contains digested crab and shrimp shells, an available form of chitin. Chitin 
has been recognized as a general elicitor of plant defense responses.  

• Mega Morpheus: This is a fully digested source of readily available natural phosphate and a 
guano tea that has all foreign particles, such as sand and grit, filtered out. The nutrients in Mega 
Morpheus are made immediately available through digestion and chelation, increasing nutrient 
delivery and uptake.  

• Zeus Juice: This is the catalyst in the nutrient line and is an essential part of nutrient absorption 
without a microbial field. Compounds in Zeus Juice are 100% water soluble and are absorbed 
immediately, acting as a catalyst to produce accelerated growth and nutrient uptake. This product 
contains kelp extract and we will use it to soak our seeds before germination. It also provides 
nutrients for the first stages of life. 

• Herculean Harvest: This increases the availability of calcium and phosphorus to the plants and 
soil, producing a wide range of benefits to plant health, structure and flavor, contributing to a 
vigorous soil food web and improving accessibility of nutrients. The active ingredient in bone 
meal, calcium phosphate, helps to carry all nutrients to the plant, except for nitrogen and 
potassium. Calcium is essential for supplying plant growth energy in order to sustain life and 
growth, and promotes solid stems through stronger cell development. Calcium also increases the 
cation exchange capacity of our medium, making nutrients more available to microbial activity 
and ultimately to the plant. It also aids in washing salt from soil-like media or soilless media, and 
we will use it as part of our soil flush solution. 
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• Aphrodite’s Extraction: This is made of a blend of sucrose, glucose and phosphate to sustain a 
healthy and strong microbial population, and therefore supports healthy plant growth. Besides 
calcium, microbes need carbon in order to manufacture complex proteins for their growth and 
reproduction; low carbon equates to low microbial activity. Carbohydrates are excellent sources 
of carbon for microbes, especially when blended with proteins. 

• Hygeia’s Hydration: This contains yucca extracts rich in saponins and acts as a wetting agent to 
aid in root penetration, improving nutrient uptake. The organic acids in yucca contribute to 
chelation of other nutrients, making them more available to microbes and our plants. We will use 
it as a wetting agent for foliar feeding nutrients and, if needed, pest and fungal control sprays. 
We will reduce aeration in our reservoirs when using this product to avoid saponin foaming. 

• Poseidonzime: This is a liquefied seaweed product rich in organic acids and over 60 naturally 
occurring major and minor nutrients and amino acids. Kelp is a good natural source of potassium 
and cytokinin, which promote cell division in root and plant growth and affects apical 
dominance, axillary bud growth, and leaf senescence (biological aging). This product is a natural 
chelator and helps release previously unavailable nutrients and other substances in the soil for 
plants to use. It also helps to increase the plant’s natural ability to fight pests and disease by 
boosting the immune system.  

• Bloom Khaos: This will be used to aid in flower production. When used as a foliar, it increases 
the flower sites, and helps to produce larger, denser flowers, of superior color, flavor and aroma. 
Bloom Khaos contains humic acids and kelp and improves plant tolerance to stress at crucial 
times of the plant’s life cycle, such as transplanting, flower transition and prior to taking cuttings.  

• Hades Down: From our experience, it is imperative to maintain pH between 6.2-6.8 to obtain the 
best results with the Nectar for the Gods nutrient line. This product is a pH adjusting liquid used 
to lower the pH of our nutrient solution. Hades Down chelates elements in the nutrient solution 
into stable, slow releasing forms which are easier for plants to absorb. Providing readily 
absorbed natural molecules, Hades Down will stimulate microorganism and plant growth. 

• Olympus Up: This is the Nectar for the Gods pH “up” product. It uses liquid calcium as a pH 
adjusting component, making more calcium available to our plants’ cell structure, promoting cell 
wall integrity. Residual Olympus Up in the soil will increase aeration and promote microbial 
activity by offering a food source for the soil microorganisms while improving nutrient delivery. 

• SOS (Super Organic Stimulator): This is a blend of 19 species of naturally occurring beneficial 
bacteria. These specifically chosen microbes promote stronger and faster root, stalk, flower and 
fruit development. It will also help in breaking down salts into bio-available nutrients, remediate 
toxins present in the medium and speed the breakdown of dead organic material into bioavailable 
nutrients.  

• Great White: This contains 15 distinct species of mycorrhizal fungi, 19 distinct species of 
beneficial bacteria, 2 species of trichoderma, plant vitamins and glycine all in a single product. 
This product improves plant and root growth, helping plants improve efficiencies of their 
processes. It increases water uptake and the overall absorption area of the root system, resulting 
in a healthier plant. 

• B-52: This product contains B vitamins that are essential for plant health. Plants make their own 
B vitamins but by providing pre-made vitamins, we will alleviate some of the synthesis work of 
our plants allowing them to use nutrients for growth and flower production. B-52 contains 
Vitamin B1 (Thiamine), Vitamin B2 (Riboflavin), Vitamin B3 (Niacin) and Vitamin B7 (Biotin). 
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Growing Medium and Other Production Control Factors 
Applicant will use coco coir (also referred as coco) as our growing medium. Unlike peat moss, coir may 
be used in re-circulating applications. Our fertigation model is a drain to waste system, with 4 drippers 
per smart pot. Plants will be fed 4 times daily for short intervals to produce minimum runoff and ensure 
conservation of water. 

As a growing medium, coco brings together the best properties of several growing mediums. It is a 
renewable resource that fits very well in our systemic approach of minimum environmental impact. 
Made from the fibrous husk of the coconut, coco combines the performance traits of a hydroponic 
medium with the forgiving properties of soil, making it perhaps the best choice for medical marijuana 
cultivation. 

Coco has a natural 70-30 moisture-to-aeration level, which makes over-watering plants virtually 
impossible as water will run off but aeration will remain constant once coco reaches its saturation point. 
Coco has more surface area than most alternative mediums and retains moisture without trapping water 
(like Canadian Sphagnum peat moss). Since it is an inert medium containing basically no nutrients, it 
can be watered daily with nutrient solution, delivering a fresh supply of fuel to the roots to accelerate 
plant growth. This would be impossible with soil-like mixes, since overwatering will restrict the amount 
of oxygen available to the roots suffocating them and slowing plant growth if too much water is 
delivered. 

While a number of manufacturers have developed coco-specific nutrients that are uniquely adapted to 
meet the nutritional needs of coco-grown plants, coco is suited for medical marijuana growers using 
organic nutrient lines that would not otherwise be suitable for most hydroponic systems. Coco also out 
performs other hydroponic mediums in creating the perfect environment for beneficial bacteria to 
colonize the root zone helping plants absorb nutrients and ward off disease, while better protecting the 
root zone from heat than most hydroponic mediums. 

Although coco has good Cation Exchange Capacity (CEC), some nutrients specifically formulated for 
coco tend to have elevated levels of calcium and magnesium while having lower levels of nitrogen. The 
CEC of the coir fiber also helps reduce the incidence of salt burns as it offers some buffering against 
positively charged ions such as sodium (Na+).   

PART III: INVENTORY CONTROL 
One of the greatest tools to maintain an unbroken chain of custody for medical marijuana is a robust and 
comprehensive inventory management system. Applicant will use established inventory controls and 
procedures designed and implemented by our licensed medical marijuana cultivator affiliates. These 
affiliate relationships will further ensure Applicant efficiently and effectively creates and maintains 
electronic and written reports of each inventory that records the date of the inventory, a summary of the 
findings, and the names, signatures, and titles of the individuals who conducted the inventory, along 
with documentation of any recalls or returns. 

In accordance with protocols and with OAC 3796:2-2-08(A)(6) (regarding inventory data) and OAC 
3796:2-2-08(A)(3) (regarding transportation log), Applicant will create and maintain written and/or 
electronic records, as appropriate, and securely store them for a period of at least 5 years.  
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Inventory Tracking Software 
Essential to inventory management is a clear, all-encompassing, and perpetual recorded chain of custody 
from the time medical marijuana plants begin their life (as seeds or clones) until they are in their final 
processed form as a tested medical marijuana product packaged, labeled and ready for transport and sale 
to a licensed processor or dispensary. To generate and maintain electronic records, including but not 
limited to cultivation, production, inventory, transport, maintenance and sales transaction records, 
Applicant plans to utilize the BioTrack THC inventory tracking and recordkeeping software system (or a 
similar system). BioTrack THC is a widely utilized, proprietary seed-to-sale inventory tracking and 
recordkeeping system that our core team members have been using for several years. 

BioTrack THC has the capability to track products from seed-to-sale capturing every step, allowing for 
accurate real-time inventory records. Upon entering a product into the system, a unique product number 
will be issued for tracking and recordkeeping purposes. All actions taken to inventory as whole, by 
grouping, or by individual product will be digitally recorded for instant and long-term analysis purposes. 
Moreover, detailed cultivation, production, inventory, maintenance, transport and sales records can be 
stored perpetually. BioTrack THC also allows us to create precise inventory records at a moment’s 
notice, so any discrepancies or breaks in the chain of custody will become immediately apparent, 
igniting swift corrective action measures to investigate and resolve issues. 

All entries into the BioTrack THC system will include the unique employee identification number of the 
staff member taking the relevant action so that we know who is/was responsible for each step in our 
integrated processes. All appropriately authorized staff members will be thoroughly trained in the use 
and functionality of the BioTrack THC software system to ensure the accuracy and integrity of our 
inventory program. 

In addition, in accordance with OAC 3796:2-2-08(B), Applicant will use our electronic tracking system, 
BioTrack THC, to store and retrieve all required records. Notably, BioTrack THC: 1) has the ability to 
guarantee the confidentiality of the information stored in the system (it is TLS/SSL encrypted and 
password protected), 2) is capable of providing safeguards against erasures and unauthorized changes in 
data after the information has been entered and verified, 3) is capable of placing a litigation hold or 
enforcing record retention hold for purposes of conducting an investigation or pursuant to ongoing 
litigation (information can be stored perpetually), and 4) is capable of being reconstructed in the event of 
a computer malfunction or accident resulting in the destruction of the data bank (the program is an 
internet-based system allowing for remote access if given the authorization). 

Inventory Data 
Generally, our internal inventory management processes will track and record all actions related to 
receiving raw materials/crop inputs, cultivation, production, packaging, labeling, handling, 
transferring, receiving, transporting, storing, stocking, disposing, recalling and receiving recalls and 
returns of medical marijuana products in accordance with all applicable laws, rules, and regulations. In 
compliance with OAC 3796:2-2-04(A), Applicant will maintain the following inventory data in our 
internal electronic tracking system, which must include at a minimum: name and license number, the 
registered name of the strain, the unique plant identifier, and any general information regarding the 
plant that is used for traceability.  
 
All entries into the BioTrack THC system will include the unique employee identification number of 
the staff member taking the relevant action so that we know who is/was responsible for each step in our 
integrated processes.  
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Plant and Product Inventory Management  
Every batch of medical marijuana seeds will be segregated by strain/varietal and entered into BioTrack 
THC and issued a unique batch tracking number. Once successfully germinated and approved for 
continued vegetative growth in our cultivation program, each seedling will be issued a unique plant 
identifier (bar code) which will be securely attached to the plant’s container and tracked by both the 
individual plant and its harvest batch (i.e., all other plants of the same varietal grown under the same 
conditions in the same room at the same time). Similarly, with regards to clones/cuttings, immature 
plants will be issued unique plant identifier and tracked by the individual plant and by its harvest batch 
once the clone is successfully rooted and approved for continued vegetative growth.  

The bar code (which will record Applicant’s name and license number, the registered name of the strain, 
the unique plant identifier, and general information regarding the plant that is used for traceability) 
remains with the plant throughout the cultivation life cycle. All actions taken to plants, including all 
nutrient feeds, pruning, foliar applications, transplants, environmental conditions, etc. will be recorded 
in BioTrack THC. Upon harvest, all data generated, including individual plant weight, harvest date, total 
plant wet weight, batch identifier, number of harvested plants, and general crop notes will be also 
recorded in BioTrack THC. Branches will be removed from each plant and transferred to the Dry Room; 
the remaining portion of the plant will be weighed and tracked as green waste, which will be transferred 
from the Bloom Room for either composting or destruction and disposal. After drying, plant material 
will be transferred to the Trim Room where agents will remove flowers from branches. Using an ISO 
calibrated and certified scale, branches are weighed (and entered into BioTrack THC) and subsequently 
placed in bags and discarded. The segregated flowers are also weighed with the information recorded in 
BioTrack THC. Agents must reconcile the weight of the batch (branches + flower) with total aggregated 
weight recorded upon harvest. Untrimmed flowers will be transferred to the Trim Room. There, agents 
will manicure flowers. Flowers and usable trimmings will be segregated into different batches, 
weighed/reconciled, given new unique product batch numbers, and tracked throughout the remainder of 
the curing, packaging, testing, storage and transportation processes. 

Using this method, we are able to create detailed reports for each final product that can accurately 
identify the product batch (and even the harvest batch) from which the item was derived. This is 
particularly useful in the event of an adverse event, such as a product recall. 

Inventory Management During Shipment Preparation 
Items that have been ordered by a processor or dispensary will be transferred from the Vault to the 
adjacent Shipping Vault (to avoid confusion and minimize risk of error or diversion). Once the transport 
team is ready, the ordered products will be inspected then transferred from the Shipping Vault to the 
Shipping Preparation Area for staging prior to transport. In preparation of a shipment: 

1) Upon the day of shipment, authorized agents will carefully transfer all itemized products 
identified on the transportation log from the Shipping Vault to the Shipping Preparation Room 
for shipment staging. All actions will be recorded in BioTrack THC, including the name of the 
person(s) making the entry, packaging the shipment, and completing the transport, to maintain an 
unbroken chain of custody report. 

2) Once in the Shipping Preparation Area, agents will carefully pack each item in the shipment into 
proper bulk shipment packaging (i.e., unmarked, tamper-evident opaque boxes affixed with a 
copy of the transportation log and sealed with tamper-evident tape) and affix compliant labels 
while simultaneously conducting a physical audit, on a line item basis, against the transportation 
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log to ensure the shipment matches the log. Items packed will also undergo quality assurance 
inspections for packaging and labeling compliance and to ensure they are undamaged, unexpired, 
and otherwise qualified for distribution. All inspections and confirmations will be recorded in 
BioTrack THC. 

3) Medical marijuana may not be mishandled or mistreated. Unfit and unsafe items must be rejected 
and either corrected (e.g., re-labeled or re-packaged) or transferred to the Quarantine Area for 
inspection and/or destruction and disposal in accordance with company procedures. All rejected 
items will be replaced with suitable products such that the shipment 100% matches the 
transportation log.  

4) Once placed in proper bulk shipment packaging, an agent will affix a label which clearly displays 
the unique shipment identification number, the description, including the weight, of each item, 
date and time of the sealing of the package for shipment, the name and signature of the agent 
who prepared and sealed the package, and the name and address of the Applicant. Package labels 
will also display the name and address of the intended recipient.  

5) Transport agents will ensure the package label is conspicuously located on each package (i.e., 
must be of sufficient size, unobscured, and in a noticeable location). All labels, including their 
placement on the package, must be inspected for compliance and approved prior to continuing to 
the next step in the transportation procedure. 

6) Once package labels have been inspected and approved, the shipment packages will be carefully 
placed into a dedicated lockbox equipped with a GPS tracking device. Each lockbox may only 
contain shipments meant for a single recipient (i.e., there will be no commingling of products 
meant for different recipients).  

7) Prior to sealing any shipment package, transport agents must inspect the packaged medical 
marijuana products and cross-reference items with the transportation log (which identifies all the 
products meant for shipment to the same recipient) again. Any products which are not being 
delivered to the same recipient must be removed and packaged in a separate shipment container. 
Once confirmed, the transport agent will make a record of the inspection before releasing the 
shipment for delivery.  

8) Once all lockboxes for the planned delivery have been filled and securely closed, the transport 
team will exit the Shipping Preparation Area and carefully transfer the lockboxes through a 
security vestibule leading to the secure vehicle sally port. Lockboxes will be swiftly placed into 
the locking cargo area of the transport vehicle already waiting in the sally port (i.e., the enclosed 
area of the facility under 24/7 surveillance used for loading/unloading a transport vehicle).  

9) Once all lockboxes have been placed in the transport vehicle, all doorways leading to the sally 
port will be closed, then the rolling door to the sally port will open, allowing the transport 
vehicle to exit the premises and commence the shipment transportation to the recipient. 
 

Pursuant to our SOPs, a manager will oversee all shipment preparation and transport procedures. At 
least 2 agents, including at least 1 Security Guard, must participate in all such procedures. All shipment 
preparation activities must take place within the view of our recording surveillance system and be 
recorded in BioTrack THC. 

Inventory Management During Shipment Transport and Delivery 
Below are the basic policies and procedures related to inventory management for shipping medical 
marijuana to laboratories, processors and dispensaries. These policies also apply should Applicant need 
to retrieve recalled and/or returned medical marijuana from a processor or dispensary. 

1) Transportation logs must be provided to the receiving entity by the close of business the day 
prior to transport.  
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2) At least 2 agents, including at least 1 security guard, must participate in all shipping procedures, 
which must be conducted within the view of our recording surveillance system.  

3) An authorized manager will oversee all shipping procedures. 
4) The transport team must remain in constant communication with the Applicant security team 

during transport. The security team must be alerted immediately upon any deviation from the trip 
plan. 

5) The security team must track the transport vehicle using the installed GPS tracking devices (note, 
the lockboxes will have their own GPS tracking devices so they can be separately tracked in case 
they are removed from the vehicle during a criminal act). 

6) A delivery team shall proceed in a transport vehicle from the facility, where the medical 
marijuana is loaded, directly to the intended recipient, where the medical marijuana is securely 
unloaded, without unnecessary delays. The transport team may not deviate from the trip plan 
(i.e., no frolics or detours) and must proceed directly from Applicant to the recipient without 
unnecessary delays. Notwithstanding the foregoing, a transport vehicle may make stops at 
multiple facilities, in accordance with the pre-determined trip plan, to deliver medical marijuana. 

7) During transport, the transport team must call the recipient to indicate an accurate 10-minute 
window of time for their expected arrival and provide an accurate description of the transport 
vehicle (e.g., make, model, color, license plate number) and basic identifying information of the 
transport team (e.g., name, physical description). This will allow staff at the receiving facility to 
adequately prepare for receiving procedures, including ensuring proper security measures are in 
place. 

8) If the transport team suspects unlawful activity or is otherwise suspicious of the circumstances of 
the delivery environment, they will immediately cease all delivery activities, return to Applicant, 
and report the situation to the Department and/or law enforcement, if appropriate. 

9) If the transport team believes the receiving circumstances are safe and secure, they will follow all 
reasonable transport and receiving procedures required by the recipient and will request that all 
activities be conducted within the view of a recording surveillance system. 

10) Once receiving security has authenticated and verified the transport team’s identifications and 
credentials, the recipient’s security team will instruct our transport team on their entry protocol. 
The transport team will follow all reasonable requests.  

11) Once safely within the recipient’s premises, the transport team must provide the transportation 
log to the receiving team which must then be compared against the advanced copy previously 
sent to verify the delivery information matches exactly. 

12) Once visitor registration procedures have been completed, the transport team must provide 
recipient security the transportation log which must then be compared against the advanced copy 
to verify the information matches exactly, except where amendments are noted and approved. 

13) Once the log has been verified as accurate, the transport team will unload the product shipment 
from their vehicle and follow reasonable directions from the receiving team regarding the 
unpacking of the shipment in a secure area within the view of a recording surveillance system. 

14) Once inside the receiving room, transport agents will not unpack the shipment until authorized 
by security (after the access door to the room is fully closed and secure).  

15) Transport agents will carefully unpack the shipment while simultaneously conducting a third 
physical audit of the shipment against the transportation log to ensure shipment accuracy. Again, 
items unpacked will undergo quality assurance inspections for packaging and labeling 
compliance and to ensure they are undamaged, unexpired, and otherwise qualified for 
dispensation.  

16) Medical marijuana may not be mishandled or mistreated. Unfit and unsafe items must be 
rejected. 

17) Once all items are unpacked, receiving agents will conduct another review to verify shipment 
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accuracy. Once re-verified, receiving agents may accept the approved items, request the transport 
team to sign/date audit records attesting to shipment accuracy, and take full custody of the 
shipment. A compliant transaction receipt will then be issued. Notably, no cash may be 
exchanged during this process; all payments will be made directly with Applicant so that 
transporters are not handling any cash. 

18) If a discrepancy is discovered, staff will immediately report the discrepancy to appropriate law 
enforcement authorities and to the Department either through a designated phone line established 
by the Department or by electronic communication in a manner prescribed by the Department.  
 

Upon completion and acceptance of the delivery and product transfer process, transport agents will 
immediately return to the transport vehicle and either return to Applicant or continue to the next 
recipient destination in strict accordance with the trip plan. 

Inventory Audits 
Applicant will establish inventory controls and procedures to conduct routine scheduled, as well as 
unannounced, daily, monthly, and annual inventories and inventory audits to confirm that our physical 
inventory matches our digital records stored in BioTrack THC. Prior to commencing business, Applicant 
will conduct an initial comprehensive inventory of all medical marijuana, which will be used as the 
baseline. Thereafter, we will conduct ongoing inventory reviews which will enable us to detect any 
diversion, theft or loss in a timely manner. Upon commencing business, we will conduct weekly 
inventory audits and keep records of: 1) the date of the inventory, 2) the amount of medical marijuana 
on hand, 3) the amount of medical marijuana sold since the previous weekly inventory (including the 
date of sale, license number and name of the purchaser and batch number, registered product name and 
quantity sold), 4) the date, quantity and method of disposal of medical marijuana, if applicable, 5) a 
summary of the inventory findings, and 6) the name, signature and title of the employees who conducted 
and oversaw the inventory. 

On an annual basis, a Type 1 Key Employee will conduct a physical, manual inventory of the medical 
marijuana on hand and compare the findings to an annual inventory report generated using our inventory 
tracking system (i.e., BioTrack THC). If any discrepancies are found outside of normal loss due to 
moisture loss and handling, the Type 1 Key Employee will report such findings to the Department in 
accordance with OAC 3796:5-4-01. 

All required inventories, procedures and other documents will be maintained digitally and in hard copy. 
All electronic records will be stored onsite in the Records Storage Room (accessible only by authorized 
employees) for a minimum of 5 years and be made available to the Department at all times. 

Inventory Records and Record Retention 
Applicant will adopt best practices developed and implemented by our medical marijuana cultivator 
affiliates with regards to inventory records storage, including but not limited to cultivation records, 
production records, sales records, transport records, sales records and other relevant records. All 
physical records will be securely stored in the limited-access Records Storage Room (adjacent to the 
General Manager’s office) within a commercial grade storage cabinet, closet, or other secure place to 
protect them from tampering or theft. The only exception will be for security surveillance footage which 
will be stored in the limited-access Security Server & Records Room (accessible only through the 
Security/Surveillance Room). Only authorized and properly credentialed agents may access the 
Applicant’s records. All electronic records, except surveillance footage, will be stored in BioTrack THC 
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(or a similar electronic recordkeeping system) in a manner that is password protected, TLS/SSL 
encrypted, and accessible only to those authorized persons with proper credentials.  

Applicant will have an electronic back-up system for all written and electronic inventory records. 
Duplicate records will be stored within an access-controlled facility maintained or recommended by our 
trusted commercial security monitoring service provider, if approved by the Department. Applicant will 
give preference to off-site record storage locations protected by 2 independent security alarm systems 
monitored by 2 independent commercial security monitoring services. 

PART IV: DISPOSAL AND WASTE REMOVAL 
To prevent unlawful or unintended emission of waste – hazardous or otherwise – into the environment, 
Applicant will adhere to comprehensive and thoughtful waste management standard operating 
procedures, adopted and amended accordingly from our medical marijuana cultivator affiliates across 
the country. Accordingly, we will ensure medical marijuana waste is secured and properly disposed of in 
full compliance with the standards set forth under OAC 3796:2-2-03. 
 
The overarching goal of Applicant’s waste disposal plan, which will be provided in full to the Ohio 
Department for review at the time the Department determines us to be operational, is to protect the state 
and its natural resources from potentially adverse events as a result of coming into contact with waste 
produced by our operations, particularly medical marijuana waste.  
 
Any Applicant agent who is responsible for the storage, collection, and/or disposal of medical marijuana 
waste will be trained in our SOPs before performing related tasks. To ensure that there is no deviation 
from set protocol, we will implement a systems of checks and balances, including but not limited to, 
inventory tracking measures (all steps in the handling, destruction, and disposal of waste must be 
recorded in our electronic inventory and recordkeeping system), video surveillance protocol (all related 
activities must be conducted within the view of our recording surveillance cameras), and a requirement 
that 2 staff members conduct all destruction and disposal activities- one to perform the actions and the 
other to bear witness. All employees will be trained upon hire, and again during annual refresher 
training, in the details related to our waste disposal plan. 
 
Waste Management 
It can be expected that a licensed cultivator will generate medical marijuana waste, including unused, 
surplus, returned, recalled, contaminated or expired medical marijuana, which may also include medical 
marijuana plant material that is not used in the production of medical marijuana earmarked for 
distribution (e.g., roots, trunks, branches, etc.). Medical marijuana waste may include:  
 

• Unsafe or unfit flowers, trim, leaves, stems, seeds 
• Dead, diseased and/or contaminated medical marijuana plants 
• Unused, unsafe or unfit medical marijuana plant parts 
• Undesired, excess, unauthorized, obsolete, adulterated, misbranded or deteriorated medical 

marijuana  
• Any other product containing medical marijuana that is intended to be destroyed 

 
In maintaining a safe and effective operation, medical marijuana waste will be diligently collected, 
stored, recorded, and rendered unusable and unrecognizable before being properly disposed of in 
accordance with Applicant SOPs. This will be completed in strict compliance with OAC 3796:2-2-03(C) 
(relating to cultivator waste disposal), provided such waste is not hazardous. Upon confirmation of 
determination as medical marijuana waste, waste must be transferred to the Quarantine Area (segregated 
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from the rest of the facility by sanitation vestibules) to prevent cross-contamination and to maintain a 
clean and sanitary workplace environment. Within the Quarantine Area, appropriately trained agents 
will conduct thorough inspection and review of the medical marijuana waste. Once inspections have 
concluded, the medical marijuana waste will either be composted (preferable) or destroyed and removed 
from the premises in the adjacent Waste Destruction & Disposal Area which contains the proper 
equipment to effectuate compliant destruction and disposal activities. 
 
Quarantine Transfers 
All materials that have been deemed medical marijuana waste will first be collected into waste bins 
located throughout the premise, clearly marked “FOR QUARANTINE.” Once collected, such waste will 
be transferred to the Quarantine Area, where it will be carefully inspected for any signs of 
contamination. Each batch of medical marijuana waste will be given a unique bar code for identification 
purposes, then the waste batch’s weight, contents, and date of collection will be recorded. 
 
Upon confirmed determination as medical marijuana waste (or suspicion of qualification as waste), 
management will be immediately notified, and the subject materials will be further segregated and 
redundantly reviewed. Within the Quarantine Area, the inspected waste will be stored for no longer than 
24 hours in a safe or storage bin until destroyed or disposed of according to protocol. All quarantine 
product transfer procedures will be handled by a minimum of 2 authorized employees and will be 
conducted in the presence of security agents and within the view of our recording surveillance system. 
 
Quarantine Protocol 
After the transfer to quarantine, authorized employees must inspect all quarantined materials (and its 
packaging, if applicable) to assess the integrity of the material, the likelihood of the spread of 
contamination throughout the facility or to other inventory (plants or products), and/or any other threats 
posed by the medical marijuana waste. They must also update our inventory tracking system to note the 
quarantine transfer and details from the assessment. Immediately following the safe transfer of all 
quarantined materials, employees will notify management. Once in quarantine, materials will be subject 
to further investigation, examination, and testing by authorized staff. Quarantine materials will remain in 
the Quarantine Area until the medical marijuana is either salvaged (based on the results of the quarantine 
review and the nature and reason for the quarantine) or destroyed or otherwise disposed of in accordance 
with OAC 3796:2-2-03. 
 
Non-Hazardous Waste Disposal 
All non-hazardous medical marijuana waste will be stored in the Quarantine Area pending approved 
destruction procedures. This waste will be transferred to the adjacent Waste Destruction & Disposal 
Area and rendered unusable and unrecognizable before composting in a secured on-site area of the 
facility (to minimize carbon footprint and mitigate environmental impact) or removal from the facility 
by a waste removal company. To destroy non-hazardous medical marijuana waste, Applicant will render 
the medical marijuana waste unusable by grinding and incorporating the waste with one or more non-
consumable, solid wastes such as paper waste, cardboard waste, food waste, yard or garden waste, 
grease or other compostable oil waste, bokashi or other compost activators, soil or other used growth 
media, or other wastes approved by the Department. The resulting mixture must be at least 51% non-
medical marijuana waste and will be deemed unusable and unrecognizable when all components of the 
waste are indistinguishable and incapable of being ingested, inhaled, injected, swallowed, or otherwise 
used for medical use.  
 
Once incorporated with the non-consumable, solid wastes, the resulting mixture will then be transferred 
to the secure Composting Area on the exterior of the premises or, if composting is not ideal or safe given 
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the nature of the waste, it will be transferred to a locked dumpster on the exterior of the facility before 
removal by an approved waste removal company. Note, to ensure the sanitary conditions of our facility, 
we will design a sanitation vestibule leading from the Waste Destruction & Disposal Area to the exterior 
of the facility. 
 
All staff handling non-hazardous medical marijuana waste must be properly equipped with gloves, 
goggles, face mask, and other protective gear to ensure their safety and to mitigate cross-contamination. 
After handling waste, agents must be decontaminated and sanitized before reentering the operational 
areas of the facility. 
 
All destruction and disposal activities must be conducted by at least 2 authorized employees, within 
view of the surveillance system, and all activities must be entered into our electronic tracking system. 
Recordkeeping details will include:  
 

• The date and time of the destruction and disposal 
• Details of the method of destruction 
• The manner of disposal 
• The volume and weight of the medical marijuana waste (both before and after destruction) 
• The volume and weight of the approved solid waste media used to render the medical marijuana 

unusable 
• The unique identification codes associated with the medical marijuana scheduled for destruction 
• The reasoning for and description of the disposal 
• The names and identification numbers of staff conducting the destruction and disposal  
• The signature of the type 1 key employee overseeing the disposal 
• If the medical marijuana waste for disposal contains plant material that was prepared for sale to a 

dispensary or processor, the batch number, strain, volume and weight of the plant material being 
disposed of 

 
In order to deter criminal activity, no medical marijuana waste (unless rendered unrecognizable and 
unusable) will be stored in containers outside the Applicant facility.  
 
Composting Waste 
Applicant strongly prefers to compost and beneficially use medical marijuana waste through a permit-
by-rule when appropriate given the nature of the waste. Doing so will minimize our carbon footprint and 
mitigate the environmental impact of operations. In accordance with OAC 3796:2-2-03(B), we will 
ensure all medical marijuana waste is incorporated with one or more approved non-consumable, solid 
wastes in order to create a mixture that is at least fifty-one percent non-marijuana waste.   
 
All composting activities must be conducted by a type 1 key employee with prior authorization and must 
take place within the view of the surveillance system. The premise will have adequate equipment for 
securely composting of medical marijuana waste, which will be handled in a manner to avoid attracting 
and/or becoming a breeding ground for pests and to minimize the risk of contamination. All staff 
handling the composting of medical marijuana waste must be properly equipped with gloves, goggles, 
face mask, and other protective gear to ensure their safety and to mitigate cross-contamination. After 
working with compost materials, agents must be decontaminated and sanitized before reentering the 
operational areas of the facility. 
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All composting actions must also be recorded into our electronic tracking system including: the date and 
time of the composting and disposal, details of the composting method, the volume and weight of the 
medical marijuana waste, the unique batch identifier of the medical marijuana, the reasoning for 
disposal, and the names and employee identification numbers of staff handling the composting. If the 
product being disposed of was prepared for sale to a dispensary or processor, then the batch number, 
strain, volume, and weight of the material will also be recorded in the electronic tracking system. 
 
Hazardous Waste Disposal 
Applicant is fully aware of, and beholden to Federal, State and municipal laws regarding the proper 
disposal of hazardous materials. All hazardous waste, including any medical marijuana waste 
determined to be hazardous after quarantine inspection, will be managed in strict compliance with 
Federal and State law, rules and regulations related to hazardous waste, in accordance with OAC 
3796:2-2-03(E). Applicant will also adhere to the rules and regulations set forth in the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 and the Solid Waste Management Act when disposing of 
hazardous materials, including any liquids, chemicals, pesticides, manufacturing solvents, and other 
chemical wastes that may contain traces of medical marijuana. 
 
All hazardous waste disposal activities must be conducted by at least 2 authorized employees, must take 
place within view of the surveillance system, and must be recorded in the electronic tracking system. 
Details to be entered into the recordkeeping system include:  
 

• The date and time of the destruction and disposal 
• Details of the method of destruction 
• The manner of disposal 
• The volume and weight of the medical marijuana waste (both before and after destruction) 
• The volume and weight of the approved solid waste media used to render the medical marijuana 

unusable 
• The unique identification codes associated with the medical marijuana scheduled for destruction 
• The reasoning for and description of the disposal 
• The names and identification numbers of staff conducting the destruction and disposal  
• The signature of the type 1 key employee overseeing the disposal 
• If the medical marijuana waste for disposal contains plant material that was prepared for sale to a 

dispensary or processor, the batch number, strain, volume and weight of the plant material being 
disposed of 
 

All staff handling hazardous waste must be properly equipped with gloves, goggles, face mask, and 
other protective gear to ensure their safety and to mitigate cross-contamination. After handling 
hazardous waste, agents must be decontaminated and sanitized before reentering the operational areas of 
the facility. 
 
Wastewater Disposal 
In order to eliminate true wastewater, Applicant will capture and treat water drained after feeding 
medical marijuana plants for reuse in our fertilization program (using commercial grade water filtration 
systems). Applicant will develop and implement proven recapture and re-use methodologies designed by 
our Chief Operations Officer, an expert in sustainable, closed-loop systems. Though not anticipated, if 
necessary, Applicant will manage wastewater or spent hydroponic nutrient solution generated or 
produced from the growing, harvesting or production of medical marijuana plants in accordance with 
one of the following methods: 
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• Treat and discharge into waters under a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit 

or water quality management permit 
• Discharge into a permitted sewage treatment system in accordance with local, Federal and State 

requirements 
• Dispose in a municipal waste landfill if placed in a container that is less than 1 gallon in size 

 
PART V: ADVERSE EVENTS AND RECALL PROCEDURES 
Recalls and Returns of Medical Marijuana Products 
Should any medical marijuana produced by Applicant be the subject of an adverse event or is otherwise 
recalled or returned (including but not limited to expired, damaged, deteriorated, mislabeled, adulterated 
or contaminated products), we will follow established transportation SOPs, in full compliance with all 
applicable regulations, in retrieving such items. Upon becoming aware of any problem identified with 
any of our medical marijuana and/or any complaint made to a dispensary or processor by a patient, 
caregiver or practitioner who reports an adverse event involving our medical marijuana, Applicant will 
immediately notify the Department of the event by telephone and email. After reviewing our 
transactions records, we will further immediately notify by telephone and email any processors and/or 
dispensaries that purchased our medical marijuana from the same batch or another potentially affected 
batch. In the case of a product recall or return, Applicant will: 

1) Schedule a pick up from the affected processor(s) and/or dispensary(ies) 
2) Follow all established transport protocols identified in our standard transportation plan 
3) Immediately upon return to Applicant with the affected products, complete an inventory audit to 

ensure physical inventory exactly matches the transportation log (this facilitates the confirmation 
that we in fact have retrieved all recalled/returned products) 

4) Transfer all returned or recalled products to quarantine for storage until they are inspected, 
destroyed and properly disposed of 

5) Record all actions in our electronic inventory and recordkeeping system, BioTrack THC 
6) Complete all actions in the presence of our recording surveillance system 

 
All information related to the recall or return, including all steps taken to transfer affected products, will 
be recorded in BioTrack THC, including: 

1) A copy of the complaint 
2) The name, address, license number of the processor/dispensary that received the complaint(s) 

regarding the affected product 
3) The name, address, license number of any other processor/dispensary that has purchased the 

affected product 
4) The name, product type, quantity, and unique product identifier of all recalled/returned products 
5) Nature of the recall or complaint 
6) The date and time of any returned products 
7) The date and time of the product transfer to the Quarantine Area 
8) The name and identification number of all employees participating in any recall or product 

transfer activity 
9) If applicable, the date and time of product pickup from the processor/dispensary 
10) The employee identification numbers of all staff participating in each step of the 

pickup/transportation activities  
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11) If applicable, the date and time of product destruction and/or disposal, including the method of 
destruction/disposal and the employee identification numbers of all staff participating in each 
step of the destruction/disposal activities 
 

Moreover, management will review applicable inventory records and reports to determine which, if any, 
other product batches, process batches or even harvest batches may also be affected by the recall. An 
internal investigation will ensue to determine the cause of the issue and how to avoid or mitigate it in the 
future. Appropriate measures will be taken to quarantine then dispose of all recalled products in 
accordance with our medical marijuana waste disposal protocol identified above. 

Transfer of Returned, Unfit, and Recalled Products to Quarantine 
Upon identifying and retrieving any returned, unfit (including but not limited to expired, damaged, 
deteriorated, mislabeled, adulterated or contaminated products), and/or recalled medical marijuana 
products, staff will immediately initiate the secure and sanitary transfer of such returned, unfit, and/or 
recalled products to the Quarantine Area. Authorized agents tasked with quarantine transfers will first 
inspect all quarantined products and product packaging to assess the integrity of the containers, the 
likelihood of the spread of contamination to our facility or other inventory, and any other health, 
sanitation, safety, or security threats posed by such products. They will then update our BioTrack THC 
inventory tracking and recordkeeping system detailing the inspection. 

Once the inspection has been completed, the agents will immediately transfer all returned, unfit, and/or 
recalled products to the access-controlled Quarantine Area and carefully place the affected items in an 
appropriately designated commercial-grade TL30 safe or secure, lockable air-tight storage bin for safe 
storage of the quarantined products pending further inspection. 

All quarantine product transfer procedures will be handled by a minimum of 2 authorized agents and 
will be conducted in the presence of security agents and within the view of our recording surveillance 
system. Once a quarantine product transfer has been completed, authorized agents will exit the 
Quarantine Area ensuring the door has been fully closed, secured, and locked and update the BioTrack 
THC system with all actions taken to the products. Immediately following the safe transfer to 
quarantine, agents will notify management. 

Once in quarantine, products will be subject to further investigation, examination, and testing by 
authorized staff. Quarantined products will remain in the Quarantine Area until such products are either 
salvaged (based strictly on the results of any investigation, examination, and/or testing and the nature 
and reason for the quarantine, e.g., correcting a non-compliant label), or destroyed or otherwise disposed 
of in accordance with our destruction and disposal SOPs, which are compliant with OAC 3796:2-2-03. 

Quarantine Room Storage 
Applicant’s facility will be equipped with a sufficiently sized Quarantine Area that is access-controlled 
and located adjacent to the Waste Destruction & Disposal Area and near exits from the facility (to 
facilitate the swift destruction and disposal of quarantined products). The Quarantine Area will be a 
separate locked, alarmed, and monitored limited-access area used exclusively for the storage of medical 
marijuana plants and products that are diseased, unsafe, expired, undesired, excess, unauthorized, 
damaged, deteriorated, adulterated, mislabeled, misbranded, obsolete, contaminated, recalled, or whose 
containers or packaging have been opened or breached, until such products are destroyed or otherwise 
disposed of as in accordance with our waste disposal protocol in compliance with OAC 3796:2-2-03.  
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Within the Quarantine Area, Applicant will maintain an appropriate number of commercial-grade TL30 
safes that meet DEA requirements for the storage of Schedule I and II drugs and/or an appropriate 
number of secure, lockable air-tight storage bins for storage of all quarantined products. These safes and 
storage bins will be utilized as single-purpose, dedicated units for the secure storage of specific types of 
quarantined products, and will be labeled accordingly (e.g., there will be a safe/bin specifically 
dedicated for recalled products, a safe/bin specifically dedicated for expired products, a safe/bin 
specifically dedicated for contaminated plant material, and so on). The purpose of this segregation 
system is to allow for a proper investigation or examination of the products without risk of confusion, 
cross-contamination, or other concerns which could affect the integrity of an investigation or 
examination, to facilitate the organization of the storage area, to facilitate the accuracy and integrity of 
any recall activities and related recordkeeping, and to facilitate the orderly destruction, disposal, and 
removal of unsalvageable medical marijuana.  

Quarantine Access 
The Quarantine Area will be strictly access-controlled starting with the entry points. A pin pad and 
swipe-card reader will allow access, and only a minimum number of employees – based on job 
responsibility and necessity – will be authorized a unique pin number and card with unique 
identification coding to gain entry. All Quarantine Area entry/exits will be logged digitally, including 
dates/times and the unique code number and card swiped (i.e., the employee identity), and kept for 
recordkeeping purposes. These entry/exit logs can be accessed by authorized employees, as well as the 
Department, government and/or law enforcement officials on officially documented business, upon 
request. In addition to supporting investigations, this level of security also provides control over who 
may enter/exit the area at all times.  
 
Employees granted keys, swipe cards and/or pin codes must maintain possession of the keys and cards at 
all times. These items are not transferable, are not permitted to be used by any other employee, and may 
not be left unattended. Employees will be trained to protect these items in a secure fashion when not at 
work. The Quarantine Area will be heavily monitored 24/7 by our recording surveillance system. Only 
the minimum number of highly trained and trusted employees necessary for efficient operations will be 
authorized to access this restricted-access room, and they will only be permitted access for the minimum 
amount of time necessary to perform their duties. 

PART VI: RECORD KEEPING AND REGULATORY COMPLIANCE 
Part VI(A): Record Keeping Policies and Procedures 
Applicant will develop and implement a plan to use established recordkeeping procedures adopted, and 
modified accordingly, from our medical marijuana cultivator affiliates operating across the country. In 
accordance with protocol and with OAC 3796:2-2-08 (regarding records and reporting requirements), 
Applicant will create and maintain all written and/or electronic records, as appropriate, and securely 
store them for a period of at least 5 years.  

In addition, in accordance with OAC 3796:2-2-08(B), Applicant will use our electronic tracking system, 
BioTrack THC, to store and retrieve all required records. Notably, BioTrack 1) has the ability to 
guarantee the confidentiality of the information stored in the system (it is TLS/SSL encrypted and 
password protected), 2) is capable of providing safeguards against erasures and unauthorized changes in 
data after the information has been entered and verified, 3) is capable of placing a litigation hold or 
enforcing record retention hold for purposes of conducting an investigation or pursuant to ongoing 
litigation (information can be stored perpetually), and 4) is capable of being reconstructed in the event of 
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a computer malfunction or accident resulting in the destruction of the data bank (the program is an 
internet-based system allowing for remote access if given the authorization). 

Electronic Recordkeeping Software 
To generate and maintain electronic records (including but not limited to inventory tracking, sales 
transaction, disposal/destruction, transportation, testing, quality assurance, security, 
cultivation/production, financial, employee, adverse event/recall, theft/loss, visitor and other important 
records), Applicant will utilize the BioTrack THC inventory tracking and recordkeeping software 
system (or a similar system). BioTrack THC is a widely utilized, proprietary seed-to-sale inventory 
tracking and recordkeeping system currently used by our medical marijuana cultivator affiliates. 

BioTrack THC has the capability to track products from seed to sale, allowing for accurate real-time 
inventory records. Upon entering a trackable item into the system, a unique plant/product identifier will 
be issued for tracking and recordkeeping purposes. All actions taken to inventory as whole, by batch or 
by individual product, will be digitally recorded for instant and long-term analysis purposes. Detailed 
records can be stored in perpetuity. BioTrack THC also allows us to create precise inventory records at a 
moment’s notice, so any discrepancies or breaks in the chain of custody will become immediately 
apparent, igniting swift corrective action measures to investigate and resolve issues.  

Generally, we will use BioTrack THC to track and record all actions related cultivating, production, 
packaging, labeling, handling, storing, transferring, and transporting medical marijuana in accordance 
with all applicable laws, rules, and regulations. In compliance with OAC 3796:2-2-04(A), Applicant 
will securely attach a tag to each plant’s container that includes, at a minimum, our name and license 
number, the registered name of the strain, the unique plant identifier, and any general information 
regarding the plant that is used for traceability. 

 
All entries into the BioTrack THC system will include the unique employee identification number of the 
staff member taking the relevant action so that we know who is/was responsible for each step in our 
integrated processes. All appropriately authorized staff members will be thoroughly trained in the use 
and functionality of the BioTrack THC software system to ensure the accuracy and integrity of our 
electronic recordkeeping system.  

Records and Record Retention 
Applicant will adopt best practices developed and implemented by our medical marijuana cultivator 
affiliates with regards to records storage, including but not limited to surveillance footage, security 
records, cultivation records, production records, sales records, inventory records, and other business 
records. All physical records will be securely stored in the limited-access Records Storage Room 
(adjacent to the General Manager’s office) within a commercial grade storage cabinet, closet, or other 
secure place to protect them from tampering or theft. The only exception will be for security 
surveillance footage which will be stored in the limited-access Security Server & Records Room 
(accessible only through the Security/Surveillance Room).  

Only authorized and properly credentialed agents may access the Applicant’s records. All electronic 
records, except surveillance footage, will be stored in BioTrack THC (or a similar electronic 
recordkeeping system) in a manner that is password protected, TLS/SSL encrypted, and accessible only 
to those authorized persons with proper credentials.  
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Applicant will have an electronic back-up system for all written and electronic inventory records. 
Duplicate records will be stored within an access-controlled facility maintained or recommended by our 
trusted commercial security monitoring service provider, if approved by the Department. Applicant will 
give preference to off-site record storage locations protected by 2 independent security alarm systems 
monitored by 2 independent commercial security monitoring services. 

Surveillance Recordings 
Recordings of all images captured by each surveillance camera will be stored on-site on password-
protected hard drives, which will be securely locked in a commercial grade safe, locking closet, or 
locking storage cabinet within the limited-access Security Server & Records Room (accessible only 
through the restricted-access and monitored Security/Surveillance Room) to protect recordings from 
tampering or theft. Only authorized management will have the passwords to the hard drives. To ensure 
redundancy of protection, we intend to install a secondary security alarm system (separate from the 
facility’s primary security system but meeting the same specifications) covering the Security Server & 
Records Room where surveillance recordings are stored. The security/surveillance and the Security 
Server & Records Rooms will be locked at all times and will never be used for any other purpose or 
function.  

Human Resources Records 
Applicant’s human resources department will retain records of job applicants and employees, including 
but not limited to job applications, documentation of verification of references, signed registration 
forms, signed employment agreements, employee logs (recording the name, address, phone, and 
emergency contact information; registration number and access credential designation; date of hire and 
date of separation, if applicable, and the reason for separation; all training, education and disciplinary 
records; and salary and wages paid and any executive compensation, bonus, benefit, or item of value 
paid), and Federal criminal background reports, annual reviews, initial and refresher training certificates 
of completion, etc., in accordance with our human resources policies. Human resources will also retain 
electronic and hardcopy versions of all training materials and attendance records for at least 5 years. All 
human resources records, to the extent not confidential, will be made available for inspection by the 
Department upon request. 

Diversity Plan Records 
Applicant is committed to our diversity plan and will keep accurate records to ensure its implementation, 
ongoing improvements where needed, and reporting. We will maintain applicant and employment 
records that reflect recruiting activities, the number and characteristics of applicants and employees, and 
our employment practices, such as hires, transfers, promotions, compensation decisions, and 
terminations. This includes maintaining job applicants’ voluntary self-report form on race, ethnicity, and 
veteran, veteran-disabled, and disability status. This information will help us analyze whether we are 
attracting a diverse pool of applicants. 

Additionally, Applicant will keep materials evidencing our affirmative action efforts. This includes 
items such as copies of documents that indicate employment policies and practices, copies of letters sent 
to suppliers and vendors stating the EEO/affirmative action policy, copies of letters sent to recruitment 
sources and community organizations, and copies of contract language incorporating the regulatory 
equal opportunity clauses 41 CFR 60-1.4, 60-300.5, and 60-741.5. 

Furthermore, Applicant will maintain documentation of the following as part of our internal AAP/EEO 
auditing and recordkeeping system:  
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1) An applicant flow log showing the name, race, sex, date of application, job title, interview status, 
and the action taken for all individuals applying for jobs 

2) Log of job offers, hires, promotions, resignations, terminations, and layoffs by employment 
category, gender, and diversity group 

3) Employment applications  
4) Compensation records 

 
Applicant will report on the participation level, by percentage, of diverse groups as owners, managers, 
staff, contractors, and professional service providers. These reports will include reports on promotions 
and advancements of individuals who are members of diverse groups, along with dollar amounts 
contracted to businesses representing diverse groups. These reports will be in addition to anything 
explicitly required by the state. 

Visitor Records 
Generally, only authorized employees and the Department or its authorized agents, or other Federal, 
State, or local government officials performing their official functions and duties may enter our facility. 
When admitting a visitor, Applicant will require the visitor to sign a visitor log upon entering and 
leaving a limited access area. Applicant will maintain the visitor log in digital and hard copy for 5 years 
and make the log available to the Department, State or local law enforcement and other State or local 
government officials upon request if necessary to perform the government officials’ functions and 
duties. The log will include the full name of each visitor, each visitor’s identification badge number, the 
time of arrival and departure, the purpose of the visit, the name and employee identification number of 
the assigned escort, and the list of all areas visited. A copy of the visitor’s identification documents will 
be affixed to the visitor log and stored for recordkeeping purposes. 
Inventory Audit Records 
Applicant will establish inventory controls and procedures to conduct routine scheduled as well as 
unannounced daily, monthly, and annual inventories and inventory reviews/audits to confirm that our 
physical inventory matches our digital records stored in BioTrack THC. Monthly inventory reviews 
include but will not be limited to medical marijuana plants in the process of growing and medical 
marijuana that is being stored for future sale. At least annually, comprehensive inventories of seeds, 
immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, and medical marijuana products will be 
conducted. 

A written record and/or electronic record will be created and maintained for each inventory and audit 
that will include the date of the inventory, a summary of the inventory findings, and the names, 
signatures, employee identification numbers and titles or positions of the individuals who conducted the 
inventory. All audit reports will be recorded digitally and in hard copy. All electronic records will be 
securely stored onsite for a minimum of 5 years and backed up for secure offsite storage. 

Recalls and Returns Records 
Applicant will notify the Department and any processors/dispensaries that purchased our medical 
marijuana immediately upon becoming aware of any problem identified with any of our medical 
marijuana products and/or any complaint made to a processor/dispensary by a patient, caregiver or 
practitioner who reports an adverse event from using medical marijuana dispensed by Applicant. We 
will cease producing and delivering the affected medical marijuana and coordinate the return of the 
recalled medical marijuana with the processor(s)/dispensary(ies). All information related to the recall, 
including all steps taken to transfer products, will be recorded in BioTrack THC, including: 
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1) A copy of the complaint 
2) The name, address, license number of the processor/dispensary that received the complaint(s) 

regarding the affected product 
3) The name, address, license number of any other processor/dispensary that has purchased the 

affected product 
4) The name, product type, quantity, and unique product identifier of all recalled/returned products 
5) Nature of the recall or complaint 
6) The date and time of any returned products 
7) The date and time of the product transfer to the Quarantine Area 
8) The name and identification number of all employees participating in any recall or product 

transfer activity 
9) If applicable, the date and time of product pickup from the processor/dispensary 
10) The employee identification numbers of all staff participating in each step of the 

pickup/transportation activities  
11) If applicable, the date and time of product destruction and/or disposal, including the method of 

destruction/disposal and the employee identification numbers of all staff participating in each 
step of the destruction/disposal activities 
 

All medical marijuana handled in these circumstances must be continuously tracked using BioTrack 
THC. 

Business and Financial Records 
In accordance with OAC 3796:2-2-08, as well as industry best practice, Applicant will create and 
maintain the following business and financial records: 

1) Employment policies and procedures 
2) Facility rules, guidelines, and policies 
3) Training materials 
4) Employment handbooks, manuals, and other documents 
5) Security policies and procedures, including: 

a) Staff identification measures 
b) Monitoring attendance of staff and visitors 
c) Alarm system plan 
d) Video surveillance plan 
e) Monitoring and tracking inventory 
f) Personnel security 

6) Policies and procedures for cultivating, production, testing, packaging, labeling, handling, 
tracking, transporting, storing, disposing, returning, and recalling products containing medical 
marijuana in accordance with all applicable laws, rules, and regulations 

7) Workplace safety policies and procedures 
8) Maintenance, cleaning, and sanitation policies and procedures for the site, facility, tools, and 

equipment 
9) Inventory maintenance and reporting procedures 
10) Policies and procedures to investigate complaints and potential adverse events from other 

medical marijuana organizations, patients, caregivers, or practitioners 
11) The use and functionality of our electronic inventory tracking and recordkeeping system  
12) Other plans of operation 
13) Annual budgets, financial forecasts, and other business planning reports 
14) Transaction and sales records, including purchase invoices, bills of lading, manifests, copies of 

bills of sale, and any supporting documents 
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15) Expenses and expenditures records 
16) Bank statements and canceled checks for all accounts 
17) Accounting and tax records 
18) Inventory audit records, both internally and independently produced  
19) List of all current management and employees, including a separate list of all employees 

permitted to access any security and surveillance areas 
20) List of all company vendors, contractors, consultants, and permitted grower/processor 

manufacturers, including copies of all relevant contracts 
21) All notices and written communications with the Department 
22) Other business records used in the operation of our facility 

 
All business records, including full and complete plans of operation, will be made available to the 
Department upon request and during any inspection of our sites and facilities. 

Equipment Maintenance Log 
Applicant will conduct regular maintenance inspections to ensure all tools and equipment are in good 
working condition and that any repairs, alterations or upgrades to the alarm, security, and surveillance 
systems are made for the proper operation of the systems. Staff will keep written logs of all maintenance 
activities performed which record the dates, times, affected equipment, actions taken, and the name and 
employee identification number of the agent performing the maintenance. We will retain records of all 
inspections, servicing, alterations, and upgrades performed on the systems for at least 5 years and will 
make the records available to the Department and its authorized agents following a request. 

Pursuant to SOPs, Applicant will also maintain an accurate log recording the maintenance of equipment, 
cleaning of equipment and calibration of equipment. Agents will be properly trained on calibration and 
recordkeeping protocol.  

Transaction Records 
Upon each successful delivery and completion of the sale to a processor or dispensary (and upon each 
delivery of product for testing by an approved laboratory), the transport agent responsible for the 
delivery will issue a transaction receipt. The agent will make a record which includes the following: 

1) The name, address, and license number assigned to Applicant 
2) The name, address, and license number assigned to the processor/dispensary making the 

purchase (or laboratory receiving the product) 
3) The date and time of delivery 
4) The quantity, type, and form of medical marijuana delivered 
5) Data documented in the transportation log 
6) Any other required data by the Department 

 
Thereafter, the agent will record identical information in BioTrack THC for historical recordkeeping 
purposes. Additional information recorded in our recordkeeping system includes: 

1) A copy of the transportation log 
2) Confirmation that each physical audit of delivered products matches the transportation log 
3) Any discrepancies between the physical audit and the transportation log, including all 

remediation actions and investigations taken 
4) The results of each packaging/labeling quality assurance inspection conducted during the 

shipment preparation, transportation and delivery processes 
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5) Each medical marijuana product accepted by a product shipment recipient, including all 
identifying information 

6) The date and time of commencement of the delivery procedures 
7) The date and time the processor/dispensary/laboratory took custody of the products 
8) A copy of the delivery transaction receipt 

 
Transportation Log and Shipping Records 
In accordance with OAC 3796:5-3-01(A), Applicant will generate printed and electronic transportation 
logs for each product shipment to accompany every transport vehicle. The log will, at a minimum, 
contain: 

1) The name, address and license number of the Applicant  
2) The name, address and license number of the receiving entity 
3) The names and registration numbers of employees transporting the medical marijuana 
4) The license plate number and vehicle type of our transport vehicle  
5) The time of departure and estimated time of arrival 
6) The specific delivery route, including street names and distances 
7) The total weight of the shipment and a description of each individual package in the shipment, 
and the total number of individual packages 
 

In any instance where the transport team is tasked with multiple deliveries within a single planned trip, 
Applicant will create separate transportation logs for each recipient which correctly reflects the specific 
medical marijuana in transit. Accordingly, each recipient must provide our team with a printed receipt 
for the medical marijuana received. 

All inventory shipment related records, including transportation logs, trip plans, and the like, will be 
stored for at least 5 years. Moreover, authorized staff will record in BioTrack THC in real-time: 

1) All transfers of product from the Shipping Vault to the Shipping Preparation Area 
2) All information contained on the product label, shipment label and the transportation log, 

including the name and address of the recipient 
3) All transfers of product to the transport vehicle, including all loading activities 
4) All transfers of product from the transport vehicle to the recipient, including all unloading 

activities 
5) The results of all audits and product packaging/labeling inspections 
6) The name of the person(s) making the entry, packaging the shipment, and completing the 

transport to maintain an unbroken chain of custody report  
7) The name and employee identification numbers of the manager overseeing the transport 

activities 
8) The name and employee identification numbers of all staff participating in the transport activities 
9) The date and time of shipment departure 
10) The date and time of shipment arrival 
11) The date and time of the transfer of custody of the products 
12) The name and permit number of the recipient 
13) The names of all receiving staff from the recipient who participate in the delivery process 

 
Upon request, we will provide copies of any transportation log, printed receipts and/or any other 
transportation related record to the Department or its or its authorized agents, law enforcement or other 
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Federal, State, or local government officials if necessary to perform the government officials’ functions 
and duties. 

Other Records, Logs, and Reports 
Applicant will maintain many other records, logs, and reports which are not identified above, including 
but not limited to: 

1) Employee access logs, including the dates, times, and identities of those who entered/exited the 
cultivator facility itself and those who entered each restricted-access area within the facility 

2) Facility and equipment maintenance, sanitation, and cleaning logs 
3) Quarantine transfer logs and inspection reports 
4) Product destruction and disposal records, including date, time, and method of 

destruction/disposal (if applicable) 
5) Security incident reports, including: 

a) Reports of attempted breaches/break-ins 
b) Reports of vandalism, theft, violence, and other crimes 
c) Reports of the expulsion of persons from the premises 
d) Smoke, fire, and other alarm notifications 
e) Copies of police reports related to any event taking placing on the site 
f) Diversion and other criminal activity internal investigatory reports, including preliminary 

reports, 7-day follow-up reports, and final reports written within 30 days of the applicable 
incident 

g) Inventory discrepancy reports 
6) Loss of power reports 
7) Reports of emergency events (e.g., fire, flood, other natural disasters) 

Environmental Controls and Related Data 
Environmental variables (e.g., temperature, humidity, light cycle, CO2, ventilation) in each room 
containing medical marijuana tissue material, including the Vaults and all grow rooms, will be 
controlled by a dedicated iPonic 624 series commercial grade environmental controller (or similar 
system). This critical tool is a system to monitor, record and regulate temperature, humidity, ventilation, 
lighting and water supply, which will be adjusted to meet plants needs in the different phases of the 
plant life cycle. This controller allows users to monitor and control the system remotely via a 
smartphone or tablet device. Any changes in the environment will generate an automatic text or email 
alert. 

The iPonic system is equipped to monitor, record and regulate all atmospheric conditions of the room, 
including each room used for the growth of medical marijuana plants. We will keep digital records of 
fluctuations in the controlled environments to assess the optimal conditions for each varietal cultivated 
by our organization. Cultivation management will review these records on a regular basis to ensure the 
health, integrity and rigorous growth of our plants.  

Part VI(B): Implementation and Compliance with the Inventory Tracking System  
Applicant will develop and implement a plan to ensure proper inventory tracking procedures are adopted 
from our operational medical marijuana cultivator affiliates and modified accordingly, which will be 
overseen by our Chief Operations Officer. Applicant will require all employees to be thoroughly trained 
on our inventory tracking program upon hire and have a full understanding of all aspects of maintaining 
accurate inventory records. Employees will be properly and consistently trained and re-trained to ensure 
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proper inventory records are created, updated, and maintained within the electronic system, as well as 
any records maintained by the facility outside the inventory tracking system. 
Inventory SOP training modules must be mastered by all individuals engaged in the cultivation, 
manufacturing, handling, packaging, shipping, disposal, and testing of medical marijuana. After 
completing this training employees will be tested to qualify the information retained and ascertain 
whether they are ready to begin hands-on training. All module-specific test results will be retained in the 
employee’s file. 

In an effort to continually improve our training program, we will search for ways to improve course 
materials, instruction methods, and ways to deliver the content (e.g., in some cases web-based modules 
may be more efficient than in-class instruction). Before engaging in any hands-on training, trainees must 
have demonstrated proficiency on the topics covered in the training modules by having average test 
scores no lower than 75%. Once trainees have met this requirement they will receive hands-on training 
in our facility from a manager or senior employee qualified to train new prospective employees.  

This phase of our training program is very important and consists of four steps: 

Step 1. (Trainee watches, instructor performs the task). Trainees observe the instructor perform 
the inventory-related tasks learned in the modules and may ask questions and take notes. After 
the trainee has observed the task being properly performed enough times, they move on to the 
next step.  

Step 2. (Trainee helps, instructor performs the task). In this stage, trainees provide help to the 
instructor in performing the inventory-related task. After the instructor feels that the trainee has 
mastered the basics skills and procedures, the trainee moves to the next step.  

Step 3. (Trainee performs, instructor helps). Here, the roles are reversed and the trainee is now in 
charge of performing the specific inventory-related task while still being helped by the instructor. 
Once the trainee and instructor are comfortable with the trainee’s performance, they jointly 
decide to move to the next step. 

Step 4. (Trainee performs, instructor watches). At this point, the trainee is performing the 
inventory-related task on his/her own under the supervision of the instructor who will correct the 
trainee if necessary but will try to avoid direct assistance.  

After the trainee has repeated Step 4 enough times and the instructor is satisfied with trainee’s 
performance, the instructor will schedule an on-the-job-evaluation. The trainee is expected to perform 
the required duties at the level of a full-fledged employee. Trainees are encouraged not to rush as they 
are only given two chances to pass the evaluation. If a trainee fails both attempts, their training ends and 
they must either repeat Steps 1-4 or will be terminated from employment. 

Our training program includes refresher courses that must be completed by all employees at least 
annually. These refresher courses include new and updated information and keep our staff current with 
best practices in the industry and new developments in program regulations. The goal of our training 
program is to ensure that every employee receives comprehensive training and is proficient in the 
specific procedures and protocols required to perform each assigned task without assistance, including 
but not limited to inventory tracking policies and procedures.  
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PART I: SURVEILLANCE TECHNOLOGY AND PHYSICAL SECURITY 
Applicant’s security and surveillance systems, in conjunction with on-site security personnel and 
oversight from Department Managers, will enhance the safety and security of our staff, plants, products 
and premises. Local Security Firm, a business run by our Director of Security, will professionally install 
and maintain state-of-the-art, commercial-grade security and surveillance equipment to prevent 
unauthorized entry and to prevent and detect any adverse loss. Local Security Firm will further provide 
security guard service, mobile patrols (if necessary), alarm response, security and safety training, facility 
security analysis and consultation, employee background screenings, and audio/video monitoring 
services. For redundancy purposes (a core tenet of our Security Plan), Applicant will install a back-up 
alarm system approved by the Department of Commerce (the Department) that will detect unauthorized 
entry during times when no employees are present at the facility. We will engage a professional, 
commercial security equipment provider approved by the Department to install such secondary system, 
which will NOT be Local Security Firm or any other company supplying our primary security system.  

Our security and surveillance system will be connected to auxiliary power sufficient to maintain 
operation of specified cultivation and production areas identified in Applicant’s Operations Plan, along 
with security and surveillance systems, for more than 48 hours (and likely 72+ hours) following a power 
outage. All system components are intended to be hooked up to an uninterruptible power source (UPS) 
providing auxiliary power instantaneously upon a power outage while the standby emergency power 
generator hooked up to the facility’s mains power starts up, thereby eliminating any power interruption. 
System devices will also be installed with battery backup power to provide redundancy. As such, the 
entire security and surveillance system will operate virtually 24/7/365 without interruption.  

Secure Facility Design 
Our facility will be designed and constructed to prevent unauthorized entry through a combination of 
intelligent design and advanced security features. Applicant will adopt best security practices developed 
through a collaboration of our Director of Security, Local Security Firm, Regulatory Consultant, 
Industry Consultant and experts from our national network of medical marijuana affiliates. The facility 
includes but is not limited to: 

1) A single-point of entry for staff and visitors whose controlled access is enhanced by a Security 
Vestibule (which functions as a man-trap) 

2) Vault and Shipping Vault 
3) Quarantine Area 
4) Cultivation rooms 
5) Production rooms 
6) Shipping Preparation Room 
7) Security/Surveillance Room 
8) Security Server & Records Room (accessible only through the Security/Surveillance Room) 
9) Offices 
10) An enclosed secure area out of public sight for the loading and unloading of medical marijuana 

into and from a transport vehicle (i.e., the Sally Port) 
11) A dedicated room for the receiving and unpacking of crop inputs and facility equipment (i.e., the 

Receiving Area) 
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The exterior of our cultivation facility will be protected by commercial-grade fencing to further impede 
unauthorized access. Additionally, fencing will be used to enclose and secure the Composting Area and 
Waste Storage Area (housing locked waste storage containers) located on the exterior of the premises. 

Notably, each room, aside from restrooms, will be access-controlled in order to maintain an efficient 
facility flow, manage crowds, and provide a safe and secure environment. Accordingly, every door will 
be locked at all times except when access is specifically authorized. 

By design, all cultivation-related rooms will be grouped together as will all post-harvest production-
related rooms. This enables enhanced awareness of which employees have authorized access to which 
areas of the facility while also mitigating the potential for diversion, cross contamination and a host of 
other operational issues. 

Access-Control Measures 
Strict measures to control access to, and within, our facility is another means to prevent unauthorized 
entry and the unlawful diversion of medical marijuana. All areas will be access-controlled both 
internally and externally (particularly in sensitive areas such as those which may contain medical 
marijuana plants or products) using a pin pad and swiped-card reader so only those agents with proper 
credentials may enter. Agents will only be granted access to restricted areas depending on their 
particular job responsibilities and specific authorizations.  

Our proposed access-control technology will keep a digital record of the dates/times and identities of all 
agents who entered the room and allow us to maintain absolute control over who may enter/exit any 
area(s) of the premises. This compartmentalization feature of our Security Plan allows us to grant access 
to only specifically authorized persons, based on job function or purpose of visit, into sensitive areas, 
thereby reducing exposure to potential diversion or disrupted inventory control. 

To assist the Security Department in quickly recognizing staff members who are authorized in each 
restricted-access area of our facility, agents will be issued uniforms that are color-coded according to job 
title and security clearance level. For example, Cultivation Assistants permitted in the grow rooms may 
be issued white uniforms while Production Assistants authorized to access the Packaging & Labeling 
Room may be issued purple uniforms. Visitors’ badges, as described below, will be color-coded to 
indicate the areas of the facility they are permitted to visit (with an escort accompanying them at all 
times pursuant to protocol). 

Alarm Systems 
The alarm system protecting our cultivation facility, including its perimeter, will consist of 
sophisticated, commercial-grade, professionally installed, and constantly monitored equipment 
comprising:  

1) Door alarms on all exterior and interior doors leading to limited access areas 
2) An audible security alarm system signal, known as a panic alarm, generated by the manual 

activation of a device intended to signal a life-threatening or other emergency situation requiring 
law enforcement response 

3) A silent security alarm system signal, known as a duress alarm, generated by the entry of a 
designated code into an arming station to signal that the alarm user is being forced to turn off the 
system 

4) A silent alarm signal, known as a holdup alarm, which notifies law enforcement and is generated 
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by the manual activation of a device intended to signal a criminal act in progress 
5) Perimeter alarms 
6) Glass break sensors on all windows 
7) Motion detectors at a minimum by the entrance, Vaults, cultivation rooms, production rooms, 

Quarantine Area, Security/Surveillance Room, Vehicle Sally Port and Receiving Room 
8) Automated voice dialer, which is an electrical, electronic, mechanical and/or other device 

capable of being programmed to send a prerecorded voice message, when activated, over a 
telephone line, radio or other communication system to a law enforcement, public safety or 
emergency services agency requesting dispatch 

9) Failure notification systems providing an audible, text and/or visual notification of any failure in 
the surveillance system to the Security Manager and Director of Security within 5 minutes after 
the failure, either by telephone, email, or text message 

10) Hardwired (with battery backup power) smoke and fire alarms 
11) Access doors which are not solely controlled by an electronic access panel (to prevent locks from 

becoming released during a power outage), 
12) Other system components necessary to ensure adequate protection from unauthorized entry and 

adverse loss  
Alarm system coverage protects all facility entrances and exits, all rooms with exterior windows, 
exterior walls, roof hatches or skylights, the Vault and Shipping Vault, the Quarantine Area, the 
Security/Surveillance Room, the Security Server & Records Room (where surveillance footage is 
stored), the Records Storage Room, the Receiving Room, the Vehicle Sally Port, the Waste Destruction 
& Disposal Room, all other areas of the premises which may contain medical marijuana at any stage of 
cultivation or production, and the perimeter of the facility. The alarm system is designed to detect 
motion and identify unauthorized access to the facility. 
As previously stated, for redundancy purposes, Applicant will install a back-up alarm system approved 
by the Department that will detect unauthorized entry during times when no employees are present at the 
facility. We will engage a professional, commercial security equipment provider approved by the 
Department to install such secondary system. Note, this provider will NOT be Local Security Firm or 
other company supplying the primary security system. 
Surveillance System 
Local Security Firm, if approved by the Department, will professionally install a security and 
surveillance system with state-of-the-art, commercial-grade, day/night IP surveillance cameras with a 
motion-activated video surveillance recording system which will record all activities in high quality and 
high resolution (minimum 1080p) video capable of clearly revealing facial detail. The surveillance 
system will be monitored on-site by our Security Guards and off-site by Local Security Firm, and will 
have 24/7 recorded coverage of virtually all interior/exterior areas of our facility, including all parking 
areas. At least 2 cameras will be situated to capture the activity at each entrance/exit from the premises. 

The surveillance system will have fixed camera placement that allows for a clear image of all 
individuals and activities in and around the following: 

• Any area where medical marijuana is being cultivated, harvested, stored or handled 

• Any areas where medical marijuana is prepared for shipment and loaded or unloaded into or 
from transport vehicles 
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• Entrances/exits to and from the facility (recorded from both indoor and outdoor vantage points) 

• Rooms with exterior windows, exterior walls, roof hatches, or skylights and storage rooms, 
including those that may contain medical marijuana and safes 

• A minimum of 20 feet (and likely significantly more) from the exterior of the perimeter of the 
facility 

• All limited-access and restricted-access areas 

• The Vault and Shipping Vault, including all approved safes within 

Cameras will either be specifically aimed, 180° dome, or 360° dome and will collectively have coverage 
over virtually every square inch of the facility. Cameras will have the ability to pan, tilt, and zoom.  
All security equipment will meet or exceed regulatory requirements, particularly OAC 3796:2-2-05. 
Specifically, Applicant will:  

• Store all surveillance equipment within the dedicated, locked Security/Surveillance Room which 
itself is accessible only to authorized security staff 

• Maintain a list of all employees authorized to use surveillance equipment  

• Use outdoor video recording equipment with low-light and no-light capabilities with a minimum 
resolution of D1 (600 lines per inch, analog) and a minimum light factor requirement of 0.7 LUX 

• Install and operate security network equipment necessary to deliver 24/7 direct live video feed 
and login capabilities to the Department over Real-time Protocol (RTP) or Real Time Streaming 
Protocol (RTSP) (encoded in MJPEG or MPEG-4/H.264/Advanced Video Codec) 

• Ensure all security recordings provide an image resolution of at least D1, and an image frame 
rate of at least 30 frames per second during alarm or motion based recordings 

• Install 12+-inch (diagonal) display monitor connected to the 24/7 surveillance feed in the locked, 
alarmed and secured Security/Surveillance Room 

• Repair or replace any failed component of the video surveillance recording system within 24 
hours, unless notice is provided to the Department and an extension is approved 

• Install equipment in a manner that will prevent cameras from being obstructed, tampered with, or 
disabled 

Every recorded frame on all surveillance recordings will clearly and accurately display the date and 
time, which will be synchronized, set correctly, and will not significantly obscure the picture. At the 
beginning of each day, the Security Manager will ensure the date and time stamp is accurately set and 
appears on the screen such that it does not obscure the recorded frame.  

Our surveillance system will be able to operate under the normal lighting conditions of each area under 
surveillance. Moreover, we will consult with Local Security Firm to ensure the installation of 
appropriate lighting inside and outside of our facility to facilitate proper surveillance. Notably, all 
surveillance cameras will feature day/night vision capability making perfect lighting conditions 
unnecessary, however all exterior and interior lighting fixtures (preferably installed with LED bulbs for 
efficiency purposes) will be located and directed at the subject view of each surveillance camera to 
ensure a clear, well lit, and unobstructed video capture 24/7. 

Our surveillance system will be able to immediately produce a clear, color still photo (with a minimum 
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9600 dpi) from any camera image, live or recorded. Real-time, live footage from surveillance cameras 
will be made available through a direct feed (with login capabilities) to the Department.  

All recordings will be retained for a minimum of 45 days and stored on password-protected hard drives 
(accessible to only the General Manager and the Security Manager, both Type 1 Key Employees) in an 
industry standard format (e.g., .jpg, .bmp, and .gif) which can be easily exported to the Department or 
law enforcement for use in an investigation, upon request. If necessary, a trained and authorized agent 
will assist in the conversion of the surveillance recording format. Exported video will have the ability to 
be archived in a proprietary format ensuring authentication of the video and guaranteeing that no 
alteration of the recorded image has taken place. Exported video will further have the ability to be saved 
in an industry standard file format that can be played on a standard computer operating system.  

All surveillance recordings will be erased by the Security Manager prior to disposal. If Applicant 
becomes aware of a pending criminal, civil or administrative investigation or legal proceeding for which 
a recording may contain relevant information, Applicant will retain an unaltered copy of the recording 
until the investigation or proceeding is closed or the entity conducting the investigation or proceeding 
notifies us that it is no longer necessary to retain the recording. 

Applicant will limit access to the room containing security and surveillance monitoring equipment (i.e., 
the Security/Surveillance Room) to persons who are essential to maintaining security and surveillance 
operations; Federal, State and local law enforcement; security and surveillance system service 
contractors; the Department or its authorized agents; and other persons with the prior written approval of 
the Department. 

Security and Surveillance Equipment Maintenance 
Our on-site security team will regularly inspect and test equipment as part of daily/weekly/monthly 
protocol to ensure security system components are in good-working order. Local Security Firm will 
conduct more thorough inspections and tests on at least a quarterly basis. Any outdated, inoperable, or 
malfunctioning equipment will be replaced or repaired within 24 hours upon discovery. Staff will keep 
written logs of all maintenance activities performed, which record the dates, times, affected equipment, 
actions taken, and the name and employee identification badge number of the agent performing the 
maintenance. 

Inspection/Servicing/Alteration/Upgrades Protocols 
The following protocols apply in the case of inspection, servicing, or alteration of, and the upgrade to 
our security and surveillance systems: 

1) The systems will be inspected and all devices tested at least once every month by staff and at 
least once every quarter by Local Security Firm, as approved by the Department 

2) Staff will conduct maintenance inspections at least once every month to ensure that any repairs, 
alterations or upgrades to the security and surveillance systems are made for the proper operation 
of the systems 

3) Staff will retain at the facility, for at least 5 years, records of all inspections, servicing, 
alterations, and upgrades performed on the systems and will make the records available to the 
Department and its authorized agents within 24 hours following a request 

4) In the event of a mechanical malfunction of the security or surveillance system that Applicant 
anticipates will exceed an 8-hour period, staff will notify the Department immediately and, with 
Department approval, provide alternative security measures that may include closure of the 
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facility 
5) We will designate a Security Department agent to continuously monitor the security and 

surveillance systems at the facility 

Secure Product Storage 
Our cultivation facility will be equipped with two rooms for the secure storage of medical marijuana 
(i.e., the Vault and Shipping Vault). Upon the conclusion of the production process for each harvest 
batch, all medical marijuana will be transferred to the Vault for secure storage prior to shipping to a 
laboratory for testing, or to a processor or dispensary for sale, as the case may be. Once a purchase order 
has been accepted, items identified for transport will be transferred to the adjacent Shipping Vault prior 
to preparation and staging for delivery. 

Our Vaults are expected to be constructed of poured concrete approximately 12”-18” thick or of a 
similar building material which effectively prevents unauthorized entry and will be customized for our 
purposes by a reputable manufacturer, such as Vault Structures Incorporated who specifically design 
vaults for medical marijuana operators. The room will be UL rated with DEA-approved locks and alarm 
wiring to integrate into our security systems. Within the Vaults will be a series of commercial-grade 
TL30 safes meeting DEA requirements for the storage of Schedule I and II drugs, such as the Mesa 
MRX1000E Double Door Pharmacy Safe, and locking refrigerators and freezers.  

Both Vaults will have controlled-access doors, which will meet or exceed commercial security 
standards. Doors will be equipped with a cipher or chip-activated keyed lock, or equivalent, and will be 
access-controlled using a pin pad and swiped-card reader so only properly credentialed and authorized 
agents may enter. The access-control technology will keep a digital record of the dates/times and 
identities of those who entered the room. Door locks will have a fail-secure feature, meaning if there’s a 
power outage, the door will “fail” in a locked position until power is restored.  

The Vaults will be locked, secured, and alarmed at all times except when accessed for operational needs. 
Only the minimum number of highly trained and trusted agents necessary for efficient operations will be 
authorized to access these restricted-access rooms, and they will only be permitted access for the 
minimum amount of time necessary to perform their duties. Moreover, both rooms will be heavily 
monitored 24/7 by our recording surveillance system. 

PART II: SECURITY AND TRANSPORTATION POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 
Part II(A) Security Policies and Procedures 
To ensure best practices in full compliance with Ohio regulations, Applicant will implement Standard 
Operating Procedures (SOPs) guiding all security related protocol, which will be adopted and modified 
accordingly after receiving input from Director of Security, Regulatory Consultant, Industry Consultant, 
and security experts working with our medical marijuana industry affiliates currently in operation across 
the country. All security measures and procedures will be further vetted and amended (if necessary) by 
Local Security Firm, local law enforcement leadership, and other pertinent security experts prior to 
implementation. Our security SOPs will establish clear protocol for: 

• Facility access 

• Visitor policies 

• Security measures and systems 
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• Inventory control policies 

• Employee training 

• Reporting requirements 

• Product storage policies 

• Conflict resolution 

• Crime detection and prevention 

• Diversion response  

At least once annually, all security policies and procedures will be reviewed and updated to ensure the 
safest and most effective measures are in place. 

As an integral part of our Security Plan, Applicant plans to regularly meet with local emergency 
responders, including local and State law enforcement representatives. Management will develop a 
supportive and collaborative relationship with local Fire and Police Departments and will invite leaders 
to tour our facility and solicit input on how to enhance the safety and security of our operations. Upon 
award of license, we will immediately schedule meetings with local law enforcement and emergency 
responders to open the lines of communication. We will welcome any valid suggestions and incorporate 
them into the Security Plan. 

Security Department Personnel 
Security personnel, provided by Local Security Firm, will have law enforcement, military, or other 
qualifying security experience. Security Guards will patrol our registered premises, including adjacent 
parking areas under our control, during all operational hours and will monitor our surveillance system in 
accordance with Ohio law. Notably, all facility entryways will be manned by security staff who will 
inspect each person, including any bags/purses if necessary, deterring illegal or unwanted conduct. If 
suspected criminal behavior is detected, our security team will react immediately to address the situation 
with timeliness and professionalism, always keeping in mind the safety and security of all persons and 
products on site. 

Security/Surveillance Room   
The single-purpose Security/Surveillance Room will remain locked, alarmed, and monitored at all times 
and will contain security and surveillance monitoring equipment. To ensure redundancy of protection, 
we may install a secondary security alarm system (separate from our primary security system but 
meeting the same specifications) covering this restricted-access room.  

The Security/Surveillance Room will be accessible only to the General Manager and authorized security 
department members who are essential to maintaining security and surveillance operations (i.e., Type 1 
Key Employees). Additionally, we will grant access to this room to Federal, State, and local law 
enforcement who are on official duty, security surveillance system service employees (only for the 
limited time necessary to perform their job responsibilities and only under the supervision of an assigned 
escort), the Department or its authorized agents, and other persons with the prior written approval of the 
Department (which is not anticipated at this time).  

When requested, Applicant will provide the Department or its authorized agents a current list of all Type 
1 Key Employees and service contractors who have access to the Security/Surveillance Room. 
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Security Records Retention  

Applicant will adopt best security practices in regards to records storage, including surveillance footage, 
security records, inventory records, and other business records. All security related records, including 
surveillance footage, will be securely stored in the dedicated Security Server & Records Room (which 
will remain locked, alarmed and monitored at all times and will be only be accessible through the 
adjacent Security/Surveillance Room) within a commercial-grade storage cabinet, closet, or other secure 
place to protect them from tampering or theft. Only authorized and properly credentialed Type 1 Key 
Employees may access the room and the records within.   

All recordings will be retained for a minimum of 45 days and stored on password-protected hard drives 
(accessible to only the General Manager and the Security Manager, both Type 1 Key Employees) in an 
industry standard format (e.g., .jpg, .bmp, and .gif) which can be easily exported to the Department or 
law enforcement for use in an investigation, upon request. The hard drives will be separately stored in a 
commercial-grade safe or locking cabinet to protect recordings from tampering or theft. Exported video 
will have the ability to be archived in a proprietary format ensuring authentication of the video and 
guaranteeing that no alteration of the recorded image has taken place. Exported video will further have 
the ability to be saved in an industry standard file format that can be played on a standard computer 
operating system.  

As previously stated, all surveillance recordings will be erased by the Security Manager prior to 
disposal. If Applicant becomes aware of a pending criminal, civil or administrative investigation or legal 
proceeding for which a recording may contain relevant information, Applicant will retain an unaltered 
copy of the recording until the investigation or proceeding is closed or the entity conducting the 
investigation or proceeding notifies us that it is no longer necessary to retain the recording. 

Applicant will employ an electronic back-up system for all electronic security related records. Duplicate 
records, including surveillance recordings, will be stored within an off-site access-controlled facility 
maintained or recommended by Local Security Firm. Applicant will give preference to off-site record 
storage locations protected by two independent security alarm systems monitored by two independent 
commercial security monitoring services. 

Facility Access 
Access to our cultivation facility will be strictly, both internally and externally, to maintain absolute 
control over who may enter/exit the premises and any area(s) within. The facility will be equipped with 
commercial-grade, non-residential doors and door locks on each external door. Keys or key codes for all 
doors will remain in the possession of designated authorized agents and may never be left in locks or 
otherwise unattended. The Director of Security will limit the use of combination numbers, passwords, or 
electronic or biometric security systems to registered, authorized employees and will oversee the 
restriction against sharing any employee-specific access credentials. 

Upon arrival, staff and visitors will enter through our single point of entry- a front door leading to a 
“man-trap” lobby area, meaning the door leading to the interior of the facility from the lobby will remain 
locked until: 1) the facility front door is completely and securely closed, and 2) a security agent buzzes 
the person into the second door after initial review of the person’s identification documents and approval 
of the purpose for entering the facility. As such, we will have total control over access to the facility 
interior. Persons who do not provide the required identification documents or are otherwise unauthorized 
to enter will be asked to leave immediately. 
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Deliveries and shipments to our facility must be received in the secured, alarmed, and monitored 
Vehicle Sally Port. Personnel effectuating the delivery will never be granted access to the interior of the 
facility and must unload and transfer custody of the shipment within the Sally Port. Once completed, 
they must immediately exit the Sally Port. After the delivery vehicle has left and the doors to the Sally 
Port have been closed and secured, Applicant agents may transfer the shipment through a Security 
Vestibule (which functions as a man-trap, preventing unauthorized persons from entering the interior of 
the facility) into the Receiving Room for unpackaging and sanitation procedures.  

During all non-working hours, all entrances to and exits from the facility will be securely locked and 
alarmed. Using our access-control technology with related software, we will create and maintain an 
electronic identification log of all agents who enter and exit each facility door equipped with the 
sophisticated security features. The software system will automatically update the entry log with 
information pulled from any access cards swiped and/or passwords entered in the pin pad (note that 
cards and passwords will be unique for each employee). 

To ensure the safety of our facility, staff and products, all persons who enter our facility are subject to 
security searches of their bags, purses and other personal effects, particularly upon reasonable suspicion 
of possession of illicit contraband or diverted product. Moreover, our alarm system will monitor and 
protect the facility through smoke and fire detectors, door alarms, motion detectors, etc., and our 
surveillance system will monitor and protect the facility using high resolution, motion-activated, 
day/night cameras.   

Visitor Policies 
Applicant’s cultivation facility will not be open to the general public. We will require all visitors, 
including vendors, contractors and other individuals requiring access to the premises for approved 
purposes to sign a visitor log and wear a color-coded visitor identification badge that is visible to others 
at all times while on the site and in the facility. Generally, only authorized agents and the Department or 
its authorized agents, or other Federal, State, or local government officials performing their official 
functions and duties may enter our facility.  
Pursuant to our SOPs, Applicant will require all visitors, including all persons who are not employees 
(e.g., vendors and contractors requiring access to a limited-access area) to present government-issued 
identification that contains a photograph and sign a visitor log. The visitor log (and copy of the visitor’s 
government-issued identification) will be maintained in digital and hard copy forms for a period of at 
least 5 years and will be made available to the Department, State or local law enforcement and other 
State or local government officials upon request. The log will include:  

• The full name of each visitor 
• The visitor identification badge number 
• The date and time of arrival and departure 
• The name and employee identification number of the assigned escort 
• The purpose of the visit 
• A list of all areas visited 
• The name of each employee visited 

No one under 18 years of age is permitted to enter the facility or premises. 
When a visitor is approved for admission to the facility, he/she must first wait until a designated 
Security Guard is available to escort and continuously supervise and observe the visitor at all times 
while on the premises. The escort will be responsible to ensure the visitor is keenly aware of our 
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prohibition against touching any medical marijuana as well as other visitor rules and prohibitions. 
When admitting a visitor to the facility, Applicant will: 

1) Require the visitor to sign a visitor log upon entering and leaving the limited-access premises 
2) Check the visitor’s government-issued identification (with photograph) to verify that the name 

on the identification provided matches the name in the visitor log; a photocopy of the 
identification will be retained with the log 

3) Issue a color-coded visitor identification badge with the visitor’s name and company, if 
applicable, and a badge number (the badge will also be color-coded indicating the areas of the 
facility where they are permitted to visit while on-site) 

4) Ensure the visitor returns the visitor identification badge to the assigned escort 
5) Ensure the visitor complies with the rule requiring the unobstructed display of his or her visitor 

identification badge at all times he or she is on the premises 
6) Escort and monitor the visitor at all times while the visitor remains on the premises  
7) Ensure that the visitor does not touch any medical marijuana plant or product  

Security Guards and Local Security Firm will monitor all activities of visitors while on the premises 
using our surveillance system’s live feed.  
Applicant acknowledges the right of the Department or its authorized agents, or other federal, state or 
local government officials, to enter any area of our facility if necessary to perform the government 
officials’ functions and duties. 
Signage 
The following areas of a facility must be clearly marked with proper signage: 

1) Medical marijuana cultivation and production areas 
2) Non-cultivation and non-production areas 
3) Limited-access areas; All areas of ingress and egress to a limited access area will be clearly 

identified by the posting of a sign which must be not less than 12 inches wide and 12 inches 
long, composed of letters not less than 1/2 inch in height, which will state: “Do Not Enter - 
Limited Access Area - Access Limited to Authorized Personnel and Escorted Visitors” 

Applicant will post a sign in a conspicuous location at each entrance/exit of the premises that states: 
“These premises are under constant video surveillance. No one under the age of 18 is permitted to 
enter.” 

Inventory Control Policies 
One of the greatest tools to deter and detect product diversion and theft is to keep accurate and detailed 
inventory records and maintain an unbroken chain of custody. This facilitates the detection and 
investigation of an alleged diversion. We will use established inventory controls and procedures to track 
all medical marijuana on-site and conduct regular announced and unannounced inventory reviews.  

In accordance with protocol and with OAC 3796:2-2-08 (regarding records and reporting requirements), 
Applicant will create and maintain written and/or electronic records, as appropriate, and securely store 
them for a period of at least 5 years.  
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Inventory Tracking Software 
Essential to inventory management is a clear, all-encompassing, and perpetual recorded chain of custody 
from the time medical marijuana plants begin their life (as seeds or clones) until they are in their final 
processed form as a tested medical marijuana product packaged, labeled and ready for transport and sale 
to a licensed processor or dispensary. To generate and maintain electronic records, including but not 
limited to cultivation, production, inventory, transport, maintenance and sales transaction records, 
Applicant plans to utilize the BioTrack THC inventory tracking and recordkeeping software system (or a 
similar system). BioTrack THC is a widely utilized, proprietary seed-to-sale inventory tracking and 
recordkeeping system that our core team members have been using for several years. 

BioTrack THC has the capability to track products from seed-to-sale capturing every step, allowing for 
accurate real-time inventory records. Upon entering a product into the system, a unique product number 
will be issued for tracking and recordkeeping purposes. All actions taken to inventory as whole, by 
grouping, or by individual product will be digitally recorded for instant and long-term analysis purposes. 
Moreover, detailed cultivation, production, inventory, maintenance, transport and sales records can be 
stored perpetually. BioTrack THC also allows us to create precise inventory records at a moment’s 
notice, so any discrepancies or breaks in the chain of custody will become immediately apparent, 
igniting swift corrective action measures to investigate and resolve issues. 

All entries into the BioTrack THC system will include the unique employee identification number of the 
staff member taking the relevant action so that we know who is/was responsible for each step in our 
integrated processes. All appropriately authorized staff members will be thoroughly trained in the use 
and functionality of the BioTrack THC software system to ensure the accuracy and integrity of our 
inventory program. 

In addition, in accordance with OAC 3796:2-2-08(B), Applicant will use our electronic tracking system, 
BioTrack THC, to store and retrieve all required records. Notably, BioTrack THC:  

• Guarantee the confidentiality of the information stored in the system (it is TLS/SSL encrypted 
and password protected) 

• Provides safeguards against erasures and unauthorized changes in data after the information has 
been entered and verified 

• Can place a litigation hold or enforcing record retention hold for purposes of conducting an 
investigation or pursuant to ongoing litigation (information can be stored perpetually) 

• Can be reconstructed in the event of a computer malfunction or accident resulting in the 
destruction of the data bank (the program is an internet-based system allowing for remote access 
if given the authorization) 

Inventory Audits 

Applicant will establish inventory controls and procedures to conduct routine scheduled, as well as 
unannounced, daily, monthly, and annual inventories and inventory audits to confirm that our physical 
inventory matches our digital records stored in BioTrack THC. Prior to commencing business, Applicant 
will conduct an initial comprehensive inventory of all medical marijuana, which will be used as the 
baseline. Thereafter, we will conduct ongoing inventory reviews which will enable us to detect any 
diversion, theft or loss in a timely manner. Upon commencing business, we will conduct weekly 
inventory audits and keep records of:  

• The date of the inventory 
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• The amount of medical marijuana on hand 
• The amount of medical marijuana sold since the previous weekly inventory (including the date of 

sale, license number and name of the purchaser and batch number, registered product name and 
quantity sold) 

• The date, quantity and method of disposal of medical marijuana, if applicable 
• A summary of the inventory findings 
• The name, signature and title of the employees who conducted and oversaw the inventory. 

On an annual basis, a Type 1 Key Employee will conduct a physical, manual inventory of the medical 
marijuana on hand and compare the findings to an annual inventory report generated using our inventory 
tracking system (i.e., BioTrack THC). If any discrepancies are found outside of normal loss due to 
moisture loss and handling, the Type 1 Key Employee will report such findings to the Department in 
accordance with OAC 3796:5-4-01. 

All required inventories, procedures and other documents will be maintained digitally and in hard copy. 
All electronic records will be stored onsite in the Records Storage Room (accessible only by authorized 
employees) for a minimum of 5 years and be made available to the Department at all times. 

Alleged Criminal Acts & Investigations 
All Applicant agents are tasked to spot signs of potential criminal activity, including the recognition of 
certain unusual behaviors and mannerisms. If a staff member reasonably suspects a crime in progress, 
they must report the situation to the agent’s Department Manager and to the Security Manager. 
Generally, if any employee discovers evidence of, or reasonably suspects, a loss, theft, or diversion of 
medical marijuana, the General Manager or Security Manager (i.e., a Type 1 Key Employee) will report 
our findings or suspicions to the Department, and will also notify local law enforcement. Written notice 
to the Department will consist of a signed statement detailing the estimated time, location, and 
circumstances of the event, including an accurate inventory of the quantity and type of medical 
marijuana unaccounted for due to diversion or theft. Such notice will be provided no later than 24 hours 
after the discovery of the event. 

Only Security Guards may engage an alleged offender for safety reasons. Other staff is expected to 
support the security team by ensuring an otherwise safe environment. Upon notification of an alleged 
criminal act, management will: 

1) Have staff immediately cease activities within the affected areas of the facility to allow an initial 
investigation to confirm the existence of a crime 

2) Conduct a formal, thorough, internal investigation which will include, at a minimum: 
a) A review of all relevant inventory records 
b) A subsequent inventory audit (if applicable) 
c) Interviews with all staff who may be a witness  
d) A review and the securement of video surveillance footage during the time of the 

suspected criminal act 
e) Identification of all records at the facility and potential evidence outside the facility, 

including video surveillance footage, that will be sealed and prevented from being 
destroyed until a full investigation is conducted by the Department and law enforcement, 
if deemed necessary 
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3) Amend Applicant’s SOPs, if necessary, to prevent or mitigate future similar incidents 
4) Create accurate and detailed records of the entire investigation and submit reports of the 

investigation to the Department and law enforcement, including but not limited to: 
a) A written preliminary report within 7 days of discovering the criminal act which 

contains: 

− The name and identification numbers of every employee at the facility at the time 
of the criminal act 

− The internal measures taken to locate the cause of the criminal act, including the 
cause of any loss, theft or diversion 

− The total quantity and type of medical marijuana stolen or otherwise diverted, if 
applicable, following a subsequent audit of the facility’s actual inventory 
compared to the inventory reported by the inventory tracking system 

− A revised plan to secure our inventory and measures Applicant will take to 
prevent future similar incidents 

b) A final written report of the investigation within 30 days of discovering the criminal act 

Additionally, Applicant will notify the Department within 24 hours and submit a written report within 7 
days upon each of the following: 

• An alarm activation or other event that requires response by public safety personnel 

• A breach of security 

• The failure of the security alarm system due to a loss of electrical support or mechanical 
malfunction 

• Any fire or other hazardous materials related incident requiring an emergency response  

All incident reports and related records will be maintained by Applicant for a minimum of 5 years and 
will make all such documentation available to the Department upon request. 

Note, if Applicant becomes aware of a pending criminal, civil or administrative investigation or legal 
proceeding for which a surveillance recording may contain relevant information, Applicant will retain an 
unaltered copy of the recording until the investigation or proceeding is closed or the entity conducting 
the investigation or proceeding notifies us that it is no longer necessary to retain the recording. 

If unlawful behavior is discovered during any investigation, the offending persons will be immediately 
reported to the Department and to local law enforcement. If the offender is an employee of Applicant, 
the person will be terminated immediately. If the offender is a visitor, the person will be expelled from 
the premises and banned from Applicant in perpetuity. 

Security Training 

Applicant will implement real-world tested security measures and procedures to ensure the prevention 
and detection of unlawful activity. A primary deterrent of crime at our facility is a trustworthy, 
professional, and highly trained staff. In addition to comprehensive criminal background checks and 
thorough interviews prior to hire, each employee will be required to sign a company Code of Conduct 
affirming each person’s commitment to the prevention of diversion and product control. Staff will 
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reaffirm such commitment on a yearly basis. 

Applicant will require all new hires to be thoroughly trained on our Security Plan and SOPs. Initial 
training will begin upon hire and will take approximately 7-10 days to complete. All staff must complete 
this initial training prior to commencing work.  

Our training program comprises a series of classes, videos, workbooks, manuals, and one-on-one 
sessions to ensure compliance with cultivator rules, company policies and procedures, security 
measures, Ohio law and regulations, and job requirements and responsibilities. We will ensure trainees 
retain all pertinent information through the use of multiple choice, open-ended questions, and/or oral 
examinations upon the completion of each training module. Employees need to score at least a 75% in 
each subject before being permitted to work. Those needing extra assistance or special examination 
accommodations must notify management, who will assure their needs are adequately met. Applicant 
acknowledges that different people learn best using different techniques and will accommodate trainees 
accordingly. As each examination is successfully passed, trainees will be issued a certificate verifying 
mastery of the subject. A copy of the certificate and all related documentation will be retained in the 
employee’s file maintained by the Human Resources Department.  

At least once annually, all staff must attend refresher training courses to continue working at our facility, 
including at least 1 hour of refresher training on security and surveillance measures and procedures. 
Failure to attend annual refresher training will be grounds for suspension and possible termination.  

Initial training begins with the general security layout of the facility. Although only a select few 
members of the security team will actually operate the security equipment, however all staff will be 
instructed on proper use, functionality, and maintenance of all security equipment, particularly the 
surveillance system, alarm system and controlled-access locking mechanisms.  

Additional security training topics include: 

1) Premises access control 
2) Visitor policies 
3) Security equipment use, functionality and maintenance 
4) Protecting the Vaults 
5) Record storage 
6) Surveillance recording storage 
7) Shipping and receiving protocols  
8) Product handling and storage 
9) Contacting the Department, law enforcement, and other emergency responders 
10) Diversion and theft prevention measures 
11) Conflict resolution techniques 
12) Basic crime prevention and detection 
13) Criminal and threatening incident response and situational awareness 
14) Recognizing suspicious behavior 

Agents will be trained to keep in mind that the safety of staff takes priority over all else. To reinforce 
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training, staff will undergo security breach drills to enhance preparation and response time in case of a 
criminal incident or other emergency. 

Security personnel will undergo additional training to ensure appropriate techniques are internalized. 
Security Guards will be trained to sweep the premises on a regular basis, including the areas 
immediately adjacent to the entryway and areas which may contain medical marijuana. Conflict 
resolution, personal safety measures, and law enforcement communication protocol will also be taught 
so that any incident is handled with an appropriate and timely response. 

Part II(B) Transportation Policies and Procedures 
To facilitate the safe and efficient transportation and delivery of medical marijuana to independent 
laboratories, processors and dispensaries, Applicant will implement proven SOPs which will be adopted, 
and modified in response to input from our Director of Security, Local Security Firm, Regulatory 
Consultant, Industry Consultant and our licensed medical marijuana industry affiliates who employ 
experts that have safely transported medical marijuana without incident in some of the most highly 
regulated programs for years. All transportation and receiving policies and procedures will be further 
vetted and amended (if necessary) by local law enforcement leadership, Ohio Department of Commerce 
leadership, and other pertinent security experts prior to implementation. At least once annually, all 
protocols will be reviewed and updated to ensure the safest and most effective policies are in place in 
full compliance with applicable Ohio law. 

Transport agents will: 

1) Always display his or her Department-issued employee identification badge at all times when 
transporting or delivering medical marijuana and will produce the same upon demand to the 
Department or its authorized agents, law enforcement or other Federal, State or local government 
officials upon request 

2) Always maintain and carry a valid Ohio Driver’s License  
3) Never wear any clothing or symbols that may indicate ownership or possession of medical 

marijuana and instead will wear provided transportation uniforms which will be plain, clean, and 
professional looking  

4) Ensure delivery times vary and routes are randomized 
5) Report any loss or theft of medical marijuana that occurs during the transportation of medical 

marijuana in accordance OAC 3796:5-4-01 
6) Carry a copy of the transportation log for the duration of the trip 
7) Notify the receiving laboratory, processor or dispensary when the delivery has been completed 

Transport Vehicles 
Applicant will maintain at least one reliable transport vehicle (and likely 2+ as the market matures and 
demand grows) for the purposes of effectuating medical marijuana transportation. Vehicles must 
accommodate the anticipated size of deliveries and be capable of being temperature-controlled for 
perishable medical marijuana, such as a fully equipped Ford Transit, or the like. The transport vehicle 
will be: 

1) Unmarked such that the vehicle would not identify or indicate that it is being used to transport 
medical marijuana  
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2) Plain and inconspicuous (it will not display any sign or illustration related to medical marijuana 
or Applicant) 

3) Reliable with good fuel economy 
4) Maintained in good working order at all times (must undergo regular physical inspections) 
5) Insured as required by law 
6) Equipped with: 

a) A locking cargo area that has a separate key or combination pad  
b) GPS trackers, such as those manufactured by Fleetmatics which allow real-time 

monitoring, route replay, speeding alerts, idling alerts, and other unique features to ensure 
safe, efficient delivery of the medical marijuana  

c) Dash cams 
d) Secure communication devices (for contact with the security team and 911 responders), 

such as a cellular telephone; this device will be within the vehicle at all times that the 
vehicle contains medical marijuana 

e) Other proprietary security features 

Product shipments must be placed in the vehicle’s locking cargo area in a manner which is not visible 
from the outside of the transport vehicle. Only the transport agents will have access to the vehicle’s 
locking cargo area. If recommended by security expert consultants, the locking mechanism of the cargo 
area will feature a duress alarm which will alert the security team and commercial security monitoring 
service providers of possible criminal activity.  

Transport vehicles must always remain current with and display valid State inspection and vehicle 
registration stickers. They will be insured in an amount that is commercially reasonable and appropriate, 
as required by law. The General Manager is ultimately responsible to ensure the vehicle has timely 
renewed registrations and insurance. To facilitate renewals, administrative staff will mark work 
calendars (e.g., Outlook, iCal, Google calendar) with the applicable expiration dates and set digital 
reminders (i.e., automatic alerts by computer pop-up, email and/or text) at 1 month and 2 weeks in 
advance. Upon notification of the pending expiration, the manager will make arrangements to renew 
registration and insurance. 

Prior to any delivery, transport agents are responsible to fully refuel the transport vehicle and inspect the 
vehicle for any damage or operational issues. Vehicles that have not been fully fueled and inspected will 
not be authorized for transport. 

Applicant understands our transport vehicle(s) is subject to inspection by the Department or its 
authorized agents, law enforcement, or other Federal, State or local government officials if necessary to 
perform the government officials’ functions and duties.  

Transportation Log 
Applicant will transport and deliver medical marijuana to an approved laboratory and to licensed 
processors and dispensaries in Ohio in compliance with OAC 3796:5-3-01 (regarding transportation of 
medical marijuana) and our own comprehensive transportation policies and procedures adapted from our 
affiliates in other medical marijuana jurisdictions. All medical marijuana transported must first be 
packaged in shipping containers within our Shipping Preparation Room (adjacent to our Shipping Vault 
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which stores all products earmarked for transport) and labeled appropriately. Additionally, each sealed 
and approved shipping container will be affixed with a copy of the transportation log required under 
OAC 3796:5-3-01(A). This transportation log will include: 

1) The name, address and license number of the Applicant  
2) The name, address and license number of the receiving entity 
3) The names and registration numbers of employees transporting the medical marijuana 
4) The license plate number and vehicle type of our transport vehicle  
5) The time of departure and estimated time of arrival 
6) The specific delivery route, including street names and distances 
7) The total weight of the shipment and a description of each individual package in the shipment, 

and the total number of individual packages 
 

Applicant will provide a copy by fax/email of the applicable transportation log to the recipient receiving 
the medical marijuana before the close of business the day prior to transport. Upon arrival, the transport 
team will provide a second copy of the transport manifest which may reflect any amendments or 
updates. Applicant shall, if requested, provide a copy of the transportation log, and any printed receipts 
for medical marijuana being transported, to the Department or its authorized agents, law enforcement, or 
other Federal, State or local government officials upon request.  

For quality assurance purposes, each transportation log must be reviewed for accuracy and compliance 
and approved by management, who must record their approval prior to providing a copy of the log to the 
recipient and releasing the shipment for delivery. We will maintain copies of all transportation related 
records, including transportation logs, trip plans, transport incident reports, and the like, for at least 5 
years. All such records will be made available to the Department upon request. 

In any instance where the transport team is tasked with multiple deliveries within a single planned trip, 
Applicant will create separate transportation logs for each recipient which correctly reflect the specific 
medical marijuana in transit. Accordingly, each recipient must provide our delivery team with a printed 
receipt for the medical marijuana received. 

Access-Control in Shipping Areas  
All medical marijuana shipments must be prepared in the Shipping Preparation Room, which will also 
function as a man-trap preventing unauthorized persons from entering the facility through this enclosed, 
secure area that is out of public sight and dedicated exclusively to the preparation and staging of medical 
marijuana prior to delivery. Once prepared, shipments will be transferred from the Shipping Preparation 
Room through a Security Vestibule ant into the Vehicle Sally Port for loading into a transport vehicle. 
All such activities must be conducted within the view of our recording surveillance system. 

All shipping related areas will be access-controlled using a pin pad and swiped-card reader so only those 
agents with proper credentials may enter. The doors leading to these areas will be commercial-grade, 
non-residential doors. Our proposed access-control technology will keep a digital record of the 
dates/times and identities of those who entered the room and allow us to maintain absolute control over 
who may enter/exit. The software system will automatically update the entry log with information pulled 
from any access cards swiped and/or passwords entered in the pin pad (note, cards and passwords are 
unique for each employee). Only specifically authorized agents will be granted entry to our shipping 
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areas, and only for the limited time necessary to perform their duties.  

Keys or key codes for all doors will remain in the possession of designated authorized individuals and 
may never be left unattended. During all times except when opened to allow authorized entry, doors to 
each room will be securely locked, alarmed, and monitored by our surveillance system. In fact, all 
shipping areas will be monitored and recorded 24/7 by our surveillance system. 

Preparation for Shipment 
Items that have been ordered by a processor or dispensary will be transferred from the Vault to the 
adjacent Shipping Vault (to avoid confusion and minimize risk of error or diversion). Like the Vault, our 
Shipping Vault will be UL rated with DEA-approved locks and alarm wiring to integrate into our 
security systems. Ordered items will be stored in commercial-grade TL30 safes that meet DEA 
requirements for the storage of Schedule I and II drugs and locking refrigerators and freezers (if 
appropriate). Once the transport team is ready, the ordered products will be inspected then transferred 
from the Shipping Vault to the Shipping Preparation Area for staging prior to transport.  

Only the minimum number of highly trained and trusted agents necessary for efficient operations will be 
authorized to access the Shipping Vault, and they will only be permitted access for the minimum amount 
of time necessary to perform their duties. Moreover, the Shipping Vault will be heavily monitored 24/7 
by our recording surveillance system. 

Upon the day of shipment: 

1) Authorized agents will carefully transfer all itemized products identified on the transportation log 
from the Shipping Vault to the Shipping Preparation Room for shipment staging. All actions will 
be recorded in BioTrack THC, including the name of the person(s) making the entry, packaging 
the shipment, and completing the transport, to maintain an unbroken chain of custody report. 

2) Once in the Shipping Preparation Area, agents will carefully pack each item in the shipment into 
proper bulk shipment packaging (i.e., unmarked, tamper-evident opaque boxes affixed with a 
copy of the transportation log and sealed with tamper-evident tape) and affix compliant labels 
while simultaneously conducting a physical audit, on a line item basis, against the transportation 
log to ensure the shipment matches the log. Items packed will also undergo quality assurance 
inspections for packaging and labeling compliance and to ensure they are undamaged, unexpired, 
and otherwise qualified for distribution. All inspections and confirmations will be recorded in 
BioTrack THC. 

3) Medical marijuana may not be mishandled or mistreated. Unfit and unsafe items must be rejected 
and either corrected (e.g., re-labeled or re-packaged) or transferred to the Quarantine Area for 
inspection and/or destruction and disposal in accordance with company procedures. All rejected 
items will be replaced with suitable products such that the shipment 100% matches the 
transportation log.  

4) Once placed in proper bulk shipment packaging, an agent will affix a label which clearly displays 
the unique shipment identification number, the description, including the weight, of each item, 
date and time of the sealing of the package for shipment, the name and signature of the agent 
who prepared and sealed the package, and the name and address of the Applicant. Package labels 
will also display the name and address of the intended recipient.  

5) Transport agents will ensure the package label is conspicuously located on each package (i.e., 
must be of sufficient size, unobscured, and in a noticeable location). All labels, including their 
placement on the package, must be inspected for compliance and approved prior to continuing to 
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the next step in the transportation procedure. 
6) Once package labels have been inspected and approved, the shipment packages will be carefully 

placed into a dedicated lockbox equipped with a GPS tracking device. Each lockbox may only 
contain shipments meant for a single recipient (i.e., there will be no commingling of products 
meant for different recipients).  

7) Prior to sealing any shipment package, transport agents must inspect the packaged medical 
marijuana products and cross-reference items with the transportation log (which identifies all the 
products meant for shipment to the same recipient) again. Any products which are not being 
delivered to the same recipient must be removed and packaged in a separate shipment container. 
Once confirmed, the transport agent will make a record of the inspection before releasing the 
shipment for delivery.  

8) Once all lockboxes for the planned delivery have been filled and securely closed, the transport 
team will exit the Shipping Preparation Area and carefully transfer the lockboxes through a 
security vestibule leading to the secure vehicle sally port. Lockboxes will be swiftly placed into 
the locking cargo area of the transport vehicle already waiting in the sally port (i.e., the enclosed 
area of the facility under 24/7 surveillance used for loading/unloading a transport vehicle).  

9) Once all lockboxes have been placed in the transport vehicle, all doorways leading to the sally 
port will be closed, then the rolling door to the sally port will open, allowing the transport 
vehicle to exit the premises and commence the shipment transportation to the recipient. 
 

Pursuant to our SOPs, a manager will oversee all shipment preparation and transport procedures. At 
least 2 agents, including at least 1 Security Guard, must participate in all such procedures. All shipment 
preparation activities must take place within the view of our recording surveillance system and be 
recorded in BioTrack THC. 

Transport Procedures 
Below are the basic policies and procedures related to the safe and secure transport of medical marijuana 
to laboratories, processors and dispensaries. These policies also apply should Applicant need to retrieve 
recalled and/or returned medical marijuana from a processor or dispensary. 

1) At least 2 agents, including at least 1 security guard, must participate in all shipping preparation 
procedures, which must be conducted within the view of our recording surveillance system.  

2) The transport team must consist of at least 2 highly trained transport agents, both with security 
cross-training. At least 1 transport agent must remain with the transport vehicle at all times when 
the vehicle contains medical marijuana. 

3) An authorized manager will oversee all shipping procedures. 
4) The transport team must have access to a secure form of communication and remain in constant 

communication with the Applicant security team during transport. The security team must be 
alerted immediately upon any deviation from the trip plan. 

5) Applicant will only transport to a licensed laboratory, processor or dispensary in Ohio. No 
exceptions 

6) Prior to departure, the transport team must fully refuel the vehicle and inspect for damages. 
7) Transportation logs must be provided to the receiving entity by the close of business the day 

prior to transport.  
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8) The dates, times, and routes of delivery will be randomized to mitigate unlawful activity. Prior to 
departing the facility, the Security Manager must review and pre-approve the trip plan. The trip 
plan will indicate the details of the delivery, including all approved stops (e.g., for refueling), all 
recipient addresses and contact information, and delivery route.  

9) The security team must track the transport vehicle using the installed GPS tracking devices (note, 
the lockboxes will have their own GPS tracking devices so they can be separately tracked in case 
they are removed from the vehicle during a criminal act). 

10) A delivery team shall proceed in a transport vehicle from the facility, where the medical 
marijuana is loaded, directly to the intended recipient, where the medical marijuana is securely 
unloaded, without unnecessary delays. The transport team may not deviate from the trip plan 
(i.e., no frolics or detours) and must proceed directly from Applicant to the recipient without 
unnecessary delays. Notwithstanding the foregoing, a transport vehicle may make stops at 
multiple facilities, in accordance with the pre-determined trip plan, to deliver medical marijuana. 

11) Upon any deviation from the trip plan, the transport team must create a transport incident log, 
recording information related to any unexpected stop or change, including time, location, and 
any trip plan modifications/updates. 

12) During transport, the transport team must call the recipient to indicate an accurate 10-minute 
window of time for their expected arrival and provide an accurate description of the transport 
vehicle (e.g., make, model, color, license plate number) and basic identifying information of the 
transport team (e.g., name, physical description). This will allow staff at the receiving facility to 
adequately prepare for receiving procedures, including ensuring proper security measures are in 
place. 

13) If the transport team suspects unlawful activity or is otherwise suspicious of the circumstances of 
the delivery environment, they will immediately cease all delivery activities, return to Applicant, 
and report the situation to the Department and/or law enforcement, if appropriate. 

14) If the transport team believes the receiving circumstances are safe and secure, they will follow all 
reasonable transport and receiving procedures required by the recipient and will request that all 
activities be conducted within the view of a recording surveillance system. 

15) Upon arrival, the transport team must provide identifying documents (e.g., current government-
issued identification card, Department-issued employee identification card, and Applicant-issued 
identification badge, all with matching information) to security personnel awaiting their arrival. 

16) Once receiving security has authenticated and verified the transport team’s identifications and 
credentials, the recipient’s security team will instruct our transport team on their entry protocol. 
The transport team will follow all reasonable requests.  

17) Once safely within the recipient’s premises, the transport team must provide the transportation 
log to the receiving team which must then be compared against the advanced copy previously 
sent to verify the delivery information matches exactly. 

18) Once visitor registration procedures have been completed, the transport team must provide 
recipient security the transportation log which must then be compared against the advanced copy 
to verify the information matches exactly, except where amendments are noted and approved. 

19) Once the transportation log has been verified as accurate, the transport team will unload the 
product shipment from their vehicle and follow reasonable directions from the receiving team 
regarding the unpacking of the shipment in a secure area within the view of a recording 
surveillance system. 
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20) Once inside the receiving room, transport agents will not unpack the shipment until authorized 
by security (after the access door to the room is fully closed and secure).  

21) Transport agents will carefully unpack the shipment while simultaneously conducting a third 
physical audit of the shipment against the transportation log to ensure shipment accuracy. Again, 
items unpacked will undergo quality assurance inspections for packaging and labeling 
compliance and to ensure they are undamaged, unexpired, and otherwise qualified for 
dispensation.  

22) Medical marijuana may not be mishandled or mistreated. Unfit and unsafe items must be 
rejected. 

23) Once all items are unpacked, receiving agents will conduct another review to verify shipment 
accuracy. Once re-verified, receiving agents may accept the approved items, request the transport 
team to sign/date audit records attesting to shipment accuracy, and take full custody of the 
shipment. A compliant transaction receipt will then be issued. Notably, no cash may be 
exchanged during this process; all payments will be made directly with Applicant so that 
transporters are not handling any cash. 

24) If a discrepancy is discovered, staff will immediately report the discrepancy to appropriate law 
enforcement authorities and to the Department either through a designated phone line established 
by the Department or by electronic communication in a manner prescribed by the Department. 

25) Upon completion and acceptance of the delivery and product transfer process, transport agents 
will immediately return to the transport vehicle and either return to Applicant or continue to the 
next recipient destination in strict accordance with the trip plan. 

Applicant will immediately report to the Department, either through a designated phone line established 
by the Department or by electronic communication with the Department in a manner prescribed by the 
Department: 

• All daily delivery schedules, including routes and delivery times 

• Any vehicle accidents, diversions, losses, or other reportable events that occur during transport of 
medical marijuana 

Receiving Recalled or Returned Medical Marijuana 
Should any product produced by Applicant be recalled or returned, all established SOPs, in full 
compliance with all applicable Ohio regulations, will be followed in retrieving such items.  

In the case of a product recall or return, Applicant shall: 

1) Schedule a pick up from any affected processors and/or dispensaries 
2) Follow all established transport protocols described above  
3) Immediately upon return to the cultivation facility with the affected product(s), complete an 

inventory audit to ensure physical inventory is still in agreement with the transportation log 
4) Place all returned or recalled products in the Quarantine Area until they are properly inspected, 

destroyed and disposed of 
5) Record all actions in BioTrack THC 
6) Complete all actions in the presence of the video surveillance system 
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Transport Training Program  
Applicant will require all transport agents to be thoroughly trained on our transport protocols and cross-
trained on security protocol as described above. Initial training begins upon hire and takes 
approximately 7-10 days to complete. All staff must complete initial training prior to commencing work.  

Like all our training programs, transportation and delivery training comprises a series of classes, videos, 
workbooks, manuals, and one-on-one sessions to ensure compliance with Applicant rules, policies and 
procedures, security measures, Ohio law and regulations, and job requirements and responsibilities. We 
will ensure trainees retain all pertinent information using multiple choice, open-ended questions, and/or 
oral examinations upon the completion of each training session. Employees need to score at least a 75% 
in each subject before being permitted to work. As each examination has been successfully passed, 
trainees will be issued a certificate verifying mastery of the subject, a copy of which will be retained by 
the human resources department for safekeeping.  

Thereafter, trainees must shadow an experienced transport team on at least 5 actual deliveries runs and 
be approved by their peers before authorized to become a full-fledged transport team member. Upon 
authorization, such new transport agent must be paired with a more experienced transport agent for at 
least 6 months. After that time, the transport agent’s track record will be reviewed by management, and 
if appropriate, they will be authorized to conduct transports and deliveries with any other qualified 
transport agents (including less experienced agents). 

At least once annually, staff must attend refresher training courses, including at least 1 hour of refresher 
training on transport procedures. Failure to attend annual refresher training will be grounds for 
suspension and possible termination.  

Transport agent training topics include: 

1) Shipping area access control 
2) Proper shipment packaging and labeling 
3) Loading/unloading procedures 
4) Product shipping/receiving protocol  
5) Product handling and storage 
6) Transportation log production and maintenance 
7) Inventory control measures 
8) Quality assurance inspection protocol 
9) Contacting the Department, law enforcement, and other emergency responders 
10) Diversion and theft prevention measures 
11) Basic crime prevention and detection 
12) Criminal and threatening incident response and situational awareness 
13) Recognizing suspicious behavior 

Agents will be trained to keep in mind that the safety of staff takes priority over all else. To reinforce 
training, staff will undergo product transport drills to enhance preparation and response time in case of a 
criminal incident. 
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PART III: FACILITY PLOT PLAN AND SPECIFICATIONS 
Below, please find the plot plan/detailed architect’s drawing to scale of the interior of our proposed 
facility (new construction). The first conceptual plans clearly designates the different areas of operation, 
including the medical marijuana cultivation areas. The second plan clearly designates the mandatory 
access restrictions and other security features, including the layout of surveillance cameras and location 
of certain alarm systems. 
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PART IV: EMERGENCY NOTIFICATION PROCEDURES 
In the event of an emergency of any kind (e.g. alarm activation, public safety hazard, security breach, 
security system malfunction, fire, etc.) Applicant agents are directed to first secure their own safety, 
followed by the safety of others in the facility. 
Once all persons have been removed from harm, proper and prompt notification of the emergency must 
be made to the appropriate authorities, including but not limited to Type 1 Employees, law enforcement, 
and emergency responders. The Department must also be notified of such events within 24 hours of the 
occurrence of the emergency. 

Loss, Theft or Diversion 
Pursuant to OAC 3796:5-4-01(A), the loss of any amount of medical marijuana must be immediately be 
notified to the Department by a Type 1 Employee, such as the General Manager or the Security 
Manager. The written notification must be submitted within 24 hours of discovering the loss and include 
the following information, at a minimum: 

• Estimated time, location, and circumstances of the loss

• Accurate inventory of the quantity and type of medical marijuana unaccounted for

• Signature of the Type 1 Employee that prepared the notification report

Upon notification of a loss, theft or diversion of medical marijuana, management will: 

1) Have staff immediately cease activities within the affected areas of the facility to allow an initial
investigation to confirm the existence of a crime

2) Conduct a formal, thorough, internal investigation which will include, at a minimum:
a) A review of all relevant inventory records
b) A subsequent inventory audit (if applicable)
c) Interviews with all staff who may be a witness
d) A review and preservation of video surveillance footage during the time of the suspected

criminal act
e) Identification of all records at the facility and potential evidence outside the facility,

including video surveillance footage, that will be sealed and prevented from being
destroyed until a full investigation is conducted by the Department and law enforcement,
if deemed necessary

3) Amend Applicant’s SOPs, if necessary, to prevent or mitigate future similar incidents
4) Create accurate and detailed records of the entire investigation and submit reports of the

investigation to the Department and law enforcement, including but not limited to:
a) A written preliminary report within 7 days of discovering the criminal act which

contains:

− The name and identification numbers of every employee at the facility at the time 
of the criminal act 

− The internal measures taken to locate the cause of the criminal act, including the 
cause of any loss, theft or diversion 
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− The total quantity and type of medical marijuana stolen or otherwise diverted, if 
applicable, following a subsequent audit of the facility’s actual inventory 
compared to the inventory reported by the inventory tracking system 

− A revised plan to secure our inventory and measures Applicant will take to 
prevent future similar incidents 

b) A final written report of the investigation within 30 days of discovering the criminal act 

As part of any loss investigation, a Type 1 Employee must review all surveillance footage relevant to the 
event and secure the relevant recordings for authorities to examine. Along with the surveillance footage, 
any records or physical evidence (from inside or directly outside the facility) are to be sealed and 
preserved for investigators. Such unaltered recordings and other evidence will be preserved until the 
investigation or proceeding is closed or the entity conducting the investigation or proceeding notifies us 
that it is no longer necessary to retain the recordings or other evidence. 

Specific Emergency Types 
Our SOPs for emergencies includes specific responses to particular types of emergencies.  
Medical Emergency 
Agents must determine the extent of the injury or illness and then contact the nearest emergency medical 
service or call 911. A registered employee, preferably someone from the security team, should meet 
emergency responders at the facility entrance and swiftly escort them to the sick or injured individual.  
Staff is instructed not to move the affected person unnecessarily or attempt significant medical treatment 
unless they are in immediate harm and the person providing the care is trained in first aid. For example, 
abdominal thrusts for someone choking or CPR for someone not breathing may be appropriate if the 
agent is properly trained, but staff will be discouraged from attempting to remove an impaled object, 
offering prescription medications, or attempting to provide major medical care. 
Power Failure 
As part of normal operations, emergency flashlights charged or installed with batteries will be stored in 
the Offices, Break Room, Security/Surveillance Room and several other locations throughout our 
facility. In the event of a total power failure, agents are instructed to collect the emergency flashlights 
and distribute them to other employees. Security personnel will gather everyone together near the 
entrance of the facility while the General Manager and Security Manager will together determine if it is 
necessary to a complete evacuation of the premises.  
Upon any power outage, the Security Manager, or a designee, will contact the local power company and 
determine if the outage is specific to the facility or neighborhood and inquire as to an estimated time 
services will be restored. Contemporaneously, agents will be instructed to shut down any equipment that 
could be damaged when the power is restored. All freezers and refrigerators will be kept sealed while 
the power is out to maintain the integrity of the contents within. 
Weather Related and Natural Disaster Emergencies (e.g. Wind, Snow, Flooding, Earthquake, etc.) 
As part of normal protocol, management will regularly monitor local and national weather services for 
updates on weather and other potential natural disasters that could potentially disrupt operations (e.g., 
strong wind, snow, flooding, earthquake, tornado). If the weather is sufficiently severe, all agents in the 
facility will be instructed to relocate to the safest area possible. Safe areas include those away from 
windows and glass doors, and are near walls or support columns at the center or rear of the building. If 
practical, agents will ensure all secured containers, rooms, bins and compartments are fully locked and 
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secure.  
If there is a threat of power loss due to inclement weather, agents will collect and distribute emergency 
flashlights and shut off any equipment that may become damaged by a sudden loss or restoration of 
power. If the forecast calls for dangerous snow or ice, the General Manager and the Security Manager 
together will make the determination as to whether to end operations early or cancel operations for that 
day. Should operations end early or be cancelled for the day, the General Manager will notify the 
Department accordingly. 
Fire Emergency 
Fire extinguishers will be located throughout the facility in virtually every room. If practical, in the 
event of a manageable fire, agents will be instructed to deploy a nearby fire extinguishers. If smoke or 
fire is uncontrollable, agents will err on the side of safety and immediately evacuate the facility. If safe, 
agents will be instructed to turn off all gas valves and lock all fireproof safes and Vaults. Employees will 
be trained to contact the local Fire Department, call 911, and trigger an alarm in the event of any 
unmanageable fire. 
Once the fire is out and emergency responders have determined that it is safe to reenter the facility, 
management will survey the damage and agents will assist in cleaning and repairing the facility and 
equipment. In the event of extensive damage, the General Manager will contract with a professional fire 
damage restoration service. 
Broken Water Pipe Emergency 
In the event a water pipe breaks on the premises, if possible agents will be instructed to attempt to 
determine the source of the broken pipe and turn off the valve controlling the source of the water to the 
main. If the broken pipe is connected to the municipal water supply, management will contact the water 
utility company for further assistance. Contemporaneously, agents will be instructed to relocate and 
elevate any equipment or materials that can be moved to avoid serious water damage. The safety of our 
personnel will always take precedence over the safety of our equipment and facility.  
Once the leak has been located and stopped, agents will assist in cleaning the spill damage. If a 
sufficient remediation is not possible or practical, the General Manager will contract with a professional 
water damage restoration firm. 
Gas Leak Emergency 
In the event of a gas leak where the source cannot be immediately located or where the gas cannot be 
safely shut off, agents will be instructed to call 911 immediately, trigger an alarm to notify other staff, 
and evacuate the building. Thereafter, management will report the incident to the local gas utility and 
request further assistance. If conditions are safe, agents will attempt to open appropriate doors and 
windows to ventilate the building.  
After evacuation, management will take a headcount of all agents and other persons known to be in the 
building to determine if anyone is missing. If conditions are safe, management will perform a 
walkthrough of the facility to ensure it has been fully evacuated. 
Workplace Violence 
In the event of a workplace violence incident, agents will be instructed to immediately call 911 and 
notify the Security Manager. Only Security Guards may engage an alleged offender for safety reasons. 
Other staff is expected to support the security team by ensuring an otherwise safe environment. If the 
incident is unmanageable, all agents will be instructed to evacuate the area and await assistance from 
law enforcement. 
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Robbery 
In the event of a robbery, agents will be instructed avoid engaging with the perpetrator and, if possible 
immediately call 911, trigger an alarm and notify the security team. The safety of our personnel takes 
precedence over all else. Agents will be instructed not to follow a perpetrator who is leaving the facility. 
When safe, agents will be encouraged to write down a description of the perpetrator, including any 
vehicles used and its license plate number.  
Agents will be instructed to not disturb the crime scene. A Security Guard will oversee the affected area 
and protect its integrity for a professional investigation.  
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FUNDING ANALYSIS 
To meet and exceed the regulatory mandates set forth by the State of Ohio Department of Commerce, Applicant 
has budgeted the total cost of building our proposed cultivation facility (with headhouse) at $3,500,000, including 
cash reserves. The owners and founders of Applicant alone have immediate access to over $3,500,000 in cash (as 
verified by a letter from our CPA included as attachments in Section 1B and Section 1D of this application), 
which, based on our financial planning and projections (see below), is more than sufficient to cover all anticipated 
capital expenses related to the design and construction of a customized, state-of-the-art greenhouse cultivation 
facility manufactured by Local Greenhouse Manufacturer. Given our cost structure and access to capital, 
Applicant is capable of covering all capital expenses and operational expenses through the first five months of 
operations when we expect to generate our first sales, without any further capital injections.  

In the event of unforeseen expenses or delays, Applicant has established a maintenance cash reserve account of 
$310,000.  In the unlikely event such cash reserves are insufficient, Founder 2 has secured a commitment for a 
line of credit which would give Applicant access to over $12,000,000 for any purpose related to the operations of 
our proposed cultivation facility should it be required. 

OPERATING EXPENSE BREAKDOWN 
Capital Expenses 
In order to find a suitable and compliant property, Applicant worked with local municipalities to source 
a site that could sufficiently provide ample power and water. In time, Applicant secured a site through a 
purchase agreement for $60,000 which met all internal and regulatory requirements to build and operate 
a new construction cultivation facility. Upon securing the land, the remaining capital expenditures for 
the facility are accurately estimated based on similar facilities that our medical marijuana cultivator 
affiliates operate in different states. Applicant sent a request for quotation to three different greenhouse 
manufacturers and chose the Local Greenhouse Manufacturer due to their vast experience in building 
such facilities and their projected cost of goods. Applicant built in a cushion of the $1,800,000 price 
shown below and feels it provides enough room for any unforeseen change orders or delays.  
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The chart below details all Capital Costs: 

 
Securing the site and all necessary building plans ensures Applicant can begin construction immediately 
upon securing a provisional license as a cultivator. Construction is estimated to take five months, which 
will allow Applicant to open the doors and commence operations by month six. Based on the prior 
experience Chief Operations Officer, Chief Cultivation Officer, Regulatory Consultant and Industry 
Consultant, who have each operated and/or consulted for similarly situated cultivation facilities, 
Applicant budgeted $310,000 for major maintenance and operational expenses. These funds will always 
remain in an account to minimize any necessary capital contributions from the Founder 1 and Founder 2.  
Startup Costs 
The Applicant budgeted the cost of building out the facility at $1,037,196, with no expense spared. The 
applicant intends to increase the electrical unit to accommodate 800 amps and estimates this to cost to be 
$50,000. To take advantage of the increased power capacity, a cutting-edge heating ventilation and air 
conditioning unit will be located on site to provide optimal temperature to grow a steady, consistent 
supply of pharmaceutical-grade medical marijuana. Applicant expects the construction of all equipment, 
tables, lights, trays and the irrigation system to cost $500,000.   
Applicant intends to install a state-of-the-art security system which includes door alarms, motion 
detectors, glass break sensors on all windows, voice recording systems and a series of high-tech 
surveillance cameras. Such security equipment and features is estimated to cost approximately 
$100,000.  
Applicant’s Chief Operations Officer has collaborated with Chief Cultivation Officer, Regulatory 
Consultant and Local Greenhouse Manufacturer to create a detailed list of equipment and supplies 
necessary to implement the Founders’ vision for a high functioning, efficient greenhouse cultivation 
center. Hydroponic Supply Stores 1, a small chain of hydroponic gardening supply stores owned and 
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operated by Chief Operations Officer, will provide most of the necessary capital equipment for the 
actual cultivation and production of medical marijuana. This supplier has access to the most innovative 
technology and equipment in the horticultural field through its strong relationship with the nation’s 
oldest and largest manufacturer of hydroponics equipment and grow lights.  
Notably, Chief Operations Officer has offered to provide all cultivation tools and equipment provided by 
Hydroponic Supply Stores 1 at cost, virtually guaranteeing Applicant has the lowest capital cost 
structure in the State of Ohio, should we be awarded a license. In line with Applicant’s mission to 
increase patient access to the purest, most effective and highest possible quality medicinal products, all 
cost savings will be passed on to our customers which will have the net effect of ensuring our products 
are more affordable for Ohio patients. 
All related capital equipment and supplies associated with the startup of the facility are itemized on the 
next page in detail.  
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Facility Revenue Breakdown 
Based on the collective business planning experience and historical track record of operational success 
in other medical marijuana states, we believe the five-year projections below represent realistic, 
conservative figures. Our leadership team, who operates under strict financial discipline, has budgeted 
moderate operating expenses that are in line with industry standards. To simplify financial planning for 
purposes of this application, we did not include a forecast of the sale of usable medical marijuana 
trimmings to processors. Such products add zero additional operational costs to produce as they are a 
natural byproduct of normal operations, and generate an additional stream of revenue for Applicant. 

With 32 grow trays, each holding 32 plants, each Bloom Room will house exactly 1,024 plants at full 
capacity. We intend to commence operations at half capacity and increase our production output as the 
patient market grows, allowing us to manage our growth and employ sound business practices without 
inadvertently generating waste or inefficiencies. Using a perpetual harvest plan, at full capacity we will 
harvest 1,024 plants of varying strains each month. Using our tiered greenhouse system and customized 
nutrient feeding schedule, we expect conservative yields of 3 ounces of medical marijuana per plant, 
projecting approximately 192 pounds each month at full operational capacity.  
Applicant predicts the fair market value of medical marijuana sold in a newly regulated medical 
marijuana state to be $3,000/lb. As previously discussed and seen from the revenue shown in the chart 
below, Applicant projects the output production increasing from 768 lbs. in year one to 2,304 lbs. in 
year four, once operating at full capacity. Applicant is aware that in highly regulated markets such as 
Ohio, patient count and demand will be modest at first, then ramp up overtime.  
Applicant expects year one revenues to equal $2,304,000 and increase to $3,456,000 in year two. Once 
fully operational, as shown in year four with the modeled production of 192 pounds, we expect to gross 
$576,000 per harvest providing $6,912,000 in gross annual revenues. Since Applicant will own the real 
estate, it will generate at a minimum of $90,000 per annum in rental income.  
The chart below details the annual modeled harvested pounds remaining at a flat $3,000/lb., harvested 
revenue and rental income.  Over the first five years of operations, Applicant is projected to gross 
$26,705,307.  

 
Anticipated profits, while attractive, provide Applicant an opportunity to give back to the community. 
The Applicant has pledged to donate a portion of its proceeds to charities that benefit the advancement 
of women, women support groups and organizations that promote women’s health.  
Operating Expenses 
While the revenue figures are explained above, it is important to note our operating expenses and how 
they will benefit the local community. Not only will most (by dollar figure) of Applicant’s startup 
supplies, listed above as $1,037,196, be sourced from local businesses, there are positions available for 
contractors, construction workers, growers, security professionals and trimmers. One of the largest 
expenses during operations is trimming costs, for which Applicant will only use local labor (and it is our 
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preference to hire former military veterans and their families as tour affiliates have done in other states). 
To offset our large electric load, Applicant intends to purchase electricity from a provider that is one of 
the country’s biggest proponents of clean energy through investment in infrastructure and grid 
technology.  
The chart below outlines the annual expected costs to operate the facility:   

  
Income Statement and Cash Flow Analysis 
After recouping the capital expenditures, Applicant will be profitable in year two.  
While medical marijuana has not been legalized federally, Applicant has budgeted an effective tax rate 
of 35% to hold in escrow should such a tax ever be assessed. We not only view this as fiscally 
responsible, but as a way to safeguard against any future issues that might arise with the Federal 
government. Should the government not assess such a tax as advised to us through our legal and tax 
experts, Applicant will donate a portion of these funds to the local community after any tax due to the 
State of Ohio.  
Below, please find the Income and Cash Flow Statements that show projected revenues and operating 
expenses for five years of operations generated by the cultivation facility: 
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  Ohio Department of Commerce 

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

MMCP-C-1001A (v1.1), Ohio Cultivator Application – Filing/Identifiers Page 1 of 24 

Cultivator Application – Filing Packet Notarized Cover Sheet 

Instructions are provided in a separate document: Cultivator Application – Request for 
Applications / Instructions Packet (MMCP-C-1000). 

Acknowledgement and Notarized Signature 

I hereby acknowledge that knowingly making a statement that is untrue or which is intended to
mislead the Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP), the Department of Commerce, the State
Board of Pharmacy, or the State Medical Board, or any person designated by the State of Ohio in the
performance of their official function is a violation of Chapter 3796 of the Revised Code. As the duly
authorized representative of the applicant, I hereby attest to the accuracy to the best of my knowledge of
the submitted information on this application and make the submitted certifications on behalf of the
applicant.

I hereby acknowledge that this application was formulated with the assistance of outside consultants
knowledgeable in the industry. If applicable, please include the information requested below regarding
the individuals or entities that provided this assistance.

I hereby authorize the Ohio Department of Taxation and any of its agents and/or employees to
release information to the Ohio Department of Commerce. These records and information shall be limited
to information obtained and maintained by the Ohio Department of Taxation and shall not contain any
federal tax information as defined in I.R.C. 6103 and received from the Internal Revenue Service. I
expressly waive the confidentiality provisions of the Ohio Revised Code, which would otherwise prohibit
disclosure, and agree to hold the above-referenced organization harmless with respect to the disclosure
herein. I certify under the penalties of perjury that I am the taxpayer identified below or an agent
authorized to certify on its behalf.

Please verify the application level and submit the corresponding, non-refundable 
application fee:  

Level I:  I understand and am prepared to submit the non-refundable application fee of $20,000 at
the time of submission of this application. By checking this box, I acknowledge that the applicant and
any person possessing a financial interest in the applicant, as defined in O.A.C. 3796:1-1-01, is prohibited
from applying as a Level II cultivator. (3796:5-1-01)
-OR-

Level II:  I understand and am prepared to submit the non-refundable application fee of $2,000 at
the time of submission of this application. By checking this box, I acknowledge that the applicant and
any person possessing a financial interest in the applicant, as defined in O.A.C. 3796:1-1-01, is prohibited
from applying as a Level I cultivator (3796:5-1-01).
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  Ohio Department of Commerce  

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

 
 

Cultivator Application – Filing Packet - Section 1: Identifiers  

Instructions are provided in a separate document titled Cultivator Application – Request for 
Applications/ Instructions Packet (MMCP-C-1000).  

1A Business Entity and Contact Information Form 

Business Entity Information
1. Legal Name of Applicant (3796:2-1-02(B)(2)(a)): 

2. Trade Name of Applicant: 

3. Type of Organization/ Applicant Business Type (3796:2-1-02(B)(2)(b)): 

Individual/ 
Sole 

Proprietorship 

Corporation Partnership Limited 
Liability 

Corporation 

Association/ 
Cooperative 

Joint Venture Other: 
_________ 

4. Ohio Secretary of State Business Identification Number (3796:2-1-02(B)(2)(c)):

5. Business Address: 

6. City: 7. State: 8. Zip Code: 

9. Proposed Facility Physical Address (if different than above) (3796:2-1-02(B)(2)(d)): 

10. City (if different than above): 11. State:

Ohio

12. Zip Code: 

13. Business Phone Number: 14. Email Address: 

Primary Contact or Registered Agent Information 
15. First Name 16. M.I. 17. Last Name 

18. Title (i.e., Owner, President, etc.) 
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OhiGrow, LLC

4032350

367 East State Line Road

Toledo Ohio 43612

OhiGrowLLC@gmail.com

Carl Boyar

Owner
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  Ohio Department of Commerce  

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

 
 

19. Mailing Address (if different than Business Address): 
 
 

20. City: 
 

21. State:  
 

22. Zip Code: 23. Phone Number: 
 
 

24. Email Address (if different than Business Email): 
 
 
(Optional) Alternative Contact Information  
25. First Name 
 
 

26. M.I. 27. Last Name 

28. Title (i.e., Owner, President, etc.) 
 
 
29. Mailing Address (if different than Business Address): 
 
 

30. City: 
 

31. State:  
 

32. Zip Code: 33. Phone Number: 
 
 

34. Email Address (if different than Business Email): 
 
 
Identifying Tax Information  
35. FEIN/SSN 36. CAT Account # 

37. Vendor’s License # 38. Employer Withholding Account # 

39. Other Accounts at the Department of Taxation 
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S T A T E  OF  O H I O
C E R T I F I C A T E

Ohio Secretary of State, Jon Husted
4032350

It is hereby certified that the Secretary of State of Ohio has custody of the business records for

and, that said business records show the filing and recording of:

OHIGROW, LLC

United States of America
State of Ohio

Office of the Secretary of State

Witness my hand and the seal of the
Secretary of State at Columbus, Ohio this
24th day of May, A.D. 2017.

Ohio Secretary of State

201714402292DOMESTIC FOR PROFIT LLC - ARTICLES OF ORG
Document(s) Document No(s):

CT CORPORATION SYSTEM, INC.
4400 EASTON CMNS WAY STE 125
COLUMBUS, OH 43219

This is not a bill. Please do not remit payment.

DATE
05/24/2017

DOCUMENT ID
201714402292 DOMESTIC FOR PROFIT LLC - ARTICLES OF

ORG (LCP)

DESCRIPTION FILING
99.00

OVER PAYMENT
0.00

EXPED
100.00

CERT
0.00

COPY
0.00

Receipt

Effective Date: 05/24/2017
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I, Jon Husted, do hereby certify that I am the duly elected, qualified and present
acting Secretary of State for the State of Ohio, and as such have custody of the
records of Ohio and Foreign business entities; that said records show
OHIGROW, LLC, an Ohio For Profit Limited Liability Company, Registration
Number 4032350, was organized within the State of Ohio on May 24, 2017, is
currently in FULL FORCE AND EFFECT upon the records of this office.

Witness my hand and the seal of the
Secretary of State at Columbus, Ohio
this 24th day of May, A.D. 2017.

Ohio Secretary of State

Validation Number: 201714402446

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
STATE OF OHIO

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE
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OPERATING AGREEMENT 
OF 

OHIGROW, LLC 

 
 

THIS is the OPERATING AGREEMENT (as it may be amended, modified or restated 
from time to time, this “Agreement”) of OHIGROW, LLC, an Ohio limited liability company (the 
“Company”), dated as of May ___, 2017, made by CARL BOYAR, the sole member of the 
Company (the “Member”). 

ARTICLE 1 
 

Organization of the Company 

Section 1.1 Formation.  The Company is a limited liability company under the laws of 
the Ohio Revised Code, Title 17, Chapter 1705 et seq. as amended from time to time (the “Ohio 
Act”).  The Company has been established and is intended to operate as an entity separate from its 
Member.  The Member has formed the Company under the Ohio Act, and expressly does not intend 
hereby to form a partnership under either the Ohio Revised Uniform Partnership Act or the Ohio 
Revised Uniform Limited Partnership Act, and does not intend that the Company be a partnership 
or joint venture.  The Member shall not be a partner or joint venturer of the Company for any 
purpose, and this Agreement shall not be construed to suggest otherwise. 

Section 1.2 Name.  The name of the Company is OhiGrow, LLC. 

Section 1.3 Principal Place of Business.  The principal place of business of the 
Company shall be located at such address as shall be designated from time to time by the Member. 

Section 1.4 Purposes.  The purposes of the Company are to engage in any lawful act 
or activity for which a limited liability company may be formed under the Ohio Act. 

Section 1.5 Statutory Agent.  The name and address of the agent for service of process 
is CT Corporation System, 4400 Easton Commons Way, Suite 125, Columbus, Ohio 43219.  The 
Member may, from time to time, change the statutory agent without amending this Agreement. 

Section 1.6 Term.  The term of the Company commenced on the date of filing of the 
Articles of Organization of the Company with the Secretary of State of Ohio and shall continue 
until terminated by operation of law or pursuant to the provisions hereof. 

Section 1.7 Fictitious Business Name Statement; Other Certificates.  The Member 
will, from time to time, register the Company as a foreign limited liability company and file 
fictitious or trade name statements or certificates in those jurisdictions and offices as the Member 
considers necessary or appropriate.  The Company may do business under any fictitious business 
names approved by the Member.  The Member will, from time to time, file or cause to be filed 
certificates of amendment, certificates of cancellation, or other certificates as the Member 
reasonably considers necessary or appropriate under the Ohio Act or under the law of any 
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 2 

jurisdiction in which the Company is doing business to establish and continue the Company as a 
limited liability company or to protect the limited liability of the Member. 

ARTICLE 2 
 

Capital Contributions 

The Member has made a capital contribution to the Company (“Capital Contribution”) and 
shall have a 100 percent (100%) interest in the Company.  Additional Capital Contributions to the 
Company may be made from time to time in such amounts as determined by the Member in its 
sole discretion; provided, however, that the Member is not and shall not be obligated to make any 
additional contributions to the Company. 

ARTICLE 3 
 

Profits and Losses; Distributions 

Section 3.1 Accounting; Determination of Profits and Losses.  The books of the 
Company shall be kept on an accrual basis.  The terms “Profits” and “Losses” as used in this 
Agreement shall mean the Company’s “book” profits or losses (as the case may be). 

Section 3.2 Allocation of Profits and Losses.  The Profits and Losses of the Company, 
and each item of income, gain, deduction or loss included therein, shall be allocated to and borne 
by the Member. 

Section 3.3 Tax Reporting.  It is the intention of the Member that the Company be 
disregarded for federal tax purposes (so long as the Company has only one member), and 
accordingly all items of income, gain, loss, expense, deduction, and credit shall, for federal tax 
purposes, be reported directly by the Member. 

Section 3.4 Member’s Account.  A capital account shall be maintained for the Member. 

Section 3.5 Distributions. 

(A) From time to time, the Member may make a determination of the amount of 
Surplus Cash, if any.  “Surplus Cash” shall be deemed to mean the excess of the cash (or 
equivalents thereof) held by the Company over the amounts required to be retained pursuant to 
any agreement or contract to which the Company may be a party plus the amount necessary to 
meet the reasonably foreseeable working capital needs of the Company. 

(B) The amount of Surplus Cash, as so determined, may be distributed to the 
Member, at such times as the Member may determine, after deducting any amount owed by the 
Member to the Company. 

(C) Except as expressly provided in Section 7.2 in connection with the 
termination and winding up of the Company, or upon the approval of the Member, the Company 
shall not be obligated to repurchase the Member’s Interest (as defined in Section 6.1) nor shall the 
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Member be entitled to receive any other payment or distribution in connection with its withdrawal 
from the Company. 

ARTICLE 4 
 

Management 

Section 4.1 Management by Member.  All of the powers and authority of the Company 
shall be exercised by or under the direction of the Member. 

Section 4.2 Actions of the Member Without a Meeting.  Any action required or 
permitted to be taken at any meeting of the Member under the Ohio Act may be taken without a 
meeting if the Member consents thereto in writing and such written consent is filed with the 
minutes of the proceedings of the Member. 

Section 4.3 Officers.  The Company may have such officer or officers as the Member 
may from time to time appoint, including, without limitation, a President, one or more Vice 
Presidents, a Treasurer and a Secretary.  Each officer shall hold office at the pleasure of the 
Member and may be removed at any time, with or without cause, by and in the discretion of the 
Member.  All officers shall possess and exercise the duties and authority of their respective offices 
subject to the authority and direction of the Member.  All officers shall have such duties and 
authority with respect to the affairs of the Company as are customarily possessed by such officers 
of an Ohio corporation, except as such duties or authority may be limited or expanded by action 
of the Member from time to time. 

Section 4.4 Tax Matters.  If the Company is required to file any income tax return, 
form, statement, or other document separate from the Member, the Member shall prepare and file 
such return, form, statement, or other document as appropriate under applicable law. 

Section 4.5 Reliance on Information.  The Member and any Officer or employee of 
the Company in the performance of his, her, or its duties, is entitled to rely in good faith on 
information, opinions, reports, or other statements, including financial statements, books of 
account, and other financial data, if prepared or presented by: (a) one or more Officers or 
employees of the Company if the person relying on the statements reasonably believes that the 
person preparing or presenting the material is reliable and competent in that matter; or (b) legal 
counsel, public accountants, or other persons as to matters that the person relying on the 
statements reasonably believes are within the person’s professional or expert competence. 

ARTICLE 5 
 

Limitation of Liability; Indemnification 

Section 5.1 Proof of Failure to Satisfy Standard of Conduct.  The Member shall not be 
deemed to have violated any standard of conduct under this Article 5 unless such violation is 
proved, by clear and convincing evidence, in an action brought against such person.  The 
termination of any action, suit or proceeding by judgment, order, settlement or upon a plea of nolo 
contendere or its equivalent shall not of itself constitute proof or create a presumption that the 
appropriate standard of conduct has been violated. 
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Section 5.2 Liability to the Company.  The Member shall not be liable to the Company 
in damages for any action that the Member takes or fails to take in such capacity, unless it is 
proved, by clear and convincing evidence, in a court of competent jurisdiction that such action or 
failure to act was undertaken with deliberate intent to cause injury to the Company or with reckless 
disregard for the best interests of the Company. 

Section 5.3 Liability to Others.  The obligations and liabilities of the Company are 
solely the obligations and liabilities of the Company, and the Member shall not be liable therefor 
solely by reason of being a Member.  No failure of the Company to observe any formality or 
requirement relating to the exercise of its powers or the management of its business or affairs under 
this Agreement shall be grounds for imposing liability on the Member for any liability of the 
Company to any third party. 

Section 5.4 Indemnification.  The Company shall indemnify the Member to the fullest 
extent provided by, or permissible under, Section 1705.32 of the Ohio Act, as amended, or any 
successor statute.  The Company is hereby authorized to take any and all further action to effectuate 
any indemnification of the Member which any Ohio limited liability company may have power to 
take with respect to the indemnification of its members, by any vote of the Member, by any 
agreement, or otherwise.  This Section 5.4 shall be interpreted in all respects to expand such power 
to indemnify to the maximum extent permissible to any Ohio limited liability company with regard 
to the particular facts of each case, and not in any way to limit any statutory or other power to 
indemnify, or any right of any individual to indemnification.  Expenses, including attorneys’ fees, 
incurred by the Member in defending any proceeding shall be paid by the Company, in advance 
of the final disposition of such proceeding, upon receipt of an undertaking by or on behalf of the 
Member to repay such amount, if it shall ultimately be determined that it is not entitled to be 
indemnified by the Company as authorized in this Section 5.4.  No repeal, amendment or 
modification of this Section 5.4 shall affect any rights or obligations then existing hereunder with 
respect to any state of facts then or theretofore existing or any action, suit or proceeding theretofore 
or thereafter brought or threatened based in whole or in part upon any such state of facts.  This 
Section 5.4 is intended for the benefit of the Company and the Member. 

Section 5.5 Indemnification of Other Persons.  Officers, employees and agents of the 
Company shall be indemnified by the Company only if and to the extent, if any, approved by the 
Member or specifically required by applicable law. 

Section 5.6 Survival.  The provisions of this Article 5 shall survive any termination of 
this Agreement. 

ARTICLE 6 
 

Transfers of Interests 

Section 6.1 Right to Transfer.  The Member shall be entitled, in its sole and absolute 
discretion at any time and from time to time, to sell, mortgage, hypothecate, transfer, pledge, 
assign, donate, create a security interest in or lien on, encumber, give, place in trust (voting or 
other) or otherwise dispose of all or any  portion of its membership interest in the Company, 
including the Member’s (A) interest in the Profits, Losses, allocations of other items and 
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distributions from the Company, (B) rights with respect to the management and administration of 
the Company, (C) access to or rights to demand or require any information or account of the 
Company or its affairs, and (D) rights to inspect the books and records of the Company 
(collectively, the “Member’s Interest”). 

Section 6.2 Status of Third Party Transferee.  No transferee, including any transferee 
by operation of law or court order, of all or any portion of the Member’s Interest shall, without the 
prior written consent of the Member, which consent may be withheld by the Member in its sole 
and absolute discretion, acquire the status of a substituted or additional member of the Company 
under the Ohio Act or under this Agreement, but shall have solely the status, rights and privileges 
of an assignee.  In the event a substitute or additional member is admitted to the Company in 
accordance with this Section 6.2, such substitute or additional member shall be responsible for the 
payment of all fees and expenses associated with the transfer and such substitution or admission 
as the Member may require. 

ARTICLE 7 
 

Termination, Liquidation and Winding Up 

Section 7.1 Termination and Winding Up.  The Company shall terminate upon the 
election of the Member in writing to terminate the Company.  At such time, the Company shall 
cease to carry on its business, except insofar as may be necessary for the winding up of its affairs, 
but its separate existence shall continue until a Certificate of Dissolution has been filed with the 
Secretary of State of Ohio or until a decree dissolving the Company has been entered by a court 
of competent jurisdiction.  The filing of Certificate of Dissolution shall not affect the limited 
liability of the Member. 

Section 7.2 Method of Distribution Upon Winding Up.  Upon termination of the 
Company pursuant to Section 7.1, the assets of the Company and the proceeds of any liquidation 
shall be applied and distributed in the following manner and order of priority: 

(A) to the payment and discharge of all of the Company’s liabilities and the 
expenses of liquidation and dissolution; 

(B) to the setting up of any reserves reasonably necessary for any contingent or 
unforeseen liabilities or obligations of the Company; 

(C) to the payment and discharge of any loans and advances made by the 
Member to the Company; and 

(D) to the Member. 

Section 7.3 Orderly Liquidation.  A reasonable time shall be allowed for the orderly 
liquidation of the assets of the Company and the discharge of liabilities to creditors so as to enable 
the Member to minimize the normal losses attendant upon a liquidation. 
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ARTICLE 8 
 

Miscellaneous 

Section 8.1 Governing Law.  The Company and this Agreement shall be governed by 
and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Ohio and applicable to contracts made 
and to be wholly performed in Ohio. 

Section 8.2 Entire Agreement.  This Agreement contains the entire understanding and 
declaration of the Member with respect to the subject matter hereof. 

Section 8.3 Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement, or the application thereof 
to any person or circumstance shall for any reason and to any extent, be invalid or unenforceable, 
the remainder of this Agreement and the application of such provision to other persons or 
circumstances shall not be affected thereby but rather shall be enforced to the greatest extent 
permitted by law. 

Section 8.4 Amendment.  This Agreement may be amended only in a writing signed 
by the Member. 

Section 8.5 Successors and Assigns.  This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure 
to the benefit of the Company, the Member and the Member’s successors and assigns. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Member bas executed this Agreement as of the date first 
above written. 

 
 
 

SOLE MEMBER: 
 
 
 
  
CARL BOYAR 
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OHIGROW, LLC 

Written Consent of the Sole Member Without a Meeting 

 The undersigned, being the Sole Member of OHIGROW, LLC (the “Company”), 
an Ohio limited liability company, hereby adopts by this unanimous written consent in lieu of a 
meeting the following resolutions with the same force and effect as if they had been unanimously 
adopted at a duly convened meeting of the Sole Member as of May ___, 2017: 

Approval of Operating Agreement 

RESOLVED, that the operating agreement of the Company, substantially in the 
form attached hereto as Exhibit A (with such changes, additions and deletions as are 
authorized hereby) (the “Operating Agreement”), and the transactions contemplated 
thereby, are hereby authorized, approved and adopted for all purposes; and 

FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Member and the officers of the Company, if 
any subsequently appointed by the Member in accordance with the Operating Agreement 
(the “Authorized Persons”), be, and each of them hereby is, authorized, empowered and 
directed to execute and deliver, for and on behalf of the Company, the Operating 
Agreement, together with any agreements, documents and instruments to be executed in 
connection therewith, in each case with such changes therein, additions thereto or 
omissions therefrom as such Authorized Persons may deem necessary, advisable or 
appropriate, such execution and delivery by any such Authorized Person(s) to be 
conclusive evidence of such authorization and approval. 

Tax Matters 

RESOLVED, that the Authorized Persons, or representative thereof, are 
authorized to apply for an employer identification number on IRS Form SS-4 if such 
application has not already been filed on behalf of the Company. 

Bank Accounts 

RESOLVED, that the Authorized Persons are authorized to open one or more 
bank account(s) on behalf of the Company. 

Formation Expenses 

RESOLVED, that the Authorized Persons are authorized and directed to cause the 
expenses of formation and organization of the Company to be paid. 
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General Authorizing Resolutions 
 

RESOLVED, that any and all actions heretofore or hereafter taken by the 
Authorized Persons, or any of them, within the foregoing resolutions, be and each of 
them is hereby ratified, confirmed and approved; and 

FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Authorized Persons be, and each of them 
hereby is, authorized and empowered in the name and on behalf of the Company, to 
execute and deliver such additional agreements, instruments and documents, and to take 
or cause to be taken such other actions, as such Authorized Persons or Authorized 
Persons may determine to be necessary or advisable to implement the purposes and intent 
of the foregoing resolutions; each such agreement, instrument and document to be in such 
form and to contain such terms and conditions, consistent with the foregoing resolutions, 
as such Authorized Person or Authorized Persons executing the same may approve, the 
execution and delivery of any such agreement, instrument or document by any such 
Authorized Person or the taking of such action to be conclusive evidence of such 
authorization and approval. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned member hereby adopts the foregoing 
resolutions as of the date first written above. 

 

          Carl Boyar 
 

__ ______ ______________ 
Title:  Sole Member 
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  Ohio Department of Commerce  

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 
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1F 500 Foot Compliance Cover Page 
3796:2-1-02(B)(2)(i), 3796:2-1-03(A)(3) 

 
Attach a location map of the area surrounding the proposed cultivator facility. Include 
representation of the area within at least a 750 foot radius of the proposed facility in all directions. 
Identify the relative locations of any prohibited facilities on the map, establishing the facility is at 
least 500 feet from the boundaries of any parcel of nearby real estate having situated on it a 
prohibited facility, as measured under rule 3796:5-5-01 of the Administrative Code. 
 
At a minimum, the location map should include representation of any of the following prohibited 
facilities, as defined in ORC 3796.30:  
 

 School including child day-care centers, preschools, or a public or nonpublic primary 
school or secondary school (as defined in ORC 5104.01 and 2950.034); 
 

 Church (as defined in ORC 1710.01); 
 

 Public library (as defined in ORC Chapter 3375); 
 

 Public Playground (including state or local government property); and 
 

 Public Park (including state or local government property). 
 

Include this cover page with the appropriate attachment.  
 
Map may be divided into 8.5x11 page sections or may be folded to fit into an 8.5x11 packet. 
 
Map must be clearly labeled and legible. 
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1F 500 FOOT COMPLIANCE 
 

 

 

The above map shows a 750-foot radius of the proposed facility in all directions and identifies the relative 
locations of any prohibited facilities on the map, establishing the facility is at least 500 feet from the 
boundaries of any parcel of nearby real estate having situated on it a prohibited facility, as measured under 
rule 3796:5-5-01 of the Administrative Code.   

There are NO (1) schools including child day-care centers, preschools, or a public or nonpublic primary 
school or secondary school (as defined in ORC 5104.01 and 2950.034); (2) churches (as defined in ORC 
1710.01); (3) public libraries (as defined in ORC Chapter 3375); (4) public playgrounds (including state 
or local government property); or (5) public parks (including state or local government property) visible 
within the mapped area. 
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1H Zoning Permit Cover Page  
3796:2-1-02(B)(2)(k) 

 
 Applicant has received local zoning approval and was issued a permit. Permit is attached after 

this cover page. 

 No permit is attached.  

Mark one of the boxes above.  
 
Include this form in application even if no permit is attached. 
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  Ohio Department of Commerce  

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 
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1I Owners and Officers Roster Form 
3796:2-1-02(B)(2)(e) 

 
To be Completed by Applicant 
Name of Individual or Entity Applying for a Medical Marijuana Cultivator Certificate of Operations: 
 
 

I certify, to the best of my knowledge, that the following requirements comply as to the date of 
the application:  

 No owner or officer is a physician who has been certified or applied for certification to 
recommend medical marijuana under Chapter 4731.30 of the Revised Code.  

 No owner or officer has ownership, financial interest, or a compensation arrangement with 
a laboratory licensed under Chapter 3796. of the Administrative Code or is an applicant for a 
license to conduct laboratory testing.  
 
I certify, that I acknowledge the following condition of the review of my application: 

 No owner or officer may have a financial interest in more than one provisional license or 
cultivator certificate of operation at any time (3796: 2-1-04(D)). If any owner or officer is included 
on more than one person’s application or entity’s application, the Department of Commerce will 
remove both applications from consideration.  
 
Provide the following list for every individual who has an ownership interest or financial interest, either directly 
or indirectly through an entity, as defined in O.A.C. 3796:1-1-01,  in the Applicant’s business or will directly or 
indirectly participate in the management of the operation. If the financial interest is in an entity, provide the 
individuals with an equity or profit interest in the entity. Attachment 1K is to be completed for each individual 
listed. Entries in the Identifier Legend column (Person A, Person B, etc.) must be used in place of an individual’s 
name if that individual is referenced in Section 2 of the application. 
Identifier 
Legend  Name (First, Middle, Last) Role % 

Interest 
Ex: Person A John Q. Public Owner 5% 

    
    
    
    
    
    

  

OhiGrow, LLC

Person 1 Carl Boyar Owner and CEO 100%

OhiGrow LLC (Toledo, Lucas County)
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1J Organizational Chart Cover Page 
3796:2-1-02(B)(2)(e), 3796:2-1-03(B)(1)(b) 

 
Submit an organizational chart of the proposed cultivation business. At a minimum, include 
representation of all principal officers, board members, and any other individual associated with 
the cultivation business. 
 
Names on the organizational chart should match those listed on Attachment 1I. 
 
Organizational chart should be represented on 8.5 x 11 pages and may use multiple pages to 
represent all individuals. Chart may be presented either in portrait or landscape views. 
 
Chart should be clearly marked and legible.  
 
Include this cover page. 
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1K Individual Background Information Form 
(3796:2-1-02(B)(2), 3796:2-1-03(A)) 

To be Completed by each Individual Owner or Officer as listed on Attachment 1I 
Name of Individual  
 

Date of birth: 

Title (if applicable) Role (Owner, Officer, etc.) 

Mailing Address 

City: State: Zip Code: 

Phone Number: 
 

Email Address: 
 

  I understand that the Department may review criminal background records for purposes of 
evaluating my suitability to participate in the medical marijuana program, I hereby authorize the 
release of any and all information of a confidential or privileged nature to the Department and 
its agents (3796:2-1-02(B)(2)(f)). 

  I certify that I have not been convicted of any disqualifying offense as described in Chapter 
3796 of the Ohio Administrative Code (3796:2-1-03(A)(2)(a)).  

  I certify that I am not a physician who has been certified or applied for certification to 
recommend medical marijuana under Chapter 4731.30 of the Revised Code (3796:2-1-03(A)(2)(b)).  

 I certify that I have no ownership investment interest, or a compensation arrangement with 
a laboratory licensed under Chapter 3796. of the Administrative Code or an applicant for a 
license to conduct laboratory testing (3796:2-1-03(A)(5)).  

 I certify that I acknowledge that no owner or officer may have a financial interest in more 
than one provisional license or cultivator certificate of operation at any time (3796: 2-1-04(D)). If 
any owner or officer is included on more than one applicant’s application, the Department will 
deny both applications. 

  I certify that I am in compliance with all provisions of Chapter 3796. of the Administrative 
Code regarding prohibited license holders and that the information I have provided is true and 
correct. 

  I hereby authorize the Ohio Department of Taxation and any of its agents and/or employees 
to release information to the Ohio Department of Commerce. These records and information 
shall be limited to the information obtained and maintained by the Ohio Department of Taxation 
and shall not contain any federal tax information as defined in I.R.C. 6103 and received from 
the Internal Revenue Service. I expressly waive the confidentiality provisions of the Ohio 
Revised Code, which would otherwise prohibit disclosure, and agree to hold the above-

Carl Boyar

Chief Executive Officer Owner

OhiGrowLLC@gmail.com
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1L Business in Other Jurisdictions Form 
3796:2-1-02(B)(2)(g) 

 
To be Completed by Applicant 
Name of Individual or Entity Applying for a Medical Marijuana Cultivator Certificate of Operations: 
 
 
Provide information regarding all other medical marijuana licenses, permits, or registrations ever held, current or 
expired, by the Applicant in any other U.S. jurisdiction (Attach copies of this form to list any additional entities): 

State Type Dates of Issue/Expiration Number 
 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

  I certify that, to the best of my knowledge, no owner or officer has received any revocation 
or suspension for any licensure related to the distribution of marijuana.(3796:2-1-02(B)(2)(j)(iii)) 

 I hereby specifically grant permission to the above listed states or jurisdictions and their 
licensing agency or authority to release to the Ohio Medical Marijuana Control Program any 
and all information relating to the application, licensure or authorization to produce or otherwise 
deal in the distribution of marijuana in any form, including the following: 

a. Any denial, suspension, revocation or other significant sanction of the application, 
license, or authorization, and 

b. A copy of documentation so indicating; or 
c. A statement that the applicant was so licensed or authorized and was never sanctioned. 

(3796:2-1-02(B)(2)(j)(ii)) 
 

 I certify that, to the best of my knowledge, the attached documentation indicates proof of 
tax compliance for individuals and businesses at the state level for all jurisdictions outside the 
State of Ohio in which applicant has operated as a business. Acceptable documentation includes 
tax summary pages or a valid certification indicating tax compliance issued by the appropriate 
taxation authority. This documentation shall be provided for every person or entity with a 
financial interest of one percent or greater in the applicant covering the three years before the 
filing of the application. **Please note that any information provided by the applicant, including 
tax returns from other jurisdictions, would be considered a “public record” as defined in R.C. 
149.43(A)(1).** 
 

OhiGrow, LLC

IL Dispensary 2017 to 2018 34
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1M Copies of Licenses from Business in Other Jurisdictions Cover Page 
3796:2-1-02(B)(2)(j)(i) 

 

 Applicant has licenses from one or more businesses in other jurisdictions. License copies are 
attached after this cover page. 

 No license copies are attached.  

Mark one of the boxes above.  
 
Include this form in application even if no license copies are attached. 
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 Ohio Department of Commerce 

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

 
 

1N Tax Payment Records Cover Page 
3796:2-1-02(B)(6)(e), 3796:2-1-03(A)(6), 3796:2-1-03(B)(5)(e)  

 
Attach a record of tax payments in the form of tax summary pages or a valid certification indicating 
tax compliance issued by the appropriate taxation authority for individuals and businesses at the 
state and federal level and in all jurisdictions in which an applicant has operated as a business for 
every person with a financial interest of one percent or greater in the applicant for the three years 
before the filing of the application. **Please note that any information provided by the applicant, 
including tax returns from other jurisdictions, would be considered a “public record” as defined in 
R.C. 149.43(A)(1).** 
 
Include this cover page. 
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  Ohio Department of Commerce 

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

–

Cultivator Application – Financial Interest Tax Processing Form 

Applicant Name: ______________________________________________________________________ 

Applicant Number (if applicable): _________________________________________________________ 

Taxpayer Name: _______________________________________________________________________ 

Taxpayer Address: _____________________________________________________________________ 

Taxpayer FEIN/SSN: _ ______________________________________________________ 

The above-named Taxpayer hereby authorize the Ohio Department of Taxation (“Department”) and any of 
its agents and/or employees to release information to the Department of Commerce.  This information shall 
be limited to information obtained and maintained by the Ohio Department of Taxation and shall not contain 
any federal tax information as defined in I.R.C. 6103 and received from the Internal Revenue Service.  
Taxpayer expressly waives the confidentiality provisions of the Ohio Revised Code which would otherwise 
prohibit disclosure, and agrees to hold the Department harmless with respect to the disclosure herein.   

By signing, I certify that, to the best of my knowledge, the documentation provided with Form 1L and/or 
Form 1N indicates proof of tax compliance for individuals and businesses at the state level for all 
jurisdictions outside the State of Ohio in which Taxpayer applicant has operated as a business. Acceptable 
documentation includes tax summary pages or a valid certification indicating tax compliance issued by the 
appropriate taxation authority. This documentation shall be provided for every person or entity with a 
financial interest of one percent or greater in the applicant covering the three years before the filing of the 
application. **Please note that any information provided by the applicant, including tax returns from other 
jurisdictions, would be considered a “public record” as defined in R.C. 149.43(A)(1).** 

[SEE OTHER SIDE TO COMPLETE FORM] 

FloraMedex LLC           7955 W. Grand Ave, Elmwood Park, IL 60707 
GreenBluff LLC           7955 W. Grand Ave, Elmwood Park, IL 60707

OhiGrow, LLC

Carl Boyar

430 Greenwood Avenue, Glencoe, Illinois, 60022
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  Ohio Department of Commerce  

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

–

 

 
* If inadequate space is provided on this form, the Taxpayer shall provide the additional information on a separate 
form that clearly articulates and legibly states the information requested in this form.  
 
I certify under penalties of perjury that I have the authority to legally bind the Taxpayer to this 
Authorization.  
 
Name and Title of Taxpayer: ________________________________________________________ 
 
Signature: __________________________________________________   Date: ____________________  
 
Taxpayer Telephone Number: ______ _______ 
 
Please send the completed form to: 
 

Ohio Department of Commerce 
Attn: MMCP Program 

77 S. High Street, 23rd Floor 
Columbus, OH 43215 

 

Carl Boyar

___________________________________________________________ _____ 6/13/17
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1P Entity Identifier Legend Form 
 

In addition to Form 1I Owners and Officers Roster Form for individuals, entries in the Entity 
Identifier Legend must be used in place of an entity’s name for any entity that is referenced in 
Section 2 of the application. 

 
Identifier 
Legend  

Entity Name 

Example: Entity A ACME Construction 

Example: Entity B Capital Investors, LLC 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 

no entities were listed on the application
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 TRADE SECRET AND INFRASTRUCTURE RECORDS 

In accordance with the Ohio Public Records Act, Section 2, the non-identifying portion of our application, 
qualifies for an exemption from disclosure.  

Section 149.43(A)(1)(v) of the Ohio Revised Code provides for protection of “records the release of which 
is prohibited by state or federal law”, which includes (1) trade secrets and (2) infrastructure records.

Trade secrets are defined in Section 1333.61(D) of the Revised Code as “any information, including any 
business information or plans, financial information, or listing of names” that: 

(1) derives actual or potential independent economic value from not being generally known to, 
and not being readily ascertainable by proper means by, other persons who can obtain 
economic value from its disclosure or use; and 

(2) is the subject of efforts that are reasonable under the circumstances to maintain its secrecy. 

The material contained in Section 2 of the application was prepared by the Company, with its consultant, 
at a significant cost, in terms of both money and time.  All persons that worked on the application were 
subject to confidentiality agreements. 

The application materials have in the past and will continue to provide to the Company and its consultant 
a substantial amount of economic benefit and they have gone to great lengths to maintain the 
confidentiality of this information, including most recently responding to a FOIA request made to the 
Texas Department of Public Safety to view their materials. 

Our trade is the preparation of similar applications in other states and municipalities.  We have been very 
successful in obtaining licensure thus far.  As described above, others have gone to great lengths to obtain 
our methodologies and we have spent significant sums to protect this information.  If disclosed, it would 
give our competitors an opportunity to plagiarize our work.  This would severely hurt our ability to 
compete in future procurement opportunities and would cause us significant economic harm.   

Additionally, the Ohio Supreme Court has adopted the following factors in analyzing a trade secret claim: 

(1) the extent to which the information is known outside the business; 

(2) the extent to which it is known to those inside the business, i.e., by the employees; 

(3) the precautions taken by the holder of the trade secret to guard the secrecy of the information; 

(4) the savings effected and the value to the holder in having the information as against 
competitors; 

(5) the amount of effort or money expended in obtaining and developing the information; and 

(6) the amount of time and expense it would take for others to acquire and duplicate the 
information. 

The information in our application and the presentation of that information is not known to the public.  
Only key persons have viewed the application materials and each of them is subject to a confidentiality 
agreement with respect to the material.  As noted above, other than as part of other applications for 
licenses, the application materials have only been viewed by persons who are bound by confidentiality 

OhiGrow LLC (Toledo, Lucas County)
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agreements; and the preparation of this application was done offsite to further protect the content from 
disclosure.  Using these application materials, affiliated entities have won 10 licenses in other states; thus, 
its value to us against our competitors is substantial.  These materials have been prepared over a 4-year 
period at a cost of over $250,000.  The time and expense for somebody else to acquire and duplicate the 
information is immeasurably high given that we know of competitors who have spent similar time 
preparing applications and who have spent significantly more money and have not been successful in 
obtaining licenses. 

Further, if our materials are made public the integrity of other state application processes would 
compromised.  Our competitors would undoubtedly plagiarize our materials in future application 
processes, presenting our proprietary information as their own. 

Therefore, under Section 149.43(A)(1)(v) of the Ohio Revised Code and in accordance with the factors 
outlined by the Ohio Supreme Court, we believe the information contained in Section 2 of our application 
undoubtedly qualifies for an exemption from disclosure.  We believe our request is reasonable given the 
substantial harm to us and we appreciate your understanding.  If necessary, we would welcome the 
opportunity to defend our exemption request in court prior to the State’s disclosure. 
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2A Business Plan 

PART I: EXPERIENCE IN BUSINESS:  

We believe that the success of our endeavor and our collective ability to serve the patients 
of Ohio rests upon the quality of our team. To this end, our team is comprised of seasoned business 
professionals and seasoned cultivators who have decades of combined expertise in a range of fields 
that will be contributed to the cultivation operation. This expertise will allow our team to navigate 
the complexity of Ohio’s medical marijuana program (the “OMMCP”) effectively, and ensure a 
safe, uninterrupted supply of medical marijuana for qualifying patients. We are confident that our 
team’s collective experience in commercial medical marijuana cultivation and retail, farming and 
agriculture, property management, shipping and transport, regulatory compliance, accounting and 
finance, and auditing and business management will support our ability to operate as an effective, 
secure, compliant, stable, and prosperous organization.

Person A and Person B were raised on a 4000+ acre family farm and have been inundated 
with agricultural best practices their entire lives. When Company A started its operations in the 
early 2000’s, both men worked for the company at an early age and were trained in business and 
employee management as part of the family business. Person A and Person B have extensive 
property management experience, as they purchased their first rental property together in 2008. In 
doing so, they executed their business plan in keeping with their family values by employing local 
contractors, and renting their properties to low income families with government assistance. At the 
height of their real estate endeavors, Person A and Person B owned over $720,000.00 in property 
throughout the state. In 2010, Person A and Person B started Company B in a highly regulated 
industry. Company B is an intermodal transportation company (with non-marijuana related 
business licenses in good-standing that can be provided upon request) specializing in agriculture 
that operates in the greater Region C. The company has created a multitude of jobs and generated 
significant tax revenue for the state. By 2017, Company B had grossed $17 million in annual 
sales, demonstrating Person A and B’s ability to found, grow, and manage a large, successful, 
highly regulated company. Person A and Person B then launched Company D in 2015, then 
opened a second location of Company D in City E just six months later demonstrating their ability 
to execute a business plan with particular emphasis on implementation of phased expansion.
Company D orchestrates delivery of 20,000 pieces of equipment a year with an inventory value 
of $120 million. The business is built around inventory chain of custody from origin to destination,
where their employees pick up from customers in multiple states and deliver to numerous rail 
yards, container yards, and other customers. Proper security and attention to detail during transfer 
of custody must be maintained at each point, with intensive record keeping and internal audits 
performed routinely. Our team possesses extensive experience and a proven track record in highly 
regulated businesses, experience that is immediately transferrable and will be applied to our 
cultivation operations in Ohio. 

Person C earned a Bachelor’s Degree in Business from University F in 1998. He is 
currently Chief Operations Officer of Company B, where he directs and controls resources across 
all operations, as well as identifies and implements operating efficiencies. At Company B, Person 
C also manages daily activity of every truck driver that operates under the company’s authority. 
Drivers are monitored using GPS units and tracking devices installed in every truck, that monitor 
every movement of every truck throughout the day. Person C is also a licensed series 7 and series 
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63 stockbroker (a non-marijuana related professional license in good-standing that can be provided 
upon request). Before employment with Company B, Person C was employed with a large 
investment house (Company G) running a branch office for 12 years in (City H) where he 
managed over $43 million and over 1,000 accounts. Person C is a former President and Treasurer 
of a philanthropic organization (the Charity I), and a former Treasurer of a center for the arts (the 
Organization J). Finally, Person C is the current President of a faith-based foundation (the 
Charity K).

Person D is a licensed Certified Public Accountant (a non-marijuana related professional 
license in good-standing that can be provided upon request) and has worked for over two decades 
in accounting and finance. Person D is a veteran of a U.S. foreign war, where he held managerial 
ranking. During this time, he worked as a finance specialist in the Military Entity L. Following 
his service with the Military Entity M, Person D served the Military Entity N as a logistics 
supply specialist. Person D graduated Magna Cum Laude with Honors and a BSBA from 
University AG where he studied Accounting. He has been a Certified Public Accountant for nearly 
two decades, which has allowed him to found Company P, an accounting, tax and payroll 
personnel service firm in 2002. While working with Company Q, Person D’s primary focus was 
in the Entrepreneurial Services and Healthcare divisions, auditing and consulting for several 
businesses, each generating between $50 and $200 million in annual sales. Person D is also former 
President and Treasurer of a youth athletic association (the Organization R), and the current 
Treasurer and founding member of another youth athletic association (the Organization S).
Person D served as the Director of Internal Audit of Company T, where he developed, 
implemented and directed the global risk management and internal audit function in accordance 
with United States and international regulatory requirements. In this role, Person D had a dual 
reporting requirement to both the Company T CFO and the Company U Director of Internal 
Audit. This covered all domestic and foreign operations and approximately $13.4 billion in assets. 
He is currently employed as the Chief Finance Officer of Company B, ensuring financial auditing 
compliance in a highly regulated industry.

Person E was a General Partner in Company V from 1969-2015. Company V was a 
sophisticated agribusiness farm partnership that specialized in a farrow-to-market hog operation 
and row crop operation. Person E supervised day to day operations, accounting, and all record 
keeping for the farm’s operation. Person E was required to keep extensive records of inventories 
and usage of all input materials used, acreages, crops planted, and crop yields for the purpose of 
rebilling owners, cash flow tracking and analysis, reporting to an agricultural agency (Regulatory 
Body W), in compliance with extensive insurance auditing with Regulatory Body X, and for 
restricted use pesticide reporting for the Government Department Y under a private and 
commercial license. Person E was involved in many side-by-side trials with seed, materials, 
population, and methodology for outside companies and private use for developing and improving 
crop production. Using what was learned from these trials led to several top three (3) placements 
in the Entity Z held in the state. Demonstrating an ability to recognize, adopt, and integrate new 
cutting-edge industry technological advancements, Person E oversaw the implementation of 
computers in 1979 and adapted Company AD written guidelines as software for Cash Flow and 
Balance sheet creation for better management of Farm operations, until commercial accounting 
software became available. Person E operated a seed sales company selling Company AE 
products to other farmers and was involved with building a seed treatment facility and warehouse 
for applying seed treatments to soybean seed. Person E maintained all sales records, shipping 
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records, inventories, and accounts payable and receivable for Company AE. He extended the 
scope of the seed sales company to include plant nutrients, crop protectants, and grid sampling. 
During this time, Person E negotiated and contracted with more than 50 landowners for the 
purpose of farming. 

Person E assisted with the start-up and management of Company AF, a for-hire trucking 
company. Person E obtained all permits and licenses from regulatory government agencies 
necessary for hauling gravel, coal, grain, and soybean meal interstate. He also successfully 
developed and implemented a complex business and financial plan changing the focus of the 
trucking company from commodities to intermodal container drayage. Person E assisted with the 
startup of Company D. He managed the physical yard and employees on a day to day basis. 
Person E put in place the software and procedures for receiving and distributing containers and 
chassis. Person E set up tracking procedures and record keeping for units and developed cross
checks for critical procedures with extensive auditing and compliance policies. Person E is 
currently working with a team setting up a log transportation loading facility and procurement 
guidelines, while also developing record keeping systems for individual log movement from 
procurement to transloading. Person E attended University AG, where he was a manager on the 
University Team AO. He has been elected to three terms as “Person of the Year” with Regulatory 
Body W, overseeing the operation of the County Executive Director. He served both as a member 
and as chairperson until stepping down in 2015.

Person F specializes in regulatory compliance, inspections, permits, and enforcement. 
Person F earned a Bachelor’s degree in Political Science and Environmental Policy from 
University AI with coursework in Environmental Law and Policy. Person F has spent the last 
decade dedicated to enforcement and regulatory compliance. He first worked in water quality for 
a governmental agency (the Co. Agency AJ), and has since spent the last 9 years working in air 
quality for another governmental regulatory body (Reg. Agency AK). He routinely conducts 
facility inspections of large pollution sources to ensure regulatory compliance with air pollution 
permits, which include regulations from the Entity AA Administrative Code, Government Body 
AM, and the Federal Law AP. Person F has established numerous process improvement 
initiatives for governmental agencies as a function of his ability to interpret and apply the complex 
regulatory frameworks. His inspection reports ensure the proper functioning of air pollution 
control equipment, report facility violations, and issue administrative enforcement procedures, 
such as civil penalties. Person F consistently advises local facility contacts and the Reg Agency 
AN on compliance and enforcement issues

Person G has spent most of his professional career as a scholar, scientist, and educator, 
but still carries with him extensive business experience that will effectively contribute to the 
Applicant’s effort. Person G holds both a Bachelors and Masters degree in Science from 
University AG, where he taught in the Department BS between 2002 and 2010, and conducted 
research on high pressure geophysical chemistry. Serving as Head Graduate Teaching Assistant, a
position that requires the management and training of all departmental student teachers, he planned 
curriculum and managed other Graduate Teaching Assistants for lower and upper level Earth 
Science courses including an intensive summer field course in State BT. As a M.S. Student 
Teacher in Geophysical Chemistry, he successfully designed and carried out large scale research 
projects with strict budgetary and temporal framework, under strict university protocols. He 
petitioned for federal and state grant money for research and tuition costs, under the rigorous 
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procedural and fiscal requirements mandated of an independent research scientist.

Person G’s experience in the highly competitive, rigorously enforced procedural 
environment of university academia has afforded him the ability to holistically understand the 
relationship among cost, implementation, and execution of large scale projects with strict 
timelines. His efforts as an educator instilled in him an affinity for mentorship and an ability to 
effectively communicate, earning him an award for teaching excellence from the University AG’s 
Department BS. As a researcher, he designed and carried out million-dollar scale geophysical-
chemistry projects spanning five university and federal laboratories. As a guest scientist at Federal 
Entity BU, he discovered a method of high-pressure, high temperature carbon extraction that 
yielded nanometer-sized diamonds, earning him a publication in Periodical BV and a lecture at 
National Organization BW.

Person G is also well-versed in urban and environmental affairs, spectroscopy, and 
medical marijuana politics, horticulture, and chemistry. Person G is very focused on social justice, 
urban planning, and public health. He has served the public in many roles ranging from youth 
soccer coach to volcano scientist.  He is devoted to furthering a positive connection between 
medical marijuana and society, and has pledged to donate time and funds to 501-C3-AV a drug 
and alcohol rehabilitation facility in his hometown. Person G hopes to participate in the OMMCP 
program, and hopes to see it as a vehicle for positive change in Region CA. Furthermore, his 
background as a scientist and 7 years of experience as a skilled, licensed medical marijuana 
cultivator in the State BK medical marijuana program provides the Applicant the extensive hands-
on experience necessary to navigate the complex regulatory requirements of the OMMCP and 
ensure the Applicant will produce a safe, quality, uninterrupted supply of medical marijuana for 
Ohio’s qualified patients.

The Applicant is also managed by a Board of Managers comprised of eight people and led 
by a Board Chairman as outlined below:

Board Chairman: Person A
Board Member: Person B
Board Member: Person C
Board Member: Person D
Board Member: Person G
Board Member: Person F
Board Member: Person H
Board Member: Person I

Our team’s ability to draw from the vast pool of business experience will allow us to
operate an effective cultivation operation in Ohio. In addition, the Applicant intends to form a 
diverse Board of Advisors to encourage inclusive and varied view points of the medical marijuana 
industry. We are committed to cultivating the highest quality medical marijuana in a safe and clean 
facility for the qualifying patients of Ohio. As will be demonstrated by our business model, as well 
as our operations, quality assurance, security, and financial plans, our team has the necessary 
experience in highly regulated businesses, and a proven track record in the medical marijuana 
industry, to operate a company that will cultivate high quality medicinal strains of medical 
marijuana, while strictly complying with all state laws and regulations under the OMMCP.
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PART II (A): BUSINESS MODEL

Mission Statement:

To produce safe, consistent, high quality medical marijuana for the Ohio medical marijuana 
wholesale market, while contributing to advancements in research and education surrounding the 
understanding of the endocannabinoid system and better utilization of medical marijuana treatment 
modalities. Our company desires to promote the scientific understanding of how medical 
marijuana therapies can better serve Ohio patients with qualifying conditions, while contributing 
to the reduction of needless fatalities related to the opioid epidemic and minimize the social justice 
consequences of the marijuana black-market. Our focus is to constantly tailor both cultivation 
methodologies and a wide-spectrum of genetic varieties of medical marijuana that result in high 
yield, efficiently produced top-tier medical marijuana that bests serves the Ohio patient population,
while generating maximum profitability for the company.

Our primary objective is to establish a pharmaceutical grade medical marijuana cultivation 
facility producing highest quality medical marijuana in a manner consistent with applicable law 
and regulation. Additionally, our team intends to pursue an OMMCP processor’s license that 
would utilize our cultivation facility’s segregated raw plant material for extraction of the plant’s
essential oils in utilizing cannabinoids to manufacture medical marijuana products. Our team also 
intends to pursue at least one OMMCP dispensary license for distribution of both the cultivation 
facility’s medical marijuana and processing facility’s medical marijuana products, both of which 
the Applicant intends to distribute through other dispensaries statewide. Along with developing 
unique products and cultivation methods, we will develop and assist in research studies on the 
efficacy of specific medical marijuana strains relative to a wide range of qualifying conditions.
Our key to success will lie in our ability to maintain efficient production, capitalize on industry 
experience, and execute our brand vision of transparency, quality, and compliance from seed to 
sale.

Executive Summary:

The Applicant will build its business around highly skilled individuals in the medical 
marijuana, regulatory, research, agricultural, and trucking/logistics industries. It will involve the 
development and training of highly skilled staff in each of the medical marijuana cultivation sub-
industries (horticulture, security, inventory tracking, etc.). The aim is to carry out intensive, high 
yield production, while avoiding over-production and other operational inefficiencies. The 
Applicant will produce an uninterrupted supply of medical marijuana of top-tier, craft strains to 
capitalize on a currently untapped and unsaturated wholesale market, thus building a statewide 
recognizable brand. Concurrently, the Applicant will conduct research and development of unique 
cultivation practices, strains, and treatment modalities utilizing medical marijuana. Lastly, the 
Applicant will develop a research project based out of City AQ, Ohio, aimed at combating the 
Ohio opioid crisis.
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If licensed, we will cultivate consistent, high quality medical marijuana in the quantities 
and varieties that meet the specific needs and demand Ohio’s medical marijuana patient 
population, with an emphasis on providing an uninterrupted supply while not over-producing.
With a variety of strains in our possession that can be used to alleviate the symptoms of each of 
the qualifying conditions, we will closely monitor patient data in a number of ways. First, we will 
begin by contacting all licensed dispensaries in the state via phone and email to gain understanding 
of inventory, which medical marijuana and medical marijuana products are being sold, and patient 
purchasing motives. Next, we will analyze patient data from the state database to determine the
number of patient cards issued and the associated conditions for which they were issued. This 
information will influence how we will scale our operation to align with patient demand as well 
as inform the types and quantities of specific strain varieties we produce to meet the needs of Ohio 
patients. 

We have consciously designed our facility with multiple flower rooms to accommodate 
flexibility in production volume, without negatively impacting current growth cycles, all while 
maintaining strict compliance not to exceed the marijuana cultivation area limitation of 3,000 
square feet for a Level II facility. Each impending harvest date will be marked on our calendar as 
a time to circle back around to our resources to determine market demands. Subject to applicable 
DOC processes set forth by the DOC, if more conditions are added to the qualifying conditions 
list, we will add additional varieties to our rotation to help treat those conditions. 

We understand that medical marijuana is perishable, so we will ensure that it is handled in 
a way to maximize shelf life in the event that the market demand has not developed enough to 
meet our supply, all while adhering to the OMMCP’s strict expiration guidelines.  Our finished 
product will be stored in airtight packaging, with light deprivation and climate controlled rooms 
to maintain freshness. Our excess raw plant material, such as “trim” and “b buds” (smaller flowers 
not suitable for distribution in dispensaries) will be sold to processors for them to use to produce 
additional products such as oils, tinctures, edibles and topical salves for Ohio patients. 

Once we have had the state of Ohio approve our logo, name, and advertising material and 
have paid the required advertising fee to the state, we will identify whether or not we need to 
launch a campaign to make Ohio patients aware of how our medical marijuana may help to 
alleviate their symptoms, all with the proper disclosures required by the OMMCP. If and when we 
decide to engage in this process, we will be sure that the advertisements meet all DOC criteria, 
conforming to all rules and regulations and will not be placed:

within 500 feet of the perimeter of a prohibited facility, a game arcade where admission is 
not restricted to persons aged twenty-one years or older, or a business where the placement 
of the advertisement targets or is attractive to children, as determined by the department;
on a billboard, handheld or portable sign, or on a handbill, leaflet, or flyer that is widely 
distributed;
on a radio or television broadcast, including a system for transmitting visual images and 
sound that are reproduced on screens, and includes broadcast, cable, on-demand, satellite, 
or internet programming.
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2D SECURITY PLAN
INTRODUCTION:

This security plan is designed to present a well-balanced, risk-based approach to security. 
The Applicant is committed to ensuring a safe and secure environment that minimises risk through 
the implementation of fundamental security principles. This approach is designed to meet and exceed 
the security requirements as highlighted by all state and local laws and regulations as outlined in 
Chapter 3796 of the OMMCP. The security plan aims to provide the reader a complete overview of 
the security challenges faced by the applicant along with the strategy for how these risks are to be 
mitigated.

The Applicant’s Security Plan will be reviewed annually and updated pursuant to the 
Administrative Code as necessary. Reviews and updates will be compiled and implemented by the 
VP of Support Operations and Director of Loss Prevention/Security and will be composed of an 
internal audit of the business, it’s practices, and premises to ensure that this plan represents and 
incorporates all latest applicable laws, regulations, and policies. The Applicant will be responsible 
for the security of all medical marijuana on the licensed premises, its transportation, including the 
provision of ample safeguards against theft or diversion of medical marijuana and records that are 
required to be kept, pursuant to the Ohio Administrative Code.

Location:
The facility located in (City CI) in an urban location surrounded by a mixture commercial 

and privately owned properties. This location does provide easy access to the major road networks
throughout Ohio, via a State Route. The site is well situated allowing uncomplicated access and 
egress for employees, clients and the emergency services. 

The overall crime rating is less than the national average for both violent crimes and crimes against 
property. The following law enforcement agencies are located locally:

Local Police Department is within 2 miles to the East. 
(City CI) Police Department District Office within 3 miles to the West

In addition the location is within 2 miles from the nearest fire station and 2 miles from the nearest 
Hospital.

The site allows for the installation of a complete perimeter fence combined with two (2) entry points,
easily monitored from the east and west of the property. This location is just less than 2 acres in size 
and has 1 commercial building on site. As a commercial warehouse, the facility can easily be built 
to suit and installed with comprehensive CCTV, alarm and access control systems.
Located with other commercial entities, the site is unobtrusive and inconspicuous. 
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Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

Cultivator Application - Filing Packet Notarized Cover Sheet 

Instructions are provided in a separate document: Cultivator Application - Request for 

Applications/ Instructions Packet (MMCP-C-1000). 

Acknowledizement and Notarized Siimature 

[!] I hereby acknowledge that knowingly making a statement that is untrue or which is intended to 
mislead the Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP), the Department of Commerce, the State 
Board of Pharmacy, or the State Medical Board, or any person designated by the State of Ohio in the 
performance of their official function is a violation of Chapter 3796 of the Revised Code. As the duly 
authorized representative of the applicant, I hereby attest to the accuracy to the best of my knowledge of 
the submitted information on this application and make the submitted certifications on behalf of the 
applicant. 

[!] I hereby acknowledge that this application was formulated with the assistance of outside consultants 
knowledgeable in the industry. If applicable, please include the information requested below regarding 
the individuals or entities that provided this assistance. 

[!] I hereby authorize the Ohio Department of Taxation and any of its agents and/or employees to 
release information to the Ohio Department of Commerce. These records and information shall be limited 
to information obtained and maintained by the Ohio Department of Taxation and shall not contain any 
federal tax information as defined in I.R.C. 6103 and received from the Internal Revenue Service. I 
expressly waive the confidentiality provisions of the Ohio Revised Code, which would otherwise prohibit 
disclosure, and agree to hold the above-referenced organization harmless with respect to the disclosure 
herein. I certify under the penalties of perjury that I am the taxpayer identified below or an agent 
authorized to certifv on its behalf. 

Please verify the application level and submit the corresponding, non-refundable 
application fee: 

0 Level l: I understand and am prepared to submit the non-refundable application fee of $20,000 at 
the time of submission of this application. By checking this box, I acknowledge that the applicant and 
any person possessing a financial interest in the applicant, as defined in O.A.C. 3796: 1-1-0 I, is prohibited 
from applying as a Level II cultivator. (3796:5-1-01)

-OR-

� Level II: I understand and am prepared to submit the non-refundable application fee of $2,000 at 
the time of submission of this application. By checking this box, l acknowledge that the applicant and 
any person possessing a financial interest in the applicant, as defined in O.A.C. 3796: 1-1-01, is prohibited 
from aoolvin1.1: as a Level I cultivator (3796:5-1-01).

MMCP-C-1001A (vl.1), Ohio Cultivator Application - Filing/Identifiers Page 1 of 24 
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Part I: Experience in Business 
We have assembled a diverse team, with exceptional qualifications, leadership experience, and 
demonstrated success in starting and operating new business ventures. The team is made up of five 
people, four of whom are local to the intended cultivation site. If granted a license, this team would be 
able to immediately start preparing our selected facility while other teams would have to start with 
relocation. This narrative will explain each team member’s qualifications and experience, with a final 
summary that ties together their combined skills that give rise to a strong likelihood of success.  
 
Chief Executive Officer  
Our CEO is a well-educated, minority woman who is currently finishing her Ph.D. Currently, she works 
as the Director of New Student Programs for a local university. She is responsible for all aspects of 
planning, facilitating, managing, and assessing programs and services that support the transition of new 
students and their families into the university community. These programs and services accommodate 
approximately 2,200 first-year students, 100 transfer students, and several thousand family members. 
The CEO is ultimately responsible for the recruitment, selection, training, and evaluation of all staff 
members. She oversees a staff of nearly 90 people. In addition to managing a complex team with 
individualized and specific goals, she also manages a large budget; she has fiscal oversight of over 
$750,000.00.  
 
The CEO also has experience operating a small business. She owns a home-based travel agency. She 
offers a broad range of services, including land packages, cruises, honeymoons, and group trips. She has 
operated this business for eight years and has numerous clients in several different states. She enjoys 
serving her clients by creating memorable and affordable vacations. Even though she is not required to 
have a license for this position, she took it upon herself to complete a course with the Travel Agent 
Training Center in order to provide the best possible service to her clients. We value her dedication to 
serving others, and are excited to see that motivation in play when she begins leading our cultivation 
team.  
 
Since 1997, she has been a member of the Association for Orientation, Transition, and Retention in 
Higher Education, (NODA). She has served multiple roles within that organization for the past twenty 
years. She has presented numerous educational sessions at regional and annual conferences. In 2015, she 
received the NODA Outstanding Orientation, Transition and Retention Professional Award. This year 
she received the NASPA “Phenomenal Woman in Higher Education Award,” and the “Woman of 
Distinction Award” from the university where she works. She is also a member of the Delta Sigma 
Theta Sorority, which is the largest African American sorority.  
 
Our CEO has worked in the student affairs sector of education for the past twenty years. She believes 
that education has the power to transform individuals, and she enjoys the challenge of serving a 
demographic that changes significantly every year. Our team and our management company are all 
impressed by her dedication to service to others. Our cultivation facility offers boutique cannabis; made 
naturally and lovingly in small batches, with the intent to provide high-quality medicine to our patients. 
We do not have the capacity to offer a wide range of products. We have to tailor our products by 
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offering quality over quantity. We believe that the CEO has the right personal motivations as well as the 
right experience to be highly effective at leading our team and creating medicine for Ohioans. We are 
ecstatic to have her in a role where her experience and dedication to service will help us serve all of 
Ohio. 
 
Chief Financial Officer  
The CFO is a serial entrepreneur with nearly thirty years of business experience. His career began in 
1991 doing outside sales for a cable company. Only two years later, he left that company to start his own 
cable service and installation company. That company grew very quickly, and at its peak it was 
providing door-to-door sales services to eleven different cable companies in ten different states. In 1999 
he started a similar company which, in 2003 was the largest installation contractor in the nation for a 
premier cable company. In 2003, the CFO pioneered another company that provided administration and 
accounting services to cable contractors. This company also pioneered a signal theft reduction method. 
The CFO’s largest company had over 300 employees before it was sold in 2008.  
 
We are pleased that our CFO has so much experience creating and operating new business ventures. 
Even talented accountants are not always skilled or comfortable in the hectic environment of a start-up 
operation. Our CFO is passionate about compliance, facts, and figures. He is a self-described “rule 
person.” He believes that compliance is one of the best (and one of the most ignored) ways to keep a 
business in business. He believes that “if you follow the rules, and do the right thing, then good things 
will happen.” He also enjoys the challenge of a juvenile business. For him, establishing good patterns 
that will later be relied upon as practice, is more rewarding than working in an established business. Our 
CFO truly thrives in the controlled chaos of a new venture. This is why we believe he’ll be able to guide 
our finances and our business from “early uncertainty” into “tried and tested stability.” 
 
Chief Compliance Officer  
Our Chief Compliance Officer is a licensed attorney who works as a compliance coordinator and records 
manager at a university. Astoundingly, she completed law school in only two years, (typically it requires 
at least three years), all while caring for two small children at home. Our CCO is not intimidated by hard 
work, and enjoys the challenge of learning new things. We are happy and grateful that she has chosen to 
join our team, since those skills will be put to very good use once we are granted a license.  
 
The CCO’s current role is remarkably similar to the role she’ll occupy within our company, which gives 
us a great deal of confidence in her ability to properly manage all records and keep us compliant with all 
ordinances and regulations. Right now, she manages records for a public university. She is entrusted to 
collect, classify and count various pieces of data in order to create reports in order to maintain 
compliance with federal law. In the past she has designed and maintained organizational structures and 
strategies. She has the ability to cull information stored in those systems to produce necessary reports. 
She is a strong eye for detail and is not intimidated by voluminous records, or onerous regulations. 
 
She is also a part of several organizations that better her community. For the past ten years, she has been 
a member of Soldiers’ Angels, which is a national organization that offers support to deployed service 
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members and their families. More recently, she began volunteering with a local organization that 
provides new, properly-sized, athletic shoes to children in need. Shoes are given out as part of a yearly 
event, and occasionally, (and heartbreakingly), children come to the event wearing the shoes they were 
given at last year’s ceremony. She also volunteers at her children’s schools, and has filled a variety of 
roles there including a Homeroom Mom, a Library Volunteer, and a Dance Chaperone. Lastly, our CCO 
is a member of two local bar associations and assists with ethics interviews for incoming bar members. 
 
On top of having highly relevant skills, our CCO is actively involved in the betterment of her 
community. We admire her ability to create reports based upon thousands of pages of documents. This 
attention to detail will serve us well in the early stages of our development, when it is most important to 
create good recording habits.  
 
Chief Operations Officer 
The COO began his career in 1993 when he joined the navy. He enlisted as an electronic technician, and 
maintained a 98.7 GPA while in school. While serving he was a part of the Navy Wrestling Team, 
where he enjoyed competing up until his ship was deployed to Haiti. He was attached to a Seal Team 
during that deployment until they began taking hostile fire and the COO was hit in the chest. He was 
evacuated to southern Florida, and then did his rehabilitation from a hospital in Virginia. The COO is 
affected by PTSD and seizures that stem directly from being wounded in Haiti. The entire team respects 
his sacrifice to our nation’s safety and we are honored that he has chosen to join his team. 
 
After separating from the navy in 1996, he struggled to find gainful employment due to his frequent 
seizures. He decided that the best course of action would be to start his own company doing cable 
installation and repairs. This company was operational from 1998 until 2002 and employed fifty-seven 
contractors at its height. In 2003 he began another company specializing in satellite repair and 
installation. This company is still operational today and employees twenty-three contractors. In 2015 the 
CCO and the CFO met through their mutual industry. They work well together and have a great deal of 
mutual respect. They are looking forward to working together on their newest endeavor. 
 
Our CCO is a driven leader; he proven that he has the ability to motivate himself as well as other people. 
In his current occupation he manages frequent staff changes, and large volumes of data, while 
simultaneously protecting his company’s bottom line. Many disabled veterans struggle to find work 
through no fault of their own. When faced with that daunting situation, he went into business for 
himself. Over the course of his career, he has employed nearly one hundred people. His adaptability and 
his drive to create something greater than the sum of its parts are what assures us that he will be quite 
capable of managing operations for this new business.  
 
Director of Cultivation 
The Director of Cultivation is a young man who learned to cultivate marijuana in a state that permits 
legal marijuana. He started as a trimmer, and over the course of two years he worked his way up to 
cultivation manager. The fact that he started with an entry-level position means that he has experience in 
nearly all aspects of cultivation. This is highly desirable – our other team members are leaders in their 
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respective fields, but none of them has direct experience with medical marijuana. He will be able to 
provide valuable guidance while other teams are trying to iron out inconsistencies.  
 
The Director of Cultivation is familiar with IPM (Integrated Pest Management), fertilizers and nutrients, 
as well as proper lighting techniques and watering techniques. We are overjoyed to employ a cultivation 
director who already has experience cultivating marijuana. In a state like Ohio, many teams are probably 
struggling to find someone who has legally cultivated. We face no such challenge and are excited to be 
able to hit the ground running, without any early glitches. 
 
The Complete Team 
We have assembled a team with a wide breadth of experience. Three members of the team have owned 
and operated their own businesses. One member already has direct experience cultivating medical 
marijuana. Our Chief Executive Officer has leadership experience, budget management experience, and 
will be able to guide our team from uncertainty in a new market to an established, respected company. 
The Chief Financial Officer has a lot of experience starting and operating new ventures, and we are 
confident that his knowledge will be an asset to our nascent business.  
 
Our Chief Compliance Officer already has experience managing and organizing voluminous records. 
This team will be able to handle any complications or difficulties encountered. In addition to being 
exceptionally well-qualified, these individuals are upstanding people, motivated to help their fellow 
citizens. The Chief Operations Officer is a disabled veteran who has struggled with Post-Traumatic 
Stress Disorder. He is excited to have the opportunity to help other veterans like himself. Ohio includes 
PTSD as a qualifying condition, and the COO feels that many veterans will be able to benefit. 
 
Lastly, we have partnered with a management company that has been operating in their state for several 
years. Even though our Director of Cultivation has very recent experience with cultivation, we are happy 
to work with a company that will be available whenever the need arises.  

Part II: Business Model 
Company Description 
Although the company is a newly formed entity, the managing members acknowledge the need for 
experienced management, strong operational knowledge and attention to regulatory compliance on a day-
to-day basis to ensure success.  To do this, we have contracted a cannabis consulting firm with over seven 
years of operational experience; working in highly regulated medical and recreational cannabis markets.   
 
Keys to Success 
Our company’s members past business experience and financial success, combined with its management 
company’s experience in the financial requirements of operating a successful medical cannabis 
company, including the intricacies of federal and municipal taxes, human resource demands, and 
compliance with ever-changing state, local and federal regulations makes them uniquely qualified to 
succeed in Ohio.   
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We recognize that the cannabis market and legitimacy of the industry depends on workable regulatory 
models that address public safety and consumer needs and the public perception thereof without 
preventing growth and innovation. 
The accomplishment of our company is outlined in this plan however, the members recognize that the 
attainment of the plan is ultimately determined by its implementation. We acknowledge this and have 
contracted with a management company to ensure that all operations, processes, regulatory compliance 
and employees are effective in meeting these goals. 
 
Proven Business Model 
The Management Company’s business model is one of the most successful cannabis business models in 
the country. They are unique in that they employ a model tailored with accountability, inventory control, 
preventing diversion, and a superior customer experience.   
 
Their model provides growers with expertise on how to grow 50+ strains of a wide variety of high 
quality cannabis, including 3-5 strains with extremely elevated levels of CBD which has proven very 
helpful to a large segment of the medical cannabis patient market. They have consulted for cultivators 
with annual sales of well over $10 million dollars.  
 
This significant industry experience means, when paired with our new company, puts us in a strong 
position to be successful in Ohio having been established by and currently operated by successful 
entrepreneurs and cannabis industry leaders. We also benefit from years of legal and operational 
experience and a proven track record of providing cultivators with a robust compliance model. Our 
experienced and diverse team, and our tested proven business model will ensure a functional and 
financially stable operator. We have the needed experience of navigating through an ever-changing 
regulatory system and changing market environment. 

The Business 
Mission Statement 

Our company aims to advance the quality of life for all patients by reducing suffering and 
improving the health and happiness of our community.  This can be achieved through high-

quality, safe medical cannabis products. 
 
Through documenting our Mission Statement, Policies and Standard Operating Procedures, we provide 
our employees a roadmap to success. By utilizing every tool and resource available, we empower every 
employee to cultivate only the highest quality cannabis to best sold into the commercial cannabis 
marketplace. 

The Industry 
Last year (2016) was a landmark year for the legal cannabis market. Per ArcView, North American 
consumers spent upwards of $7.2 billion on legal cannabis products. This is up a remarkable 34% from 
2015.  Momentum for some form of cannabis legalization seems to have reached a fever pitch, and 
current trends suggest it will continue at a brisk pace for the near future. National sales were fueled by 
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explosive growth in the adult-use market which grew from $373.80 million in 2014 to $4.7 billion in 
2016; a growth rate of over 230%.  By 2025 combined legal market sales are expected to surpass $24 
billion. 
In the 2016 election cycle, more states passed laws to open new markets and/or expand existing ones in 
2016 than in any previous year in history. These new markets will continue to expand revenue growth in 
the years ahead. The legislatures of Pennsylvania and Ohio legalized medical cannabis, while voters in 
California, Maine, Nevada, and Massachusetts passed adult-use initiatives.  Additionally, Arkansas, 
North Dakota, Florida, and Montana voters passed medical cannabis laws. 

 
Currently, twenty-nine states allow for medical cannabis and eight states, including The District of 
Columbia, allow adult-use. Last year was a tipping point in which much of the United States voted to 
transition from prohibition to some form of a legal market.  With the addition of California, the entire 
West Coast has now legalized medicinal cannabis.  In addition, 21% of the entire U.S. population lives 
in states that now have adult-use programs. 
 
The new administration’s position on cannabis legislation and the actions they take are poised to have a 
dramatic effect on the industry moving forward. However, the cannabis industry is becoming more and 
more attractive to investors due to the high growth rates.  The current stance by the federal government, 
although uncertain, will likely make it easier for existing and newly licensed medical cannabis 
businesses to raise funding, as some investors worried about a crackdown on the recreational side of the 
industry might shift their focus to medical. With potentially large profits to be made, savvy investors are 
continually looking for innovative ways to capitalize on the growth of the legal cannabis marketplace.   
California is currently the largest medical market in the country with an estimated $3,000,000,000 in 
annual sales for 2016. This represents 62% of the national medicinal market.  This market has a growth 
rate of up to 19.3%, to over $6,600,000,000 within the next 5 years. 
 
States such as California, that have had a long standing medical cannabis program, are extremely 
competitive.  For new businesses to succeed in this type of marketplace, they need to have experience 
with sophisticated patients, a large and diversified product range, knowledge of up and coming 
consumption methods and a keen awareness of new cannabis products. 

The Company 
Although the company itself is a new entity in medical cannabis commerce, the management company is 
not. The management company’s corporate office is comprised of experienced professionals who lead 
the way in managing production and cultivation, retail operations, facilities management, inventory 
tracking and procurement, accounting, information technology and compliance.   
 
We intend to utilize the management company’s current successful business model based upon 
compliance, inventory control, industry best practices and customer service to provide diverse, high- 
quality, and tested products to patients.  Within this model, they will cultivate specific strains appealing 
to both budget conscious and sophisticated patients alike.  Indeed, we recommend a multi-level pricing 
system offering cannabis flower and byproducts at a range of costs, representing the best value in the 
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industry. We also intend to offer shake, which is a low-cost item that provides an excellent value to the 
patient. In contrast, to cater to high-end patients, we intend to offer proprietary strains which are hard-to-
find genetics, or of a particularly outstanding quality with high cannabinoid test results. These are higher 
priced, but appeal to the sophisticated consumer much more than average flower.  

Facility Location 
We are pursuing one Medical Cannabis Cultivator License – Level II for a cultivation facility from the 
State of Ohio. This building meets all the zoning setbacks and requirements per the current regulations 
set forth by the city and state.    
 
We want to enhance the community by incorporating high-end design, sophisticated landscaping, 
xeriscaping, elegant signage, and visually pleasing form and character. With experience in real estate 
development, our team is well equipped to materially improve the property.  Our cultivation facilities 
presence will blend into the landscape and not attract undue attention.  For these reasons, we are 
uniquely qualified to succeed in Ohio and can not only meet the needs of the city and state, but can raise 
the standard. 
 
Unique Features 
Our business focus is steeped in a commitment to community service. As demonstrated by the Corporate 
Mission Statement, we have a passion for serving the community and providing the safest and highest 
quality cannabis available.  
 
Grow Experience 
Our Management Company has considerable understanding of the cultivation and horticultural process 
of running a successful grow facility.  They will provide us with state-of-the-art grow facility with 
techniques and processes that cultivate the finest soil-based grown cannabis in the state. Starting with 
proprietary genetics, we will clone from healthy and vigorous first-generation mother plants.  We put 
into production only the fastest-growing and highest-yielding strains to maximize every square foot of 
cultivation space. And we focus our efforts on producing the highest CBD plants to meet the diverse 
needs of our medical cannabis patients. 
 
Our facility design, techniques, and best practices will consistently produce a diverse group of high 
cannabinoid profile strains, garnering an excellent reputation in the industry.  In fact, cannabis produced 
by our cultivators regularly commands premium prices on the wholesale market and is highly sought 
after by patients.  
 
Our management company’s cultivation design team provides grow facilities with the ability to control 
all environmental variables, thereby maximizing the yield of each plant.  They have created efficient 
conditions, including top-of-the-line nutrient plans, standardized feeding regimens, sophisticated 
irrigation systems, and strictly enforced harvest schedules to ensure a quality product and on-time 
inventory supply. 
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From harvest to packaging, our repeatable, written standard operating procedures dictate quality control 
procedures resulting in world-class cannabis. Quality and consistency enables us to create loyal 
customers. We employ specific curing techniques curing flower for a minimum of fourteen days in 
environmentally controlled cure rooms to ensure all moisture is properly removed from the product 
before it is transported out of the facility to a retail dispensary. These proven, replicable processes result 
in significant good will with patients. 
 
Corporate Culture and Decision Making 
The centralized administration of our management company’s corporate offices coordinates and 
connects every division, department, manager and employee within the company.  All high-level 
administrative functions, staff recruiting, marketing and licensing/compliance duties will be handled 
from the corporate offices.  Each branch of the corporate structure supports one another to create 
efficiency, which in turn increases profitability and patient satisfaction. 
 
Starting from the top down, our management company’s qualified executives have numerous years of 
business and cannabis industry experience.  They provide the educational base and knowledge needed to 
succeed nationwide in the industry.  This business maturity combined with competent managerial staff 
creates a clear pathway to success.  Additionally, we pair this solid corporate structure with a stringent 
hiring and training process to employ strong personnel at all levels.   
 
Because our regulatory compliance is a cornerstone of the industry, we integrate the many layers of 
compliance and clear communication in all of the daily operations.  Our executives spend a good portion 
of their time examining data, working directly with department heads, reading about industry trends, 
reviewing policies and procedures and keeping on top of the ever-changing regulations.  By thoroughly 
analyzing this data we are able to make strategic decisions for each licensee and business.  These 
decisions are then carried out smoothly and efficiently at all levels to continue to carry out the vision and 
goals on a daily basis. 
 
This corporate base and ability to be agile in an ever-evolving industry will provide a competitive 
advantage over smaller collectives and companies that are not able to operate with such a   turn-key 
solution.  With a solid foundation of corporate culture and decision making practices in place, we are 
poised to continue to lead the industry in innovation, profitability and patient satisfaction. 
 
Key Management and Staffing Strategy 
We understand that to not only to achieve success, but to stand out in a highly regulated and constantly 
evolving industry, the team needs several vital components: successful experience, advanced knowledge 
of security issues and procedures, developing and sourcing new strains as the patient needs change, 
developing strict loss prevention procedures and developing partnerships with expertise to navigate and 
work within the regulatory landscape. Our management company has the experience of helping 
businesses from the ground up and providing all the Standard Operating Procedure and manuals needed. 
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Staffing Plan 
Our company is an equal opportunity employer and does not discriminate. Because of this, we will strive 
to have our cultivation, harvest, cure/package staff and management come from diverse genders and 
backgrounds. 
 
All employees hired to work in the facility will need to be at least 21 years of age and have a clean 
criminal history.  We will pull these employees directly from the local community.  Although the 
minimum wage in Ohio is currently $8.15/hour, we are happy and eager to increase the minimum wage 
paid to $12.00/hour.  This will drastically increase the number of applicants there by increasing the 
quality of employee.   
 
In addition to higher wages, we intend to utilize a variety of strategies to ensure non-exempt employee 
retention such as paid time off, health and dental insurance, vision benefits, 401k and generous product 
discounts.  We plan to incentivize the staff, that we have invested in, to remain with the company.  This 
vast pool of qualified employees ensures that only trained professionals fulfill the duties of each specific 
role within the facility. 
 
Focusing on the day-to day operations is important for everyone in the company.  Ensuring all 
employees are managed correctly and communication is clear is the only way to effectively operate in a 
highly regulated industry.  Training is a large component is making this happen.   

Cultivation Plan 
Environmental Controls 
To produce optimal quality products, the Director of Cultivation must strictly control the environmental 
factors, including the water that enters the facility, the grow medium (also known as soil and the 
nutritional additives that go into it), the humidity, and even the air that enters. The facility requires a 
constant and standard state of cleanliness, as well. We intend to grow all our own medical cannabis 
products ourselves and will not accept medical cannabis plants from outside our own operations. This 
requirement is specifically to ensure that we do not contaminate our cultivation facility with either mold 
or pest issues.   
 
As for other materials which we use to produce medical cannabis, the Director of Cultivation will 
carefully inspect materials, such as soil or nutrients, for defects or torn packaging which could indicate 
contamination.  If the facility manager determines that the material received does not pass inspection, it 
will be returned to the appropriate vendor. Materials will be kept in the segregated quarantine area to 
prevent any contamination from impacting the rest of the cultivation facility. If materials pass 
inspection, they will then be integrated into the facility. 
 
Water 
Water will come into the cultivation facility from the local municipality. We will filter the water through 
ceramic and charcoal canister style water filter systems to remove any contaminants in the water such as 
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softeners, chlorine, or fluoride so that we start our nutrient process with a blank slate.  After filtering, we 
will test the water to determine the pH level. Nutrients will be added to adjust the pH to the desired 
level; the water will be tested until the desired pH level is reached.  
 
We will use two instruments to help test water quality before feeding it to our plants. The Electrical 
Conductivity (EC) meter measures Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) which is the best measurement of the 
nutrient concentration of a hydroponic solution. The TDS is measured via PPM. The Parts per Million 
(PPM) of the water should be between 650-750, (it varies depending on the flower cycle of the plant). 
The pH meter measures the pH level and should be between 5.8-6.0. 
 
There are several entities entering the medical cannabis market providing integrated systems which 
monitor the environmental factors in grow facilities. We will contract with one of them, such as 
Nanolux’s Cloud Control System, to install a system which will monitor, record and regulate 
temperature, humidity, ventilation, CO2, pH and nutrient control, water drips and lighting. At the heart 
of the system is a software program which allows us to specify all the parameters in each flower room. It 
controls all the selected functions through wireless modem communication. The process includes 
installing sensors with each thermostat, humidistat, ventilation duct, fan, and lighting control panel. The 
service provider will constantly monitor the integrated system remotely and will notify us if any of the 
components behave outside of agreed upon parameters.  

Cleanliness 
The State of Ohio will require an elevated level of cleanliness within a grow facility. We are happy to 
comply with this; each employee and visitor will be made to understand that we produce medicine for 
patients, some of whom are seriously or terminally ill. Our products must therefore be treated with a 
great deal of care and respect. One of the ways we show respect for our patients is by maintaining a 
constant level of cleanliness to prevent contamination. When we clone or up-pot plants, all equipment 
and work areas will be cleaned and disinfected with a 10% bleach solution.  Irrigation systems used to 
bring water to plants will be cleaned and disinfected with a 10% bleach solution at least once a month. 
Pots will be disinfected before being re-used for new crops. Equipment such as trimming scissors and 
trim machines will be cleaned with alcohol at the end of each day or more often, if needed. Flower 
rooms will be thoroughly cleaned after each harvest by cleaning the floors, walls and light fixtures with 
a 10% bleach solution.   
 
We have checklists for all the rooms (i.e. the clone room, veg room, flower room, cure room, processing 
room) which includes cleaning and maintenance tasks. These checklists are created and maintained by 
the facility manager. Each day, employees responsible for those rooms note their progress on provided 
checklists confirming that tasks were completed and. Part of the facility manager’s daily duties are 
reviewing these checklists to ensure compliance. Tasks include cleaning equipment and tools, cleaning 
fans and ventilation ducts, and cleaning rooms after harvest. Maintenance tasks include ensuring that 
equipment such as dehumidifiers, fans, lights, thermostats, and humidistats are kept in working order. 
These tasks are performed at least monthly by the facility manager. Any issues are reported to 
cultivation management as soon as they are discovered so that they can be rectified in a timely manner. 
 
We will use an electronic inventory tracking system approved by the state to track plants from “seed to 
sale.”  When a clone is created, the plant receives a tracking number which is affixed to the stem of the 
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plant. The tracking number allows us to find any plant at any stage of its lifecycle. The inventory 
tracking system easily tracks when plants have been moved between the veg, flower and cure rooms. We 
also track which plants are made into which formulations, the date they’re converted and the dispensary 
they are shipped to. The inventory tracking system also enables us to track weights so that we can 
analyze yields. It has a comprehensive reporting functionality enabling us to perform regular inventory 
audits. Furthermore, all the information can easily be shared with the state of Ohio or law enforcement. 
 
Irrigation 
The veg room’s plants will be watered every morning. Water should always be at a pH of 5.8 when it 
leaves the watering area. Growers are attentive to how much each plant is absorbing, and intuitively 
decide how much water an individual plant needs. Plants will be fed nutrients based on a pre-determined 
feeding schedule posted at each watering area. If any sort of nutrient deficiencies or toxicities are 
noticed by any grower, they will report it to cultivation management immediately. Things to watch for 
include yellowing leaves, brown edges, or dry, wrinkled edges, or anything else that deviates from 
standard growing characteristics. When watering a room, a grower will first walk the entire room, lift 
the pots to determine the weight and inspect the color of the soil to gauge water absorption and nutrient 
intake. The degree of acidity or alkalinity of a solution is identified on the pH scale of 0 to 14 with a pH 
of 7 being the neutral point. The type of grow medium needs to be considered because some medium 
retains the pH of the nutrients better than others.  Water in reservoirs is generally kept between 70-75°F.  
 
If the temperature in the reservoir exceeds 80°, the water in the reservoir must be cooled before it is 
utilized for plant needs. Plain water is only given to plants during the end of the flowering phase when 
they are being flushed prior to harvest. Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) is the best measurement of the 
nutrient concentration of a hydroponic solution. To estimate TDS, one can use a meter that measures the 
Electrical Conductivity (EC) of a solution, and convert the measurement to parts per million (ppm), 
which is how TDS is typically expressed. We will document this information for every feeding that 
occurs at the facility. Nutrients are added to watering reservoirs at time of feeding. The amount and type 
of nutrients added is dependent on where the plant is in its growth phase. Different nutrients and pH 
levels are used to encourage plant growth early in the phase and to encourage flower growth later in the 
phase. 
 
Propagation 
Propagation, or cloning, is one of the critical steps in the full cultivation process. Growers are trained not 
to take too many cuts at once from the same mother, as a plant must be allowed time to recover between 
cloning sessions. After all clones are taken, the grower will prune the mother to ensure continuous, 
healthy growth. The grower will remove all lower growth from the clone, keeping the top two nodes 
intact, and will cut the stem at a 45° angle.  
 
The clone will be placed in a soil plug, called a rapid rooter, and then placed into a tray with other 
clones of the same strain. The tray will be labeled with the strain name, and date. Taking cuttings from 
plants is an extremely delicate process. Growers who take clones need to be careful and most always 
maintain cleanliness. Our management company has a cloning success rate of 95%. The daily care of 
clones will include visually inspecting the leaves.  
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Once planted clones have rooted, they will be ready to be transplanted and transferred to the vegetative 
room. A plant is ready to be transplanted when it has approximately five inches of dense root growth. 
The cultivation area, supplies and all tools will be cleaned with a 10% bleach solution prior to each use. 
The grow medium is prepared by cutting open the bag of grow medium, emptying it into the up-potting 
tray and adding a five-gallon bucket of water to the mix. The water will be vigorously mixed into the 
medium until the soil is thoroughly moistened and all clumps are broken apart. The grower will fill a 
one-gallon pot with grow medium but not pack the pot too densely. The grower will use their fingers to 
create an indent in the center and place the clone with its soil plug in it, filling the remainder of the hole 
with grow medium until the plant is stabilized and can stand on its own. The plant will then be tagged 
with an inventory tracking number and moved to the vegetative room. Lights in the vegetative room, (or 
veg room), will be illuminated for eighteen hours and off for six hours, (this is done to mimic the long 
days of summertime). The veg room will be lit with metal halide high intensity discharge lamps. Light 
hoods will be hung 18” above the plant canopy and hung completely level. Any discrepancies to this 
requirement will be resolved immediately upon detection. If any lights are not functioning or are 
functioning improperly, growers will notify cultivation management immediately to avoid interruption. 
Growers are directed not to attempt to troubleshoot or repair any light or ballast issues without proper 
safety training and management consent.  
 
Fresh transplants will be arranged side by side on the tray for approximately the first three weeks of their 
vegetative phase. Once the plants are accepting daily feedings of at least one-half liter, they will be 
spread to 36 plants per light. Oscillating fans are placed in the rooms, to create a gentle breeze. This 
movement forces the plants to grow stronger. Fans are cleaned any time that dirt or other buildup is 
noticed, but no less than every six weeks. Powered exhaust units will draw air from the grow room. The 
exterior of exhaust units will be cleaned any time that dirt or other buildup is noticed, but no less than 
every six weeks. If any exhaust units are not functioning properly, growers will notify cultivation 
management.  
 
Before plants can be moved from the veg room to the flower room, the room must be cleaned. The floor 
will be swept and mopped, tables will be cleaned with a 10% bleach solution, and all equipment will be 
sterilized. The grow medium is prepared just as it was before, when clones were transferred to the veg 
room. The grower will fill a five-gallon pot with grow medium. The grower removes the plant and root 
ball from the 1-gallon pot and gently massages the root mass to stimulate new root growth. The plant is 
placed into the five-gallon pot so that the top of the root mass is seated 3’ below the top of the rim.  The 
grower adds grow medium around the plant’s root ball, being careful not to pack it too densely.  
 
Plants will be arranged side by side and spread so that there are four to six plants per light, depending on 
the plant size and light type. The flower room utilizes oscillating fans in the same manner and for the 
same purpose as the veg room. Fans will be cleaned any time that dirt or other buildup is noticed, but no 
less than every six weeks. Powered exhaust units will draw air from the grow room.  The exterior of 
exhaust units will be cleaned any time that dirt or other buildup is noticed, but no less than every 6 
weeks. If any exhaust units are not functioning properly, growers will promptly notify cultivation 
management.   
 
If any sort of nutrient deficiencies or toxicities are noticed by any grower, they will report it to 
cultivation management right away. Plants will be inspected daily. All yellow leaves will be removed 
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and put in green waste bins for proper destruction. Growers will constantly check for signs of stress, 
sickness, or pests to report them with urgency to cultivation management.  Early detection of trouble can 
prevent an inferior crop and expensive losses, since many plant issues tend to affect groups of plants and 
not just one.   
 
Plants will be pruned regularly so that the plant can focus its energy on the larger branches, and produce 
bigger flowers. As the plant grows and flowers, it will be either staked or caged. This process helps 
branches hold the increasing weight of growing flower and prevents breakage, similar to how tomato 
plants are grown with either stakes or cages. The plant will be flushed of all nutrients and receive plain 
water seven to ten days before harvest. Removing the larger fan leaves from plants results in a more 
effective flushing of the plant by directing more energy toward the removal of sugars and starches from 
the flower. Leaves will start showing purples, pinks, and yellows (autumn colors), denoting that the 
plant is pulling nitrogen straight from the leaves. This softer form of nitrogen sweetens the flavor of the 
flower. 
 
Harvesting, Drying and Curing 
Harvests of rooms will occur approximately sixty days after plants move out of the veg room and into 
the flower room. The harvest team will sort the plants in the room by strain. Ignoring this step creates 
extra work later as the team tries to identify plants and collect them for processing. For example, if a 
dispensary runs out of a popular strain, the dispensary can call our cultivation facility requesting that the 
specific strain be expedited to meet the needs of patients. Trying to locate plants related to that specific 
strain among all the plants in the harvest is cumbersome unless they are kept together throughout the 
process. 
 
A critical step of a harvest is recording the TPW of each plant within one hour of being harvested. Plants 
begin to lose water weight immediately after being harvested. If plant weights are not recorded until the 
following day, the results will reflect inaccurate weights, and ultimately inaccurate yields. Once the 
racks of harvested plants are delivered to the weighing station, each plant’s identification tag is scanned 
into the electronic inventory tracking system. The plant is then hung from a certified, calibrated, hanging 
scale and the weight entered into the inventory tracking system. Hanging scales are calibrated every 
month by state authorized companies. At this point, the employee weighing the plant will also record the 
strain and license of the plant and ensure that plants of the same strain are being grouped together. Our 
system to ensure accurate reporting and data analytics has a number of redundant steps built in, of which 
this is the first. During the harvest, plants can easily be misplaced which is why we have instituted a 
number of redundancies to provide the best possible medicine for our patients and prevent diversion.  
 
After the plant is weighed, it is hung on a bamboo pole. Only four to five plants will be hung from the 
same pole so that an adequate amount of air can circulate during the drying process. Hanging too many 
plants on a pole slows the drying process and may result in uneven drying and could lead to mold 
growth. Poles are moved from the flower room to the cure room where they are hung, keeping plants 
together based on license and strain. Plants are reconciled against an inventory report reflecting the 
number of plants by license and strain. Discrepancies are recorded and reported. A map is created of the 
cure room to show where each license number and strain is kept. This way, if a dispensary or a state 
regulator requests to view or inspect a specific license or strain, it will be very easy to do. In addition, 
the map enables the team to research discrepancies and find potentially “missing” plants. 
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Upon completion of the harvest, the flower room is cleaned before it is restocked with a new crop of 
plants. The floors are swept thoroughly and then the floors and walls are cleaned with a 10% bleach 
solution. Light fixtures are cleaned to remove any dust or particulate matter. Fans will also be cleaned to 
remove any dust. The growing medium cannot be reused and is discarded in a Green Waste container. 
Pots will be cleaned to be reused for the next batch of plants. Stakes and cages are collected, cleaned, 
and stored for later use.  
 
Plants are left in the cure room until the flowers dry. The cure room will be environmentally controlled 
with a combination of humidifiers and oscillating fans. Humidity in the cure room will be maintained 
between 40-45%. Humidifiers collect water into buckets. The buckets are monitored regularly and the 
water can be re-used to nourish plants. The plants must have enough space to allow plenty of air 
circulation. Keeping plants too close together, or too close to the wall, slows the drying process and can 
create mold. The drying process takes approximately three to five days, depending on the conditions in 
the room. Managing the timing of harvests at the grow facility is important because bringing a new 
harvest into the cure room while a previous harvest is drying can rehydrate plants from the previous 
harvest. 
 
Rework and Processing 
Once dry, flowers are removed from stems in a process called destemming. Destemming involves 
removing the leaves and flowers from the plant stem. All plants of a particular license and strain are 
brought to the team to be worked together. The plant is properly dried if flowers “pop” off the stem.  If 
the plant is still wet, flowers will not pop off and should be removed with trimmers. Care must be taken 
not to manhandle the flowers during this process.   
 
During the destemming process, employees look for pests, mold or powdery mildew. Flowers with any 
of these conditions will be placed in a separate container and segregated. Plants that contain pests, mold, 
or powdery mildew do not meet internal quality control standards and will be destroyed after they have 
been weighed.  
 
Stems are collected, by license and strain, weighed and the weights recorded in green waste logs.  
Inventory recorded during the harvest is adjusted down for this waste weight. The waste product is 
disposed of in green waste bins. The flowers in the bucket are also weighed and inventory adjusted in 
the inventory tracking system. The inventory is adjusted down to account for water loss so that accurate 
yield results can be generated and tracked. 
 
Destemmed flowers are put into tiered, hanging baskets to cure. The cure process is an integral step that 
significantly improves patient satisfaction. Curing breaks down chlorophyll and dramatically improves 
the taste and smell of the flowers. It reduces the chance of mold growing on the flowers and can improve 
the potency. 
 
In order to properly cure our flowers, they are placed in large, tiered, baskets made of fine net or mesh. 
Flowers should be placed within these baskets in a single layer. Layering them too deep can cause mold. 
Each basket contains eight to ten tiers, and once they are full they can be suspended from the ceiling to 
allow maximum air circulation. The flowers in the baskets will be weighed and the inventory is adjusted 
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in the inventory tracking system. The inventory is adjusted to account for water loss so that accurate 
yield results can be generated and tracked. 
 
After the cure phase is complete, flowers are taken from the plastic buckets and trimmed in a dry 
trimmer. A log is kept recording the weight of the batch before trimming, and the weight of the same 
batch after trimming. The trimming log will be used to help analyze yield metrics. The amount of time a 
batch is machine- trimmed depends on the strain, the size of the batch and the size of the trimmer. 
Trimmed bud should look clean. Stems and leaves that don’t come off in the dry trimmer will be hand 
trimmed. Processors and extractors resent stems in their product. Leaves and stems which are manually 
removed are weighed, the inventory adjusted down accordingly and then disposed of in green waste 
bins. 
 
Finishing 
At this point, the cannabis is ready to be processed and packaged into forms of medicine approved by 
the state of Ohio for distribution to state approved dispensaries.  

Conclusion 
 
The future is always uncertain, but the combination of our Ohio company and the management company 
and its years of boots on the ground, hands on consulting experience, the State of Ohio can feel 
comfortable with their decision in allowing a business with a bright and prosperous future to be a part of 
your community. Choosing our company is a smart decision for the state, the citizens, and our future 
patients.  We will provide the finest, most-compliant, highest-quality service of any cultivator in Ohio. 
Serving patients from all over Ohio will unite the cities and ensure the community is improved. Our 
strong work ethic, drive to be the best and compliance competency is the recipe for a successful 
business. We look forward to working with the state and ensuring the perception of cannabis has a bright 
future.  
 
Throughout this Business Plan we have demonstrated that successful operations, profitability and future 
success is dependent upon a clear, strategic understanding of the Ohio cannabis industry, expertise in all 
aspects of regulatory compliance, and the resources to grow, develop, and perfect all aspects of our 
cannabis business. Through mastering cultivation and production, creating highly-effective marketing 
campaigns and retaining customers for years, we have the skills, knowledge, and ability to create 
profitability and tax contributions well into the future.  
 
As our company grows, we will direct and monitor that growth from our centralized corporate command 
center where we will continue to live our mission statement by breaking down stereotypes every single 
day. We stand behind the state of Ohio and its citizens to embrace the cannabis industry revolution and 
feel that we are your cannabis business partner of choice. 
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Part I: Experience in Agriculture and Cultivation 
Our team combined has a great deal of experience in the cultivation of medical marijuana. Our 
management company operates in a state where marijuana is wholly legal and we are excited to work 
with them and benefit from their years of experience. That same company has assisted us with this 
application and will be with us through the start of operations. Many consultants are willing to assist 
with applications, but few actually consult after the license has been granted. We chose to work with this 
company because we didn’t want to be abandoned and left to fend for ourselves in a new industry. 
 
The management company has extensive written Standard Operating Procedures dealing with 
cultivation and production, trimming, curing and packaging, green waste, and integrated pest control. 
This unparalleled experience has led to the company’s principals operating and consulting on over 
150,000 square feet of marijuana cultivation, nearly a dozen dispensary locations, and a vibrant 
wholesale business within their home state. They also provide extensive guidance to prospective out of 
state operators looking to acquire the proper industry experience in their respective states to ensure 
success in the medical or recreational cannabis industry.  
 
The management company’s president has over seventeen years of operational and management 
experience. She is one of the early pioneers in the marijuana industry and is one of the founders of the 
management company. She has also developed and designed a federally trademarked cannabis education 
program to provide guidance on the safe, responsible consumption of marijuana in its various forms. In 
fact, other marijuana businesses as well as local municipalities have adopted this successful public 
education campaign.  
 
They bring over six years of experience in state of the art lighting practices, soil mediums, plant 
nutrients, irrigation, integrated pest management, and harvest techniques to the indoor growing process 
through various agricultural experts and botany masters. We are proud to work with this company 
because they insist on some of the cleanest, safest, highest quality standards within their market. 
 
This significant industry experience means we are in a strong position to be successful in Ohio. 
Our management company was established and operated by successful entrepreneurs and marijuana 
industry leaders. We also benefit from their years of legal and operational experience, and a proven track 
record of providing cultivation operators with a robust compliance model. Our experienced and diverse 
team, and our tested proven business model will ensure a functional and financially stable operator. We 
have the needed experience of navigating through an ever-changing regulatory system and changing 
market environment.  
 
We are very excited to disclose that we have already selected a cultivation director who has experience 
working in a mature, marijuana market. This individual started working as a trimmer in a cultivation 
facility but quickly worked his way up to a lead grower within a mere eighteen months. Not only has he 
displayed commitment, interest, and a healthy aptitude, but we are especially impressed with his ability 
to work in a fully legal market. States that have legalized marijuana are affected more by the free market 
than other states, which means that consumers have broader choices and businesses that produce poor 
quality product will eventually be forced out of the market. Being able to grow competently is 
insufficient in such a location. A cultivator must be able to create superior product in order to retain 
one’s place in a market that has already undergone a development stage. Consumers, (as well as 
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patients) understand how to differentiate between a quality product, and a mediocre, or even a poor 
product. They also understand their breadth of choices. If one dispensary does not meet their needs, 
there are plenty of other dispensaries to choose from. Our Cultivation Director, like many of our other 
team members, started at the bottom and worked his way up to a respected position of authority. We are 
certain that he will be do well in a new position driving the cultivation. The Cultivation Director is a 
native of Ohio, and a current Ohio resident. While he could have had a successful and prosperous in the 
cannabis industry, he chose to return to Ohio to be closer to his grandmother, who is struggling with 
declining health. We are excited to work with a Native Son who obviously values his family and his 
community. 
 
Furthermore, since our Cultivation Director already has experience cultivating medical marijuana, our 
management company will not have to “start from scratch,” with a bright but inexperienced operator. 
The combined experience of these partners means that we will be able to hit the ground running once 
granted a license. The Cultivation Director and the management company both understand what first 
steps will need to be taken and are currently working together to create a timeline that can be adhered to 
once we receive a license. We suspect that other operators are searching for Cultivation Directors with 
any experience in horticulture or botany, and are in the unfortunate position of having to make lemonade 
out of lemons. We are ecstatic that we are not in the same boat. We will be able to serve Ohio patients 
much better than our competition.  
 
Part II: Cultivation Methods and Proposed Strains 
In order to produce optimal quality products, the Director of Cultivation must strictly control the 
environmental factors, including the water that enters the facility, the grow medium (also known as soil 
and the nutritional additives that go into it), the humidity, and even the air that enters. The facility 
requires a constant and standard state of cleanliness, as well. We intend to grow all our own medical 
marijuana products ourselves and will not accept medical marijuana plants from outside our own 
operations. This requirement ensures that we do not contaminate our cultivation facility with either mold 
or pest issues.   
 
As for other materials which we use to produce medical marijuana, the Cultivation Director will 
carefully inspect materials, such as soil or nutrients, for defects or torn packaging which could indicate 
contamination.  If the Cultivation Director determines that the material received does not pass 
inspection, it will be returned to the appropriate vendor. Materials will be kept in the segregated 
quarantine area so as to prevent any contamination from impacting the rest of the cultivation facility. If 
materials pass inspection, they will then be integrated into the facility. 
 
Water will come into the cultivation facility from the local municipality. We will filter the water through 
ceramic and charcoal canister-style water filter systems in order to remove any contaminants in the 
water such as softeners, chlorine, or fluoride so that we start our nutrient process with a blank slate.  
After filtering, we will test the water to determine the pH level. Nutrients may be added to adjust the pH 
to the desired level; the water will be tested until the desired pH level is reached.  
 
We will use two instruments to help test water quality before feeding it to our plants. The Electrical 
Conductivity (EC) meter measures Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) which is the best measurement of the 
nutrient concentration of a hydroponic solution. The TDS is measured via PPM. The Parts per Million 
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(PPM) of the water should be between 650-750, (it varies depending on the flower cycle of the plant). 
The pH meter measures the pH level and should be between 5.8-6.0. 
 
Integrated Pest Management (IPM), is defined by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), as an 
effective and environmentally sensitive approach to pest management that relies on a combination of 
common-sense practices. IPM programs use current, comprehensive information on the life cycles of 
pests and their interaction with the environment. This information, in combination with available pest 
control methods, is used to manage pest damage by the most economical means, and with the least 
possible hazard to people, property, and the environment. IPM is not a single pest control method but, 
rather, a series of pest management evaluations, decisions and controls. In practicing IPM, growers who 
are aware of the potential for pest infestation follow a four-tiered approach. The four steps include 
setting action thresholds, monitoring and identifying pests, prevention, and control. 
 

 We will use a multi-tiered door system to prevent pest infestation.  The doors into the cultivation 
facility as well as those into flower and cure rooms will be required to remain closed at all times. 

 Daily inspections of grow medium, stems, tops and bottoms of leaves and flowers.   
 Sticky pads and tape will be used on both the inside and outside of all doors leading into the 

cultivation facility, flower rooms and the cure room. This prevents contaminants from entering 
through gaps under or above doorways. 

 Daily inspections for pests, or the evidence left by pests. Upon recognizing one of these 
indicators, growers will be required to report potential problems to cultivation management 
immediately.  

 
We will install screens on each ventilation duct entering the grower facility with a screen fine enough to 
exclude plant pests. We will install doors to each room that will remain closed to prevent cross 
contamination. Doors into the facility will also be required to remain closed to prevent pests from 
entering the cultivation facility. 
 
There are several entities entering the medical marijuana market providing integrated systems which 
monitor the environmental factors in grow facilities. We will contract with one of them, such as 
Nanolux’s Cloud Control System, to install a system which will monitor, record and regulate 
temperature, humidity, ventilation, CO2, pH and nutrient control, water drips and lighting. At the heart 
of the system is a software program which allows us to specify all of the parameters in each flower 
room. It controls all of the selected functions through wireless modem communication. The process 
includes installing sensors with each thermostat, humidistat, ventilation duct, fan, and lighting control 
panel. The service provider will constantly monitor the integrated system remotely and will notify us if 
any of the components behave outside of agreed upon parameters.  
 
Cleanliness 
The state of Ohio requires a high level of cleanliness within a grow facility, as stipulated in Ohio Admin. 
Code 3796:2-2-01(D)(1) and Ohio Admin. Code 3796:2-2-01(D)(3). We are happy to comply with this; 
each employee and visitor will be made to understand that we produce medicine for patients, some of 
whom are seriously or terminally ill. Our products must therefore be treated with a great deal of care and 
respect. One of the ways we show respect for our patients is by maintaining a constant level of 
cleanliness in order to prevent contamination. When we clone or up-pot plants, all equipment and work 
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areas will be cleaned and disinfected with a 10% bleach solution.  Irrigation systems used to bring water 
to plants will be cleaned and disinfected with a 10% bleach solution at least once a month. Pots will be 
disinfected before being re-used for new crops. Equipment such as trimming scissors and trim machines 
will be cleaned with alcohol at the end of each day or more often, if needed. Flower rooms will be 
thoroughly cleaned after each harvest by cleaning the floors, walls and light fixtures with a 10% bleach 
solution.   
 
We have checklists for all the rooms (i.e. the clone room, veg room, flower room, cure room, processing 
room) which includes cleaning and maintenance tasks. These checklists are created and maintained by 
the Cultivation Director. Each day, employees responsible for those rooms note their progress on 
provided checklists confirming that tasks were completed and. Part of the Cultivation Director’s daily 
duties are reviewing these checklists to ensure compliance. Tasks include cleaning equipment and tools, 
cleaning fans and ventilation ducts, and cleaning rooms after harvest. Maintenance tasks include 
ensuring that equipment such as dehumidifiers, fans, lights, thermostats, and humidistats are kept in 
working order. These tasks are performed at least monthly by the Cultivation Director. Any issues are 
reported to cultivation management as soon as they are discovered so that they can be rectified in a 
timely manner. 
 
We will use an electronic inventory tracking system approved by the state in order to track plants from 
“seed to sale.”  When a clone is created, the plant receives a tracking number which is affixed to the 
stem of the plant. The tracking number allows us to find any plant at any stage of its lifecycle. The 
inventory tracking system easily tracks when plants have been moved between the veg, flower and cure 
rooms. We also track which plants are made into which formulations, the date they’re converted and the 
dispensary they are shipped to. The inventory tracking system also enables us to track weights so that we 
can analyze yields. It has a comprehensive reporting functionality enabling us to perform regular 
inventory audits. Furthermore, all of the information can easily be shared with the state of Ohio or law 
enforcement. 
 
Irrigation, Propagation, Cultivation and Fertilization: 
Our management company has been operating in a fully legal state for nearly a decade and has never 
experienced a catastrophic crop failure. This company operates many retail dispensaries and has over 
150,000 square feet of cultivation space. We have contracted with them in order to learn from their 
voluminous knowledge. This gives us a distinct advantage over other potential licensees that still need to 
go through the inevitable period of trial and error, as they experiment with different techniques and 
equipment.  
 
Irrigation 
Rather than watering plants by hand, (which is wasteful and extremely messy), we will instead use an 
automated drip system. This system can be monitored electronically and adjusted for the needs of 
individual plants. While it does present a significant up-front cost, our estimates show that we can 
expect a return on the investment after about eight months of use.  
 
The veg room’s plants will be watered every morning. Water should always be at a pH of 5.8 when it 
leaves the watering area. Growers are attentive to how much each plant is absorbing, and intuitively 
decide how much water an individual plant needs. Plants will be fed nutrients based on a pre-determined 
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feeding schedule posted at each watering area. If any sort of nutrient deficiencies or toxicities are 
noticed by any grower, they will report it to cultivation management immediately. Things to watch for 
include yellowing leaves, brown edges, dry, wrinkled edges, or anything else that deviates from standard 
growing characteristics. When watering a room, a grower will first walk the entire room, lift the pots to 
determine the weight and inspect the color of the soil in order to gauge water absorption and nutrient 
intake. The degree of acidity or alkalinity of a solution is identified on the pH scale of 0 to 14 with a pH 
of 7 being the neutral point. The type of grow medium needs to be taken into account because some 
medium retains the pH of the nutrients better than others.  
 
Water in reservoirs is generally kept between 70-75°F. If the temperature in the reservoir exceeds 80°, 
the water must be cooled before it is utilized for plant needs. Plain water is only given to plants during 
the end of the flowering phase when they are being flushed prior to harvest. Total Dissolved Solids 
(TDS) is the best measurement of the nutrient concentration of a hydroponic solution. To estimate TDS, 
one can use a meter that measures the Electrical Conductivity (EC) of a solution, and convert the 
measurement to parts per million (ppm), which is how TDS is typically expressed. We will document 
this information for every feeding that occurs at the facility. Nutrients are added to watering reservoirs at 
time of feeding. The amount and type of nutrients added is dependent on where the plant is in its growth 
phase. Different nutrients and pH levels are used in order to encourage plant growth early in the phase 
and to encourage flower growth later in the phase. 
 
Grow Medium 
The management company prefers to use a synthetic grow medium called ProMix. ProMix consists of 
peat moss and perlite that yields reliable results. This medium is inert, meaning it contains absolutely no 
nutrients whatsoever. Nutrients are delivered to plants by being watered into the medium directly. If 
watering ProMix with plain water (without nutrients), “nutrition lockout” can occur which renders a 
plant incapable of accepting nutrients in subsequent waterings.  
 
Propagation 
Propagation, or cloning, is one of the critical steps in the full cultivation process. Anyone not 
experienced in these procedures must first train under a lead grower before taking on this responsibility 
themselves. The lead grower consults the clone request form to determine how many clones of each 
strain are required. Each strain’s mother plant is located and the lead grower determines whether it is 
suitable for cloning. The cloning area and supplies will be cleaned and sterilized with a 10% bleach 
solution before the cloning process begins. With sharp scissors, 4”-6” clones will be created by making a 
45-degree cut just above a node or at the base of the main stem on a firm, healthy branch. Lower 
branches root more rapidly because of increased levels hormones. However, any branch that is at least 
3mm (1/8”) wide can be cloned. Our growers are trained not to take too many cuts at once from the 
same mother, as a plant must be allowed time to recover between cloning sessions. After all clones are 
taken, the grower will prune the mother to ensure continuous, healthy growth. The grower will remove 
all lower growth from the clone, keeping the top two nodes intact, and will cut the stem at a 45° angle. 
The clone will be placed in a soil plug, called a rapid rooter, and then placed into a tray with other 
clones of the same strain. The tray will be labeled with the strain name, and date. Taking cuttings from 
plants is an extremely delicate process. Growers who take clones need to be careful and most always 
maintain cleanliness. Our management company has a cloning success rate of 95%. The daily care of 
clones will include visually inspecting the leaves.  
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Once planted clones have rooted, they will be ready to be transplanted and transferred to the vegetative 
room. A plant is ready to be transplanted when it has approximately five inches of fairly dense root 
growth. The cultivation area, supplies and all tools will be cleaned with a 10% bleach solution prior to 
each use. The grow medium is prepared by cutting open the bag of grow medium, emptying it into the 
up-potting tray and adding a five-gallon bucket of water to the mix. The water will be vigorously mixed 
into the medium until the soil is thoroughly moistened and all clumps are broken apart. The grower will 
fill a one-gallon pot with grow medium but not pack the pot too densely. The grower will use their 
fingers to create an indent in the center and place the clone with its soil plug in it, filling the remainder 
of the hole with grow medium until the plant is stabilized and can stand on its own. The plant will then 
be tagged with an inventory tracking number and moved to the vegetative room. Lights in the vegetative 
room, (or veg room), will be illuminated for eighteen hours and off for six hours, (this is done to mimic 
the long days of summertime). The veg room will be lit with metal halide high intensity discharge 
lamps. Light hoods will be hung 18” above the plant canopy and hung completely level. Any 
discrepancies to this requirement will be resolved immediately upon detection. If any lights are not 
functioning or are functioning improperly, growers will notify cultivation management immediately to 
avoid interruption. Growers are directed not to attempt to troubleshoot or repair any light or ballast 
issues without proper safety training and management consent.  
 
Fresh transplants will be arranged side by side on the tray for approximately the first three weeks of their 
vegetative phase. Once the plants are accepting daily feedings of at least one half liter, they will be 
spread to 36 plants per light. Oscillating fans are placed in the rooms, in order to create a gentle breeze. 
This movement forces the plants to grow stronger. Fans are cleaned any time that dirt or other buildup is 
noticed, but no less than every six weeks. Powered exhaust units will draw air from the grow room. The 
exterior of exhaust units will be cleaned any time that dirt or other buildup is noticed, but no less than 
every six weeks. If any exhaust units are not functioning properly, growers will notify cultivation 
management.  
 
The acceptable temperature in the veg room is between 70°F-78°F. If the temperature falls outside of 
this range, growers will notify cultivation management for corrective action. The accepted relative 
humidity range for the veg room is 40-60%. If the relative humidity falls outside of this range, growers 
will notify cultivation management for corrective action. If the room has a dehumidifier, the drainage 
reservoir will be emptied daily. If a dehumidifier is not functioning properly, the grower will notify 
cultivation management.  
 
Before plants can be moved from the veg room to the flower room, the room must be cleaned. The floor 
will be swept and mopped, tables will be cleaned with a 10% bleach solution, and all equipment will be 
sterilized. The grow medium is prepared just as it was before, when clones were transferred to the veg 
room. The grower will fill a five-gallon pot with grow medium. The grower removes the plant and root 
ball from the 1-gallon pot and gently massages the root mass to stimulate new root growth. The plant is 
placed into the five-gallon pot so that the top of the root mass is seated 3’ below the top of the rim. The 
grower adds grow medium around the plant’s root ball, being careful not to pack it too densely.  
Lights in the flower room are illuminated for twelve hours and off for twelve hours. The flower room 
will be lit with high pressure sodium high intensity discharge lamps. Light hoods will be hung 18” above 
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the plant canopy and hung completely level. Once again, any discrepancies to this requirement will be 
resolved immediately upon detection. 
 
Plants will be arranged side by side and spread so that there are four to six plants per light, depending on 
the plant size and light type. The flower room utilizes oscillating fans in the same manner and for the 
same purpose as the veg room. Fans will be cleaned any time that dirt or other buildup is noticed, but no 
less than every six weeks. Powered exhaust units will draw air from the grow room.  The exterior of 
exhaust units will be cleaned any time that dirt or other buildup is noticed, but no less than every 6 
weeks. If any exhaust units are not functioning properly, growers will promptly notify cultivation 
management.   
 
The acceptable temperature in the flower room is between 70°F-78°F. If the temperature falls outside of 
this range, growers will promptly notify cultivation management. The accepted relative humidity range 
for the flower room is 30-50%.  If the relative humidity falls outside of this range, growers will promptly 
notify cultivation management. If the room has a dehumidifier, the drainage reservoir will be emptied 
daily. If a dehumidifier is not functioning properly, the grower will notify cultivation management.   
The flower room will be checked daily for watering needs. Water should always be at a pH of 5.8 when 
it leaves the watering area. Like the veg room, plants in the flower room will be fed nutrients based on 
the predetermined feeding schedule posted at each watering area. 
 
If any sort of nutrient deficiencies or toxicities are noticed by any grower, they will report it to 
cultivation management right away. Plants will be inspected daily. All yellow leaves will be removed 
and put in green waste bins for proper destruction. Growers will constantly check for signs of stress, 
sickness, or pests in order to report them with urgency to cultivation management.  Early detection of 
trouble can prevent an inferior crop and expensive losses, since many plant issues tend to affect groups 
of plants and not just one.   
 
Plants will be pruned regularly so that the plant can focus its energy on the larger branches, and produce 
bigger flowers. As the plant grows and flowers, it will be either staked or caged. This process helps 
branches hold the increasing weight of growing flower and prevents breakage, similar to how tomato 
plants are grown with either stakes or cages. The plant will be flushed of all nutrients and receive plain 
water seven to ten days before harvest. Removing the larger fan leaves from plants results in a more 
effective flushing of the plant by directing more energy toward the removal of sugars and starches from 
the flower. Leaves will start showing purples, pinks, and yellows (autumn colors), denoting that the 
plant is pulling nitrogen straight from the leaves. This softer form of nitrogen sweetens the flavor of the 
flower. 
 
Harvesting, Drying and Curing 
Harvests of rooms will occur approximately sixty days after plants move out of the veg room and into 
the flower room. The harvest team will sort the plants in the room by strain. Ignoring this step creates 
extra work later as the team tries to identify plants and collect them for processing. For example, if a 
dispensary runs out of a popular strain, the dispensary can call our cultivation facility requesting that the 
specific strain be expedited in order to meet the needs of patients. Trying to locate plants related to that 
specific strain among all the plants in the harvest is cumbersome unless they are kept together 
throughout the process. 
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Once plants are sorted, a team harvests the plants in each grouping. Stakes or cages used to hold the 
plant up during its growth are removed carefully so as to not break off flowers from the plant. Metrics 
and incentives are used to optimize the amount of broken or dropped flower created during the harvest. 
Once cages or stakes are removed, the plants are cut about three inches from where the stem enters the 
soil and then it is hung upside down on a rolling rack. As plants are harvested, they are checked off 
against an inventory report reflecting all the plants in the flower room. Discrepancies are recorded, 
reported to management level employees, and investigated. When full, the rolling rack will be delivered 
to the team recording the Total Plant Weight (TPW) of each individual plant. 
 
A critical step of a harvest is recording the TPW of each plant within one hour of being harvested. Plants 
begin to lose water weight immediately after being harvested. If plant weights are not recorded until the 
following day, the results will reflect inaccurate weights, and ultimately inaccurate yields. Once the 
racks of harvested plants are delivered to the weighing station, each plant’s identification tag is scanned 
into the electronic inventory tracking system. The plant is then hung from a certified, calibrated, hanging 
scale and the weight entered into the inventory tracking system. Hanging scales are calibrated every 
month by state authorized companies. At this point, the employee weighing the plant will also record the 
strain and license of the plant and ensure that plants of the same strain are being grouped together. Our 
system to ensure accurate reporting and data analytics has a number of redundant steps built in, of which 
this is the first. In the midst of the harvest, plants can easily be misplaced which is why we have 
instituted a number of redundancies so as to provide the best possible medicine for our patients and 
prevent diversion.  
 
After the plant is weighed, it is hung on a bamboo pole. Only four to five plants will be hung from the 
same pole so that an adequate amount of air can circulate during the drying process. Hanging too many 
plants on a pole slows the drying process and may result in uneven drying and could lead to mold 
growth. Poles are moved from the flower room to the cure room where they are hung, keeping plants 
together based on license and strain. Plants are reconciled against an inventory report reflecting the 
number of plants by license and strain. Discrepancies are recorded and reported. A map is created of the 
cure room to show where each license number and strain is kept. This way, if a dispensary or a state 
regulator requests to view or inspect a specific license or strain, it will be very easy to do. In addition, 
the map enables the team to research discrepancies and find potentially “missing” plants. 
 
Upon completion of the harvest, the flower room is cleaned before it is restocked with a new crop of 
plants. The floors are swept thoroughly and then the floors and walls are cleaned with a 10% bleach 
solution. Light fixtures are cleaned to remove any dust or particulate matter. Fans will also be cleaned to 
remove any dust. The growing medium cannot be reused and is discarded in a Green Waste container. 
(For more information about the discarded growing medium, please see the Waste Management Plan 
contained in Section 15.) Pots will be cleaned to be reused for the next batch of plants. Stakes and cages 
are collected, cleaned, and stored for later use.  
 
Plants are left in the cure room until the flowers dry. The cure room will be environmentally controlled 
with a combination of humidifiers and oscillating fans. Humidity in the cure room will be maintained 
between 40-45%. Humidifiers collect water into buckets. The buckets are monitored regularly and the 
water can be re-used to nourish plants. The plants must have enough space to allow plenty of air 
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circulation. Keeping plants too close together, or too close to the wall, slows the drying process and can 
create mold. The drying process takes approximately three to five days, depending on the conditions in 
the room. Managing the timing of harvests at the grow facility is important because bringing a new 
harvest into the cure room while a previous harvest is drying can rehydrate plants from the previous 
harvest. 
 
Rework and Processing 
Once dry, flowers are removed from stems in a process called destemming. Destemming involves 
removing the leaves and flowers from the plant stem. All plants of a particular license and strain are 
brought to the team to be worked together. The plant is properly dried if flowers “pop” off the stem.  If 
the plant is still wet, flowers will not pop off and have to be removed with trimmers. Care must be taken 
not to manhandle the flowers during this process.   
 
During the destemming process, employees look for pests, mold or powdery mildew. Flowers with any 
of these conditions will be placed in a separate container and segregated. Plants that contain pests, mold, 
or powdery mildew do not meet internal quality control standards and will be destroyed after they have 
been weighed.  
 
Stems are collected, by license and strain, weighed and the weights recorded in green waste logs.  
Inventory recorded during the harvest is adjusted down for this waste weight. The waste product is 
disposed of in green waste bins. The flowers in the bucket are also weighed and inventory adjusted in 
the inventory tracking system. The inventory is adjusted down to account for water loss so that accurate 
yield results can be generated and tracked. 
 
Destemmed flowers are put into tiered, hanging baskets to dry. The cure process is an integral step that 
significantly improves patient satisfaction. Curing breaks down chlorophyll and dramatically improves 
the taste and smell of the flowers. It reduces the chance of mold growing on the flowers and can improve 
the potency. 
 
In order to properly dry our flowers, they are placed in large, tiered, baskets made of fine net or mesh. 
Flowers should be placed within these baskets in a single layer. Layering them too deep can cause mold. 
Each basket contains eight to ten tiers, and once they are full they can be suspended from the ceiling in 
order to allow maximum air circulation. Many cultivators use sealed buckets for their curing process. 
We find that this process not only takes much longer, it raises the risk of mold growing on the flowers. 
Curing in the hanging baskets takes approximately one week, while curing in buckets can take up to 
three weeks. When the flowers have dried sufficiently, they will be weighed and the inventory will be 
adjusted in the inventory tracking system. The inventory is adjusted to account for water loss so that 
accurate yield results can be generated and tracked. 
 
After the drying phase is complete, flowers are placed in large glass canisters or jars to cure. Flowers 
can be stacked on top of each other in the jars, but the jars must be opened once a day and stirred, in 
order to promote proper curing.  
Flower will need to be trimmed after it is cured. A log is kept recording the weight of the batch before 
trimming, and the weight of the same batch after trimming. The trimming log will be used to help 
analyze yield metrics. Trimmed flower should look clean and symmetrical, and be egg-shaped. We will 
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always trim our flower by hand. We feel that discerning patients will appreciate the care and attention 
that goes into preparing product by hand. 
 
Patients, processors, and extractors resent stems in their product, because stems are not consumable. 
Trimmers must be careful to remove as much of the stem as possible. Stems are then weighed, the 
inventory adjusted down accordingly, and then disposed of in green waste bins. Trimmers will always 
trim over a container, so that the excess leaves that come off during the process can be sold to 
processors. 
 
Trim is the product made from the small leaves which come off in the trimming process. Trimmers will 
always trim over a container, so that the excess leaves that come off during the process can be caught 
and sold to processors. The trim is removed from the bottom of the container and packaged separately. 
Dry trimmers are cleaned with alcohol at the end of each day to extend the life of the machine and 
maintain product quality. Dry trimmers are deep cleaned once a week to ensure the cleanliness of the 
product processed through the machine. 
 
Finishing 
At this point, the medical marijuana is ready for its next step, which could be testing by a licensed 
laboratory, shipment to a licensed dispensary, or shipment to a licensed processor.  
 
Proposed Strains 
We are applying for a Level II Cultivator License, and must contend with limited space, since we are 
only allowed 3000 square feet in which to cultivate. Ohio has an unusually comprehensive list of 
qualifying conditions, which encompasses twenty-one different physical and mental ailments. In order to 
best serve the needs of Ohio patients, while balancing our limited capabilities, we have decided to 
cultivate four different strains. We understand that this is not a lot, and many other businesses are likely 
to grow upwards of a dozen different strains. To remain competitive, we are going to cultivate these four 
strains in a natural, time-tested, and down-to-earth method. We are going to produce a small number of 
strains that consistently feature excellent quality, rather than cultivating a large variety with mediocre or 
inconsistent quality. We have also been careful to select strains that yield moderate to high amounts of 
flower. (Selecting strains that yield below-average amounts of flower would be a poor decision for a 
cultivation facility of our size.) It is important to us that patients know our brand and associate it with 
quality medicine that can always be relied upon to relieve their symptoms.  
 
We plan to cultivate and sell the following four strains: 
 
Float  
THC 0.45%; THC-A  22.92%;  CBG-A  1.02% 
Float is an indica, (some consumers may recognize it as Vanilla Kush), useful for treating insomnia, 
cachexia, severe nausea, symptoms associated with cancer, symptoms associated with HIV/AIDS, 
symptoms associated with Hepatitis C and symptoms resulting from Post- Traumatic Stress Disorder. It 
also soothes stress, pain, nausea, and depression. Consumers can expect to feel relaxed, happy and 
sleepy after consuming Float. Like must indicas, Float provides more of a body high, rather than a 
mental high. This makes it ideal for treating any sort of pain, sleeplessness or lack of appetite. 
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Calm 
THC <0.01%; THC-A 0.695%; CBG-A 0.41%; CBD-A 14.53% 
Calm is an indica-dominant hybrid, (also known as Cannatonic), which means that it has genetics 
deriving from both sativas and indicas. It is unusual in that it has almost no THC in it, which is the 
chemical compound associated with the mental high. We appreciate that some of our patients may want 
the benefits of medical marijuana, but may not want to feel “high,” or have their reality altered in any 
way. Calm is specifically intended for those patients. Calm will treat cachexia, severe pain, muscle 
spasms, Crohn’s disease, Glaucoma or the symptoms associated with Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. It 
will do all of this while allowing the patient to function in a completely unaltered state.  
 
Motivate 
THC 0.25%; THC-A 18.63%; CBG-A  1.65% 
Motivate is a sativa, (some people may know it better as Green Crack), which can treat soothe stress and 
fatigue resulting from depression. It also successfully treats cachexia, severe pain, symptoms associated 
with multiple sclerosis, symptoms associated with cancer, and symptoms associated with Post Traumatic 
Stress Disorder. Sativas are known for providing a gentle energy boost, while also promoting mild 
euphoria. Motivate is ideal for patients suffering from disorders of the brain, including depression and 
anxiety. 
 
Happy  
THC 0.45%; THC-A  16.54%;  CBG-A  2.07% 
Happy is a sativa-dominant hybrid, (also known as Grapefruit), which can help with pain management, 
epileptic seizures, fatigue and depression. It can also treat cachexia and some of the symptoms 
associated with PTSD.  
 
Marijuana developed under the black market, and many of the names given to varietals did not benefit 
from any sort of marketing strategy. Unfortunately, many varietals of cannabis were given whimsical, or 
even absurd names, and many (if not most) of these names do not conjure up images of good medicine. 
We are concerned that if a patient was offered a medicine called “Purple Trainwreck,” she might be 
skeptical that it could treat her symptoms, (and understandably so). This is why we have chosen to 
rename our product offerings, and move away from the classic “black market” names towards names 
that are more descriptive and more easily trusted by patients.  
 
We have tried to offer treatments for as many of the qualifying conditions as possible. Our selected 
strains offer relief for HIV/AIDS, Hepatitis C, Cancer, Epileptic Seizures, Multiple Sclerosis, Muscle 
Spasms, Crohn’s Disease, Glaucoma, Chronic and Intractable Pain, as well as Post Traumatic Stress 
Disorder. We carefully chose these strains because they offer relief for nearly half of the qualifying 
conditions.  
 
Part III: Product Timeline and Production Schedule 
Once we complete the buildout for our leased property, which we estimate will take about six months, 
we will be able to bring in our first seeds and begin cultivation. We will start our original operation with 
seeds from our management company, but after that, we will work with clones. Clones (or clippings) 
can be taken from a mature marijuana plant (also known as a mother), and are preferred because they 
take less time to propagate. For this reason, we expect the first cultivation cycle to be slightly longer 
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than every subsequent cycle. Because working from clones rather than seeds is the standard procedure, 
that is the process that has been described in this narrative. The inaugural grow cycle may take an 
additional three weeks.  
 
On Day One, clones are cut from mothers by making a 45° cut with sharp scissors just above a node. 
The clone should immediately be placed in a cup of water in order to prevent an embolism, which is a 
bubble of air that gets trapped in the hole in the stem and prevents the necessary flow of fluid. 
Embolisms can be fatal for clones. No more than five clones should ever be taken from the same mother. 
Mothers need time to heal and repair after a clone is cut. The cup of water should be labeled with the 
date of the cutting as well as the strain name. 
 
One the same day, clones should be placed in an EZ Cloner aeroponic machine. This device is a large 
tray, with water in the bottom. Clones should be placed into clean and sterilized collars which are 
circular foam rings that will hold the clone in a vertical position, with the bottom of the clone dipping 
into the water. The EZ Cloner contains a reservoir and a water pump to circulate and filter the water that 
the young plants are receiving.   
 
Clones will be left in the EZ Cloner for approximately two weeks. They can be transplanted to 
containers when there is significant root growth. Root growth is sufficient when there the tap root (the 
longest root is at least six to seven inches long. 
 
On Day 15, clones will be up-potted (or transplanted into a larger container), and then placed in the Veg 
Room. At this stage, plants are generally twelve inches tall and will receive a numeric identifier, in 
compliance with Ohio Admin. Code 3796:2-2-04(A). Lights in the Veg Room will be left on for 
eighteen hours a day, and left off for six hours a day. This is done to mimic the long days and short 
nights of summer. 
 
On Day 29, plants will be moved from the Veg Room to the Flower Room. Lights in this room are left 
on for twelve hours a day, and off for another twelve. This is done to mimic the near-equal days and 
nights of fall. The shorter amount of “daylight” triggers the plant to believe that its lifecycle will end 
soon, and therefore promotes the growth of flower. It is quite likely that plants will need to be up-potted 
at some point during this phase, and that will be done in a manner that causes the least amount of stress 
to the plant. Three of our chosen strains, (Float, Motivate, and Happy) will produce flowers in about 
eight weeks. The fourth strain (Calm) produces flowers in about ten weeks.  
 
When plants have produced flowers and are ready to be harvested, the entire process of harvesting, 
weighing, and inventorying can be done. For most strains, this will happen on Day 85. For Calm, this 
may not take place until Day 99. Plants will be harvested by having sections of stem cut from the center 
trunk or stalk. The branches can then be weighed with a standard hanging scale, and the weights can be 
recorded in the electronic inventory tracking system. With a cultivation facility of our size, we estimate 
that harvesting, weighing, and recording the weights in inventory can be accomplished in a single day. 
Soil, roots, and stalks will be dumped out into a green waste container. The pots or containers will be set 
aside to be cleaned and reused.  
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Plants will then be left to dry for approximately five days, or from Day 86 – 91. Buds, or flowers, can be 
destemmed by cutting or snapping the flower off of the stem. The buds are then placed in glass jars for 
curing. Curing will take place from Day 92 until about Day 105. Periodically, the jars will be opened, 
the contents stirred, and then resealed. This promotes air flow and prevents certain pests from destroying 
the product.  
 
The last step of the process is to weigh the quantities, update the electronic inventory tracking system 
and then prepare the flower to be transported to either a laboratory for testing, a dispensary for retail 
sale, or to a processor for processing. All of this, (with the exception of actual shipment), can be 
completed on Day 106. 
 
Three of our four chosen strains will finish their production cycle with 106 days, while the last strain 
will finish its production cycle on Day 120. The two charts below help illustrate the precise timeline for 
all of our strains. 
 
Float, Motivate, and Happy: 
  

Day Action Item Amount of time 
1-14 Clones in EZ Cloner Two Weeks 
15-28 In Vegetative State Two Weeks 
29-84 In Flower Stage Eight Weeks 
85 Harvest, Weight, Inventory One Day 
86-91 Drying Five Days 
92- 105 Cure Two Weeks 
106 Weighing, Inventory, Packaging One Day 

 
Calm: 
 

Day Action Item Amount of Time 
1-14 Clones in EZ Cloner Two Weeks 
15-28 In Vegetative Stage Two Weeks 
29-98 In Flower Stage Ten Weeks 
99 Harvest, Weight, Inventory One Day 
100-105 Drying Five Days 
105-119 Cure Two Weeks 
120 Weighing, Inventory, Packaging One Day 

 
With the help and expertise of our management company, and due to the anticipated yields of our 
chosen strains, we expect to produce between seventy and one hundred pounds of dried, useable flower 
per month. Float, and Happy are both strains that produce higher than average yields, while Motivate 
and Calm produce moderate, or average yields. 
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Part IV: Marijuana Cultivation Area Layout and Environment  
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Above, is a layout of our proposed facility. The facility has quite a bit of space, and would definitely 
allow for expansion. In the future, we intend to apply for such a permit. In the meantime, we will 
cultivate plants in a single tier, (not stacked), unless we receive word from the state of Ohio that such an 
action would be permitted. As the regulations are currently written, we understand that we should avoid 
cultivating more than is reasonable for our permit, or for our geographic location. We will comply with 
this fully.  
 
We have separate rooms for vegetation, flower, mothers and clones. Hanging and drying happen in one 
room, as does de-stemming and trimming. Crucially, all of our IPM, (Integrated Pest Management) 
equipment is stored in its own secure room, which has an entrance through our general equipment 
storage room. We also have a little bit of office space in the rear of the building. These offices will be 
used for the company officers, as well as record storage. This layout maximizes efficiency and proper 
storage techniques.  
 
Part V: Standard Operating Procedures 
We will utilize a proven training program with our employees that incorporates extensive Standard 
Operating Procedure packages on all topics related to operations. These SOPs were created by our 
management company, and have undergone rigorous evaluations, and in some cases, edits and revisions. 
The management company uses these SOPs in their own operations. We will be working with the same 
SOPs, but they will be adapted to adhere to Ohio regulations in particular, Ohio Admin. Code 3796. 

New employees will be trained on the operational procedures contained within the standard operating 
procedures. All new employees will have to pass tests before they can work in our facilities. (For more 
information about our staffing and training plans, please see Part VI of this narrative.) They also use a 
mentorship program, under which more experienced employees are responsible for training newer 
employees on the particularities of every applicable standard operating procedure. Periodic reviews of 
compliance will also be mandated. In addition, employees will utilize checklists to ensure that the 
training is incorporated correctly and consistently. Employees who apply integrated pest management 
materials will complete a checklist verifying the products used, their dosages, safety equipment and 
precautions employed, and permitted re-entry guidelines. These checklists, which are department 
specific, will be provided to all relevant managers, reviewed and retained. 

With time and experience, our employees will be encouraged to take additional training courses to build 
upon their prior experience and expertise. They will be expected to pass tests, use the new skills in the 
facility, and complete checklists to ensure consistency. As employees pass each training segment, and 
successfully incorporate the training into their daily tasks, they will receive bonuses and promotions.    

The following chart lays out the topics and titles of the Standard Operating Procedures we will receive 
as well as the breadth of knowledge encompassed. 

Topic Specific Title 
General Regulation Changes, Updating SOPs, and Communicating 

Changes 
Maintaining an Alcohol and Drug Free Workplace 
Identifying Intoxication and Substance Abuse 
Making Training Materials and SOPs Available to Employees 
Handling Regulatory Inspections 
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Conducting an Investigation due to Discrepancies, Diversion, or 
Theft 
Maintaining Good Hygiene and Preventing Contamination  
Adverse Patient Reactions 

Cultivation Maintaining Facility Cleanliness and Preventing Contamination  
How to Use, Store, and Maintain Personal Protective Equipment 
(PPE) 
Performing an Inventory Audit 
Integrated Pest Management 
Identifying Plant Issues 
Cloning Phase 
Vegetative Phase 
Flowering Phase 
Light and Photosynthesis 

Trimming, Curing, and Packaging Harvesting and Processing 
Packaging and Labeling 
Transportation Protocols 
Green Waste Procedures 
Potency and Microbial Testing 

Safety and Security General Security Protocols 
Visitors 
Complying with OSHA Regulations 
Complying with HIPAA Regulations 
Procedures for Visitors 
Diversion 
Safety Protocols for Medical Emergencies, Fires, and Chemical 
Spills 
Security Procedures for General Security, Robbery, Burglary, and 
an Active Shooter 

 

Additionally, the management company has a training manual that uses a lot of the information from the 
standard operating procedures, but presents the information in a manner that will be more familiar for 
most employees. The training manual reads like a book, and will be useful to both new employees and 
presenters. The full training manual is approximately 250 pages and 25,000 words. The table of contents 
includes: 

 The nature and history of our company 
 Features of the medical cannabis plant such as trichomes, cannabinoids and terpenes and their 

impact on the finished product; 
 Medical cannabis basics such as the difference between Indica, Sativa, Ruderalis and Hybrids, 

their individual characteristics and their effects; 
 Different types of cannabinoids such as THC (Tetrahydrocannabinol), CBD (Cannabidiol) and 

CBN (Cannabinol), their individual characteristics and their effects; 
 A list of all the strains which we produce, their cannabinoid characteristics, the genetic 

combinations which created them, which physical issues will be benefited by each strain, and 
the characteristic effects the strain has on the patient 
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 Medical cannabis consumption methods 
 What concentrates and edibles are, consumption methods, dosages and how our operational 

processes will impact the quality and potency of the product 
 Principles of Cultivation 

o Light and Photosynthesis basics, the effect of light/dark cycles on the growth lifecycle, 
types of indoor lights and their effects on photosynthesis 

o Inverse Square Law, which explains the relationship between light intensity and 
distance from the plant canopy 

o Water and nutrient basics, acidity versus alkalinity, temperature of water, soil mediums, 
total dissolved solids and nutrient concentration 

o Environmental conditions such as air and ventilation, room temperature, relative 
humidity and carbon dioxide supplementation 

o Grow medium basics including peat-based growing mediums, limestone, perlite, 
mycorrhizal inoculum fungi and coconut husks, cork 

o Integrated Pest Management (IPM) as defined by the Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) which addresses pest control in an environmentally friendly manner 

o Cleanliness and sanitization requirements to ensure that our product, which is consumed 
by patients as medicine, is handled in a way which prevents contamination  

o Plant trouble prevention, which covers inspecting plants daily and what to look for 
regarding signs of stress, sickness, pests and mold 

 Cultivation Processes 
o Cloning phase, which involves cutting clones, cloner setup, filling a cloner, daily cloner 

maintenance, transplanting clones and cleaning cloners 
o Vegetative phase comprised of care of mother plants, vegetative timelines, and 

transplanting vegetative plants into appropriately sized pots 
o Flowering phase including care of flowering plants and the pre-harvest flush 
o General cultivation processes such as grow medium preparation, mixing nutrients, 

identifying plant issues, insecticide and fungicide use, pruning and supercropping, 
bleach safety protocols, disinfecting equipment and grow rooms, and facility cleanliness 
requirements 

o Equipment operations, which covers HID lighting, oscillating fans, thermometers and 
hygrometers, combo meters, which measure the ph of soil, and de-humidifiers 

 Harvesting, Drying, Curing, Processing, Packaging and Distribution Processes 
o Harvest preparation and workflow processes 
o Drying and curing, which includes environmental effects and how to manage them 
o Processing, which is another term for destemming buds from the plant stems 
o Waste management of stems and leaves 
o Creating packages and labeling them appropriately 
o Distribution processes which ensure that product is prepared according to local and state 

regulations before being moved from the grow facility to a dispensary and/or wholesale 
customers 

 Inventory processes and management 
o We will use a sophisticated seed to sale inventory tracking system which will enable us 

to track plants from clone to sale 
o Creating plants in the vegetative phase 
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o Moving plants from vegetative to flower rooms 
o Creating weights for plants during harvest 
o Adjusting weights through the drying, curing and processing stages 
o Troubleshooting 
o Reporting 

 Safety and Security 
o Anti-diversion prevention, which discusses restrictions on how product is permitted to 

leave the cultivation facility and the penalties if an employee is found taking product off 
site in a non-approved manner 

o Facility security, which discusses our security alarm and video surveillance systems and 
how to interact with it or access recordings 

o Employee and building safety procedures which covers accidents, medical emergencies, 
fire and chemical spills 

o Criminal safety procedures which details processes around criminal activities such as 
armed robberies, burglaries, vandalism and criminal mischief 

Part VI: Staffing and Training 
We will be an exemplary corporate neighbor. We recognize that our patients, our employees, and quite 
frankly, our revenue stream come from our community. In the past, many businesses have kept an arms-
length from the municipalities that provided their workforce and resources. We have no intention of 
following such an example. 
 
In a new industry, such as the marijuana industry, unions can be particularly important because they help 
define the needed and required worker abilities, as well as the roles and requirements of industry 
employers. Unions can help workers manage wage issues, work hours, benefits, workplace safety, job 
training initiatives, and other issues. United States law allows workers of all ages the right to join a 
union if they so desire.  
 
We fully intend to treat all workers fairly, and with dignity, but we respect the positive impact that 
collective bargaining has had on American industry in regards to vacation time, paid sick leave, limited 
work hours, and even paid family leave. To that end, all employees will be permitted to join unions if 
they so choose.  
 
We believe that providing a living wage to all employees fosters loyalty, reduces the risk of employee 
theft, and creates camaraderie amongst team members. Conversely, offering low wages to employees 
tends to lead to high employee turnover. Employees who cannot meet their basic needs with the income 
provided to them will always search for new opportunities. 
 
High employee turnover is very costly to any company, since all new employees have to be trained. This 
process slows down the execution of their normal duties. Furthermore, the search for new employees 
interferes with a manager’s normal duties which also costs the company money. Poorly paid employees 
usually bear resentment towards their employers and are more likely to steal cash or products. This is 
particularly risky in the marijuana industry because theft of product is called diversion and could spur an 
investigation by local authorities or the Drug Enforcement Agency, (DEA).  
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Happy employees tend to bond with each other, which creates a sense of camaraderie and greater 
cohesion between team members. Employees who get along and enjoy each other’s company are much 
more likely to accomplish tasks on schedule and to standard. Respecting the efforts of employees by 
compensating them fairly and adequately is one of the easiest ways to create happy employees. None of 
our employees will start at a pay rate less than $12.00 per hour. Below, is a chart with the people we 
intend to hire immediately upon being granted a license, as well as their anticipated wages.  
 

Position Number to Be 
Hired 

Hourly Wage Anticipated Yearly 
Salary 

Director of Cultivation 1 $29.00 $60,320.00 
Grower 3 $15.00 $31,200.00 
Support Staff 2 $12.00 $24,960.00 
Trimmers 3 $12.00 $24,960.00 

 
Employees need to be trained in all aspects of cultivation operations. The most vital topics include, but 
are not limited to, how to use the preferred point of sale system, BioTrackTHC, the importance of 
patient privacy and HIPAA, anti-diversion techniques and procedures, safety and security, facility 
cleanliness, and of course the products for sale and their respective applications.  
 
Ramp-Up Period 
All employees will be required to have a valid license, or badge issued by the state of Ohio. We will 
never hire any employee that does not have the required license, or that is unable to acquire the required 
license. In compliance with applicable law, we will hire no person who has been convicted of a felony, 
or a crime involving moral turpitude, or related to illicit drugs, controlled substances, fraud, or forgery.  
 
After the initial ramp-up period, which we estimate will take approximately six months, the Director of 
Cultivation will be responsible for training all future employees. During the ramp-up phase, we will rely 
on two third-party vendors, which are explained in more detail below, to conduct employee training. The 
training methods will include instruction on our written documents (such as company policies, 
employment manuals, and standard operating procedures), that the new employees can review, as well 
as hands-on training led by the Director of Cultivation or an employee training service that caters 
specifically to the medical marijuana industry.  
 
Medical marijuana is a brand new industry to the state of Ohio, and is relatively new to the United States 
as well. Approximately two weeks before opening day, the Director of Cultivation and all other 
employees will attend trainings that are offered in a traditional class-room setting. These trainings are 
intended to cover day-to-day operations of the facility, including cultivation techniques, maintaining 
cleanliness, how to use personal protective equipment, how to safely administer Integrated Pest 
Management, and how to handle a potential security breach.  
 
To ensure the most current, comprehensive and compliant training is provided, We have identified two 
vendors to aid in the initial employee training. These vendors will be crucial in ensuring proper training. 
The first is a business that offers Learning Management Systems to businesses in the legal cannabis 
industry. A Learning Management System, (or LMS), acts as a secure, central database of all materials 
employees need to learn. An LMS system would contain employment policies, company policies, 
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information about benefits, as well as standard operating procedures. This centralizes all relevant 
materials that employees need so that they can access it whenever they need. We would rather use a 
web-based system than use a paper-based system. Relying on paper makes it more difficult to keep 
materials up-to-date, and takes up a lot of space in an office. 
 
Another vendor offers a wide-range of courses designed for employees in the cannabis industry. Course 
topics range from medical cannabis uses and applications, preventing diversion, handling intoxicated 
consumers, and even what to do in the event of a robbery. These courses are all offered in a classroom-
type setting, and many of them include tests at the end of the course so that employees can verify their 
knowledge.  
 
Relying on these two vendors for employee training in the ramp-up period will ensure smooth, 
compliant operations. We will be able to build off this training to create a stable, dependable workforce 
as well as create a patient-base that trusts the company and its products. 
 
After Ramp-Up 
We have a new hire packet that will be distributed to all new employees. This packet is too long to 
attach as part of this narrative, but it explains company policies regarding theft, the use of drugs or 
alcohol on company property, sexual harassment, or harassment based on race, ethnicity, or religion. 
Thanks to our management company, we also have disciplinary forms that can be used for any 
infractions of company policy. After the initial ramp-up phase, all store employees will receive a 
performance evaluation after six months of employment. 
 
All training materials, employment and company policies, as well as copies of Standard Operating 
Procedures will be available on site. Employees are welcome and encouraged to review these materials 
at any time. Employees will be responsible for keeping their medical marijuana license valid and up-to-
date. They will have to renew the license annually and if an employee is unable to renew his or her 
license, then employment will be discontinued. It will be within the Director’s discretion to retrain 
employees on any aspect if he feels that the employee is not performing job functions compliantly 
according to the necessary standards. This training could be informal, and done simultaneously with job 
functions, or if need be, it could require more formal classroom-type training.  
 
If the Director of Cultivation feels that an employee is continually deficient, or if the employee is 
unwilling or unable to learn relevant policies, then it will be within the store manager’s discretion to 
terminate that employee. If an employee acts with egregious disregard for store policies, or for Ohio 
law, the Director of Cultivation is authorized to terminate the employee on the spot. Flagrant disregard 
for policies or relevant law will never be tolerated. 
 
Affirmative Action Plan 
We have consulted the Ohio guidelines for Affirmative Action. In addition to compliance with EEOC 
standards and practices, our company will proactively conduct outreach to achieve the intended result of 
Affirmative Action including individuals with non-job related handicaps.  
 
Policy Statement 
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The Company, hereinafter referred to as “Owner,” declares and reaffirms a policy of Equal Employment 
Opportunity (EEO) and of non-discrimination in the growing, processing, and distribution of medical 
marijuana to licensed dispensaries.   
 
Equal Opportunity 
The owner will make all decisions regarding recruitment, interviewing, hiring, promoting, training, and 
other terms and conditions of employment without discrimination on the grounds of race, color, religion, 
sex, national origin, ancestry, age, handicap, or any other factor which cannot be lawfully used as the 
basis for an employment decision. 
 
Affirmative Action in Employment 
The Owner undertakes a program of Affirmative Action, to which good faith efforts will be directed 
towards: 

1. Determine the extent to which minorities, women and handicapped persons are under-utilized in 
major categories; 

2. Identify and eliminate the specific causes of under-utilization 
3. Identify and eliminate all employment practices which have an adverse impact on minorities, 

women, handicapped persons, and other groups protected by applicable law and are not clearly 
related to job performance; 

4. Replace such practices with others which are based on merit and valid job qualifications; 
5. Develop substantial applicant pools of validly qualified minorities, women, and handicapped 

persons, special recruitment efforts and other measures to ensure that sufficient numbers of these 
groups are included to help reduce their under-utilization;  

6. Develop, through special recruitment efforts and other measures, applicant pools in which 
veterans are presented equitably; 

7. Operational goals and timetables to include estimates of representation by minorities, women 
and handicapped persons likely to result from the operation of the Affirmative Action Plan; 

8. Establish organizational structures and monitoring systems which will assure effective operation 
of the Affirmative Action program, achievement of its goals, and means for modification of the 
plan as needed; and 

9. Create and maintain a work site free of discrimination and harassment (including sexual 
harassment and bullying). 

 
Nondiscrimination in awarding contracts or selection of vendors 
The Owner reaffirms its policy of nondiscrimination, based on race, color, religion, sex, national origin, 
ancestry, age, sexual orientation, handicap or other impermissible grounds, in its provision of contracts 
or selection of vendors.   
 
The Owner commits itself to assure that unlawful discrimination does not occur in its provision of 
medical marijuana. 
 
Compliance with Laws 
Through the policies and programs set forth in the Plan, the Owner undertakes to fully comply with all 
applicable Federal, State, and Local laws relating to EEO, Affirmative Action and non-discrimination in 
its medical marijuana growing and processing operations hereinafter referred to as “Operations.” 
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This Plan specifically addresses the obligation of the Operations Owner under the following laws and 
regulations: 

1. Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 
2. The Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Section 504 
3. The Age Discrimination Act of 1975 
4. Executive Order 11246 

 
Responsibility for Implementation 

1. Ultimate responsibility for achievement of EEO for the Operation is with the Owner, through 
this Affirmative Action Plan and otherwise, is assigned to the Human Resources Director or 
Chief Executive Officer  (if or when there is no Human Resources Director) and the Affirmative 
Action Officer (AAO). 

2. Day to day responsibility will be assigned to the Chief Compliance Officer, who will serve as the 
Operations AAO, and responsibilities will include, among other things: 

a. Development of a written Affirmative Action Plan for the Operation Owner and periodic 
updates to conform with all applicable laws and regulations. 

b. General direction and/or coordination of the Plan. 
c. Collection, analysis, and proper publication and reporting of all statistical data called for 

in this Plan and its guidelines for implementation. 
d. Preparation of all reports required for EEO and the Plan. 

i. Aiding personnel who need technical advice or administrative support in meeting 
their responsibilities under this Plan and under applicable EEO laws and 
regulations. 

e. Establishment of a liaison with nonprofit, minorities’, women’s and handicapped 
organizations capable of producing qualified minority, women, and handicapped 
applicants for employment by the Operation Owner, and conducting regular evaluations 
of the effectiveness of such organizations and outreach efforts. 

i. Bi-annual review of employment practices by the Operations Owner and of such 
related documents as job descriptions, application forms, job announcements, and 
their placement, to help assure that any discriminatory practices are eliminated or 
modified. 

ii. Assistance to responsible personnel in the development of affirmative recruitment 
programs and processes to help achieve the goals stated within this Plan. 

iii. Preparation of an annual report on Affirmative Action of Operation for 
submission to the Ohio Medical Marijuana Control Program. 

3. The Chief Compliance Officer is responsible under the Plan to take the following actions, in 
consultation with the AAO: 

a. Maintain all central personnel records in a manner consistent with applicable laws and 
regulations and this Plan.  

b. Develop and maintain all personnel directives in a manner that is consistent with 
applicable laws, and regulations, and this Plan. 

c. Periodically review the Operation Owner’s classification system or procedures, benefit 
packages, leave policies, training and career development programs, and other 
employment practices, to assure that all such practices conform to current legal and 
regulatory requirements and the provisions of this Plan. 
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Affirmative Recruitment 
The Operation Owner recognizes that preferential hiring based on minority status, sex or handicap 
would be unlawful even as a means of addressing under-utilization of such groups, except as a 
numerical remedy ordered by a court.  
 
Accordingly, the Operation Owner will undertake a vigorous program of affirmative recruitment for 
minority group members, women, veterans, and handicapped persons in all job categories in which they 
are found to have been underutilized. 
Regardless of whether or not such under-utilization currently exists, the Operation Owner will conduct 
an expanded program of open recruitment in all positions to avoid the possible discriminatory effects of 
informal job networks and similar systems. 
 
The Operation Owner’s affirmative recruitment program will include, but not be limited to, the 
following specific actions: 

A. Development of search strategies for qualified minorities, women, veteran, and handicapped 
persons for executive level appointments: This will be a continuing function of the AAO. 

B. Written affirmative recruitment Plans: The Operation Owner shall prepare a statement setting 
forth the specific steps it will take to assure appropriate representation of minorities, women, 
veteran and handicapped persons in its applicant pools. 

C. Open posting of vacancy announcements:  All vacancies for ALL positions will be openly posted 
at places that are prominently visible to all employees in all offices, projects, etc.  The posting 
period shall be of sufficient duration, but no fewer than ten working days, to allow time for 
interested personnel to consider applying. 

D. Broad public announcement of vacancies: The Operation Owner will include public 
announcements in such media as help wanted columns of newspapers, professional journals and 
publications which service minorities, women, veteran, and handicapped persons, and on-line job 
boards that are free to all interested persons.   

E. Sources of minority, women, veteran and handicapped applicants:  Media and organizational 
sources specializing in recruitment and referral of minority, women, veteran, and handicapped 
applicants will be compiled in an email list so that electronic copies of vacancy announcements 
can be easily distributed. This will be the responsibility of the AAO. 

F. The AAO will also maintain working relationships with these non-profit and outreach 
organizations referenced throughout this Plan. 

G. Information and assistance in working with the organizations will be made available to personnel 
responsible for hiring and they will be trained to utilize the services of the AAO prior to posting 
any job announcements or recruitment strategies. 

H. Recruitment at minority and women’s colleges and universities: In all positions in which college 
or university recruitment is a normal procedure, and in which minorities and women have been 
underutilized, colleges and universities whose enrollments are predominantly minorities or 
women will be included in the recruitment process. 

I. High-Level monitoring of each recruitment:  Offers of employment for any position will not be 
made until the job postings and recruitment activities has been submitted to the AAO for review 
to ensure all affirmative recruitment measures set forth in this Plan have been met. 
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Additions to, or modifications of, these recruitment procedures may be recommended from time to time 
for better achieving the Affirmative Action goals of this Plan. 
 
Nepotism Policy  
The Operations Owner will not prohibit employment of spouses or family members if neither person 
participates in making recommendations or decisions specifically affecting the appointment, retention, 
work assignments, promotion, demotion, salary or working conditions of the other person. 
 
Job Qualifications and Testing 
The Chief Compliance Officer, in cooperation with the AAO, will conduct, or coordinate, a review of all 
job descriptions, minimum experience and training requirements, job qualifications, and written and oral 
tests to determine which have an adverse effect in the hiring of any groups on the basis of sex, minority 
status, or handicap.  No test including interview questions will be used without being validated for 
compliance with applicable federal government guidelines and this Plan. 
 
In conducting this review, the Chief Compliance Officer and the AAO will analyze each job by title or 
classification, in terms of the actual tasks performed, the frequency and difficulty of their performance, 
and the relative importance of specific employee traits and skill levels needed to perform those tasks. 
Upon determining that any job description or set of qualifications has an adverse effect on minorities, 
women, veterans, or handicapped persons, but has not been proven to be related directly to job 
performance, the AAO will take the necessary steps to suspend further use of the qualification until it is 
validated in accordance with the law. (For example educational degrees will not be a requirement unless 
necessary and an option other than a degree should be offered and weighted equally when possible). 
All records relating to job descriptions and job qualifications will be available for review by the AAO, 
who may make recommendations regarding the content to better align with this Plan. 
 
Selection devices related to job performance, which also have an adverse impact on the employment 
opportunities of minorities, women, veterans, or handicapped persons, will be eliminated and replaced 
by other valid selection devices which do not have an adverse effect, if that can be accomplished without 
unreasonable cost or burden to the Operation.  For example, applications will be accepted in written 
form and at job fairs not just through electronic submission. 
 
The person responsible for administering tests, in consultation with the AAO, will maintain records of 
the pass/fail rates by race, sex, veteran status and handicap of all individuals who take the tests. The 
records will be reviewed annually by the Operation Owner and/or AAO. 
 
Upon determining that a test has an adverse impact on the employment opportunities of minorities, 
women, veteran, or handicapped persons, the AAO will take the necessary steps for the Operation 
Owner to suspend further use of the test until it has been changed and validated in accordance with 
applicable Federal government regulations. 
 
Career Development 
To assure that minorities and handicapped persons are given access to all positions and all lines of 
progression, the following policies and practices apply: 
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A. Initial referrals for job interviews will be made with deliberate consideration of Affirmative 
Action goals, under procedures developed in consultation with the AAO.    

B. All employees will be permitted to apply, through transfer, promotion, or otherwise, for higher or 
more favorable (from a career perspective) positions without advance approval by, or notice to, 
the present supervisor. 

C. All employees who apply and are not selected for such positions will be so informed in writing. 
D. In house training, team building and external opportunities provided for skill development or 

career advancement will be reviewed periodically by the AAO for possible modification or 
expansion to better achieve the purpose of this Plan. 

 
The Operation Owner will develop, or maintain, specific career ladders, as a measure to help assure that 
minorities, women, and handicapped persons will not be improperly relegated to “dead end” jobs as well 
as a generally sound personnel management procedure.   
 
Classification Review 
The Operation Owner is committed to the principle that individual employees should be compensated 
according the value of their work, without discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, national 
origin, ancestry, age, handicap, or other factors not related to that value.   
To assure that similarly qualified individuals performing substantially the same work under comparable 
conditions are paid on an equal basis, the Chief Compliance Officer will take the following actions: 

A. On the basis of job analysis conducted in the course of reviewing job qualification, determine 
whether each employee is properly classified. 

B. Seek written justifications from appropriate personnel for any unjustified disparities in 
classification which appear to exist. 

C. Recommend reclassification of any employees who are determined to be classified lower than 
the level which is consistent with the objectively determined value of their work, with particular 
attention to disparities which are patterned statistically on basis of race, sex, or handicap.   

D. Review and make recommendations with regard to any employee’s request to have his or her 
classification adjusted, according to procedures established in consultation with the AAO. 

 
Equal Benefits 

A. The Operation Owner will review periodically, at least annually, all benefits for employees. 
B. The Operation Owner will not participate in any medical insurance program that discriminates 

unlawfully with regard to coverage of any illness or disability, including those related to 
pregnancy, miscarriage, or therapeutic abortion, or childbirth. 

C. The Operation Owner will not participate in any retirement, pension, insurance, or other similar 
welfare program unless either the benefits of the Operation Owner’s contributions are equal for 
all employees without unlawful discrimination because of minority status, sex, handicap, or other 
covered grounds.   

D. No group of employees in a class covered by this Affirmative Action Plan will be required or 
allowed to retire at any age different from the age at which other classes of employees are 
required to retire. The Operation Owner will not pursue or maintain any retirement policy 
requiring employees to retire solely because they have attained an age of sixty-five (65) years or 
fewer. 
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Leave Policies 
A. All leave policies and practices of the Operation Owner will be formulated and administered 

without discrimination based on minority status, sex, handicap, or any other prohibited ground. 
B. Pregnancy, miscarriage, therapeutic abortion, childbirth and recovery will be considered by the 

Operation Owner as temporary physical disabilities under the Operation Owner’s leave 
programs. Leave granted for any temporary physical disability will be granted without 
discrimination because of minority status, sex, handicap, or any other prohibited ground. 

C. In the case of temporary physical disability, including disabilities resulting from pregnancy and 
childbirth, all classes of employees will be granted leave on a basis which does not discriminate 
on prohibited grounds.  Usage of leave shall proceed in the following order:  All accrued sick 
leave, followed by use of all accrued annual leave, and finally leave without pay when the first 
two types of leave have been exhausted.  All of these shall be granted without discrimination on 
prohibited grounds.  Employees granted leave under these circumstances will retain all 
employment rights in their current positions at least until the authorized period without pay has 
expired.   

D. The Operation Owner will not maintain or act upon any written or unwritten policy which 
excludes applicants or employees from employment because of pregnancy.  Moreover, 
employees who are pregnant will not be required to stop work at a time other than that specified 
by their personal physicians.   

E. Extended leaves of absence without pay, including long-term military leave and childbearing 
leave, will be granted without discrimination because of minority status, sex, handicap, or any 
other prohibited grounds. Childbearing leave will be granted on the same basis as long term 
military leave. 

 
Goals and Timetables 

A. The Operation Owner will establish goals and timetables relating to the employment of 
minorities, women and handicapped persons in each major job category in which they are 
underutilized.   

B. The goals and timetables will be stated as projections of the likely representation of minorities, 
women, and handicapped persons which will exist on specified dates in covered positions as a 
result of the Operation Owner’s good faith efforts to make all aspects of its Affirmative Action 
Plan work. 

C. The Operation Owner’s goals and timetables will not be developed or administered as quotas, 
nor will they be administered in a manner which discriminates in hiring, appointing, or 
promoting any individual on the grounds of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, ancestry, 
age, or handicap.  

D. Goals and timetables will be projected, for appropriate positions, for minorities, women and 
handicapped persons. Goals and timetables will not be projected and utilized analysis will not be 
conducted on the basis of religion, age, or veteran status.  

 
External Relationships: Unions, Employment Agencies, Contractors, Vendors 

A. Nothing in this Plan should be interpreted as invalidating any lawful provision of any contract 
existing between the Operation Owner and a union, or other duly established bargaining agent of 
employees.  Conversely, the Operation Owner will not be party to collective bargaining 
agreement, or any provision thereof, which violates EEO laws and regulations to which the 
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Operation Owner is subject.  The appropriate officials of all unions and bargaining agents, with 
whom the Operation Owner has contracts, will be provided copies of this Affirmative Action 
Plan and be advised of the responsibilities of all employees, including union members, under it. 

B. All contractors and vendors who enter into contracts with the Operation Owner who are subject 
to Executive order 11246, as well as any applicable state or local nondiscrimination law or 
regulation of the Contractor’s obligation thereunder, will be advised of the Operation Owner’s 
policy of nondiscrimination and the Operation Owner will not enter into any contract agreement 
in the knowledge or belief that the contractor or vendor will discriminate on prohibited grounds 
in employment.  In appropriate instances, the Operation Owner will negotiate specific 
Affirmative Action measures in the applicable contract. 

Staff Orientation in EEO 
A. Supervisory personnel will be given orientation sessions regarding the provisions of the 

Affirmative Action Plan.  Applicable Federal, State, and Local regulations and EEO law 
generally will also be covered.  In addition to receiving copies of this Plan and its guidelines for 
implementation, training sessions will be periodically scheduled by the AAO. 

B. All employees who have any direct responsibilities in the selection process will receive training 
regarding this Affirmative Action Plan and its guidelines, as well as general training with regard 
to the provision of equal employment law.  Included among the topics will be the Operation 
Owner’s Affirmative Action Plan. Follow-up training sessions will be held periodically. 

C. Special meetings or orientation sessions will be organized or developed by the AAO to inform 
non-supervisory personnel and employees of their rights and obligations under the Operation 
Owner’s Affirmative Action Plan. 

 
Dissemination of the Plan 

A. This Affirmative Action Plan, including its guidelines for implementation including annual 
reports submitted to the Ohio Medical Marijuana Control Program as a public document.  One or 
more copies of each document will be kept on file and made available to interested persons upon 
request. 

B. A copy of the Plan and guidelines will be given to each responsible employee. 
C. A brief summary of the Plan will be prepared by the AAO and circulated to all employees. Each 

new employee will receive a copy upon hire. 
D. Feature articles, follow-up items, and any changes will be included in appropriate newsletters or 

email communications to employees. 
E. External recruitment sources used by the Operation Owner including unions, colleges and 

universities, and organizations specializing in the recruitment of minorities, women and 
handicapped persons, will be informed of the Operation Owner’s nondiscrimination policy and 
Affirmative Action Plan. They will be provided with copies of the summary of the Plan and 
requested to refer minorities, women and handicapped persons for all positions listed by the 
Operation Owner. 

F. Additional steps in dissemination may be taken from time to time by the AAO.   
 
Monitoring Performance 

A. The AAO will maintain at least the following records in support of this Affirmative Action Plan: 
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i. Applicants for employment by race, color, religion, sex, national origin, ancestry, age, 
handicap and the sources of applicants (e.g. response to vacancy announcement on 
Monster, from job fair, employee referral, etc.) 

ii. Test scores and rankings on eligibility lists, by race, color, religion, sex, national origin, 
ancestry, age, and handicap. 

iii. Hires by race, color religion, sex, national origin, ancestry, age, veteran status, and 
handicap. 

iv. Initial placement after hired, office/location to which the employee was assigned, and 
position by race, color, religion, sex, national origin, ancestry, age, veteran status, and 
handicap. 

v. Transfer and promotions by race, color, religion, sex, national origin, ancestry, age, 
veteran status, and handicap. 

vi. Voluntary and involuntary terminations by race, color, religion, sex, national origin, 
ancestry, age, veteran status, and handicap. 

B. The AAO will review all the above records at least annually to assure compliance with all 
aspects of this Plan, and prepare an annual report for the Operation Owner and the Ohio Medical 
Marijuana Control Program regarding compliance with the Plan and progress toward its 
objectives.  This annual report, and other periodical reports deemed appropriate, will include 
recommendations for any changes the EEO Director or AAO believes are necessary for the 
program to better achieve its purpose. 

C. The Annual Report on Affirmative Action and other appropriate reports will be circulated to all 
supervisory and managerial personnel of the Operation who have responsibilities under the plan. 
The AAO will seek explanations for the deficiencies, and aid in overcoming them where 
appropriate.   

 
Ownership Entity ____________________________   Date: ____________ 
Officer of Company ___________________________ Time: ____________ 
(printed names and titles and signatures) 
 
Non-Discrimination Clause 
The Operation Owner will include the following Non-Discrimination Clause in all contracts.  The 
Operation Owner understands the responsibility to require that its contractors and vendors include this 
clause in all subcontracts. 

A. The  _______(print name & title of responsible person), hereinafter referred to as the 
“Owner/Contractor/Subcontractor/Vendor” shall not discriminate against any employee, 
applicant for employment, independent contractor or any other person because of race, color, 
religious creed, ancestry, national origin, age or sex.  

The Owner/Contractor/Subcontractor/Vendor shall embrace affirmative action to insure that applicants 
are employed and that employees or agents are treated fairly during employment without regard to their 
race, color, religious creed, handicap, ancestry, national origin, age or sex.  Such affirmative action shall 
include but is not limited to: employment, upgrading, demotion or transfer, recruitment or recruitment 
advertising, layoff or termination, rate of pay or other forms of compensation and selection or training.  
The Owner/Contractor/Subcontractor/Vendor shall post in conspicuous places available to employees, 
agents, applicants for employment and other persons, a notice to be provided by the contracting agency 
setting forth the provisions of this nondiscrimination clause. 
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B. The Owner/Contractor/Subcontractor/Vendor shall state in advertisements or requests for 
employment placed by it or on its behalf, that all qualified applicants will receive consideration 
for employment without regard to race, color, religious creed, handicap, ancestry, national origin, 
age, or sex. 

C. The Owner/Contractor/Subcontractor/Vendor shall send each labor union or worker’s 
representative that it has a collective bargaining agreement or other contract or understanding, a 
notice advising said labor union or worker’s representative of its commitment to this 
nondiscrimination clause and copy the Operation Owner. Similar notice shall be sent to every 
other source of recruitment regularly utilized by the Owner/Contractor/Subcontractor/Vendor. 

D. It shall be no defense to a finding of noncompliance with this nondiscrimination clause that the 
Owner/Contractor/Subcontractor/Vendor had delegated some of its employment practices to any 
union, training program or other source of recruitment which prevents it from meeting its 
obligations. However, if evidence indicates that the Owner/Contractor/Subcontractor/Vendor 
was not on notice of the third party discrimination or made a good faith effort to correct it, such 
factor shall be considered in mitigation in determining appropriate sanctions. 

E. Where the practices of a union or any training program or other source of recruitment will result 
in the exclusion of minority group persons so that the Owner/Contractor/Subcontractor/Vendor 
will be unable to meet its obligations under this nondiscrimination clause, the Owner/ 
Contractor/Subcontractor/Vendor shall then employ and fill vacancies through other 
nondiscriminatory employment procedures. 

F. The Owner/Contractor/Subcontractor/Vendor shall comply with all state and federal laws 
prohibiting discrimination in hiring or employment opportunities.  In the event of the 
Owner/Contractor/Subcontractor/Vendor noncompliance with the nondiscrimination clause of 
this CONTRACT or with any such laws, this CONTRACT may be terminated or suspended, in 
whole or in part.  Owner/Contractor/Subcontractor/Vendor may be declared temporarily 
ineligible for further state contracts and other sanctions may be imposed and remedies invoked.   

G. The Owner/Contractor/Subcontractor/Vendor shall furnish all necessary employment documents 
and records to and permit access to its books, records and accounts by the contracting agency for 
purposes of investigation to ascertain compliance with the provisions of this clause.  If the 
Owner/Contractor/Subcontractor/Vendor does not possess documents or records reflecting the 
necessary information requested, it shall furnish such information on reporting forms supplied by 
the contracting operation.  

H. The Owner/Contractor/Subcontractor/Vendor shall actively recruit minority and women 
subcontractors or subcontractors with substantial minority representation among their employees. 

I. The Owner/Contractor/Subcontractor/Vendor shall include the provisions of this 
nondiscrimination clause in every subcontract so that such provisions will be binding upon each 
subcontractor. 

J. The Owner/Contractor/Subcontractor/Vendor obligations under this clause are limited to the 
Owner/Contractor/Subcontractor/Vendor ‘s facilities within Ohio or, where the CONTRACT is 
for purchase of goods manufactured outside of Ohio, the facilities at which such goods are 
actually produced. 

 
Ownership Entity: ____________________________________ Date: ________________ 
Officer of Company: __________________________________ Time: ________________ 
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Introduction 
We have a robust plan to create and maintain the quality of our products. We are seeking a cultivation 
license from the state of Ohio in order to produce, high-quality medicine in low batches. We consider 
our production style to be “boutique” in nature. We will only cultivate three to five strains at a time, and 
will always hand-trim our product. We do not have the space or the inclination to mass-produce or 
“factory farm” medical marijuana. We intend to create brand loyalty by creating medicine that is 
consistent and pharmaceutical grade. The following pages contain our Quality Assurance plan. If 
changes need to be made to any part of this plan, we will announce our proposed change to the Medical 
Marijuana Control Program at least sixty days in advance of the change, in compliance with Ohio 
Admin. Code 3796:2-2-01(B)(1). 
 
Part I: Packaging and Labeling 
Packaging and labeling is an important part of the cultivation process. Some batches of flower will be 
transported directly to dispensaries, while other batches will be sent to a processor to be converted into 
one of the approved formulations. Regardless of the destination, the rules for packaging and labeling 
(Ohio Admin. Code 3796:2-2-02), are quite clear and our operation will comply with them fully. Within 
our cultivation facility, the Chief Compliance Officer is tasked with making sure the label format is 
legally compliant, while the Chief Operations Officer is in charge of making sure that each package 
receives an appropriate label.  
 
We have retained a marijuana consulting company with experience in cultivation, processing, and 
compliance, to assist us in becoming operational. This consulting company is fully compliant in their 
home state. If granted a license, this company will help us hire and train employees, utilize their time-
tested processes for all aspects of the business including cultivation, security, and packaging. They will 
assist in the development, measurement, and improvement of standard processes in all aspects of our 
operation. We are investing in expertise and knowledge transfer because we are committed to being a 
successful, compliant, cultivator and processor of medical marijuana in Ohio for many years to come.  
 
We will link product labeling to our inventory control system so that label information is completed in 
the computer and labels are printed, inspected, and then placed on the correct package as part of product 
processing. This insures the link between medical marijuana plants and batches so that in the event of a 
recall we have the necessary data available to act quickly. This method of producing labels also assists 
in the proper tracking of marijuana inventory in real time. Surveillance cameras will be active at the 
work stations where labels are printed, inspected, and applied to product to monitor whether correct 
procedures are followed during packaging and label inspection, for security regarding the inventory of 
labels as well as to control the inventory of medical marijuana product.    
 
All medical marijuana products intended for transport to a processor will comply with Ohio Admin. 
Code 3796:2-2-02(A). Packages will be shipped in vacuum-sealed, one-pound, plastic bags with the 
label clearly affixed to the front. Every shipment will be placed in a tamper-evident, light-resistant 
package that is approved by the department. Every package will have a label that states in legible 
English: 

 The name and license number of the cultivator where the packaged material was cultivated and 
harvested, 
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 The name and license number of the processor facility receiving the shipment, 
 The product identifier, 
 The registered name of the medical marijuana that was registered with the department, 
 A unique identification number that will match the medical marijuana with a batch and batch 

number to facilitate any warnings or recalls the department deems appropriate, 
 The date of harvest, final testing, and packaging, 
 The total weight in grams of plant material in each package, 
 The identification of the independent testing laboratory, 
 The laboratory analysis profile and a list of all active ingredients, including the percentage 

content by weight for the following cannabinoids, at a minimum: 
o Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) 
o Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinolic acid (THCA) 
o Cannabidiol (CBD) 
o Cannabidiolic acid (CBDA) 

 The expiration date, which shall not exceed one calendar year from the date of harvest, 
 A statement with the following language: “This product is for medical use and not for resale or 

transfer to another person. This product may cause impairment and may be habit-forming. This 
product may be unlawful outside of the State of Ohio.”  

All medical marijuana products intended for transport to a dispensary will be placed in a child-proof, 
tamper-evident, light-resistant package approved by the department prior to distributing plant material to 
a dispensary, and will otherwise comply with Ohio Admin. Code 3796:2-2-02(B). Packages will be 
shipped in vacuum-sealed, one-pound, plastic bags with the label clearly affixed to the front. A label 
will be affixed to every package and will state the following in legible English. 

 The name and license number of the cultivator where the packaged material was cultivated and 
harvested 

 The name and license number of the dispensary receiving the shipment 
 The product identifier 
 The registered name of the medical marijuana that was registered with the department 
 A unique identification number that will match the medical marijuana with a batch and batch 

number to facilitate any warnings or recalls the department deems appropriate 
 The date of harvest, final testing, and packaging 
 The total weight in grams of plant material in each package, 
 The identification of the independent testing laboratory, 
 The laboratory analysis profile and a list of all active ingredients, including the percentage 

content by weight for the following cannabinoids, at a minimum: 
o Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) 
o Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinolic acid (THCA) 
o Cannabidiol (CBD) 
o Cannabidiolic acid (CBDA) 

 The expiration date, which shall not exceed one calendar year from the date of harvest, 
 A statement with the following language: “This product is for medical use and not for resale or 

transfer to another person. This product may cause impairment and may be habit-forming. This 
product may be unlawful outside of the State of Ohio.  
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The use of computers in the packaging area will be a standard operating procedure. Sanitary measures 
for computers in the work area are well established from other industries and from other states 
processing medical marijuana. These measures include washable key board covers, the use of bar code 
readers and the routine use of sanitation, that complies with Ohio Admin. Code 3796:2-2-01(D). 
Surfaces will be wiped down daily, or more frequently if necessary. Because bar codes are used for 
electronic inventory control from seed to processing, plants are tagged with bar codes so scanning bar 
codes saves time and ensures good inventory record keeping in the processing area.   
 
Employee work stations and computers will be equipped with bar code readers. This allows for the 
proper maintenance of the chain of custody as medical marijuana moves from one employee to another 
for different types, and stages of packaging. 
 
As testing occurs, information will be added to the batch document in the computer system and if there 
are lots within the batch, the lot numbers are assigned to the batch. Testing by lot is also added into the 
computer system and linked to the lot number. Simultaneously employee information is collected as part 
of the batch data.  This information aids in diversion prevention, but it is also necessary for monitoring 
quality and the differences in output and waste when different processes or strains are used.   
 
The employee who logs into the computer for creating labels will be responsible to visually inspect 
labels against the computer batch record to ensure no labeling information is missing. When the 
employee hits print from the work station, his or her ID number (The ID number of the employee who is 
logged into that computer) will print on the label. Video surveillance can be used to verify that the 
employee who is logged into the computer is also the employee who is printing the labels.   
 
The employee will need to identify the product type and the packaging type and the computer will 
identify which label needs to be loaded into the label printer. The form of medical marijuana and the 
size of the batch will determine the number of labels that are needed. The labels printed should match 
the number of packages.   
 
Product in any form will not leave the cultivation facility without proper labeling. Employees will never 
end a shift without completing labeling of product that is in the process of being labeled. Once an 
employee prints labels he or she is also responsible for affixing them to the correct packages and 
checking the packaged product into a secured inventory location before ending a shift. Employees from 
the next shift will not enter the area where product is being labeled and packaged until a batch is 
completed and chain of custody can be completed for the entire batch.   
 
The employee who is applying the labels to the package also has responsibility to visually inspect each 
package for signs of tears, malfunction, or contamination and to also attach the booklet label with 
information regarding the grower and standard warnings.  If the same employee is also putting packages 
into a container for shipping to one dispensary he or she will also have their name on the shipping 
manifest.   If the employee is putting packages into a container to be held in storage, their name will be 
on the tamper resistant label used to seal a container for storage.  
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Containers for storing inventory will contain only one type of product or form of medical marijuana and 
only from one batch.  This container may be pulled from inventory to pack containers for shipping to a 
specific dispensary and the chain of custody for the container will be documented.   
 
The tamper resistant label that will be affixed to containers of product going into secure inventory will 
contain the following: 

 The unique identifier of the harvest batch and the process lot from the harvest batch 
connected to the specific product in the package.   

 A bar code for the container that is linked to the inventory and the chain of custody for 
the inventory within the container. 

 The name of the product and its form 
 The date the medical marijuana form or product was packaged 
 The employee identification number of the employee who packaged and labeled the 

medical marijuana. 
 The date of expiration of the medical marijuana product in the container 

 
Information is extracted from the data that has been entered throughout the manufacturing process to 
create a label that meets regulations and informs the patient of its contents. The inventory control system 
tracks which individual plants become part of a batch so the batch number listed on a label enables the 
company to manage a recall should one become necessary.  
 
Labeling is affixed individually by a person whose identity is also listed within the label and who has 
responsibility for the quality inspection of labels to ensure they match the on-screen batch data and have 
been printed properly.   
 
 

Part II: Production Control  
We plan to cultivate indoors, under lights, and we plan to use hydroponic methods to cultivate. The term 
“hydroponic” is something of a misnomer. Hydroponic growing is simply the practice of growing plants 
without soil; it doesn’t have to mean growing in water. Hydroponic cultivation usually uses a substrate 
like rockwool, clay pebbles, coco coir, or some sort of mix of these materials. We plan to use a brand of 
pre-purchased, pre-sanitized, soil-less medium called Pro-Mix 5. When growing marijuana with a 
soilless medium such as Pro-Mix 5, the cultivation method must include a plan to provide all the 
nutrients the plants need throughout the entire cultivation process. This is done by adding nutrients to 
the water supply.  
 
This is advantageous because it gives the grower greater control of the nutrients and the ability to 
reproduce the exact mix of nutrients that produce the best results within a particular strain. The down 
side is the level of expertise, testing equipment, and time that is involved in perfecting the nutrient 
practice. That is why we have selected a consulting firm that has experience establishing cultivation 
operations for medical marijuana in other states; we can leverage their expertise, and receive assistance 
in honing our standard operating procedures for testing and feeding throughout the cultivation cycle.   
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Unlike hydroponic grow medium, soil contains non-inert organic matter like humus, compost, manure, 
and worm castings that contain many macro and micronutrients. Much of the nutritional value in these 
substances is locked up in non-soluble form, however, and must be processed by soil-dwelling microbes 
and fungi to be of use to a plant. Non-organic nutrients designed for soil growing are less common for 
the cultivation of medical marijuana because they can quickly build up in the soil, harming the soil life 
as well as preventing the uptake of water and nutrients by the root system of immature medical 
marijuana plants. 
 
The following list of nutrients is essential for the growth of medical marijuana in any hydroponic 
growing medium. If an incorrect amount of any of these nutrients occurs at the incorrect stage of plant 
growth, it may result in plant illness. Using each of these nutrients at the right stage, and in the right 
amount is therefore critical to producing pharmaceutical grade medical marijuana. 
 
Nitrogen (N) is integral to plant growth. Plants convert nitrogen to make proteins essential to new cell 
growth. Nitrogen is mainly responsible for leaf and stem growth as well as overall size and vigor. 
Nitrogen moves easily to active young buds, shoots and leaves and slower to older leaves 
Phosphorus (P) is necessary for photosynthesis and works as a catalyst for energy transfer within the 
plant. Phosphorus helps build strong roots and is vital for flower and seed production. Highest levels of 
phosphorus are used during germination, seedling growth and flowering. 
Potassium (K) activates the manufacture and movement of sugars and starches, as well as growth by 
cell division. Potassium increases chlorophyll in foliage and helps regulate stomata openings so plants 
make better use of light and air. Potassium encourages strong root growth, water uptake and triggers 
enzymes that fight disease. Potassium is necessary during all stages of growth. 
Sulphur (S) is a component of plant proteins and plays a role in root growth and chlorophyll supply. 
Magnesium (Mg) is found as a central atom in the chlorophyll molecule and is essential to the 
absorption of light energy. Magnesium aids in the utilization of nutrients, neutralizes acids and toxic 
compounds produced by the plant. 
Calcium (Ca) is fundamental to cell manufacture and growth. Because our operation is soilless we use 
calcium to buffer excess nutrients.  
Manganese (Mn) works with plant enzymes to reduce nitrates before producing proteins. 
Molybdenum (Mo) helps form proteins and aids the plant's ability to convert nitrate into nitrite. 
Molybdenum is needed for the reduction of nitrate, which needs to be reduced prior to its assimilation 
by the plant.  
Zinc (Zn) is a catalyst and must be present in minute amounts for plant growth. A lack of zinc results in 
stunting, yellowing, and curling of small leaves. An excess of zinc is uncommon but very toxic and 
causes wilting or death. 
Boron (B) is necessary for cells to divide and protein formation. It also plays an active role in 
pollination. 
Iron (Fe) is a key catalyst in chlorophyll production and is used in photosynthesis. 
Chlorine (Cl): Required for photosynthesis where it acts as an enzyme activator during the production 
of oxygen from water. 
 
The following nutrient blends are formulated by rigorous testing and have been used and rated by other 
growers to be safe and effective. They include essential nutrients and in some cases additional nutrients 
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that have been discovered to assist the plant to accept the essential nutrients.   These are products and 
nutrient blends we intend to use for different phases of plant growth. 
   
Product Application Ingredients 
Botanicare Cal Mag Nutrient Calcium Nitrate, Magnesium Nitrate, Iron 

EDTA 
Clonex Clone Solution 
  
  

Nutrient Calcium Nitrate, Potassium Nitrate, 
Magnesium Nitrate, Ammonium Nitrate, 
Potassium Sulfate, Phosphoric Acid, Iron 
DTPA, Manganese EDTA, Zinc EDTA, 
Copper EDTA, Disodium Octaborate 
Tetrahydrate, Sodium Molybdate, Cobalt 
Nitrate, Nickel Sulfate, Thiamine 
Hydrochloride 

Great White Nutrient Beneficial bacteria and mycorrhizae 
NM Autumn Nutrient Potassium Nitrate, Potassium Phosphate 
NM Equinox Nutrient Calcium Ammonium Phosphate 

NM Lightning Start Nutrient 
Ascophyllum nodosum, Potassium Nitrate, 
Potassium Phosphate 

NM PK Apatite Nutrient Potassium Phosphate, Apatite 
NM Ruby Ful#$% Nutrient Sodium Molybdate 
NM Summer Nutrient Potassium Nitrate, Potassium Phosphate 
NM Winter Frost Nutrient Potassium Nitrate, Potassium Phosphate 
pH Down Nutrient Phosphoric acid 
pH Up Nutrient Potassium hydroxide 

Plagron Green Sensation Nutrient 
Potassium phosphate, potassium 
hydroxide, phosphoric acid 

Plagron Hydro A/B Nutrient Potassium Nitrate, Potassium Phosphate 
Silica Blast Nutrient Potassium silicate 

Hormex Concentrate Nutrient 
Napthalacetic acid, Indolebutyric acid, 
thiamine hydrochloride 

                  
 
Most nutrients sold specifically for cannabis cultivation are nutrients for plants growing in a soilless or 
hydroponic environment. These products are comprised of concentrated mineral salts, usually in liquid 
form but sometimes as powders, that are to be diluted in water to a level that is suitable for the plant.  
We have standard operating procedures that instruct employees on a consistent method for using 
nutrients or nutrient blends at different phases of the growing cycle to ensure the best outcome for the 
crop. Training is provided, and information regarding nutrients is recorded for each series of plants. 
 
Nutrient products are divided between “Grow” solutions, high in nitrogen needed for vegetative growth, 
and “Bloom,” high in phosphorus for flower development, because the cannabis plant has different 
nutritional needs during different stages of growth. The amount and type of nutrients added is dependent 
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on where the plant is in its growth phase. Different nutrients and pH levels are used to encourage plant 
growth early in the phase and to encourage flower growth later in the phase.  
 
Great care will be taken when applying hydroponic nutrients, as overfeeding can lead to plant damage 
and even death. Hydroponics and synthetic nutrients can offer bigger yields and quicker flowering times, 
but require a great deal of attention and knowledge to be successful.   
 
Water will come into the cultivation facility from the local municipality. We will filter the water through 
ceramic and charcoal canister-style water filter systems to remove any contaminants in the water such as 
softeners, chlorine, or fluoride so that we start our nutrient process with a blank slate.  After filtering, we 
will test the water to determine the pH level, we will add nutrients as needed, and then test the water 
again before it is used on any plants. The degree of acidity or alkalinity of a solution is identified on the 
pH scale of 0 to 14 with a pH of 7 being the neutral point.  We will monitor the electrical conductivity 
(EC) and the pH of the nutrient solution and use a buffering agent (sodium carbonate) if we need to raise 
the pH.  To lower the pH, phosphoric acid will be used.   
 
The nutrient solution must be properly calibrated for the plant's stage, and so the solution must be tested 
before each feeding. When watering a room or a segment of a crop, an employee will first walk the 
entire section, inspect the plants to analyze water absorption and nutrient uptake. Water in reservoirs is 
generally kept between 70-75°F.  If the temperature in the reservoir exceeds 80°, the water in the 
reservoir must be cooled before it is utilized for plant needs. Since hydroponic grow mediums are inert, 
meaning they contain no nutrients, the only source of nutrients is the nutrients we deliver to plants with 
water.   
 
Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) is the best measurement of the nutrient concentration of a hydroponic 
solution. A nutrient solution that is too weak, meaning that it contains too few nutrients will 
insufficiently nourish the plant and produce a final product that is less potent than it ought to be. A 
nutrient solution that is too strong, or that contains too high a concentration of nutrients, can burn or 
even kill a plant. It is imperative that a nutrient concentration. To estimate TDS, we will use a meter that 
measures the Electrical Conductivity (EC) of a solution, and convert the measurement to parts per 
million (ppm), to document this information for every feeding.  Nutrients are added to watering 
reservoirs at time of feeding. Plain water is only given to plants during the end of the flowering phase 
when they are being flushed prior to harvest.   
 
The Cultivation Director will leverage the considerable experience of our consulting firm to establish the 
process for generating weekly nutrient management plans as well as the help of a certified botany 
specialist for generating weekly nutrient management plans according to plant inspection data.    
 
Regarding pesticides, we will only ever use pesticides that are approved by the state of Ohio. In order to 
be legally compliant with Ohio Admin. Code 3796:2-2-01(C)(1), any pesticides must be registered with 
the Ohio Department of Agriculture, and must be: 

 Registered with the United States Environmental Protection Agency under section 3 of the 
Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, (7 U.S.C. 136 (2012)), or, 
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 Exempt from registration under 40 C.F.R. 152.25(f)(2015) and the active, inert ingredients of the 
pesticide product are authorized for use on crops or plants intended for human consumption by 
the United States Environmental Protection Agency 

We will, of course, keep detailed records about which pesticides are applied, the technique used, and the 
frequency. In addition to being legally required, this is standard practice for many cultivation industries. 
For more information about our record keeping practices please see Part VI of the Quality Assurance 
Plan. Pesticides will never be applied after the twenty-first day of the flowering stage, in compliance 
with Ohio Admin. Code 3796:2-2-01(C)(3). 

Pesticide Product Active Ingredient(s) 
Brandt Ecotec Plus Rosemary Oil, Geraniol, Peppermint Oil 
Cease Bacillus Subtilis 
GC-Mite Cottonseed Oil, Clove Oil, Garlic Oil 
Mildew Cure Cottonseed Oil, Garlic Oil, Corn Oil 
Green Cleaner Soybean Oil, Sodium Lauryl Sulfate 
M-Pede Potassium Laurate 
Neemix 4.5 Azadirachtin  
Procidic2 Citric Acid 
Tersus Insecticide Pyrethrins 
TetraCURB Concentrate Rosemary Oil 
Trilogy Neem Oil 
Tritek Mineral Oil 

 

The above pesticides will be applied from the clone stage to no later than the twenty-first day of the 
flowering stage to plants on a weekly basis. The use of all chemicals, (nutrients, fertilizers, and 
pesticides), will only ever be done according to the instructions on the label, in compliance with Ohio 
Admin. Code 3796:2-2-01(C)(8). 

Proper sanitation is vitally important because it touches nearly every aspect of the business. Our 
company views cleanliness as a kind of insurance policy for our entire operation. A clean facility 
protects the health and safety of our employees, the quality of our product, and mitigates the risk of a 
potential product recall. We are happy and eager to meet the regulatory standards laid out by the state of 
Ohio, but even if this were not required, good business sense would require a comprehensive plan for 
maintaining hygiene. Our company fosters a culture of personal responsibility, and every employee is 
encouraged to be responsible for their workspace. We will also teach employees to maintain the 
equipment they use as well as the need for general tidiness of their workspace. We will have numerous 
handwashing stations placed throughout the facility. We will also mount several hand sanitizer 
dispensers to the walls at various locations.  

Our SOPs are very specific as it relates to how growers should handle medical marijuana products in a 
manner which prevents contamination. Team leaders will use their discretion in determining whether a 
sick employee should be sent home so as to prevent airborne contaminants from potentially tainting our 
medical marijuana products or exposing other staff. Conditions which might cause a dispensary manager 
to send an employee home include cold symptoms such as coughing, sneezing, runny nose, nausea, 
vomiting, or rashes.  
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Our SOPs prohibit any individual working on a licensed premises who has, or appears to have a 
communicable disease, open or draining skin lesion infected with Staphylococcus aureus or 
Streptococcus pyogenes, or any illness accompanied by diarrhea, or vomiting.  An employee must be 
sent home if there is a reasonable possibility of contact with marijuana plants, or medical marijuana 
products until the condition is corrected.  

We will stress to all of our employees that we produce medicine for patients. Our processes must be 
finely tuned to respect that fact. If we were producing Tylenol or any other medicine, we would be held 
to exacting standards by various levels of government, (and rightfully so). We must never let anyone’s 
enthusiasm for the plant take away from the overall goal of easing the pain in Ohions’ lives. 

Quarantine of Materials and Equipment 
We will grow all our own medical marijuana products ourselves and will not accept marijuana products 
such as clones or seeds from outside our own operations. We will also process only our own medical 
marijuana products and will never accept products from outside our own operation. These requirements 
specifically ensure that we do not contaminate our cultivation facility with either mold, pest issues, or 
diseases. 
 
In addition, we will quarantine new materials used to produce medical marijuana such as soil, pots, 
lights, dehumidifiers and other equipment. We will set up a segregated portion of our bay area so that 
deliveries can be immediately stored while waiting for inspection by the facility manager.  The 
inspection will involve ensuring that packages are not damaged or torn open, (specifically regarding soil 
and nutrients). Equipment like lights, pots, and dehumidifiers will be kept in the quarantine area until 
they can be wiped down with a 10% bleach solution before being implemented into the facility. 
 
As for other materials which we use to produce marijuana, the facility manager will carefully inspect 
materials, such as packaging containers or CO  canisters for defects or torn packaging which could 
indicate contamination. If the facility manager determines that the material received does not pass 
inspection, it will be returned to the vendor.  Materials will be kept in the segregated quarantine area so 
as to prevent any contamination from impacting the rest of the cultivation facility.  If materials pass 
inspection, they will then be integrated into the facility. 
 
When we clone or up-pot our plants, or move plants from the vegetative room to the flowering room, all 
equipment and work areas will be cleaned and disinfected with a 10% bleach solution. Irrigation systems 
used to bring water to plants will be periodically cleaned and disinfected with a 10% bleach solution. 
Pots will be disinfected before being re-used for new crops.  Equipment such as trimming scissors and 
trim machines will be cleaned with alcohol at the end of each day or as needed.  Flower rooms will be 
thoroughly cleaned after each harvest by cleaning the floors, walls and light fixtures with a 10% bleach 
solution. These tasks can be done by just about any employee, but ultimately, the Chief Operations 
Officer is responsible for ensuring it gets done.  
 
Integrated Pest Management 
We will use an Integrated Pest Management System. Integrated Pest Management (IPM), as defined by 
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), is an effective and environmentally sensitive approach to 
pest management that relies on a combination of common-sense practices.  IPM programs use current, 
comprehensive information on the life cycles of pests and their interaction with the environment. This 
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information, in combination with available pest control methods, is used to manage pest damage by the 
most economical means, and with the least possible hazard to people, property, and the environment. 
IPM is not a single pest control method but, rather, a series of pest management evaluations, decisions 
and controls. In practicing IPM, growers who are aware of the potential for pest infestation follow a 
four-tiered approach. The four steps include setting action thresholds, monitoring and identifying pests, 
prevention, and control. 

 We will use a multi-tiered door system to prevent pest infestation.  The doors into the grow 
facility as well as those into flower and cure rooms will remain closed at all times. 

 Plants will be inspected daily including grow medium, stems, tops and bottoms of leaves and 
flowers, to check for early warning signs of a possible infestation.  

 Sticky pads and tape will be used on both the inside and outside of all doors leading into the 
cultivation facility, flower rooms and the cure room. 

 Our Training Manual includes pictures of different types of pests and plant illnesses, and what 
the resulting damage looks like on plants so that it is easily recognized.  Upon recognizing one of 
these indicators, growers will be required to report potential problems to cultivation management 
immediately. All new employees will be trained on this manual at hire, and undergo a refresher 
course every six months.  
 

Diseases and pests, such as powdery mildew, spider mites and common rodents pose a real threat for 
any grower facility. Powdery mildew and spider mites could destroy an entire crop whereas rodents will 
leave droppings that make that the crop unsafe and unethical to use.  

Powdery mildew is controlled via consistent and appropriate temperature and humidity. There are 
several business entities in the medical marijuana market providing integrated systems which monitor 
the environmental conditions in grow facilities. We will contract with one them, such as Nanolux’s 
Cloud Control System, to install a system which will monitor, record, and regulate temperature, 
humidity, ventilation, CO , pH and nutrient control, water drips, and lighting.  At the heart of the system 
is a software program which allows us to specify all of the parameters in each flower or veg room. It 
controls all of the selected functions through wireless modem communication. The process involves 
installing sensors with each thermostat, humidistat, ventilation duct, fan, and lighting control panel. The 
service provider will monitor the integrated system remotely and will notify the Facility Manager if any 
of the components behave outside of agreed upon parameters. 

Once present, spider mites can only be eradicated through pesticides or predatory insects such as 
ladybugs. Rodents are kept away through a combination of facility maintenance and general cleanliness. 
We have installed screens on each ventilation duct entering our facility with a screen fine enough to 
exclude most plant pests. In addition, we will install doors to each room that will remain closed to 
prevent cross contamination. Doors into the facility will also be required to remain closed to prevent 
pests from entering the cultivation facility. 
 
Hygiene and Protective Clothing 
Employees will wear gloves whenever handling medical marijuana, which helps prevent cross 
contamination. Dust masks are used by employees when handling grow medium and when trimming 
buds. In both instances, dust is often generated which could trigger allergic reactions or respiratory 
issues. Employees will also wear foot coverings to ensure they are not tracking pests or other 
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contaminants from the outside. We provide a separated changing area further ensuring the quarantine of 
any potential pest or mold issues from entering the grow areas of our facility. 
 
Employees will be required to wear a uniform when they are working in our facility, and this will be 
provided to them at no cost. When employees enter the building they will immediately go to the 
changing area, before proceeding to any veg or flower rooms. Before starting work, employees must 
change from their day clothes into a scrub-like uniform. The uniform will be in a neutral color, and will 
have long sleeves and long pants so that it will also protect the skin from UV exposure. At the end of 
their shifts, employees will change back into their day clothes and leave their uniforms on site to be 
laundered. This procedure helps prevent contamination. If, for example, an employee sprayed pesticides 
on their garden or lawn before coming to work, this procedure will prevent the spread of those pesticides 
onto our medical marijuana plants. For more information about our nutrient practices, please see Section 
18 of this application. Employees will also be given industry-specific sunglasses to protect their eyes 
from UV exposure.  

Employees are expected to groom themselves in accordance with accepted social and business 
standards. If the facility manager decides an employee’s standard of grooming is so poor that he risks 
contaminating plants, that employee may be asked to leave the facility until properly groomed. 
Employees who come to the facility sick might be asked to take the day off at the discretion of the 
facility manager. 

Our Integrated Pest Management (IPM) materials must be handled as hazardous chemicals, with the 
utmost attention to personal safety. Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) such as a respirator, goggles, 
gloves, personal eyewash, and a spray suit is required. The spray suit is inspected for rips or tears before 
each application and replaced after 6 uses.  At least two people are present during each IPM application 
to allow for immediate aid in the event one of the applicators encounters problems during or after the 
application. Eye wash stations are made available in several locations of the facility and personal 
eyewash bottles are carried by all applicators. Foliars, which are IPM sprayers, will only be administered 
by certified employees who have completed Respirator Safety Training and have received a medical 
evaluation regarding respirator usage.  Before IPM application, signs are put up on all doors leading into 
the flower room being sprayed indicating that IPM is in the process of being sprayed and that no one 
may enter the room.  These signs remain on the door for at least three hours after IPM application, or for 
the interval proscribed by the chemical’s manufacturer. After IPM application, the employee removes 
the spray suit and washes it in approved sinks.  A SDS (Safety Data Sheet) is maintained at the grow 
facility for each IPM chemical used.  As new chemicals are made available for use, a new SDS is added 
to the SDS binder.  All chemicals used to treat plants at the Grow Facility are required to have proper 
labeling attached at all times identifying the ingredients and instructions for use displayed in any easy to 
read format. Under no circumstances is any IPM product used if the container is unmarked or the label 
cannot be read.  Chemical containers are kept clean from drips and spills and are routinely checked to 
ensure the container has no cracks or leaks.  Chemicals may be stored together, with the exception of 
bleach and ammonia, which must be segregated from each other.  All chemicals must be disposed of in 
accordance with federal, state and local laws, rules and regulations.   

Because of the manual nature of many of the activities associated with growing and processing medical 
marijuana, protection of the hands is a requirement. A variety of gloves exist that can protect against 
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dermal contact from compounds that could irritate, sensitize, puncture or cut the skin. Specific work 
processes and practices that may necessitate the use of gloves include: 

 Pesticide mixing and application 
 Manual trimming of medical marijuana 
 Automated trimming of medical marijuana 
 Cleaning processes 
 Harvesting 
 De-fanning 
 Up-potting 
 De-stemming 

Extraction rooms are maintained similar to commercial kitchens and are cleaned repeatedly throughout 
the day. After each extraction run, equipment and work areas are cleaned with isopropyl alcohol. The 
floors will be swept several times a day and mopped at least once a day. Tables and countertops will also 
be cleaned with isopropyl alcohol several times a day.  

All employees (or anyone who enters the lab) will be expected to wash their hands before entering. If an 
employee uses the restroom, or leaves the lab for any reason, she will be expected to wash her hands 
upon returning. This prevents contamination. Additionally, hand sanitizer pumps will be placed at 
several points in the laboratory and employees are encouraged to use them as often as reasonably 
possible.  

Several trash cans will be placed within the laboratory, and they will be emptied and replaced daily, or 
more often if needed. Marijuana waste may NOT be placed within these containers. Marijuana waste is 
considered green waste and must be placed in an appropriate bin.  

Cleanliness is monitored by checklists. Each room has its own checklist, and each employee is 
responsible for completing items on a checklist. The checklists are monitored, collected and replaced by 
the Facility Manager. Tasks include cleaning countertops and surfaces multiple times a day, cleaning 
floors, equipment and tools daily, cleaning fans and ventilation ducts weekly and cleaning rooms after 
each extraction run.  Any issues will be reported to the Facility Manager as soon as they are discovered 
so that they can be rectified in a timely manner. Checklists and records of all sanitation processes and 
chemicals used are maintained for two years pursuant to our Records Retention Policies, and can be 
made available upon request.  

Protective equipment helps to maintain cleanliness and prevent contamination. Employees doing work 
in our facility will be required to wear personal protective equipment, which includes but is not limited 
to the following: 

 Latex gloves 
 Shoe Coverings 
 Hair Nets 
 Beard Nets (if applicable) 
 Goggles 
 Respirators 
 Lab Coats (must be 100% cotton and static free) 
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Respirators 
Workers in the Grow Facility are encouraged to wear respirators during certain activities, including 
while trimming, during any activity that generates dust, and while spraying or mixing pesticides.  
OSHA requires that in any workplace where respirators are necessary to protect the health of the 
employee or whenever respirators are required by the employer, the employer shall establish and 
implement a written respiratory protection program with worksite-specific procedures. The program 
must be updated as necessary to reflect those changes in workplace conditions that affect respirator use. 
The written respiratory protection program includes several important details, but first and foremost, it 
must detail workplace specific tasks and hazards for which respirator use is required. There must also be 
a designated program administrator who is suitably trained to administer the respiratory protection 
program. Examples of qualified program administrators include safety professionals, industrial 
hygienists, and occupational health nurses.  

Our company will contract with a nationally recognized company that provides services to help other 
businesses comply with OSHA and other safety standards. This company can provide on-site training 
and fit-testing for respirators. The training also covers proper selection, medical clearance, fitting and 
inspection of respirators as well as qualitative and quantitative fit testing.  

All respirators must be certified by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH). 
For those employees who will be mixing chemicals or pesticides we will supply a respirator that 
provides eye protection as well. Employees with facial hair should not wear tight-fitting respirators 
because the facial hair will prevent a protective seal from forming and render the respirator less 
effective. Respirators must be fit-tested prior to initial use, in order to be sure that the respirator fits and 
seals properly. 

 

Part III: Inventory Control 
Diversion occurs when medical marijuana, or medical marijuana product is intentionally or 
unintentionally removed from the state-regulated system created by state statute. All too frequently, 
diverted medical marijuana benefits the black market, which creates a quantifiable public safety threat. 
The Ohio regulations specifically prohibit diversion, and the Cole Memo which was released by the 
federal Department of Justice in 2009, identifies diversion as a potential negative side effect of a lawful 
medical marijuana program. The leadership within the Justice Department has recently changed, but at 
the time of this writing the Cole Memo is still good law and therefore must be adhered to by anyone 
engaging in the cultivation, processing, or sale of marijuana. As such, we intend to be diligent in our 
commitment to preventing diversion during all phases of cultivation. In order to protect our 
communities, as well as our investment, we have created a comprehensive strategy to preventing 
diversion. 
 
Inventory management is an integral part of preventing diversion and therefore is at the forefront of 
operations for our medical marijuana cultivation business. Ohio has mandated the use of an electronic 
tracking system. We will comply; we will use whichever electronic inventory management system is 
chosen by the state. While this is not required, we feel that utilizing the same software will ease 
reporting and cause fewer glitches. We have not made any promises to any software vendors, and we 
will not do so until we learn which system Ohio has chosen. 
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Regarding inventory management, it is important to note that in addition to state regulations there are 
well-established business practices for inventory control of medical marijuana in other states. This 
knowledge provides us with lessons learned and case studies from which we can draw expertise.  
Additionally, we have hired a consulting firm that has experience assisting other cultivators to prepare 
for operation, including the establishment of policies, procedures, and processes for inventory 
management. We have contracted with the consulting company for assistance for a full two years 
following the issue of a license to ensure we create a strong foundation for success and reach 
consistency in every aspect of our operation, including inventory management. Within our operation, 
there are two officers responsible for inventory control. The Chief Operations Officer is responsible for 
making sure that inventory (regardless of the stage of production) is always stored securely on our 
property. When inventory leaves our facility for either a processing facility, or a dispensary then the 
Chief Security Officer is responsible for the inventory up until it is accepted by the receiving entity.  
  
Throughout this application, we have made numerous references to inventory management because it is 
so closely linked to cultivation, security, labeling, processing, recall, and other processes that are 
required for both compliance and sound operation of any medical marijuana cultivation business. Our 
thinking and our business approach is integrated; inventory management is an important aspect of our 
operation.    
 
If granted a license by the Department, an electronic inventory tracking system will be installed and 
implemented to log, verify, and monitor the receipt, use, and sale of seeds, immature medical marijuana, 
medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana product, the funds received from the sale of medical 
marijuana, the disposal of medical marijuana waste, and any medical marijuana products that are 
returned or recalled, in compliance with Ohio Admin. Code 3796:2-2-04. 
 
After Ohio makes its decision about which software the licensees are to use, we will install that software 
on computers in advance of bringing seeds or immature plants into the facility. At such time, we will test 
the software as well as train employees on the processes and procedures to be followed to comply with 
inventory management best-practices and state regulations. This will include testing the assignment of 
individual identifiers, printing bar code labels, testing data match between labels and the software, 
testing the capability and process to coordinate time stamp from video footage to time stamp within the 
inventory management system, and testing the use of scanners and computer screens (graphic user 
interface) that employees must use to complete tasks regarding each seed, immature medical marijuana 
clone, medical marijuana plant, and medical marijuana product. This testing will permit us to validate 
the accuracy of all task level procedures that employees will be expected to follow and the readiness of 
the software for use before launching inventory management. 
 
Once testing is complete, the processes and procedures can also be used to create employee reference 
guides, training manuals, and on-the-job check lists that will be used in training employees and 
managers during ramp-up and as new employees are hired.  
 
Ideal inventory management produces the right products, at the right time, in the right quantity, and in 
the right condition. Flower will be cultivated as required for the processing schedule as potency can be 
lost if flower is stored for long periods without proper processing and packaging. We will create First In, 
First Out stock movement plans for the rooms where flower is stored before going into the processing 
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lab. For example, where shelves are against walls, bins with flower will be individually labeled and the 
labels facing out to display the date the flower was harvested. A standard will be defined for how bins 
are stocked and where the date is displayed so that processing employees know how to easily select the 
inventory that should be used next.    
 
We will begin with a single-period inventory system which assumes that we only order enough supply 
for one period of cultivation. When nearing the end of the supply, we will replenish the supply after 
assessing the requirements based on the level of demand and the cultivation or processing method as 
well. For example, the first period of cultivation will begin with seeds as stipulated and then will change 
to the use of clones from the original seedlings. The evaluation prior to purchasing for the next 
cultivation period is the advantage of using single-period inventory management.  Otherwise, the 
demand for purchasing or cloning is automatically triggered by the inventory management system.  
 
Tracking one period of cultivation separately and making any adjustments in inventory management 
processes and procedures before moving forward into a rolling inventory management approach allows 
us to leverage the expertise of our management consulting firm by including them in the evaluation 
cycles.  Especially as a start-up, this system will assist us in remaining aligned with demand from 
customers as well as measuring the level of output that is optimal for our operation.  It also allows us to 
evaluate suppliers between purchasing periods. Once demand remains more “level” we will be able to 
link purchasing demand to inventory management and combine single-period inventory into multiple-
period inventory or a rolling inventory method by adding more time to the period. 
 
We will develop both processes and procedures to manage raw material inventory verses finished goods 
inventory. In the case of medical marijuana, seeds, clones or immature plants, and mature plants and 
flower that has been harvested is all considered raw material inventory. Once the product is harvested, 
dried, cured, and packaged it will be added into the finished goods inventory. As raw goods inventory 
decreases, finished goods inventory increases. This allows us to capture data regarding the amount (by 
weight) of flower harvested from each plant as well. As time goes by and the amount of data increases it 
will become easier to spot any abnormality, whether that is plant yield, or the quantity of flower needed 
to yield a specific level of THC and amount of finished goods. Finished goods inventory and shipping 
manifests will validate each other and will also match accounts receivable allowing for inventory spot 
checks on a routine basis.  
 
We will perform physical inventories comparing stock against the inventory recorded in our inventory 
tracking system on a weekly basis for both raw materials (medical marijuana seed, immature plants, and 
mature plants) and finished goods. We mandate the completion of regular inventory audits throughout 
the cultivation lifecycle to ensure that we can quickly identify instances of diversion and investigate. In 
addition, the electronic inventory system will track the employee who updated the inventory at each step 
so that we maintain accountability throughout the process. If we find discrepancies, it will be a simple 
process to find out who entered the information. 
    
Training, retraining, supervision, documented procedures, and employee partnering are all areas we will 
employ and are currently developing to ensure consistent use of SOPs and the electronic tracking 
software for Inventory Management.  
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Employees that work in cultivation will use wireless scanners to identify all plant activity. For example, 
it is typical that a percentage of seeds will not germinate. There will be an established process for 
inspecting all seedlings to identify those where the seed did not germinate. In such cases, the 
germination container will be scanned and the employee will remove the seed from inventory by 
selecting the reason from a list, or by adding a comment and the contents of the germination container 
will go into green waste. 
    
When it is time to harvest flower, employees will print labels that contain the date, the employee 
identifier, and the plant identifier or bar code.  Each plant will have a corresponding labeled container so 
that the link is not lost between plants and finished goods. This enables readiness for any potential 
recall. 
 
Inventory management will commence when the first seeds are entered into the electronic tracking 
system before business has started, in compliance with Ohio Admin. Code 3796:2-2-04(B). Each 
individual seed will be given its own identification number and data will be entered pertaining to the 
strain, source, and the lot number for each individual seed. Each seed will be placed in an individual 
container for germination and a tag or label will be attached to each individual container with the 
barcode that matches the unique identifier that was assigned to the seed by the inventory management 
software.  
 
After business operations have commenced, we will prepare weekly inventories of medical marijuana. 
In order to comply with Ohio Admin. Code 3796:2-2-04(C), the weekly inventory report will include, at 
a minimum: 

 The date of the inventory 
 The amount of medical marijuana on hand, which shall include the following: 

o The total count of plants, whether in the flowering, vegetative or clone phase of growth 
and organized by room in which the plants arebeing grown 

o The batch number, weight, and strain name associated with each batch at the cultivator’s 
facility that has been quarantined for testing or ready for sale to a processor or 
dispensary; and 

o The total number of plants and every unique plant identifier that have been harvested, but 
are not yet associated with a batch 

 The amount of medical marijuana sold since the previous weekly inventory, which shall include 
the following: 

o The date of sale 
o The license number and name of the processor or dispensary to which the medical 

marijuana was sold, and 
o The batch number, registered product name, and the quantity of medical marijuana sold 

 The date, quantity and method of disposal of medical marijuana sold, if applicable 
 A summary of the inventory findings; and 
 The name, signature, and title of the employees who conducted the inventory and oversaw the 

inventory 
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Part IV: Disposal and Waste Removal 
Green waste is the umbrella term that describes refuse that originates from the cultivation or processing 
of medical marijuana and is a normal part of cultivation. As with the cultivation of any plant there is a 
certain amount of waste that is generated. Marijuana plants are annuals, which means that they perform 
their entire life cycle in one growing season, unlike biennials or perennials which perform their life 
cycle across two or more growing seasons. This means that at the end of every growing season, (which 
is approximately 76 days), there is a lot of organic plant material that will need to be removed from the 
facility. In the case of medical marijuana, green waste could present a risk of diversion or other unlawful 
activity in, or around the cultivation facility. We have a duty to take all necessary steps to prevent 
diversion and we will take numerous steps to keep any green waste from appearing on the black market, 
or otherwise being handled improperly. The company also intends to be as environmentally-friendly as 
possible in its approach to waste management.  
 
Green waste includes: 

 Medical marijuana flower that has been dropped on the floor or is otherwise unsanitary to use 
after it has been harvested, 

 Stems and leaves that are manually separated from the plants during pruning, defanning, and 
destemming processes, 

 Stems and leaves that are separated when the flower is trimmed, (either by hand or by machine),  
 Any medical marijuana plants that have suffered a deviation from our Standard Operating 

Procedures and which may be ineffective medicine for our patients, or which may cause harm to 
our patients. 

 Any medical marijuana products that have been recalled, or returned to the Cultivation Facility. 
These products will be destroyed once all investigations, (either by the state of Ohio, or an 
internal investigation), have been completed. 

 Plants that have been contaminated by pests, mold or other contaminants that could potentially 
harm patients, 

 
Green waste is created at several different stages during cultivation and processing. It will be weighed 
and logged at four points:   

 when plants are pruned during the cultivation phase,  
 during a harvest,  
 during the destemming phase,  
 when flower is trimmed, 

 
At each point, the waste will be weighed with a certified, calibrated scale, logged in a waste log, and 
then the inventory weights will be adjusted within the inventory tracking system. Before it can be 
weighed, all green waste is grouped by license and strain, so as to maintain batch consistency. Once all 
weights are recorded in our electronic tracking software, the material is placed in designated green waste 
bins. These bins will be labeled and placed conspicuously on the premises. These bins will only ever be 
kept in Secure, or Limited Access areas within the facility and will never be kept outside. All employees 
will be made to understand that these bins are solely for green waste, and not for any other type of waste 
or trash.  
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When a sufficient quantity of green waste is collected, it will be taken outside, and run through a 
mulcher along with used and depleted soil. The soil will come from our own cultivation of medical 
marijuana. The mulcher will grind the plant matter while simultaneously stirring it into the soil so that 
the resulting mixtures is unidentifiable as medical marijuana. Ohio regulations and industry standards 
both demand that the resulting mixture must be less than 50% green waste, (Ohio Admin. Code 3796:2-
2-03(B). Mixing green waste will only ever be done by a Type 1 Key Employee, in compliance with 
Ohio Admin. Code 3796:2-2-03(C).  
 
After green waste has been combined and ground with soil, it will left on our property, outside the 
facility in a locking dumpster. This should have absolutely no value to potential thieves, which is why 
we feel comfortable leaving it outside on our secured, and gated facility. However, we will also have 
lights and a security camera that is capable of recording anyone trying to break into the dumpster. 
From that point the mixture will be used as compost. We will hire a service contractor that is capable of 
removing the green waste from our property and incorporating it into other compost materials.  
 
Waste Water 
Currently, we are estimating that we will use one liter of water, per plant, per week. This assumes three 
feedings per day, which is quite high, and takes into account the waste water that will be generated by . 
In order to be sure that our sewer and water removal system can handle the burden we are purposefully 
estimating a higher-than-likely water usage. The water usage estimate corresponds with an 11% runoff 
average, meaning that 11% of the water runoff will contain pesticides and nutrients. This is in line with 
the industry standard, which is 10% runoff. We will treat and dispose of the wastewater generated from 
the growing and processing of medical marijuana in accordance with applicable laws and regulations.  
 
Rinsante is the term that describes pesticides that have been diluted with water. Foliars, sprayers, and 
empty containers will all need to be rinsed before they can be reused or disposed of. Due to the potent 
nature of the chemicals that we work with, containers must be rinsed in such a way, so that the resulting 
mixture does not go down a drain. When an item needs to be cleaned, the technician will rinse it with 
water, while swishing the water in the container. When rinsed, the water in the container will be dumped 
into a Rinsate Barrel, that is set aside and labeled for this purpose. We will contract with a service 
provider who will remove the waste water and dispose of it safely. 
 
Recycling 
The company will have full recycling on-site. Items that can be recycled include thoroughly rinsed 
nutrient containers, broken or unusable pots, broken or unusable plastic buckets, as well as every-day 
items such as drink bottles. Employees will be encouraged to recycle anything that can be recycled. 
 
Trash 
Like any business, we anticipate generating a certain amount of waste. Trash bins will be placed 
throughout the facility, and are for general refuse only. For example, used food containers that cannot be 
recycled, soiled rubber gloves, used face masks, broken or soiled eye protection, soiled or discarded 
booties.  
 
 
Part V: Adverse Events and Recall Procedures 
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If there is any event that triggers a recall, we can trace plants all the way to finished goods or trace 
backwards from a dispensary’s point of sale system, to the batch numbers, to individual plants. If there 
is a recall, product returned to the processing facility will be stored in vacuum-sealed bags and 
quarantined away from other plant materials and other products. The inventory will be entered back into 
finished goods inventory with a location as quarantined and the electronic tracking system will note 
these finished goods as returned by recall. After all investigations are completed, the material will be 
destroyed so that it is beyond recovery or returned to regular inventory for sale if it is discovered to be 
safe.  
 
The result of an investigation may indicate that changes are needed in processes, SOPs, employee 
training, or in a vendor, supplier, or product. Whatever the case, a swift and thorough response will be 
made to the findings to ensure any problems are corrected. All activities will be reported to the 
Department of Health.   
 
Should a serious event occur to a patient, (such as a severe allergic reaction), that triggers a recall, we 
will cooperate in all possible ways to ensure testing of the batch or product to determine if there are any 
contaminants.  If it is discovered, for example, that the patient is allergic to medical marijuana and there 
is no contaminant present, this is an example of when we would place any unopened product from the 
batch back into the finished goods inventory for sale.   
 
When a patient purchases product at a dispensary, the same batch number is printed on the product label 
and again on the receipt. (For more information about our packaging and labeling procedures, please see 
Section 13 of this application.) If a contaminant is discovered, our inventory management data includes 
the physical location of the plant, which nutrients were used, if any pest management solutions were 
used and which ones, which room was used to store the flower and what employees were involved in 
handling, processing, packaging and labeling. We will conduct inspections and testing for the 
contaminant to locate the source of the problem as quickly as possible so that if a larger recall is 
necessary we can conduct that to minimize or eliminate any health risk to additional patients. When 
dispensaries, processors, and growers work cooperatively during a recall it is possible to identify each 
individual patient and his/her physician in a very short time.   
 
We will document any and all complaints made about the finished goods that we produce and distribute. 
If a complaint implicates the health or wellbeing of Ohio` patients, we will quickly investigate by 
identifying the batch that generated the complaint. The inventory tracking system can confirm whether 
that batch received a positive certificate of analysis from our laboratory service provider.  We will retain 
batch samples in five gram increments in a secure room for up to a year after the expiration date, which 
will enable us to conduct a retest. 
 
If a batch of our product is retested and it fails to meet specifications, we can easily identify and notify 
all the patients who purchased from that batch.  Our compliance department would craft our recall 
notification indicating the batch impacted and the reasons behind the recall.   
 
In the event that a living plant or plants need to be removed from the cultivation area, each plant would 
be scanned and removed from inventory and then disposed of in accordance with our green waste 
procedures. 
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Part VI: Record Keeping and Regulatory Compliance  
In addition to having personnel dedicated to the growing and processing of medical marijuana our 
company will also employ the skills and expertise to manage business operations responsibly and 
compliantly. Every small business has a requirement to keep good records, and cannabis businesses are 
no exception. In fact, because the cannabis industry is a highly regulated industry that works with 
controlled substances, public safety, and cash, it requires special attention to recordkeeping and process 
maturity. Within our operation, the Chief Compliance Officer is responsible for storing and managing all 
records. 
 
According to the Association of Records Managers and Administrators (ARMA), a business record is a 
hard copy or digital document that records any business dealing. Not only must the record be accurate 
and easily retrieved, the processes surrounding its creation and retrieval must be understood by 
employees, customers, and those who oversee compliance to consistently deliver a full and accurate 
record. 
 
The collection of data and records has exploded over the last decade making it critical for businesses to 
have a plan at the onset for how they will manage records. The cost of taking inventory of records in 
order to properly categorize them several years later is cost prohibitive, so it stands to reason that we 
would want to begin with good record management practices. 
 
The Chief Compliance Officer will be responsible for ensuring that the records management plan 
supports compliance. Additionally, the Chief Compliance Officer will review and approve of all SOPs 
or revisions thereof so that she has firsthand knowledge of any operating procedure that has impact to 
records or compliance reports. 
 
The size of the operation does not support having a full time, certified Records Manager, however we 
will provide membership to the local chapter of ARMA and support several employees attending 
monthly meetings and conferences so that records management best practices and knowledge continue 
to grow within the organization. 
 
The following chart is an initial list of records that will be kept and the department that is responsible for 
keeping and managing them.  
 
Record Name 
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Business Articles           x 
Licenses and permits           x 
Assets           x 
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Lease Agreements           x 
Contracts           x 
Purchase Orders or Expense 
Receipts 

          x 

Insurance Policies           x 
Income Statement           x 
Payroll           x 
Affirmative Action Plan           x 
Affirmative Recruiting Plan           x 
Annual Affirmative Action Report           x 
Promotions, transfers, 
terminations 

          x 

Annual Diversity Goals & 
Activities 

          x 

Public Announcements of 
Vacancies 

          x 

Applications (including AAP 
Data) 

          x 

Employment testing results           x 
Job Descriptions           
Performance Evaluations           
Offers for employment           x 
Notes from Interviews & selection           x 
Background checks            x 
Requests for Proposals            x 
RFP responses           x 
Training Records           x 
Employment policies & 
procedures 

          x 

Vendor and Supplier Records           
Product records: pesticides, 
fungicides, herbicides, etc  

          x 

Processes and procedures for the 
use of pesticides, fungicides, 
herbicides 

          x 

Shipping Manifests           x 
Sales Receipts           x 
Quarterly Tax records           x 
Policies           
Visitor Logs            x 
Customer Records           x 
Customer Delivery by Location           x 
Cultivation Environment Data           x 
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Cultivation logs; detecting pests, 
detecting pathogens, and measures 
taken if detected.  

          x 

Cultivation logs: the use of 
nutrients, fertilizers, additives.  

          x 

Video Surveillance            x 
Contamination protocols           x 
Security Protocols           x 
Cleaning & sanitation of 
equipment 

          x 

Equipment maintenance            x 
Quality Control           x 
Inventory reporting procedures           x 
Inventory discrepancy 
investigations 

          x 

Inventory Recall Plan            x 
Daily backups for inventory, 
labels, and all electronic records 

          x 

Electronic Inventory  and 
Tracking Data 

          x 

Security & Surveillance            x 
Security & Surveillance 
Maintenance 

          X 

Security & Surveillance Testing             x 
           

 
Records Retention 
A records retention schedule will be established for each type of record as part of becoming operational 
and this will be accomplished by consulting each regulation and requirement to see if any record has a 
shorter retention period. Ohio Admin. Code 3796:2-2-08(A) require that we retain most types of records. 
We will also have record retention schedules for the records produced by each business activity or 
standard operating procedure, (for example, resumes and applications from job applicants). This will 
also prepare the company to equip employees with records management job aides for consistent record 
retention and record maintenance behavior across shifts and different segments of the operation.   
 
Records will not be kept longer than required. Ohio Admin. Code 3796:2-2-08(A) requires that we 
retain most types of records for five years. It’s a generally accepted best practice in all industries to 
eliminate records that are not required as a proactive step to reduce the expense of storage, employee 
time to dig through outdated records, and the cost of producing discoverable records.   
 
That said, even though the retention schedule is five years, if a specific strain was started from seed and 
we are still producing clones from the original strain, we will retain relevant records for the strain as 
long as the strain is being cultivated.    
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Vendors and Records Management 
The company takes responsibility for record keeping compliance in all areas of the operation including 
those areas of the operation that are managed by vendors. The ability to meet this requirement will be 
used as criteria for selecting a security and surveillance vendor. The vendor’s capability will be 
documented into the vendor agreement and a standard operating procedure (SOP) will be developed 
regarding the work flow between our company and the security vendor in order to ensure our readiness 
to comply from the first day of operation.  
 
Employee Training Regarding Business Records and Compliance 
All employees who have responsibility for creating, handling, or maintaining records will receive 
training and job aides regarding the procedures they need to follow. A general summary of records is 
included in the table above as a demonstration of our understanding that records consist of many 
different types of documents and data and are important for many different areas of compliance from 
inventory to taxation. 
 
All new employees, as part of employee orientation, will receive a document to sign informing them of 
their responsibility to comply with record management and record retention schedules. All employees 
will be provided general training about what is considered a record, where to look to determine the 
retention schedule for different types of records, and who to ask when there are questions. Each 
employee who produces an official record needed for any area of compliance or who maintains any 
portion of an official record as part of his or her job will be provided training regarding the importance 
of accurate recordkeeping and proper retention. 
 
Equipment Maintenance 
We will have checklists for every room in our facility (ie., clone room, veg room, flower room, cure 
room) which includes cleaning and maintenance tasks. Each day, employees responsible for those rooms 
note their progress on provided checklists confirming that tasks were completed and cultivation 
management reviews them to ensure compliance. Tasks include items such as cleaning equipment and 
tools daily, cleaning fans and ventilation ducts periodically and cleaning rooms after harvest. 
Maintenance tasks will include ensuring that equipment such as dehumidifiers, fans, lights, thermostats, 
and humidistats are kept in working order.  
 
The Chief Compliance Officer is in charge of keeping maintenance logs for all equipment. She will use 
an online system which tracks maintenance requests, the date the tasks were completed and any issues 
experienced. Reports are created detailing maintenance history on any piece of equipment or areas 
requiring it. Some equipment such as scales, and all of the high-tech instruments in the processing room 
will require periodic calibration. We will keep a log of all calibrations; the Chief Compliance Officer is 
responsible for making sure that this log is kept current.  
 
Disaster Recovery 
Our records management plan includes a plan for disaster recovery. The disaster recovery plan will 
include the procedures for frequency and type of back up for electronic data and, the storage of these 
backups at a second physical location. Electronic systems that track cultivation activities and inventory 
movement will automatically back-up at frequent intervals throughout the day and the backup will be 
copied to a second location; either cloud or a storage tower at a different physical location. Paper records 
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that are needed to demonstrate compliance but are not needed for daily operation will be stored at an off-
site secure facility until their date of destruction. One example of paper records would be the job posting 
and applicant information for a position that has been filled. Other paper records such as documents 
signed by customers to accept shipments will be scanned to folders that have back up schedules to serve 
as disaster recovery files.   
 
The Destruction of Records 
Records will never be destroyed, even if they are labeled and dated for destruction, without first 
receiving the approval of the Chief Compliance Officer. This policy applies to electronic as well as 
paper records and ensures that records under legal hold or that have extended value due to changes are 
not destroyed by accident or intention. Safe guards will be placed on employee desk tops to ensure that 
employees do not have the capacity to erroneously or intentionally destroy electronic records that are 
necessary for operation or compliance.  This includes the destruction of email or documents that are 
stored on desk top computers or shared drives.  
 
Sample Audits 
It will be the responsibility of the Chief Compliance Officer and the manager of operations to plan 
routine sample audits to ensure employees understand how to comply with all  aspects of the records 
management plan, policies, and procedures.  When any sample audit discovers an area of non-
compliance, the Chief Compliance Officer will conduct a larger sample and take the necessary steps to 
train employees and make corrections. 
 
Individual Records Management Plans  
Individual Records Management Plans will be created for each of the following areas. The business 
operation may decide on a “Shared Services” model where accounting & finance, Human Resources, 
and Information Technology work under one leader to achieve business success, however, record 
keeping best practices still view these areas separately so we plan to align our Records Management 
Plans to these specific areas.  There are areas of overlap such as employee background checks which 
could be considered an HR record or a Government Compliance Record.  As a business operation we 
will work to eliminate redundancy between the Records Management Plans and identify an owner for 
each record type which is a recommended practice by ARMA. 
 
Accounting & Finance 
The records management plan for accounting and finance (compliant with Ohio Admin. Code 3796:2-2-
08(A)(2), and Ohio Admin. Code 3796:2-2-04(C)), includes the following: 

 All records that detail the cost of goods sold (COGS) including supplies necessary for growing, 
labeling, testing, packaging and transporting medical marijuana to dispensaries. 

 All records pertaining to cash transactions. While marijuana related businesses generally choose 
to do business in cash because of the lack of payment processing options available to them,  the 
Business must create and maintain accurate reports of cash transactions, including sales, 
employee wages, and vendor payments. For payments over $10,000, reporting is required by the 
IRS. Businesses receiving more than $10,000 in cash from a single buyer as a result of one 
transaction or two or more related transactions, must report these earnings via Form 8300, Report 
of Cash Payments Over $10,000 Received in a Trade or Business. Copies of the filed forms 
should be maintained for 5 years. The IRS also requires that you deliver a statement to the 
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customer who made the payment by January 31st of the following fiscal year, which details the 
total amount of cash your business received within a 12-month period. 

 All records to comply with the Internal Revenue Code Section 280E which is concerned with the 
taxation of illegal income.   

 The chart of accounts and book keeping records. 
 Invoices and receipts. The paper trail that illustrates expenditures and sales is important to meet 

the requirements of the IRS and the Commonwealth.  Invoices and receipts will have a 
designated area for electronic storage and if received in hard copy will be scanned.    

 
HR/ Affirmative Action/Diversity 
The records management plan for HR/Affirmative Action/Diversity includes the following:  

 Human Resources records management: employee information including social security numbers 
and information which must be kept secure due to HIPPA regulations and the personal safety of 
employees. It also includes performance reviews, salary information, disciplinary activity, and 
keeps a record of necessary certifications and licenses that are required to retain positions such as 
CDL licenses or lab technician certifications. 

 Affirmative Action records management includes record of recruitment, where and how 
recruitment was conducted, the response that were received, which individuals were interviewed 
and who was hired. Affirmative Action records also include pre-hire employment testing data 
and how applicant’s learned of open positions.  These records must be maintained so that the 
Affirmative Action Officer can analyze the result and work toward the continuous improvement 
of reaching a diverse pool of employees as well as for completing the annual Affirmative Action 
report to the Pennsylvania Department of Health. 

 Additional records that need to be included in the HR Records Management Plan are the records 
of progress against the diversity plan, the employee handbook provided to new employees, 
employee benefits, job descriptions and qualifications (knowledge, skills, and experience 
required for each position), records regarding the distribution of incentives and rewards, and 
record of employee available benefits such as paid sick time or vacation time. 

 
Government Compliance 
The records management plan for Government Compliance includes the following: 

 Management of the information that was required for and attached to the application for License 
submitted to the State of Pennsylvania.  This includes the criminal history and fingerprints for 
the principals, financial backers, operators and employees.   

 Management of records that provide proof of an adequate amount of comprehensive liability 
insurance that covers the medical marijuana organization’s activities authorized by permit.   

 Management of Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) in the following areas: sanitation, 
equipment maintenance, cultivation environmental tracking (including the use of pesticides and 
nutrients), labeling, security, transport manifests, inventory control tracking requirements, 
disposal of medical marijuana, product recalls, and the identification and management of plant 
problems or disease including quarantine. 

 A plan that identifies where the reports and data exist within the organization to confirm SOP 
compliance; a map from the compliance requirement to the document, report, procedure, or data 
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so that compliance reporting requirements can be easily met and internal compliance with SOPs 
can be easily reviewed. 

 
Cultivation Operations 
The records management plan for Cultivation Operations must explicitly link the data from cultivation 
to the specific plants being cultivated and tracked by the electronic inventory control system. We will 
contract with Nanolux’s Cloud Control System, to install a system which will monitor, record and 
regulate temperature, humidity, ventilation, CO , pH and nutrient control, water drips and lighting. At 
the heart of the system is a software program which allows us to specify all of the parameters in each 
flower room. It controls all of the selected functions through wireless modem communication. The 
process includes installing sensors with each thermostat, humidistat, ventilation duct, fan, and lighting 
control panel.  The service provider will constantly monitor the integrated system remotely, and will 
notify us if any of the components behave outside of agreed upon parameters. Maintaining adequate 
records about our cultivation processes is good business practice and complies with Ohio Admin. Code 
3796:2-2-08(A)(7). 
 
The records management plan for Cultivation Operations includes the following: 

 Records that link clones to seeds, and links cultivation data to specific plants including the record 
of nutrients, pest control, environmental factors such as humidity and temperature, and the video 
surveillance footage from the cultivation areas which is also a verification of employee activity 
including the use of proper protective gear, correct disposal, correct inspection, and correct 
application of nutrients during the cultivation of medical marijuana.   

 Records that describe which nutrients, pesticides, or fertilizers were applied to which plants, 
when it occurred, and by which employee. 

 Management of Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) in the following areas: cultivation 
environment including lighting, humidity, and temperature; plant inspection and inspection 
reporting, how to use and properly record the use of pesticides and nutrients, how to identify 
plant problems or disease including how to quarantine and what records need to be created for 
these activities. 

 
Inventory and Recalls 
Maintaining inventory records complies with Ohio Admin. Code 3796:2-2-08(A)(6). A product recall 
puts people and brands at risk and can have devastating consequences on a company’s reputation, as 
well as the bottom line. We have demanding standards that will be met by our cultivation and processing 
teams and we hope to avoid a recall for the life of our business. Nevertheless, we have a strong 
commitment to proper planning and having the correct systems in place so that a recall event can be 
effectively managed to mitigate the risks to public safety and brand damage. A primary component of 
our plan is the use of robust electronic inventory control software that will be prescribed by the state of 
Ohio. This includes obtaining or creating the training necessary to ensure proper and consistent use of 
the software by employees. 
 
The records management plan for Inventory and Recalls includes the following: 

 The use of an electronic inventory control system that tracks each plant from seed through 
processing and provides information within manifests and labels that make managing a recall 
possible.   
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 Linking cultivation data to specific plants so the use of approved pesticides and additives can 
also be used to define a recall should there be any instance where a recalled product has been 
used in our cultivation operation.    

 Linking shipping manifests to specific plants so that it is possible to determine what customers 
are affected by a recall.   

 Management of Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for how to conduct a recall for medical 
marijuana products and how to partner with customer dispensaries to conduct outreach to the 
public or medical marijuana users for recalls if necessary. 

 Working with the compliance officer to periodically conduct a mock recall or walk through of all 
the processes and procedures and ensure each employee understands his or her role and where to 
find critical information. 

 Management of the records that define and verify backup and recovery protocols for the 
electronic inventory control software.  

 
Security and Safety 
An evaluation of the facility will be conducted to create a comprehensive plan for both safety and 
security that includes parking lots, employee entry, the use of vaults, safes, and secure rooms, and 
proper safety equipment.  The plans, testing, implementation, and maintenance of all security equipment 
and protocols will be documented and have a records management plan.    
 
The records management plan for Security and Safety, compliant with Ohio Admin. Code 3796:2-2-
08(A)(5), will include: 
 

 The creation and management of a quick reference guide and cross reference map from each 
security and safety compliance requirement to a document or record within the operation. In 
some instances, the hyperlink or reference will be to a third party contract and other times to a 
folder or SOP. The use of the cross reference map is primarily to eliminate redundancy in record 
keeping and to ensure the Security Officer has visibility to all documents and individuals within 
the operation who have assigned responsibility for security related records.   Security records 
include background checks, information captured by video (tapes or digital format) which must 
be retained a minimum of 4 years, map of surveillance cameras, record of installation and 
inspection of locks, silent alarms, and other security devices, as well as, any document where a 
member of the security team is required to sign as witness to a procedure and any SOP regarding 
the safeguarding of the Company employees, property, or product.   

 The Director of Security will be responsible for the accuracy and completeness of all security 
operating procedures and records. This includes the records that document investigations into 
any discrepancy in product inventory or cash.    

 Records will be scanned or created electronically so they can be stored in a secure folder and 
included in system backups and disaster recovery protocols.    

 
Training and Education 
Training and education will be recorded as part of each employee’s personnel record which is under the 
responsibility of Human Resources.  Record of licenses, certifications, or education that is required for 
employment will be verified as part of the hiring process and the official transcript or verification will be 
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part of the employee personnel file. When employees are required to maintain certifications or licenses 
as a condition of continued employment, all record of courses and continuing education that contributes 
to the license or certification will also be kept within the personnel file by Human Resources. 
 
The records management plan for Training and Education includes the following: 

 Human Resources will be the official depository of all training and education records.   
 Supervisors and Managers will track on the job training against SOPs using excel spread sheets 

and provide reports of all training and education activities to HR. 
 State mandatory training will be tracked by Human Resources and attendance verified by Human 

Resources as a condition of continued employment. 
 Security and safety training provided by the Chief Security Officer will be tracked by the Chief 

Security Officer in excel sheets and reported to the Chief Compliance Officer. 
 Records of who received financial support for training and education including memberships to 

professional organizations and attendance at conferences will be tracked for affirmative action 
including dollars and opportunity by race, age, sexual orientation, and disability.  
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Part I: Surveillance Technology and Physical Security 
Our Chief Operations Officer is a navy veteran, who was attached to a SEAL team before he was injured 
during an exercise in Haiti. He has experience managing security equipment and security professionals. 
We are happy to have him as a member of our team because he is better able than most to implement 
and monitor our security policies and procedures. 
 
A comprehensive security plan is an integral part of any compliant marijuana cultivation operation. The 
medicine we produce is highly valuable on the black market and that makes our business a target in the 
eyes of criminals. In order to prevent diversion, protect the safety of our employees, as well as our 
investment, we have developed an ironclad security system with a number of built-in redundancies.  
 
Maintaining a safe and secure cultivation facility is accomplished with a three prong approach: 
Surveillance, Training, and Access. First, we must adequately surveil the facility with a combination of 
recording and alarm systems. We must also limit access to the facility to employees, deliveries, and 
approved visitors. The last prong is training: all employees must be appropriately trained to handle a 
sudden, adverse event, as well as daily security precautions. This is done via a deluxe database of SOPs. 
 
The Chief Operations Officer is responsible for implementing the policies in this plan into practices. 
 
We will select a security contractor and we will work with them to create a comprehensive security 
system that includes adequate lighting, recording, and alarm functions once the department publishes a 
list of approved vendors, (in compliance with Ohio Admin. Code 3796:2-2-05(A)(3). All systems will 
be inspected and tested at least once a year by the qualified vendor. The following paragraphs provide a 
general overview of the services they will provide for our facility.  
 
Lighting 
We will ensure that every area of the cultivation facility is properly lit, inside and out, in compliance 
with Ohio Admin. Code 3796:2-205(A)(6). Except for storage and restroom areas, lights will be kept on 
continuously during business hours. It is a good safety practice to ensure that employees can always see 
the areas around them in order to prevent accidents and injuries. We will use widely-distributed low-
intensity lighting because high-density lighting can create blind spots for security cameras and 
personnel. Lighting will be installed in a manner that makes it difficult to tamper with (suspending lights 
from tall poles, or attaching it to the roof of the building), and will be installed with a backup power 
supply so that security lights will stay on if power is lost. 
 
Video Surveillance and Recording System 
Our management company operates over 160,000 square feet of cultivation space, broken up into 
several facilities. We are drawing from their considerable experience in order to make our facility as 
safe and secure as possible. The professionally monitored, video surveillance system we intend to use 
will employ motion-activated cameras as required by Ohio Admin. Code 3796:2-2-05(B)(1). We intend 
to use cameras capable of delivering 9600 DPI video with an image resolution of at least D1, in 
compliance with Ohio Admin. Code 3796:2-2-05(B)(4)(d), and Ohio Admin. Code 3796:2-2-
05(B)(4)(h). 
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The recordings will be kept off-site at the headquarters of our Security Contractor. Off-site storage 
makes the retention of evidence almost full-proof, in the event of a theft or robbery. Authorized 
personnel, law enforcement, and the department can watch recordings in real time, (as required by Ohio 
Admin. Code 3796:2-2-05(B)(4)(a)), or access previous recordings through the DVR which will remain 
on-site. We will also be able to access real time or past video recordings offsite at our corporate 
headquarters. Our Chief Operations Officer has the ability to install software so that select managers and 
executives can view recordings from their laptops and even from their smartphones. All recordings will 
be maintained on our servers located at the Security Contractor’s corporate headquarters for a minimum 
of forty-five days, in compliance with Ohio Admin. Code 3796:2-2-05(B)(5). Our surveillance system 
will provide date and time stamps which will be clearly visible on every recorded frame. Our Chief 
Operations Officer will be responsible for granting access to select, approved managers and key 
executives. Those individuals authorized to access video surveillance will have their IDs and passwords 
captured each time they access video surveillance. When employees authorized to access video 
surveillance leave the company, their access credentials will be removed within twelve hours.   
 
Cameras will be set up to record all areas of the facility, and acquire multiple views of the same areas. 
Specifically, we will record all of the following: 

 All entrances and exits to the facility (recorded from points both within and without the facility) 
 All rooms with exterior walls 
 All limited access areas 
 All rooms used for storage, (including any rooms that contain a safe) 
 The date and time, which will be synchronized correctly and not obscure the captured images 

 
The cameras used will: 

 Be able to operate under the lighting circumstances typically found in the recorded area, 
(cameras installed outdoors shall be day/night cameras with a minimum resolution of D1 

 Be able to record a clear, color, still photograph in a digital format  
 Have auxiliary power to maintain operation for 48 hours following a power outage.  

 
The security alarm system with motion sensors will contain a NVR (network video recorder), capable of 
storing images for a minimum of forty-five days. The system will be fully integrated into a single 
platform which will manage both the access control and the surveillance equipment.  All cameras will be 
monitored locally by the Security Contractor and recorded on a constant, continuous schedule. The 
images will be stored on site, in a limited access room. This room will have an alarm system that is 
separate from the site’s primary security system.  
 
Video recordings will be archived in a format that ensures authentication of the recording. Exported 
video shall also have the ability to be saved in an industry standard format playable on a standard 
computer system. The Security Contractor will have a list of people, and their contact information with 
whom the stored recordings can be shared.  
 
In the event of a security incident, the Chief Operations Officer will create a copy of any video 
surveillance recording requested and place it on a jump drive so that police or governmental agencies 
can easily access it upon request. If the Department makes a request for any records, that will be 
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supplied to them within two days. Our management company is accustomed to meeting the needs of law 
enforcement and inspectors in this regard, and we will use that experience in the state of Ohio. 
 
Security Alarm System 
A security alarm system (Bosch, Honeywell, DSC, 2 Gig or equivalent) will provide protection against 
burglary, fire, and emergencies. Intrusion detectors will always be active and an alarm will sound in the 
event that a breach is detected. The system will require a security code to perform various functions. 
Agents will be assigned unique codes with different authority levels. Agents will memorize a duress 
code; in the event that an intruder instructs an agent to disarm the system, the code will set off a silent 
alarm and notify local law enforcement. This should meet the requirements for a silent alarm as set out 
by Ohio Admin. Code 3796:2-2-05(B)(6). 
 
The system includes a GSMx4G cellular antenna which provides a backup mechanism for 
communicating an alarm using 4G technology if an intruder cuts the phone line. Motion detection 
sensors will be installed strategically throughout the facility and around its perimeter. Sensors will be 
placed at all exterior doors and windows. The system-sensing devices will be assigned to various zones, 
or specific areas of protection. When a system alarm is triggered, the keypad sounds and displays the 
zone or zones causing the alarm. For most alarms, the external enunciator will also sound. All external 
and internal restricted area doors will be equipped with sirens and strobes. The system will notify local 
law enforcement. The system will monitor all entry points. 
 
The security systems we intend to use at our cultivation facility will specifically cover all entry points 
and portals. Open/close sensors will be placed on every door whether it is an entry to the building or an 
entry into an internal secure room. Loading docks will have locks and sensors on their doors. The 
facility we intend to use is ideal because it has no windows, which would be additional points we would 
have to secure. 
 
Our management company has cultivation facilities that currently contract with a fully insured and state 
licensed third party security company, ETG Systems, which provides custom designed burglar 
alarm/camera capabilities.  The system can be accessed and monitored remotely using smartphones and 
tablets, and is fully compliant with state regulations related to the security of marijuana cultivation 
facilities. We intend to identify and use a similar service in the state of Ohio.  
 
In addition to burglar alarms, we will utilize sensors throughout the building and ductwork to ensure 
immediate detection of smoke and fire.  
 
All security and surveillance systems will be required to detect power loss. If a power loss occurs after-
hours, the Security Contractor will immediately notify the Chief Operations Officer. At that time, back-
up power sources, including battery systems capable of providing power for a minimum of 48 hours, 
will be incorporated.  
 
Our security system will incorporate several panic devices throughout the facility. The most logical 
locations will be by the main entrance, by the back entrance, in the cure room, and in the packaging 
room where finished product is kept prior to delivery to a dispensary. However, we will obtain a 
comprehensive security audit from our contractor who will advise us of the recommended placement of 
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panic devices. Employees will be trained on the emergency situations which might warrant using such 
devices. The devices will be placed to give employees time to safely activate a panic alarm in the event 
of an emergency. The panic buttons are tied into the alarm system with a direct notification to the 
monitoring company and law enforcement. The panic alarms will be programmed to send a silent duress 
signal different than a standard alarm signal to identify that the facility and/or staff are under duress and 
there is an immediate threat. In addition to the hard wired panic buttons the applicant will provide 
wireless panic devices that can be administered to staff that can be activated should they not be able to 
reach a static panic device. 
 
All records stored on-site will be secured in a keypad controlled room, accessible only by C-level 
individuals. This room will be equipped with a second, independent security system. We use an 
inventory tracking system for production data and records. This system and its records are created and 
stored on a separate server which is backed up hourly at an off-site location. This system may be 
accessed remotely, and in the event of a power outage at the Cultivation Facility we will still be able to 
secure and access our records. In the event that a computer is stolen, criminals will be prevented from 
accessing the system without a registered ID and password. 
 
Finally, we will ensure that a separate security system monitors and protects the packaging room at our 
Grow Facility. Given our anticipated business processes, including the quantity of flower intended to be 
processed and distributed weekly, a normal sized safe or cabinet would be inadequate. As such, we will 
create a “safe room,” accessible only by authorized personnel, where all finished marijuana is stored 
prior to sale. Those personnel include the Chief Operations Officer, the the Chief Executive Officer and 
the Chief Compliance Officer.  
 
In the event that the security system has to be taken offline for repairs or maintenance, the Director of 
Security will notify the local police department as well as the Ohio Medical Marijuana Control Program, 
at least 72 hours in advance.  
 
TRAINING 
We have extensive Standard Operating Procedures, including about a dozen that fall under the subject of 
security. Employees are trained on these SOPs, and they will be expected to pass tests before being 
allowed to work in our facility. During our ramp-up phase, we intend to train new employees in a class-
room type setting. In addition, we employ a mentorship program to ensure experienced personnel will be 
monitoring less experienced employees, and we will have checklists to ensure consistent and accurate 
compliance.   
 
Security has its own section within the training manual. This section covers processes such as 
maintaining the security system, using codes to access and exit the facility, and when to raise distress (or 
“panic”), alarms. Our management company has a robust security system at their cultivation facility, and 
we intend to directly follow that model. Each access code will be used by only one individual so that we 
can track who is accessing the security system. Individuals will not be allowed to use a colleague’s 
access code. 
 
If a security alarm is tripped, the Security Contractor will notify the Chief Operations Officer. He will 
then conduct a quick investigation to determine if employees should be at the premises and whether they 
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might have accidentally tripped the alarm.  If it is a false alarm, he will notify the Security Contractor 
and have the alarm turned off.  If this is not the case, the security manager will immediately call the 
police.  
 
As part of our comprehensive training regimen, employees will be trained to be observant of activity in 
our parking lot and entrances. If activity outside the building arouses suspicion, any employee is 
encouraged to notify the Chief Operations Officer who will then investigate and call the police, if it is 
warranted.  
 
If an armed robbery occurs during business hours, employees are trained to comply with the 
perpetrator’s demands. We believe our employees’ safety and well-being are paramount and recommend 
a zero resistance policy. Our employees are taught to stay calm, do whatever is asked, and focus on 
being a good witness rather than a hero. Once the incident is over, the facility manager will notify the 
police and all employees will be expected to cooperate fully with the investigation.  Our Director of 
Security will obtain the police report and in conjunction with our compliance department, will submit a 
report detailing the event to the Ohio Medical Marijuana Control Program within 72 hours of the event. 
These reports will be retained as part of our record keeping process. 
 
If an employee causes a security breach, it is grounds for disciplinary action and it may be grounds for 
immediate termination depending on the severity and circumstances of the breach.  
 
Specific Safety Procedures 
We have extensive Standard Operating Procedures and an employee training manual that is 
approximately 200 pages and 25,000 words. Part of this extensive training focuses on safety procedures, 
including responding to threatening events including armed robbery, invasions, burglaries, and other 
possible criminal incidents. 
 
When to Contact Law Enforcement 
An employee should never hesitate to contact law enforcement when the alarm or surveillance systems 
go down. Law enforcement should also be contacted if there is an unauthorized entry, or any other 
situation where an employee legitimately fears loss of life or property. 
 
Medical Emergency 
Various types of medical emergencies employees may encounter are addressed in our employee training 
sessions.  Understanding that on the ground employees are the eyes, ears, and hands most likely to 
initially address an emergency situation, we have created specific emergency protocols.  We will train 
employees to gauge any emergency situation, and if safe, to provide immediate support and assistance. 
That said, we specifically direct employees to refrain from any action that may imperil them or 
exacerbate the emergency situation.   
 
In the case of a medical emergency, the employee will be stabilized and the Facility Manager notified 
immediately.  In the case of hospitalization, an ambulance will be called to provide support and the 
facility manager will submit a claim to our Worker’s Compensation service provider.  In cases where an 
ambulance is not required, the facility manager will submit a claim to our Worker’s Compensation 
service provider and the employee will be directed to a provider clinic for support.  Employees will be 
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expected to attend follow up consultations and provide documentation to their facility manager.  
Employees will not be allowed to return to work unless the Worker’s Compensation service provider 
provides approval. We anticipate adding a defibrillator to our facility in the event of a heart attack or 
other medical emergency requiring its use.   
 
Fire 
Every employee will be required to take an active role in the prevention of fires. Employees must 
observe all OSHA safety requirements and regulations regarding fire safety. Access to fire doors, fire 
exits, and fire extinguishers must remain unobstructed. All employees must comply completely during 
periodic fire inspections by the local municipality. Should a fire occur at the cultivation facility, the 
Chief Operations Officer is trained on proper response and remediation techniques, always taking into 
account employee safety first. Once safe to do so, the Chief Compliance Officer will create a safety 
report detailing the cause and any damages incurred and will submit the report to the Security 
Contractor.  These reports will be retained at our corporate headquarters and made available for 
inspection if required.  The Security Contractor will then be responsible for ensuring that the cause of 
the fire is addressed and rectified at the facility. Additionally, we will comply with all local fire codes, 
OSHA standards, and any other regulation affecting a commercial activity. 
 
Chemical Spill 
Every employee will also be required to take an active role in the prevention of chemical spills.  
Employees must observe all OSHA safety requirements and regulations. Chemicals used during the 
cultivation lifecycle will be well labeled and segregated in a safe storage area. Select employees will be 
trained on the use and handling of these chemicals in compliance with federal and state agricultural 
guidelines. As our management company has done, we will have Department of Agriculture-sponsored 
training sessions for all employees in the Cultivation Facility detailing proper chemical handling and 
use, appropriate personal protective equipment and application best practices.  In addition, safety 
precautions will be taken to ensure the safety of employees using chemicals or any kind.  Spill kits with 
instructions, absorbents, reactants, and protective equipment will be made available to clean up minor 
spills of commonly used chemicals. Employees will be expected to alert people in the immediate area of 
the spill.  If spilled material is flammable, they must turn off ignition and heat sources. Employees will 
be required to wear personal protective equipment, (also known as PPE), including safety goggles, 
gloves and surgical masks to avoid breathing vapors from the spill, all of which will be easily accessible 
from various stations within the facility. Employees should confine spills to as small of an area as 
possible. Employees should not wash spills down the drain. We will have a barrel for rinsate, (which is 
the runoff created when fertilizer or chemical containers are cleaned). Any spilled chemicals should be 
collected with a wet/dry vacuum, or shop-vac, and then dumped into the rinsate barrel. 
 
Should a chemical spill occur at our Cultivation Facility, the Chief Compliance Officer will create a 
safety report detailing the cause and any damages incurred. These reports will be retained at our 
corporate headquarters and made available for inspection if required. The Chief Operations Officer is 
then responsible for ensuring that the cause is addressed and rectified at the facility. 
Part II: Security and Transportation Policies and Procedures 
Our facility is not open to the general public, in compliance with Ohio Admin. Code 3796:2-2-05(A)(7). 
In order to prevent unauthorized entry, we plan to construct a “man trap” which enables visitors to enter 
a small ante-room, but prevents them from further accessing non-authorized areas by means of a 
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commercial grade steel door which is kept locked. Visitors remain in the “man trap,” until their 
credentials can be verified by an employee.  
 
A sign will be conspicuously posted on every entrance that reads: 
 

THESE PREMISES ARE UNDER CONSTANT VIDEO SURVEILLANCE. NO ONE UNDER THE 
AGE OF 18 IS PERMITTED TO ENTER. 

 
The building will not have any signage that indicates that medical cannabis products are being grown 
and created inside. We intend to operate as quietly and with as little publicity as possible. This prevents 
unwanted attention which also preserves security.  
 
Landscaping around the facility will be minimal, and will only utilize small shrubs and bushes. Large 
items such as hedges or trees can inadvertently create a place for someone to hide. Similarly, no 
equipment or trash will be left close enough to the facility that an individual could use it to hide from 
surveillance. All trash receptacles must be kept at least twenty-five yards from the facility, and will be 
secured inside a fence, in compliance with Ohio Admin. Code 3796:2-2-05(A)(2).  
 
Employee Monitoring 
While we look forward to hiring honest, trustworthy individuals, we would be naïve to ignore the risk of 
diversion presented by unscrupulous workers. Employee theft occurs within almost all industries and 
while we hope to be the exception unfortunately, that is unlikely. We have a number of policies and 
procedures to monitor our employees in order to discourage theft and diversion.  
 
Keys to the facility will be kept by the Chief Executive Officer, and the Chief Operations Officer. No 
one, other than those two people will ever be entrusted with a key and none of these people will ever be 
permitted to make a copy of their key. In the event that someone loses his or her key, the Director of 
Security will be notified immediately and will then contact a lock smith to change the locks and issue 
new keys.  
 
All employees must have a valid identification card issued by the state of Ohio in order to work in our 
cultivation facility, and must be over the age of eighteen. This requirement complies with Ohio Admin. 
Code 3796:5-2-01(A). Employees will be given electronic badges, or key cards, that will grant them 
access to the facility. In order to enter the facility from outside, an employee will need to swipe his or 
her badge, which will unlock the facility door and allow the employee to enter. This adds a layer of 
security while also creating an electronic record of when employees entered the facility. If we ever 
suspect diversion, we can check this record to see if an employee was arriving when they weren’t 
scheduled for a shift. If an employee quits or is terminated, he or she must immediately return their key 
card to the Chief Operations Officer. If an employee walks off the job with his or her key card, the Chief 
Operations Officer will be responsible for immediately denying access to that key card. Employees will 
be instructed that it is never permissible to swap or share key cards, and that doing so may be grounds 
for termination. Furthermore, in the interests of security, it is not allowed for employees to hold open the 
main entrance for one another. When arriving for a shift, or returning from a break, employees must 
each swipe their key card in order to enter the facility. This preserves the electronic record of employee 
comings and goings.  
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There are only two instances when product may be removed from the facility, and both of these 
instances require the knowledge and consent of upper level staff, and the use of the electronic inventory 
control system for tracking. Transport to a licensed laboratory, processor, or dispensary within state of 
Ohio or the removal of Green Waste are the only times when medical marijuana or medical marijuana 
products may be removed from the cultivation facility.  
 
An employee who is found to have taken product out of the cultivation facility for any reason without 
permission or the prior knowledge of management will be dismissed immediately and referred to local 
law enforcement. Our cultivation agents are also instructed that failure to report conduct that could lead 
to diversion or theft of product will also lead to termination. This system of checks and balances 
enhances our already stringent technological security measures. 
 
We have extensive Standard Operating Procedures, which cover both of the previously mentioned 
scenarios and the processes surrounding each. We will train our employees on these mandatory 
procedures and they will be expected to pass tests before being allowed to work in our facility. We also 
have a mentorship program to ensure experienced personnel will be monitoring less experienced 
employees, and we will have checklists to ensure consistent and accurate compliance. We will also have 
signage throughout the cultivation facility reminding our employees of the company’s zero tolerance 
policy for theft and diversion. 
 
Photography, or video recording within any part of our facility is strictly prohibited by both employees 
and guests. This rule is in place to protect our processes as well as the integrity of our security systems. 
Any employee or visitor who is caught taking photos or videos will be asked to delete them 
immediately. Employees or visitors who repeatedly ignore this rule will be asked not to return. 
Lastly, there are video cameras placed throughout the facility, so all actions are being constantly 
recorded. We will place several signs throughout the facility that read: 
 

THESE PREMISES ARE UNDER CONSTANT VIDEO SURVEILLANCE 
 
Visitors  
For the purposes of this section, a visitor is anyone who is permitted to be on the premises, but is not an 
employee. Visitors include guests, members of the Ohio Medical Marijuana Control Program, other 
regulators, law enforcement officials, and short-term contract workers, (for example someone who 
comes to repair a plumbing leak or install internet access.) 
 
Unlike a dispensary, there are no areas of a cultivation facility that are “public.” All areas are limited, or 
restricted access only. Apart from law enforcement, officials from the Medical Marijuana Control 
Program, or other regulators, unannounced or unexpected visitors will not be admitted. All unofficial 
visitors must make arrangements ahead of time. All visitors will be required to log into the cultivation 
facility by entering their personal information into our standard visitors log.  
 
The Visitor’s Log will need to be filled out by each visitor and will include the following information:  

 Name,  
 Company Name,  
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 The Purpose of the Visit,  
 The Badge Number Assigned,  
 The Date,  
 The Time in and Time out, 
 The Areas of the Facility that were Visited, 
 The Name of Each employee that was Visited  

 
Visitors will be required to sign in and out on a paper form. The Chief Compliance Officer is in charge 
of making sure that the visitors log is stored as a part of our Record Keeping system. We will maintain 
visitor logs and copies of government issued IDs in the Grow Facility’s secure records room for a period 
of five years, which complies with the requirements set in Ohio Admin. Code 3796:2-2-08(A).  
 
We will also make a photocopy of each visitor’s government issued ID and retain it with the log. 
Visitors without valid government ID will not be admitted to our facility. This enables us to ensure that 
all visitors are at least 18 years of age.  
 
All visitors will wear clearly visible visitor badges during their time in the facility. The visitor badge is 
attached to a lanyard that can be worn around the neck. The badge itself has the visitor’s name and 
company name on it, the word “VISITOR” and the badge. For example, construction workers who need 
to enter the premises to complete work will receive an ID from us which needs to be worn at all times. 
No visitor who is given access to the facility will be left unsupervised while on the premises.  An 
employee of the facility will be required to monitor and supervise them during their entire time in the 
facility. Our employees will be trained to not only observe the actions of visitors to prevent product 
diversion, but will also monitor them carefully so that visitors do not touch and contaminate any medical 
marijuana product. Our management company currently employs all of these requirements and has never 
been the victim of any large-scale theft.  
 
When a visitor arrives, he or she will first enter a “man trap.”  This small area enables registered facility 
agents to verify the visitor’s credentials and enquire about the reason for the visit. Upon confirming the 
validity of the visitor’s credentials, they will be escorted by a registered agent through a locked door and 
into the growing and processing areas. Ohio law does not specify how many visitors may be allowed 
within the facility at one time, but we will only permit three visitors per guiding employee so that we 
can maintain constant supervision and visual contact without being distracted.   
 
Authority Figures 
Inspectors from local law enforcement, the Medical Marijuana Control Program, and other 
governmental agencies will always be granted access to our facility. We politely request that they submit 
to the same procedures as other guests, (i.e. signing in and out on the visitors log, and wearing a visitors 
badge while on site), so that we may keep adequate and proper records.  
 
Receiving Deliveries 
Our facility has a separate delivery entrance that is set apart from the normal employee or visitor 
entrance. This helps us improve security and prevent diversion, because most employees will never have 
a reason to be loitering by the delivery entrance. This entrance will be clearly marked so that all delivery 
trucks drive straight to that entrance. Deliveries should be received only between normal business hours 
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and all deliveries should be previously scheduled. If a vendor attempts to make a delivery for unknown 
or unexpected items, the items will be refused and he or she will be politely turned away. A log of all 
deliveries will be kept by the Facility Manager.  
 
Conducting an Investigation 
If discrepancies are discovered, they will be reported immediately for investigation. All employees will 
be educated about the importance of diversion and that if they fear or suspect diversion they must report 
it to their supervisor immediately. Our Standard Operating Procedures requires resolution within a 24 
hour period to ensure that diversion is not the cause of the discrepancy. 
 
Investigating a discrepancy requires performing a physical inventory audit and identifying the specific 
plants or products causing the discrepancy. We will research the history of those specific items in our 
inventory tracking system and then determine which of our employees have worked with those items, 
and which employees updated the inventory in the electronic tracking system. We will also review video 
surveillance to determine if diversion occurred. 
 
Discrepancies discovered during inventory audits are immediately reported to management. If, in the 
course of investigating these discrepancies, management determines that theft or diversion occurred, we 
will report the event and all details to our knowledge to both the Medical Marijuana Control Program 
and the Ohio State Police for investigation within one day of our determination. This complies with 
Ohio Admin. Code 3796:5-4-01(A). 
 
Discrepancies discovered during inventory audits are immediately reported to cultivation management 
for investigation. The investigation is expected to identify the originating problem and resolve it within a 
24 hour period.  
 
If the originating problem requires us to update our SOPs, our compliance department will do so within 
two weeks. They will provide updated SOPs to cultivation management who will retrain employees on 
any changes within one week of notification.   
 
If the results of our investigation indicate diversion, we will immediately notify the Department per 
Ohio Admin. Code. 3796:5-4-01(A). 
 
Transportation 
Moving medical marijuana products involves an inherent amount of risk. Unfortunately, transporting 
medical marijuana products from one point to another involves an undeniable risk to public safety. The 
product is a prime target for criminals who could sell it on the black market, either within Ohio or 
another jurisdiction. From the company’s perspective we stand to lose product, or money, or both. We 
take the risks associated with transportation very seriously and have collaborated with our management 
company to create a transportation plan that is safe, secure, and compliant. 
 
Medical marijuana products will need to be transported from our cultivation facility to licensed 
processors and dispensaries within Ohio. Two people will accompany the package and the inventory 
control system will be updated whenever this occurs. 
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General Transportation Protocols 
In order to work as a transporter of medical marijuana, all employees must carry identification approved 
by the state of Ohio. Transporters will work in groups of two, and will accompany shipments of 
products containing medical cannabis and not leave it alone at any point during the transportation from 
the processing center to dispensaries within the state.   

Transporters will utilize opaque, locking containers to transport the shipment so that the content of the 
shipment is not visible or obvious. The transporting vehicle will not bear any signs or markings 
referencing medical marijuana or otherwise indicating its contents. Containers will be made tamper 
resistant either by using zip ties or locks. The employee who generates the manifest and hands over the 
chain of custody will be required to confirm visually that all appropriate precautions have been taken 
before permitting the transporter to exit the cultivation facility premises. 

Our Transportation SOP stipulates that having a current and valid driver’s license, current registration 
and up to date vehicle insurance and registration are requirements for picking up any shipment from our 
processing facility. The Director of Security will hand over the chain of custody and will also be 
required to confirm visually that the driver’s license is current and valid. 

Our Transportation SOP further demands that the delivery team picking up any shipment from our 
cultivation facility must not wear clothing or symbols with cannabis logos or our company’s logo. Our 
employee who is generating the manifest and handing over the chain of custody will be required to 
confirm visually that the driver is wearing appropriate clothing. 

Deliveries will only occur after 7:00 AM and before 9:00 PM, local time. Even if we contract with a 
dispensary that wants to receive regular shipments, we will sufficiently vary the dates and times of the 
deliveries so that they cannot be predicted in advance. For our part, we will ensure that deliveries do not 
leave our facility after 6:00 PM, so as to make sure that all deliveries arrive before 9:00 PM. We are, of 
course, willing to work with all dispensaries, processors, and laboratories to make sure that deliveries 
arrive at a time that is safe and convenient for them. 

A Transport Log is Created 
When products are ready for delivery, an employee will create a transport manifest. The log will include 
all of the following information, in compliance with Ohio Admin. Code 3796:5-3-01(A). 

 The name and address of the medical marijuana entities sending and receiving the shipment 
 The names and registration numbers of the registered employees transporting the medical 

marijuana, or the products containing medical marijuana 
 The license plate number and the vehicle type that will transport the shipment 
 The time of departure and the estimated time of arrival 
 The specific delivery route, which includes street names and distances; and 
 The total weight of the shipment and a description of each individual package that is part of the 

shipment, and the total number of individual packages 

For our own comfort, we have decided to include the following items on the transport log as well. These 
items are not required by the state of Ohio, but we feel they contribute useful facts for our own records.  

 The shipment identification number 
 The name of the employee who prepared the shipment for transport 
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 The date and time of preparation of the package(s) 
 The names of each member of the transport team taking custody of the shipment 
 The driver’s license numbers for each member of the transport team  
 The Medical Marijuana Badge numbers for each member of the transport team 
 The make and model of the driver’s GPS equipped delivery vehicle 

Separate copies of the transport log will be provided to each recipient receiving the medical marijuana 
described in the transport log. If separate packages are being delivered to different entities, separate 
manifests will be created in order to preserve confidentiality.  
 
A Package is Created 
After the transport log has been made, an employee will create a package based on the items contained 
within the log. Shipments will only ever be prepared for transport in a Limited Access Area or in a 
Secure Room. Since items are not ready to depart the facility, they do not yet need to be placed in a 
shipping container. As long as they remain in a secure room, they can be temporarily grouped together 
in a box, with a copy of the transport log placed inside. If there is a situation in which a package is 
started on one business day, and completed on a different business day, the items will be stored securely 
in a locking safe whenever they are unattended.  
 
After the employee has set aside the items ready for transport, the Cultivation Director, or the Chief 
Operations Officer will verify that the products match the transport log exactly. At that point, all 
products will be placed into a shipping container, and the log will be placed into a clear page protector 
and then adhered to an inside surface of the shipping container. The container is then locked, stored in a 
secure room, and the key is kept by the Chief Operations Officer. Once the package is ready to leave the 
facility, the Chief Operations Officer will pull two employees and inform them of their new task. 
 
We believe that a plain, non-descript locking trunk or foot-locker would suffice as a shipping container. 
However, if the state of Ohio would prefer that we use something else, we would be happy to comply.  
 
Transportation Team Accepts Custody 
Our transportation employees will have valid driver’s licenses and valid medical marijuana employee 
identification cards. If they are using their own vehicles, the vehicle must have current registration, and 
be properly tagged. The transport team must never wear any clothing or jewelry that contains words, 
graphics, or logos that reference medical marijuana. There must never be any stickers on the vehicle that 
reference medical marijuana, or our own company. This is done to comply with Ohio Admin. Code 
3796:5-3-01(C)(6) and to promote safety; we do not want to attract any unwanted attention from 
individuals who might be tempted to steal the cargo. Both team members must be in good standing 
within the company, and must not be working under any sort of Performance Improvement Plan, (PIP), 
as a condition of continued employment. The risks associated with transportation are too great to entrust 
to any employees who have struggled with other tasks. 
 
Each delivery team will: 

 Leave one member of the team with the vehicle at all times in which it contains medical 
marijuana 
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 Each team member will have a valid driver’s license 
 Each team member will have access to a cellular telephone 
 Each team member will have a valid identification badge at all times, and will produce it for 

inspection by the Department, their agents, law enforcement officers, or other government 
officials. 

In order to comply with Ohio Admin. Code 3796:5-3-01(C) the vehicle will: 

 Be equipped with a secure lockbox or locking cargo area 
 Have no markings that identify or indicate that the vehicle is being used to transport medical 

marijuana 
 Be capable of being temperature controlled for perishable medical marijuana items 
 Display current State inspection and registration stickers 
 Be insured in an amount that is commercially reasonable and appropriate 

Before accepting the shipment, both employees will have ample time to inspect the transport manifest, 
verify the contents, look over the stated route and ask any questions they may have of either the 
employee who prepared the package, or the Chief Operations Officer. Additionally, the Chief 
Operations Officer will have ample time to look over the transportation vehicle, any equipment they’re 
using, (such as cell phones, and the GPS), their identification badges, and ask any questions he may 
have of them. 
 
At the time of departure, the contractors will place the locked shipping container, the transport log, and 
the key to the shipping container in the vehicle. Once medical marijuana products are placed in the 
vehicle, at least one member of the delivery team must remain in the vehicle at all times. From this point 
until the shipment is left in the custody of the receiving entity, it is imperative that the vehicle not be left 
unattended.  
 
Transportation 
At this point, the delivery team should be clear on the route since it is printed on the transport log, and 
they have had an opportunity to ask questions. They will adhere to the route exactly as it is printed. 
Sufficient fuel should have been put into the vehicle before departure. The delivery team is never 
authorized to make stops, to make the general public aware of their whereabouts (via social media, for 
example), and must always avoid driving through federal land, (such as a national forest). These policies 
comply with Ohio Admin. Code 3796:5-3-01(D). 
 
If they suffer a vehicle malfunction, or are involved in an accident and must be delayed, their first phone 
call should be to the Chief Operations Officer, who should send immediate assistance. Having medical 
marijuana products within a disabled vehicle is a serious threat to public safety as well as the safety of 
the delivery team.  
 
The Chief Operations Officer must immediately dispatch a new delivery team to the location of the 
disabled vehicle. The new team will take custody of the shipment and continue with the delivery. The 
original delivery team will then be able to stay with the vehicle in order to handle that situation.  
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After the second team has secured the medical marijuana shipment, their next phone call should be to 
the receiving entity, to inform them that the shipment will arrive later than expected. They should also 
call our facility to inform us of the delay. Lastly the Ohio Medical Marijuana Control Program must be 
notified if the cause of the delay is an accident. According to Ohio Admin. Code 3796:5-3-01(E)(3), the 
government authority must be notified within two hours of the accident. 
 
If the delay makes it inevitable or likely that the shipment would arrive after 9:00 PM, then the medical 
marijuana shipment must be immediately transferred back to our facility. Under no circumstances 
should the shipment be left unattended in any vehicle. 
 
If an accident occurs the transport vehicle could be sufficiently damaged to the point that marijuana 
products are scattered on the roadway. This presents an unacceptable risk of diversion. The delivery 
team members (if either of them are capable), will be tasked with collecting all products that can be 
collected. If the product cannot be collected because it is too damaged, the delivery team will liberally 
douse the remaining products with vinegar. Vinegar is harmless, but foul-smelling and should prevent 
the unauthorized use or sale of any products that cannot be reclaimed. If marijuana product is salvaged 
by a diligent criminal, and if that criminal chooses to use the product it is equally unlikely that the 
criminal would be harmed or that they would enjoy their experience. A gallon of vinegar will be kept in 
every shipping container should the need arise.   
 
The Ohio Medical Marijuana Control Program is authorized to stop and inspect medical marijuana 
vehicles at any time along their route. We will make sure that every delivery team is aware of this fact, 
and that they conduct themselves in a courteous and professional manner during such a stop. We will 
inform every delivery team that if they are stopped by law enforcement, they should immediately 
produce their badge, (which should already be displayed, in compliance with Ohio Admin. Code 
3796:5-3-01(E)(1), and politely explain that they are transporting medical marijuana, as permitted by 
law. They should offer to allow the officer to inspect a copy of the transportation logs if he or she so 
desires.  
 
Every deliver team will be instructed to obey all traffic laws and to transport the shipment using all 
necessary care and prudence. We do not anticipate that a delivery team member would ever be placed 
under arrest. However, in the unlikely event that a member of the delivery team is placed under arrest, 
the remaining member of the team should immediately phone the Chief Operations Officer and remain 
with the vehicle until a second member arrives. While waiting, he or she should also phone the 
anticipated destination to let them know about the delay.  
 
Our company takes the threat of diversion very seriously. Not only is diversion is a serious public safety 
issue, it is also a serious financial loss for the company. In order to assuage the fears of the state of Ohio, 
we have chosen to hide Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tags on the inside of every shipping 
container. There are numerous companies that make inexpensive RFID tags; many of them average 
about $25 per unit. In the unlikely (and highly unfortunate) event of an armed robbery, an RFID tag 
would allow the company to collaborate with local law enforcement to locate the shipping container and 
apprehend the suspects responsible.  
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Such a precaution is not required by the state, but we feel that the minimal cost is well worth the peace 
of mind that it will bring to our company, and to Ohioans.   
 
Dispensary Accepts Shipment 
When the shipment arrives at the dispensary, the transport team should first phone them to let them 
know they have arrived and that they would like someone to meet them at the back door. The shipment 
should never enter the facility through the same door used by patients and caregivers.  

The receiving entity’s agent will be given an opportunity to review the shipment alongside the transport 
log. If the agent finds that everything is as ordered, he or she will sign the log and return it to the 
delivery team. If the dispensary accepts the shipment, they are required to tender payment at that time to 
the delivery team who will return that to our facility. If the dispensary pays in cash, (which is common 
for this industry), the delivery team will count it to verify that the amount is correct before departing. 

There is always the opportunity for the receiving entity to inspect and reject the product upon receipt. If 
rejection occurs, the product is returned to the cultivation facility and the transport manifest is 
cancelled.  Since the product was never “accepted” by the purchasing party, the inventory remains in the 
cultivation’s electronic inventory system. The rejected product can then be replaced by the cultivator, 
under a new transport log, or the transaction cancelled completely.  We have a 24 hour inspection period 
in our wholesale contracts. 
 
Delivery Team Returns with Payment 
Using the same vehicle, and following all of the rules and restrictions described earlier in this section, 
the delivery team will return with an empty shipping container, (which can and will be reused for future 
shipments, a copy of the transport log that has been signed by all relevant parties, as well as the correct 
and full payment. The signed transport manifest will be kept on file at the cultivation facility, as part of 
our recordkeeping protocol. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Part III: Facility Plot Plan and Specifications 
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Above, is a to-scale rendering of our intended facility. The building currently exists, but the interior 
rooms require construction. Our facility is not open to the general public, as such the entire facility is a 
restricted access area. After operations have commenced, we would be happy to give tours, but those 
must be scheduled at least one day in advance. Unannounced visitors (with the exception of law 
enforcement, or members of the Ohio Medical Marijuana Control Program), will be informed about our 
policy, and given a phone number so that they can schedule a tour.    
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Part IV: Emergency Notification Procedures 
Diversion 
Diversion is a serious crime and is worth avoiding at all costs. Even though diversion is not exactly an 
emergency, the risk to the public’s safety merits notifying the Department. In the event that an 
investigation leads to the discovery of diversion, we will promptly notify the Department via the 
methods below.  
 
The investigation of a discrepancy involves performing a physical inventory and identifying the specific 
plant or plants causing the discrepancy. We will research the history of those specific plants in our 
inventory tracking system. We can then determine which of our employees worked with the plants and 
which employees updated the inventory in the electronic system. If these actions are not fruitful, we can 
also review video surveillance to determine if diversion occurred. If the results of our investigation 
indicate diversion, we will immediately notify the Department with the procedures outlined below. 
 
Discrepancies discovered during inventory audits are immediately reported to cultivation management.  
If in the course of investigating these discrepancies, management determines that theft or diversion 
occurred, we will report the event and all details to the Department no less than twenty-four hours after 
discovery, in compliance with Ohio Admin. Code 3796:5-4-01(A). This notification will be in writing, 
signed by the Chief Executive Officer and will detail the estimated time, location, and circumstances or 
the event, including an accurate inventory of the quantity and type of medical marijuana unaccounted for 
due to diversion or theft. 
 
Our procedures require that any discrepancies discovered during an inventory audit are immediately 
reported to cultivation management for investigation. The investigation is expected to identify the 
originating problem and resolve it within a 24 hour period.  
 
In order to best prevent diversion, we will incorporate numerous opportunities to perform inventory 
audits throughout each plant’s lifecycle. If discrepancies in quantities or weights are discovered, they 
will be reported immediately for investigation. Industry best practices as well as our own Standard 
Operating Procedures require resolution within a twenty-four hour period to ensure that diversion is not 
occurring.   
 
If the originating problem requires us to update our SOPs, our Chief Compliance Officer will do so 
within thirty days. She will provide updated SOPs to cultivation management who will train employees 
on any changes within one week of notification.   
 
Within ten days of the first written report, we will review and secure video surveillance footage during 
the time of the suspected theft or diversion, (in compliance with Ohio Admin. Code 3796:5-4-01(B)(1). 
If diversion or theft is discovered and a second written report is required under the law, we will do so 
with a report that contains the following information, (in compliance with Ohio Admin. Code 3796:5-4-
01(B)(2): 

 The names and identification numbers of every employee at the facility at the time of the theft or 
diversion 

 The internal measures taken to locate the cause of the loss, theft, or diversion; and 
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 The total quantity and type of medical marijuana stolen or otherwise diverted following a 
subsequent audit of the facility’s actual inventory compared to the inventory reported by the 
inventory tracking system 

We will submit to the department a revised plan to secure the facility’s inventory and measures that will 
be taken to prevent future loss, theft, or diversion. We will also identify all the records at the facility and 
potential evidence outside the facility, including video surveillance footage that will be sealed and 
prevented from being destroyed until a full investigation is conducted by the department and law 
enforcement, if deemed necessary. These protocols comply with Ohio Admin. Code 3796:5-4-01(B)(3) 
and Ohio Admin. Code 3796:5-4-01(B)(4). 

If any of the following events occur, we will notify the department within twenty-four hours and follow 
up with a detailed written report within ten days, (in compliance with Ohio Admin. Code 3796:5-4-
01(C), and Ohio Admin. Code 3796:5-4-01(D): 

 An alarm activation, or any other event that requires a response by public safety personnel, 
 Any security breach, 
 The failure of the security alarm system due to a loss of electrical support or mechanical 

malfunction,  
 A fire, 
 Any incident involving hazardous materials, 
 Any incident that requires an emergency response to the premises. 

Our Chief Compliance Officer will maintain all records relating to these incidents. All records and 
documents will be made available to members of the Department, in compliance with Ohio Admin. 
Code 3796:5-4-01(E). 
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In addition to having an exceptional team capable of overcoming any challenges presented, we are also 
extremely well-capitalized. The following two charts clearly explain our financial situation. We have 
already secured a single investor to cover our start-up costs. If we are granted a license, we will be able 
to immediately commence the build-out on our facility. We suspect that other teams may have to search 
for willing and qualified investors. Since we can skip that step, we will be able to begin cultivating 
before other groups, which is better for Ohio patients.  

The first chart is our funding analyses which shows our sources and uses. It also contains operating 
costs, such as rent, equipment, and the necessary buildout. We have taken care to properly estimate 
every requirement so that there are no surprises later on. Again, we have secured an investor to cover 
this sum; we can receive the funds as soon as we receive a license. 

The second chart shows our yearly projections, as well as our anticipated yearly costs.   
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 Sources and Uses 
Sources
Initial Capital Contribution 630,000.00 $

  
Debt--LOC Investor A. 12.5% Interest Only w/3 YR Balloon 630,000.00$ 6

  
Uses 625,549.10 $

  
Licensing 1,000.00 

   
Sales Tax 300.00 

  
3
  

Business License 500.00   
  

5
  Alarm Permit 200.00   

  
22
  

Security deposit on leased property 5,000.00 
 

5
  

Build out and Development Cost 286,899.00
 
  Soft Cost 20,750.00

  
2
  

Architecture 5,000.00 
  

5
  

MEP 7,500.00   
  

7
  

Building permits 7,500.00   
  

77
  

Inspections 750.00
  
  

7
  Tenant Improvements 264,899.00

    
Electrical 65,825.00

  
6
  

HVAC 70,650.00
  
  

7
  

Plumbing 2,500.00   
  

2
  General Construction 73,062.00  

  
77
  

Lighting 52,862.00
  
  

5
  

Design and Finish 1,250.00 
  

1
  

Exterior 500.00
  

5
  Interior 750.00 

  
7
  

Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment 12,750.00
 

1
  

Security 9,000.00 
  

9
  

DVR and Cameras 5,000.00 
  

5
  

Burglar Alarm Panel and Equipment 2,500.00   
  

2
  Security Bars and Locks and safes 1,500.00   

  
11
  

Computers 2,000.00 
  

2
  

Scales 1,750.00   
  

1
  Grow Equipment 15,000.00

 
1
  

Nutrients, Pots, Grow Medium 15,000.00
  

1
  

Property Related Expenses 24,500.00
 

22
  

Utilities October 2017 through May 2018 7,000.00 
  

7
  

Rent October 2017 through May 2018 17,500.00
  
  

1
  Labor Cost February 2018 through May 2018 14,144.00

 
1
  

Operations Losses after open (3 months) 209,388.00
 
  

Total Projected Start-up Costs 568,681.00
 
$ 5

  
Contingency Reserve--10% 56,868.10

 
5
  Total Capital Requirements 625,549.10 $ 66
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Grow Model Year 1 (1st 12 Months) Year 2 (2nd 12 Months) Year 3 (3rd 12 Months)
Production Operations

Square Feet Canpoy 1,700                              1,700                                1,700                               
Production Capability
Total Production (LBS) 805                                  1,246                                1,246                               
Lbs of Bud 523                                  810                                   810                                  
Lbs (of Bud) marked for Retail -                                   -                                    -                                   
Lbs (of Bud) for Wholesale 523                                  810                                   810                                  
Bud Revenue 1,176,725                      1,822,025                       1,822,025                       
Trim Lbs 282                                  436                                   436                                  
Trim Revenue 112,644                         174,416                           174,416                          

Production Revenue ($) 1,289,368$                   1,996,441$                     1,996,441$                    

COGS
Cultivation Labor 42,431$                         42,431$                           42,431$                          
Trim Labor 12,237$                         17,275$                           17,275$                          
Packaging/Labeling 30,086.05$                   46,584.86$                     46,584.86$                    
Nutrients 40,800$                         40,800$                           40,800$                          
CO2 6,120$                            6,120$                             6,120$                            
Electric 76,500$                         76,500$                           76,500$                          
Total COGS 183,529$                       191,551$                        191,551$                        

Fixed Expense
Lease Expense 30,000$                         30,000$                           30,000$                          
Security Service/Transport Fees 24,000                            24,000                             24,000                            
Security Cameras/Alarms 6,000                              6,000                                6,000                               
Compliance 24,000                            24,000                             24,000                            
Seed to Sale System 4,200                              4,200                                4,200                               
Cultivation Consult 6,000                              6,000                                6,000                               
CAMS 1,500                              1,500                                1,500                               
Licensing Fee 6,000                              6,000                                6,000                               
Insurance 12,000                            12,000                             12,000                            
Accounting 9,000                              9,000                                9,000                               
Legal 9,000                              9,000                                9,000                               
Corp OH/ Management 480,000                         480,000                           480,000                          
Repairs and Main. 12,000                            12,000                             12,000                            
Marketing 24,000                            24,000                             24,000                            
Charitable Contributions 3,223                              4,991                                4,991                               
Misc 18,000                            18,000                             18,000                            
Internet/Phones 6,000                              6,000                                6,000                               

Total Fixed Costs 674,923$                       676,691$                        676,691$                        

Net Income Before Tax 430,916$                       1,128,199$                     1,128,199$                    
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Ohio Department of Commerce 

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

MMCP-C-1001A (v1.0), Ohio Cultivator Application – Filing/Identifiers Page 10 of 22

1F 500 Foot Compliance Cover Page 
3796:2-1-02(B)(2)(i), 3796:2-1-03(A)(3)

Attach a location map of the area surrounding the proposed cultivator facility. Include 
representation of the area within at least a 750 foot radius of the proposed facility in all directions. 
Identify the relative locations of any prohibited facilities on the map, establishing the facility is at 
least 500 feet from the boundaries of any parcel of nearby real estate having situated on it a 
prohibited facility, as measured under rule 3796:5-5-01 of the Administrative Code. 

At a minimum, the location map should include representation of any of the following prohibited 
facilities, as defined in ORC 3796.30:  

School including child day-care centers, preschools, or a public or nonpublic primary
school or secondary school (as defined in ORC 5104.01 and 2950.034);

Church (as defined in ORC 1710.01);

Public library (as defined in ORC Chapter 3375);

Public Playground (including state or local government property); and

Public Park (including state or local government property).

Include this cover page with the appropriate attachment.  

Map may be divided into 8.5x11 page sections or may be folded to fit into an 8.5x11 packet. 

Map must be clearly labeled and legible. 
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Ohio Department of Commerce 

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

MMCP-C-1001A (v1.0), Ohio Cultivator Application – Filing/Identifiers Page 15 of 22

1J Organizational Chart Cover Page 
3796:2-1-02(B)(2)(e), 3796:2-1-03(B)(1)(b)

Submit an organizational chart of the proposed cultivation business. At a minimum, include 
representation of all principal officers, board members, and any other individual associated with 
the cultivation business. 

Names on the organizational chart should match those listed on Attachment 1I. 

Organizational chart should be represented on 8.5 x 11 pages and may use multiple pages to 
represent all individuals. Chart may be presented either in portrait or landscape views. 

Chart should be clearly marked and legible. 

Include this cover page. 
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Ohio Department of Commerce 

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

MMCP-C-1001A (v1.0), Ohio Cultivator Application – Filing/Identifiers Page 18 of 22

1M Copies of Licenses from Business in Other Jurisdictions Cover Page 
3796:2-1-02(B)(2)(j)(i) 

 Applicant has licenses from one or more businesses in other jurisdictions. License copies are 
attached after this cover page. 

No license copies are attached.  

Mark one of the boxes above.  

Include this form in application even if no license copies are attached. 
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 Ohio Department of Commerce 

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

1N Tax Payment Records Cover Page 
3796:2-1-02(B)(6)(e), 3796:2-1-03(A)(6), 3796:2-1-03(B)(5)(e) 

Attach a record of tax payments in the form of tax summary pages or a valid certification indicating 
tax compliance issued by the appropriate taxation authority for individuals and businesses at the 
state and federal level and in all jurisdictions in which an applicant has operated as a business for 
every person with a financial interest of one percent or greater in the applicant for the three years 
before the filing of the application. **Please note that any information provided by the applicant, 
including tax returns from other jurisdictions, would be considered a “public record” as defined in 
R.C. 149.43(A)(1).**

Include this cover page. 

MMCP-C-1001A (v1.1), Ohio Cultivator Application – Filing/Identifiers Page 21 of 24 
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Ohio Department of Commerce 

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

MMCP-C-1001A (v1.0), Ohio Cultivator Application – Filing/Identifiers Page 20 of 22

1O Disadvantaged Group Applicant Form 
3796:2-1-03(C)(1)(a), 3796:2-1-03(C)(4)(a)(i), 3796:2-1-03(C)(4)(b) 

To be Completed by Applicant
Name of Individual or Entity Applying for a Medical Marijuana Cultivator Certificate of Operations:

Indicate which (if any) of the following additional criteria apply:
I certify that the principal place of business and headquarters of this organization is Ohio.

(3796:2-1-03(C)(1)(a))

I certify that the applicant’s business is owned and controlled by a U.S. citizen who is a 
resident of Ohio and is a member of one of the economically disadvantaged groups set forth in 
division (C) of section 3796.09 of the Revised Code. For purposes of this section, “owned and 
controlled” means that at least fifty-one percent of the business, including corporate stock in a 
corporation, is owned by persons who belong to one or more of the groups set forth in the rule, 
and that those owners have control over the management and day-to-day operations of the 
business and an interest in the capital, assets, and profits and losses of the business proportionate 
to their percentage of ownership. (3796:2-1-03(C)(4)(a))*

I certify that the applicant’s business is owned and controlled as a woman-owned business 
by a U.S. citizen who is a resident of Ohio. principal place of business and headquarters of this 
organization is Ohio. For purposes of this section, “owned and controlled” means that at least 
fifty-one percent of the business, including corporate stock in a corporation, is owned by persons 
who belong to one or more of the groups set forth in the rule, and that those owners have control 
over the management and day-to-day operations of the business and an interest in the capital, 
assets, and profits and losses of the business proportionate to their percentage of ownership.
(3796:2-1-03(C)(4)(b))

Note: Additional criteria, as described in 3796:2-1-03, may be submitted in Section 2 of the Ohio Cultivator 
Application Filing Packet. See MMCP-C-1001B,

Signature: Date

* The members of the economically disadvantaged groups must be identified in Form 1I
along with their percentage of ownership.
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Ohio Department of Commerce 

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

MMCP-C-1001A (v1.0), Ohio Cultivator Application – Filing/Identifiers Page 22 of 22

1Q Trade Secret and Infrastructure Record Notification Form 

The undersigned is an Applicant for a medical marijuana cultivator license.  The Applicant 
understands that the Department of Commerce is an entity of the State of Ohio and any 
documents or data submitted to the State of Ohio may be disclosed by the State pursuant to an 
Ohio Public Records Act request.

While the Ohio Public Records Act permits certain exclusions from disclosure, Applicant 
understands the State makes no guarantee or promises that such data will not be disclosed. 
Applicant has reviewed the Ohio Public Records Act, as well as relevant case law.

Applicant understands that the documents or data it provides to the State of Ohio may not be 
confidential, or if confidential, may or may not be disclosed pursuant to an Ohio Public 
Records Act request.  

Applicant understands that there are additional requirements in order to claim a trade secret or 
infrastructure record exception.  Applicant understands that materials consisting of trade 
secrets or infrastructure records must be clearly marked, specifying the pages of the 
application submission that are to be restricted and justifying the trade secret designation or 
infrastructure designation for each item.

Signature of Person or Authorized Representative Date

Printed Name of Applicant
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Ohio Department of Commerce 

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

MMCP-C-1001B (v1.0), Ohio Cultivator Application – Filing/Non-Identifiers Page 2 of 10

2D Security Plan
Surveillance Technology and Physical Security
Transportation
Facility Plot Plan and Specifications
Emergency Notification Procedures

2E Financial Plan
Funding Analyses
Operating Expense Breakdown
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Ohio Department of Commerce 

Medical Marijuana Control Program (MMCP) 

MMCP-C-1001B (v1.0), Ohio Cultivator Application – Filing/Non-Identifiers Page 3 of 10

2A Business Plan  
(Maximum of 15 pages, see instructions for formatting) 

Please note: The following must be submitted in a non-identified format. 
Include this form as a cover page. 

Applicant should provide a narrative detailing support for the following: 

Part I: Experience in Business 

Experience, which includes generic, non-specific information on business licenses held by any 
person affiliated with the applicant. (3796:2-1-03(B)(1)(c))

Part II: Business Model 

(A) A proposed business model demonstrating a likelihood of success, a sufficient business
ability, and experience on the part of the applicant. (3796:2-1-03(B)(1)(a))

(B) (OPTIONAL) If applicant is seeking additional scoring considerations on an Ohio Based
Jobs and economic development plan, the applicant may also provide a plan for generating
Ohio-based jobs and economic development. (3796:2-1-03(C)(1)(b))
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PART I: EXPERIENCE IN BUSINESS 

INTRODUCTION 

The Applicant is a newly formed Ohio entity (the “Company”) created to operate a Level II medical 
marijuana cultivation operation, if we are granted the opportunity. However, the principals of the 
Company are long-time partners and friends and our model is the culmination of years of industry 
pioneering experience. The project is the vision of our founder and CEO. A native of the Buckeye State, 
she has spent the last nine years as an entrepreneur and consultant in the regulated medical marijuana 
industry. She established one of the first, and most respected, multi-location medical marijuana 
businesses in the country after finding the sources of medical marijuana available at the time for her 
husband, a qualifying patient, to be unacceptable - unsourced, untested, and often contaminated with 
molds, mildews and pesticides.   

As a former financial administrator for a quasi-governmental entity, she was asked to serve on the 
workgroup that created the first set of state rules adopted for a regulated medical marijuana system and 
later was a subject matter expert for the consultant that crafted the first set of state regulations for adult-
use cannabis and established the medical marijuana system framework for a U.S. territory in the 
Caribbean. After selling the business in 2012, she consulted for several government and private entities 
primarily focusing on rulemaking, licensing, and start-up operations. She was a founding member and 
later nominated as the second chairperson of the first national trade association for cannabis businesses 
and continues to be active in policy and industry development. She continues to serve on multiple 
boards for medical marijuana organizations focused on industry standards. 

After years of crafting an expansive industry network and working with several quality employees, 
business operators, and investors, in June of 2016, she brought together a team of trusted employees and 
investors as owner/operators to form a new company that they own and control. The Company’s driving 
ambition is to apply the many lessons learned from years of operational and consulting experience to a 
build business that we know will be viable, ethical, and sustainable. 

PRINCIPAL OFFICERS - EXPERIENCE & QUALIFICATIONS 

Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Owner and Principal Officer 
A leader in the cannabis industry since 2008, our CEO owned and operated four dispensaries, three 
cultivation facilities, and one commercial kitchen until 2012. As the founder of one of the first patient 
and caregiver cooperatives under a state constitutional amendment, she became heavily involved in the 
transition to the first state regulated medical marijuana system. In 2010, she served on medical 
marijuana work groups for the two regulatory agencies where she played an active role in drafting the 
nation’s first compilation of state regulations for physicians, patients, caregivers and businesses. As a 
patient advocate and business owner, she was the only non-government representative to serve on both 
committees. She has served on numerous boards and contributed to the development of regulations, 
industry standards and certification programs with several organizations. She continues to provide 
subject matter expertise to public and private clients worldwide.  
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Our CEO previously worked in state government and toll road administration, giving her an 
understanding of the regulatory process and experience operating in a highly-regulated environment. 
Her government background combined with a deep compassion for chronically ill patients led her to 
build one of the most respected operations in the country. While she has spent much of her career in 
regulatory policy and quality standards, she is an operator at heart with a mission to improve the quality 
of life of patients. She believes providing patient access in a safe and educational manner is the primary 
function of a successful state program and the responsibility of all medical marijuana business owners. 
She is a mentor with a seed-stage business accelerator program and venture fund for the cannabis 
industry, where she voluntarily assists start-ups in the space, consistently advising that they stay focused 
on patients and only raise capital from investors aligned with their mission. 

Most recently our CEO spearheaded the start-up operations for a licensee in the Caribbean. Despite the 
project’s many capital and logistical problems, the first harvest was delivered within six months of 
award. The client is the only producer of certified pesticide-free medical marijuana in the territory. She 
developed the company’s SOPs, managed supply delivery and logistics to the island and oversaw the 
implementation by hiring and training an all-local workforce without any prior cannabis experience. 

Chief Financial Officer (CFO), Owner and Principal Officer 
The Company’s CFO is an accomplished entrepreneur, active angel investor, and passionate about 
building businesses. His experience ranges from recruiting founding teams, fundraising and leading 
M&A transactions to listing on the New York Stock Exchange. In addition to being our CFO, he is on 
the Board of Directors of the only venture backed human resource and payroll processing platform for 
the cannabis industry. Previously, he founded an automotive software company, and, prior to that, co-
founded an industry-leading mobile software company. His earlier experience included management 
consulting at a top tier consulting firm and investment banking at a national retail and commercial 
banking enterprise.  

As an investor, board member or advisor, he has been involved with dozens of technology companies. In 
addition to his operational and investing efforts, he is a mentor with a seed-stage business accelerator 
program and venture fund for the cannabis industry where he met our CEO, also a mentor. Prior to that, 
he was a mentor with the nation’s leading technology incubator. He is an active speaker and writer on 
the topics of angel capital investing and entrepreneurship. He holds an undergraduate degree in Finance, 
Business Administration, and a Master of Business Administration degree from leading business 
programs on the East Coast. 

Chief Operating Officer (COO), Owner and Principal Officer 
Our COO will oversee operations and coordinate directly with locally hired department managers to 
ensure compliant, efficient, and effective operations. She brings eight years of operational experience 
from licensed cultivation, manufacturing, and dispensary facilities in multiple states. She began her 
career working in our CEO’s operations. She quickly became an integral part of the organization’s 
growth and development managing three retail facilities and training employees in cultivation and 
manufacturing roles as well.  

Early in her career she helped to create a model for medical marijuana businesses across the country 
where a leading national cannabis reviewer said they were “as impressed by the professional atmosphere 
and friendly nature of the staff as I was by the …wide selection of [products] with a huge dose of patient 
education and wellness services.” While building the business, our CEO and COO also invested a great 
deal of time and energy into the development of the new medical marijuana industry. As founding 
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members of several national organizations, they have advocated for responsible operations, quality 
standards, and diversity in leadership positions for the past seven years.  

Our COO has trained staff members at licensed facilities across the United States, including Colorado, 
Nevada, Illinois, Hawaii, and Florida in each discipline including cultivation, processing, 
manufacturing, distribution, and dispensing. Her objective is to create a safe environment using policy 
and procedures built to ensure full compliance and model current best practices. She will oversee a 
successful recruiting and training program and the implementation and maintenance of operating 
protocols throughout all aspects of our operations. 

QA/QC Director, Owner and Principal Officer 
After graduating from college in 1998, our Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC) Director 
founded and operated a high-grossing employment agency in the Midwest. He grew the company to 
over thirty internal employees and helped employ thousands of other people before selling the company 
in 2007. In 2008, his passion for pharmaceutical alternatives, drove him to develop and operate a large 
nutraceuticals company. He grew this company to over 150 product SKUs, which are sold all over the 
country. He is still the current owner and operator.   

Our QA/QC Director’s experience formulating pharmaceutical alternatives, complying with Federal 
Drug Administration (FDA) current Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) standards, and his background 
with FDA dietary supplement requirements are critical to the Company’s day to day activities. While the 
medical marijuana industry is not currently under the FDA’s purview, adhering to GMP standards 
protects patients, reduces our product liability risk, and prepares us for future oversight. Additionally, 
QA/QC Director is well versed in medical marijuana with experience as an owner in one the few 
licensed operations in the southern United States.   

IT Director, Owner and Principal Officer 
The Company’s IT Director is a successful serial entrepreneur with multiple exits over a fifteen years to 
companies including large, listed companies. He was recently recognized as a top executive of 2017 
award recipient, ranking #26 in the United States and #12 in Technology out of more than 167,000 
public and private companies. He was also named one of the Top 40 Entrepreneurs in America in a Top 
Ten university ranking. He has been a founder, executive, angel investor and fund manager throughout 
his career in the private sector after serving in the United States Army as an Airborne, Air Assault and 
Ranger Qualified Captain in the Corps of Engineers. 

Previously, he was President of Alternative Investments and Managing Director for two large capital 
management firms. In the past, he was a co-founder and director of a next-generation advanced services 
provider focused on wholesale communications services for carriers and service providers, which was 
acquired in July 2003 by a multi-national communications firm. As a mobile and multiscreen industry 
expert, our IT Director is frequently quoted in trade publications, serves as a panelist at industry events 
and writes for a nationally distributed business newspaper. He holds an MBA, MSIE and BSIE degrees 
and serves on the President’s Council of his alma mater. 

Brand Manager, Owner and Principal Officer 
Our Brand Manager brings over a decade of communications experience to the Company. Her 
background in building educational platforms for complex projects and technologies allows her to 
expertly craft our messaging to processors, dispensaries, patients and physicians explaining our calcium-
based, “true living organic,” and pesticide free cultivation methods. She is a strategic thinker, creative 
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collaborator and passionate marketing expert with experience leading high powered teams globally. She 
brings a variety of skill sets from multiple industries including multi-channel sales leadership, large 
organization management, healthcare technology including cloud based Electronic Medical Records 
(EMR) & Point of Care (PoC) solutions, and five years of global work experience, living and working 
abroad. 

Certified in Six Sigma & LEAN, a management philosophy in process improvement, our Brand 
Manager will also spearhead the Company’s internal lean operating efforts. Her success in management 
of EMR and PoC solutions also makes her ideally suited to implement our adverse event reporting 
systems. She brings years of team building experience where she successfully recruited, trained, 
deployed large high performing teams for projects with territory and time constraints. This expertise will 
ensure that our internal team’s communications are as effective and focused as our external 
communication. 

FEE-BASED CONSULTANTS 

Our experience in multiple medical marijuana operations has focused our strategy and model. As a 
Level II applicant, we understand that the smaller footprint brings both advantages and disadvantages. 
While we have built several advisory boards for our clients applying in new medical marijuana states, 
we rarely see them properly implemented or successfully utilized. The Company’s philosophy on 
advisors is that they should be fee-based experts paid for their services as needed. Our years of 
experience in the medical marijuana industry has allowed us to build a portfolio of trusted experts who 
provide services where a full-time employee is unnecessary or cost prohibitive. The following is a list of 
expert independent consultants and firms we work with regularly and have engaged or plan to engage 
for this project if awarded.  

Independent Security Firm 
Our Security Firm is one of the largest electronic security companies in the U.S., headquartered in the 
Midwest. The firm has long standing relationships with developers, contractors and engineers. The 
Company has worked with them on multiple projects and found their team has a thorough understanding 
of building construction and how security products apply to large projects and operations. The Security 
Firm is also certified to design life safety/fire applications to meet and exceed NFPA-72 and local code 
requirements. The company’s areas of expertise include physical security, access control and CCTV to 
protect structures and occupants from catastrophic events. The firm assists in the development of 
corporate security planning and training of managers. Additionally, the firm has extensive experience 
with air sampling with regards to dangerous gases used in facilities. The Security Firm is certified in 
several applications including common products used by government and the private sector. 

General Counsel 
With over 650 attorneys in 21 cities throughout the United States, our General Counsel has the 
resources, experience, and knowledge to help the Company operate as owner/operators and consultants 
in multiple regulated jurisdictions. Our legal needs touch nearly every facet of the law - from corporate 
structure to emerging technologies, from intellectual property to product liability, from regulatory 
oversight to labor and employment. As one of the Midwest region’s largest law firms, our General 
Counsel provides the Company with a comprehensive menu of professional services. 
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Special Counsel 
Our Special Counsel focuses on our medical marijuana specific legal needs. The firm has offices across 
the country, but their medical marijuana practice has mainly operated out of Denver since 2009. The 
firm has helped the Company navigate the complex and ever-changing regulations governing the state 
legal sale and use of cannabis. The firm represents a number of clients in the cannabis industry including 
medical and retail centers, medical and retail cultivations, manufacturers of infused products, testing 
facilities, marijuana technology companies, industrial hemp farms and processors, landlords, private 
equity funds, credit unions and security companies. 

Independent Certified Public Accountant 
The Company has not yet selected a CPA firm licensed in Ohio. We have interviewed several firms and 
will sign a letter of engagement if we are granted a provisional license by the MMCP. 

Independent QA/QC Consultant 
Our CEO has worked with our independent Quality Assurance/Quality Control consultant on a variety 
of projects and teams beginning in 2012 when they both worked with a national non-profit to develop an 
international cannabis standards certification program. They both continue to serve as auditors and on 
the audit committee board.  He is a highly recognized and respected international expert in the field of 
medical cannabis science. The Company has engaged him on several projects to audit operations and 
make process improvement recommendations and expects to engage him in Ohio if awarded. 

He earned his Ph.D. in cell biology from a Midwest university known for its science and medical 
programs. His first major research project in cannabis science was an investigation of the CB1 Receptor. 
He organizes a series of educational seminars and conferences on medical cannabis, cannabinoids, and 
endocannabinoids each year, is a contributing author on medical research materials, and provides 
fundraising efforts and volunteer work focused on HIV/AIDS and other terminally ill patients. He 
frequently publishes critical reviews and other regulatory documents regarding cannabis and 
cannabinoids and works with regulators on implementing product safety standards for medical cannabis 
products.  

In the private sector, he has focused on medical cannabis research and herbal supplement regulation, 
advising, and consulting. He provides method development and validation of quantitative analysis 
(contamination, potency, and genetics) for medicinal plants. His research is presently focused on 
studying disease markers of the endocannabinoid in collaboration with two universities. He has built a 
vast international network of scientific and technical experts in the cannabis field as a Scientific Board 
Member and co-founder of several committees and working groups. As an independent consultant, he 
advised on the development of our new product offerings and technology initiatives leveraging our 
capacity as a small, private company to fund new projects. 

Independent Cannabis Chemistry Consultant 
While the Company primarily uses his services on our manufacturing (processing) projects, our 
Independent Cannabis Chemistry Consultant has provided the Company insight on the synthases of 
cannabinoids in the cannabis plant. He works with our CEO and COO advising on cultivation techniques 
to enhance the development of specific cannabinoids in the growth cycle. Utilizing breeding and 
chemical synthase techniques to enhance production in growth allows for a lower cost medicine to 
patients and increases the variety of cannabinoid ratios available in products. He has spent his entire 
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career in cannabis science since earning his degree in chemistry in 2012 as the lab manager for an 
independent cannabis testing lab and as an independent consultant. 

Independent Genomics and Breeding Consultant 
The Company’s Genomics and Breeding Consultant brings the best of modern agriculture to high value 
crops to improve reliability, efficiency, and safety for cultivators and consumers. They help operators 
employ scientific tools already proven successful in other agricultural sectors such as micropropagation 
and marker assisted breeding. Our CEO and CFO were introduced to the company through the seed 
stage cannabis incubator program where they are mentors. The new consulting firm is founded by 
several experts in plant science with extensive cannabis experience. The Company will engage the firm 
immediately for genomics and breeding advice to produce new varietals with disease resistance, better 
agronomic traits, and unique chemical profiles. The firm will also be engaged to provide final design 
and implementation services for our planned micropropagation laboratory expansion.  

Independent Molecular Biology and Pharmacology Consultant  

One of the Company’s major areas of interest is the breeding of cannabis strains specifically designed to 
treat certain disease states and symptoms. We work with our Cannabis Chemistry and Genomics and 
Breeding Consultants to produce scientific methods and operational protocols to do so. However, we 
also seek advice as to what plant traits to enhance. Our independent Molecular Biology and 
Pharmacology Consultant provides insights on the latest research available to guide our breeding 
projects and works with our other consultants to help develop our projects and goals. He holds a PhD in 
Pharmacology from a well-respected school of medicine and is now an active post-doctoral research 
fellow at an ivy league university with research primarily focused in two areas:  

• Alzheimer’s disease: Primary scientific interests revolve around the study of Alzheimer’s 
disease, as well as other neurodegenerative illnesses. Goals include the discovery of novel 
mechanisms and treatments for age-related neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s 
disease, Parkinson’s disease, Huntington’s disease and ALS. 

• Multi-omic Analysis: Possesses a specific interest in the use of omics technologies such as 
metabolomics and RNA-sequencing, which allow for a more comprehensive understanding of 
the underlying mechanisms responsible for disease pathogenesis and offer distinct advantages for 
discovering effective new therapeutic strategies. 

Our Molecular Biology and Pharmacology Consultant will primarily be engaged to advise our 
manufacturing activities and product development if we are awarded a processing license; however, his 
insight into targeted compounds helps guide our breeding program. While we understand these type of 
breeding programs are long-term projects and an area of research that will be dominated by large firms, 
we are nonetheless passionately interested in these research pursuits.   

Independent GMP Consultant 

Our independent GMP consultant brings decades of FDA drug experience to the medical marijuana 
industry. After battling chronic leukemia for a decade, she had exhausted all her options from approved 
drugs to clinical trials. As a scientist and drug development expert with decades of FDA drug approval 
consulting experience, she hesitated to try medical marijuana but had exhausted all of the traditional 
avenues available. When she discovered how effective it was she became an ardent advocate and 
recently served on a state’s commission helping draft the regulations with a focus on safety and quality 
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standards. Our CEO developed a close working relationship with our Consultant during the drafting of 
these regulations due to their shared commitment to and advocacy for industry quality standards. She 
developed the Company’s phased GMP plan and will assist in its implementation providing independent 
oversight and consulting services if awarded.  

Independent Greenhouse Technology Consultant 
The Company’s independent greenhouse technology consultant is a fourteen-year-old firm that provides 
greenhouse consulting for traditional markets across North America and created a division focusing in 
the cannabis space. The firm’s principals have decades of experience in Commercial Hydroponic High 
Tech Vegetable Greenhouse, Commercial Organic High Tech Greenhouse and Commercial Cannabis 
High Tech Greenhouse operations. They have a vast network of professionals and clients across the 
spectrum of greenhouse operations including several Ohio businesses. Our CEO has worked with the 
firm on several applications and they are a trusted advisor. If awarded in Ohio, the Company will 
immediately retain the firm to help recruit a local greenhouse professional the Company can train as our 
cultivation manager. The firm will also act as our owner’s representative for our greenhouse 
construction project. Additionally, they will help us troubleshoot any start-up issues with our 
environmental controls, automated feeding systems, and other greenhouse technologies.  

Independent Regional Agriculture Consultant 
The Company’s CEO and COO have helped start cultivation operations through the United States 
including island locations. Each facility operates in its own microclimate and presents unique start-up 
challenges. Because these problems are local we engage a regional expert in each jurisdiction we 
operate. In Ohio, we have recruited and will engage with a local expert greenhouse operator 
recommended by the municipality where our proposed location is situated. If awarded, the Company 
will utilize his local expertise to address regional climate issues and source recycled farm materials and 
reliable local sources for nutrient and soil components and consumables. Additionally, he will utilize his 
knowledge of the local climate and air flows to help us design and implement an effective and cost 
effective odor management plan utilizing environmental solutions and operational practices prior to 
employing mechanical or chemical means.  

Independent Energy and Sustainability Consultant 
Our Energy and Sustainability Consultant is a Midwest firm specializing in wind power. Our facility 
design incorporates the generators in our plans. The firm manufactures and installs unique wind turbines 
and micro grids based on their patented designs. The firm’s Principals are known experts in renewable 
energy and provide the Company with advice beyond their products. The firm’s founder is the former 
executive director of a university-based technology institute and is currently the inaugural executive 
director of a leading-edge technology cooperative resolved to establish their city as the leader in 
advancing social, educational, and economic development agendas through innovative use of 
technology. He has helped launch several companies in varied industries ranging from energy to 
consumer products.  
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PART II: BUSINESS MODEL 

PART A - PROPOSED BUSINESS MODEL 

Introduction 
Participating in the development of new businesses and markets over the past eight years across the 
country has provided our team with rare expertise in the medical marijuana industry. Prior to starting our 
new venture last year, our Principal Officers have assisted multiple ownership groups across the country 
in securing merit-based medical marijuana licenses by providing application and implementation 
services as independent consultants. However, at times, we watched many of those groups struggle to 
build successful and sustainable businesses, despite the quality of their founding teams. Medical 
marijuana operations are uniquely difficult and few ownership groups are truly prepared to handle the 
series of challenges they will face.  

Ohio’s unique system providing accessibility to the medical marijuana for small business is the ideal 
situation for the Company’s business model. We have witnessed the difficulty operators have in 
adequately capitalizing their businesses. A Level I operation will be required to successfully raise and 
manage tens of millions of dollars. Further, because the medical marijuana industry is still a risky 
investment given the federal restrictions, the cost of that capital, if available, will be prohibitively high. 

In our business model, as a Level II applicant, our team can fully fund the operation internally giving us 
much more direct ownership and operating flexibility vs. a Level II entity, which will rely on such an 
incredible amount of equity and debt financing. The opportunity truly allows us to build the business we 
have envisioned for years providing affordable, hand-crafted and certified pesticide-free plant medicine 
in an environmentally and financially responsible business model. 

Guiding Principals 
As a self-funded operation, we are able to develop our business model focused on shared values rather 
than on investors’ desired returns. Our Company is founded on the following principals, which guide 
strategic decision making and our operating policies and procedures. 

• Provide a craft, high quality product at a reasonable price
• Focus on product safety throughout the entire production process
• Utilize existing science and agriculture technology to reduce costs
• Regularly engage with experts for process improvement
• Operate a lean, efficient start-up while remaining compliant with all laws and regulations
• Hire and train local staff with priority to the long-term unemployed and displaced workers
• Utilize local product and service providers whenever possible
• Support patients and the emerging industry in our actions, not our marketing

Summary Business Model 
Each one of our Principals has founded or participated in start-up businesses. Additionally, our CEO and 
CFO are mentors for a cannabis seed stage incubator and venture fund, where they met. A commonly 
used tool for new start-ups is a “lean canvas” or summary business model focusing on core elements. 
The Company’s business model was developed from the following summary.  
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Team and Funding Composition 
Our Company is 100% owner operated and financed and features a robust team of experts from multiple 
disciplines. Every element of the Company’s business model was carefully crafted starting with the 
corporate structure. The formation and financing of any company is critical to its ongoing success, and 
that is especially true for medical marijuana companies. Our operating agreement addresses standard 
corporate formation issues, but also dictates procedures for situations unique to medical marijuana 
companies including the dissolution of members who fail to stay compliant with legislative or regulatory 
ownership requirements and the process for additional capital calls needed for capital improvements and 
expansion.  

The in-depth experience with the complex needs of medical marijuana start-ups possessed by our CEO 
and COO guided the selection of partners for the Company. They sought out partners with specific skill 
sets to bring needed expertise that is not specific to medical marijuana operations. Potential partners that 
were not committed to the vision, or that could not understand the intricacies of the medical marijuana 
sector were passed over. As a result, the Company’s founders all possess value-added skills, including: 

• Industry pioneers with expansive professional networks in the medical marijuana space and a
personal commitment to safe products for patients and the establishment of a quality medical
marijuana systems throughout the country;

• Entrepreneurs who have actively participated in several start-up operations in multiple
jurisdictions;

• Healthcare and information technology professionals who can contribute to our knowledge base
and lend expertise to our operations, research, and product development initiatives; and

• Seasoned angel investors who already have deployed capital in the medical marijuana sector.

Conservative Capital Management 
Our Principal Officers bring extensive start-up experience and proven ability to manage the everyday 
challenges of a new medical marijuana business. The Company is well capitalized and has committed 
funds available that far exceed our projected capital requirements. However, based on our experience in 
new markets, we have reserved a significant amount of working capital in the budget to withstand 
possible delays to the implementation of the program or our construction timeline, slow patient adoption 
rates, and any other unforeseen occurrence that could disrupt earnings and cash flow. Because we are 
sensitive to cash flow concerns during early operations, we structured our financial plan so that capital 
deployment is triggered by key performance indicators either internal to the company or external and 
indicative of a successful, growing medical marijuana market. Our reinvestment of funds grows in 
relation to revenues. Our financial plan is described more fully in Section 2E. 

Lean Operations 
Our Principal Officers bring extensive start-up experience from multiple industries including medical 
marijuana. Our Brand Manager also possesses Six Sigma and LEAN certifications. We employ an 
efficient operating model that has been successfully deployed in several operations. Our owners will 
operate the business and manage day to day tasks. Local hires with strong transferable skills will be 
trained by our CEO and COO utilizing proven SOPs and on-the job training methods that have been 
developed from years of operating and consulting experience. Level 1 key managers will be crossed 
trained to manage all functions from propagation to transportation. While our Principal Officers are 
designated in particular roles, our team is extremely capable and versatile and will cross department 
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lines frequently to ensure the most qualified individual is assigned to each function and project. We 
employ fee-based consultants rather than full-time or equity compensated employees or advisors. This 
reduces our salary burden and ensures that projects are successfully completed by compensated 
professionals in a timely manner. 

Maintain and Grow Strong Networks 
The Company’s business model leverages our Principals Officers’ extensive, long-term industry 
networks and solid professional reputations to form strategic partnerships with multiple types of 
stakeholders from suppliers and professional service providers to other licensees in the jurisdictions 
where we operate. These relationships allow us to quickly identify and access quality goods and 
professional services available to the medical marijuana industry. The Company also develops extensive 
community outreach programs in every market we serve primarily focused on local economic 
development and community based agriculture programs where our skills are best utilized. These 
programs and outreach initiatives are one of our most effective tools for employee retention and for 
meeting prospective employees and local contractors and vendors. 

Affordable, Clean, High Quality Medicine 
As patient advocates and medical marijuana operators, we understand a cultivation licensee will serve 
two types of clients – other licensees and the end user. In essence, our business model is to provide a 
uniquely clean and quality product with excellent and knowledgeable service at an affordable price. For 
other licensees, this means delivering quality product on-time, every time and making it right if we 
don’t. We work closely our wholesale customers sharing our operational expertise to help their 
businesses succeed.   

For the end user and their physician, we believe in growing plant medicine naturally without the use of 
synthetics or pesticides in a sustainable manner. We believe that a significant number of physicians and 
patients will seek out products developed to these standards. These beliefs are core to our business 
model and are beginning to be proven out in sales data from existing medical marijuana markets. Our 
CEO and COO have together spent over sixteen years developing standard operating processes for 
cultivation of third-party certified pesticide-free medical marijuana in an affordable manner. They have 
successfully transferred this knowledge to employees in new operations across the country. The SOPs 
have also earned third-party certification for patient focused operators and have been approved by 
regulators in multiple jurisdictions.  

PART B - JOBS & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

As a small business, if the Company is awarded a Level II cultivation license, one of the most effective 
economic development tools we can deploy is providing quality employment opportunities in our host 
community. Our Principal Officers have founded and operated a number of small businesses and one of 
our core shared values as entrepreneurs is creating opportunities for our employees as individuals as 
well as the company. Our CEO and COO have successfully hired and trained several dozens of 
employees for numerous medical marijuana operations. Our model is to hire local residents without 
medical marijuana experience, but with transferable skills like manufacturing or landscaping.  

The Company will hire six to eight employees in both staff and management roles in the first year of 
operation, doubling the roster when the MMCP allows for expansion. Hiring priority is given to long-
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term unemployed residents and displaced manufacturing workers in our host community. The Company 
will utilize the recruitment services provided by the Ohio Means Jobs program to seek out local 
candidates. After a 90-day review period, the Company offers wages beginning at $15.00 for our staff 
employees as well as a standard benefit package including tuition and medical reimbursement programs 
and a company-administered Section 125 plans for healthcare and childcare expenses. Managers starting 
salaries begin at $40,000 annually.  

While medical marijuana start-ups face a lack of access to traditional financing options and typically 
don’t maintain large reserves, they are often rich with human capital. Our team features several talented 
professionals who can share a wealth of knowledge and experience with the community. Our founders 
believe that skills-based volunteerism is one of the most effective ways to contribute to the economic 
development of the communities where we operate. Our employee benefits package includes an 
Employee Volunteer Program managed by our COO. Manager level employees are provided with 16 
paid hours per quarter to volunteer with a community non-profit and entry-level employees are provided 
8 hours per quarter until one year of service is reached and the benefit is doubled. The EVP program 
provides fosters a feeling of corporate and community pride in our employees and allows them to 
contribute to their own community’s economic development by lending their skills to their preferred 
local non-profits. 
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2B Operations Plan 
(Maximum of 30 pages, see instructions for formatting) 

Please note: The following must be submitted in a non-identified format. 
Include this form as a cover page. 

Applicant should provide a narrative detailing support for the following: 

Part I: Experience in Agriculture / Cultivation 

Demonstrating experience with the cultivation of medical marijuana or agricultural or 
horticultural products, operation of an agriculturally related business, or operation of a 
horticultural business. (3796:2-1-02(B)(3)(b), 3796:2-1-03(B)(2)(b)) 

Part II: Cultivation Methods and Proposed Strains 

(A) Agricultural cultivation techniques / Documentation of cultivation methods and standards
that will provide a steady, uninterrupted supply of medical marijuana. (3796:2-1-
02(B)(3)(a), 3796:2-1-03(B)(2)(a))

(B) A list of medical marijuana varieties proposed to be grown with estimated cannabinoid
profiles, if known, including varieties with high cannabidiol content. (3796:2-1-02(B)(3)(c),
3796:2-1-03(B)(2)(c))

(C) (OPTIONAL) If applicant is seeking additional scoring considerations on a research plan,
the applicant may provide the department with a detailed proposal to conduct or facilitate a
scientific study or studies related to the medicinal use of marijuana. (3796:2-1-03(C)(5))

Part III: Product Timeline and Production Schedule 

Indicate the estimated timeline and production schedule. Describe how all raw materials will 
proceed from the assignment of a plant identifier to the shipment to a dispensary as dried 
product or to the processor for production of a processed product. Please indicate the estimated 
time elapsed for each area of production and/or each process involved at that particular stage of 
production.   

Part IV: Marijuana Cultivation Area Layout and Environment 

Facility specifications, including the cultivation environment, layout of the marijuana cultivation 
area (i.e. grow tables, tiered or stacked orientation, etc.) evidencing that the applicant will 
comply with the requirements of Chapter 3796 of the Revised Code and will operate in 
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accordance with the rules promulgated pursuant to Chapter 3796 of the Revised Code. (3796:2-
1-02(B)(3)(d), 3796:2-1-03(B)(2)(d))

Part V: Standard Operating Procedures 

(A) The implementation of standards and guidelines for cultivating, propagating, vegetating,
flowering, and harvesting medical marijuana, including safety protocols and equipment.
(3796:2-1-02(B)(3)(e))

(B) (OPTIONAL) If applicant is seeking additional scoring considerations for submitting an
environmental plan, the applicant may demonstrate an environmental plan of action to
minimize the carbon footprint, energy usage, environmental impact, and resource needs for
the production of medical marijuana. (3796:2-1-03(C)(2)(a))

(C) (OPTIONAL) If applicant is seeking additional scoring considerations for submitting an
environmental plan, the applicant may describe any plans for the construction or use of a
greenhouse cultivation facility, energy efficient lighting, use of alternative energy, the
treatment of waste water and runoff, and scrubbing or treatment of exchanged air. (3796:2-
1-03(C)(2)(b))

Part VI: Staffing and Training 

(A) Staffing and training guidelines/ Facility staffing and employment matters, including
employee training and employee compliance with Chapter 3796 of the Revised Code and in
accordance with the rules promulgated pursuant to Chapter 3796 of the Revised Code.
(3796:2-1-03(B)(2)(e), 3796:2-1-02(B)(3)(f))

(B) (OPTIONAL) If applicant is seeking additional scoring considerations on employment
practices, the applicant may demonstrate a plan of action to inform, hire, and educate
minorities, women, veterans, disabled persons, and Ohio residents. (3796:2-1-03(C)(3))
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PART I: EXPERIENCE IN AGRICULTURAL/CULTIVATION 

INTRODUCTION 

The Applicant is a newly formed Ohio entity (the “Company”) created to operate a Level II medical 
marijuana cultivation operation, if we are granted the opportunity. However, the principals of the 
Company are long-time partners and friends and our model is the culmination of years of industry 
pioneering experience. The project is the vision of our founder and CEO. She established one of the first 
and most respected, multi-location medical marijuana businesses in the country beginning in 2008 after 
finding the sources of medical marijuana available at the time for her husband, a qualifying patient, to be 
unacceptable - unsourced, untested and often contaminated with molds, mildews and pesticides. She 
began to reach out to other patients and cultivators (caregivers) who grew without toxic chemical 
additives and began to connect them with each other and physicians and patients seeking “clean” 
medical marijuana. Upon the passage of the first bill of its kind requiring statewide licensing and 
regulation of medical marijuana, she formalized the enterprise and grew it to four dispensary locations, 
cultivating for and dispensing to over 5,000 patients. The business was nationally recognized for its 
high-quality cannabis, patient advocacy and education and industry lobbying efforts. 

Our business model and methods are informed by our background as patient advocates, policy experts 
and experienced medical marijuana operators. The Level II license opportunity will allow the Company 
to leverage our expertise and implement clean cultivation methods that have proven successful in 
multiple jurisdictions and at much larger scales. Our methods have been certified in multiple jurisdiction 
as pesticide free by an independent third-party certifier. Additionally, our standard operating procedures 
have also received third-party certification as patient-focused by a national non-profit patient advocacy 
group. The patient focused certification audits the safety of our cultivation methods for both patients and 
employees, as well as the quality of our labeling, educational product materials and adverse reporting 
systems for physicians, patients and caregivers. 

EXPERIENCE AND QUALIFICATIONS 

Our COO joined our CEO’s business in 2010 and oversaw standard operating procedure (“SOPs”) 
development, hiring and training for the cultivation facilities, as well as the manufacturing/processing 
and four dispensary locations. Together they have been responsible for the successful licensing and final 
inspections for dozens of medical marijuana operations across the country. Most recently, they have 
implemented cultivation operations in two new markets overseeing construction, purchasing, hiring, 
training and on-site operations for our clients. Both facilities are located in economically distressed 
areas. Our team successfully on-boarded and trained local residents who possessed no previous medical 
marijuana experience for all staff and middle management positions. During this time, they also 
consulted for start-up manufacturing/processing and dispensing operations in four other jurisdictions. 

In 2011, our CEO and COO enlisted the assistance of a Certified Horticulturalist to create Best 
Management Practices (“BMPs”), SOPs and training programs for their three cultivation operations. The 
program they developed together with the expert horticulturalist evolved into one of the only published 
books on BMP for commercial cannabis operations available. The protocols they initially drafted based 
on traditional Good Agricultural Practice, Good Handling Practice and USDA Organic Standards were 
also used as a starting reference for the development of a national trade association’s recommendations 
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to regulators for cannabis cultivation. Many of the recommendations have been adopted in published 
regulations throughout the United States.  

Our BMPs and SOPs have continued to evolve as we have implemented them in multiple operations. As 
we have added the use of biostimulants and calcium-based nutrients, our SOPs have evolved to 
incorporate more and more advanced plant care techniques. Our current methods have been certified by: 

• A qualified third party non-conflicted agricultural certification program that supports sustainable
practices and environmental stewardship; and

• A third-party certification program for the medical cannabis industry based on quality standards
for medical cannabis products and businesses issued by the country’s leading trade association
for all herbal products.

The Company plans to certify the Ohio operations if awarded. 

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 

In addition to our Principal Officers, the Company has a strong network of highly qualified and reliable 
professionals they have worked with previously to provide support to the business as needed. These 
professionals are highlighted in detail in our business plan in Section 2A. In addition to legal and 
financial services, we engage subject matter experts to assist with greenhouse technology and cost 
reduction and scientific experts to assist on breeding projects and to help increase yields. 

 PART II: CULTIVATION METHODS AND PROPOSED STRAINS 

(A)CULTIVATION METHODS

Our CEO and COO are both seasoned cultivators and have participated in the development of industry 
standards for the last eight years through trade association committees and as consultants. Our CEO has 
been a paid consultant and workgroup member for several regulatory agencies across the country.  She 
has developed recommendations for regulators and standard operating procedures that are method-
agnostic but fully address good agricultural practice and that can be applied to hydroponic, aeroponic or 
soil mediums and that can be applied in indoor, outdoor, or greenhouse facilities with some 
customization for each type of operation. However, her career in medical marijuana initially began as 
the wife of a patient concerned about the lack of quality medical marijuana available. And while our 
team has assisted clients across the country implement a variety of cultivation methods, for this project, 
the Company has adopted the only cultivation techniques we will use in our own operations, methods 
that we know are safe and sustainable from a financial and an environmental standpoint.  

The Company is committed to utilizing the safest crop inputs available to ensure purity of crops. Our 
cultivation method includes the use of calcium based nutrients in “true living organic” environments. 
The true living organic method was introduced in 2012 book by a prominent cultivator and promotes the 
use of microbes in the soil to create a living environment where the organic matter interacts to feed the 
plants. This method allows for a significant reduction in the use of traditional nutrients and supplements. 
Soil is maintained in “permanent beds” and reused and reconditioned for each new crop reducing crop 
inputs used and waste. Our methods incorporate the true living organic concepts with a custom 
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combination of biostimulants and calcium-based supplements, which work together to improve plant 
health, yield, quality and tolerance of abiotic stresses. Our methods concentrate on building natural plant 
tolerances to disease and pests at a cellular level using calcium based nutrients as opposed to 
conventional salt-based nutrient systems. The system has been proven to achieve yields that surpass 
conventional and traditional “organic” methods with a cost slightly above other methods. 

A designated Cultivation Manager will be hired and trained to carry out the operational policies and 
procedures detailed in our SOPs. In addition to procedural compliance, the Cultivation Manager will be 
responsible for oversight and on the job training of employees, the prevention and management of plant 
disorders and will follow a general plant healthcare checklist to ensure a healthy cultivation 
environment. Our SOPs require daily surveillance and plant care and handling tasks to ensure that any 
disease or pest issue is discovered immediately. All cultivation, harvesting and curing practices will be 
overseen by our Principal Officers and all required documentation will be maintained in accordance 
regulation and our SOPs. 

Best Management Practices 

The company is dedicated to the purity and safety of its medical marijuana. Good Agricultural (“GAP”), 
Good Cultivation (“GCP”) and Good Handling Practice (“GHP”) are incorporated in our SOPs. Food 
safety protocols are included wherever applicable. The company has also adopted medical marijuana 
cultivation standards from the American Herbal Pharmacopeia and the American Herbal Products 
Association and adapted USDA Organic Standards and FDA standards to create a holistic crop 
management system specific to the cultivation of medical marijuana. The company has adopted or 
adapted the use of following publications:  

An introduction to on-farm food safety practices, Canadian Federation of Agriculture.
HACCP principles and application guidelines, National Advisory Committee on
Microbiological Criteria for Foods.
Guide to minimize microbial food safety hazards for fresh fruits and vegetables, Center for
Food Safety and Applied Nutrition.
Medical Marijuana Cultivation Operations, American Herbal Products Association.
A workbook on Greenhouse Gas Mitigation for Agricultural Managers, Government of
Alberta, Canada, Agriculture, Food and Rural Development.

Best Management Practice (“BMP”) employs a combination of practices, that is determined to be an 
effective and practicable (including technological, economic and institutional considerations) used to 
operate a business. The Cultivation Manager will be responsible for the implementation and supervision 
of our BMP protocols which focus on proper soil management, efficient crop production, effective crop 
protection, proper harvest, processing and storage techniques, energy conservation and minimizing 
waste. Additionally, our BMPs address human welfare, health and safety through our employment 
practices and safety programs.  

Staffing Policies 

The pesticide free cultivation methods employed by the Company require vigilant care and attention to 
detail Cultivation is a labor-intensive activity that requires physically demanding work and in our 
experience, well-trained employees who are proud of what they do are productive and diligent even 
when performing routine tasks. We know to achieve and maintain our quality standards within budget 
our employees must feel that they are valued and critical to the operation. We will create a culture of 
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employee pride in our company values, specifically our cultivation methods. We rely heavily on our past 
operating experience to ensure our employees have the training and resources they need to feel 
productive and accomplished in their roles. 

As a small, Level II operator, our plan staffing plan utilizes cross-training and multi-functional roles at 
the executive, managerial and staff levels to maintain an efficient operation. A minimum of two level 1 
key managers will be on-site at all times and each manager will be trained to supervise each department. 
Employees will be trained to cross over to fluidly move between tasks. Our Principal Officers 
successfully hired and trained hundreds of employees in our own operations and in our clients’ start-up 
operations. These teams have ranged from small eight-person cultivation crews to vertically integrated 
organizations with dozens of employees. Highly supervised on the job training to our SOPs is our 
primary training method. We also employ workshop style training for transportation, safety and security 
training and frequently use training tools including video SOPs and educational posters throughout the 
facility to ensure proper performance of critical tasks.  

Production Planning 

The mission of the Company is to provide a clean, consistent supply of medical marijuana. Our Principal 
Officers have participated in several start-up markets providing us in-depth experience in production 
planning. Our team has never experienced a crop failure or significant production lag in any of our 
projects. We assume in our model that patient registration in Ohio will ramp-up over a four- to five-year 
period. We also assume that as a Level II cultivator, we can capture approximately two percent of 
patient demand. Our assumptions are more fully discussed in our financial plan in Section 2E. We plan 
to begin operations utilizing 50% of our cultivation are for vegetation and cultivation increasing to reach 
full capacity into our third year of production. Our facility design allows to easily ramp production up 
and down to meet demand. 

The facility is designed for the cultivation and processing of approximately 250 pounds of finished 
medical marijuana each harvest cycle (5.2 cycles per year) at full capacity prior to any expansion that 
may be allowed by MMCP. The Company will take actions to ensure an appropriate quantity of medical 
marijuana is consistently produced to meet the projected needs of processors and dispensary facilities. 
The COO and General Manager will determine the number of medical marijuana plants to cultivate 
based on the known patient base with consideration for a ramp-up in the patient population over time. 
The explicit goal of such projections is to avoid excess production, which poses an additional security 
risk and results in financial loss and degraded product. The General Manager will regularly review and 
determine the need for excess inventory disposal in coordination with the COO and in compliance with 
regulations.  

(B) VARIETIES PROPOSED

As legal medical marijuana markets increase in number and size, research proving the inconsistencies 
with the genetic lineage of a single strain is becoming more prevalent. For example, a strain named 
“Blue Dream” produced by one facility is most likely genetically different from the seemingly same 
strain produced by another cultivator. For this reason, the industry is moving away from relying on 
strain names to indicate the efficacy and instead reference the cannabinoid profile of the cannabis plant. 
The Company believes assessing cannabinoid profiles is a superior method of selecting varieties. 
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The Company has access to a large portfolio of genetics with a wide variety of profiles. Our initial 
production plan will incorporate a variety of strains known to produce a wide range of cannabinoid 
profiles. We plan to begin propagation using trusted seed stock. Once sprouted, we will extract DNA 
from the seedlings and use a technique called real-time polymerase chain reaction to identify male plants 
for removal and destruction. This allows us to conserve labor and resources while creating an initial 
inventory of hundreds of phenotypes. We record plant characteristics and analytical test results 
throughout the cultivation cycle and preserve the varieties with most beneficial traits. We utilize seed 
stock in our projects to ensure only clean genetics are introduced to the facility preventing the 
transmission of systemic disease through the transfer of plant materials.  

We have established a portfolio of seed stock through our years of breeding efforts. We propose to 
cultivate a variety of strains developed to yield several different cannabinoid profiles, primarily those 
that produce high levels of CBD, CBG and THC. Our Cultivation Manager will be trained by our 
Principal Officers to maintain sufficient records to track, monitor and make reasonable judgments about 
the effectiveness of our crop management methods on each of the strains being cultivated by analyzing: 

• Time and materials;
• Yield;
• Cannabinoid profile;
• Other test results; and
• Feedback from processors and patients.

The Company regularly reviews available purchasing data from a national cannabis data analytics firm 
based on the approved list of conditions and diseases from several medical marijuana markets allowing 
us to identify which strains and products are being sought out by patients. We utilize this research as a 
factor in our strain production decisions in each market where we operate. The Company will also 
implement a patient feedback system that we have effectively implemented in other operations. A 
variety of methods will be employed to collect feedback including dialogue with processors and 
dispensaries, structured patient surveys, solicited product reviews and patient interviews and focus 
groups. 

(C)RESEARCH PLAN

As a small operator, our capacity to engage in meaningful research is limited by our physical size and 
financial capacity. The Company does currently engage in internal research and development projects 
centered around breeding. We work with an independent Genomics and Breeding Consultant that aids us 
in the deployment of scientific tools already proven successful in other agricultural sectors including 
marker assisted breeding. Our CEO and CFO were introduced to the Consultant through the seed stage 
cannabis incubator program where they are mentors. The new consulting firm is founded by several 
experts in plant science with extensive cannabis experience. The Company will engage the Consultant 
for this project immediately for genomics and breeding advice to produce new varietals with disease 
resistance, better agronomic traits and unique chemical profiles.  
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Security  

Detailed information on security protocols and equipment is provided in the Section 2D - Security Plan. 

• The design incorporates multiple overlapping security systems utilizing commercial grade
equipment to prevent and detect diversion, theft or loss of medical marijuana.

• The facility design incorporates the appropriate placement of security features and equipment
including visitor holding areas; restricted access areas; alarms and motion detectors; video
cameras all points of entry and exit and areas holding medical marijuana materials; centralized
placement of vaults and storage areas; and a secured room for all security system equipment and
recordings.

• The facility is designed to be securely locked and protected from unauthorized entry at all times,
but allow for emergency egress. The outside perimeter of the facility is fenced and gated and
highly illuminated after dark.

Safety and Sanitation 

Detailed information on quality control protocols is provided in Section 2C - Quality Assurance Plan 

• The design and construction features of the facility of suitable size, construction and materials to
facilitate safe operating conditions for employees and adequate cleaning, maintenance and
sanitation activities.

• The facility designed with adequate lighting and ventilation in all areas and adequate bathroom
and washing facilities including hot and cold water easily accessible from work areas throughout.

• Potable water is supplied under continuous positive pressure in a plumbing system free of defects
that meet the standards prescribed in the Environmental Protection Agency's Primary Drinking
Water Regulations. Drains are designed with adequate size and, where connected directly to a
sewer, are designed to prevent back-siphonage.

PART V: STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES 

QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS AND DIVISION OF DUTIES 

The Company has developed and implemented comprehensive SOPs and quality management systems 
for all operational activities in several jurisdictions and types of facilities. Our SOPs are detailed in our 
training manuals and create the foundation for our proposed operations. Our quality management system 
prescribes that the Cultivation Manager will update the company’s cultivation SOPs when new 
regulations are adopted or when operational changes warrant revisions. The General Manager is 
responsible for the oversight and maintenance of all the Company’s SOPs to ensure compliance with 
regulations and to prevent any technical violations.  

The Company utilizes a variety of SOP formats, including: 

• Simple steps – for routine procedures that are short and require few decisions.
• Hierarchical or graphical – for long procedures consisting of more than ten steps, with few

decisions.
• Flowchart – for complex procedures requiring several decisions.
• Video – for all SOPs that can be visually demonstrated.
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The Company’s SOPs are living documents intended to establish and maintain our quality systems. 
Regular reviews are performed by the appropriate manager or Principal Officer to ensure continual 
process improvement.  Immediate revisions are required when a severe incident reveals a deficiency or 
error in any existing SOP. Our SOP development and revision procedures entail a multi-step process 
including: 

• Planning/drafting – by the responsible manager or Principal Officer
• Internal review – by employees involved in the activity
• External review – by subject matter experts and compliance and legal advisors as necessary
• Testing – following the SOP step by step to ensure accuracy
• Approval – approved by the CEO or COO
• Posting – finalizing the written SOP for the manual, posting in appropriate work locations

and recording the process on video for intranet posting
• Training – training or re-training employees as necessary

(A) SUMMARY OF CULTIVATION SOPS

Propagation 

All propagation material will be properly identified by genus, species, variety and chemotype. The 
Cultivation Manager will ensure that all plants are traceable to origin and are free of pests and disease. 
The Cultivation Manager, in coordination with the General Manager, will determine the mix of strains to 
be cultivated. The following items (at a minimum) will be considered when determining strain selection: 

• The availability of the strain;
• Medicinal benefits;
• Other strains currently in production;
• Average yield;
• Length of cultivation cycle;
• Patient demand;
• Amount of plant material and quality available for extraction; and
• Difficulty of processing.

Transplanting and Soil Handling 

An appropriate designee, under the Cultivation Manager’s oversight, is responsible for overseeing all 
transplants and media handling during transplants. The following items at a minimum will be taken into 
considerations for each transplanting activity: 

• Transplants are not placed into dry soil and a dry root ball is never transplanted, no matter how
wet the soil.

• Soil is never compacted into containers. Containers are lightly filled with the excess soil gently
brushed off the top.

• Soil is hydrated and left to sit overnight after so the pH can begin to adjust itself into a desired
range. Failure to do this can result in low pH environments that can impact yield.

• Soil is tested for pH, electrical conductivity and moisture level before using for transplants.
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• The next day any air pockets in the container or plant bed are filled with moistened soil after the
second irrigation.

Crop Applications 

All crop applications will follow established spraying and feeding protocols enforced by the Cultivation 
Manager. Each cultivation employee will review the spraying and feeding schedule daily and complete 
all required record keeping. Each employee is responsible for following the established protocol unless 
otherwise directed by the Cultivation Manager.  

The Company will not add any additional active ingredients or materials to medical marijuana plants 
that alter the purity, color, appearance, smell, taste, effect or weight of the medical marijuana. All crop 
applications, including foliage sprays, nutrients and or substances allowed by our third-party certifier 
will be documented in detail as required for operational needs and to comply with by all applicable laws 
and regulations. Crop application logs will record each substance used as a production or handling input, 
including at a minimum: 

• Date applied;
• Location and crop ID from the inventory management system;
• Material product name;
• Source/manufacturer (for custom in-house applications, list the constituent ingredients and recipe

including quantities mixed);
• Purpose/reason for use;
• Organic status verification; and
• Application method and rate/amount.

Fertilizer and Soil Management 

The Cultivation Manager will implement procedures to maintain or improve soil/media organic matter 
content in a manner that does not contribute to contamination of crops, soil, or water by plant nutrients, 
pathogenic organisms, heavy metals, or residues of prohibited substances. Soil and media temperatures 
will be maintained below 95°F at all times to prevent root rot. The Cultivation Manager may utilize any 
type of media that is safe for cultivation and will consider the following when selecting plant media: 

• Cleanliness;
• Saturation rate;
• Uniformity;
• Availability; and
• Cost of nutrient required.

The Cultivation Manager may implement fertilization methods appropriate for each strain including 
hand application, ebb and flow systems and injection systems. Generally, small fertilizer doses will be 
applied to crops over a determined period of time to avoid over-feeding and burning of the leaves. The 
Cultivation Manager will only utilize fertilizers that are rated food or pure quality and approved for use 
by our third-party certifiers. Nutrient solutions, compost teas and other substance mixtures applied to 
plants will be prepared by the Cultivation Manager or a designated, highly trained employee. Each 
mixture will be recorded in the crop application log, assigned a descriptor and labeled with an 
identification number for application records.  
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Disease and Pest Management 

As a certified natural and pesticide-free cultivator, acceptable methods of disease management are 
limited and must be approved by the COO or CEO. Our disease and pest management protocols include, 
but are not limited to:  

• Soil, media and crop nutrient management practices contained herein.
• Sanitation measures to remove disease vectors and habitat for pest organisms.
• Cultural practices that enhance crop health, including selection of plant species and varieties with

regard to suitability to site-specific conditions and resistance to prevalent pests, weeds and
diseases.

• Integrated Pest Management (“IPM”) including, but not limited to:
- Augmentation or introduction of predators or parasites of the pest species;
- Development of habitat for natural enemies of common pests; and
- Mechanical controls such as lures, traps and repellents.

Plant disease risk is controlled through sanitation practices which suppress the spread of disease 
organisms and the application of biological, botanical, or mineral inputs approved by our third-party 
certifier. 

Pruning 

Pruning is a technique used to shape and maintain plant structure by cutting or pinching specific areas of 
the plant. Ideally, pruning will occur during the second and third week of the vegetative cycle and never 
in the flowering cycle. The Cultivation Manager is responsible for communicating to support staff how 
and when plants will be pruned.  

All records are required to provide sufficient detail to allow trace-back of any packaged lot to its specific 
cultivation history. The inventory management system will record transfer and transportation records, 
with sufficient detail to trace each batch throughout its chain of custody, from the cultivation facility to 
the purchaser. 

Hygiene and Sanitation 

The Cultivation Manager will enforce all sanitation and safety SOPs. In the event any manager believes 
an employee responsible for the handling of medical marijuana or components is ill, they will terminate 
the employee’s shift immediately. If upon return to work, the Cultivation Manager still suspects the 
employee is ill, he or she will require the employee to obtain a physician’s release to return to work in 
the facility.  

Water Quality and Conservation 

The company recognizes the limited water resources that exist and water conservation is a focus in our 
SOPs. Cannabis has a low crop coefficient and typically require approximately five gallons per 45 
square feet daily during peak demand (late flowering phase); however, water conservation is still a top 
sustainability goal of the Company.  

The Cultivation Manager will test the water source quarterly, after any unusual natural event (flooding) 
and whenever PPM/pH readings change significantly. Testing will identify pathogenic microbes that 
may be present in water supplies (e.g., E-coli and other coliforms), heavy metals, pesticide residues, or 
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other contaminants. All water used in the facility will, at a minimum, meet Human Health Standards for 
water quality. The following steps will be implemented to ensure water quality and conservation: 

• Plants will be grouped by strains for watering efficiency and all watering activities, including
water source, water volume, which plants and when, will be documented daily.

• All employees will be trained on the proper handling and storage of water with a focus on
avoiding contamination.

• Water and nutrient solutions will not sit in the open environment for longer than eight hours. If
agitation and aeration pumps are used, water may sit in an open environment for no longer than
twenty-four hours.

• No nutrient solutions will be disposed into a public drain without confirming label instructions
and applicable laws and regulations.

• Only highly trained employees will be responsible for irrigation and regular sanitation and
maintenance of water equipment.

• Irrigation equipment will be professionally maintained per the manufacturer’s recommendations.
Any parts that may be a source of contamination will be cleaned and replaced as often as needed.

• Employees will be required by SOPs to check for signs of water quality changes daily including:
- Build-up of lime scale indicating high calcium and magnesium or sulfate.
- Red and black particles and stained fixtures indicating high iron or manganese.
- Cloudiness indicating increased levels of chloride.
- A rotten odor and tarnished copper indicating sulfides.

Harvest and Processing 

All plant processing operations (harvesting and trimming) will be performed in limited access areas with 
full surveillance camera coverage in accordance with our security policies and procedures. During 
processing operations, crops will be protected from: 

• Contaminated or defective equipment;
• Moisture during harvest, handling and storage to minimize growth of yeasts and molds; and
• Contact with rodents, insects and other pests to prevent contamination.

During harvest operations, crops will be moved to the trim area as soon as possible to prevent 
degradation of the crop. Harvest containers will be maintained at levels so that no compacting occurs. 
Extensive recordkeeping is required for all processing activities including harvest and processing. 
Harvest records, at a minimum, will include:  

• The quantity of the harvest;
• Dates of planting and of harvest;
• The life cycle stage of the crop at the time of harvest;
• Relevant crop conditions throughout its cultivation; and
• Beginning and ending processing weights of each batch.

Processing records will be logged in the Company’s crop processing log and in the inventory 
management system and at a minimum, will include:  

• The identification of the area in which any processing operation was undertaken for each crop
including relevant information about pest control plans and cleaning procedures.
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• A description of equipment used in all processing operations including information about
equipment maintenance. Equipment information will be sufficient to demonstrate the condition
of the equipment at each harvest.

• Relevant information to identify the water source for processing including records sufficient to
demonstrate the water quality at each harvest.

• A list of each employee working in each processing operation. Relevant information about
employees including logs and procedures will be sufficient to also describe the steps that are
taken to ensure worker safety and hygiene.

• Documentation of environmental conditions and process times; the beginning and ending
moisture content of each batch; and any additional information relevant to the drying process.

• Beginning and ending weights of each crop will be maintained in the inventory management
system.

Quality Measures 

The Cultivation Manager, in coordination with the Quality Assurance Director, will implement and 
maintain the Company’s sanitation and quality SOPs to ensure safety and quality of crops, including 
purity and consistency. All necessary precautions will be taken during the cultivation and processing of 
medical marijuana to prevent contamination. The Company’s SOPs require daily scouting and 
surveillance of all crops in production utilizing a quadrant method that virtually divides cultivation areas 
into sections where similar strains are placed. Employees are provided in-depth training and required to 
systematically scout each quadrant daily and record all observations. Any employee who identifies a 
high-priority scouting item including evidence of pest colonization, plant disease, or sex transformation 
(hermaphrodites) is rewarded with a cash bonus or paid time off.  

The Cultivation Manager will oversee scouting and surveillance schedules for each crop in production. 
Detailed visual surveillance (crop scouting) of each crop will be performed and documented daily. The 
following tasks are required by our SOPs: 

• Signs of pest infestations.
• Changes in biological colonies.
• Mold and mildew.
• Leaf and tip burn, discoloration and spotting.
• Changes in appearance of the media.
• Changes in stalk density and branch elasticity.

The Cultivation Manager will schedule regular in-house quality control tests based on current 
operational needs and record the results in the crop management log. A detailed description of our 
Quality Control and Quality Assurance protocols is provided in Section 2C – Quality Assurance.  

RESPONSIBILITIES MATRIX 

As a small operation, our Principal Officers, managers and staff will be responsible for a wide variety of 
tasks. The following chart illustrates a small sample of the division of responsibilities and duties within 
the organization.  
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(B) ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN AND SUSTAINABILITY GOALS

Greenhouse Cultivation and Alternative Energy 

In addition to our energy efficient greenhouse facility described above, solar arrays and wind generators, 
the Company will actively work to minimize the environmental impact of our operations by selectively 
choosing sustainable, locally available materials and implementing environmentally conscious operating 
practices. The facility is expected to produce average levels of plastic, glass and aluminum waste based 
on our proposed number of employees. As options to reduce environmental impact continue to become 
more accessible and economically feasible, the Company will continue to evolve day-to-day practices 
and adopt these new technologies. 

The Company’s current design plans described above incorporate alternative energy sources including 
solar arrays and wind generators with batteries for storage. The Company will participate in local 
renewable energy programs. Additionally, once profitable, the Company plans to purchase carbon 
offsets to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions from our operations from the Cleveland Carbon Fund or 
similar entity. 

Reducing Consumables 

The Company will use biodegradable and recyclable packaging whenever possible for all storage, 
handling and packaging needs. Local suppliers of materials will be selected when cost-competitive to 
reduce the carbon footprint resulting from shipping. We will also reduce waste by reusing all 
consumables for as long as they are sanitary and functional. The Company will select reusable over 
disposable products, for tools and supplies such as pots, plant stakes and storage buckets. We will use a 
laundry service for uniforms and towels to limit our use of disposable paper towels. 

Odor and Waste Reduction and Recycling 

Recycling 

The Company will provide recycling bins for assorted plastics, glass, aluminum and paper products. We 
will engage with local waste management facilities to schedule recycling services and regular pick-ups. 
We will also ensure the implementation of proper resource disposal techniques for the removal of all 
regulated or toxic materials including bulbs, nutrient waste, electronics, etc. 

Composting 

The Company will minimize facility waste by composting on site to process organic waste materials to 
create new, nutrient-rich soil supplements. All composting will follow MMCP regulations and local 
environmental agency rules. Composting will be supervised in a manner that does not adversely impact 
public health, safety and welfare, sanitation in the facility or the surrounding environment.  

Scrubbing Exchanged Air 

The Company will maintain high air quality inside the facility for the benefit of our employees and 
crops by utilizing air-scrubbing technology. The incorporation of a negative pressure air handler will 
help limit the spread of contaminants within the structure and will help maintain healthy air quality in 
and out of the facility. Odor control will be addressed using design features and physical means prior to 
chemical means. For instance, exhausted air will be routed to disperse above the greenhouse gable 
roofline preventing odor contamination at the ground level. 
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Paperless Communication 

Email and other direct messaging services are used as the primary channel of communication between 
management, employees, customers and vendors, to reduce the Company's paper waste. The Company 
will utilize secure cloud-based tracking systems to store electronic forms of all compliance documents, 
allowing for mobile access and the reduction of our paper use.  

Chemicals Handling and Disposal 

The Company’s cultivation methods do not result in the production of toxic wastewater or runoff. Any 
wastewater or runoff generated from other activities, such as cleaning, will be captured in holding 
reservoirs and reused to the extent safely possible (i.e. cleaning of trays outside will be performed on a 
sloped surface used to route runoff water to a holding tank).  

As a certified pesticide-free cultivator, the Company will eliminate exposure of harmful pesticides to 
employees, patients and the environment by using alternative methods of pest control. Such alternative 
pest control methods include the introduction of predatory insects (only as a last measure), naturally 
derived foliar sprays, mechanical traps and a range of OMRI applications when needed.   

Antimicrobial building materials will be used where possible to reduce the use of chemical cleaning 
supplies and reduce waste into sinks. Steam cleaning technology will be used for sanitization as a 
sustainable alternative to chemical cleaning agents. All chemicals solutions necessary for cleaning and 
other tasks will be disposed of according to label instructions and never emptied down a drain pipe. 

The Company will utilize a designated quarantine room to intercept and eliminate the spread of pests 
and diseases. The quarantine room prevents the need for the use of toxic synthetics commonly applied 
during the mitigation of larger issues occurring in an open-plan cultivation facility layout. 

Power Conservation 

The Company will utilize equipment with heavy power usage during nighttime hours whenever possible 
to reduce electricity demand during the day. The facility will install electronic ballasts for supplemental 
lighting to reduce power and HVAC usage while increasing light output. Also, when installing 
equipment, the Company select products certified by Energy Star whenever feasible. 

The Company will use ceramic and LED lamps as the primary source of supplemental lighting in the 
greenhouse facility. These bulbs can reduce electricity use up to 70% compared to the traditional high-
pressure sodium (“HPS”) or metal-halide (MH) lamps. The low voltage also reduces the risk of 
accidental fires or electric shocks if exposed to moisture. LED lamps in particular do not degrade and 
rarely need replacing as opposed to HPS and MH, which need replacing every 3-4 cultivation cycles.  

LED lamps are also easy and safe to replace because they do not contain vapors, mercury or glass. LEDs 
and ceramics both also eliminate the need for replacement of hood assemblies prone to interior reflector 
degradation seen with HPS bulb use which typically require replacement every two or three years. 
Additionally, ceramics and LEDs generate less heat than traditional HPS or MH lamps, reducing power 
draw for cooling. 

Water Conservation 

Even though cannabis is a low-coefficient crop, cultivation can often be water-intensive, especially in 
hydroponic systems. Hydroponic cultivation also produces more nutrient pollution when compared to 
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other growing methods. The Company utilizes a soil-based cultivation method and does not incorporate 
run-through watering techniques unless required to adjust pH or address other soil problems. Reverse 
osmosis water filtration methods will also be avoided due to inefficiency. Instead zero-waste filtration 
technology will be utilized as it produces filtered water quality without directing brine byproduct to 
waste. 

The Company does not create wastewater or runoff from our cultivation methods; however, any 
wastewater or runoff generated from other activities will be captured along with rainwater in holding 
reservoirs and reused to the extent safely possible. 

PART VI: STAFFING AND TRAINING 

HIRING 

The Company’s General Manager will ultimately be responsible for hiring and oversight of all staff in 
coordination with the COO. The General Manager will be familiar with the layout and technical 
specifications of the facility, all equipment utilized and able to perform and train others to perform all 
job functions. The Company is dedicated to training all employees to excel in their position through on-
the-job training and classroom learning opportunities. Third-party training will be provided when 
determined to be beneficial by the COO and may include training on personnel safety, food safety, good 
agricultural practice and management practices.  

Only individuals who are well-qualified to perform their assigned job responsibilities will be employed 
by the Company. These employees’ qualifications will be documented and may consist of formal 
education, direct or applicable work experience, criminal history records, background check results, 
training and certification records and other applicable information. Employees will be hired based on 
their level of scientific and technical understanding, product knowledge, process knowledge and risk 
assessment abilities. Upon hire, the Company accepts full responsibility for the training and oversight 
required for employees to ensure to compliance with our SOPs and all applicable laws and regulations 
and to ensure a consistent and uninterrupted supply of quality medical marijuana. 

The CEO and COO will hire and train the initial team necessary, including the General Manager. 
Staffing needs will be reviewed regularly by our Principal Officers. As a Level II operator, the facility 
features a relatively small footprint. Additionally, our Principal Officers will play an active role in the 
day to day operations of the Company and serve in multiple positions as needed. As a result, we have a 
relatively small initial hiring plan consisting of the following positions: 

• General Manager – 1 FTE (full-time employee)
• Controller/Human Resources Manager – 1 FTE
• Administrative Assistant – 1 FTE
• Cultivation Manager – 1 FTE
• Compliance/Inventory Manager – 1 FTE
• Processing (Harvesting) Manager – 1 FTE
• Cultivation Technicians – 2 FTE
• Maintenance Technician – 1 FTE
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Many of the positions listed above will spilt into two full-time positions as needed or upon any 
expansion allowed by the MMCP.  

The Company’s employee acquisition process will vary depending on the vacant position and any 
special circumstances. Job openings may be advertised using internal job postings, external job boards, 
staffing agencies or executive search firms. The Company will not hire any person that does not meet 
the eligibility requirements for the position. All employees must be 21 years of age or older. In addition 
to exclusions in the regulations, our policies exclude from hiring consideration individuals who have 
been convicted of any theft; violent crime; or felony sale or possession of controlled substances. Other 
items discovered through the reference check process may be considered when making a hiring decision 
including, but not limited to: 

• A history of multiple arrests or acts of negligence.
• Unverifiable resume or application statements.
• Negative reference checks or inability to obtain a positive reference from any former employers.
• An unexplainable lack of stability in work history or residence.
• Former employment with any independent laboratory providing services for the operation or

physician’s office providing medical cannabis patient certifications.

All Company employees must be approved by the MMCP and receive an employee handbook prior to 
employment. Employees are required to continually demonstrate a working knowledge of handbook and 
training materials as a condition of employment. All employees are also required to have a working 
knowledge of the crop production standards established by the CEO and COO.  

TRAINING 

It is the Company’s policy to ensure that all employees receive professional and appropriate training on 
compliance with regulation, the therapeutic use of medical marijuana and cannabinoid science, safety, 
security, incident management and diversion and theft prevention. No employee may work on-site prior 
to receiving an initial orientation training by the General Manager or a Principal Officer. Employees 
who have not received critical training updates will also be suspended from working in the facility until 
the training is received. Critical training includes compliance, safety and security training necessary for 
day to day operations. The General Manager, in coordination with the COO, will approve any third-
party training and certification programs for cultivation staff. Currently, outside training and audit 
programs utilized by the Company include: 

• Agricultural Medicine & Health Trainings (University Extension Program)
• Food Safety Courses in multiple jurisdictions provided by state-approved programs.
• Food Industry Alliance, Inc. (FIA), Food Safety Certification Program
• International Food Protection Training Institute: FDA Pest Control in Food Establishments,

Plumbing Controls for Commercial Food Establishments and HACCP trainings.
• Patient Focused Certification Training (Americans for Safe Access)

The Company’s SOPs require annual training dependent upon each employee’s position and duties. As a 
small operator, cross training is required for all key employees which allows for the continuation of 
normal operations even when key employees are absent or leave the Company. All employees, 
regardless of their position will undergo an orientation training provided in-house or by a third-party 
covering: 
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Core Cannabis Training 

• Cannabis Research and Clinical Data
• Cannabis-Based Medicines
• Quality of Care
• Legal Rights
• Robbery Preparedness
• Fire and Other Life Safety

National Cannabis Standards and Best Practice 

• Good Cultivation Practices
• Pesticide guidance
• Facility requirements
• Water resource management
• Recordkeeping
• Product safety recall systems
• Adverse event reporting
• Information disclosure
• Best practices and safe handling procedures for post-harvest processing

Ohio Specific Legal and Compliance 

• Local and State medical cannabis laws
• Broad regulatory overview
• How those laws apply to employees, as well as to other licensed businesses and patients

Other Third-Party Training as Needed 

• OHSA Safety Training
• Red Cross First Aid Training

Security and Diversion Training (provided by Company’s Outside Security Firm to highlight 
external security risks and internal diversion risks). 

On-the-Job Training 

On-the-job training is the Company’s most frequently used method of training. Generally, only qualified 
managers may provide employees with structured training. To become a trainer within the Company, a 
manager must demonstrate proficiency and complete an approved Train-the-Trainer program. The 
benefits for trainer managers themselves include enhanced skills and knowledge, mastery of materials, 
and knowledge transfer to the Company’s employees. The Company gains increased organizational 
knowledge and a staff that continually engages and operates in a training-based environment. The 
American Management Society and the American Society for Training and Development host approved 
Train-the-Trainer programs multiple times each year. The CEO will review these training programs 
regularly to determine if they are sufficient for the Company’s needs. 

To assist in employee training, Level 1 Key managers may select responsible and promising employees 
to become designated trainers for limited job functions (i.e. a dedicated key employee to train 
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individuals on the inventory control system). Managers will also utilize these employee trainers to 
develop peer-to-peer trainings once per month (i.e. an update on plant feeding schedule changes or a 
new terpene profile appearing in analytical results). Examples of on-the-job training includes: 

• Mock recalls –employee training and tests our product recall SOPs
• Regulatory and compliance – provides employees a thorough understanding of the rules and their

responsibilities
• Quality control – explains the duties of each employee and highlights the importance of

procedures and the consequences of failing to follow them
• Safety and security – reinforces the importance of human, medical marijuana inventory and

facility security

Frequent reinforcement of training goals, reviews of efficacy, and annual performance assessments of 
employees by their supervisor will determine each employee’s knowledge of and adherence to SOPs and 
identify re-training needs. A written record documenting any completed training activity will be signed 
by the participants and trainer for each training session and maintained in the employee’s record. The 
General Manager will be responsible for creating a position-specific training schedule for each 
employee at hire, scheduling training sessions and tracking training requirements.  

EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES (OPTIONAL SECTION) 

The Company provides equal employment opportunities for all individuals without regard to their race, 
color, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, religion, or national origin. The Company is committed to 
fair employment practices and promoting diversity in the medical marijuana industry and has adopted an 
affirmative action plan (“AAP”) to ensure that the diversity of the Company is reflective of each 
community where we operate. We believe that bringing together workers with different qualifications, 
backgrounds and experiences is key to on the job problem solving and innovation within the 
organization. Our executive management team is led by two females who have committed significant 
time and energy into creating opportunities for women in the medical marijuana field. The Company 
adapted its AAP structure using the U.S. Department of Labor’s guidance for small businesses. The 
COO is responsible for the management of the company’s AAP with oversight by the CEO. These 
responsibilities include, but are not limited to, the following: 

• Maintaining our Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) policy statements, affirmative action
programs, and internal and external communication procedures; and

• Designing and implementing an internal audit and reporting system that measures the
effectiveness of the program; determines the degree to which AAP goals and objectives are met;
and identifies the need for remedial action.
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2C Quality Assurance  
(Maximum of 30 pages, see instructions for formatting) 

Please note: The following must be submitted in a non-identified format. 
Include this form as a cover page. 

Applicant should provide a narrative detailing support for the following: 

Part I: Packaging and Labeling 

Elements of a quality assurance plan shall include best practices for the packaging and labeling 
of medical marijuana. (3796:2-1-02(B)(4)(b), 3796:2-1-03(B)(3)(b))

Part II: Production Control 

Intended use of pesticides, fertilizers, and other agricultural products or production control 
factors in the cultivation of medical marijuana. (3796:2-1-02(B)(4)(a), 3796:2-1-03(B)(3)(a)) 

Part III: Inventory Control 

An inventory control plan. (3796:2-1-02(B)(4)(d), 3796:2-1-03(B)(3)(d)) 

Part IV: Disposal and Waste Removal 

Standards for the disposal/destruction of medical marijuana waste and other wastes. (3796:2-1-
02(B)(4)(e), 3796:2-1-03(B)(3)(e)) 

Part V: Adverse Events and Recall Procedures 

Recall policies and procedures in the event of contamination, expiration or other circumstances 
that render the medical marijuana unsafe or unfit for consumption, including, at a minimum, 
identification of the products involved, notification to the dispensary or others to whom the 
product was sold or otherwise distributed, and how the products will be disposed of if returned 
to or retrieved by the applicant. (3796:2-1-02(B)(4)(f), 3796:2-1-03(B)(3)(f), 3796:2-2-03) 
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Part VI: Record Keeping and Regulatory Compliance 

(A) Record keeping policies and procedures that will ensure the facility complies with rule
3796:2-2-08 of the Administrative Code. (3796:2-1-02(B)(5)(a))

(B) Implementation and compliance with the inventory tracking system. (3796:2-1-02(B)(4)(c),
3796:2-1-03(B)(3)(c), 3796:2-2-04)
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PART I: PACKAGING AND LABELING 

PACKAGING AND LABELING OVERVIEW 

The Company’s Quality Management System employs standard operating procedures (“SOPs”) to 
govern the activities of our employees. Our SOP system is described in detail in Section 2B – 
Operations Plan. 

All harvested medical marijuana intended for distribution will be packaged in a sealed and properly 
labeled container. All medical marijuana packaging will be tamper-evident, child-resistant and light-
resistant consistent with current standards, including the Consumer Product Safety Commission 
standards referenced by the Poison Prevention Act. The General Manager (“GM”) and Chief Operating 
Officer (“COO”) will ensure all packaging and labeling complies with the Ohio Medical Marijuana 
Control Program (“MMCP”) regulations. 

The Company will package and label within our licensed facility each form of medical marijuana 
prepared for sale. The original seal of the package may not be broken except for quality control testing 
at a laboratory, for an adverse loss investigation or by the end recipient. In addition to the labeling 
process described in detail below, all product leaving the facility will be further packaged in a sealed and 
secure, plain container and labeled with a shipping label generated by the inventory management 
system. The transportation process is described in detail in Section 2D Transport of Medical Marijuana.  

The GM and Inventory Manager are responsible for packaging and labeling operations and for 
developing, implementing, and maintaining storage area procedures to ensure that there are no product 
mix-ups or undocumented inventory transfers.

Packaging Process and Materials

Our SOPs require inspection and testing of all incoming materials including packaging. All packaging 
sourced by the Company will be: 

• Child resistant
• Tamper proof or tamper evident
• Plain, opaque, and light resistant
• Designed to minimize oxygen exposure
• Be re-sealable
• Certified compliant with the Poison Prevention Act of 1970 (for pre-packaged retail units of

medical marijuana)
• Designed to protect the contents from contamination
• Non-reactive and non-toxic to package contents

Written procedures for the receipt, storage, handling, sampling, visual examination, and testing of all 
packaging components will be maintained by the GM and COO. Any packaging components that do not 
meet specifications upon receipt will be rejected, separated from approved inventory, marked as 
unusable and scheduled for return or destruction. Only food grade or pharmaceutical grade packaging 
materials will be used at any time during the cultivation and distribution process.  
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Quantities Packaged 

The GM and COO will determine the quantity of medical marijuana products to be scheduled for 
packaging based on customer order demand or to establish and maintain inventory levels. Maximum 
container contents will be reasonable, be in compliance with dispensary package size limits and reflect 
market demand. 

Equipment Use Restrictions 

The use of equipment in the packaging operation is limited to responsible, trained employees familiar 
with any potential hazards of the operation as determined by the manufacturing manager. 

RECEIVING, INSPECTION AND RELEASE OF LABEL MATERIALS 

Our SOPs require inspection of all incoming labeling components and meet FDA quality system 
requirements for compliance with cGMP labeling standards. The Compliance Officer and COO will 
verify that all labeling used meets all MMCP regulations and current Good Manufacturing Practice 
(“GMP”) standards with respect to legibility, adhesion, etc. and that labeling operations are tightly. Each 
incoming shipment of labels and labeling will be inspected based on a set of predetermined criteria.  

Storage of all printed packaging and labeling materials, including preprinted containers, packaging 
materials, safety inserts, and stickers (if applicable) in an area and manner suitable to prevent mix-ups. If 
necessary, product labeling will be color coded based on package size and potency to prevent mix-ups. 
The labels and labeling used for each batch will be documented in the Company’s packaging logs. 
Labeling tasks are restricted to trained, competent employees. 

Receiving Log for Incoming Labels and Labeling 

Upon the receipt of each shipment of labels and labeling from the outside printing company, the 
Company’s receiving log will be updated to document all necessary information including, but not 
limited to:  

• Date of receipt
• Employee responsible for receiving
• Batch or Lot Number (assigned by the printer or internally by the Company)
• Quantity of labels received
• Total labels inspected (the representative sample lot)

Pre-printed labels will be check for accuracy, verifying (as needed): 

• The Company’s name, license number and contact information
• Registered strain or product name
• The product identifier
• Warning Statement(s): The product is for medicinal use only. Not for resale or transfer to another

person. This product may cause impairment and may be habit forming. This product may be
unlawful outside the state of Ohio

• Any other information required by MMCP regulations
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All pre-printed labels will leave sufficient space for lot specific information (the variable information 
panel) including, but not limited to: 

• The date of harvest
• The date of laboratory testing
• The date of packaging
• Chemical/potency profile reported by the independent testing laboratory, expressed as content by

weight
• The expiration date (no more than one year later than the date of harvest)
• The net weight in grams

Design and Information Required for the Primary and Secondary Container Label 

Every batch of medical marijuana packaged will be affixed with a product label. The Quality Assurance 
Director will ensure that all product labels are compliant and accurate prior to use in any labeling 
operation. Each product label for pre-packaged units will be applied by trained employees, be easily 
readable, firmly affixed, made of weather resistant and tamper-resistant materials, and be conspicuously 
placed on the package. Space on container will be left for the recipient to attach additional labeling. 

The immediate product container label will be inspected to assure that the label does not bear: 

• Any false or misleading statements
• Any depictions of the product, cartoons or images not allowed by regulation
• Any information that violates 3796:5-7-01(F)

Label Creation, Inspection, Integrity, Process, Storage, and Change Control 

Creation 

The Quality Assurance Director will draft all text and design for the product labeling including primary 
and secondary containers and information safety inserts based on specific criteria as required by the 
MMCP. Additionally, the insert will contain information regarding proper handling, child proof 
closures, detection of tampering, warnings, precautions, contraindications, storage, instructions for use, 
and a how supplied section. A master insert text copy will be reviewed and approved prior to release to 
the printer. Each original master text version will have an edition date which will be critical for change 
control and provides assurance that the most current version is always in use.  

Inspection 

Upon return from the printer, a sample from the shipment will be 100% reviewed for accuracy as 
required by our SOPs. The labels will be reviewed, proofread, and verified for all data compliance 
points. Prior to inspection, new labels and labeling will be held in quarantine, separated from the 
approved inventory, until they are proofread. Acceptance or rejection of the labels and labeling will be 
documented. Acceptable labeling is approved and released from quarantine. Any rejected labels or 
labeling will be documented and destroyed. 

Integrity 

All labels and labeling will be designed and applied to the product container such that they will remain 
in place. All labels and labeling should be legible, and affixed to the product container such that no text 
is obliterated.  
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Process Control 

• All labeling and packaging operations will be performed as separate functions to prevent mix-up
between similar products or labels. Additionally, labeling and packaging operations will be
executed at different times for different products.

• Prior to commencing a labeling run, and in order to prevent mix-up, the packaging area and
packaging equipment will be thoroughly inspected for any labeling materials remaining from a
previous packaging run.

• The surrounding area, tables, packaging lines, printing machines, and other equipment will be
cleared of labels, packaging, and other materials used in the prior packaging run.

• All labels and labeling used in the labeling operation will be documented, included the quantity
of labels and labeling issued, used, and returned to inventory.

• Tight specifications for label reconciliation will be established by the Quality Assurance Director
(“QAD”), utilizing actual historic data when available to determine acceptable variance limits.

• When label reconciliation falls outside allowable limits, the QAD will conduct an investigation
of the batch and determine to the extent possible, the source of the discrepancy. The deviation
will be documented with explanation, and approved or rejected.

• All rejected labeling will be return or disposed of and any unused labeling which was preprinted
with lot number and expiration date will be disposed of.

• When labels are issued for a packaging run, labeling will be carefully examined to assure the text
and contents comply with specifications per SOP requirements. This examination will include
the control number, expiration date, and the presence of all other required information.

• Documentation of the inspection, including the date and the name of the employee performing
the examination will be entered into the inventory management system.

Storage 

All labels and labeling will be stored in a secured, limited access area. Separate and labeled areas will be 
designated for newly received labels and labeling awaiting inspection and release. Once the labels and 
labeling are inspected and released by the QAD, they will be moved into released label inventory and 
stored by product type. Rejected or outdated labels and labeling will be stored in a separate area for 
inventory scheduled for destruction. 

Change Control 

Any changes to labels or labeling may be made from time to time as required, if the MMCP issues new 
labeling text requirements or the grower/processor or dispensary quality assurance request changes or 
updates to text. These changes will be formally reviewed and authorized by quality assurance before 
implementation. Any significant changes made to the design or text of any labeling, must first receive 
prior written approval from the MMCP.  All new label proofs will be reviewed and approved by QA and 
the COO. At that point, depending on the nature of the change, current labels and labeling may be 
allowed to use until inventories are depleted. If the nature of the change is critical or the MMCP has 
ordered immediate implementation of the requested change, then any existing labeling inventory must 
be immediately obsoleted, removed from approved inventory, and scheduled for destruction.  
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Advertising (Including Inserts and Package and Label Statements) 

All advertising, promotion, or marketing materials for medical marijuana will consistent with the 
Federal regulations governing prescription drug advertising and marketing per 21CFR202.1. The SOP 
which details labeling and advertising materials incorporates the full text of this regulation. If the 
company chooses to develop printed materials for advertising, they will be submitted for approval by the 
MMCP prior to use as required. 

Shipment Packaging and Labeling 

The Inventory Manager will ensure all packages contained in a shipment is appropriately labeled in 
compliance with MMCP regulations. Shipping labels will be conspicuously placed on the package, be 
weather-resistant and tamper-resistant and at a minimum, will include: the date and time of packaging; 
the name of the employee who prepared and sealed the package; the Company’s license number, name, 
address and contact information; the shipment identification number; a description, including the weight, 
of each item contained in the package; and the name, address and contact information of the recipient. 

PART II: PRODUCTION CONTROL 

OVERVIEW 

The Company will attain and comply with third-party certification standards for pesticide-free and 
sustainable medical marijuana agriculture. Sustainable agriculture is the production of food, fiber or 
other plant or animal products that uses farming techniques that protect the environment, public health, 
human communities, and animal welfare. We believe that responsibly and carefully cultivated medical 
marijuana that eliminates that use of chemical pesticides results in the best quality medicine for patients. 

The Company’s cultivation methods have been certified by the only nationally recognized third-party 
certification for medical marijuana. The program is currently certifying cannabis farms, processors, 
dispensaries and retail outlets in California, Colorado, Nevada, Oregon and Washington. We are proud 
to propose this high level of agricultural standards to Ohio. 

Modeled on national and international sustainability, organic and biodynamic program standards, the 
certification program requires on-site inspections and third-party lab testing. Much like third-party 
certifications for traditional agricultural products, the whole life cycle of the plant is considered, from 
seed selection to harvesting and processing. In addition, soil, nutrients, pesticide use, mold treatment and 
dust control are analyzed. The certification also goes further than the USDA organic in some areas, 
requiring every operator to undergo pesticide testing every year, rather than only a small percentage of 
farms. Additionally, each cannabis operation must put into place a carbon footprint reduction plan, water 
conservation measures and fair labor practices. 

PESTICIDE USE 

The will meet and exceed the MMCP’s regulatory safety standards for the use of pesticides. The 
company will only employ the use of pesticides, fungicides or herbicides (herein referred to collectively 
as “pesticides”) that have been approved by both the MMCP and our third-party certifier. The 
Compliance Manager will oversee all products sourced for use in cultivation.  
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Integrated Pest Management Protocols 

The goal of Integrated Pest Management (“IPM”) is to apply a combination of control methods to 
prevent, reduce, or maintain pest populations at non-damaging levels. Our IPM program employs non-
chemical and mechanical pest management techniques. The following items will be considered by the 
Cultivation Manager when overseeing our IPM program:  

• Current status of infestation;
• Regulatory considerations;
• Public perception;
• Pest and crop life-cycle stage;
• Location;
• Size;
• Density;
• Potential to spread;
• Environmental impacts;
• Previous results of measures; and
• Measurability.

A summary of pest identification, prevention and treatments are explained below. 

• Organic pesticides will only be used as a last resort.
• The Cultivation Manager will implement and monitor IPM practices to predict potential levels of

crop damage, mitigate risk and control pests.
• Early identification of pest infections is crucial. Each cultivation employee will be trained on and

responsible for plant inspection and crop scouting.
• A variety of mechanical, physical and biological controls will be implemented.

The Cultivation Manager will oversee the IPM program. Regular IPM practices performed by the 
Company include, but are not limited to: 

• Daily monitoring of pest populations
• Removal of pest habitat, food sources, and breeding areas
• Utilization of verified “pest-free” supplies
• Prevention of access to handling facilities
• Management of environmental factors, such as temperature, light, humidity, atmosphere, and

air circulation, to prevent pest reproduction
• Disposition of infected crops
• Evaluation of the cost or prevention in relation to yield and quality improvements

Beneficial Biologicals 

The Cultivation Manager may implement the use of appropriate biological controls including predatory 
wasps, mites, nematodes, lacewings, ladybugs, pirate bugs, and others for preventative or mitigation 
purposes. The use of biologicals will be limited to recognized and effective applications and only as a 
last resort to prevent contamination of the medical marijuana by the insects. The release of biologicals 
will be into the cultivation area between 60°F and 80°F, death of biologicals will occur at 100°F. 
Releases of predatory mites may be localized, en masse, or through row augmentation using edge effect 
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near entries to various rooms. Use of biologicals should be limited to recognized and effective 
applications. 

Daily IPM Checklist for Cultivation Employees 

Cultivation and Monitoring  
• Quarantine all new plant material entering the cultivation facility for ten days to two weeks.
• Document pest populations, record outbreaks, treatment methods, and results.
• Monitor propagation areas daily.
• Utilize pest monitoring pest monitoring traps. Record and review the quantity of pest and

beneficial insects weekly.
• Do not reuse media including fiber, soil, perlite or hydroton unless it has been sterilized in a

procedure implemented by the Cultivation Manager.
• Complete all required checklists and logs daily.

Facility Maintenance 
• Keep cultivation areas clean, dry, and free of algae and other clutter and trash. Remove pots

of unwanted media from cultivation areas immediately.
• Maintain cracks, window and doorframes, drain areas, and floor joints with sealant to limit

pest movement.
• Eradicate any weeds or pest habitats surrounding the cultivation facility.
• Use appropriate traps and baits on a regular basis and replace as needed.
• Maintain roads near the cultivation facility so they are free of trash and debris that border the

road. Irrigate dirt roads to reduce dust and use slow speeds. Overhead irrigation will decrease
dust and disrupt the behavior of mite populations.

Biologicals and Crop Treatments 
• Release biologicals in accordance with instructions.
• To the greatest extent possible, avoid disruption of biological controls when utilizing organic

pesticides.
• Do not apply any chemical substance (organic or otherwise) to the crop in the final three

weeks of the flowering cycle.
• Turn off air circulation and ensure the ambient temperature is between 59 and 77°F. Do not

apply foliar water immediately after applying crop applications.
• Adhere to any Restricted Entry Intervals (REI). Place a notice on all points of egress with

name of the substance applied and the allowed time of entry.
• All cultivation employees must receive basic Worker Protection Standard training. Training

must include recognizing the signs of chemical poisoning.
• Purchase on demand and use biologicals and treatments as soon as possible. Avoid

unnecessary storage.
• Store all crop application products grouped by type in designated areas separated from water

sources, maintenance chemicals, nutrients, or supplies in a dry, well-ventilated area.
• Dispose of all applications in accordance with label instructions. Generally, liquid containers

must be triple rinsed and punctured before discarding.

Fertilizers and Other Crop Applications 
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All crop applications, including foliage sprays, nutrients, and other crop applications will be documented 
in detail to record each substance used as a production or handling input, including: 

• Date and time applied
• Crop ID from the inventory management system/Information that identifies which plants

received the application
• U.S. Environmental Protection Agency registration number (when applicable)
• Analysis of fertilizer
• Cultivation stage
• Date the plants were moved to the flowering stage of cultivation (when applicable)
• Application site
• Name of product applied
• Amount applied
• Size of application area
• Name of person applying

Spray and Feeding Protocols 

All crop applications will follow established spraying and feeding protocols established by the 
Cultivation Manager. Each cultivation employee must review the spraying and feed protocols daily and 
complete all required documentation. Each employee is responsible for following the established 
protocol unless otherwise directed by the Cultivation Manager.  

Independent Testing 

The Company will engage with an independent testing laboratory licensed by the MMCP. All batches 
will be analyzed in accordance with MMCP rules. No medical marijuana will be distributed without 
passing all required assays. The QAD is responsible for oversight of all testing activities and the 
Company’s contracts with laboratory facilities. Our QA/QC consultant will establish ring testing 
procedures with the independent laboratory. This allows the Company to calibrate our internal R&D 
laboratory equipment to the independent laboratory so that we accurately assess the results of our 
breeding projects, etc. 

PART III: INVENTORY CONTROL 

OVERVIEW 

The Company understands that inventory handling is one of the most critical components in running a 
successful and fully-compliant medical marijuana business. Inventory management is required 
throughout the business. Without tight inventory control, there is a risk of security breaches, diversion, 
loss of quality, theft, and lack of accountability by the company’s employees. Our inventory control plan 
is designed to ensure safekeeping of medical marijuana throughout the lifecycle of the product. This 
plan meets or exceeds all regulations. 

The foundation of the inventory control plan will be the inventory management system approved by the 
MMCP. The Company will use this platform to track every action performed on every plant from its 
propagation (whether from seed or clone) to finished medical marijuana product, every movement of the 
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inventory and every wholesale and retail transaction, capturing batch and lot numbers throughout and 
ensuring the security and traceability of all inventory at all times. This all-encompassing process is 
commonly referred to as “seed to sale” tracking. 

The Company will use secure cloud-based storage and back-up for inventory tracking. This offers an 
added layer of security and redundancy should there be a failure on a hardware device or an interruption 
in power. Cellular connections ensure that communication is intact if the internet connection is lost. 
Users log in with unique identification linked to specific roles and permissions within the software. This 
ensures accountability for and oversight of the business activities which can be monitored by upper 
management, owners and the MMCP at any time, from anywhere. Every piece of data is captured 
irrevocably and permanently and cannot be deleted, ensuring that there is no possibility of manipulation 
and the data is true and accurate.  

The reporting engine within inventory management system will be utilized to provide key information to 
management including inventory-level planning, cost tracking, in-depth sales analysis, vendor purchase 
orders, inventory analysis, patient/order history, employee's productivity and compliance reporting.  

Inventory Management Protocols 

The Company’s inventory management policies and procedures ensure product security and efficient 
operations. The COO and Inventory Manager are assigned responsibility for oversight of all inventory 
management activities and for implementing and enforcing the policies and procedures. The Company’s 
cumulative inventory of usable medical marijuana and medical marijuana products will be set to reflect 
the actual and projected needs of patients so that excess inventory is not produced leading to storage and 
security issues.  

The inventory management system will be accurate and capable of producing, upon request, reports on 
all medical marijuana in production, in storage, in route and distributed. A cycle count inventory method 
will be used throughout the organization, all inventory procedures will be fully documented and records 
maintained for no less than five years. Any discrepancies identified during inventory, medical marijuana 
diversion, theft, loss and any criminal action involving the Company or an employee will be reported to 
the COO. The COO will then report any verifiable incident of theft or loss of medical marijuana to the 
MMCP and local law enforcement, as required.  

Reconciliation 

A reconciliation of all inventory items is performed by a Level I Key employee on a regular basis, 
digitally and by hand. Any discrepancy in physical item inventory versus last recorded item inventory is 
documented and reported to the COO and handled in accordance with regulations. After further 
investigation, any appropriate corrective measures are taken. Inventory that is stored in the secure area is 
inventoried weekly. Inventory on the facility floor is inventoried daily.  

Recalls 

When a product recall is needed, the inventory management system will be used to track the chain of 
custody for all inventory items. All products resulting from the recalled batch will be identified for 
recall. If a full batch recall is needed, reports will be generated from the inventory management system 
to identify every distribution of a unit from the defective batch. The QAD is responsible for determining 
if a full batch recall is needed and will notify the appropriate regulatory agencies.  
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Destruction and Disposal 

Medical marijuana that does not meet our standards is immediately handled in accordance with waste 
policies and procedures.  This includes expired and damaged medical marijuana. The inventory that is 
unsellable will be stored in a separate limited access area from where the sellable inventory is stored. 
Only a limited number of authorized employees are authorized to be in the areas where damaged or 
otherwise unsellable medical marijuana is stored. 

Tracking Plant Batches 

Upon creation, groups of plants propagated together and of the same strain will be identified as a batch. 
A batch is defined as cannabis of the same strain that was grown and harvested at the same time. 
Batches of plants are kept together in the same physical location and are treated identically throughout 
their lifecycle, including their stage in cultivation, crop applications, soil additives and labor processes. 
This data is captured in the Company’s crop application logs and tracked through the entire growth 
process. Details such as genetic line, plant health, growth rate, cost of equipment used in each growth 
phase and the cost of nutrients and additives applied throughout all stages of growth are also tracked.  

Tracking of Plants 

Actions performed on plants are tracked by scanning individual plants or scanning entire batches of 
plants and recording the action taken. This might include watering, feeding, plant movement from one 
physical location to another, plant destruction due to plant sickness or pest infestation, plant progression 
through different stages of cultivation, transplantation to different size pots, changes in light cycles, 
changes in nutrient, etc. 

Plant Inventories 

An inventory of all plants is performed by a Level 1 key employee on a daily or weekly basis. Batches 
of plants are inventoried by scanning barcodes of each plant, at which point the inventory management 
system can compare current physical plant inventory versus last recorded (expected) plant inventory. 
Plants that have reached 18 inches in height will additionally be tagged with a standard bar code tag and 
RFID tag, which allows scanning that directly inventories each plant by location and records all 
information on each plant in the inventory management system. The implementation of unique batch 
identifiers, RFID and barcodes allows for batch tracking from “seed to sale.” In the propagation phase, 
this takes into account any plants that have been added to inventory, which in this phase would be by 
creation from seedling or clone, any plants that were removed from inventory or moved to another phase 
of its lifecycle and any plants that have been destroyed. Any discrepancy in physical plant inventory is 
traced to the source of the discrepancy, documented and reported to the COO and as MMCP regulations 
require. After further investigation, any appropriate corrective measures are taken. 

Propagation Phase 

Each plant will be assigned a unique identifying number after removal from a starter tray. Plants can be 
created by germinating a seed or by taking a cutting from an existing plant (cloning). From that point 
forward, everything that happens to the plant during its lifetime is recorded, including genetic history 
and mother plant (the plant from which the cuttings are taken), strain (type/name), schedule (including 
creation date and forecasted time until another change occurs in the lifecycle), watering and light cycles, 
nutrient application, employee ID (at each step) and physical location of the plant at all times. At this 
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point, all of the items that are taken into inventory and entered in the system can be tracked throughout 
the facility and beyond if necessary. 

Vegetation Phase 

When clones or seedlings have grown roots and are deemed hearty enough to be potted into individual 
pots, they are moved into the vegetative phase. In this phase, the plant is usually replanted into 
sequentially larger pots to encourage the root systems to grow and expand as the plant matures. Each 
time an employee works with the plants; the actions are recorded in the inventory management system. 
Key areas that are recorded include a schedule (including when the plants were received in this phase of 
the lifecycle and any replanting needed), watering and light cycles, nutrient application, employee ID (at 
each step) and physical location of the plant at all times. This information is added to the records created 
in the previous phase. 

Flowering Phase 

When the plant has grown to its desired size, it is moved to the flowering phase of the lifecycle. This 
phase requires a different light schedule, flushing of any nutrients used and added scrutiny in managing 
the health of the plant as any stress, exposure to pests or environmental factors, like mold and mildew 
can ruin the crop. Each time an employee works with the plants; the actions are recorded in the crop 
application log. Key areas that are recorded include a schedule (including when the plants were received 
in this phase of the lifecycle), watering and light cycles, anticipated harvest date, employee 
identification (at each step) and physical location of the plant at all times. This information is added to 
the records created in the previous phase. 

Harvest Phase 

Once a batch has reached the end of its flowering phase, it is harvested. The inventory management 
system will record all harvesting activities. Each batch of plants is harvested at the same time, beginning 
the harvest process. During the harvest phase, several data elements, such as the plant weight at different 
phases of the harvest, final weight, strain, product type and test results of the harvested product are 
captured and recorded. Integrated National Type Evaluation Program (NTEP) certified legal-for-trade 
scales, accurate to the hundredth of a gram, send weight measurements directly to the inventory 
management system eliminating user error and providing accountability for the harvest process.  

During the harvest process, the plant material is separated into flower, the usable byproduct (trim) and 
waste. The flowers are separated to be dried, trimmed and cured in a secure area. Usable byproduct may 
also be dried or processed while fresh. The inventory management system is used to follow the plant 
material as it moves through this process, including the secure storage of the plant material in between 
stages. 

Creating Bulk Inventory Entries 

In this phase of the lifecycle, the plant batches are changed from a living plant count inventory (where 
the plant is the unit) to bulk inventory, which is tracked by weight. This gives our management team 
accurate yield information, a key insight into the cost of cultivation for each batch and the ability to 
forecast accurate yields for future batches. Key areas that are recorded include initial harvest (wet) 
weight, weight after separation into flower, byproduct, and waste, weight after trimming, employee 
identification (at each step) and physical location of the plant material at all times. This information is 
added to the records created in the previous phase. 
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Distribution 

Transportation Manifests 

Before moving packages from the packaging area to another physical location, a distribution document 
is created in the inventory management system. This distribution document is required for all 
movements of packages, whether from the cultivation operation to the dispensary or processing facility, 
from the processing facility to the dispensary or from the cultivation operation to another licensed entity 
as a wholesale sale. The distribution document records the current location and status of the packages, 
such as "in-transit" or "received." the inventory management system also creates a transport manifest, 
compliant with any MMCP regulations, for the package distribution. 

The manifest contains details such as time of departure, time of arrival, product description and product 
weight, the route to be traveled origin and destination addresses, vehicle and employees identification. 

This document can be e-mailed, printed or produced virtually, on a mobile device such as a tablet, from 
within the inventory management system. Each distribution of packages has a physical copy of the 
manifest with it at all times. 

Delivery of Inventory 

Once the inventory reaches its destination, it is checked in by a manager at the receiving location. the 
inventory management system's purchase order reporting then reconciles the labeled or expected, 
package weights with the actual weight received during intake. Any discrepancy in weight or package 
count is identified by the receiving manager and reported back to our Inventory Manager. Discrepancies 
are documented and reported to the Compliance Officer and COO and as regulations require. After 
further investigation, any appropriate corrective measures are taken. 

Record Keeping 

The Company will maintain inventory data in its electronic tracking system that will include an 
accounting of and an identifying tracking number for the number, weight and type of seeds; the number 
of immature medical marijuana plants; the number of medical marijuana plants; the number of medical 
marijuana products ready for sale; and the number of damaged, defective, expired or contaminated 
seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants and medical marijuana products 
awaiting disposal. The COO and Inventory Manager will oversee inventory controls and procedures to 
conduct inventory reviews and comprehensive inventories at its facility. Inventory reviews of medical 
marijuana plants in the process of growing and medical marijuana that are being stored for future sale 
will be conducted monthly. Comprehensive inventories of seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, 
medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana and medical marijuana products will be conducted at least 
annually. 

A written or electronic record will be created and maintained of each inventory conducted under that 
includes the date of the inventory, a summary of the inventory findings, and the employee identification 
numbers and titles or positions of the individuals who conducted the inventory. All containers or group 
of containers for components and medical marijuana is identified with a distinctive code for each lot in 
the shipment received. The code must be used in all transactions pertaining to the lot including 
processing, sales, transfers, disposals or any other transaction impacting quantities recorded for the lot. 
Each lot must be properly identified both with container labeling and in the inventory management 
system as to the lot’s status as quarantined, approved or rejected. 
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Inventory Auditing and Reporting 

Daily reporting enables management to track productivity levels of employees involved in the harvest 
process and identifies any discrepancies or out of specification reporting. The inventory management 
system will report on the harvest process provide total weight harvested and trimmed at each weigh 
point and compares that to final weight post-trim, including waste. This ensures that any discrepancy in 
weight is reviewed by a Level 1 key manager. Discrepancies are traced to the source, documented and 
reported to the COO and Compliance Officer and as MMCP regulations require. After further 
investigation, any appropriate corrective measures are taken. This not only ensures that employees 
produce a final quality product in an efficient and timely manner, but also that inventory is not diverted 
as it is manicured and categorized.  

The Company will create weekly inventory reports that provide at a minimum: 

Total plant count that includes all stages of cultivation, organized by grow room
Batch number, weight and strain of each batch released from quarantine and ready for sale
Total number of plants and unique identifier for each plant harvested but not yet assigned to a
batch
The amount of medical marijuana sold since the previous inventory and include:

Date of sale
License number of purchasing processer or dispensary
Batch number, registered product name and quantity sold

Date, quantity, and method of disposal (when applicable)
Summary of inventory findings
Name, title, and signature of employees conducting and overseeing the inventory

The Inventory Manager (a type 1 key employee) will conduct a manual, physical inventory of medical 
marijuana on hand annually and compare the findings to an annual inventory report generated by the 
inventory management system. Any discrepancies not accounted for through moisture loss or handling 
will be reported by the COO in accordance with 3796:5-4-01. 

Beyond this, the system also provides additional identifying information for the purpose of recalls. This 
includes the lot number, date of harvest, date of final testing, date of packaging, cannabinoid profile and 
potency levels, terpenoid profile, expiration date, if applicable and quantity, volume or weight of 
contents in the package. 

In-Process Plants 

The Inventory Manager will enforce inventory procedures for in-process medical marijuana. This 
includes plants in quarantine pre-harvest, manufacturing batches holding overnight and other similar 
procedures. Any cannabis that is not stored in areas for finished product must be secure at all times and 
maintained in a manner consistent with MMCP regulations. 

Processing/Final Trim 

In this stage, the finished plant material is prepared for testing, storage and eventual distribution to a 
processor or dispensary. Employees will process the dried and cured flowers for packaging and the 
byproduct (trim) for manufacturing into extractions, infusions or edibles. Key areas that are tracked 
include weight after drying/curing, weight after trimming, weight after the material is placed in 
containers for transfers or storage, employee identification (at each step), any item removed for testing 
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purposes and physical location of the plant material at all times. This information is added to the records 
created in the previous phase. 

Finished Packages 

The finished packages, if not immediately distributed, are secured in a safe in the packaging area and 
reconciled on a daily or weekly basis by a Level 1 key employee. The reconciliation includes not only a 
physical count of the packages but also an inspection of the packaging material, labeling and weight of a 
random sample of packages. The inventory management system provides reconciliation tools to report 
on both the physical number of packages and the gross package weight of each, enabling spot checks on 
weight to be performed without damaging the sealed packaging. Reporting at this point tracks expected 
parameters around shrinkage and identifies weight variances outside of the normal shrinkage 
expectations. If any discrepancy in weight or package count is identified, discrepancies are immediately 
documented and reported to the Compliance Officer and as regulations require. After further 
investigation, any appropriate corrective measures are taken. 

Employees put each unit into approved packaging for distribution. Once they are packaged, barcoded 
labels containing all necessary regulatory compliance information is printed directly from the inventory 
management system and affixed to each item. Information on the label will include items such as the 
Company’s license number, test results from an independent testing lab, ingredient and nutrient list, 
package weight and packaged and expiration dates. The Inventory Manager is responsible for ensuring 
each inventory item is barcoded and prepared for distribution. Items will be sorted by type and batch and 
distributed on a First-in, first-out (FIFO) basis. 

Electronic Inventory Management System 

The Company will install the inventory management system approved by MMCP. There are also 
internal requirements for recordkeeping. Our internal reporting requirements provide that the system 
must maintain the following records or the COO will implement additional systems as needed. 

• A “total inventory in storage” by location and batch report that records user, date, time, item,
quantity and storage access in chronological order must be kept. An “all events” report that
provides detail on all user activity and transaction types within a time frame and tailored to
specific data requirements, such as individual items or users must be maintained.

• A “controlled substances vault compare” report that allows administrators to cross-reference the
inventory that leaves the storage area and arrives at the shelf, dispensary or any other location to
the inventory at that location will be produced. Transactions that do not match show up on this
report by location, item, quantity, date, time and user.

• There will also be a “review send” report that provides detailed information regarding the
removal of medical marijuana from the storage area, specifying the user, time, date, item,
quantity and intended destination.

• Additionally, a “dispensing” report will be kept, that provides detailed information regarding the
transaction of medical marijuana at the dispensary, indicating the user, time, date, item, quantity,
and inventory movement at the dispensary. A “purchase history” report will also be maintained,
to help trend the receipt of medical marijuana into inventory and monitor purchase patterns.

• A “proactive controlled substances diversion” report that isolates above-average distribution of
controlled substances, as determined by standard deviation will also be required.

Inventory Counts 
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The COO Manager will oversee daily paper and electronic entry of all inventory transactions. Each day, 
the designated employee responsible for opening the facility will record beginning inventory. Ending 
inventory for each shift will also be logged. Each facility will maintain an inventory log to record the 
date of each inventory process, a summary of the inventory findings and the names, signatures and titles 
of the individuals who conducted the inventory. 

Cycle Counts Required for Cultivation 

1. Shift counts:
a. Plants propagated from seed or clone
b. Transplants during the shift

2. Daily counts:
a. Harvest records
b. Totals from above

3. Weekly counts:
a. Waste log reconciliation
b. Weekly propagation and harvest totals

4. Monthly counts:
a. Two employee count of all plants in production
b. Two employee count of all medical marijuana in storage
c. Manager reconciliation to the inventory management system
d. Administrative reconciliation of all transfer, sales and receipts

5. Quarterly counts:
a. Manager physical count of all inventory
b. Chief Executive Officer review of all discrepancies and reports

6. Annual counts:
a. Complete inventory of all inventory and assets
b. Inventory Manager reconciliation to the inventory management system

PART IV: DISPOSAL AND WASTE REMOVAL 

OVERVIEW 

The Company has developed comprehensive SOPs for the disposal of medical marijuana and chemical 
waste to ensure compliance with regulation and ordinance. These SOPs properly address all waste 
disposal requirements including the inventory management system entries required for any activity 
generating medical marijuana or chemical waste. The GM is responsible for oversight of all waste 
disposal activities and for implementing and enforcing the policies and procedures. The COO will 
ensure the inventory management system is accurate and capable of producing, upon request, reports on 
all medical marijuana stored, quarantined or disposed. 

All waste, including waste composed of or containing medical marijuana, will be stored, secured and 
managed in accordance with MMCP regulations and all applicable ordinances and Department of 
Environment rules. Additional protocols include detailed SOPs for excess product disposal, laboratory, 
liquid and solid waste disposal based on local ordinances and the disposal of medical marijuana plants 
and expired, contaminated, or otherwise unusable medical marijuana. 
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 operation will produce minimal medical marijuana waste. The COO and Compliance Officer are 
responsible for developing and implementing procedures for waste disposal in the production facility 
that are in compliance with regulations, state and local law. The GM is responsible for oversight of all 
waste management activities and for implementing and enforcing the policies and procedures at the 
facility. Our plan of operation includes procedures for the management and disposal of waste and will be 
made available to the MMCP for review on demand. 

The ompany has a comprehensive system for systematically collecting and properly destroying all 
waste materials containing medical marijuana. All waste composed of, or containing, finished medical 
marijuana will be stored, secured and managed in accordance with MMCP and regulations. The 
company will dispose of waste by composting on-site or via a waste removal company. The final 
material disposal will render both finished product and precursor materials completely unrecoverable. 

Storage of medical marijuana waste occurs in limited access areas or a securely locked dumpster. 
Dumpsters and waste bins used must meet all MMCP regulations and when not in use must be kept 
locked. At limited access entries and exits in areas containing medical marijuana waste, video 
surveillance is present. Procedures for medical marijuana waste disposal will ensure that all waste is 
secured and inaccessible to the public. 

All disposed waste will be recorded in the waste disposal log with information as to the date of disposal, 
the type and quantity of waste disposed of, the manner of disposal, the name of the employee logging 
the waste and the customer who returned the waste if applicable. 

Federal, State, and Local Requirements 

The Compliance Officer will oversee the waste management program’s compliance with: 

• Department of Environmental Protection regulations
• State and County environmental regulations for solid waste
• DEA Disposal of Controlled Substances regulations
• MMCP regulations
• All other applicable regulations.

WASTE DISPOSAL RECORDS 

Disposal records must include the disposal method used for any medical marijuana that was cultivated 
or acquired but not sold, including evidence of the disposal of the medical marijuana in accordance with 
MMCP and internal waste disposal policies and procedures. Daily plant care operations also produce 
plant waste from pruning operations. Pruning waste is accumulated daily, weighed and recorded in the 
inventory management system on a daily basis and disposed of in accordance with our SOPs.  

Types of Waste 

• Non-Medical Marijuana Waste: Non-medical marijuana waste consists of chemical waste,
sanitizers, fertilizer and other crop applications.

• Plant Waste: Plant waste is all plant material collected during the propagation, cultivation,
harvesting and processing of medical marijuana plants in the cultivation phase. Plant waste is
considered components of the plant that are discarded and not intended for sale to a dispensary.
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Intermediate and finished medical marijuana product is not green plant waste and must be 
categorized into one of the other waste classifications below. 

Waste Classification 

All waste will be categorized into a classification: 

• Contaminated: Medical Marijuana product can be contaminated in a variety of ways, including
becoming exposed from its secure container, falling on the floor or if the storage container’s
tamper evident seal has been broken.

• Expired: The company’s SOPs detail daily audits of inventory in all stages of production. The
company will employ a first-in-first-out inventory method. However, any expired or degraded
products are considered waste and will be disposed of in accordance with regulations and
company protocols.

• Damaged: Medical Marijuana can become damaged if improperly stored due to temperature,
moisture or other undesirable environmental elements. Medical Marijuana can also become
damaged if the packaging and labeling is defective or illegible.

• The General Manager, in coordination with the Quality Assurance Manager, ensures medical
marijuana materials and extracted products subjected to improper storage conditions, natural
disasters, fires, accidents or equipment failures, are not salvaged or distributed. Improper storage
conditions include but are not limited to, conditions that expose products to extremes in
temperature, humidity, smoke, fumes, pressure, age or radiation.

• Returned Products: The company will accept unused, excess or contaminated medical marijuana
from dispensaries or processors if authorized by the MMCP. Returned products may never be
resold and must be disposed of properly.

• Recalled Products: The company will accept recalled medical marijuana from dispensaries if
authorized by the MMCP. Recalled products may never be resold and must be disposed of
properly. If products that are subject to recall have not been transported offsite, the recalled
products will be gathered and stored for disposal.

• Surplus and Unused: Surplus and unused medical marijuana waste occurs when plant material is
grown in excess of what is needed for demand.

Waste Log 

All waste quarantined for disposal is recorded in the Company’s waste log with detailed information 
including the date of disposal, the type and quantity (weight) disposed of, the manner of disposal, the 
reason for disposal, the name of the employee processing the disposal, the source of the waste and the 
waste hauler. 

Inventory Management System 

The inventory management system will track unusable medical marijuana (e.g., outdated, damaged, 
deteriorated, mislabeled or contaminated) and medical marijuana waste by weight and the barcode 
throughout every phase of production as well as returns and recalls in the retail phase. Upon destruction, 
the inventory management system should generate a destruction report. The system will also for the 
electronic authentication of the witnesses to the destruction through either a four-digit pin number or a 
biometric scan. The inventory management system does not simply delete the data related to the waste; 
rather, the system evidences the lifecycle of every original plant barcode with an auditable trail of either 
retail sale or verified destruction. 
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Expired and Disposed Medical Marijuana 

The GM is responsible for maintaining standards in all storage areas. To prevent cross-contamination, 
the facility will be equipped with separate areas for storage of medical marijuana that is outdated, 
damaged, deteriorated, mislabeled or contaminated or whose containers, or packaging have been opened 
or breached, until such products are destroyed. This waste disposal quarantine area within the facility 
will contain any medical marijuana waste awaiting disposal. All holding areas are subject to SOPs 
requiring all security and sanitation protocols be followed in their entirety and properly documented. All 
medical marijuana held for disposal will be:  

• Stored in a locked container.
• Stored in a secure area under surveillance.
• Recorded in the log and the inventory management system, when necessary.
• Disposed of in accordance with the company's waste disposal policies and procedures and

regulations.

All storage areas will be maintained in a clean and orderly condition and will be located in a secure, 
locked and restricted area until it can be properly disposed.   

Quarantine of Waste 

All medical marijuana waste will be quarantined, placed in secured hazardous waste containers and 
removed from the premises to a secured area if permitted by MMCP. The QAD will implement 
measures to reduce waste resulting from our operations. In any event, all medical marijuana plant waste 
will be stored and disposed of in a manner that:  

• Minimizes the development of odors.
• Minimizes the potential for waste to become a vector of disease.
• Minimizes the potential for waste to attract, harbor or become a breeding place for pests.
• Protects against contamination of in-process and finished medical marijuana, contact surfaces,

water supplies and grounds surrounding the facility.
• Controls hazardous waste (such as paint or construction materials) to prevent contamination of

medical marijuana, contact surfaces, water supplies and grounds surrounding the facility.
• Prevents diversion, theft or loss of unusable medical marijuana.
• Provides traceability through documentation, reporting, and electronic tracking.

WASTE DISPOSAL GUIDELINES 

Each Level 1 key employee is responsible for ensuring the quality and safety of medical marijuana in 
their inventory on a daily basis. Adulterated medical marijuana products must be stored in a limited 
access area separate from unadulterated medical marijuana. All medical marijuana that is determined to 
be unsafe for human consumption for any of the above reasons will be rendered unusable and disposed 
of in accordance with the procedures detailed below. 

Rendering Waste Unusable 

Before commencing the waste disposal process, the Inventory Manager will assure that all pre-disposal 
reporting and recordkeeping requirements are satisfied. An employee will render waster unusable and 
unrecognizable in accordance with all applicable laws and regulations. A trained employee, under 
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management supervision, will render solid medical marijuana waste unusable by grinding and 
incorporating medical marijuana waste with other approved waste materials. The process will result in 
the waste being indistinguishable from non-medical marijuana waste and unusable for inhalation, 
ingestion, or injection. Medical Marijuana waste will be ground with either compostable mixed waste, 
which includes food waste, yard waste, vegetable based grease or oils or other MMCP-approved 
materials.  

Waste Received from Customers 

The company will accept returns, unused, excess or contaminated medical marijuana from customers if 
allowed by the MMCP and handle this waste in accordance with regulations while maintaining a written 
record in the waste disposal log and the inventory management system, which will include the name of 
the processor or dispensary when applicable.  

Hazardous Waste 

The Company’s cultivation methods will not result in the generation of hazardous materials. If 
hazardous materials such as paint and building materials are used for construction, renovation, or other 
purposes, any hazardous waste materials will be quarantined from all other waste generated by the 
Company. Hazardous materials will be promptly disposed of in accordance with Federal and State law, 
rules and regulations related to hazardous waste, including sections 3001—3024 of the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 (42 U.S.C.A. §§ 6921—6939g), the Solid Waste Management 
Act (35 P.S. §§ 6018.101—6018.1003) and regulations promulgated thereunder. 

Procedures 

All medical marijuana waste, including waste composed of or containing medical marijuana, will be 
securely stored until disposed. All waste will be recorded in the Company’s waste disposal log 
including: 

• A description of and reason for the disposal, including, if applicable, the quantity of unusable
medical marijuana.

• The date of disposal.
• Confirmation the medical marijuana was rendered unusable before disposal
• The method of disposal.
• The name and license number of the employee(s) responsible for disposal.

Solid Waste 

Prior to disposal, the Inventory Manager will assure that all pre-disposal reporting and recordkeeping 
requirements are satisfied. The Company will comply with local and MMCP approved methods of 
disposal utilizing on-site compost (preferred) or a properly licensed and permitted solid waste facility for 
final disposition. 

With management approval and oversight, a cultivation employee will render solid medical marijuana 
waste (“green waste”) unusable by grinding and incorporating medical marijuana waste with other 
approved materials. The resulting mixture must contain at least 50% non-medical marijuana waste by 
volume. Medical Marijuana plant waste may be ground with either compostable mixed waste (which 
includes food waste, yard waste, vegetable based grease or oils or other compostable waste materials) or 
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non-compostable mixed waste (which includes paper waste, cardboard, plastic, media or other approved 
non-compostable waste materials). 

When appropriate, compostable mixed waste will be disposed of as feedstock or composted at licensed 
composting facility, which will be approved by the local health department and Department of 
Environmental Protection as needed. Non-compostable mixed waste will be disposed of or incinerated at 
a state licensed landfill or other facility approved by the local health department. The QAD will ensure 
all companies used hold a valid permit with the Department of Environmental Protection and are 
approved by MMCP.  

No fewer than two employees must witness and document the disposal of medical marijuana or medical 
marijuana products in the Waste Disposal Log. All waste will remain in a locked waste container until 
pick-up.  

Storage and Transport 

All medical marijuana for disposal will be held under secured quarantine and stored until it can be 
properly destroyed. All medical marijuana transported by company employees will be transported in a 
locked and secure storage compartment via a transporting vehicle. All transport vehicles will follow 
company protocol including transport of medical marijuana waste.  

Liquid Waste 

All liquid waste runoff from cultivation crop applications will be 100% recycled, filtered, stored, 
reconditioned and re-entered into the irrigation system for crop production. The company will strive to 
recycle 100% of water runoff resulting from cultivation activities. Liquid waste containing nutrient 
residues, medical marijuana or by-products of medical marijuana processing will be disposed of in 
accordance with label instructions and with state requirements for discharge into surface water, 
groundwater and sewers or disposed of in an industrial wastewater holding tank.  

The Cultivation Manager will implement policies to eliminate water waste and to recycle water 
whenever possible. The Compliance Officer in coordination with the Cultivation Manager must ensure 
that all chemical waste disposal is performed in accordance with the label directions and applicable 
ordinances. 

Laboratory Waste 

The Company’s on-site R&D testing laboratory will dispose of flammable solvents as well as other 
waste streams with a certified laboratory waste disposal company. To dispose of any leftover medical 
marijuana that was not used in the sample analysis process, the lab staff will place that medical 
marijuana, products, and containers inside a waste disposal drum. The drum at the time of disposal will 
contain approximately 70% liquid lab waste (flammable solvents, etc.) and about 30% solid waste 
(containers, vials, plates). 

All medical marijuana that is disposed of is rendered unrecognizable and unusable once inside the drum 
and saturated in a solvent. The waste disposal company will be the last person in the chain of custody as 
drums are incinerated or disposed of in accordance with state and local laboratory waste disposal 
guidelines.  

A rigorous chain of custody will be maintained to ensure medical marijuana that has failed laboratory 
testing is not released for distribution. All products waiting for laboratory analysis are held in 
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quarantine. Upon notice of a failed batch, the QAD will oversee the disposal of the batch in the presence 
of one witness and under the surveillance of security cameras. 

Security and Recordkeeping 

Quarantined medical marijuana will be held in storage with full camera coverage until a manager 
removes the batch for disposal. All batches will be properly labeled for disposal and entered into the 
inventory management system with a disposed of status. The Inventory Manager will ensure the entire 
batch is properly recorded in the system as disposed.  

Unauthorized Destruction 

All employees will report the unauthorized destruction of medical marijuana as a condition of 
employment. A manager will report any verifiable incident to the COO to investigate the incident and 
determine the outcome. Unauthorized disposal of medical marijuana may be cause for termination. 

PART V: ADVERSE EVENTS AND RECALL PROCEDURES 

OVERVIEW 

The Company’s procedures for handling all complaints are fully detailed in our SOPs and review by our 
third-party Patient Focused Certification vendor. Our procedures section cover complaint classifications, 
management responsibilities and steps for investigation and resolution. Voluntary and mandatory recalls 
of cannabis are detailed with procedures for addressing customer complaints, returns and incidents 
requiring product withdrawal or recall.  

Basis and Authority 

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has established voluntary guidelines for conducting product 
recalls related to all foods. The product manufacturers or distributors carry out most recalls of products 
regulated by the FDA voluntarily. In some instances, a company discovers that one of its products is 
defective (adulterated or misbranded) and recalls it entirely on its own. In others, FDA informs a 
company of findings that one of its products is defective and suggests or requests a recall. FDA 
guidelines for companies to follow when recalling defective products under the Agency's jurisdiction are 
published in Title 21 of the Code of Federal Regulations. These guidelines make clear that FDA expects 
these firms to take full responsibility for product recalls, including follow-up checks to assure that 
recalls are successful. Under the guidelines, companies are expected to notify FDA when recalls are 
started, to make progress reports to FDA on recalls and to undertake recalls when asked to do so by the 
Agency.  

Adverse Event Complaint Handling 

All employees are responsible for documenting any adverse event complaint received from another 
employee, another cannabis establishment, a patient or any other party in the Company’s Adverse Event 
Log, which will be maintained by the QAD. An employee may receive a complaint in person, by phone 
or email. The employee receiving the complaint will notify a manager immediately. All employees will 
be trained to handle complaints including verbal de-escalation techniques and investigative questioning.  
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All complaints will be categorized by a manager as an adverse event, product quality complaint or other 
complaint. Other complaints will include but are not limited to neighborhood-related issues, service 
related issues, employee-related issues or other operational related issues. A manager must respond to 
any complainant relating any issue other than product related issues within twenty-four hours. Our 
policy is to make a good faith effort to resolve any complaint, whether legitimate or frivolous whenever 
possible.  

Investigation of a Product Complaint 

Once notification of a product complaint or adverse event has been received, it is the responsibility of 
GM and QAD to begin accurate and detailed documentation and product tracking via the inventory 
management system. To conduct a thorough investigation into the complaint, the QAD will first 
determine the nature and potential causes of the problem and any other product(s) that will potentially be 
affected by inventory tracking features of the electronic the inventory management system. The QAD 
will enter all information into the Complaint Log and determine the appropriate action and document all 
actions taken.  

Potential actions that could be taken would be Product Recall (a food safety or health risk due to 
physical, chemical, biological or immunological contamination), a Product Withdrawal (a quality related 
issue with the affected product(s) or No Corrective Actions may be taken, meaning it was an isolated 
incident with the affected product(s). 

RECALL AND DISPOSAL PROCEDURES 

The COO will implement and maintain a team responsible for executing a withdrawal or recall event. 
The team is responsible for coordinating all aspects of a withdrawal or product recall. A Recall 
Coordinator will be appointed by COO, who will assign a manager and establish a recall team. Together 
the team will assist the recall coordinator in the event of withdrawal or recall event in accordance with 
the procedures in this plan. All employees will ensure that all procedures are carried out effectively and 
efficiently. 

The GM will ensure the team receives appropriate training utilizing mock withdrawal and recall 
procedures semi-annually so that they understand their responsibilities. The withdrawal and recall team 
list will be updated quarterly by the GM to ensure all names, contact phone numbers and responsibilities 
of employees and alternates are updated. 

Withdrawal and Recall 

All withdrawal and recall activities will be overseen by the COO. The withdrawal and recall team will 
be assembled by the GM, ensuring adequate resources are available for the severity of the issue. 

The team will: 

1. Gather all information collected in the tracking process.
2. Detain and segregate in the quarantined storage area, all products to be withdrawn or recalled

which are in the control of the Company.
3. Adhere a “DO NOT DISTRIBUTE” sign on all containers storing affected products and

complete the Withdrawal and Recall Log component of the Incident Log.
4. Securely send an electronic Notification of Recall to any party that received the affected

product and follow up with all effected facilities via phone.
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5. Notify the MMCP immediately.
6. Ensure the following information is accurately documented:

• Name and batch number of the withdraw/recalled product(s).
• Production date(s) of the withdraw/recalled product(s).
• Reason for the withdrawal/recall.
• Quantity of withdrawn/recalled product(s) distributed;.
• Quantity of withdrawn/recalled product(s) in inventory (for internal use only).
• Area(s) of distribution and dispensaries affected (for internal use only).
• Coordinate and monitor the recovery of all affected product(s).

7. All recalled products will be destroyed by the company in accordance with the waste disposal
requirements set forth by the MMCP.

8. All recalled products sold to customers will be picked up from the recipient placed into
storage in a limited access area separate from the regular inventory of the dispensary.

9. Conduct a reconciliation of the total quantity of recalled product and affected product in
cultivation center the inventory management system and destroyed by the dispensary against
the total quantity produced.

10. Allow collection of random samples of recalled product(s) by an independent laboratory for
testing as appropriate.

11. Collect testing results and discuss the results and corrective actions that will be required with
the MMCP.

Disposal 

All recalled or withdrawn products in the Company’s inventory will be disposed of in accordance with 
the company's waste SOPs upon completion of the investigation. Recalled and withdrawn products will 
be stored in a separate limited area from the regular inventory of the facility prior to destruction. The 
COO will assure that all security, storage, recordkeeping, reporting, and disposal procedure 
requirements pertaining to the disposal of cannabis waste are fulfilled. 

Training and Mock Withdrawal and Recall Drills 

The GM will implement all necessary withdrawal and recall training for all employees including mock 
recalls. Mock recalls are regularly used to determine whether the withdrawal and recall procedure is 
capable of identifying and quickly controlling a batch of potentially affected product and reconciling the 
quantities produced, quantities in inventory and quantities distributed. A mock withdrawal or recall will 
identify potential problems and allow employees to become familiar with recall procedures. If problems 
are identified in the procedures, they will be corrected by the Managers and employees will be retrained 
on new procedures. 

PART VI: RECORD KEEPING AND REGULATORY COMPLIANCE 

RECORD KEEPING 

The Company has adopted procedures for maintaining records that conform to medical marijuana 
regulations and best practice for the medical marijuana and pharmaceutical sectors. Our SOPs provide 
detailed descriptions of plans, procedures and systems adopted and maintained for tracking, record 
keeping, record retention and surveillance systems, relating to all medical marijuana at every stage 
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including cultivating, possession of medical marijuana, delivery, transporting, distributing, sale and 
dispensing by the proposed licensed organization and will maintain records required for a period of five 
years and make these records available to the MMCP upon request.  

In addition to regulatory requirements, the Company has a responsibility to our stakeholders to 
accurately document the activities of the business. True and correct records maintained in a timely and 
organized manner also provides real-time operating information to management necessary to make 
quick and informed decisions in the normal course of business. We maintain strict control over records 
to maintain regulatory compliance and to provide operating data to management, information to 
consultants, document operations for third-party certifiers or auditors and to keep a record of operations 
in case of any insurance claims, legal or administrative investigation.  

The Company is committed to compliance with all laws and regulations. Management will make all 
records available to the MMCP or its authorized representatives upon request for monitoring, on-site 
inspection, and audit purposes.  

Procedures 

The COO is responsible for recordkeeping, data retention and back-ups to ensure the Company 
maintains true, complete and accurate records. The COO is also responsible for the proper integration of 
those requirements into policies and procedures. Back-ups of all records must be maintained for a 
recommended of five years. All employees must adhere to recordkeeping policies and procedures related 
to their job duties as a condition of employment. The COO must authorize the release of any records to a 
third-party and must report the disclosure of records to the CEO to determine if legal counsel should be 
notified. 

The Company will maintain, at a minimum, the following categories of records: 

1. Standard operating procedures
2. Inventory records including seed to sale tracking
3. Confidential customer, except information that may not be retained as stipulated by § 1161.23(d)

of the regulations
4. Distribution records
5. Adverse event reporting and recalls
6. Employee records
7. Waste disposal records
8. Maintenance records
9. Fixed asset schedules
10. Insurance and escrow requirements
11. All monetary transactions
12. Books of accounts including journals, ledgers and supporting documents, agreements, checks,

invoices, vouchers, monthly and quarterly reports and annual audits
13. All licensing documentation and other correspondence with the MMCP and all other corporate

documents required by law including but not limited to meeting minutes, annual reports, stock or
membership agreements.
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Records Loss 

Any loss or unauthorized alteration of company records discovered or suspected by any employee will 
be reported to the GM or COO immediately. The COO will report such incidents to the MMCP and law 
enforcement as necessary. Upon discovery of a records security breach, the COO and IT Director will 
review all recordkeeping and security policies to identify deficiencies and necessary corrective 
measures. The Company will engage the services of a third-party data security expert as needed.  

Records Maintenance 

All paper logs and electronic records will be maintained for a minimum of five years or as otherwise 
prescribed by regulation. In the event the company no longer ceases to exist, the CEO will cause the 
records to be maintained by a legal representative. It is our policy to retain records in perpetuity unless a 
member of senior management determines the electronic record should be deleted or destroyed. Only the 
CEO may authorize the destruction of records.  

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE 

Compliance Officer 

The Company will retain on staff a full-time Compliance Officer at all times to oversee all ongoing 
activities related to the development, implementation, and maintenance of, and adherence to the 
company’s policies and procedures for compliance with state laws and MMCP regulations. The 
Compliance Officer will report directly to the Chief Financial Officer to separate the position from the 
CEO and COO who will be in the facility day-to-day. The Compliance Officer will be an independent 
position available to consult on and support the compliance policies of the company and assure that 
these policies remain current with legislative and regulatory changes. The Compliance Officer will also 
be expected to review, comment, and provide sound interpretation of federal, state, and local law and 
regulation so as to assure the Company remains in compliance at all times. This position will be filled 
locally and requires someone with a legal or regulatory background and preferably in a highly-regulated 
industry such as health care. The individual must be able to gain a thorough and complete working 
knowledge of Ohio laws and regulations that relate to medical marijuana and be able to provide training 
to employees. 

Manager Reviews 

Managers will perform scheduled reviews of all operating activities to ensure compliance with company 
policies and MMCP regulations and directives. The Compliance Officer will oversee the manager level 
reviews and will also perform scheduled and random audits with a specific focus on activities related to 
worker and product safety and security, transportation activities, recordkeeping and reporting. 
Compliance audits will include an examination of video recordings, data systems and paper records, as 
well as employee and contractor interviews. 

Internal Audits 

The COO and Compliance Officer are responsible for the implementation and maintenance of an 
ongoing internal audit program featuring both unannounced and random, as well as regularly scheduled 
audits. Electronic data, paper records, CCTV recordings and employee interviews will be used to review 
employee performance in relation to our policies and procedures and MMCP regulations.  
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Corrective Measures 

Detailed protocols for corrective measures will be followed for any findings of noncompliance. Any 
identification of non-compliant activities will require thorough investigation by the Compliance Officer. 
The Compliance Officer will create and supervise a plan of action approved by the CEO. The plan of 
action will be developed to correct any systemic issues that lead the finding of non-compliance and may 
require an SOP revision, employee training or re-training, re-assignment of responsibilities or any other 
action the Compliance Officer and CEO deem necessary.  

Third-Party Inspections 

All areas of the facility, all employees and contractors, records and activities, including video recordings 
will be subject to inspections by the MMCP and other government authorities. The Company will 
provide representatives of the MMCP, emergency responders, authorized law enforcement personnel, 
public health officials and other government officers acting in their official capacity access to its 
facilities and records as required. 
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2D Security Plan 
(Maximum of 30 pages, see instructions for formatting) 

Please note: The following must be submitted in a non-identified format. 
Include this form as a cover page. 

Applicant should provide a narrative detailing support for, at a minimum, the following:

Part I: Surveillance Technology and Physical Security 
Physical equipment used to monitor the facility and meet the security requirements under 
Chapter 3796 of the Revised Code and the rules promulgated in accordance with Chapter 3796 
of the Revised Code. (3796:2-1-03(B)(4)(b) and 3796:2-2-05) 
(A) Camera feed should traverse the IP network from the camera source to the server utilizing

Motion JPEG (MJPEG) or MPEG-4/H.264/Advanced Video Coding codec technology.
(B) Data should be transmitted over the Real-time Protocol (RTP) or Real Time Streaming

Protocol (RTSP).
(C) Camera should support pan, tilt, and zoom functionality and controls.

Part II: Security and Transportation Policies and Procedures 
(A) A security plan in accordance with rule 3796:2-2-05 of the Administrative Code, that

establishes policies and procedures to ensure a secure, safe facility to prevent theft, loss, or
diversion and protect facility personnel. (3796:2-1-03(B)(4)(a))

(B) Transportation policies and procedures, which includes the transportation of medical
marijuana from a cultivator to a processor or dispensary and from a cultivator to a testing
laboratory in the state of Ohio, in accordance rule 3796:5-3-01 of the Administrative Code.
(3796:2-1-02(B)(5)(c), 3796:2-1-03(B)(4)(e))

Part III: Facility Plot Plan and Specifications 
A plot plan of the cultivation facility drawn to a reasonable scale that designates the different 
areas of operation, including the marijuana cultivation area, with the mandatory access 
restrictions. (3796:2-1-03(B)(4)(d), 3796:2-1-02(B)(5)(d))  
(A) If the building is in existence at the time of the application, the applicant shall submit plans

and specifications drawn to scale for the interior of the building.
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(B) If the building is not in existence at the time of application, the applicant shall submit a plot
plan and a detailed drawing to scale of the interior and the architect's drawing of the
building to be constructed.

Part IV: Emergency Notification Procedures 
Emergency notification procedures with the department, law enforcement, and emergency 
response professionals. (3796:2-1-03(B)(4)(c)) 
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All holding areas are subject to SOPs requiring all security and sanitation protocols be followed 
in their entirety and properly documented. All seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, 
medical marijuana plants and medical marijuana held for disposal will be:  

• Stored in a locked container;
• In a secure area under surveillance;
• Recorded in the log and the inventory system, when necessary; and
• Disposed of in accordance with the company's waste disposal policies and procedures

and regulations. All storage areas will be maintained in a clean and orderly condition and
will be located in a secure, locked and restricted area until it can be properly disposed.

Fencing will be constructed/maintained around OMMPC approved disposal or compost areas 
and containers outside of the facility. 

RECORDS RETENTION AND STORAGE 

The Company has adopted procedures for maintaining security records that conform to medical 
marijuana regulations and best practice for the medical marijuana and pharmaceutical sectors. 
The Company maintains a detailed description of plans, procedures and systems adopted and 
maintained for tracking, record keeping, record retention and surveillance systems, relating to all 
medical marijuana at all stages from seed to sale and will maintain records required for a 
minimum period of five years and make these records available to the MMCP upon request.  

Video Recordings 

The Security Manager will ensure 24-hour recordings from the video surveillance system are 
available for immediate viewing by the authorities or the time period required by regulations. 
Company policy is to archive these recordings for a minimum of five years or longer as 
necessary per MMCP regulations. The COO in coordination with the Security Manager will 
ensure the proper retention of all recordings.  

Storage of Recordings 

The Company will maintain all security system equipment and recordings in a secure location so 
as to prevent theft, loss, destruction or alterations. A current list of authorized employees and 
service personnel that have access to the surveillance room will be maintained and enforced by 
the Security Manager. Records of security tests will be maintained for a minimum of five years 
and made available to the MMCP upon request. The recordings will be stored in a format that 
may be easily accessed for investigative purposes. The recordings will be kept at a locked place 
in a limited access area or in a secure cloud location approved by the MMCP. The facility will 
have an electronic back-up system for all electronic records. 

Visitor Logs 

The Company will maintain visitor record logs for a minimum of five years and make the log 
available to the MMCP, State or local law enforcement and other State or local government 
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officials upon request if necessary to perform the government officials' functions and duties. The 
log will include, at a minimum:  

• Date
• Visitor badge number
• Printed visitor name and signature
• Copy of ID
• Reason for visit and escort’s Initials
• Time of entry and departure

System Maintenance Records 

The Company will retain at the facility or in cloud storage, for a minimum five years, records of 
all inspections, servicing, alterations and upgrades performed on the systems and will make the 
records available to the MMCP and its authorized employees upon request.  

Security Records 

Upon the request of the MMCP or law enforcement as part of their official duties, the Company 
will provide up to four screen captures of an unaltered copy of a video surveillance recording. 
The GM will ensure that all theft or loss reports originating from any department are reported to 
the appropriate law enforcement agency and regulatory agency as required by regulations and 
fully documented in Company’s records.  

If the Company is notified in writing by the MMCP or its authorized employees, law 
enforcement, or other Federal, State or local government officials of a pending criminal or 
administrative investigation for which a recording may contain relevant information, the 
company will  retain an unaltered copy of the recording until the investigation or proceeding is 
closed or if the entity conducting the investigation or proceeding notifies the Company that it is 
not necessary to retain the recording, whichever is longer. 

PREMISES ACCESSIBILITY 

General Visitor Policies 

The Company’s visitor protocols include restrictive access policies. “Easy Lobby” or a similar 
technology will be deployed by taking a picture and thermos transfer to the visitors pass. The 
Company will have a strict policy forbidding any principal, financial backer, operator or 
employee of the Company from receiving any type of consideration or compensation for 
allowing a visitor to enter a limited access area. Company escorts will ensure that visitors do not 
touch any medical marijuana in the limited access areas. 

Only customers, registered employees, MMCP representatives, law enforcement, and other 
officials acting in the course of their duties and outside vendors, contractors and visitors may 
access the licensed facility. An employee will contact law enforcement as necessary to remove 
unauthorized individuals from the premises. It is Company policy to prohibit any unannounced 
visitors at any company facility, other than customers. The exception to this rule covers all 
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MMCP representatives and other designated officials that may conduct both announced and 
unannounced visits to the facility following the company's compliance policies. 

The Security Manager or GM will approve all visitors, except as noted above. The employee 
checking the visitor in will obtain a copy of identification (driver's license, official badge, etc.) 
for each visitor and attach it to the Visitor Log. A visitor identification badge will be issued to a 
visitor by the Security Manager, GM (or their designee) and clearly displayed by the visitor 
before entering any limited access area. The employee issuing the badge is responsible for 
ensuring the badge is returned. If a visitor badge is not returned, the employee will notify a 
manager immediately, and the manager will record the badge number as missing including 
information on the visitor.  

Identification Badges 

Badge issuance authority is assigned to management, and it is established that each employee, 
contractor, and visitor is responsible for the safekeeping of his or her badge. Each employee, 
contractor and visitor will be in possession of an identification badge when on company. The 
purpose of the identification badge policies and procedures is to enhance the security and safety 
of Company employees, customers, physical and financial assets. 

Employee license cards are issued by the MMCP. No employee may work or volunteer in a 
facility unless they are registered with the MMCP. The Security Manager or a manager will issue 
a contractor badge.  

Employees will display identification at all times while working. Employees will report a lost 
employee occupational license or registration card to their supervisor immediately. 

Door Access Reports 

The GM will be responsible for using Identiv Velocity (or equivalent) software applications to 
assign, limit, and record access control activity. This FICAM solution and Hirsch hardware is 
used in governmental applications. All doors without biometric or electronic access control 
systems will be re-coded or re-keyed annually and following any involuntary termination.  

Inspection/Servicing/Alteration Protocols 

The company will keep all security equipment in full operating order and will test such 
equipment no less than monthly at each facility. The Company will hire a qualified alarm system 
vendor and a qualified surveillance system vendor to inspect and test all devices once every year. 

The Company will only use vendors that are licensed and approved by the MMCP as necessary. 
Records of security tests will be maintained for five years and made available to the MMCP or 
law enforcement upon request. 

The Security Manager will notify the MMCP immediately in the event of a mechanical 
malfunction of the security or surveillance system that will exceed a four-hour period. In event of 
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If any suspicious activity occurs during transport, a transporting employee will maintain radio or 
cell phone communication during the event to report all details to the facility. If communication 
fails for any reason, the employee will make contact by land-line as soon as possible.  

Reporting 

The Inventory Manager will be responsible for reporting all transportation events. All 
transportation events will be recorded in the Transportation Event Log including at a minimum 
the end time of the trip and any deviation from the trip plan. 

In the case of an emergency stop, a detailed reporting in the Transportation Event Log will be 
recorded describing the reason for the event, the duration, the location, and any activities of 
employees exiting the vehicle. Transporting employees will report any accidents, product thefts, 
adverse losses, manifest discrepancies or other unusual occurrences immediately to the Inventory 
Manager who will report any such occurrences to the GM immediately. Reports will be entered 
into the Transportation Event Log and made available for review by the MMCP or law 
enforcement upon request. 

The GM will immediately report to the MMCP and local law enforcement any diversion, losses, 
or other reportable incidents that occur during transport. The report will include discrepancies 
identified during transportation operations, any suspicious act involving the transportation of 
medical marijuana by any person, unauthorized destruction of medical marijuana during 
transportation, any loss or unauthorized alteration of records related to medical marijuana 
transportation or any other breach of security. 

After the initial report to the MMCP and local law enforcement, the GM will conduct an 
investigation and review the Company’s standard plan of operation. If necessary, the COO will 
make modifications to the SOP. The GM will submit a written preliminary report of the 
investigation to the MMCP within seven days of discovering the discrepancy. The COO will 
submit a final written report within 30 days of discovering the discrepancy.  

Company Owned or Leased Vehicles 

It is Company policy that all Company-Owned, Leased or Rented Vehicles be operated in a safe 
and responsible manner in accordance with local and federal regulations, all operators possess a 
valid driver's license, and follow the requirements and procedures outlined in our vehicle safety 
SOP.  

The GM is responsible for vehicle safety, including performing motor vehicle record checks for 
prospective drivers, advising department managers of any suspended licenses or unlicensed 
drivers and investigating accidents in which company-owned or leased vehicles, used for 
company business, are involved. The GM will manage accident claims involving Company-
Owned, Leased or Rented Vehicles or personal vehicles used for company business. 

Company-owned or leased vehicles will not be used for personal use. If it is determined that 
employees are using such vehicles for personal use, their driving privileges will be suspended 
immediately, and they may be subject to disciplinary action up to and including termination. 
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Vehicle Checks 

Prior to loading the vehicle, the Inventory Manager will perform a vehicle check to: ensure the 
delivery vehicle has a working communications radio or that the delivery team has working cell 
phones; ensure the vehicle has sufficient fuel to complete the roundtrip; is displaying a valid 
license plate and valid inspection sticker; has proof of insurance; and notes any existing body 
damage. The driver will perform a separate check to make sure the mirrors and the hand and 
emergency breaks are in working order prior to leaving the facility.  

Vehicle Accidents 

All vehicle accidents involving Company-Owned, Leased or Rented Vehicles, or personal 
vehicles being used for company business, will be reported immediately to the Company and 
local law enforcement. If a driver is involved in an accident, the Company reserves the right to 
request a copy of the driver’s motor vehicle driving record. 

For accidents involving a personal vehicle being used for company business, the driver's 
personal vehicle insurance will be the primary form of insurance coverage. If the loss limit 
exceeds the driver's personal vehicle insurance coverage, the Company's insurance will apply 
secondarily. 
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PART IV: EMERGENCY NOTIFICATION PROCEDURES 

The Company will employ devices that can be activated by an employee in need of immediate 
assistance. An activated alarm summons immediate help because of an adverse or life-
threatening emergency. Locations include reception desks, distribution areas, product storage 
vaults and delivery vehicles. The security system also features fire safety components that 
control notifications and access control. 

The intrusion system portion of the integrated security system includes duress alarm feature, a 
silent security alarm system signal generated by a designated code entry to signal that the alarm 
user is being forced to turn off the system. The system also includes panic alarms, which emit an 
audible security alarm system signal from manual activation intended to signal a life-threatening 
or emergency situation requiring a law enforcement response. The integrated security system 
will also have a holdup alarm, which can send a silent alarm signal, generated by a manual 
activation intended to signal a robbery in progress, to law enforcement. 

The integrated security system includes an automatic voice dialer capable of being programmed 
to send a prerecorded voice message to law enforcement, public safety or an emergency services 
agency requesting dispatch. The system also features a failure notification system providing 
audible, text or visual notifications. The failure notification system will provide by telephone, e-
mail or text message an alert to a designated security person within the facility within five 
minutes after the failure. The integrated security system and all of its components will be on an 
Uninterruptable Power Supply (UPS), either local or building system and will have the ability to 
remain operational for up to forty-eight (48) hours during a power outage. 

FIRE AND LIFE SAFETY 

The Company’s security contractor will also install and maintain smoke alarms and fire alarms 
connected to the security system capable of notifying first responders of any incident. All fire 
protection equipment installed will be listed by U.L. and meet NFPA 13 and 72 standards.   

All employees will be properly trained in fire prevention and mitigation measures. In-house fire 
safety training for all employees will cover the following topics and provide simple 
procedures all employees must perform in an emergency. Training materials include safety 
posters which will be posted throughout the facility, video SOPs, and mock emergencies. 

Flammable materials will be stored in a fire locker and properly labeled for first responder 
identification. All areas of egress will be properly signed in accordance with NFPA 704 
standards. The facility will comply with all local fire codes. Fire extinguishers will be 
maintained annually.  

OTHER EMERGENCIES 

Gas Spill 
Gas leaks require an immediate evacuation until the fire department clears the facility. Any 
employee discovering a gas leak will be trained to shut off the gas immediately and notify a 
manager to begin evacuation procedures. 
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Chemical Spill 
All employees will be appropriately trained on spill response. Every employee is responsible for 
participating in spill response activities. A fully stocked spill kit will be maintained in the 
facilities. Areas with high spill risk will be stocked with a mobile spill kit for immediate 
mitigation. 

Medical Emergency 
All employees who work on-site will receive medical emergency training. The type of training 
and frequency is dependent on their job description. Managers will receive two-year Red Cross 
First Aid and CPR/AED certification upon hire. Other employees will receive training after 
their ninety-day review. 

Natural Disaster/Evacuation Protocol 
Any manager may determine the need to evacuate an area at any time for any reason. If there is 
not an imminent danger, any medical marijuana product which is outside the controlled limited 
access area should be returned prior to leaving the building. Reasons to evacuate may include: 
fire, bomb threat, a hostile person, power outage, earthquake, water or gas leak, chemical spill. 
All employees must ensure that patients and customers do not use elevators, gather in lobbies, 
bring disabled individuals to stairwells, open doors without checking for heat, run or panic, re-
enter the building without permission. 

INCIDENT REPORTING 

Incident reporting will be documented by the department manager and reported immediately to 
the GM or the Security Manager, in accordance with company reporting and notifications 
policies and procedures. All incident activities, from receipt of the initial report through post-
incident review, are to be documented. The Security Manager is responsible for ensuring all 
events are recorded, assembling these records in preparation and performance of the post-
incident review and ensuring all records are preserved for review. 

Reporting of Records Incidents 

Any loss or unauthorized alteration of records of the Company related to medical marijuana, 
customers or employees will be reported to the GM or Security Manager immediately. The 
Security Manager will report any such incident to the GM and the MMCP and law enforcement. 

Termination of Operations Notification 

If any department of the Company that requires licensing with the MMCP is closing for any 
reason, the COO will ensure that the MMCP is notified in accordance with regulations. In the 
case of an emergency that requires a temporary cessation of operations, the COO or GM will 
notify the MMCP immediately for further direction and instruction on the appropriate procedures 
to undertake. All activities will be appropriately documented and recorded by the GM during any 
period of temporary or permanent closure. The COO is responsible for the oversight of any 
temporary or permanent closure activities.  
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2E Financial Plan  
(Maximum of 10 pages, see instructions for formatting) 

Please note: The following must be submitted in a non-identified format. 
Include this form as a cover page. 

Applicant should provide a narrative detailing support for the following: 

Funding Analyses  
A breakdown of the applicant's actual and anticipated sources of funding. 

Operating Expense Breakdown  
A cost breakdown of the applicant's anticipated costs in building the facility and implementing 
the policies and procedures submitted as part of the application. (3796:2-1-02(B)(6)(b), 3796:2-
1-03(B)(5)(b))
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